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Oiiyow286,

you've been making any task look complicated.

On your 386,
it hasn 't been incredibly exciting having all that power.

k

If the screens on the right look more

intriguing to you than those on the left,

you’re ready for Microsoft* Windo\^'s.

Windows opensup theworld of\dsual

thinking to aU ^6 and 386 owners by

offering the power of graphics.

Everjlhmg >ou can do on your PC,

jou can now do better, faster and with

greater imagination. Whetherjou’recreat-

irg documents or trying to get a clearer

picture of your work
What used to take complicated key-

strokes can now be accomplished with

the simple click of a mouse. With

Microsoft Windov^s, you access pull-

down menus. Simultaneously work

with differentprograms as well as cut

and paste betv\een them to create

graphic examples within different

bodiesoftext Andwhatyou seeon the

screenwill appearonyourprinted page.

And once you’ve learned Micro-

softWindows, you’ll have the basis for

scares ofotherprogramsbecause all the

countlessnewWindows applications are

basedon thesame easy, logicalformat

Since Microsoft Windows \ir-

tually looks and works likeMS* OS/2
PresmtationManager, youwonthave

to worry’ about it be:omirg obsolete

in a couple years. Wemadeboth sys
terns compatible. So

in the futirre, you’ll

Stop playing with

ancient instruments

asim^pointandci^.

be able to share .vimiw

data between them. And your knowledge

ofWindows v\ill give youajirmp on learn-

ing MS OS/2 Presentation Manager.

You’d expect a program this pwerful

to require a more povrerfirl machme. But

we consistently create software that makes

CCopynghl 1988, NUciosoftCxaporaUcn.AUnghtsresm'ed-Nlicrosdt the NbciosoftkjgoandNlS are regutemltradfmarks.ai)dNlakirigitaU make sense isa trademarko^^bc^^
The fc^'uig products been used courtesy of their respcclP.'e developers. Lotus and 1-2-3 by Lotus DeNTk^menl COTporatiwi; WordIVrfect by WordPerfect Corporation; PageMaker by .Aldus



What you coddhavebeai ddi^.

With Wmdoivs/286,

you could have been seeing things much more clearly.

With Windows/m.
you could have been seeinga bt more things much more clearly.

the best use ofj^our present hardware.

For example, Miaosoft Windows/

286 will work with as little as 640K and

instantly make jour

machine more sensi-

tivo, intuitiw and

highly visual It ghes

jou the ability to

jam ev’ety"Windows

applicatiai available.

,(t\ndwith accessto all those

'powerful programs, jou’U

be able to extend the life andusefulness of

jour 286 well bejond the introduction of

3VIS OS/2 Presentation .Manager. With

version 2.1 you also get the benefit of

increased speed. So jou’ll blaze through

Windows applications up to 87% faster.

-MicrosoftWindows/386 will giveyou

everything that Windows/286 gives jou.

Plus multitasking with mostDOS applica-

tions. Nowjoucan finally utilize the speed

and power of any 386 machine.

Imagine creating a complicated spread-

sheet Then while a macro is being run,

open up a word processor. Tj^pe a docu-

ment open and

wnikwitha

graphics pro-

gram. Cut and _
paste between progr^ and even call up
electronicmaiAnd stillbe ableto checkon

thestatus ofjeurspreadsheet atanytime.

Considaing allyou can do with.Micro-

softWindows, jiouhaveonlyone question

to askjnurself.

Whathaveyoubeen doing without it?

Microsoft’

Corporation; dBASE III PLUS by AshtonTate Corooration; NetworkCounerby Consumers Software. Incwpcffated; Miaografx bj- Micrqgrafic. Incorporated; Packftit bj' ftriaris Software; andCFO
Advisor by Financial feasibilities. InccRpaated. Packi^ is a trademarivd Pmans Software. CFO Advisee isa trademark of Finanria] mi^ilities, Incc^xvated.



Power Systems

20 MHz

20MHz
386

Gold

Authorized

Dealer

CPU 386/20 SYSTEM
WITH 230MB HARD DISK

CPU 286/20 SYSTEM
WITH 230MB HARD DISK

CPU 286/20 SYSTEM
WITH 80MB HARD DISK

CPU 386/20 SYSTEM
WITH 80MB HARD DISK
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1 1 e Experts’ Choice

“The best disk optimizer i've

seen, it quickly unfragments

your hard disk and keeps Has
fast as it Is supposed to be.

“

Bemie Zilbergeld

Computer Currents

"Vopt is fast, safe, effective,

and even fun to use. What
more could you want?"

Glenn Hart

PC Magazine

“There are several disk man-
agement programs available,

but the one I use is Golden
Bow's Vopt."

Jerry Poumelle
Byte

“In three years of rating soft-

ware, I've never given a pro-

duct a 10— until now."
Vincent Flanders

Access 88

"Vopt is very, very FAST.
Golden Bow Systems has a

winner here. No choice. In

stand-alone disk optimizers,

Vopt is Vbest.

"

John G. Scherb
Tokyo PC Newsletter

Vopt Is the fast, safe, disk

organizer that unfragments
your disk files to improve the

performance of your hard and
floppy disks.

Vopt is loaded with additional

programs that test and report

on the efficiency of your
system.

Call toll free and receive a

free demo disk that will show
just how fast Vopt will work
for you!

QC $3 shipping/handling

CA add 6.5% sales tax

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS

f 2870
Fifth Avenue

Suite 201

San Diego, CA92103

800/284-3269
Vopf j» a trademirh of QoWn Bow Systems.
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What’s
Time is money, especially on a main-

frame computer. And when a 3270 main-

frame was needed for benchmark testing

LAN gateways, the subject of our cover

story, something even more valuable

was called for: dedication. Plus a lot of

coffee. Maintaining a controlled envi-

ronment on a 3270 mainframe, after all,

was possible only for someone working

after office hours—7 P.M. to6 A M , tobe

exact, when the mainframe was not oth-

erwise occupied. That someone turned

out to be PC Magazine’s LAN Labs proj-

ect leader Randol Tigrett.

Randy, for his part, is still adjusting

his btxly clock from the 1 6 straight nights

he spent at Harris Testing Facility in Mel-

bourne, Florida, He did have com-
pany—vendors’ representatives visited

each night to offer assistance and help

avoid expensive trial and error. But

sometimes only a good night’s sleep will

do the trick.

Workgroup systems editor Frank J.

Derfler. Jr. ’s two-part story is the result

ofPC LAN Labs’ efforts, and we think it

will prompt further discussion about just

how essential PC-lo-mainframe links

have become to the future of any rising

company.

Another topic for discussion concerns

word processing—in particular. Version

5.0 of WordPerfect. Author Dean Han-

notte takes on the question of how closely

this stoic darling of word processors is ap-

proaching the graphics and font-manage-

ment capabilities of popular desktop pub-

lishing packages. He examines how
WordPerfect expects to inch out even rival

Microsoft Word in this fast-moving war of

the words.

Fast software needs fast computers. But

for users demanding the mtrst megahertz

for their money, the cost difference be-

tween a 20-MHz and a 25-MHz 80386-

based machine may be too great to warrant

the fastest money can buy. Contributing

editor Winn L. Rosch leads PC Maga-

Workgroup systems editor Frank Derfler and

Randol Tigrett begin a hard day’s night.

zinc’s look at the newest 20-MHz ma-
chines—and don’t miss contributing editrrr

Charles Petzold’s overview of misconcep-

tions about OS/2 compatibility that can

make all the difference in a purchase.

Technology can often be intimidating,

and modems are no exception. This issue’s

PC Lab Notes takes a fresh Icxtk at mo-
dems and explains in clear, easy-to-under-

stand terms exactly what a modem is and

how it can increase your productivity.

Power users will find it an indispensable

reference ofmodem terms and commands.

And end your boot-up headaches with this

issue’s utility, CONHG.CTL, a landmark

program that gives you full editing control

over your CONFIG.SYS ftle at boot-up.

No more editing and renaming files; just

point, shoot, boot! GS

AC WagurMr The IndeivnJrm (ioiJr In /BM SianJaed Petumtl Crmipimttt ISSN iFtWWIMlIi ivp>iMi>l«lh Mrkly «MTp< n luly and Aaginl ha t.Nfllfuiaae )>nri2}M<mi,
Ml V1|nran>««s,«dMI V7 itRf yeas AJilitH«tl|iuui«eil lllprteonrvS?: onpnjwiarCaMbandallxhnlonracuamrv./in IhvitMilnitiiiiiCn .•Avunaaf/id
CamnKMHVKt’o .OnrPiriAvr .New Yrai.NV llll>• Snawl Cbss pc»tafr|«dH New VmI. NY lUtlthaada •ddauMliMluig etturv HlsrMASrVJt AddnvschiivrvlufC
Vatarrw Pi> Hm A«Nt, Boid^ IX) Ml3:i -MNt
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I
'he new BigBin holds five times

more, so you feed it five times less.

The BigBin™ sheet feeder replaces your laser

printer's old 200-sheet paper tray to give you

1,000 sheets of paper. That means you spend

more time working on printing jobs, and less

time refilling paper.

BigBin.

1000-sheet
capacity for

Canon SX,
Ricoh 4150 &
4080/4081
engine

laser printers.

Impressive numbers Think of BigBin as a

motorized paper tray that lets you load 1,000

sheets of letter-size paper. All at once. You can

even add a kit that handles legal-size.*

Even high-volume and multiuser environ-

ments get up to two hours of continuous print-

ing. Without the interruption of another empty

paper tray.

Simple addition All it takes to multiply your

paper-handling capacity is a little addition.

Just replace your printer’s paper tray with the

1,000-sheet BigBin and plug it into the wall.

Despite the big name. BigBin needs only

about a foot of space in front of your printer,

and it weighs in at only 14 pounds.

A multiple of three BigBin is available in

three models that connect to laser printers

with Canon SX", Ricoh* 4150 and Ricoh 4080/

4081 engines.

The Canon SX works in the QMS-PS’ 810,

ViiSS"plus and HP' LaserJet Series IT. The

Ricoh 4150 supports the QMS Lasergrafix*

1510, QMS SmartWriter' 150 and Texas

Instruments Omnilaser'l models 2015 and

2115. The Ricoh 4080/4081 series includes the

AST TUrboLaser', the DEC LN 03', and Texas

Instruments Omnilaser 2108.

All three BigBin models are available

exclusively through Laser Connection™ dealers.

For more information on how BigBin can

maximize your paperhandling, call Laser

Connection at 1-800-523-2696 for the

dealer nearest you.

And be sure to ask for The Sourcebook'—

our exclusive catalog filled with the latest laser

printer products and enhancements.

* F\u Cinon SX and Rkoh 4150 engines.

HELASER
'^connGCTion™

A QMS' Company

C 1988 Laser Connection

The Miowingarc trademarks <ifthor respective cwnpanies:Bi^a KISSfiAu. Lasergrafix.

Q.MS^'S, La^ Connnectlnn. The Souiccbook. SmartWriter of Q.MS, Inc. Canon Mnf
Canon. L'5A. RKoh cf Rkoh. Inc HR LaserJet Series II nf Ilewiett-Radaid. Omnilaser
of Tbeas Instruments Inc. HirhoLaser of AST. LN 03 of Digital Equipment Corp.

CIRCLE 2590N READER SERVICE CARD
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II

BuiMiiig Workgroup
Solutioiis: LAN Gateways,

Part 1

Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

I

IRMA
lets your PC double as an IBM
3270 terminal—but requires a

dedicated connection for each

machine. In this Tirsl of a two-

part series, PC Labs tests the

Harris and Banyan local area

networks that access a

mainframe through a single

link, the LAN gateway 92

Performance Tests 106

WORD PROCESSING
WordPerfect on the Move
Dean Hannotte! It isn’t desktop

publishing, despite the addition

of bit-mapped graphics

support, on-line macro editing,

and some of the most versatile

font management ever offered

by a character-based program.

But WordPerfect 5.Oioes build

on past achievements to bring

word prxxtessing closer than

ever to the elusive DTP
ideal 117

COMPUTERS
Good and Fast: Fifteen 386s

Push the Performance

Standard to 20 MHz
Winn L. Roschl Once the

fastest PCs you could buy, 20-

MHz 80386-based computers

now promise to become the

most popular high-

performance machines on the

market. Check out the latest

from companies like AST.
Dell, and Everex, and see why
the "troublesome twenties"

are meeting little resistance in

today’s fast lane 139

Features fable 142

Performance Tests 160

i^J The Banvan CNS as a (ialewav into

IhtlBM SZTOArchlltclurt

Banyan’s complete LAN
with gateway services

I

to an IBM 3270

system, page 92.

paragraph each ’.crij asacciated w

Ce.g,. bold “‘'"arrip:. ,,„5cript..

1 expanded in ¥? 5 C r: include

, a.a extra—rairi

; to ttie list are j.hajrr.T. shad

'ti.-: ^l..'i;.l

If a feature described does —
WordPerfect 5. 0*s page preview magnifies a

page up to twice its true size, page 1 17.

SOFTWARE I

A MIDI Musical Offering

Rick Bassett andJonathan

MatzkinI Powerful MIDI-based

music composition systems no

longer need multi-tbousand-

dollar software to get

professional results. PC
Magazine auditions

professional sequencers,

notation software, and

combination packages with an

average price of less than

S500 229

Features Table 252

ALTERNATE INPUT
Hand Scanners IiKh

Forward

Mike Falkneri Billed as a

cheaper alternative to their

desktop cousins, handheld text

and graphics scanners offer

technology similar to the

desktop devices but cut comers

in what they deliver. Tested are

models from The Complete

PC, DFI, Logitech, Packard

Bell. Saba Technologies, and

Transimage Corp 277

EDITORIAL PRODUCT

—

INDEX
The complete listing of

products reviewed in this issue,

plus a quick reference to

Productivity utilities,

programs, and tips 476

Cover Photograph:

Roberto Brosan

Cover Model:

Nick Fasciano

The Dell System 310 uses disk

caching to approach the zero-

wail-state limit, page 139.
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FIRST I,(K)KS

Analysis:

Bus battles: a look at the

compatible-makers’ EISA bus

standard and how it stacks up

against IBM’s MCA
Hands On;
. Tandy 5000 MC PC Labs

tests the first MCA compatible

to hit the streets

• Turbo Pascal 5.0 adds

debugger, overlays

• Compaq enters laptop arena

with battery-powered SLT/286

• WordStar Professional,

Release 5.0: too little, too late?

• TaskNel puts idle PCs to

work

• Tfjrra 5.2 adds page

preview

• Maptnfo brings street maps

to life—for a price 33

\KTKR IIOl R.S

• Music, Maestro, please.

From Mindscape, rc&C
Research, Ad Lib, Support

Group, and Computer Music

Supply: products to help soothe

the savage PC
• Home Video Producer:

design and animate eye-

catching titles and cr^its for

your home videos

• Resume /f/r; Spinnaker

Software’s programs offer help

for job seekers 486

i>R()iHni\ ir^

PC LAB NOTES
’The PC User’s Guide to Modems
RichardHale Shawl Buying a modem? This overview tells you

how modems work and what points to consider before buying

one, and it gives you the basics of data communication .... 3 1

1

UnLITIES
Choose CONFIG.SYS Options at Boot

Michael J. Mefford! Change the configuration of

CONFIG.SYS dynamically as you boot up. CONFIG.CTL is a

special device driver that lets you keep your system options

open and select the configuration during the boot 323

ENVIRONMENTS
Getting Started in

Presentation Manager
Graphics

Charles Petzoldl Using

Presentation Manager to draw

filled areas of different sizes

and colors 347

POWER PROGRAMMING
Manipulating Strings

inMASM
Ray Duncan/ Expand your

libraiy with assembler routines

for string concatenation,

extraction, and translation. 363

SPREADSHEET CLINIC
Douglas Cobb and Steven

Cobb! Tips on converting

numeric labels into values and

correcting a /Data Query Find

bug in Lotus t-2-3 375

Oia UAlite: 2^
New Ualtte; __

M<^/n/0; A bird*s-eye viewitf U.S. city streets, First Looks, pa^48.

USER-TO-USER
NeilJ. Rubenking/ How to

speed up batch file execution

and remove protection from

BASIC files 383

POWER USER
Craig L. StarkJ Executing

dBASE commands faster; a

simple way to print blank lines

on dBASE labels; two

WordPerfect macros to track

lime spent on projects 397

LANGUAGES
Robert L. Hummel! An easy

way to display colors; a

program to check your RAM;
how to create a virtual screen in

Turbo Pascal 401

PC TUTOR
Robert L. Hummel! Hiding

game programs is easy with

ATTR.COM; why a bad track

on a hard disk renders some
good sectors useless 411

CONNECTIVITY CLINIC
Frank J. Derfler, Jr.! Prevent

uruiecessary key combinations

from jamming a network;

avoid the most frequent cause

of PC-to-mainframe file

transfer failures 419

1
\ IFWI’OIMS

1

LETTERS TO
PC MAGAZINE ....IS

PC ADVISOR
Joe Desposito! Memory boards

for all three specifications—ex-

tended, expanded, and

enhanced expanded;

information-retrieval services;

backup power supplies 27

BILLMACHRONE
Support: ’The Stumbling

Block 65

BILLMACHRONE
Support: ’The Stumbling

Block 65

JOHN C. DVORAK
The Dvorak Programmers
Quiz 71

Inside Track 73

JIM SEYMOUR
The Decline ofthe Micro
Manager 77

STEPHEN MANES
Desktop Publishing: Can
You Justify It? 85

Direct Marketing
rnnoRTtkin 475

Marketplace .448

^rvi/^ ParH All

Coming Up 479

index to Advertisers. 481

Advertisers' Product

Index .483
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out permtssion. If you want to quote fiomanaitkk. usePCAfogo-
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print an ankle, call or write Jean Lamenidorf. Licensing Manager.
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Cherry Hill. NJ 08034. SendU per issue (check or money order. S9

outtide theU.S.).
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You’re looking at all the printer you’ll ever need. For any
application youTl ever have.

' The Citizen™Tribute” 224.A24-pin dpt nna&ix solution of-

fering superb word processing, spreadsha^graphics and datapro

-

cessii^applications. Ata price you’ll find surprisingly affordable.

The Tribute 224 delivers true letter-quality printii^ at 66
^

cps, correspondence-quality at 132 cps, and drafts at 2CKJcps

(at 10 cpi). In standard or proportional spacing. And dptional,

IC cards enaUe fonts and emulations to be easily expanded,

'ibu also get high-resolution graphics.A built-in, push-"*-

feed, variable-width tractor and automatic paper loading "

tem. Both serialand parcdlel interfaces for flexiolc hardware

cornpatibility Front panel access to most print functions. And^

compatibility with virtually every "major software package. T};*

All this, and it’s backed by our nationwide service, excel-*,_^^

lent documentation, and 12-month warranty ^

For more information, call 1-800-556-1234, Extension 34.

In California, call 1-800-441-2345, Extension 34.

The CitizenTribute 224.

.There isno highfcr tribute to CITIZEN24-pin printing.
* \987 OazeaAmerica Comonoon. Qdxen, c

Ocizen anenhbute 224 are tradcToatks o( Printers that run like clockwork.

CIRCLEIH ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Any cell can contain a com
that you can access

Rg. 1 Let's get the detail on those ad

costs. Just move the widebar to that cell

and press one key (Grey +).

let’s go
to News-
papers.

Just press

the Qrey-f

key.

I IS

Fig. 2 Here we are. instantly. Notice the lower left corner

showing we are on level 2. >tou can go down or up.

what Makes Lucid 3-D So Special

In the screen examples you can see

Lucid is really three dimensional. Any

cell of the spreadsheet can contain

a complete other spreadsheet that

you can access with a single keystroke.

It is as simple as the pictures show.

And you don't have to write formulas

to do that.

All you do is go look at the other file,

navigating through easy, point and shoot

directories. When you come back up

(with one key) the link is made auto-

matically for you.

Everything about Lucid works that

way. Users say "It is so intuitive that I

fEully don't need a manual:' That's because

we use something we call a visual

command menu. |im Seymour, the

noted PC columnist, talking about Lucid

in a recent article said that, "If there ever

was an interface idea so good it

ought to Ire stolen and uMg used, this is it."

What he was talking about is a new

menu approach that follows a simple

design concept: it is easier to recognize

than it is to remember. As choices are

made on a menu that take you to

lower levels you always can see exactly

where you came from and where you

are going. The complete menu path is

always visible. You cannot get lost

several levels down. This means you

never have to remember a command,

you just flow right to it.

Plus, no matter where you are on a

menu or what you are doing, just press

function key FI, and you will get a help

screen specific to that command or

action. Or if you want to know about any

subject you can pop up an index of over

600 topics and select the one you want.

Notepad Behind Every Cell

Another 3-D feature is that any cell

can also contain a multiple page note

that you instantly access with a single

keystroke. You can write notes, memos
or letters that relate to your work, save

them as individual files and even print

them separately or with your spreadsheet.

t^Tririn ip^^yii|ii|

H mmihwk Jtll INI

H tofkttftH Nit
WD Nliu Nnttf Nw
H> ^ flH l(Wt
In Ckicivi TrtkMn Rim ItNii
t] Lm laftlK iiwt Ji

Fig.4 Now, instantly we are on level 3. Each level

is a different ^readsheet. You could now move to

the New Vbrk Times and see the detail on that

figure. There is no limit to the levels you can go.

Move right down to transaction level if you like.

you don't see continue on in the back-

ground during the next commands The

end result of this powerful combination

is you rarely wait for a recalculation

with Lucid. You find out what

instantaneous is all about.

“I've been calling it an 'Everyman's Spreadsheet',

and I think that's how the market will position it. It's

much more than an inexpensive alternative to 1-2-3.
’ ’

litn Seymour. Columnist. PC Magazine. PC Week

Speed

Lucid 3-0" is truly revolutionary. It is

fast, fast, fast! It is incredibly quick in

performing calculations because it

doesn't recalculate every cell every time

you insert an entry. Instead, it only re-

calculates the specific cells that are

affected by your change. This is called

minimal recalc. Lucid also has a

remarkable innovation called back-

ground recalc in which you are given

control of the cursor the moment

calculations affecting your viewing

screen are complete. Other calculations

Lucid Learns

Lucid 3-0” also lets you teach it in

any combinations of keystrokes so that

involved sequences can be done with

single keys. Plus more than just re-

membering keystrokes. Lucid allows you

to create Macros with loops, procedures

and conditional branching amazingly all

done automatically with simple menus.

You can create your own menus that

show the new features you have taught

it. Another great feature is you can

make your custom menus work like

Lucid where one choice can take you



plete other spreadsheet
with a single key.

Fig. 5 Of course. Lucid does multiple windows.

Notice, you can simultaneousiy open windows in

different directories, different drives, even down as

many 3*D ievels as you like. No one else can do that.

Fig. 7 (Below) Here it is right in

Word Perfect (or any word
processor) just iike you typed it.

Vbu can go the other way just

as easily

rmXh-liu

>Im lU (fnir iA»rt |M maI th»
UcirMik ti« kit iwi ui tnt tST

I mi cksitC
ImhM NiC }

Ilf* I* m MAkfr (1 ti 9) Mi r*>i SB>
lit tmTlt 111! W tifH it. UwifTiM
mwM wH ti rmi tut ** m niff* w*i

ril C:M[Kn>«xre»E.Ld l!

Fig. 6 We need those budget

figures in the Word Perfect let-

ter we are writing. Clipboard

Dump does it right now.

tiKliui ut istiMiK tir jMt IHt Blint.
Plfui tilw t Uik tt tlwa, wi SH If thti ifHi Hitk
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Total

» U OMO IS KMikU.

471.
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down a level to a whole new set of

choices What's nice is that they will

work from one spreadsheet to another.

Mouseability

Lucid 3-D” was designed for both key-

board enthusiasts and mouse lovers

alike. You can take your pick. Designed

around the mouse from the ground

up. the interface is smooth and natural.

You select files to load from directory

lists. Everything is point and click.

What's more, any Lucid 3-D” menu

selection can be "moused" and the

response time is "right now" instead of

the sluggish "a little bit behind you

"

feel of add-on mouse menu systems like

those you've seen with 1-2-3.

A window pops up with a library of

function names you can page through

with the mouse. Selea. click and its

in the formula with no typing required.

You even have a label window that you

can fill (from the keyboard) with favorite

labels and names so that you can insert

them later with the mouse. There's even

a pop-up calculator to insert numbers

so you don't have to go to the

keyboard very often.

It really permits that feeling of

becoming one with your work. Lucid

3-D” has windows of user defined range

names as well as the macros named by

the user that can be selected just by

pointing and clicking, icons that are

easy to grab with the mouse let you

resize and move the spreadsheet

window with the ease you would

exped. Plus you can go anywhere on

the sheet by moving the mouse and

clicking on the spreadsheet borders.

And remember. Lucid is designed so

that any of those features are done with

or without the mouse easily and quickly.

Audit

When you are staking a big decision on

information gained from a spreadsheet

you need to be certain that you have

made no mistakes. Lucid 3-D” offers

five audit displays and printouts.

Even if you don't plan to abandon

1-2-3. Lucid makes sense. Files are

converted between them with ease so

there's not an interoffice compatibility

problem. This means you can have the

power and fun of Lucid 3-D” without

having to upset your present systems.

are excited about Lucid 3-D”. But

don't take our word for it. take us up

on our 60 day offer.

Call us on our order line number and

we will ship your order the very next

day. This $149 offer will end as soon as

our dealer network is fully stocked. But

in the mean time we invite you to try

Lucid as part of our "spread the news
"

campaign, lust pick up the phone and

call us. We accept all major credit cards

or you can order COD.

For a limited time
Winner of

PC Magazine's

1987 Award
for Technical

Excellence

Ask your dealer or

call

1-800-544-4699

or 214-404-4000

CIRCLE 483 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PCSG • 4540 BELTWAY DRIVE • DALLAS. TX 75244



Tbday^managers
are expectedtoleam
wordprocessing
in theirspare time.



New Version 2

Ibrtunatie])^

thafs all it takes.

Can Professional WHte
significantly reduce the

time and cost ofyour

training and support? Call

1-408-848-4391, Operator

^60 for a free trial disk.

TYuth is, the best business

people have the least spare time.

So Professional Write 2.0 was

designed to get them up and run-

ning immediately.

Professional Write 2.0 has all

the features managers demand,

and saves them the frustration of

learning programs designed for

full-time typists.

Our learning process

speeds up the word process.

Anyone can learn Professional

Write in acouple of hours.The

screen is as familiar as a piece of

paper. Pull down menus and an on-

line manual means there’s nothing

to memorize. Our follow-along

tutorial is written in plain English,

and our context-sensitive help

is one of the best available.

It all ensures that your managers

spend their time managing,

instead ofasking for help.

WfeYe the most compatible

with your secrefeuies.

We gave Professional WYite

the most extensive and direct

connections with the other soft-

ware standards in your office.

No other program does it so easily.

Professional Write has built-in

compatibility with MultiMater

WordPerfect^M icrosoftWordr
WordStar: Wang™ PC, DCA, and

ASCII. You can directly import

Lotus l-2-3'"worksheets without

retyping; include a chart from

Harvard Graphics when printing;

and mail merge quickly with

dBase lir files.

give your printers

the perfect set-up.

Now using multiple fonts with

an HP LaserJet:Apple LaserWiter,’

PostScript or HP DeskJef" is as

simple as underlining. And printer

support has never been easier,

because Professional Write is pre-

configured for quick installation.

We have a fest new way
to find your documents.

You no longer have to spend

your valuable time hunting down
files. Our new Pile-Finder searches

through the actual text of all your

Professional Write files to find any

words or phrase, and will call up

the appropriate document. We'll

also give you sorted lists of files,

and the option to identify your

files with summary descriptions.

Therelsmoretoour

feature story.

Wfe know what managers need

from a word processor. That's why

Professional \Wite offers speed

keys, macros, and column-move.

An integrated spelling checker.

thesaurus, on-screen calculator

and address book are only a key-

stroke away. We also support all

the popular networks.

Put time on your side.

CaU 1-408-848-4391,

Operator '*'60

for a free trial disk.

PFS: Professional WYite and PFS:

Write owners Call 1-800-255-5550

for upgrade information.

m SOFTWARE
PUBLISHING

The desiffners ofPFS.

cl96BSo(NmPu«HimgCixporanon. 1901 Lon(lngsClr.MotfilanVlW(U94039'72lO



Or if you're already^ld on SQL,

then order ProfefConal ORACLE t

for 11295,* and get SQL»Tutor free; ;

Accot^jjgto PC 9feek, Professiorara

UCIiftt “the most versatile daO^
,43

All the database Top Guns are

, flying SQL, the indastry-

standard data management language

first delivered by Oracle. Why?

Because one SQL statement replaces

up to 20 lines of dBASE code. And
because all the powerful multi-user

and distributed

databases use SQL
— exclusively.

Now you can

turn your PC into

a SQL trainer that

will make you a

database top gun:

Introducing

SQL*Tutor from

Oracle, only $199.

Become an iiAtant

ORACfl^ “the most versatile daO^
base maq^ement system availablei

'

on the Pt.” It iocl)!^ (he ORACLE
L database

igiiie. utilities

After using SQL*1\itor, you’ll be able ®:

• Construa simple and complex

• Create tables, views and indexes

• Manipulate information in data tables

• Create reports

• Use ORACLE’S powerful SQL
extensions

for (check »ti/y

D 1199 for online SQL'Hjtor ami Introdu

to SQl so 1 can stan developing in SQL.

tl29S for HrofedBhalflItACLt. which

includes SQL-Tufcr.

5 Please addap^priaic sales tax.

$ . . Total. 1 understand Oracle pajs

shipping, and this offer is valid in

the U.S. only.

Lost that Lovin’ Feeling

for dBASE?
Everybody has. And now, they’re

learning SQL. SQL»Tutor is the per-

feci way to get ready for the emerging

SQL database world. Use it to intro-

duce SQL to your entire organization,

to offer SQL refresher courses, or as

a supplement to dtKumentation.

CopTf^rt C 1906 by Orada Ceporaton
ORACLE • a tradamarti ol Orado Corpofdpn

dBASE « a tradtnwk d AMon-Taia

and Oracle’s

ith-generation

application

development

tools.

Professional

ORACLE is

network-ready,

and is the same

ORACLE that

runs on minis and mainframes. Use

it as your standard PC workgroup

database, and to provide ^onneaivi-

ty to corporate tkita.

Call l-8(X)-ORAaEl, ext. 4-109 toda^^

today. Or fill out and All

the attached coupon. So
i

squadron can fly the latest data-

base technology into the 1990s.

ORACLe’
COMPATIBILITY • PORTABILITY • CONNECTABILITY

4^09 today.

IigMAlrf"ii
byoLr'

tomV

atSAOCOainMOnwKOtnwiiorviaip n ^ amm & a^aa * j OuatlOC I51*)33T07^-
'Rwki<«t«'8O2M'aO38ef>Cwm04OKBRAMplut Cflll I'BDO'ORACLcl. 6X1. 4409 tOudV. Audrdnei rBSfrSOWaORACLEEufOpeA* <^4S69n
1MB««»»odedmomofy fUrtfWHjOOSao. TfiBA

****** i ORACLE Syttm* Hong Kong 852 5266646
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Letters TO
PCMAGAZINE
286FIREPOWER
The 80286 runs DOS and OS/2 software

faster than the 80386 or 80386SX when

both are running at the same clock speed.

Your benchmark
tests show that the

Dell System 220 is

35 percent faster

than the Compaq
Deskpro 386s in the

80286 Instruction

Mix test, while it

runs at only a 25

percent faster clock

speed (“Less Is More,” page 93, PC
Magazine, August 1988). The Dell is also

less than half the price of the Compaq.

There are only a handful of DOS appli-

cations that take advantage of 386 fea-

tures, and even these are outperformed by

their OS/2 counterparts mnning on a 286.

With ever-higher clock speeds and inher-

ent cost advantages, the 80286 and 286

platforms will continue to dominate the PC
marketplace.

Glen Butchers

Austin, Texas

Compaq prices, including the Deskpro

386S, are usually discounted, which puts

the Dell and Compaq prices at about the

same level. More important, a 286 just

can’t keep up with the 386's ability to run

multiple DOS programs and to extend

DOS beyond its current memory limits.

—Ed.

PLEASINGTOTHE EYE
However snappy your 3-D graphs may
look, they actually obscure data and make
it harder, not easier, for readers to extract

information. Your consistent practice of

presenting the same data in both graph and

PC

tabular forms appears to confirm that even

you realize the error of your ways. So why
give us sophistries when we take you to

task for it?

Robert Long
Housatonic, Massachusetts

RIGHTON TIME
I read with great amusement Jim Sey-

mour's incisive and insightful column on

the computer industry’s delivery-date de-

bacle (“Software Delays: Truth or Conse-

quences,” PC Magazine, June 28, 1988).

It Is all too appropriate that in the next is-

sue, Lotus Development Corp. should de-

vote two full pages to announcing a mys-

tery product, perhaps the ultimate in

vaporware.

Well done, Mr. Seymour!

Richard Goldman
Toronto, Ontario

Canada

ALTERNATIVE LANGUAGES
I enjoyed your survey on C compilers and

interpreters (“The C Mystique” and

“Compiling the Facts on C,” PC Maga-

zine, September 13, 1988). When are you

going to do the same for BASIC?
Dr. Sidney V. Soanes

Toronto, Ontario

Canada

MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9, 1
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PC Magazine plans to review BASIC in

March 1989.—Ei.

Let the professional software developers

have C (“Compiling the Facts on (?”).

Turbo Pascal 4.0 has quickly, and without

much fanfare, become the language of

choice for a large number of us.

Pat Anderson

Fall City, Washington

AQUICKLESSON
You are making a mess of Latin-derived

plural nouns. An otherwise good article

(“Removable Mass Storage: You Can
Take It with You,”

PC Magazine, Sep-

tember 13, 1988)

used the expression

media dozens of

times as if the writ-

ers thought it to be a

singular word. The

singular form is me-

dium. A flexible

disk is a recording medium; a hard disk is a

recording medium, etc. Collectively, they

ate recording media.

You occasionally do the same thing

with the word criteria. The singular form

Is criterion.

Thomas H. Ledford

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

That’s an excellent point. The usual bone

ofcontention is the use ofthe word data as

a singular, which we cheerfully endorse.

Since we last debated the question (
‘

'From

the Editor’s Screen,” April 30, 1985),

Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictio-

nary has appeared on the scene, agreeing

that this usage is now well established,

"although it is still occasionally rruirked

9 8 8

LESS IS MORE



V 1 E VS' P () I N T S

BUSINESS
i] 13- (2 di^) Prepare spreadsheet WipoMflul Express Calc.

S3-Creaie. fWin&pnrtyrbusnessformsw/EZRxms. 512K.I

79 - Generate statements, ease record keeping wlhe kMxcer]

}17 Hancte your personaitu money picture w/France Mgr III

[H 135 - (2di^) Track inventoiy. sales. w.PC-Acct bookt^ mgr. I

[D 159 - (2 disks) Mass Appeal mai mgr br envelcpes. labels, elcj

190 • Make accurate job. cost esamaes W/POS’Quoie. G40K. |

201 Log barik tansactions. produce fi^'l report w€hecks4

[H 226 - (2 Asks) Fie B^ress menu diven all purp database mgr^

232 • (2 Asks) FriendV Dr. Data mari mgr t easy-ICHJse. 640K.|

234 • Comrol & inventory wJ-Master know daily levet.
|

267 • Add special chars, ine graphics to yr word processr w/Qt.

316 • Manage dents, sales prospects w/Trackr< 512K. hrd dsk.

[E 319 • (2 disks) Keep appoinmtt. update agendas wiEzOesk.

337 • Analyze your credt chvges. paymnts. merest w/Cha'tge'

383 - Track yr portfolio, get weekly report wMrtual Fund Mgr .

'

EDUCATION '

166 • I's painless learning DOSw^ interactive DOS Tula. I

191 - team music. US stales w/POquizzd Sign lang demo! i

228 • Guild dazzing typing speed pradidr^ wPC-Fastype. * |

297 • Graphc mathematical puzzle game makes learning fun!
|

366 • I's sirrpte to kpep, average student grades w.Gradescan!|

376 - Teachers & student can summarize grades wOradeM.
|

[1 384 - (2 dtks) XY-See graphc math for HS & colege student.i

GRAPHICS
I

56 - Display hi-res 3-0 mdecuiar stuctures w>Chenww. EGA.

.

m 145 • (2 disks) Paint draw wFingerpaint design w/Akamira. *
(E 210 • {2 disks) Creaie advanced 3D desqns! 640K, hrd dsk. #
St 285- (3 dtks) Produce grt 3-D images w.StffmodI graphics. ^
[E 362 -(2 disks) Edit graphics.-colorize pics wVGACad! VGA. '

GAMES '

15 -Bbiemen game rests knowledge Of GiUefigure&'everTt. I

23 • Str Trek. Otheio2 bo^ game, amiery bombing. EGA. I

28 - Play Backgammon, or Wordplay (lire v^l of brtune)! I

64 -Three soktaire card games, Spi^r Klondlire.Canfeld! Ik
I

121 - Qubert Pango. Cenfpede. Hopper (i( Frogger). more!*|

151 • Hack put you & trusty dog in a wid adrenire (k Rogue).|

176- Oesloy enemes w/SCiker, conquer the world In Risk, it
^

215 • Solve, create own wxd puzzles wti Phrase Craze* i

289 - 30 Pacmaa Kong. Spacewar. ABM (trissie cmd). * .

3(S • Btack|ack (you set tulK), AimcharOB. imperial war* .

321 • Star Trek, the orignl Colossal Caves Adventure, more.

[E 365 - (5 disks) Create your own grt adventre games. 384K

372 • Pnbal. Olhelo. Dragort. Sopwiih (ly one), battleship.

UnUTlES '

1 38 • Packedw^ uSs tor prim spooing. banners, tont, et. I

GUI -Pmt wide docmnt&spreadsh^siJewayswOn-Side! I

[E 214 - (2 deks) Search tor addresses w/Z^>'Phone cross ref. 1

258 • Woik aroifid DOS w/Easy Access hard disk menu sys.
|

2^ • A colection of invaluable general purpose DOS utiHes.
|

MISCELLANEOUS
|

U 31 -Mme Database fsls4.lXXkfilrT6 available on videotape.|

[E 46 -(4 disks) Access 6000‘f famous quotes from world history^

74- Trouble wyotflandord? Learn your legal tenant right' .

65 • Add vMOdows & give your Basic progs a prolessnl look. .

146 - PC4.o(lo helps you matremabcaly beat state lotto odds'

[E 153 • (2 dtks) The popular word processing system; PC-Wtire.

[E 291 -(2 disks) Record your 0VW1 or play music w/PianoMan! '

367 - Keep track of all your tapes. LPs, & CDs wMusic Ubrary.l

[E 386 -(2 dtks) 1504^ taniastic cooking recipes. Add your own' I

* Disks so marked abwe require a cokx graphtos adapter,
j

Membership Special! S19.95 (reg. S34.95)

For $19.95 ($2595^ tor 351 become a McrcCom Sysiems

member and get iW Shareware Soolir”($l295separalBly). a

subeoiplton to 'Sharewere Ravlewr ^nagazine. 6 tree new-'

retoeae shareware disks (one featured each issue), kwr member I

prices, and any dsks in tis ad for oriy $1 99 'each! ($2.99 tor 3.51 1

I 3.5 Disks desired ladO $1 OOdisk tc app'’c;ibio
i

MicroCom Systems Cost of Oisks_

3673 Enochs Street

Santa Clara, CA cAm^,
95051 Total encl.

Phone Toll Free for Same-Day Shipment!

(800)727-5995

LETTERS

with a disapproving 'IsicJ
.
' '

'

Using media as a singularform is hard-

er to justify, but not a new idea: it is sanc-

tioned by 65 years ofexposure in the realm

of advertising (admittedly in a somewhat

different sense). If we've gone too far in

our efforts at language'reform, our main

concern HOi clarity. Computer users real-

ly do speak about the ‘ media surface.
'

'

Would you immediately understand what

is meant by
'

'medium surface, "or' 'medi-

um wear, "or' 'medium life' ' ?

As for criteria, we apologize. If you

found that word used as a singular, we

must have goofed.—Ed.

IMAGE BACKUPTAKESTHE LEAD
Let’s be clear about the relative merits of

file-by-file and image backups ("Image

vs. File-by-File: Two Paths to Tape Back-

up.” sidebar to

"Hardware Stand-

bys: PS/2 Tape
Drives,” PC Maga-
zine, May 31, 1988;

Letters, September

13, 1988). File-by-

file restore from an

image backup al-

lows the user to re-

store any list of files without having to re-

store the whole disk, File-by-file backup is

really only intended for use in transferring

a few files from one machine to another on

tape. Image backup is superior when ar-

chiving a disk and restoring a mrxlerate-to-

large number of files,

John E. Adam
Fayetteville, Arkansa.s

FAST-IANE FINANCING
Although owning a Ferrari would be nice,

most of us find it hard to justify the cost.

Similarly, until VGA lowers its price to

EGA levels ("Making Way for VGA,”
PC Magazine, May 3 1 , 1988. and Letters,

September 13, 1988), it is hard to Justify

wasting money buying VGA if EGA can

do the job.

Robert Zimman
Reston, Virginia

OUTOF LINE ORON THE LEVEL?
It was refreshing to read Jim Seymour’s

positive words about IBM ("PS/2s; Reli-

ability Counts,” PC Magazine. Septem-

H,3RW.ARE
STANDBYS:

^;tlB Wbu

her 13, 1988). Too much negative atten-

tion is given to IBM’s attempts to improve

established standards. It is because of IBM
that we have the standards we enjoy today.

1, for one, fully appreciate the newest

line of IBM computers, with their current

benefits and future potential .

Mike L. Gilliam

Alhambra, California

After 4 hours of trying to install DOS 4.0,1

finally got it running, with extended mem-
ory only. Instead of 1MB memory, I got

only 360K of standard memory, which

was not enough to run Ventura Publisher.

There was no telephone number in the

DOS manual. In my opinion, the manual

appears to be written so that anyone with

less than an advanced degree in computer

science will need support and a few dozen

numbers to call.

The next time 1 consider purchasing a

personal computer, IBM will get the same

consideration they are providing their cus-

tomers—zilch.

Jess Mclivain

Bethesda, Maryland

KUDOSTO DVORAK
PC Magazine is sensitive to what is impor-

tant to its readers and has a writing staff

who provide information with clarity and

superb style. I particularly enjoy John C.

Dvorak’s informative, incisive, and witty

presentation of his uncanny insight into

personal computing.

Richard A. Stalls

Washington, D.C.

TAKINGCHARGE WITH A PC
In response to Bill Machrone’s column

"Getting CEOs to Use PCs” (PC Maga-
zine. September 13. 1988), 1 think many
CEOs have not taken to using PCs because

they have no compelling reason to do so.

The CEO’s job is to make strategic, rather

than tactical, decisions. Most of the infor-

mation a CEO requires is located outside

of the organization.

In order for CEOs to use PCs, the PC
must be an integral part of an orderly sys-

tem for collecting and manipulating the

tons of messy, qualitative, external data

with which they have to deal.

Keith Hamilton

Springfield, Illinois
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THE BUSSTOPS HERE!
CompuStar: PS/2 and PC/AT Compatibility.
Ask any computer expert about

what type of system you should buy

nowadays and you'll likely gel a

“pass the bus” response. Something

like - “Well, uh, the PC/AT* bus

is your best buy but, then again, the

new PS/2* bus m^ become the

next industry standard.” Great ad-

vice, right? If trying to decide on a

microprocessor weren't tough

enough, now you're expected to

pick a bus, loo.

RELAX. NOW THERE'S
COMPUSTAR’,

The all new CompuStar from

Wells American not only lets you

interchange microprocessors, you

can also mix and match buses — a

PC/AT bus, a PS/2 bus or. . .both.

As your computing needs change

simply snap in a new processor

or add an extra bus. You'll

never again have to worry about buying

the wrong computer system!

FOUR COMPLETE SYSTEMS IN ONE.
The CompuStar can be configured with any of four

microprocessors — an 8086, an 80286, an 80386SX, or

an 80386. The processor and up to 16 megabytes of user

memory have all been combing, using die latest VLSI tech-

nology, on a single, plug-in CPU module. Plus, any time

during the first year of ownership, CompuStar users can

“trade-in” the CPU module they initially selected toward the

purchase of any of the other more
powerful modules. Nobody but Wells

_ , American gives you this kind of value.'bI
_ ^ = A CONVERTIBLE BUS?

J g YOU’RE KIDDING!“ ~ No, we're not. In feet, it may well

^ ^
be the most practical microcomputer
innovation ever. S^ you've selected an

AT compatible CompuStar and later

want to add PS/2 compatibility. No
problem! Snap in a PS/2 Bus and

Adapter Module and you can use both

buses in the same ^tem. Likewise,

if you've selected a PS/2 compatible

CompuStar and decide you want to add

an AT bus, just snap in an AT Bus
Module. Depending on configura-

tion, the CompuStar can have up to

13 bus expansion slots — all A'T

slots, all PS/2 slots or a “split-

bus” of AT and PS/2 slots. No
matter which bus becomes the

next industry “standard,” you'll have peace of mind knowing
your investment in a CompuStar will be protected.

The CompuStar is also easily expanded. That's because

there are seven CompuStar disk/tape compartments — six

accessible from the front and an a^itional full-height bay

inside. All this in a sleek, compact tower design that will

leave more room on your desktop than any of the so-called

“desktop” models.

A NEW IDEA FROM AN OLD COMPANY,
The CompuStar® Multi-Processor, Convertible Bus’"

Microcomputer. It's no surprise that our engineers invented

it. After all, we've been m^ng microcomputers longer than

anyone else. . .even longer than IBM! And if that kind of ex-

perience doesn't impress you, CompuStar's service programs

surely will. You can select an optional overnight module
swap-out plan or on-site service from General Electric Cor-

poration — one of the most respected names in consumer
electronics. And, of course, every CompuStar carries a full

one-year factory warranty.

FINALLY, AFFORDABLE TECHNOLOGY.
Think all this technology sounds expensive? It's not.

CompuStar 20MHz 80286 systems start as low as $1995t.

There are also inexpensive ^86 and powerhouse 25MHz
80386 systems j
available. Plus,

!

there is a wide
variety of

CompuStar
display, tape

and disk op-

tions including

a one gigabyte

erasable opti-

cal disk. %u
can choose a

fectoty pre-

configured

CompuStar or

custom design

one yourself,

lust unlock the

front panel and literally “snap-in” a bus, CPU, memory or

disk riHxIule in a matter of seconds. It's system flexibility

never before available. . .at any price.

While one of our competitors (we won't mention any

names) threatens you with “missing the bus,” most simply

pass the bus. Our new CompuStar, however, eliminates the

bus problem altogether. Not to mention the processor prob-

lem. Even the expansion problem. Prove it to yourself. Call

today about our 31-d^ trial offer. Oh, and 1^ the wry, the

next time anyone asks, tell 'em you know where the bus stops.

WellsAmerican
Corporate Headquarters: 3243 Sunset Boulevard

Wfest Columbia, South Carolina 29169 • 803/796-78(X)

TWX510-601-2645 . FAX 803/796-7029

’P»r«on8l Computer AT, AT and PS/2 are trademarla ol International Business MactHnes CorporMm. fPtiotograpOs (tepid opOonal e(|uipmenl. A complete pnee list « aveilaWe upon nqum
CompuStar 80286 system (S1995) mduttee an AT Bus Module, built-in VGA/EGA display adapter, orte dnkatte drive with controier, two serial/one parMleUDne mouse pon, keyboard and 220 watt power supply.
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dBASEPov^ for1-2-3

Last yearwe met a crazy programmerwho said

he could build a database with the power and

capacity of dBASE and put it inside 1-2-3.

Well, he works for us now, and ifyou know

anything about database programs, his baby

is going to knock your socks off.

Introducing @BASE, a full-feature rela-

tional database add-in for 1 - 2 -3. Now anyone

who know how to use 1-2-3 is an instant

database wizard because @BASEtumsl-2-3

into a powerful "front-end" for database appli-

cations. n'saseasy as 1-2-3.

Huge capacity

Ifyou've every tried to use 1 -2-3 as a data-

base manager, there's a good chance you've run

out of memory. That's brause 1 -2-3 stores data

in the worksheet. (g> BASE stores data on disk

where record capacity is virtually unlimited.

You’ll never mn out ofmemory again.

Brains and brawn

©BASE compares with powerful stand-

alone database programs like dBASE or

R:BASE,® but it operates in concert with 1-2-3.

You get the best of both worlds. l-2-3givesyou

tools for data analysis. ©BASE gives you big

data capacity. Brains and brawn. It's a nice

combination.

Inminutesyoucanbuilda worksheet with

dynamic links to the database on disk. (The

worksheet might present a sales tecap by re-

gion.) Next month, for up-to-date results, simply

load and lecalc the worksheet. Fresh database

information is automatically linked from disk.

Industry-standard file format

© BASE uses exactly the same file formal

as dBASE III and dBASE III Plus. dBASE is not

requiredto use @BASE. But ifyou have stan-

dardized on dBASE, ©BASE fits right in.

©BASE reads and writes dBASE files directly.

No conveision is necessary.

At less than a third the cost of dBASE, you

may decide to use ©BASE instead of dBASE

throughout your organization wherever users

need easy access to dBASE information.

Serious Performance

© BASE beats dBASE 111 Plus in benchmark

tests.* ©BASE is up to 3.7 times foster!

dBASE III

Plus @BASE

Locale record 12 sec 12 sec

Pack database 7.1 min 1.9 min

Sort database 10.8 min 4.5 min

‘Test with 4,000 records, 34 fields per record

©BASE works with l-2-3Release2on

the IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and compatibles.

Only $195. No competing add-ln database can

match ©BASE for power, compatibility and

performance. Nothing euen comes dose.

IntrodMii^©BASE
(pnMwaccJ^nhMe")

©BASE” puts the power ofdBASEm Plus*

inside 1-2-3.®

With ©BASE you can:

• Instantly transform an on-sheet database

to a dBASE-compadble database on disk.

• Use I -2-3 as a “front-end" for existing

dBASE applications.

• Build a complete database application

from scratch using 1-2-3 to control

database functions.

©BASEFfeatnres

• Huge capacity- data is sMred on disk.

•Occupies only 72KRAM + SKperopenfile.

• FullycompatMewith dBASE in file fotmaL

• Fle:^ sinicuites:

-Tableview

-Fonnview -

-Crosstab view

• Powerfrd Queiy/Selection cammaiids.

• Bi-directioaal data transfer between

worksheet and database.

• Dynamic link between worksheet and data-

base usbig new database@ functions.

• Fully compatiblewhh I 2-3 macros.

• MulU-level sort (ascending/descending)

.

• Globai multi-field search and replace.

• Cteale/modify database definition.

• And much miich more!

You can open, access and update mult^ile data

files concurrentiy using sp«aal@db iiinctiofis.

An optional module, available soon, lets you

“join” data files on one or morecommon fields,

and support index files. Option price is $89.95.

Phase send me:

copiesof(aBASEsI$195eadi.

Include $3.7S shipping ($12oulsidel)SAand

Canada). MA residents add 5% sales tax.

fttyment; VISA MC AMEX DineiS Chak

rwna

nu* rwTr. m»E

CtSi

To Older, mail coupon or call loH&ee

lfiMA800-447-ll% Nailoiully

800-445-3311 Xllll

PBRSONH:.sa)RJ*OKATJON

)
2352 MAIN STREET

' CONOlKli.MA 01742

617-897-1575
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"OrdinaA' display

Compressed di^lay

withSeeMore
See up to twice

as many columns

Control colors

ASCII/UCS

conversion

No special

hardware

required

Urtretoucbedphoto ofEG^ disphy

See More Rows and Columns
Now you can zoom out to see more on

the screen - without exiting your

worksheet andwithout investing in

special hardware!

With SeeMORE™, a remarkable

add-in program for 1 -2-3® and

Symphony®, you can instantly double,

triple or quadmple yourviewwiththe

push of a key.

Pack moninki everySymphony window.

SeeMORE lets you build a twelve

month forecast without stopping to scroll

left and right. All twelve months appear

on the screen. SeeMORE gives you the

big picture.

SeeMORE manages the screen without

interfering with the normal operation of

1 - 2-3 or Symphony. You can zoom in

and out as you build and manipulate a

worksheet. You don’t need to exit and

switch to a new driver set!

Works with 1 -2-3 Rel 2 and 2.01 or

Symphony Rel 1.1, 1.2 and 2.0 on the

IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and compatibles.

All you need is a simple graphics adapter;

CGA, EGA, VGA, MCGA or Hercules. Also

looks great on Compaq andToshiba gas

plasma. Not copy protected. 1-2-3 version

$79 .95 . Symphony version $99-95. Get

SeeMORE and expand your horizons.

Q>mpa<(* PortalAelOpiasma display

CGA EGA VGA Here Plasma

Nomad eO»25 80x25 80i26 80x25 80x25

Medium 9U28 106x43 91x37 90x43 106k40

SmaM 106«33 128i43 106x48 120x43 128»S0

VerySmall 128x25 ISOiSl 128x53 144k43 N/A

Tiny 128x33 t60x58 160x60 180x58 I60x66

Presentation 40x23 40x2S 40x34 45x2S 40x28

Available from Egghead Software. Corporate Sr^ware and other fine resellers. Distributed through Ingram, Kenfii, Micro D,

Softsel and Software Resource.

‘SeeMOREU brimming with innovations.''

-LoOisMagsuine

"/ useSeeMORE almost constantly."

-Jim Seymour, PC Magazine

“Recommended:'
- InfbWorld

Please send me: (indicate quantity) i

SeeMORE 1-2-3. 17995 each.
J

SeeMORE Symphony. 199-95 each. I

I [ndude$3.75forshipping. ($12oulsideUSA
\

and Cana^) MA residents add 5% sales tax. i

I I

I PaymentaviSAOMCnAMQtoDinenQCheck
{

I •

J
CAIDNO. I

1

{
EXP. DATE PHONE |

a •

2
NAME I

I

I
ADDRESS I

•

i
CITY STATE ZIP |

! lb order, mail coupon or call icdl-free: J

I In MA: 800-447-1 196, Nationally; I

i 800-445-3311 XU >ij

hi

Petsonics Corporation

2352 Main Street

Concord, MA01742

617-897-1575
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The Cure for

MacEnvy.

For years users have Ixvn conditioned to think of

their computers in certain teniis. Dependable. Wrsa-

tile. Dull. To get superior graphics, some claimed that

you need a different type of computer altogellier.

1’hey said ///e/r computer was eveiyihing the P('

wasn't. Easy to use. Graphically exciting. Fun. PG
owners were. well, fffvcn with .MacEnvy.

Enter Micrografx.

With the Micrografx family of applications, you don’t

have to trade in your PC. Micrografx software turns

your computer into a complete graphics studio for

desktop design, publishing, and presentations.

Allow us to illustrate.

Micrografx Designer lets you go from rough concept

to finished art, giving you the power to bring your

ideas to life. Micrografx Graph Plus™ is packed with

easy-to-use charting features for the busine.ss user.

Micrografx Draw™ gives you control and simplicity in

a basic draw ing program. And .Micrografx software

supports hundreds of printers like HP’s Ucserjet™

and PaintJet.™ All PostScript™ de\ ices. t<x).

Ami there's more. Micrografx (Jip.-Xrt™ libraries

contain volumes of profe.ssionally designed symlx)ls

and illustrations. .Micrografx Convert™ translates

Ix’tween the PIC and DXF file formats.

So lake a bite out of the argument dial I’Cs can't do
superior graphics, and get the cure for MacEnvy. Ask

your dealer for a demonstration or call us for more

information.

Micrografx. The picture of success.

MICROGRAFX
1820 N. Greenville Ave. • Richardson, TX 75081

2H/234-1769 • 800/272-3729

Telex 650309-3890 • FAX 2142342410



LETTERS

VIEWPOINTS

BlG-SnCKECONOMICS
Jonathan Matzkin has outlined a classic

example of the damage done by govern-

ment intervention in trade (Pipeline, PC

Magazine, September 13, 1988).

Our government acted to increase the

price of RAM chips and to restrict their

manufachire for the purpose of protecting

domestic interests. The "trade" agree-

ments benefited the American RAM
manufacturers—at the expense of the

American and Japanese RAM chip con-

sumer.

Walter J. Turberville 111

Phoenix, Arizona

TIME-SAVINGTRAP
Richard Hale Shaw’s recommendation in

his Prxxluctivity column “Writing Optimal

C, Part 2” (PC Lab Notes, PC Magazine,

September 13, 1988) to use pointers rather

than indices is counterproductive, because

the time required to increment the addi-

tional variable often outweighs the time

saved.

Robert Sacks

Long Island City, New York

ADANGEROUS HALF-TRUTH
John C. Dvorak is a typical example of the

shallow IBM PC/MS-IX)S mentality that

used to permeate the microcomputer com-

munity ("The Ugly Reality: Unix Is in

Your Future,” PC Magazine, August

1988).

There is no evidence that the majority of

PC users were required to, willing to, or

even had to “learn” MS-DOS, Apple

Finder, and so forth in order to effectively

use their machines. Similarly, one can pro-

ficiently use Unix-based applications with-

out regard for the complexities of the un-

derlying operating system.

Wendell Anderson

Hamilton, Bermuda

ACCOUNTING FORTHE FULL COST
I wholeheartedly applaud PC Magazine

for recognizing the emergence of call ac-

counting software (“Call Accounting:

Tracking PBX Costs," PC Magazine, Au-

gust 1988).

Contrary to the statement in the article,

however, the sampling did not represent a

hue “cross section” of the PC call-ac-

counting market. The products that you re-

viewed had costs ranging from $3,0(X) to

$12,500. This range neglects the full-fea-

tured systems priced below $1,000, as

well as the high-end $20,0(X)-I- products

that offer users more facilities manage-

ment features.

Diane M. Kamionka

Cincinnati, Ohio

CORRECnONS/AMFUFlCATTONS

The correct telephone number for Cypress

Systems Inc. is (213) 207-3938 (First

Looks, page 59, PC Magazine, September

27, 1988).

The NOP benchmark-test result published

for the Toshiba T3200 laptop (“Take It or

Leave It: Portables with Desktop Power,”

PC Magazine, October 1 1 , 1988) was in-

correct. The actual result for the Toshiba

T32(K) was 2.80 seconds, not 2.08. The

corrected number places the Toshiba on a

par with the Compaq Portable III, the Ze-

nith SupersPort 286, and the Mitsubishi

MP286L for this test.

The Dolch P.A.C. 286-16, which post-

ed a time of 2. 1 1 seconds, was the fastest

80286-based portable machine on the

NOP benchmark test. PC Magazine re-

grets the error.

The correct model number of the C. Itoh

Triprinter reviewed in this year’s printer is-

sue (“Dot Matrix Printers: The Market

Matures,” PC Magazine, October 31,

1988) is the 4(XX), not the 5(XX) as was stat-

ed in the review.

HOWTOWRITE TO PC MAGAZINE
Send letters to PC Magazine, One Park

Avenue, New York, NY 1(X)16, or upload

to PC MagNet (see the Productivity sec-

tion for access information).

All letters become the property of PC
Magazine and are subject to editing . QS
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They’re All

The Same.

Thanks to
SOFTWARE
BRIDGE.

Software Bridge converts documents
from one word processing program to

another. Converted documents keep the

look and feel of one created on the target

word processor—with tabs, indents,

bold, underline, columns, fonts, foot-

notes. headers, footers and more

—

everything intact for immediate editing or

printing. Software Bridge is the finest

conversion software on the market
today.

Converts Directly

Between:
WordPerfect Microsoft Word DispiayWnte

WordStar WordStar 2000 2. 3. & 4

Sprint Wang PC Volkswriter 3

WordMarc Samoa CEOWrite

DEC/OX DCA/RFT OCA/FFT
Navy DIF MultiMate ASCII*

'Available In the Software Bridge Combinatton program.

Editors
Choice

Use The
Critic^ Choice

a runaway winner ...”

—Editors of PC Magazine

”... The aoiutton that worka
beet for mo ...” Michael Miller.

Infoworld

“Software BrIdM le aurprlalngly easy to use.”
Erik Sandberg-Dlment. Nw >brK Times

Software Bridge— $149, PC DOS Version.

30-Day Money Back Guarantee.

Also available (or VAX VMS. UNIX, and
XENIX.

To order contact your local dealer or call or write

YSTEMS
COMPATIBILITY
Corporation

401 N. V\/at>ash • Suite 600
Chicago. Illinois •60611 ’(312) 329-0700
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When people
think you
only make
mainframes,
you'd better

have more
than a good
line to sell PCs.



Mention Unisys and

everyone will probably

say mainframe. It's

true we have a proud

tradition of leading tech-

nology in that area.

We also make mini-

computers, a full line

ofUNIXO/S-based

systems, and offer just

about everything

else you would expect

from a $10 billion

international comput-

er company.

Including an entire

family of personal

computers.

But we know small

businesses need to

know more before they’ll

invest in our line.

So start with the lat-

est Intel 80286 and

80386 technology.Then

choose from a wide

range of PC operating

environments, including

MS-DOS, XENIX, and

OS/2, all of which run

standard off-the-shelf

software.

Now add our Software

Guide to Marketers,

which lists the dealers

and Value-Added Market-

ers who sell specific

software applications

that can solve your

specific business prob-

lems.

Contact us today and

ask for your directory

so you can find out who

sells Unisys PCs and

small business systems

in your area.You'll

discover we offer much

more than a good line.

Call 1-800-547-8362,

ext. 91.

UNiSYS
The power of

*
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Give us an inch...

...and we'll give you
five outlets,

a master switch,

surge suppression,

noise Wtering,

static protection,

lowvoltage indication,

and a swivel.

MasterPiecePlus

Matter Pwcc, Kentmglon. and tbe Keniinfton logo are regutered tiademarka of Kensington Mictoware Ltd. Alto avulable id 220/240 Voii model. C 1998 Kentiogton MmcnraR Ltd.



Convenient Master switch powers up your whole

system. Master LED warns of any damage to your

surge suppression circuitry.

Anti-static nameplate dissipates harmful static.

Unique low voltage indicator warns of dangerous

low power conditions.

That's right. Master Piece Plus gives you

everything you need to protect and organize

your entire personal computer system by adding

just an inch and a half to its height.

Master Piece Plus blends in perfectly with

any personal computer. Just slide it in between

your monitor and system unit, and plug your

equipment into its five outlets for complete

power control.

Master Piece Plus offers a convenient master

switch that lets you power up everything at

once, and individual switches that let you con-

trol your peripherals separately. Touch the

master switch to shut down and you'll never

accidentally leave anything ranning overnight.

Master Piece Plus offers the most complete

protection available. Its heavy duty surge sup-

pression circuitry exceeds stringent UL and

IEEE specifications. Its noise filtering circuitry

protects against EMI and RFI. Its two protected

phone jacks protect your modem (and com-

puter) against surges and spikes on the tele-

phone line. And its nameplate even dissipates

harmful static whenever you touch it.

Master Piece Plus also offers a unique low

voltage indicator that alerts you when your

power level drops below the safety of 104 Volts,

to warn you of dangerous low power conditions.

Master Piece Plus even offers a hidden swivel

base that lets you adjust your monitor to the

most comfortable viewing angle. (Easily detach-

able ifyour monitor already has a built-in swivel.)

Call 800-535-4242 or 212-475-5200 for the

name of a Kensington dealer near you. Or
write to Kensington, 251 Park Avenue South,

New York, NY 10010.

KENSINGTON3.
Additional modem/phone line surge protection

protects modem and data. Swivel lets you adjust

your monitor. circle 272 on reader service card

Setting new standards

(^performance.



scSystems 1-800-669-9933
Serving- Computer Buyers For Para Asistirle En Espanol

Eight Years Llame Al Tel 1-800-8U2-1777

STAR
NXIOOO
Printer

$169

SAMSUNG
12" Flat Amber

Monitor

$82

HARDWARE

LOGITECH
C7 Mouse

W/Plus Software

$68

SOFTWARE
I

ACCESSORIES
|

HARD DRIVES ACCOUNTING INTEGRATED

('opyllH' Brel Deluxe $ 99
Maslerpicee + 95
Logitech Scanman . . . Call

COMPUTERS

SeSystems
Series 88

XT Computer
Slide Case Top w/upfront

keylock, turbo button/ led

reset button. 150 watt iwwer
supply. 36()K drive. 477-

10.MHz.640K. Phoenix Bios.

AT style keyboard. Limited
one year warranty.

$565

AST Premium '286

Model 120 $2279
Mode! 80 , 1629
Motlel 140X 2479

1

BOARDS

AST Adv Preni Imb $ 418
AST HPac Prem 199
AST Sixpac 115
Hercules (Irph + . 182

EGA BOARDS

ATI KdAWonder $ 175
(icnoa SuperlliKesT . 195
Orchid Ilesigner Call

Parailise 480 Call

Paradise VtJA +XT Call

Paradise VOA l*rof ('all

Vega VIJA . ( all

Vega V(;A VRAM 495
Vega Ka.slwrighl 340

EGA MONITORS
|

Princt'lon U/Sync $ 529
NKC Multisync 2 589
Samsung 359
Zenith 1-I90 609

Seagate 125 w/cont $ 321
Seagate BW w/cont 411

Seagate 30M B w/cont . .

.

. 294
Seagate 20M B wvcont .

,

269

MICE

liOgitech . . .$ 68
MS Bu.s Mou.se 99

MODEMS

US Robotics 240UEXT .

.

. 180

US Robotics 1200EXT . 108

US Robotics 2400PC 160

US Robotics 120I)P(' . . . . . 85

MONITORS

•Amdek 41(1 $ 145
Princeton MA.X15 .. . . Call

Sam.sung R(iB 215
Samsung Amber 82

3COM

:iC503ELink II $ 345
3C523 KLink/MC 432

PRINTERS

C.hoh
ProWriter C715 925

NKC
I’22(K) . Call

5:«K) 682

Okidata
Call on all models.

Panasonic
10801/M2 .164
10911, M2 190

I092I (all

Star
NXKMKI 169

NX-KHIO Color 234
NX-15 Call

Toshiba
:121SL 500
341SL . 674
:i5is.x . 1005

DacKasv Bonus 3.0 no
Dollars & Sense . 95
Managing Your $ 117

1
COMMUNICATION

|

Carbon Copy Plus ..$ 106
Cros.sTalk XV! ... 89
CnxLsTalk MK4 115
1X1 Anywhere 3 98
SmartCom 11 82

1
DATABASE

|

('lijiper.. $ Call

Data Perfect ... 282
I)Ba.se III 375
DBXL Diamond 109
Fox Ba.se + 190
Paratlox 2.0 430
tj and A . 188
Relate & Report I4N)

1
DESKTOP PUBLISHERS

|

Pagemaker3.0 $(:uii

PFS P'irst Pub. 2.0 70
V'entura 495

GRAPHICS
I

Chartmuster .$ 199
Ueneric Cad 3.0

Harvard (Graphics .. 272
IVintshop 33
Signmaster . Call

No Charge for

1^^^ Mastercard
or Visa

Ability Plus $ 139
First Choice 87
Symphony 2.0 Call

1
LANGUAGES

|

MS QuickBasic $ 60
MS QuickC 60
Turbo Basic 59
Turbo C 2.0 Cali

Turbo Proltfg 2.0 . 89

]
SPREADSHEETS

|

Ixtlus 12^i $ ( all

Quattro (all

Surfiass

V'P Planner PIu.s 2.0 117

1
UTILITIES

1

CopyllPC $ 18
Desqview 71
Duet 48
Fastback Plus 88
Formtool 52
Mace 48
Norton Advanced 72
Norton ('ommander 2.0 ..

.

43
IX’ Tools Deluxe 36
Sidekick Plus 117
Sidewaj’s Print

1
WORD PROCESSING

|

Righlwriter $ 49
117

Wonl Perfect 5.0 219
Wordstar 2(K)0 Call

Wordstar Pni 5.0 239
XY III Plus 275

Call For Items Not Listed

SCSystems
205 S. 29th St.. Phoenix, AZ 850.‘M

Order Line 800-669-9933 Espanol 800-842-1777

Status Line 602-275-1395 FAX No. 602-273-0043

Order Line for Europe & Mexico 602-275-1395

TERMS: No charge tor Visa or Mastercard We do not charge your card UNTIL WE SHIP your order Manufacturers warranty applies in all cases, all warranties are
handled by the manufacturers We accept Purchase Orders from authorized companies only, lor 3.5% above cash price NoCOD orders No refund on opened software.
All prices are subiect to change Allow 14 days for personal/company checks Arizona orders add 6 7% tax Add 2% for shipping plus $2 00 for handling ($4 00
minimum) Please call for shipping charges on all Canada and International orders We do not guarantee compatibility All returns are subject to a 20% restocking fee.
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VIEWPOINTS

JOEDESPOSITO

PC ADVISOR
Advice on how to solve an EMS dilenvna, where tofind thefull text ofPC Magazine in

electronicform, and assistance in choosing the right backup power supply.

LIM EMS 4.0TOTHE RESCUE
I may be reaching for “pie in the sky," but

are there any memory expansion boards

available that can emulate (through hard-

ware and/or software methods) all three

memory specifications—namely, extend-

ed (AT type), expanded (Lotus/Intel/Mi-

crosoft EMS), and enhanced expanded

(AST/Quadram/Ashton-Tate EEMS)? My
immediate need is for increased memory
to use within DESQview (EEMS re-

quired). However, I do not wish to lock

myself out from the other options for fu-

ture system upgrades.

Paul A. Kalinsky

Kelso, Washington

The dilemma you write about was resolved

when Lotus, Intel, and Microsoft an-

nounced their expanded memory specifi-

cation, UM EMS4.0. Some ofits capabil-

ities, such as multitasking and program

code execution in expcmded memory, are

equivalent to capabilities originally devel-

oped by AST for its enhanced expanded

memory specfixation (EEMS).

Ifyou haven’
t purchased a memory

board yet, I suggest you read Winn L.

Rosch's feature "Leveraging RAM with

UM 4.0," which appeared in the October

II, 1988, issue ofPC Magazine. For any-

one who has one of the older EMS 3.2 or

EEMS boards, be advised that UM EMS
4.0 can run on them ifyou acquire new de-

vice drivers. Also, applications written to

EMS 3.2 are upwardly compatible with

EMS4.0.
In general, memory expansion boards

provide both extendedand expandedmem-

ory. You configure a board for extended

memory, expanded memory, or both by

setting switches or using a software setup

program.

PC MAGAZINE ON COMPACT DISK
We are subscribers who are interested in

computerized information-retrieval on ar-

ticles in your magazine. Ideally, we would

like either a topic-oriented and/or a

“keyword in context” type of search on

articles, preferably resulting in the

text/graphics itself, or (second choice) a

reference from which to look it up.

Lawrence M. Bloom
Tampa, Rorida

There are several sources that can provide

you with the information you want. One is

Computer Library (One Park Ave., New
York, NY I00I6; (212) 503-4400). This is

a CD-ROM disk that contains thefull text

of PC Magazine and nine other computer

Computer Library

contains the full text of

PC Magazine and nine

other computer

publications, as well as

abstracts from others.

publications, as well as abstractsfrom 120

other publications that publish computer

articles. A program called BlueFish
Searchware is included that will let you do

the kinds of searches that you mention.

Note that Computer Ubrary contains text

only, not graphics. A I -year subscription

to Computer Ubrary costs $695 ,
which in-

cludes an updated CD-ROM disk each

month. If your computer system lacks a

CD-ROM player, you can order one with

your subscription for an additional $635.

The Sony CD-ROM player comes com-

plete with conpoller card, cable, and in-

stallation manuals.

PC-NDX (P.O. Box 1714, Mishawaka,

IN46544; (219) 256-1045)provides an in-

dex to PC Magazinefor $19. You enter one

or two keywords and a matching list ofar-

ticles!columns appears, complete with an

abstract andpage numbers.

You can find a products database and
an articles database under the Utilities

menu ofPC MagNet. The databases are

available in threeformats: comma-delim-

itedASCII, fixed-fieldASCII, onddBASE
III. A detailed explanation ofPC MagNet
andhow topin is in the May 31, 1988, is-

sue of PC Magazine (First Looks, page

46). Future plansfor PC MagNet include

an on-line version ofComputer Ubrary.

UPS, SPS,ANDNOW IPS

I have an IBM PS/2 Model 80 with an

8513 color monitor, and I want protection

from surges and blackouts. I am so con-

fused with the amps, volts, watts, Hz, VA,
and so forth that are required for choosing

the right standby or uninterruptible power
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supply. Could you help me choose the

right equipment? Also, what do you rec-

ommend, a standby or an uninterruptible

power supply?

Carlos J. Nazario

Bayamon, Puerto Rico

PC Magazine did a roundup of25 backup

power supplies in its September 16. 1986,

issue (“Backup Power: When the Juice

Slops Flowing"). In that article Winn L.

Rosch gives a few simple guidelines for

choosing a backup system:
'

'The backup

power system must have enough capacity,

measured in watts or volt-amperes (VA),

to power both your PC and its monitor.

Backup time is less important. A few min-

utes ofbackup power should be sufficient;

it's just enough time to realize what hap-

pened. evaluate the situation, and shut

down your computer systematically, sav-

ing your data . . . .The exact power de-

mand ofa computer depends on the num-

ber and kind ofexpansion boards and disk

drives installed in it." About 400 VA is a

safefigurefor an AT or 386 system.

A UPS operates continuouslyfrom bat-

tery power, using the line voltage to keep

its batteries charged. An SPS, on the other

hand, switches to a battery supply when it

senses a loss ofpower. Forprotecting your

computer against spikes and surges on the

power line, a UPS is belter.

At the lime, the SPS Editor's Choice

was the DataSaver 4(X) from Cuesta Sys-

tems (3440 Roberto Cl., San Luis Obispo,

CA 93401; (805) 541-4160), which has a

suggested list price of $695. Among the

UPS units tested, the MS-300 (formerly

Micro-250) from Imunelec (5000 High-

lands Pkwy., #150, Smyrna, CA 3(X)82:

(404) 434-3493) got the Editor's Choice

award. The MS-300 retailsfor $1,050.

Not to confuse the issue, Elgar (9250

Brown Deer Rd., San Diego. CA 92121;

(619) 450-0085) has a new product in this

category called an IPS (for intelligent

power supply). The IPS 400+600 pro-

vides 400 watts of battery backup and an

additional 600 watts ofconditionedpower

for auxiliary equipment. Internal spike

and noise protection circuitry as well as

five output receptacles come standard with

the unit.
'

'Intelligence' ' is packaged in the

form of Elgar's Failsafe software pro-

gram. When powerfails. Failsafe has the

ability to automatically save data and exit

the application program. When power is

restored. Failsafe can reboot the system

and continue the application that was in-

terrupted. The suggested retail price ofthe

IPS 400+600 is $745: cost ofthe Failsafe

software and cable is $195 ($245 for the

LAN version).

ASKTHE ADVISOR
Send your questions to PC Advisor, PC
Magazine, One Park Avenue, New York,

NY 10016. [ffl

SOUNDS FISHY!
ImproveThe Brooklyn Bridge?

Yes! If you’re talking

abour The Urooklyn Bridge'

Vereion 2 from While Crane
Systems. Its the world s lead-

ing file transfer, printer sharing

and BIc management uti]it>;

It works with all IBM com-

f

iatihle desktops, laptops and
*S/2s. TTiis is not just another

fish stor> ! The Brooklyn

Bridge was chosen bvjohn
Dvorak, /YT Afams/ftt', as

“The Best of the Best Utilities."

No Aggravation: The
Brooklyn Bridge uses l-2-.V

$t>‘le menus for the novice and
DOS commands for themore
experienced user. The menus
are in a powerful file manager
allowing you to view both

local and remote files in a

full-screen, dual-directory

display. Point-and-shoot

operations provide easy disk

navigation with over 1(K)

functions like file tagging

and sorting.

User Choice: The
Brooklyn Bridge even gives

vou a powerful IX)S utilitA’

{vackage. These utilities let

you work with multiple files

on a single command line.

They also provide xou with

fast, easA' alternatives to the

old back-up method.

Save Money: .Access

remote printers and other

peripheral deN'ices like

tape back-up systems

and plotters via

The Brooklyn Bridge.

HlOQKLYX
BRIDGE

Save Time: Run tedious

chores on your remote com-
puter through The Brookly n
Bridge which equip \t)u

with dual independent pro-

cessing powtrr.

There's nothing fishy at all

about White Crane^s Bro^yn
Bridge. It’s packaged com-
plete with an S-foot UniA’creal

Cable, 5.2S* 6c !?.S-inch disk-

ettes and manual for just

$139.95. “Desktop to Desk-
top" 50-foot Universal Cables

are available for $30.00. See
vour local dealer or call

VVhite Crane Sv.stcms at

404-394-3119.

See us at

0C®fflDiH7Fall'88
WIest Hall 1044

Editors
Ch(^

I? ^i>.i.fMntTlndnntA.4I.N>l>nd
.ra«rmi‘..iv t^rwinl li.Mi PC ' k
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NoMateHow Ife PratecH
Be SureYouCan Bad( It l|).

Several products can back up protected

software. But only two are tough enough to

handle even the trickiest protection schemes.

Copy II PC® for just $39.95, backs up

more protected software than any other program.

What’s more, it can remove copy protection

already on your hard disk. PC Magazine calls it

the “easiest of such programs to use!’ And now,

with our menu'driven Noguard, it’s a snap.

Copy n PC easily handles Lotus 1-2-3 and over

100 other top-selling programs.

For the ultimate solution, try the Copy II PC
Deluxe Option Board. For just $159, it gives you the same advanced

technology used by commercial disk duplication firms.

PC Magazine reported it “could not find a

program this board couldn’t handle’.’ It’s so

powerful, in fact, it even lets you read and

write Mac data files in a IBM PS/2 Model 25

or 30, or a PC or AT with a 3.5" internal drive.

No matter how it’s protected, be sure you can

CenfyolRmi
nearest you, or to order q n
direct, call (503) 690-8090, uOJtWClTC

^ jj M-F, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

\ yOnV Co^st time).

0®/nPC Ddice Option Board

NW' ivwoi«

S»/>CTlofc, Ei-erloic and

Prolok copy protectioas.

J i^^ommTED
15220 N.W. Greenbrier Pkwy. #200

Beaverton, Oregon 97006

{503)690-8090

Copy n PC* and Copy 11 PC Deluxe Option Board are trademarks of Central Point Software. All other company and product names are trademarks of the company or manufacturer respectively.
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EVERYBODY
But they’re not all switching

to the database management
system you might expect.

In a recent industry

survey two-thirds of the

respondents who intended

to buy a DBMS did not intend

to bi^ dBASE.
And, perhaps coinci-

dentally two-thirds of recent

R:BASE* bikers have used

another DBMS before.

Wlty are they switching
toR;BASE?

Because nobody
really needs a DBMS: they

only need what a DBMS
can do.

And users find that

the friendly facade of other

software is fine for questions.

But R:BASE has the right

answers for their information

management needs.

With R:BASE, you
can handle all your data

management (not just queries)

without learning a sin^e

command. Our Prompt By
Example (PBE) lets you point-

and-pick, then R:BASE does

the work.

When you find that you’re repeat- Data is data, but
ing yourself, you automate simply by record- information is power,
ing your actions in a macro file.

Or use our application generator R:BASE gives you that power,

to quickly create complete, correct business And even impartial judges seem
pro^ams without touching a line of pro- to agree: PCMagazine, SoJ^are Digest,

gram code. Datapro and InfoWorld all just gave



SDOMGIX
R:BASE their highest marks.

Because to its ease-of-use,

R:BASE adds speed, functionality

and data integrity in a combination

you don’t get with dBASE, Paradox,

DataEase, Oracle or any of the

other contenders.

R:BASE is optimized for

speed, with an intermediate code

compiler that makes your appli-

cations sing. And a true com-
piler is on its way MUlUfJlO

You can use its English-

based language in command lIMPO
mode, to modify programs

R:BASE writes for you, or to
urni-u

write your own solutions from scratch.

Simple menus, prompts and
our “paint-the-screen” techniques make

sophisticated

screens, forms and
reports quick and
easy to create. With
R:BASE forms, you
can view and
update data from

several tables at the

same time. Create

computed fields. Include scrolling regions

so you can work with all the data from

other tables. Add rules for data integrity

And R:BASE is relational, so your

rules stay with the tables-applications

can’t avoid or change them. And forms

can be set up to cascade changes through

related tables. So you can trust the infor-

mation you get.

We also give you an SQL imple-

mentation that even novices can use to

create simple yet powerful queries.

And networking is free for up to three

users. It’s also easy so any single-user

application can be run on a multi-user

LAN with a single command. And our

advanced concurrency control, unlike

earlier-generation auto-refresh

in other DBMSs, won’t bring your

network to its knees when you
expand with our Sbc-Pack or

Network Unlimited versions.

Applications that just

wont quit

R:BASE is the second-largest sell-

ing PC DBMS in the world, and it’s

backed by all the training, service

and third-party support you’ll ever need.

It’s providing end-users with the

information theyneed in large businesses

and small. On stand-alone PCs and in

networks sharing data with minis and
mainframes. In insurance and real estate

companies, factories and universities,

government

offices and the

storefront down
the street.

Checkout 5
what R;BASE
can do for you
with your local p
dealer, or write:

'

Microrim, Inc.,

P.Q Box 97022,

Redmond,
WA 98073-

9722.

Call 1-800-624-0810 tod^.
'Computer & Software News. 9/5/8S. Mkrodm and R:BASE ate trademarks of Mkrorim. Inc. Other

products and servkes mentioned are not. O Mkrorim. Inc. I98&

DOIT.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Your Choice
Austin Computer Systems: Heavyon
Power ana GE Service, Light on Price

AUS TIN 386/20
CACHE

Standard Features:

• Intel K().i86 Double Si^ma
Processor runs 20 MHz

• ;W) MHz Throughput
IVrIormance

• Anieiicaii Made Mother*
lM>ard Expands to 8 MB.
;P2 Hit RAM

•t>4K Sialic RAM Cache
(d Nano's

• l-:<2 Hit. 6-l(> Bit,

I - 8 Hit Slots

• Desk Pop Chassis
- IdueiOptional - »

• Dual Floppv/Harddisk
Controller

• 1.41 MB or o'/i'' 1.2 MB
Floppy Disk Drive

• Key ironies Enhanced lOi

Keyl)oard

• 2 Serial Poris & I Parallel Piin
• (il<K k with Baiterv Bat ktip

• 80287 & 80387 .Math Co*
PriKcssor Support

• Users 8c Technical Reference
Manual

• Built-in .Setup X: Diagnostics

Piograin

• Fully 1K)S 4.0 & OS/2
Compatible

Mitsubishi V(*A (ailor Monitor
V(iA (mM80 Analog Display

.Adapter

80 MB 28 mis Fast Access Har<l

Drive
1 1 Ul.l. MB of 32 Bit RAM
(»E 1 ^ear On-Site .Service

Contract

*3995™
(iompk'le as shown

HOW
TznSH

fU
MOM

VGA VGAOCUOf
IWMI

eat* $3295 $3695 $3795 $3995

$3595 $3895 $4195

msi' $4995 $5395 $5495 $5695

’AU KMDOnvft AM FAITACCEK-II MLt •> UU

Mitsubishi E(tA Display Monitor

• Paradise EE(iA Auioswiich

Display Adapter
• 40 .MB Fast .Access Harddisk
» 1 FUEL MB of RAM
• .Supports EM.S LIMM 4.0

Siandartl
• (»E 1 year On-.Siie Service

Contrail

$2295 '

(^implete as shown

AiPli
m-iis .X.

« SI’
1

1

$2295 $2445

M HI’ $2595
1

$2745

1
‘AU HMNWtWS AW nST ACCESS -e HU Mins

1

Standard Features:

• True Intel 12.5 MHz
80286 Pr(x:es.sor

• Dual Floppy/Harddisk

(Controller yviih 1:1 Inter-

leaving & 32K Harddisk
( lache

•Western Digital Mother-
Ixiard Expands to 4 MB.
16 MB total

• Shadoyv RA.M buffers

sloyy BIOS into Fast RAM
•3.5" 1.44 MB or 5»/i"

1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drives
• Phoenix BIOS
• Keytronics Enhanced
101 Keyboard

• 2 Serial Ports &•

1 Parallel Port
• 1 PS/2 Mouse Port
• CliKk with Battery Backup
• 80287 .Math (ki-Processor

.Socket

• FC(^ (3ass B Approved
• Users 8c Technical

Reference Manual
• Diagnostic 8c Utility

Programs
• Fully; DOS 4.0 8c OS/2
(annpaiible

MIPS Test andBottomline:
Performance You Can Really Count On

CALL AND ORDER TODAY!

1 .800-752-1577
Fax (512) 454-1 3S7
Overseas (512) 458-5106

MONOAY-FHIOAY: 8AM-7PM CENTRAL
SATURDAY: 10AM-5PM

AUSTin
Computer
SYSTEMS

7801 N. LAMAR • SUITE E-188
AUSTIN. TEXAS 787S2

AUSTIN 386 MIPS .AUSTIN 286 MIPS AUSTM 2M 12.5 BOTTOM UK
Msni mju- wm-

mawm aByts imp cui om mm mb
Ow-im Ml Wt
MnHvHcMM Tl« w M a a
•MSJU^MMHt

Srw’’*' vtt

Vtl n n a TtS a

tofM[»« rit

MTTinBrMiM
vt«

T111 VII a m a a a

SsTaT^^ VII M
L”

a

IBM, AI.()S/2. AND PS/2 ARF I RADKMARKS OR REOISTERFI) TR.AUF.MARKS OF THE IBM CORPORATIOS. O'HIER BRANDS AM) PRODUH NAME.S .\RE
IRADEMARKSORKKlUSt EREl) I RADKMARKS OK THEIR RESPEC I IVE IKM.UEKS. PRICES AM) SPECintiATIONS ARK Sl BjECr TO (;HAN<;E yvI lTIOl’T NOTICE.
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H First Looks
TandyShips FirstMCA Compatibie:

5000MC Features FiveMCA Siots
HANDS ON

BY WINN L. ROSCH

Not with a bang but with just a

little catalog entry does the first

Micro Channel-compatible
computer enter the PC market.

Low-key and unassuming,
Tandy’s 5000 MC is a powerful

competitor to IBM's Model 70.

Compared with more-con-

ventional computers, the

$4,999 Tandy 5000MC rales as

a medium-performance, small-

footprint 20-MHz 80386-based

PC. To match the fast 80386 of

the 5000 MC to its slower 100-

nanosecond main memory,

£tS4 onBM’s K/Hcro GimmI
ANAI.VSIS

BY MARY KATHLEEN
FLYNN

Like politics, competing against

IBM can make for strange bed-

fellows. The nine PC compati-

ble makers that recently formed

the Extended Industry Standard

Architecture consortium usual-

ly focus their campaigns on
each other. But. In their efforts

to wrest the future of the PC in-

dustry away from IBM, their

common opponent is IBM's 32-

bit Micro Channel architecture.

Only hours before IBM in-

troduced its PS/2 Model 30 286.

its reentry into the AT-bus mar-

ket, the EISA consortium an-

nounced specifications for its

own 32-bit multimastering bus.

Dubbed the EISA bus, the new
architecture promises to offer

the advantages of IBM's MCA

without sacrificing compatibil-

ity with the AT, or industry

standard, bus.

The consortium members
list reads like a Who's Who of

compatible-maker heavy-

weights, featuring Compaq.
Hewlett-Packard, Tandy, and

Zenith. All the major players in

the industry, with the obvious

exception of IBM. have an-

nounced support for the EISA
specification. Those companies

include Intel, which is defining

the chip level of the EISA speci-

fication, and Microsoft, which

has announced OS/2 support for

EISA machines.

Whether or not this unprece-

dented show of industry solidar-

ity signals an end to IBM's near-

autocratic leadership role is un-

clear. The full impact of the

EISA specification, or lack

thereof, will remain unrealized

at least until the first EISA-
based machines begin to hit the

market toward the end of 1989.

All that is certain at this point is

that the battle is on, and the

stakes are high.

The allure of both the EISA
and the MCA lies in their sup-

port of multiple bus mas-
ters—processors that are incor-

porated into the design of

adapter cards and are capable of

temporarily taking control of

the bus to transfer data, freeing

up the CPU for other tasks. At

least in theory, multimastering

bus designs will deliver perfor-

mance unheard of by today's

standards.

Neither the MCA nor the

EISA bus will offer buyers sub-

stantial advantages until OS/2
(coiUiHius on page 34)

EISA vs. MCA: Which Is Better? See Page 35.

Tandy uses an Intel 82385 cache

controller coupled to a 32KB
static-RAM cache. A socket is

provided for the addition of a

20-MHz 80387 numeric co-

processor.

The physical and electrical

arrangement of the 5000 MC
marks a notable break with tra-

dition. Tandy puts the prime

processing elements—the mi-

croprocessor, coprocessor,

cache controller, and ca-

che—on a proprietary 32-bit ex-

pansion board.

Main memory is also ban-

ished from the system board cir-

cuitry , using two additional pro-

(contUiues on page 36

HANDS-ON INDEX

COMPAQ SLT/286

First Compaq la^Rop features

backlit VGA display ••••••%

TEXTOAS^
$70 package adds page

preview, printer support...43

TASKKET
Puts underutilized PCs to

good use ..43

WORDSTAR
PR0FESSI0RAL5.0
Sharp page preview .......40

MAPIRFO
Interactive city maps pinpoint

addresses, co^inates ....40

THERORTOR
C0MMARDER2.0
Views dBASE, Lotus 1-2^3

files 54

TURBOPASCAL SM
Integrated debugger tops list

of new features .... 56
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1987 PC Market
Share: How the EISA
Consortium Stacked

Up Against IBM

45%

Olivetti less than 1%
NEC 1%
AST 1%
Wyse 2%
Epson 2%

Hewlett-Packard 2%

Compaq 5%

27%

EISA Consortium IBM Others

Source: International Data Corp.. Framingham, Mass.

(Percentages based on unit sales)

Figures basedon worldwide PC^compatiMe sales throughout 1987.

EISA
(coiUimuedfrompt^eJJ)

and its multitasking applica-

tions, written to support multi-

mastering, come into their own.

That means a 2- to 3-year wait.

The EISA consortium's

chief gripe against the Micro
Channel isn't performance. Ac-

cording to EISA members, it

isn’t even IBM’s 5-percent

MCA royalty. What docs have

the EISA group up in arms is the

MCA’s incompatibility with the

AT. PCs based on the AT bus

still account for the fastest-

growing segment of the PC mar-

ket, and the majority of today's

applications don’t require the

performance benefits of multi-

mastering. The EISA bus, the

so-called Gang of Nine argues,

is an “elegant transition,” like

the 16-bit AT extension bus was

for the 8-bit XT. EISA ma-
chines, the consortium mem-
bers point out, will allow buyers

who want 386 performance to

stick with their AT peripherals

while also providing the option

of upgrading to bus-mastering

peripherals.

Despite their problems with

MCA, however, most of the

EISA companies say they will

provide Micro Channel prod-

ucts if their customers want

them. (Compaq says it will not.)

After over a year ofR&D on the

MCA, most of them sound pret-

ty well poised to deliver those

products.

The technical merit of the

EISA specification itself will

surely play some role in deter-

mining tlK bus's success (see

related story “EISA vs. MCA:
Which Is Belter?” page 35). but

most of the industry agrees that

the two architectures offer

roughly the same performance.

The question becomes. Which
will gain acceptance?

If the number of industry

supporters is any indication, the

Extended Industry Standard Ar-

chitecture consortium is doing

very well . More than 80 compa-

nies have hopped onto the EISA
bandwagon.

Board makers, who repre-

sent the first level of accep-

tance, are delighted by the EISA
announcement. For them, EISA
means the first standard 32-bit

bus extension with widespread

industry support. Until now,
compatible makers such as

Compaq, Tandy, and Dell each

insisted on its own 32-bit bus

extension. And, while MCA
gave board makers the hope of a

standard, satisfaction over

MCA product sales is mixed.

Tecmar, which has an-

nounced support for EISA, says

that Micro Channel products

now account for 20 percent of

the company’s business. Ac-
cording to Dan Lucarini, Tec-

mar’s director of marketing, the

company has shipped 25,000
MCA boards in the last 12

months. IBM, Lucarini adds, is

Tecmar’s biggest client.

Steve Hui, president and

CEO of Everex, describes the

Micro Channel as a ”nonevent

for the growth of our compa-

ny He estimates that less than

15 percent of the boards Everex

has sold in the last year are Mi-

cro Channel-based. Everex
plans to build EISA computers

as well as EISA add-in cai^s.

Hauppauge has put its Micro

Channel replacement board pro-

ject “on the back burner,” re-

ports president Ken Auuperle,

who is currently reviewing the

EISA spec and licensing agree-

ment.

Some EISA supporters, such

as Intel’s product line manager

Brian Ekiss, assert that back-

wards compatibility will allow

board makers to “put their ef-

forts into designing the next

generation of cards.
”

In the final analysis, howev-

er, it is buyers who will decide

the fate of the EISA bus. Total

sales combined, the consortium

members sold more PCs last

year than IBM (see chart ‘7987

PC Market Share.” this page).

But those sales figures won’t

necessarily translate into EISA
vs. MCA sales.

Early indications put the

price of initial EISA-based ma-

chines near that of IBM’s 386-

based MCA systems, leaving

little financial incentive for buy-

ers to turn their backs on IBM.

The decision, then, will depend

on other factors, such as avail-

able add-ins and buying philos-

ophy.

Large corporations that have

invested a considerable amount

in IBM equipment and IBM’s
future connectivity solutions

will stay with IBM and MCA.
The battle, then, will be for the

remainder of the market.

Of course, IBM can employ

several strategies to influence

the outcome. Dropping royal-

ties on the Micro Channel,

opening up the specs, and low-

ering the prices of its PS/2 ma-

chines even further would help

win MCA more support. Big

Blue could even come out with

its own EISA box, although

Chet Heath, the principal archi-

tect of the Micro Channel, as-

sures us that’s one move that

IBM won’t make.

Whatever IBM docs in re-

sponse to the EISA bus, the user

wins. At the very least, the

EISA announcement puts one

more bus on the ballot. GQ

Tandy to Ride All Three Buses

At least one compatible maker

plans to offer two product lines,

one based on the Micro Channel

architecture and one on the Ex-

tended Industry Standard Archi-

tecture. Tandy recently began

shipping its 5()00 MC—ihe only

non-IBM MCA machine avail-

able today. (See First Looks,

page 33 in this issue.) The EISA
member also plans to roll out an

EISA box, probably in the third

quarter of next year.

Tandy’s director of maricet-

ing, Ed Juge, anticipates the

emergence of two markets for

the high-performance buses. He
defines the Micro Channel mar-

ket as those Fortune 500 MIS

shops that view PCs as a small

piece of a large plan. The EISA
bus will be aimed at users who
don’t want to depend on a single

source for hardware and who
don’t see their PCs as main-

frame extensions.

Tandy’s Juge cautions,

“There’s nothing you can do
with either [the MCA or the

EISA machines] today.” But

some of IBM’s and Tandy’s
customers are already planning

for the future. IBM claims to

have shipped 1 'A million MCA
machines, and Juge reports that

early returns on the 5000 MC
exceed company expectations.

—Mary Kathleen Flynn
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EISA vs. n/KA: Which Is Bettei?
\SM ^SIS

BY STEPHEN R. DAVIS
AND KEN A. STROUD

If the acceptance of one stan-

dard over another were based on

technical considerations alone,

the world would be a much dif-

ferent place. Factors having lit-

tle to do with technical excel-

lence often determine which
standards survive. Still, the

technical merits of the Extended

Industry Standard Architecture

specification will play a role in

the success of the compatible

makers' Micro Channel archi-

tecture alternative.

The most significant ad-

vance of the EISA bus over its

AT predecessor is support for

up to seven bus masters, allow-

ing addition of as many as six

bus-mastering adapters. This

multiple bus mastering allows a

hard disk controller, for in-

stance, to manage the actual

data transfer to and from the

disk, leaving the system CPU
free for other tasks. AT cards

may have CPUs of their own,

but they may not compete for

access to the bus. The MCA
also supports seven bus mas-

ters. but in existing PS/2s the

motherboard CPU cannot ac-

cess its own memory while the

bus is being controlled by an-

other bus master.

The EISA bus allows bus ac-

cess to as many as eight Direct

Memory Access (DMA) con-

trollers. Single-cycle 32-bit

data transfer using the full 32-

bit address space delivers an ef-

fective burst rate of 33 million

bytes per second. This number
is reduced slightly for large

transmissions by competition

with the dynamic memory re-

fresh.

DMA in existing MCA ma-

chines runs at a rate of 200
nanoseconds per transfer, yield-

ing a lower DMA rate of 20 me-

gabytes per second. After arbi-

tration is calculated in, the

effective rate is closer to 18.7

megabytes per second. This is

not a limitation of the MCA bus,

however, but of today’s hard-

ware designs. An MCA bus

master card could be built capa-

ble of transferring data with a

slave card at rates of at least 66

megabytes per second.

With multiple processors

and DMA chips vying for ac-

cess to the bus, architectures

such as EISA and MCA must in-

clude a bus arbitration scheme

to guard against conflicts. The
EISA bus art)itration is imple-

mented in hardware on the

motherboard. This enables de-

signers to know exactly how
long it will take their devices to

gain access to the bus resources.

The EISA rotates in round-

robin style between the three

types of bus requesters—bus

masters. DMA controllers, and

the Memory Refresh Control-

ler. Arbitration among the

DMA channels is on a strict pri-

ority basis, with the highest pri-

ority request getting the bus.

Arbitration among bus masters

is on a round-robin basis with

one exception—In order to en-

sure compatibility with the AT
bus. the system CPU always re-

ceives the control it requests.

The MCA implements a dis-

tributed local arbitration that is a

much more flexible and more

software-configured system.

Each card must decode tite arbi-

tration signals and control the

bus accordingly. Even some of

the DMA channels can be repro-

grammed to different priorities

at different times during pro-

gram execution.

The EISA allows the config-

uration of resources on the bus

with jumper switches on the

card or via software . Each of the

1 5 slots on the bus is assigned an

address for a 32-bit product

identifier. Configuration files

supplied by each manufacturer

are used by the software to con-

figure and initialize the board.

The dedicated I/O address for

each slot allows multiple identi-

cal cards to run on the EISA bus

without I/O conflicts.

Software board configura-

tion is not optional on the MCA.
Critical setup parameters are

stored in battery-backed RAM.
Manufacturers are assigned

unique identification numbers

for each card by IBM so that

cards may be uniquely identi-

fied at power-up. The MCA
provides a means of accessing

several Identical cards through

software configuration at pow-

er-up.

The EISA bus can support

level or edge-triggered inter-

rupts, thus supplying a mecha-

nism for shared interrupts.

MCA cards have a bit in their

POS register that is set when the

card generates an interrupt. This

rr, EISA vs. Micro Channel:

Functions and Features

AT EISA MCA

AT-compattble • • O
Expansion board size 63sq n 63 sq.m 36sq m

Auto system configuration o Optional •

Multiple bus masters o • •
Arbitration method Centralized Centralized Distributed

Shared interrupt suppport o • •
Interrupt trigger Edge Level or edge Level

Bus speed 8 MHz 8 MHz 10 MHz

Data path width 8. tebits 16. 32 bits 16. 32 bits

Address path width 24 bits 32 bits 24, 32 bits

Standard data transfer rate 4MB second 16 7MB second 10MB second

Maximum data transfer rate 5 SMB second 33MB second 20MB second

DMA support 8-. 16-bn 8. 16-. 32-bet 8-. 16-bit

Maximum DMA transfer rate 2MB second 33MBsecond SMB second

• -Yes O-No
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bit is reset by the service routine

software. Several cards can use

the same interrupt, and the ser-

vice routine can determine
which card generated the inter-

rupt via this bit.

The EISA bus is very power

generous, specifying 22.5 watts

of 5 volts per slot. With 15 slots

and an estimated 10 amps for

the motherboard, a 400-watt

power supply will probably be a

minimum. Power usage on the

MCA is much more limited.

Two amps of 5 volts, 175 mil-

liamps of + 12 volts, and 40
milliamps of -12 volts is all that

is available p)er 32-bit slot.

The EISA bus extension has

been implemented by adding an

additional connector beside the

standard AT connectors. While

this design retains compatibility

with present AT cards, it leaves

a lot to be desired from an elec-

tro-magnetic interference

(EMI) standpoint.

Numerous and carefully

specified power and ground
planes give the MCA excellent

EMI characteristics. The only

part of the interface that is not

shielded is the connector. Lay-

out of the MCA connector sig-

nals also shows a superior de-

sign. AC ground signals are

spaced every four pins on each

side of the connector. This lay-

out ensures a low level of signal

crosstalk, allowing a higher the-

oretical data transfer rate.

The EISA boards are the

same size as AT boards, some
63 square inches. MCA cards

measure about half that size.

But. with today's surface-

mount technology, card size be-

comes a secondary issue.

The bottom line? On a per-

formance level, EISA-based
machines and their bus-master-

ing adapter cards should com-

pare favorably with today’s

PS/2s. From a technical stand-

point. however, the EISA speci-

fication falls short of the MCA,
primarily because of its growth

limitations. The EISA features

that allow compatibility with

the AT bus also limit perfor-

mance gains over the current

specification. The MCA’s
cleaner and more flexible de-

sign, on the other hand, will al-

low IBM to design higher-per-

formance MCA implementa-

tions into future PS/2s.
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Tandy 5000MC
(continued/nm nnat 3S)

prietary connectors. Each of the

two memory boards holds eight

Single In-line Memory Modules

(SIMMs), either of 2S6K or

1MB rating. All SIMMs must

be the same in a single system,

permitting system capacities of

2. 4, 8, or 16MB. One board

with 2MB is standard.

The odd, almost chevron-

shaped system board holds only

expansion slots and support cir-

cuitry. Not)e of the notorious

Micro Channel VLSI chip sets

is used. Overall, construction

was very good, some of the best

woric that Tandy has done.

Of the eight expansion slots

in the system, only five are

available for third-party acces-

sories, and all of these are

equipped with Micro Channel

connectors. Two use the full 32-

bit bus, two are plain 16-bit, and

one adds the VGA Feature.

In our evaluation machine,

one 1 6-bit slot was filled with an

optional Adaptec hard disk con-

troller. The Hoppy disk control

circuitry is built into the system

board, along with parallel and

serial ports, VGA video, and a

mouse port. All connectors fol-

low the PS/2 standard: 25-pin

male D-shell for serial, 25-pin

female D-shell for parallel, 15-

pin high-density D-shell for

VGA, and miniature 6-pin DIN
for keyboard and mouse.

Mass storage adds refresh-

ing options when compared
with the IBM desktop PS/2s.

Beneath the two side-by-side

3‘/2-inch drive bays are an over-

and-under pair of 5 ’/4-inch half-

height bays. Standard equip-

ment puts a 1.44MB high-

density 3'/^-inch floppy disk

drive in the top right. Tlie evalu-

ation machine was also

equipped with an optional

84MB Rigidyne 3'/2-inch hard

disk. Connectors are provided

so that a second floppy disk

drive can use either the 3’/2-inch

or 5 '/4-inch connection scheme.

The 5000 MC is paired with

a new Tandy keyboard, which

follows the IBM 101-key Ad-

vanced layout. This keyboard

delivers a good feel coupled

with a light, almost too-sensi-

tive touch.

Unlike the IBM PS/2 design

,

the 5000 MC is not totally free

from setup jumpers and DIP
switches. Several switches are

used for indicating system
merntny size. Anotherjumper is

provided to clear the CMOS
configuration memory. Other-

wise system setup is accom-

plished using a Reference Disk-

ette that's included with the

system.

The important question

about the first Micro Channel

compatible is, of course, how
compatible it is. The 5000 MC
falls short of perfection.

The important part of the

system—its Micro Channel ar-

chitecture—worked fine with

several memory and multifunc-

tion expansion boards. Note,

however, that no currently

available Micro Channel boards

take advantage of the system’s

bus arbitration. The VGA sub-

system of the 5000 MC system

board fell short of complete reg-

ister compatibility, however,

scoring about at the level of the

last generation of third-party

VGA boards.

Our evaluation machine also

demonstrated an inability to run

the PC Labs extended memory
tests, although it was capable of

running extended-mode pro-

grams like Microsoft Win-
dows/386. Tandy attributed this

problem to an early version of

the system’s Phoenix BIOS.

The Tandy 5000 MC is a

FACT
FILE

TawIjrSOOOMC
Tandy Corp.

1700One Tandy Center

Fort Worth, TX 76102

(817)878-4969

List Price: $4,999 for base

system; $6,499 with 40MB hard

disk; $6,999 with 80MB hard

disk.

In Short: A 386 system based

on an MCA-conqiatiMe bus. Its

MCA compatibility is good but

not perfect.

CIRCLE 447ON READER SERVICE CARO

worthy competitor to IBM’s 20-

MHz Model 70, delivering

equal performance and good
(but not perfect) compatibility.

Its roomier case and extra op-

tion of internal 5'/4-inch drives

make the 5000 MC a better

choice for the office in transi-

tion between PC bus and Micro

Channel architecture standards.

Its obscurity will likely be only

temporary. QQ

Benchmark Tests:Tandy 5000 MC
vs. Compaq Deskpro 3M/2Qe and

M 20-MHz IBM PS/2 Model 70-121

Ralative Tlmea
(ConifMq DMkpro 386/20,

T he Tandy 5000 MC lags behind the Compaq 386/20e and
the eo-MHz IBM PS/2 Model 70-121 in hard disk throughput,

despite an 18-millisacond random access time. Its processor

and memory test perlormance is comparable to that ol the

Compaq and superior to that of the IBM.

Pertoimance Times
(Timos given In eeoonds)

iMtucBen
Mfat

Cenvefi'

tIOMi

Maineiy

DOSFMa
Aboais

(aiMN

reeord)

wMioul

ciohe

DOS Fie

(hrgs

record)

Hkhoul

eeche

2O-MH2 IBM PS/2 Model 70-121 3.13 0.61 77.33 8.57

Compaq Deskpro 366/20s 2.91 0.38 62.93 6.92

TsndySOOOMC 2.90 0.40 79.29 17.97

rtw BOSM Instruction Mta benctwnaik

test mossupss tfw tims S takss to

sxscuts s ssisctsd ssriss of processor-

imensivs tssks. The test program usee

aOSSe kisPuclion cods. These
insiruciions are s subset of tfie total

processor Instruction set.

The Convsnttonsl Memory benchmark
test alocatas 2S6K of convenllorul

memory and treats R as a series of 64-

byte records. Thert. 16,384 random

records are read into and wriasn from

this memory. TTte result shown is

average of the read and write times.

The DOS FNe Aeeeee benchmark test

measures ttte throughput rats of the dtok

being tested. In tNs case, throughput

times are measured in Mrms of how
long the dak takes to perform common
DOS Me-management functions. Five

tasks—Ale creation, sequential fAe write,

sequenttal Ale reed, random Ale write,

and random He read—are timed and Ate

resuAs summed.

The test is carried out for two dAfarsnt

types of Ales smeB-record Ales and
Imge-reoord flee Aiatareueedby
common PC applications. Ptos creelsd

using smal records are typicaly used by
database management programs, and
large records are lypicaHy useo tar word

Loedtag a DOS program is also

simulated by Ate large record tesL
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BASICS BASICS II DECORATIVE

Roman Roman Italic Coop
Helvette Amertype atrtiEp

Rockland EiilCity Beget

Cfiancehr Optinnis Oma

BOOK SANS SERIF FIXED

Garamet Avanti Courier
Basque Gillies Prestige
Centrum Olivia Letter Gothic

Palatine Galaxy Line Draw

I
lyphix LaserJet fonts

an save you hours

I of downloading,

mr^ytes of storage and

thousands of dollais. And

they’re simple to use in

WordPerfect 5.0 because of our unique font

management software.

Glyphix fonts are generated "on theffy” from

within WordPerfect Just pick your fonts from the

5.0 font menu and when you print, your selections

are created and down-loaded to the printer, in

seconds.

WordPerfect’s new font menu supports up to

256 fonts because the bigger your LaserJet font

library the better. And Glyphk helps you take

advantage of this expanded capabiUty.

Glyphix fonts wo^ right alongside Bitstream

and Hewlett Packard soft fonts and that’s

important because using the right typeface can be

as important as choosing the right words.

UhnMect 5.0

FontSpeciaL
iininiiP fAnt ^

A Special Offer:

A set of four Glyphix fonts

costs just $99.95. Now you can

afford to add professional style

and impact to all of your 5.0

documents, letters, memos,

reports and presentations.

Start building your LaserJet font library today.

Order the Glyphix WordPerfect 5.0 Font

Manager and any set of four Glyphix fonts

at our regular price and we’ll send you a

second set of four fonts, absolutely free!

Don’t wait, this offer ends Dec. 30, 1988.

ORDFRToLrFREi

800-237-9383S
IN DELAWARE CAa (302) 429-8434

Glyphix ionts lequn an IBM PC. AT. XT PS/2 or compattte wNh 64K RAM; a hard dnve:
LaserJet Plus. Series II or compatible prtntei; MS-OOS 2.0 or Mec Glyphix lets you print

up 10 30 poim type on a LaserJet Plus and up to 80 pt. on a Series II without additional

memory Glyphix Font Managers are available lor Microeoh Word and Wbrd Infect 4.1

.

4.2 & 5.0. Glyphix toms vtoik with most popular word processing software. Ventura

Publisher and Aldus Pagemaher.

Glyphix is a trademartt of SWFTE Intemmional. Lid. Al other products are trademarks ancFor registered trademarks ol their rTtonufacturers.

179.95

179.95 ap M

1149.95

i 9995

1 99.95

% 99.95

$ 99.95

15.00

ladudr 15 stupping aixl hudUng wHh all ordm. Add 12 50 far

second im and each additional Hem. All Swfte products carry

a jO day. inaney back Kuaraniee

CHECKS PATABlf-SWFTE INTL LTD.

Si/Me
EO Bos 219 RocUand. DE 197)2

C Swtie toiemattonal, Ltd. 1968
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Cmpaq’s FirstLapti^ Packs VGA
Dis/riay, Runs 3Hows on Battery

HANDS ON

BY GUS VENDITTO

For years Compaq said it

wouldn’t sell a laptop until it

could build a screen that wasn't

shackled with shortcomings—

a

screen that worked in poor light-

ing, could generate decent

graphics, and didn't slow down

an otherwise fast machine.

Compaq didn't lie.

The Compaq SLT/286 is the

first portable with VGA graph-

ics, and the screen races at

world-class speeds. Sixteen

shades ofgray emulate the VGA
color spectrum.

Fluorescent backlighting of

the liquid crystal display means

you'll never have to squint,

even on a dark train. The fluo-

rescent tubes cast a visible out-

line. and some graphics have

tracers, similar to other laptops,

but these effects are minimal

and don't diminish what is argu-

ably the best laptop display yet.

A 12-MHz Intel CMOS 286

and Connor Peripherals 24-mil-

lisecond hard disk are the heart

of the machine.

The basic ports are stan-

dard—serial, parallel, and ex-

ternal VGA monitor, plus a port

for an external Compaq key-

board. But you'll hardly ever

need it. The SLT/286’s greatest

contribution to laptop artistry is

its mobile keyboard, tethered by

a 2-foot coiled cord. The key-

board has Compaq-stylc tactile

feedback with an isolated cursor

pad and 12 function keys.

The SLT/286 comes with

640K RAM and can accept

IMB RAM SIMMs up to

3.6MB. You can add a 287
math coprocessor and plug a

tape drive or external floppy

disk drive into a rear port. You
can also buy an entire desktop

expansion unit that plugs into a

rear socket and gives you access

to two 16-bit PC boards but, at

$999, it’s an expensive way to

add two expansion slots.

Compaq invested lots of re-

search into battery conserva-

tion; at about 3 hours for ordi-

nary use, the battery does last

longer than most hard-disk-

based laptops, but not excep-

tionally longer.

The bottom line with any

laptop is the weight. At 14

CompMi SLT/286

Co^^}aq Computer Corp.

20SSFM149
Houston, TX 77070

(800)231-0900

Lbt Price: Model 20 with 1MB
RAM and 2(H4B haid disk,

SS,399; Model 40 with 1MB
RAM and 40MB hard disk.

$5,999; IMB RAM modules,

$799; extonal 360K floppy disk

drive, $275; external storage

module, $299; external 40MB
tape drive, $799; desktop ex-

pansion unit, $999.
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pounds plus 2 more pounds for

the power transformer, this is

not something you want to take

on long walks.

In fact, you'll be interested

in this pricey machine only if

you need power to go at any

cost. If you can afford it,

though, the SLT/286 is t^
drawer. [{fe

J

|Tn Benchmark TestsiCompaq SLT/286 vs.

jji n Zenith SupersPort 286

T he biggest difference between the new Compaq SLT/286 and
the Zenith SupersPort 286, both 12-MH2 C^^S 286-based

laptops with backlit displays, lies in the speed of the displays: the

Compaq SLT/286 breaks new ground in fast video at the same time

it implements VGA. The Zenith SupersPort's one-wait-state memory
access gives it an edge in the 80286 Instruction Mix benchmark
test, but Compaq's integration of disk and controller puts it ahead in

the DOS File Access tests. _
DOS DOS
Flic Access Fils Access

(small (large Video I

80286 record) record) Direct Routin

Relative Times
(Zenitti SupersPort 286 - 100)

Performance Times
(Times given in seconds)

Instruction without without to with

Mx cache cacha Scraan Scrolling

-"Sinlflr SupianPoil 286 5.1 86.4 - 22.3 6.2 ^(55 5.9

Compwi SLT/286 6.0 64.4 5.7 1.2 1.9

The 80286 Instruction Mix benchmark test measures

trie time it takes to execute a selected series ol

procesaor-mtensrve tasks. The test program uses

80286 instruction code. These instructions are a subset

ol the total processor instruction set.

The DOS Pile Access benchmark test measures the

througtiput rate of the disk bemg tested. In this case,

througtipul times are measured m terms ol how tong

the disk takes to perform common DOS Me-

management functions. Five tasks—hie creabon.
sequential file write, sequential file read, random file

write, and random file read—are timed and the results

summed.

The test is canled out for two different types of

hies—small-record files and large-record files—that are

used by common PC applications. Files created using

sm^ records are typically used by database

management programs, and large records are typically

used tor word processing and spreadsheet files

Loading a DOS program is also simulated by the large-

recordtest.

The Direct to Screen benchmark test measures the

bandwidth of the video adapter by writing directly to the

display memory butler. The test is performed in video

mode 3. The entire saeen ts updated using the

assembly language REP STOSW Instruction with

register CX equal to 2000. This Is done 1,000 times,

and the result shown Is the total of the 1 .000 trials.

The VMao BI08 Routine wHti ScroINng benchmark
test measures the speed of the BIOS Teletype routine

with scroling. The test is performed in video mode 3.

The screen is cleared and 240 lines of 60 characters

each (including a lermlnafing carriage return and line

feed) are written lo the display through die BIOS
Teletype routine. Although the first 24 lines writlen to

the display do not Involve scrofiing, all the remaining

lines scrolt the display.
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Lost Data

Means Lost

Opportunities

At Everex, we know that

lost data means more than

just time and money. That’s

why we make
a complete

line of high

quality tape

backup pro-

ducts. We
don’t cut

corners when
the security of your data is

at stake.

A child doesn’t under-

stand a hard disk crash.

To her, lost data only

means her mother won’t

be home until late.

Everex tape backup

systems. Because little girls

can’t wait.

You don’t get a second

chance to recover what

you’ve already lost.

i,

msk

48431 Milincmt Drive • Fremont. California

1-800-821-0806

1 '800'82 1 '0807 in California

See Everex Products at Comdex
Las Vegas Hilton, Booth H8406
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Tmm Pipeline
TOP TEN SELLERS

(A 5'Week history)

I
dBASE III Plus 1.1

Ashton-Tate Corp.

I Lotus 1-2-3 2.01

I
Lotus Development Corp.

I

PC Tools Deluxe 4.3

I
Central Point Software

I

WordPerfect 5.0

I
WordPerfect Corp.

Vou don't need to be a con-

ductor on a commuter rail

line to sense that sales of port-

able computers are one of the

fastest growing segments in the

entire computer industry. Most

market research organizations

have predicted that the trend

will accelerate sharply in

the next few years. Al-

though the spate

of new ma-

Quicken 2.0

Intuit

Lotus Value Pack
Lotus Development Corp.

Sideways 3.2

Funk Software Inc.

IN PERSPECTIVE

The Top Ten Sellers list ranks

PC business programs according to

their sales performance in the last week

of a 5-week period. It also tracks programs'

rankings (reading left to right) from August 22

through Septemter 24. A 5-week history is charted

to give a sense of a program's sales strength over time.

Dramatic shifts in a particular program's ranking may be

the result of sales promotions conducted by individual retail-

ers. Seasonal factors, such as end-of-year-budget purchase deci-

sions. can also play a large role in the performance of a particular

program in any period. More than 12.000 individual locations contribute

to the list.

Sales information compiled by Ingram Software Inc. and PC Connection Inc.

chines unveiled this month by

Compaq. NEC. and Toshiba

will contribute to that growth, a

handful ofchips that'sjust about

ready to leave the labs is likely to

give laptop sales their biggest

shot in the arm yet.

When you look at current

portable sales, you see that Ze-

nith. NEC. and Toshiba have

carved up the laptop market

(leaving a very slim piece for

IBM), while Toshiba and Com-
paq have gone head-to-head in

selling luggables. Other ven-

dors have taken only crumbs

compared with the sales ofthese

leaders.

One advantage these

giants have over the

legions of also-

rans is the

Copy II PC 5.0

Central Point Software

The Norton Utllltlee

Advanced Edition

Peter Norton Computing

E
H Fastback Plus 2.0

II Fifth Generation

Systems Inc.

Rankings are based

on net sales by unit;

returns are sub-

tracted from gross

sales.

Top Sellers by Category: Word Processors

A quick look at the weekly sales rankings among word proce.ssors in

a 20 week period shows just how popular IVordPei/ecr has become.

Although it's never made it to number one among all software,

WordPerfect bem the others in its category for every week in this

period except during May and June, when shipments of Version 5.0

began to enter the market.

Because these rankings are based more heavily on retail than

direct ctwporate sales, programs like Microsafi Word and Multi-

Mate appear weaker here

—— WordPerfect

PFS:Profeeslonal Write

- Microsoft Word 4.0

Samns Plus IV

Sprint

I I I WordStar Prafeeelonal

than they are overall

MultiMate made it into

the top 20 twice in the

last 40 weeks and not at

all in the last 20 weeks.

(f4ots that when a producTs ranking dps beiow 20, itt plot llna ends al the x-axle.) May 7 June 4 July 9 Augusts Sept 3
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capital to do large-scale R&D.
Although JVC produces many
of the hard disks and Sharp sup-

pi ies most ofthe screens (even to

its laptop competitors), plenty

of original design work is

needed to build a laptop that

draws little power and can still

hold its own against a desktop

computer.

Start of a New Chapter for

Laptops

Chips and Technologies, the

company that first cracked the

code behind IBM's EGA. is

about to give a powerful com-

petitive advantage to all of the

also-rans and those who are

thinking about joining the fray.

This November Chips and

Technologies will sell its Low-
Power Enhanced AT Portable

(LEAP) chip set to all comers,

giving them a head start in lap-

top design. (Last November
Chips and Technologies
pumped new blood into the AT-

compatible market when it in-

troduced a chip set that reduced

the system control of a 1 2-MHz
or 16-MHz 286 PC to a handful

of chips. Ifyou see a brand-new

I6-MHz 286 PC for less than

$2,000, you’ll probably find

Chips and Technologies system

logic inside.)

LEAP chips will be used

with either 286 or 386X pro-

cessors. Only 32 static CMOS
chips are needed to provide

CPU, bus, and memory con-

trol: address and data buffers

with bus conversion logic;

peripheral control; VGA

graphics; and power control.

In simple terms, all the manu-

facturer needs to do is connect

LEAP chips to a processor,

hard disk, keyboard, display,

and RAM.
If LEAP were a fairly

straightforward combination

of basic system functions, it

would have a modest impact.

Manufacturers would be

happy to buy most of their

design work from one source

and, at the same time, leapfrog

many of their competitors by

providingVGA graphics (now

offered only inCompaq’snew

SLT). But the biggest problem

laptop designers face would

still plague them—squeezing

longer life from rechargeable

batteries. Since power demands
go up with faster clock cycles

and larger RAM sizes, better

laptops were starting to look like

20-minute wonders.

Chips and Technologies

goes a long way toward solving

the problem with several power-

saving tricks in LEAP. A CPU
sleep mode cuts power to the

processor after interrupts are

handled. A suspend mode lets

you switch power off and retain

the contents of RAM; battery-

backed DRAM keeps the mem-
ory andCMOS RAM saves con-

figuration registers. And of

course, screen and hard disk

activity will be powered down
after a selectable period of inac-

tivity.

That means laptops will be

able to run at 12 MHz, 1 6 MHz,
or20MHz forup to9 hours, with

crisperdisplaysthan we’ve been

seeing.

And while the first crop of

these machines will probably

be about the size of the Toshiba

Til 00. the Chips and Tech-

nologies chip set could be built

into a superminiature closer in

size to NEC’s new UltraLite.

Just as an AT built around

Chips and Technologies tech-

nology costs less than a Com-
paq Deskpro 286, LEAP lap-

tops will cost significantly less

than Compaq’s SLT.

Expect to see the first mod-
els next spring.

Where's MS-DOS 4.0?

Ever since IBM shipped PC-

DOS 4.0 in July, people have

been concerned al»ut bugs in

IBM's release and they've won-

dered if compatible makers

would support this flashy new
implementation.

Well, the bugs have been

fixed; as is customary. IBM
quietly fixed the code that had

been a problem (the expanded

memory manger) and shipped it

without announcing a new re-

lease.

Meanwhile, Microsoft is

now working with compatible

vendors to help them finish

their own versions of MS-DOS
4.0; the first should be shipping

before the end of the year.

—Gus Venditto

A handful of chips that's just about ready

to leave the labs is likely

to give laptop sales their

biggest shot in the arm yet.

Top Sellers by Category: Programming Languages

Sales of programming languages in the top 20 can be summa-
rized in two words: Borland and Microsoft.

Borland's Turbo Pascal continues to be the most popular

compilerfor the PC, and although TurboC and Quick C may well

re{Mrsent the future of programming, they’ve yet to dislodge

BASIC from its favor^ status—not in the past 20 weeks,

anyway.

Turbo Pascal

QuickBASIC

TurboC
Turbo Basic

Turbo Prolog

QuickC
Microsoft C
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SYMANTEC

PROSECTHUUUSaUSBBIIMD
THEBESTCONIPRRXnVEREVIEWIH THEWORU).

Just why is Time Line #1, review after review, evaluation after evaluation?* Is it our

advanced outline structure or true “what-if” analysis using unlimited undo/redo? Maybe
it’s our completely customizable Gantt charts, PERT charts,md form-driven reports.

Could it possibly be the way we handle multi-project scheduling and resource allocation

without havingto manually link files?

We think Time Line is #1 because of its seamless combination ofadvanced tehnology

and ease of use. But we’re biased. Decide for yourself. Call now for a free Time Line demo
disk (you may also qualify forour free corporate evaluation program). Youll see what
“thehestprojectmanagerinthe WftrW’candoforyou. .

CIRCLE 249 ON READER SERVICE CARD ' rTOjeCtManager

FREEDEMO DISK, CALL (800) 228-4122 EXl 429R

SYMANTEC. *Timr Lme is Ike btsI seUii
.

j
TiioeLine3.0($S9Slrrceived,
PC Magatinei EditoeiChoitt ..

toCATBLlAPLANartat>aUabU.raUl4l5)S9S-l9!9.Ct9fi8SymaiUtcCorp.

iiigprcgecImanagerlsun'eyo/NalionallHstribHtors), Ilisalsolke Plehoiceo/dHo/lheFortuneSO. rTm Z7
dlm^WoM's hi^inl l9li8raliKg foijHvfeet managemenlsoflwarelKMi. Time LiHe2.0l$495> teas Ij L I^UttOr S \^HOtC€,
tin 86a*d87and was rated may Software DigesUn 87. Tminingand consmitingservices, and links I

lymanteeCorp.lOZOlTorreAt'e..CHtiertino.CA.I408l2S3-9600. ijU UlTCl O/
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Textra 5.2AtUsPagePremw
HANDS ON

BY JONATHAN MATZKIN

When PC Magazine reviewed

Textra in our last roundup of

word processing software, we
found it to be an excellent per-

sonal- or professional-class pro-

gram, especially for the money
(“Fast, Flexible, and Forward-

looking," February 29, 1988).

We did have a few complaints,

however, and it seems that the

folks at Ann Arbor Software

were listening. Version 5.2 of

Textra fixes several of the prob-

lems that we pointed out.

First of all, Textra (a true

bargain at $69.95) now has a

comprehensive set of printer

drivers. Previous versions had

generic drivers, but if you really

wanted to exploit the capabili-

ties of your printer, you had to

key in the control codes your-

self.

Installing a printer driver is a

simple matter; you choose your

printer from an extensive list.

The list includes lasers, and

there is support for soft fonts as

well.

Extensive printer support

helps bring Textra into the

realm of full-featured commer-
cial heavyweights like Micro-

soft Word, but Textra 5.2’s sec-

ond major enhancement goes

one better. The new page pre-

view capability might make the

big boys a little jealous.

In page preview mode, Tex-

tra gives you a choice of three

different useful page views so

that you can see what your out-

put will look like before it is

printed.

Full-Page view shows you

exactly how your document will

print, one page at a time, in a

small on-screen window. The
preview text is small but clearly

readable. This view is available

on EGA. VGA. MCGA, and

Hercules graphics systems.

Document view shows you a

symbolic representation of up to

six pages at a time, with text in

nonreadable form. This view is

useful for looking at the general

layout across a number of

pages. It is not available to Her-

cules users.

Color is also required for

Page Break view, which gives

you a close look at where one

page ends and the next begins,

with all text in readable form.

A third major upgrade to

Textra is the new on-line style

guide. The guide can be popped

Textra"j FuU-Page view gives you a look—wiih compleiely readaMe text—a/ each

page ofyour document before you print it.

fact
nd FILE

Textra, Version 5.2

Ann Arbor Suriware

345 S. Division

Ann Arbor. MI 48 1 04

(313)769-9088.

List Price: $69.95: upgrade

from Vcrsion4.0, $40.

Requires: 256K RAM. DOS
2.0 or later. Not copy protected.

anCLE 442 ON READER SERVICE CARO

up over a document and referred

to at any time and contains ref-

erence material on style, punc-

tuation. footnoting, and bibli-

ography.

Textra still suffers from a

few serious limitations. Most
obvious is a file-size limitation

of 60K. You must often hit the

F3 key to reformat text after

moving blocks around, an an-

noyance most full-featured

word processors eliminated

long ago. And the command
structure, while quite easy to

learn, could be a little better or-

ganized.

Problems aside. Textra is

one of the best examples of

good software from a small

company; for personal use, its

low price and powerful features

more than offset its shortcom-

ings.

TaskitetItelegates emitting Chwes
HANDS ON

BY RANDOLTIGRETT

When you build a house, you

subcontract out some of the

work because it isn't possible or

practical for you to do it your-

self. Similarly, there are com-

puting chores, such as compil-

ing programs and running
database reports, that are better

done on an underutilized PC
than the one on your desk.

TaskMet is designed to in-

crease productivity by letting

underutilized PCs on a Novell

network process requests from

other PCs. These requests con-

sist of DOS commands that can

start programs or initiate batch

files on the host PC.

Underutilized PCs run a pro-

gram—RESP—that polls other

network machines for jobs. PCs
with jobs to submit send a mes-

sage explaining the priority of

the job. If a submitted ta.sk can-

not find a PC with the necessary

resources, the task stays queued

until a PC is available. The
RESP main menu shows the sta-

tus of any submitted program

running on the underutilized

PC. along with information

such as who submitted the job.

It also allows a user of the un-

derutilized PC to restrict access

to the PC's local disks or regain

control of the CPU by aborting a

submitted job.

TaskNet's editor makes it

easy for you to create and up-

date task descriptions. The pro-

gram also lets you check the sta-

tus of submitted jobs or delete

them. On-line help explains the

program functions.

The script files that tell Task-

Net what to do are called Task

Directives. You can save Task

Directives used in repeated pro-

duction routines. TaskNet re-

sults, error messages, and audit

trail information are saved in a

file you specify.

TaskNet lets people on a net-

work use idle computing re-

sources to increase productivi-

ty. Ifyou have a Novell network

F A C T
F I L E

Taskfiel

CYB Systems Inc.

1950 Stcmnions Freeway.

#2064

Dallas. TX 75207

(214)746-5390

List Price: Server with three re-

sponding PCs. $295: server

with eight responding PCs.

$395: server with unlimited re-

sponding PCs. $445. Not copy

protected.
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and need to get several comput-

ing jobs done at one time, Task-

Net is ready to serve you. OH
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watch for our weekly ads in the centerfold of
Sunday’s New York Times second main section. NETWORK IN
EPSON

FX-850 / FX-1050
26i CPS draft S4 CPS r«LO n? cpt

smartPanr-oaoertiarKiiing seiec-

Tvpe from concrot oan«j Push trac-

tor Centronics parallel

Super Price

EPSON

LO-500
24-P<n Printer

WOCPSm co» draft 60 CPS n2 CPU
NiQ seiecTvoe comroi oar>eL ftk-

Qon and puN tractor Centronics

paranel

*289®*

TOSHIBA

P-521-SI
24^n Dot Matrix PrfnCSr. 216 05
draft 72 CPS NU3. axhioa and IBM

emueoon. Front panel font spKcn
setecoog BuK-tn tractor, LCD status
indicator nraiiei/R5-232 serial

$39995

CNgiMIA

Mkroline 520/521
9 pin versatile primers SOOcpSHS
draft 63 cos NlO. Built-in push trac-

tor Epson/MM emulation Bonom
feed feature front panel control

Centronics parallel

S20 80 column SS9.95
sai Wide Camape 499.95

Panasonic

Laser Printer
PimtSUpt0 11 ppm. S12KBMI. SOO
Sheet paper Input 11 Puat-m fonts.

Paraiiei/sertai.

*1499

LASeUET II

8 pages per minute 200 sheet

capacity. S12K RAM six resident

fonts Two font cartridge slots

Parallel and serial interface

A mgh performance hard drive on
a card fits XT or at lakes up omy
one Slot and is easy to instan

lOHSMrtard *499
4aMi Hartcard *649

QUADRAM
JTFM Internal , , ,

$279*6
JT-Fax Portable . .

•549”

0Hayes
Hayss smsfTmoOwn

1200 Baud External . .
*289»»

2400 Baud External •449”
1200 Baud ntetnal •2#9**
2400 Baud kitemal .

•449”

intel
2400 MoOem/2 iPS/2> .

$249*6

OrdlM VGA
A Short VGA card designed for XT.

AT and compatibles mat provides

standard VGA resolution for the

newest appacacions

ne- *219»S

Hercules-

vega vca
Short cardwKh VGA. EGA. MOA.CGA
and Hercules modes Analog and
ckgitai connectors 640x460. l6coi-

ormooe lotus. AutoCAD. wmoow
drivers inoudeo

*239®®

MAXUM^
1200 mtemal . .

.

2400 internal •119**

1200 External . .
•89”

2400 External .
•149”

Network card
Phis Bundle

Hercules Graphics Card Plus with

Bamfonr and a tops compaoble
network pon for conneaing XTs

i ATS COMacs includes lOps for Dos

$ Phone NET connector

n.- *S19®®

Ti-iiE<:oiiifflPi.isTisP(:

The Complete
Amwerkig Machine
Personal voice Mail • take and deliver

messages without tyng up yourPC ^rvate
mai*)oxes scheduled dekvery, message
forwarding For XT ft AT

$21995

The complete FAX
Turns your PC into a group M facsimile

machine mat can send and receive fax

messages on your standard phone
without interrupting me other PC pro-

grams you re using

The complete Hand scanner
Great for desktop puOHshing — logosi.

signatures artwork, inciuoes Soft Stationery

software for merging text and grapnics

scans to lO xT/i .

$329”

$169”

MAXUM 286
30 DAy MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
Buy with confidence The acclaimed 286 computer offers high
qualitv with exceptional performance and value lt>u also get
one-year onsite "CE" service and access to our direa iPchnical
Support Hotline were so sure vou'H be satisfied that we back
your C286) purchase with a 30 day money-back guarantee pro-

viding Its In the original configuration and packaging as deli-

vered and has not been altered modified or damaged by buyer.

m 286 TURBO
WITH 12-MONTH ON-SITE
LEHITED WARRANTY*
40MB Hard Drive
MonoCrapMcs System
60286 processor • S12K RAM

• 6 expansion slots • 1 2Me evsk drive

• Battery packed dock/caiendar
• Hard/fiopov disk controeer
• 101 enhanced keyboard
• Maxum monographic card
• 12* monochrome monitor

40MB Hard Drive <61 mwo

40MB Hard Drive <40 msea

44MB Hard Drive os msao

60M8 Hard Drive as mseo

MOMHi 8-12IIHI

*1499 *1699
•1549 *1749
*1649 *1849
*1849 *1999

EGA 640x350 Cird 6 EGA Monitor (instead or Monol add *599
‘ ora«n MfVRt ewnm no maes oi Cts ttma louoont jpokei to era wo UMr on cm
moratsr Btono WO Kwoira m aouerraao Moagm moon wo ow wiw * feuno to

oe OEfcRive m maceriM jno nwnmwsvo $or more oetaM owme at

NEC
Powermate'* PoitaMe
SX 80386 SX computer
• 2M8RAM
• 14MB 5V1" drive
• 42MB hard drive
• Gas plasma display

• Paralel/serlal ft RGB ports

.MSOOS32
• GW BASK Vdll AM avaUatM 80386 SX

Deskpro 286 T2Ai»ff 902$e eompum
286-20 20M8 drive *2295 286-40 40Me drive *2695

Portable li a fuv itnctfon pewtffui ama aom ponam
Portable M—4 wim 2cmb drive . - *2695

Portable tll a umaaoaaawnnpomrmapeftaoaitv
iyiodel-20 WKh 20Me . . *5495 ModeMO with aomb *4195

Portable 386 a 2<mc aosas oonabta computer
386/ MadM-40 «MB •5695 386/ MddM-100 XXMB •SSSS

Monitor optional on all Deskpro systems

All Compaq compiJtef3 are waranteed
solely by *7st. Photo.

67 west 47th St.
CA UC 1600189/ aeoioeo

1-212-598-1410

115 west 45th St
CA UC 1000191/ 1611629

1-212-598-1410

TI6 Nassau St.
CAUCi 811627

1-212-608-6954

E. Meadow Plaza
Shopping Ctr.
East Meadow, long island

1-516-794-3660



STALLATIONS
PECIALTY!*

TOSHIBA
L^OP

s;^a.'5r’»2495

32^^*1399
M200FB s^eoA
Ouat ciK«s, QaddK *1399
T-S100/20 AT par s-mA
formann m a poitaDie *9099 Munspeed a-2

80286 DtMvemouse $3599
T-5100 386 power OCIVAR
K amm oonomr 386 wim 4Me Drive Call

LAP-TOP OPnON
MAXUM $14' sew DrMs forTa»azemitrccrcei7v*i'8]ecirv model

*Netwo(liing

msaua^
and MO

ca?^'
2541105

$1449

call

TP order in N.Y. State call 1-212-608-69S4

1-800-221-7774Out-of'State
TolhFree

rr UTnl irrir
3^ East 19tfl StroOt, II.YX. 10005 ^ -*

corporate Accounts welcome
volume purchase pricing available, please call.

For store locations, please see Information Box Below.

Math Soft

MKZ
1200 f/T-1000 or ZerWi* . . .

*199" 1200 f/TosttOa* *129"

1200 for Totfuta mot T-iooa*i99" 2C0 f/Tosratia mot T-iooa *219"
2aob f/Todeba or zenm*

Can

• 80C88-4.77/8 NIHZ • RechargeaDle
• ICO backlit dispiav

194-1 ^ 194-2

Dual 5V1 drives $1549 20Medrtve-

MathCAD 2.0
A numeric software that works Hke

a word procesor calculate on a PC

as easily as on a plea of paper
includes built-in statistical,

trigonometric A exponential
funcdoos

$229**

SuperSport-286
• 80286-6/12 MHZ • 1M8 RAM • Recbargeabie
• universal AC adaptor/ctiarger

I4odei-20 witn 20Me $5449 modei eo wttn 40m8 CaN Lotus

M-S
Gives you the most wioeiv used
business software spreadsheet
graphicsand database in one fuMv

integrated package

$284»»

Premium 286
40MB* Hard Drive System

^889 MorKor axonal

386/20MHZ
40MB- Hard Drive System

—» *3199 Monttor Ckinorul

Microsoft'

word

ALDUS

PageMaker
A sopMsOcatad dedctop pubtshing
program lets ^ McctronicMtv
createpage after finitfied page Of
both text and grapnid

call

Lotus

.*249”

COREfast
PC Magazines Editors choice for

two consecutive years. Back-up
10M8 m four minutes with oniv

two keystrokes

*79”

dll MOORJM '

maseforoos
An award winning powerful reta-

oonai database A Info management
system that automaticaRv writes

any business application, ideal for

power UMTS as weA as beginners

without programming knowledge

*a69»»

Agenda
A neuote freefono entry program
that lets you work the way you
think. Gives you multiple views to
examine data from different

perspeaives

*249**

NEW ENGLAND SOFIWAIIE

crapn M The Box

Add mstant business graphs to vir-

tuany any appHcadon captures

data from screen and produces

business graphs instantty EGA A

VGA compatible

3%-A5’A"

MmsoR'

Excel
Venton 2.0f~

A fu9yMpgnted soreaameecwKh
business graphics and database
with easy to use macros that let

you turn hundrMs of c^manos
into iust one

Macti-20
Mach-20 «nh«icement board gives

your XT up to 6x faster perfor-

mance tonm todays most power-
ful programsymue preparing it for

tomoTTCMrs OS/2 aopAcaoons

*329*»

Kodak

A name that has been trusted for

QuaiKv products And Moe ai kodak
products Kodak diskettes provide
ouaitv A reiabiiitv for data storage

SH~ 2S-20 IS60n 7J9
SV4" 2S4ttl12Me) 1«J9
svy- 29-20 I720n 1SJ9
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WordStarAddsIkaztigPage Preview,
StiHFadsShmIoftiKCompetitim

HANDS ON

BY EDWARD MENDELSON
Lei’s jump lo ihe good news

first. The print preview function

in WordStar Professional. Re-

lease 5.0. outperforms even

WordPerfect's impressive pre-

view screen. MicroPro’s latest

version of its $495 word proces-

sor displays screen fonts that

look exactly like your printer

fonts, rather than representing

them genetically . It can display

any view of a document from an

expanded view of a single page

to a thumbnail view of multiple

pages—up to 32 pages on a

VGA monitor. It can overlay a

grid over the preview screen for

exact measurements. And once

it generates its screen fonts for

your monitor, it works fast.

Unfortunately, the bad news

begins with the page preview

also. The page preview displays

only a standard 8 '/2- by 1

1

-inch

page. Legal users won’t be able

to preview the bottom 3 inches

of 14-inch pages, no matter how
many defaults they change. If

you print in landscape mode,

you won’t be able to preview the

right edge of the page.

Few other features in the

new WordStar display the same

technical razzle-dazzle as the

page preview. Many other fea-

tures, however, display the

same clumsiness and bad plan-

ning. MicroPro announced with

great fanfare that long-suffering

WordStar users will finally gel

automatic paragraph reformat-

ting in Release 5.0— 5 or 6

years after almost everyone

else. However, the paragraph

reformatting isn’t very fast, and

it doesn’t always work when
you want it to.

For example, if you copy a

block to the end of a paragraph,

you have to reformat the para-

graph manually if you'don’t

want it to print partly in the right

margin. If you go back to text

you’ve typed and insert a dot

command that changes the left

margin, you must reformat the

document with the Ctrl-QU
command if you want the new

margin to take effect.

WordStar also introduced

new pull-down menus based on

IBM's SAA standard while also

keeping modified forms of the

standard menus from earlier

versions. You pull down the

new menus with Alt keys and

then move the highlight down to

the command you need. Word-

Star loyalists will prefer lo turn

off the new menus and use the

old commands—although
enough of the old commands
have been changed to make the

new version hard to get used to.

Those familiar with Word-

Star will be pleased to find a

second editing window that can

be used for a separate document

or a second copy of the same

document. However, users will

need to learn new commands if

they want to move or copy a

block of text from one window

to the other. While improving

the windows, MicroPro has left

WordStar's awkward and limit-

ed macro function as it was in

Release 4.0. You still have to

type every single macro key-

stroke into a separate window,

and you still have to press Ctrl-P

before typing any Ctrl-key com-

mand.

As in earlier versions,

you can’t set defaults from in-

side WordStar but must use sep-

arate customization programs.

Some of these customizations

lead to strange results. Let’s say

you customize WordStar to turn

off its default foot-of-the-page

numbering. If you want to add

the page number in a header,

you have to turn on page num-
bering again—with the result

that you get page numbering at

the foot of the page as well as in

the header. The manual doesn’t

explain that you can create an

empty footer to avoid the double

numbering.

Release 5.0 supports Laser-

Jet and PostScript proportional

fonts, but it doesn’t know how
to handle different font sizes.

Every lime you change fonts

you have to figure out a new

line-height command, because

WordStar doesn’t have an auto-

leading feature.

Another enhancement al-

lows multiple references to the

same footnote—a feature you

won’t find in most other pro-

grams. WordStar now knows
how to import Lotus 1-2-3 or

Quattro worksheets and can

even insert a single cell when

you specify its address. And
WordStar users finally have

nonprinting comments, easy ac-

cess to special characters, mea-

surements in inches, snaking

columns, and timed backups.

MicroPro also now provides

toll-free technical support.

In addition to problems with

feature implementations, the

package suffers from a few an-

noying bugs. One of the sample

LaserJet envelope files that

comes on the disks worked per-

fectly, provided I only printed

one envelope . The second enve-

lope locked up my computer.

MicroPro fixed this a few weeks

after we pointed it out. It hasn't

fixed a bug that causes Word-

Star to garble files when you use

it with one of the standard cur-

sor-speedup programs. Scroll-

ing through a document when
one of these programs is resi-

dent can cause characters to dis-

appear.

As with earlier versions, Mi-

croPro throws a few other pro-

grams into the WordStar pack-

age. You get a telecommunica-

tions program that you can run

from WordStar's main menu or

as a standalone, and a file man-

ager that can only run separate-

ly . The WordFinder thesaurus is

now integrated into the pro-

gram, but PC-Ouiline remains

separate.

If you use WordStar and

don't mind relearning a few

command sequences, the new

features in Release 5.0 are

worth the upgrade. Balanced

against a clumsy user interface

and other problems, however,

the enhancements in Release

5 .0 do little to elevate WordStar

to the level of its competition. If

you don’t use WordStar, don’t

start now. QQ

F A C T
iiMuli FILE
WordStar Professional.

Release 5.0

MicroPro International Corp.

33 San Pablo Ave.

San Rafael CA 94903

(415)499-1200

List Price: $495 (upgrade

$119).

Requires: 3H4K RAM (5 1 2K

RAM for page preview). DOS
2.0 or later. Not copy protected.

In Short: Added features fall

short of revitalizing this out-

dated word-processing favorite.
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nicroPro' s Utest version of its w Hew page pe
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1 Few other feetures in the new ‘SUordStAr'S disptey the SAwe technicsil razzia

dAZele AS the pAye preview. tlAiiy other 1leatures display the sane clunsiiless

WordStar PrufessionaJ. Release 5. adds puU-down menus, which are invoked hy using

AU-key cotrdiinations. The menus show ihe corresponding old Ctrl-key commands.
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ntroducing Quicken* Version 2—
absolutely the fastest, easiest way to

write checks, keep financial records,

track income and expenses, budget,

and manage your cash flow. It’s ideal for

business and personal use.

Now, Finish Financial

Chores in Seconds.

Quicken completes your financial work
5 to 8 times faster than ever before:

Analyze budget vs. actual expenses by
month for 12 months: 4 seconds

Look up a check you wrote 1000 checks
ago: 1 second

Write and print 20 checks and update all

records: 3 minutes
Compile an itemized list of tax deduc-

tions for the year: 3 seconds

How can it be so fast? Quicken uses

indexed files and speed-optimized C and
assembler code — the very latest in

high-speed technology.

So Automatic, It Eliminates Work.
Quicken's fully automatic “maaos"
eliminate repetitious clerical work. Macros

Quicken remembers the bilkyou firrget.

remember your bills, print your checks,

and update all records automatically. All

you do is sign the checks.

In fact. Quicken is so automatic it reminds
you to pay your bills even if you forget to

use it! Simply turn on your hard disk PC,
and Quicken’s pop-up Billminder*

appears when you need to pay bills.

No Need to Alter

Your Bookkeeping Procedures.

Quicken is easy to use because it works
just like your dieckbook. There’s no need
to change your bookkeeping format or

learn anything new—no accounting

jargon, no “debits’,’ no “credits’.’

Quicken also comes with comprehensive
on-line help, a complete manual, and free

technical support.

Here’s what the critics say:

“I've never seen such an easy-to-use

manual or software that’s so simple to

use? Martin Blumenthal, inCiderMagazine

“Extremely simple and fastT

Esther Dyson, Industry Analyst

“Absolutely the hest small accounting
program madef Bob SchwabacK

Universal Press Syndicate

New Features for Business.

Quicken provides special sections for

businesses covering payables, receiv-

ables, cash flow forecasting, payroll, petty

cash control and job, client, and property

bookkeeping.

If you’re a doctor, property manager,

accountant, consultant, or manage any
type of small business, and you write

checks. Quicken will save you time and
money starting today.

Free 30-Day 'IHal.

Try Quicken. If you’re not 100% satisfied,

return it within 30 days and pay nothing.

SoftwKn CanpaUbilky: Expats data and reports in ASCQ.
Also exports in Lotits* format with optionai transfer Utility,

ilardware CoapaUMlity: All IBM* PC. AT.* PS/2* and
compatibles with 256K RAM and DOS 2.0 or hig^. All

printers. All monitors. Abo avaibble for Apple* lie. Uc
andGS with most of the same features.

Capacity: Number of bank accounts; unlimited.

Number of transactions: unlimited. Maximum amounts:
$9,999,999.99. Number of income/expense categories:

250 with 256K. thousands with 512K RAM.
Other Not copj^protected. Checks are approved for ail

hnandaJ institutions in the U.S. and Canada.

NOT COPY PROTECTED

IVy Quidcen for 30 Days free! If not

completely satisfied, return Quicken within

30 days for a full refund (including $3.00

shipping and handling charge).

Call 800 ti2l-«742
in California call 800 468 84hi

Or send coupon with payment to: Intuit,

540 University Ave., Palo Alto. (3A 94^1
Check enclosed (No purchase orders)

Visa MasterCard Amex

Ciard No.-

Name

Address

-Exp..

City-

Zip_

-State-

-Phone-

Quicken, $49.95 plus $3.00 dipping &
handling. CA residents add sales tax.

IBM version Apple 11 verson
S^^disk DS^^disk
Transfer to Lotus Utility (optional),$19.95

Current Quicken owners—Call our 800
number for upgrade information.

'IntuiL
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Mapinfo Piteracthre Cityn/hps:

LocateMikesseSflom to 55 Feet
HANDS ON

BY DONALD B . TRIVETTE

If Julius Caesar had had a per-

sonal computer, he could have

used Mapinfo to divide Gaul

into three parts. He would also

have seen that all roads did not

lead to Rome.

Mapinfo displays, labels,

and manipulates maps in a vari-

ety of ways. Instead of ancient

Rome, the program comes with

a boundary map of the United

States showing major metropol-

itan areas and a tutorial map.

The company will be delighted

to sell you any of the thousands

of maps it has in its library.

Prices range from $250 for me-

dium-size cities to $2,000 for

places like New Yoiic, Chicago,

and Los Angeles. Gaul, now
known as France, and other

parts of the world will be added

to the library soon.

Using Mapinfo is a breeze,

especially with a mouse. Click

on Zoom and the program
prompts you for a distance in

miles. Enter "I,” for example,

and the map will be scaled so

that the distance across your

screen represents I mile. You

can zoom in as close as 55 feet

or as far out as 5,000 miles.

Using the Locate menu you

can search for any point or ad-

dress on the map. Just type the

address, and Mapinfo will zero

in on its location. In most cases

individual building addresses

aren't actually stored. Instead,

the program interpolates an ap-

proximate location from data-

bases that contain block num-

bers and side-of-the-street

information.

More-exact figures are cal-

culated for longitude and lati-

tude. Aim the cross-hairs on a

point, click, and Mapinfo dis-

plays the location to six decimal

places. Mapinfo also calculates

distances between points in

miles and fractions of miles.

Version 3.0, due out by the time

you read this, offers alternative

units such as meters or feet.

Using the Draw menu you

can add buildings, color in ar-

eas. create boundaries, and la-

FACT
ifticil FILE
Mapinfo, Version 2.0

Mapinfo Corp.

2(X) Broadway

Troy. NY I2180

(518)274-8673

List Price: S750; S250-$2.(KK)

per metro map.

Require.s: 64()K RAM, hard

disk, graphics display. DOS 2.0

or later. Not copy protected.

CIRCLE 431 ON READER S&tViCE CARO

bel individual points. Version

3.0 will even color points based

on data values; homes selling

for less than $100,000, for ex-

ample.

Mapinfo can read data from

dBASE files and display the

points along with other informa-

tion. You don't even have to tell

Mapinfo the structure of the da-

tabase—the program figures it

out for itself.

Version 3.0 will add a C-like

programming language to let

Mapinfo be used as a platform

for third-party developers.

Maps may be printed or plot-

ted to a wide variety of devices,

but each has its own fixed out-

put size. One of Mapinfo's
weaknesses is that it can’t scale

printed output. (IQ

in this map oflowerManhattan, the distance across the screen is 2 miles. With

Mapinfo. you can change the scale to any-n-herefrom 55feet to 5,000 miles

.

24-Pin Outputfrom 9-Pin Drivers
HANDS ON

BY JENNIFER ZAINO

9 To 24 Pin Printer Translator

may not be the most catchy

name for a program, but it cer-

tainly does sum up the function

of Foresight Enterprises’

$49.95 software utility. The
program translates the 9-pin

output of software that doesn’t

specifically support 24-pin

printers into full-fledged 24-pin

output. Such iHx>grams include

versions of Ventura Publisher,

AutoCAD, Dr. Halo III, and Lo-

tus 1-2-3.

The product provides what

Foresight calls NQL (near-la-

ser-quality) graphics output to

owners ofsome of the most pop-

ular 24-pin printers, including

the Epson LQ series, Okidata’s

Microline 391, Toshiba’s P321

and P341SL, as well as Alps,

Brother. IBM. Panasonic. Sei-

kosha. and Star models.

Eighteen separate drivers are

included on one 5'/4-inch disk

(3‘/2-inch microfloppy disks are

also available)—you can ex-

periment until you find the one

that works best with your printer

and software. For instance. 1

found that my Epson LQ-950
printer responded best to the CT
driver when used with Broder-

bund’s The Print Shop—the

graphics output was darker and

denser than when used with

Foresight’s LQ driver.

However. 1 was pleased to

find that all of the drivers I used

produced higher-quality output

than the 9-pin graphics pro-

grams previously allowed. In

addition to better graphics qual-

ity. 9 To 24 Pin drivers make it

possible to fit a page’s worth of

graphics neatly on a single

sheet, thereby eliminating the

fH’oblem of stretched graphics

that has plagued owners of 24-

pin printers.

There’s not much you have

to know to use the program—

a

blessing since the documenta-

tion is so poorly organized.

That’s a minor problem com-
pared with the fact that the pro-

gram is still copy protected, al-

though the company is planning

F A C T
FILE

9 To 24 Pin Printer Translator

Foresight Enterprises Inc.

3438 Uredo Ln.

Escondido. CA 92025

(619)743-5315

List Price: S49.95

Requires: IK RAM. 24-pin

printer. DOS 3.0orlater. Copy

protected.

CIRCLE 430 ON READER SERVICE CARD

to remove copy protection.

Despite the package’s few
flaws, owners of 24-pin printers

will welcome the chance to take

full advantage of their printer

when using 9-pin graphics pro-

grams. US
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fiAJCAT

THE
“COMPLEAT”*
DISKand
RLE
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

Makes yourPC PURRRRRR!
I Ftnai/>, someone /uu put all the most wanted

disk and file management utility functions into a

single, comprehensit’e package. And every function

is richly crafted to give you the finest software of

its kind.

FATCAT is heavy with utility features that make

• File Compression Saies Disk Space

Who couldn’t use a little more^

• Disk Performance Optimization and Disk Frag-

mentation Analysis Keeps Ynir PC moving FAST!

• Time Release File Protection Gives Your Data

9 'Lives’.

i( the compleat disk and file management soft-

ware. And FATCAT integrates functions from

other time proven SoftLogic utility programs,

with access to all functions from one screen.

Uniquely Useful

With FATCAT you get features you just can’t get

ivifh any other utility! You can annotate your

directory listings ivilh 35 character descriptions

to remind you of u'/uit's in each and every

file. Or there’s FATCAFs “Jbifiers” which

make long paths and sub-subdirectories

just a bad memory.

9 Lives Plus?

• File Mdruzgement and Handling, induding folders

FATCAT gives you the finest

file manager!

• Exterrsive Browse/Edit/Formatted-

Peek Ihcility

FATCATseesall

* Menu Building and Extended Point and

Shoot Program Starting

For the easiest access to all your

software.

• And More

Menu Access and Expert Keys for everything?

Filetind Directory Sorting, Two File Search facilities,

Easy DOS File Attrihute Modi/ication. And much,

much more.

I A Pedigreed CAT!

FATCAT gives you everything you’ll

ever need for effective and efficient

disk and file rruinagement. Vbur

PC will really pumr! Vbu get;

• 100% Deleted File FATCAT tooh lessorts from SoftLogic Solutions’

Recovery+Rtrmac Recovery potmlar software products like Disk Optimizer arrd

Everyoru: makes mistakes. Cubit, so you know that everything will be purrrfect!

• Password Pmteaion So don’t delay. Get FATCAT today. You'll

for Files find it at Egghead Discount Software stores

Keeps the eyes of and anywhere that great software is sold,

strays from prying.

•COMPLEAT. From Wcbsti.T’s;-"of c

wide ranging proficiency or skill."

marked hy a highly developed,
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$13995

ScyrLoGK:
SOLUTIONS
One Perimeter Road

Manchester, NH 03103

800-272-9900

In NH 603-627-9900
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Ask about our corporate overnight replacement policy.
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When you think about speed, think about Spield

25MHz $2,695
Model

386-6’ 20MHz $2,295 386-9

Truiy one of the fastest 386
computers on the market

today.
Memory expansion of up to 16MB of 32 Bit

RAM. Includes socket for Weitek, 80387, or
80287 math Co-processors.

Up to 16MB of 32 Bit RAM.
Sockets for Weitek, 80387

and 80287 on board.

803B6 Runnir>g at 20f25MH2 and 0 Wait

Stale

1MB of 32 Bit 0 Wail State Ram
Keyboard selectable for 8/2SMHz
Up to SMB of Memory on (he

motherboard (using 1M6 chips).

Clock calendar with battery backup.

101 Enhanced Keyboard.
Western Digital Dual Floppy and Dual
Hard Disk Controller.

1 2MB Floppy Disk Drive.

AT and Compatibility.

Model 386-4

16MHz

$1,995
Accepts
Compaq

I

memory boards

I
• 80386 Running at lOMHz and 0 Wail

SUte
• 1MB of Static Column Ram.

I
• Speed selectable for 4.77]«.i8/i6MHz.

I • Clock Calendar with battery backup.

I
• 101 Enhanced Keyboard.

• Western Digital 2F-2H Controller.

I
• 1.2MB Floppy Disk Ohva.
• AT and OS/2 CompaiitMlity

I
• 220 Watt Power Supply.

I • Socket for 80287 (daughter card for

80387)

I
• One 32 Bit Slol, Five 16 Bit SkMs.

1Wo e Bit Slots.

• Norton Si rating equals 205.

• 220 Wan Power Supply.

• Socket for an 80287
• Socket tor an ^>387
• Accepts Weitek 1167 Chip set.

• Tower Case Available (add $225.00).
• One 32 Bit. Five 16 Bit and fwo 8 Bit

9ots.
• Landmark speed test equals 33^6
Norton SI rating equals 31 .&

• Large sefection of Hard Disks available from
20 to 320MB in ESDI, SCSI. RLL and MFM
drive configurations

• 80386 Running at

16/20MH2 and 0 Wan
Slate.

• 1MB of 32 Bit 0 WaH
State Ram.

• Speed selectable lor

8n6/20MHz

• Clock Calendar with

battery backup.

• 101 Enhanced Keyboard.

• Western Digital 2F-2H

Controller.

• 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive.

• AT and OS/2 Compatibility.

• 220 Watt Power Supply.

• Socket tor Weitek. 80387

and 80287.

• One 32 Bit Slot. Five 16

Bit Slots, Iwo 8 Bit Slots.

• Norton SI rating equals 27.

386 and 286
portable
systems

available in

LCD 640 by
400 resolution

Model 28S-1 12MHz

$1,095
Nearly as fast as

some 386
computers.

• 60266 Runnir>g at 12MHz. 0 Wait Stale

• 512K of SONS Ram
• Speed Selectable tor 6/i2MHz.
• Clock Cetertoar Mrith Battery backup.
• 101 Enhanced Keyboard
• Western Digital 2F2H Controller

• t.2MB Floppy Disk Drive.

• AT and OS/2 Compatibility.

• 220 Watt Power Supply.

• Socket (or 80287 Coprocessor.

DEALERS

Call for our 25MHz
motherboard pricins

i^pield

lomputer
"Systems

Hauppauge
replacement

boards for AT’s,

XT’s, and PC’s.

Always in stock.

Call for pricing.

1

800-338-2446 rrS.
Custom designs to meet your specific

requirements.
All hardware has a 30 day money beck guarantee and a 1 year warranty on
parts and labor. All computer systems are assembled in the USA, burned in,

and fully tested before being shaped
Master Card. Visa. Amencan Express, and COO'S accepted. Leasing available

with one dollar or 10% buy out at the customer's option.

All pnees subiect to change without notice. AT, XT, PS/2, artd Micro Channel
are trademarks of internationaJ Busirwss Machir>es Corp. OS/2 is a trademark

of Microsoft Corp Compaq is a trademark of Compaq Corp.

EE
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NEW ON THE MARKET by Jonathan Matzkin

Corporate Database
Puts the Fortune 500
At Your Fingertips

Fortune 500 Prospector, from

Fortune magazine and MZ
Group, is a software version of

the magazine's famous listing

of America's biggest corpora-

tions. The $199 software pack-

age contains data on both the

Fortune 500 and the Fortune

Service 500, a listing of nonin-

dustrial corporate heavy-

weights.

Like the print version. For-

tune 500 Prospector has a trove

of financial data about each list-

ed company, including profit-

ability, equity, sales, earnings

per share, and return on invest-

ment. The software also in-

cludes information not found in

the printed listings, such as

complete addresses, telephone

numbers, key executives, and a

brief description of each corpo-

ration. The database will be up-

dated yearly.

Users can add companies to

the database or add information

to those already listed. Fortune

500 Prospector generates 18

different preformatted reports

and prints mailing labels and ro-

tary file cards. Since the soft-

ware is built on Borland's Para-

dox database system, u.sers of

that program can customize

Fortune 500 Prospector exten-

sively.

List Price: Fortune 500

Prospector, $199. Requires: 512K

RAM, hard disk. DOS 2.0 or later.

Not copy (Ht>tected. MZ Group.

1388 SutlerSl..#612.San

Francisco. CA 94 109; (800) 345-

9111.
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Data cariridgfsfor The

Classic Disk Drive

contain only the

platter: the

features 44MB cartridges that

cost $149. The subsystem is

available for internal or external

use; with a single platter it costs

$1,295. Controllers are avail-

able for either the AT ($149) or

MicroChannel ($199) bus.

The drive is different from

most other removable Winches-

ters. Cumulus says, because

only the disk platter is removed.

leaving behind the 3‘/2-inch

head and disk assembly. As a

result, the cartridges stand up to

rougher treatment than other re-

movable media will tolerate.

The drive is sold with back-

up software that has a "shadow

backup" capability. Cumulus
says that the software maintains

an up-to-the-moment backup of

a system's primary hard disk. If

(continued on page S2)

rest ofthe

mechat\isrt\

stays behind in Cu-

mulus's removable

harddisk.

Removable MartiDisk
From Cumulus Roasts
Low-Cost Cartridges

The Classic Disk Drive, a re-

movable Winchester di.sk sub-

system from Cumulus Corp.,

M tfiM aeUs Ft Uiev Hst n tilt coapiBV
I'fiMRclal FS riai ccMpaav TO Friit Fll Itore ISC fleM

Fortune 500 PmspcciOT.^om Fortune Magazitte and the MZ Group, isa$i99data-

base implementation ofthe magazine' sfamous listing ofcorportate giants.

Marq Technologies Mouse Mixes
Image Scanner, OCR Capability

(hat an image of any size can be

accurately scanned. This elimi-

nates a significant limitation in

most hand scanners, which can

input only very narrow images.

An optional (XTR reader also

snaps into the MarqMouse port

(upgrade price. $1,299). Marq

Technologies says that its soft-

ware recognizes proportional

spacing and multiple font types

and sizes. The software is opti-

mized fornumeric data and dots

not support text. An audio feed-

back feature pronounces each

number as it is input (through an

external speaker), allowing for

auditory proofing.

List Price: MaiqMuusc. $199.

With scanner option . less than

$1,000. With OCR option, less

than $1 .500. Requires: 2S6K

RAM. full-length slot, DOS 2.0 or

later. Software not copy protected.

Marq Technologies. 6285 Nancy

Ridge Dr.. San Diego. CA 92121;

(800) 336-8366.

Inventors have always
sought a better mousetrap, but

Marq Technologies claims to

have a belter mouse. The new
PC rodent (prices start at $199),

named the MarqMou.se. is the

basis for an input system that in-

cludes image scanning and
OCR (optical character recogni-

tion) with audio feedback.

The Microsoft- and Logi-

tech-compatible MarqMouse
offers up to 600-doi-per-inch

resolution. "Ballistic control"

allows tight control of both

large movements across the full

screen and small, precise move-

ments in a small area of the dis-

play, according to Marq Tech-

nologies.

A small port at the front of

the mouse accepts an add-on

scanner option. The scanner

(upgrade, $799) offers SOO-dpi

scanning resolution with 16 lev-

els of gray-scale recognition.

The scanner’s tracking system

allows it to be moved across an

image "paintbrush-style," so CIRaE 432 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The MarqMouse (5/99) is the basis

for an input system that can ini ittde an

scanner (shown ) orOCR device

.
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NEW ON THE MARKET

Disk Drive
(continuedfrom page St)

(he primary drive fails, the soft-

ware automatically shifts opera-

tion on-the-fly to the backup
drive. The software also sup-

ports periodic, scheduled, or

on-demand backup.

List Price: The Classic Disk Drive.

$1 .295; additional data cartridges.

SI49. Requires: SI2K RAM.
expansion slot, DOS 2.0 or later.

Software not copy protected.

Cumulus Corp. . 23500 Mercantile

Rd. . Cleveland. OH 44 1 22; (2 1 6)

464-2211.
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Programmer’s Library

Added to Microsoft’s

Ust of CD-ROM Titles

The promise ofCD-ROM is fast

access to huge volumes of infor-

mation. Microsoft has taken

another step toward the fulfill-

ment of (hat promise with the re-

lease of Microsoft Program-
mer's Library, which packs
more than 20.000 pages of ref-

erence material and sample
code onto a single CD.

Programmer's Library in-

cludes 48 books and technical

manuals on Microsoft operating

systems and languages. The in-

formation ranges from quick-

reference help to more-in-depth

material, grouped into nine cat-

egories: MS-OS/2. Windows.

MS-DOS, C, BASIC. Macro
Assembler. Pascal. FOR-
TRAN. and hardware. Among
the several books included are

inside OS/2, by Gordon Leiwin.

and Programming Windows, by

PC Magazine contributing edi-

tor Charles Petzold. The li-

brary's 1,200 sample programs

would require 20 floppy disks to

store them.

All of the material in Pro-

grammer’s Library can be ac-

cessed from inside a text editor

or word processor and copied

directly into programs or docu-

ments. When the library is

popped up within a text editor or

word processor, the word at the

cursor can be automatically

searched on. The library can

also be run as a standalone pro-

gram and is extensively cross-

referenced.

List Price: Microsoft

Progrartmter’s Library. $395

through December 1988.

Requires: 640K RAM. CD-ROM
disk drive with MS-DOS CD-ROM
extensions. DOS 3. 1 or later.

Software not copy protected.

Microsoft Corp., 16011 NE36th

Way . Box 97017. Redmond . W

A

98073; (206) 883-8080.
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Power Protection Unit

Fits Inside Case, Saves
Complete System State
Microsync Inc. has introduced

a power protection system that

19-Inch IBMMono Monitor Supports
8514 Graphics Adapter, Up to 64 Shades

IBM has unveiled a 19-inch

monochrome monitor suited to

desktop publishing, graphics,

and large spreadsheet applica-

tions. The $867 IBM Mono-
chrome Display 8507 supports

up to 16 shades of gray when

used with the PS/2 Display

Adapter 8514/A, and up to 64

shades of gray when the IBM
8514 Memory Expansion Kit is

added.

The analog monitor can han-

dle resolutions of up to 1 .024 by

768 pixels and has a viewing

area of 14 by 10‘/2 inches. IBM
says that the monitor can be

used with older PCs in addition

to the current PS/2 line.

List Price: IBM Monochrome

Display 8507. $867. Contact your

local IBM dealer.
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NEC ProSpeed386 Portable Machine Is

AtHome on the Dffice Desk or on the Road

The NEC ProSpeed 386, from

NEC, bridges the gap between

the desktop and the field by pro-

viding power for the office and

portability for traveling. The
modular system consists of a de-

tachable portable computer with

a hard disk and LCD screen, and

a large S 1 , 1 99 power supply/ex-

pansion unit (called a "docking

station") that remains behind

on (he desk.

The portable is driven by a

16-MHz 80386 processor and

comes with a 40MB ($7,699) or

100MB ($8,999) hard disk and

a 1.44MB floppy disk drive.

The LCD screen displays CGA
and EGA graphics; VGA sup-

port is included for an optional

external monitor. Standard are

2MB of 32-bit. lOO-nanosccond

RAM. expandable to 15MB.
The portable module weighs
17.6 pounds, NEC says, and the

optional $349 battery

attachment (for 2

to 3 hours of opera-

tion) adds 4.6
pounds. Stan-

dard ports include one parallel,

one serial, and one VGA port.

An AC/DC power source is

built in.

The docking station attaches

to (he rear of the portable, for a

total system depth of 24 inches.

It duplicates the ports on (he rear

of (he portable and adds a sec-

ond serial port, an external key-

board port, two RJ-11 connec-

tors. and an AC power outlet. It

also adds three full-size 16-bit

expansion slots and one full-

size 8-bit slot.

List Price: NEC ProSpeed 386.

with 40MB hard disk. $7,699; with

100MB hard disk, $8,999.

Optional battery unit. $349.

Docking station, $1,199. NEC
HomeElectronics(USA)Inc.. 1255

Michael Dr.. Wood Dale.lL

60191;(312) 860-9500.
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TheNEC Pro-

Speed386 IS7.699

with40MB hard

disk) combines the

power ofa desktop

machine with the

versatility ofa por-

table.

fits completely inside your CPU
case and protects against data

loss. When the Boomerang de-

tects a power outage, the combi-

nation hardware-and-software

system supplies battery power

while saving the entire state of

your system to your hard disk.

Once normal power is resumed,

a simple command restores the

computer to its state at the time

of interruption, according to

Microsync.

Boomerang does not require

an expansion slot; it installs be-

tween the power supply and the

motherboard.

Microsync says Boomerang
also lets you simply turn off

power at any point within an ap-

plication. When you power up

again, the device returns your

system to where you left it.

List Price: Boomerang, $299.

Requires: 256K RAM. hard disk,

graphics adapter, DOS 2. 1 or later.

Software not copy protected.

Microsync Inc.. I50l8BeItway

Dr. . Dallas. TX 75244; (2 1 4) 788-

5198.
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WE WELCOME INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
A 1 818 705-488S FAX

AMRKAM IMAU MMIMfS
OesNpi Cad 19I.M
DesW Cad 30
AIirrOM TATI

196.80

Muibmate II 279.16

Dbase Ml Phis 315.60
Rapidfiie 116.66
Framework M 421.61
Chertmttter 229.16
Master Graphics 261.11

ASR tAM STST8M
Ask Sam
ADfODOS

236.10

Autoskatch Enhanced

Loc iimopMBiw
H.00

Formiooi W/Greatest fits

Otim COMPDT18 6B89K6S
90.00

Boamg Graphics (X Color) 201.00

Sprini

Sidetock

129.00

96.00

SktokickPlus ia.oo
Euraka 00.00

Quatiro 140.00

Turbo Database Tooteox 02.00

Turbo Graphix tz.m
The Deveiopar't Library 239.00
Turbo Li(pilning OLOO

06.00

Supatkay 02.00

Turbo Prolog 02.00

Turbo Baeic tt.00
Turbo C 62.W
Pvidox V 2.0 420.00
Turbo Pascal 4.0 02.00

Turbo Tutor 4.0

IRlARIRROBtW
45.00

Tlmairte V 3

Print Shop
Memory Male

330.00

96.M
46.00

IRTTONWAM
PC Rte + 48.00

CtNTRAL POWT
Copy II PC
C^ II PC Option Brd DIx

PC roofs Oehne

26.00

toow
30.00

COM5DT1R ABBOOATlf
Supercalc IV 2M.OO

fSSRISaccpAc w 446.00

271.00
Sdverado

COWCBIITRW DATA 6V6T1M6
00.00

R 4 R RateNonal Report 1W.00
<ODf UnfDMATIOMAL
Corefast

DAC
00.00

Easy Accouniina 3.0

Easy Payroll 3.0

Borius nek 3.0

M.O0
90.00

116.06

DTtLITIIi
Org Plus 50.00

1 Sir PLUS 56.00

Duet 40.00

Direct Access 55.00

Grammatik III 96.00

X Tree 37.00

X Tree Pro 00.00
Sideweys 46.00
Max Thmk 48.00

Tornado 50.00
Graph-In-The-Box 59.00
Mace Utrirtws 96.00

Norton Utilities 50.00

Norton Ublfties Advanced 79.00

Norton Commander 46.06

Disk Technidan 56.00
Disk Technician Plus 79.00

Copywnta/Zerodisk CAU
Oasqvww 2.01 79.00
Ruhtvmter 56.01

Mirror II 36.00
Flash 5.6 40.00

Q & A 3 0 106.06
Lapbnk Plus 19.00
Note-lt-PHis 46 06
SQZPIus 96.60
Cambndge Spreadsheet Analyst 00.06
The Documentor 170.06

N.M

ADVANTACIS
•Mere ptacad before 3 p.m. (PST) shippad
same day
•Wt walcoma corporatt accouna
•ImmadiaM reptacamam o( dalacttvt goods.
•01* diKounis

Gam DasMop
Gam Draw Plus

Gam isi Word Plus

Gam Word Owt
Presentation Team
0e4^ Pubisnar

DIRITAIJI
SmalKMt V
SmaRal(V288

Fastback

Fasibacii PKis

POI SOPTWARI
Foxbese Plus

Foxbase Mutti-usar

Foxbase Runtime Unbmtad
MMiEic foanaMi
Ganenc Cad 3 0
Dot FV>(

Auto Convert

Auto Dimension

3D SoM Modeling/Rendaring

tiisoei TicNeeoiORy
Spinwnte

•DLMN SOW
V Feature Deluxe

VCactie

NAVtetTRII
Interactive Easyflow

NATIt
Srrurtcom M
NILERAIVI

Access

ie IV

33
LATTKt
Lance C Connie'
UAMM tMI
Word Processor W/SpelVMerge
Word Processor VI 5

LIVUM VIMOTUT
Grandview

Lom DiviLOPMieer
ALL PRODUCTS
MATMtorr
Matticad 2 0

MICA
Managing Your Money 4.0

MCRIMAM TKNNOLOAT
Cart)on Copy Plus

MICRMRAfI
Designer

MICROLTTICI
Goler

OispUywnte

OOS33

2N.00mm
55.00

VM
v.m
27.00

179.00

55.00

la.oo

149.00

99.00

299.00
95.00

150.00

CAU

225.00

125.00

115.M

4M.00

42.00

240.00

290.00

n.oo
229.00
17.00

200.00

200.00
900.00

00.00

39.00

36.00

300.00
ia.oo
1».00

00.00
ta.oo

146.00

430.00

100.00

118.00

M.0O
96.00

96.00

Uoming
Ludd 30 V 2.0

PtACRTRBI
Complete Accounting n

•Immediste shipment on purchase orders
from quaMad insiftutions (schools and
universities mdudod)
•No hidden charges.

TltMSt
Al pricas n atpa to change NtOioU noOcs We

Smarterm 240
Referee

OANTA Ctn OPtRATIOM
Xenix 286 Operating Sys
Xenix 286 Oavalopameni Sys
Xenix 386 Operating Sys
Xenix 386 OmlopemBni Sys
KfTOR
Protect Scheduler Network

tIMON A iCNIfSTM
New World Water II

Typing Tutor (V

somooK ooumoNf
Disk OpOmuet
Cubit

Double DOS
• Liberty

Magic Mhtoi

OemOARI PttOUONIIM
PFS First Publisher

Professional Write

Professional Fite

PFS Professional Plan

PFS First Choice

Harvard ToUl Protect II

Harvard Graphics

ITORAM DIMOMtIONS
Speedstor

TRAIMIC SrtTIMf
Masterkey Unlock

dAnalysl

TteteteO POWM
TOebug
Turbo Professional

MNItON WORLD
Pnntmaster Plus

Alt Galery I 5 ti A III (Each)

Newsmaster II

WtflWARI

32.W

42.W
42.«
42.«

1 t9.H

79.«
111.66

171.66

96.60

ll.«
379.N

Prime Time 16.18
WQRD PIDPtCT CORPORATION
Word Perfect S 0 2M.n
Word Perfect Network Server 84I.M
Word Perfect Network Add-On 75.«
Plan Perleci 116.61

Data Perfect 2M.W
Word Perfect Executive 126.66

Word Perfect Library 66.66

WORD TICK
OeXL Diamond 116.10

Quicksilver Diamond
XltOX

346.66

Ventura Pubisher 1.1 916.66

HARDWARE
AMAT TOOmOLOiltS (ATI)
VIP VGA 270.W
EGAWonder
AfT RfSEARCM

1W.W

Advantage Premium 51 2K
Six Pack Plus 384X
Six Pack Premium 2S6K

379.60

2N.00
200.00
430.00
679.00AST ^1/11 Enhanced

Hot Shot 286
ATD IDCUD

301.00

Monographics Short Card 79.00

Memory Expansion 364K 210.00

Modular VO Bare P/S/Oock 76.06

Ctock Board Standalone 36.60

1200 Baud Intamal Modem
aTiiiM

16.66

1200 186.60

MSP 40 146.66
MSP 1SE 300.10

MSP 50
60MPDTU AC<i660tm

449.00

PIS Power Oiractor

EVERIX
06.60

EV 1800 8MHZ AT System
EV 1800 tOMHZATOWtel

166.61
1246J6

Evarcom I1 1200 Modem 76.60

Evercom M 2400 Int Modem 196.66

MMieVOForAT
FIM4 3000 EMS Expansion

96.66

11.60

do not guermtee compteMtif No surcharge tar VISA

or MnlaiCad 2% anhaqR AiTRita*i Eupms No
retame elDoul RAI. Short sUpinaais nut be

nodtad «Wm 43 hem. 15% nsiDcHng tee on non-

ditadh* gooib: B SO COD chim Shgm 34 50

ffliinim w itam. leal on biA ordan (B SOBtae

LMal
I
(reghv tar some soflnri or fontanre tens

)

nm DINtDATION
Logical Connection 2S6K 379.16
NATIS
Smartmodem 1200 289.61
Smertmodem 12006 W/Sof!ware 261.16
Smartmodem 2400 466.61
Smartmodem 24006 W/Software
HtDCDLIS

4W.6I

Hercules Monochrome Plus

mWLtTT PACIARD
1II.M

Laseriei II 1646.01
FonisiCerTndges for Lasartet H

IHTU
CAU

Above Board PC 64K m.i6
Above Board 286 W/S12X 061.11
8087-3 (5MKZ)
8067-2 (8 MHZ)

161.11

186.10

80287 (6 MHZ) 179.11
80627 (8 MHZ[ 29D«
80287 (10 MHh 311.10
tnboard 386 PC or 386 AT 1116.11
1 MB Exp for 366 Inbovd

mtIRIUTIOMAL DATTBRT
f79.n

AT Raplacemant Battery

AST Battery

11.91

3.91

nwm MADNina
120 XT 20MB Intamal 331.96
12S AT 20 MB Intamal

HgHglHgTON
336.61

Masterpiece 11.61
Masterpiece Phis 116.66
Masterpiece Remote
lODTRCN

116.16

Logimouse C7 79.61
Logimouse Hi Rtz 11.61
Logimouse C7 + Paintbrush K.II
Logimouse W/Cad/Ptem
Publisher Mouse

129.W
119.66

MKDPOOfT
BUS Mouse W/Painibrush 111.16
BUS Mouse W/Windows 146.11
Serial Mouse W/Pantbrush 116.66S^ Mouse W/Whidows
MICDOOMiD

146.11

Fast Trap 16.16
MMBHT
Pocket Modem 115.11
MODSIfTmiU
PC Mouse BUS Phis 06.61
PC Mouse Serial Plus

NBC NOM tUCTDOMKO
I6.«

Multteync II

NIC NWORMATIQN fmi«6
ia.6i

P 2200 80 COL 371.06
PS200 861.61
PS300 TM.W

KX-P1091I

KX-P1595
KX-P1S24
I0(-1092l

Autoawitch 480
VGA Plus

Htedcard 20 MB
Hardcard 40 MB

Polaroid Patette Phis

PRACTKAL PERWRilALf
Practical Modem 1200 Intor^
Practical Modem 1200 SA
Practical Modem 2400 INT
Practical Modem 2400 SA

ST 251 40MB No ControNer

ST 225 20Me W/Controller

ST 238 30MB W/Controler
ST 251-1 No ControNer

Summask^ 1201 Plus

lyMRM
Ext 5%'' Drive

Worfdporl 2400 Modem
Wortdport 1200 Modem

T 1000 Laptop

T 3100-20 Laptop
P321 SL Printer

P341 SL
P3S1 SX

479.00

948.11

39B.W

181.11

271.81

M.I8
1«.ll
1BB.N
189.18

I8.M

aM.n
219.01
318.08
445.81

l7f.W
3419.BI
941.11

79iJ8
1179.N

CWtargrtaeatarawMiMnlM
MeprtaalR.
OMv desk 5 tachiol swaort open

). ID 6 p m. Mondey-FrUmf

HylP^n
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The Norton (kmmmider2.0Adds
Lotus 1-2-3, ittASE File Vbwers

HANDS ON

BY CRAIG STINSON

Even if you’ve sneered al DOS
shells in the past, you might
want to take a look at the new
version of the The Norton Com-
mander. This is a shell for pros

as well as novices.

The reason for The Com-
mander's versatility is simple: it

leaves the DOS prompt visible

on-screen and gives you the best

of both worlds. If you want to

talk directly to DOS in the time-

honored manner, you may do

so; if you want to use The Com-
mander's own facilities for

copying, renaming, moving,

deleting, or executing files, you

may do that as well.

Moreover, The Commander
Is easy on memory. You can run

it in either of two modes—pass-

through or resident. In pass-

through mode, the program un-

loads all but 12K of Its contents

when you execute an applica-

tion. In resident mode, it eats up

I08K but reappears instantly

when you return from an appli-

cation to DOS.
At the heart of The Com-

mander is a visual construct

called a panel. A panel displays

a file listing for the current di-

rectory, status information

about the current directory, or a

tree diagram for the current

drive. You can have either one,

two, or no panels visible at any

time.

The Commander streamlines

DOS operations in a couple of

ways. First, it keeps a history of

your 1 5 most recent DOS com-
mands and presents that history

at the touch of an Alt-function

key. You can easily replay the

command you used 20 minutes

ago just by selecting it from the

history window. Second, it en-

ables you to carry out com-
mands on many files at once;

just tag the files you want to

copy, delete, or whatever (using

mouse or keyboard), and go.

The program warns if you’re

about to overwrite an existing

file or delete a hidden, system,

or read-only file.

Version 2.0 of The Com-
mander is mostly a slicker im-

plementation of Version I.O,

with pull-down menus replac-

ing a more command-oriented

style. But there are a few impor-

tant new goodies.

Two programs from The
Norton Utilities 4.0 have been

incorporated into the new Com-
mander. FF (File Find) helps

you find misplaced files on a

disk, and NCD (Norton Change

Directory) lets you navigate

your disk directories by walking

The Norton Conunandcr'J dBASEfile viewer shows thefield structure ofa .DBFfile

as well as contents ofindividual records.

^ F A C TM F I L E

The Norton Commander^

Version 2.0

Peter Norton Con^ting

2210WiIshire Btvd..#186

Santa M(»ica, CA 90007

(213)749-4804

Ust Price: $89; upgrades, $33

Reqnirca: DOS 2.0 or later,

2S6K RAM. Not copy pfo-

tected.
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through a tree diagram.

Version 2.0 supports multi-

ple user-defined application

menus (but not submenus, un-

fortunately); Version 1.0 sup-

ported only a single menu. It

also includes a handy command
that compares two directories,

highlighting any filenames that

exist in one but not the other.

Most important, the new
Commander includes a smart

file viewer (a sort of scrollable

Type command) that knows
how to read 1-2-3 .WK? and

dBASE .DBF files. Thus you

can inspect your spreadsheets

and databases from DOS.
The trouble with DOS shells

has always been that they im-

pose their own ways of doing

things, often to the disadvan-

tage of skilled users. This one is

different: it really lets you have

your cake and eat it too. OQ

FomiGen/Oia^agesFamToidLead
HANDS ON

BY PAULA SEEFELDT

Streamlining is the key to

FormGen’s self-proclaimed

“WYSIWYG low-end form

processing package,” Form-
Gen //. The product is designed

to compete against the front-

runner, BLOC Development’s

FormTool.

Forms are created by using

the cursor as an electronic pen-

cil with the screen acting as a

drawing pad. Line width con-

sists of three different sizes: sin-

gle, double, and thick.

Column orrow space may be

inserted, but unlike FormTool,

there are no automatic grid con-

figurations. so all formats must

be drawn manually.

FormGen II also differs

from FormTool in its inability to

convert database files. Text
must be typed in, vertically or

horizontally, or added through

text windows. Text windows
enable the user to conveniently

change font size and characters

of less than 10 pitch. FormGen
II has six standi font types.

Also included is a justifica-

tion feature that automatically

aligns the text. A check box
prints boxes and circles, and

text shading applies light, medi-

um, or heavy tones.

Forms may be saved as stan-

dard .FRM files, in an R.base

format, or as ASCII text files.

Conversion to ASCII enables

the forms to be used in other

programs, but they cannot then

be returned to the drawing pad.

Overall, FormGen II deliv-

ers what is promised: no-hassle,

good-quality blank office

forms. For the same price, how-
ever, FormTool provides all

F A C T
si® FILE
FormGenU
FormGen Corp.

64HeaIyRd.

Bolton, Ontario

Canada L7E5A4

(416)857-0022

Urt Price: $99

Requires: 2S6K RAM. DOS
3.1 OTlater. Not copy protected.
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those attributes plus features

such as split-screen viewing,

data math, and file import.
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Get Sprint and you’ll never

be afraid ofthe dark!

Nothing holds a candle to Sprint!

Features Sprint WordPerfect MS Word WordStar MulUMate
• = Yes O = No 1.0 4.2 4.0 4.0 Adv. II, 1.0

Maximum nie size Disk Disk Disk Disk I28K

Thesaurus (integrated) • • • • •
Windows Open (maximum) 6 2 8 1 1

Fiies Open (maximum) 24 2 8 1 1

Cross-Reference (dynamic) • O O O O
Indexing Options 7 1 3 3 O
Columns: Parallel • • • • •

Snaking (chg. ' same page) • • Not same pg. O •
H-P LaserJet Support Full Partial Full Partial Pull

PostScript Support Full Text Full O Text

Mouse Support (integrated) • O • O O
Dynamic Shortcuts • o o o o
Alternative User Interfaces • 0 O O o
Verify Spelling as you type • O O O o
Programmable Macro lang. • o o o o

Save File' 5.9 41.1 9.7 4.4 1.0

Top to Bottom’ 7.5 7.5 49.4 8.1 21.0

Search and Replace’ 1.6 6.6 4.6 17.1 13.4

Find Unique Word 3.3 6.2 7.0 13.8 20.6

Suggested List Price SI 99.95 $495.00 $450.00 $495.00 $565.00

Time tesu were performed on an Acer 286 (8 MHx). 640K RAM. 'pile slK I03K. *1636 lines. occurrences. Hines shown sre la seconds

(Bendiflurk detalto avaltabie upon requoL)

PrtcH and apeoAcKioM wttea lo ciitnr vWMut iwuce

•Cuwwifr wiirfww w ott Ha opaotn; iTvWHnflOdiyttf purAme Him pndua doea m( perfonn ta aocordinoe triOi our dalns. call oar cMoaer «rvtce

departMfU. andw aill arranfe a rtfand

AJI Borland prodaoi are iraletBvti or re0Awed (radenarla of Borland iMonMUonal. lac. Ollier brand and prodiia naaea are iradeairlB of dMir rt^iectM

bdtden. CorticK •I98B Borland imemaiKinal. Inc. Bl I237A

Forgetting to “Save” is a fact

of life as are power outages, and

it used to be that a power outage

could wipe out everything you’ve

done. Not any more. Your work

is always safe when you Sprint."

Sprint's “Auto-Save" auto-

matically saves your words as

you type, so If the lights do go

out. you may be in deep dark-

ness but not deep trouble.

Sprint’s Auto-Save is more

than “insurance." it’s also

Invisible. You know it’s there,

but it does its job without

interrupting yours.

Sprint It’s the word processor

with everything!

You name it. Sprint’s got it.

Incredible speed. Auto-Save, a

customizable user interface, and

professional output. Sprint even

includes a bonus pack of alter-

native user interfaces that make
it act like WordStar," MultiMate."

WordPerfect," Microsoft" Word,

or other familiar word proces-

sors—a $99 value free!

Sprint has all this and does

all this for only $199.95 instead

of the up to $600 that some
companies demand. Sprint auto-

matically saves your words:

it also automatically saves

your money. Sprint—The fast

track to performance word

processing.

60-Day Money-back Guarantee*

For the dealer nearest you

Call (800) 543-7543

ORCLE 138ON READER SERVICECARD
t l 0 m A t I 0 S A t
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Salami’s Tabo Pascal 5.0Adds
Ombys, 80)^7Enndatkm, Detn^gw

BYNEILJ.RUBENKING

Last year Borland International

upgr^ed its flagship product,

the Turbo Pascal compiler, to

Version 4.0. The most impor-

tant of the many improvements

were separate compilation of

Units and the ability to create

.EXE programs. Were Turbo
Pascal programmers grateful?

No, they immediately began

clamoring for still more en-

hancements. Users wanted
SOtrS? emulation, overlays, ac-

cess to the runtime library

source, and most of all they de-

manded a debugger.

Turbo Pascal S.O has all the

requested features, and its built-

in debugger is a dream. For wiz-

ard-level programmers. Ver-

sion 5.0 also supports the new
standalone Turbo Debugger. A
host of other enhancements at

all levels brings Turbo Pascal

S.O into Borland’s new Profes-

sional Language Series.

There are four basic tech-

niques in using the integrated

debugger: single-stepping, set-

ting breakpoints, creating watch

expressions, and evaluating ex-

pressions. These options all ap-

pear in the pull-down menus,

but you’ll quickly learn their

dedicated function keys.

By pressing the single-step

key repeatedly, you execute

your program one line at a time,

returning to the source code af-

ter each line. In the source, an
*
‘execution bar” highlights the

next program line. Single-step-

ping can be rather slow, though,

especially if the suspect code

comes in the middle of the pro-

gram.

You’ll probably prefer to run

the program full-tilt and then

stop just before the suspect

code. As many as 21 break-

points let you do just that. Set a

breakpoint on any executable

line, and the program will pop

into the debuggerjust before ex-

ecuting that line. Or select

‘‘Run to Cursor” and the pro-

gram will run until it reaches the

line the cursor is on. The Ctrl-

Break key combination acts as a

manual breakpoint—hit it and

you come back to the source.

As you step through your

program, it’s useful to keep

track of variables. At any time

you can bring up an Evaluation

window and display the value of

a variable or expression. The
Evaluation window is smart—it

grabs the variable name under

the cursor as a default and will

display variables in many for-

mats. You can typecast in the

Evaluation window and. best of

all, you can change variables. If

a bug seems to surface only

when one variable has a certain

value, just set it to that danger-

ous value and watch the fire-

woiics.

When you’re tracking down
an unplanned change to a vari-

able, Evaluating after every line

gets tiresome. Instead, put that

variable (or expression) in the

Watch window. Now its value

gets updated every time you re-

turn to the debugger.

The integrated debugger in-

cludes a number of other handy

features. Its Call Stack keeps

track of the last 128 proce-

dure/function calls. At any
point in the program, you can

check the Call Stack to see how
you got there. You can use the

Find Procedure option to locate

a procedure in any Unit or In-

clude file of your program. And
if you have two monitors avail-

able, you can put the program

source on one, the output on the

other.

Turbo Pascal 4.0 added a set

of useful IEEE floating-point

data types. However, programs

compiled using these data types

would run only on systems with

a math coprocessor. With Ver-

sion 5.0 you can write programs

that use the IEEE data types on

any computer. If the math chip

is present, they'll take advan-

tage of its speed; if not, they'll

emulate it in software.

Overlays are back—and bet-

ter than ever. A single proce-

dure call makes your program

stash overlays in EMS if it’s

available. And the old problem

of finding the overlay file on-

disk is no problem now. Turbo
Pascal 5.0 programs automati-

cally search for the overlay file,

first in the current directory,

next in the .EXE file's directory

(in DOS 3.jc), and finally any-

where on the path. In Version

5.0, you overlay whole Units,

and there’s no longer any re-

strictions on calling other rou-

tines in the same overlay group.

Tuitx) Pascal 5.0 also adds

features in the DOS, environ-

ment, graphics, and file han-

dling areas. Built-in routines re-

The Turbo Pascal 5.0 debugger Evalualion window lets you di^lay the value ofany

variable or expression. You can also alter the variable's value.

trieve environment by name or

number. For example, ‘‘Get-

Env(*PATH')" retrieves the

full DOS path. Most impressive

of all is the FSearch procedure:

given a filename and a list of di-

rectories in DOS PATH format,

it will search for the file in those

directories.

The Borland Graphics Inter-

face (BGI) now supports the

IBM 8514 adapter in its full

1,024- by 768-pixel 256-coIor

glory, though it doesn’t offer

256 colors on the VGA. New
routines allow installation of

third-party BGI drivers and
fonts. As yet, the specifications

for fonts and BGI drivers aren’t

available to the public.

Every serious Pascal pro-

grammer will upgrade to Ver-

sion 5.0. The benefits are enor-

mous, and the only
disadvantage is that you’ll have

to recompile all your Units. If

you’re using store-bought Units

without source code, you’ll

need an update from the pub-

lisher. But your own code will

recompile under the new ver-

sion with no change except a

few compiler directives . GQ

F A C T
MBi FILE
Turbo Pascal 5.9

Borland International Inc.

1800 Green Hills Rd.

ScotU Valley. CA 95066-0001

(406)438-8400

List Price: ‘Hnbo Pascal S.O.

$149.95; Turbo Pascal Profes-

sional (includes Turbo Assem-

bler and standalone Drixigger),

$250; upgrade from TUrbo Pas-

cal 4.0 (update manual, new

disks), $49.95; upgrade to Pn>-

fessicmal (all-new manual, Tur-

bo Assembler, staodakroe De-

bugger). $99.95.

Requires: 448KRAM (2S6K

RAM for command-line ver-

sion); will useEMS flex’ editex if

available; DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short: This latest evolution

ofTurbo Pascal adds overlays,

80Uc87 emulation, and new stan-

dard features, but the real prize

is the integrated debugger. Not

copyprotected.

CMCLE 44tON nCADER SERVICECARO
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SideKick Plus Gives YourPC
the Power of Communication!

Get fuU communi-

cations capabilities

without leaving

Quattro—or any

other application

you’re using

Online Help is -

always available

A m Script for HCIGETA

'iwfActitrer Q1 write Pncinane.cr

t/pi* Star 499 "utir.l: ’’.’H

errv Cliae 333 write Pnripsu.cr

•n fteniw 245

natch "ncr'.bd

selertlbfl'

rase “Votir INBOX Ims"

D'SSXFLUSVnCI .ADR natch ”connai»it’‘..?B

IiiHpv • Insert Graph

NCI Logon to NCI tBotli Serwire.s> Put

HCIBOTH Gets aivt Sends NCI Hail Put

HCIBOTHA Gets aivi Sends NCI Nail tAdwancedl Put

NCIGET Gets NCI Nail Pul

; replu uitli Cli'<

: Uait for
i

t -

: replM with Glos

: Waits Ti3r HCl

; Clierk for nr : .i

: Soneone I i kes n

: Uait for pronpt— 10 : 18a*

iwinher l«*re

imnher here

imnher here

imnher here

3CICCTA |Mts NCI Nail (Advanced Service)

NCISEHP Seivis Ht'l Hail

^HCISEHDA Sei>ds HCl Hail tAdwanced Seruice)
I

Put nri imnher here

I
Put nci imnher here

18

19

I
Help F3

F? F4 Print

Phonebook Scrirt

F5 Zoo* F7 Begin Blk F9

F8 Suitch F8 End Blk FIB Nenu

Esc-Sijiilax Clv’i'k and ExitI

Ready-to-use scripts

make it easy to log

onto MCI, Compu-
Serve, or BK

Define your pass-

word and enciypt it

for security

Add in your local

access number with

a simple entry

It’s a full-fledged communi-

cations program for data and

voice... plus a lot more!

Communication is power. And with

SideKick* Plus, it's at your fingertips.

Because SideKick Plus is the only com-

munication software you need. To send

your message around the world. Or to

pick up messages from MCI or Dow
Jones or any other electronic service.

Automatically—even if you're down

the hall in a meeting. Or doing some-

thing else you do on your PC. (Try

asking CiWTalk* software to do that!)

SideKick Plus saves you time and

keystrokes with sample scripts for pop-

ular programs like MCI* Mail. Compu-
Serve.* and BIX.* You can create

scripts by simply recording your key-

strokes. or edit scripts to access the

full power of the script language.

Turbo charge your Phonebook

SideKick Plus lets you create the

most high tech address books you've

ever seen—entering names and

addresses In the form you choose.

Searching electronically for the infor-

mation you need. And attaching notes

and comments about each person

listed.

SideKick Plus is communications

and more: seven powerful

software packages in one!

A complete outliner that lets you

open nine files at once

A sophisticated DOS file manager

A calendar you can use as a common
scheduler if you're on a local area

network

Multiple notepads

A Phonebook with full communications

Your choice of four different calculators

An ASCII table

Plus;

Support for both expanded and extended

memory. It you have an Intel Above*

Board, you can lake full advantage of

your &40K of RAM and yet use all

your SideKick Plus desk accessories

at any time.

All completely integrated and instantly

accessible over any other application

you're working In

All taking up as little as 72K of your

computer's RAM

Mlnlnom Syilen RequIrefMntt: FBr IBM n/2. IBM Itailjr of pefwul om-
puiert. wid all 100%cn&pMblc» OpenUntcyMn; PC-DO6<US4)O6)2.0

.« Her UlniBim lyaea nenry: 384K byks. HMiMwa roWeaifory

He: 7211. Hard dM raqvittd Suppont boUi EMS tad ettended iwGry.

Cutuigf aHVtKUoa V ear mIa CMKen: d wKtiln 00 dtyi of parchaae UiV

prodKt does not perfcm In socofdintt «Kh our dUns. till our ewumr
tervtac dcvifUKiiL andw will amnte a ctfund

AnnufairViai ttraat—VsrrigntiilirUfrti VfcWVliirriaiil. Ik OMr
MMM praiMKM «rMnaV ofMr rapeom hoUm

•i«n» Bin ummom vt HiaA

U The builtrin communications

program is very impressive . .

.

Unlike most communications pro-

grams (including some that cost

twice as much as SideKick). the

new SideKick lets your computer

communicate with another machine

while you are running another

program.

—Lawrence Afag/d. Washington Post 99

Get the power!

To buy this kind of communication

power and all the other SideKick Plus

features separately, you'd spend

hundreds of dollars and drain your

computer's memory dry. Instead, just

see your Borland dealer and get the

power of SideKick Plus!

Hard disk required.

60-Day Money-back Guarantee*

For the dealer nearest you

Call (800) 543-7543

CIRCLE vnON READER SERVICE CARD



STI 88-10 STI 286-10
Standard Features:

• Intd SOSa-l CPU
• St£R M«no«> ISONS.

Expandable to IMS
• Dual Speed 4.77/10 MHZ
• Uodmark 4.1 MHZ
• ISOWT UL Power Supply
• Ei^i ExpaDoon Slota

• One S60K Floppy Drive

• I Parallel. I Se^l. I Came. Clock

• M Key Tactile/Feel Keyboard
• SOM Turbo Caae

• OperaiioQi Manual
• One Year Warranty

MONO SYSTEM S $45

RGB SYSTEM $ S19

EGA SYSTEM SISM

HARD OPTIONS:
SOME SSM
MMB tm

Standard Features:

• SISK Memory lOONS,

Expandable to IMB
• Dual Speed 6/10 MHZ.
0 Wait State

• Undmark It MHZ
• SOOWT UL Power Supply
• Eight Expancion Slota

• One 1 .SMB Floppy Drive

• Dual Floppy and Hard Diak

Controlln
• I Parallel. S Sertala. Real Time
Clock. Game Port

• Enhanced 101-Key with

Taciile/Click Keytmard
• 286 Turbo Caae

Operationa Manual
• One Year Warranty

$$ See Price Table $$

STI 386 TOWER
Standard Features:

• laid 80S86 CPU. SS BIT Archiieaure
• IMB RAM SONS. Expandable to SMB
• 16 MHZ (Landmark SO MHZ)
« SO MHZ (Landmark 2S MHZ)
• Five 16 BIT Slou, Two 8 BIT Slota

• One SS BIT Memory Slot. Up to lOMB
• S or 10 MHZ 80287 CO PROCESSOR
Socket

• Real Time Clock. 80S87 Adapter

Board aa an Optioo
• SOOWT UL Power Supply (Tower

Syatem: 2S0WT)
• Enhanced 101 -Key with Tactile/CBck

Keyboard
• Dual Floppy/Hard Diak Controller

One 1.2 Floppy Drive

• One Paralld. Two Serial Pom.
Came Port

• One Year Warranty. Operationa

Manual

$$ See Price Table $$

Standard Features:

• SISK Memcrry SONS.

Expandable to 1MB
• Dual Speed 6/lS MHZ.
0 Wait State

• Landmark 16 MHZ
• SOOWT UL Power Supply
• Eight Expantion Slou
• One 1.2MB Floppy Drive

• Dual Floppy and Hard Diak

Controller

• 1 Parallel. 2 Seriab, Real Time
Clock. Came Port

• Enhanced lOl-Key with

Tactile/CIick Keyboard
• 286 Turbo Case
• Operadotu Manual
• One Year Warranty

$$ See Price Table $$

30 DAYS SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
SEE OUR TERMS

SYSTEM PRICE TABLE HARD DISKS

• STIS5 40MS 1825

286-10 286-12 586-16 •ST-225 20MB 65MS
• ST m/KIT 20MB

210

MONO SYSTEM
31020 1120 1985WITH

12* MONITOR
• 5T-4096S0MB28MS . 650

MONO SYSTEM
WITH

15* FUkT SCREEN
11080 1180 2045 • ST-251 40M8 28MS 455

RGB SYSTEM
WITH

14* MONITOR
11190 1290 N/A

FLOPPY DRIVES

EGA SYSTEM
WITH 11405 1505 2400

14* MONITOR
VGA SYSTEM

$1650 1750 2695
14* MONITOR • MITSUMI 1.2M .. 89

MULTI-FREQ
SYSTEM

14* MONITOR
$1645 1745 2720

Z-NIX MOUSE

STI S86 Options Available;

• 80S87 Adapter Board
• 20 MHZ Option
• Tower Case/2&0W Power

MONITORS

• SAMSUNG. AMBER. 12*. TTL ....

SWIVEL BASE. 720 a S50. 80 a 25

$ 85

1250

1200

• HI RES MOUSE W/TURBO fl05

CAD
• BUS MOUSE 50

• SERIAL MOUSE 40

• BUSMOUSEW'PC 66

PAINTBRUSH OR DR HALO 111

• SERIAL MOUSE W/PC 56

PAINTBRUSH OR DR HALO ill

• OR. HALO 111 25
• PC PAINTBRUSH 25

• TURBO CAD 45

• TATUNG CM 1495. 14* MULTI-FREQ
800 a 560. TILT/SWIVEL

QUIMAX

• DM')4. HIGH RES. MONOCHROME MONITOR ..

14*. 750 a 950. 192 COLUMNS a 44 LINES
• DM 15. 15* AMBER. FLAT. 750 x 950

1000 LINES
• DM 1502. RGB 640 x 240. 14*

• DM 2214. EGA MONITOR
720 I 950. 64 COLORS

• DM-91I2. 12* VGA. 480 x 720
•DM-Slt4. 14* VGA. 480 x 720

S*0 MODEMS

• EVEREX 1200 INTERNAL $80
• EVEREX 2400 INTERNAL 155

119 KEYBOARD

195 • 5060 STYLE KEYBOARD - f 45

84 KEYS. LARGE RETURN KEY.
250 $ led INDICATORS
960 vsiei STYLE KEYBOARD . 57

TACTILE/CLICK. 101 KEYS. 12F

keys, SEPARATE NUM * KEYPADS
• KEYTRONIC 101 KEYS . 55

SUMMYTECH IMC.
A Higher Technology

NORTHEAST REGION: SOUTHWEST REGION:

TO ORDER, CALL
1 -800-367-1132

NORTHEAST
17 Smith St., #7

Englewood. N.J. 07631

Customer Service: (201)569-7775

Fax: (201)569-6279

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Sat. 10 a.m.‘5 p.m.

TO ORDER, CALL
1 -800-541-9135

SOUTHWEST
17101 S. Central Ave., #1A

Carson. CA. 90746

Customer Service: (213)605-5030

Fax: (213)605-5032

Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Sat. 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

TERMS:
• Shipment by UPS. FOB NJ/CA for 48 continental Rate*.

• COD order* baaed on Caah/Money Order/CertiAed Check/Caabier’i Check.
• For pre-paymenu include ahippiog and inaurance.

• NJ orders add 6% aalca tax

• Peraonal and Company checks allow 14 days to clear

• All mums are subject to our approval.

• There vrill be a 10% rcMock fee within 90 day* from invoice date.

• Shipping charges vrill be deducted from any crediu or refund*

• AH items returned to us mu« include original documentation and package

• Authorised mums mtut be sent shipping prepaid, with RMA number.
• AU baaic tynenu carry a comprehensive 12 month parts and labor warranty.

• All individual pans carry a 90 day warranty from us-

• Any additional warranties are covered by manufacturen
• All prices and speciflcaiions are subject to change without notice

• No surcharge on credit card orden.

Corporate 1000 and University PO‘s Welcome!
CIRCLE 738ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PC UPDATE

Kota Bene 3.0

Unites with

BamFoat
Video Mode

Nota Bene, the word processor and text-re-

trieva! system from Dragonfly Software, now
supports Hercules RamFont video cards. The

combination ofNota Bene, Version 3.0. and a

RamFont card allows users to design up to

• I Ji 'VPi*'' '"!• '*« ' U rwn » i*‘>i

I .»•' f 'f»

,7vt 001 .o'm 7«i n* .ti'^un •»

• ilM •!

RamFont

Video Mode

supports

NotB Benc’f

language

supplements.

3,072 custom characters and mix graphics with

text and foreign-language supplements. Lan-

guage supplements are available in Russian.

Greek, Hebrew, and other non-Westem Euro-

pean alphabets. Upgrades to Nota Bene 3.0 are

$50. and new packages retail for $495. Nota

Bene 3.0 is compatible with the Hercules

Graphics Card Plus, the Network Card Plus,

and the Incolor Card. Dragonfly Software.

New York. N.Y.;(2I2) 334-0445. Hercules

Computer Technology Inc., Berkeley. Calif.;

(415)540-6000.

PC Tools PC Tools Deluxe^ from Central Point Soft-

DolOXO ware, has added several new programs:

fy/MTflrfy PCSHELL, a superset of the DOS 4.0 shell;

Pfpgfgflty PCDESK, a desktop manager; and DESchutes.

a nie-encryption and -compression program.

PC Tools Deluxe, Version 5.0. also has a new
user-interface with pull-down windows, and

Central Point Software has added new features

to the existing programs. PCBACKUP and

COMPRESS. Updates are available for $15.

Retail cost is $79 for first-time buyers. Owners

of competing products may upgrade to PC
Tools Deluxe for $25 plus proof of purcha.se.

Central Point Software. Beaverton. Oreg.;

(503)690-8090.

FoundotioO" FoundationWare Vaccine Corporate now
WOfB prevents the use of unauthorized software on

BliniinotOS compatibles. Version 2. 1 also re-

IllOgOl duces data loss while increasing productivity.

SoftWOfB addition, the accompanying Blue Disk pro-

vides a database of certified virus-free signa-

ture checks from over 5,000 programs. Foun-

dationWare Vaccine Corporate 2 . 1 retails for

$189. FoundationWare. Cleveland, Ohio;

(216)932-7717.

edited by Paula Seefeldt

LosOfFonts Laser Fonts, Version 4.0, from SoftCraft,

Works With now supports WordPerfect 5.0. The enhanced

WordPortect Laser Fonts can also install any soft font so

5^ WordPerfect users can access bitmap font li-

braries. HP LaserJet Series II users are given

extra options with WordPerfect's Font Appear-

ance menu. Updates are $25 and new packages

retail for$180. SoftCraft Inc., Madison. Wis.;

(608) 257-3300 or (800) 351-0500.

UnISoSOr Universal Vectors' UniSaver Model 100 now

Modol 100 provides LIM 4.0-compatible expanded mem-

Sl^fportsUM extended memory. Current UniSaver

users will receive the upgrade, a new PROM
for the RAM/system board, and installation in-

structions, free of charge. All new UniSavers

will include the upgrade and will retail for the

original price of$l,495. Universal Vectors

Corp., Herndon. Va.; (703)435-2500.

Lotus EntiCOS Lotus is offering a free upgrade to Lotus 1-2-3,

NrAft FrOO Release 3, for anyone who purchases Release

tfpgfUdO between September6 and 30 days after

shipment of Release 3. Release 2.01 retails for

$495, and shipment of Release 3 is scheduled

for the fourth quarter of the year. Registered us-

ers of Relea.se 2.01 will be able to upgrade for

$150. Upgrades for registered users of Release

1 A will be $200. Lotus Development Corp.,

Cambridge, Mass.; (617) 577-8500.

AMroSSBook Channelmark Corp. is now shipping an up-

PIUSAddS grade to its PocketAddress Software. The new

InSOrPfintOr version. Address Book Plus, offers laser print-

Support support and the ability to print address books

and phone lists in four preset sizes. Address

Book Plus is available in either a Senior Edition

package with a 4V4- by 7-ineh cover or a Junior

Edition with a V/2- by 5'/2-inch cover. Updates

rap cumn ppiilBP*:

Calep ttx la ckartcltpi ft lac

*a4 ca4at la ka laat la ^*1*^**-

Saall rpial Siaa: 17.1 l»l>
SmM: 29

aPMl: II

rap aappia
"

Tap MPpia OakaUll l.l
**

Haakap af iakalt laaa t

Address Book

Plus designs

lists infour

sizes.

are free to users who purchased after July 1

.

1988, and $25 for those who purchased prior to

that date. New Senior and Junior Editions are

$84.95 and $79.95, respectively. Channelmark

Corp., San Mateo, Calif.; (41 5) 345-5900.
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When our engineers developed the first 2MB
Unmowed lawns. Oveigrown gardens.

And unpainted fences.lt wasn’t pretty.

But, being the first company
in the worldto introduce the

2 megabyte diskette was worth

it. According to our engineers.

Six years and many, many

weekends ofhard work finally paid off.

In March, 1987, history was made.

We introduced a iS inch diskette

that could hold twice as much
information as any other diskette

for sfrecific systems.

its (jerformance redefined

eiMifu



1 1]

I r

diskette, major prqects had to be put on hold.

the word precision. Its reliability and durability

were legend.

In short, it was the ultimate 3.5 inch diskette.

But that still wasn’tgood enough.

That’swhy to this day, our engineers are still

hard at work.On diskettes. Data cartridges. And
other forms ofmimetic media. Every day. Every

weekend.Trying to improve. Reinvent. And
make history all over again.

So, until tnen,you’ll just have to setde for

state ofthe art.

And hope you’re not one oftheir neighbors.
For more information. Supporting the dream,

call 800-888-1889, Ext. 75.

CIRCLE 119ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Scrambled scchfrs? This story- on the Open Systems Foundation in the Contra Costa

County (Cfl/i/J Business Times turned to drink in the last two columns.

The Official Borland WordProcessor
‘‘Borland International, a rapidly growing software company, has

an opportunity for a Publications Assistant . . . .To be qualified for

this position, you need to be thoroughly familiar with WordStar,

have knowledge of PCs, and type 60+ wpm. We seek a quick learn-

er who can take all there is to offer in this position."

—Classified ad. San Jose Mercury News. A/«v 29. 1988

Amazing Facts
“OS/2 is the yet-unreleased

new operating system for IBM's
new line of personal computers,

which will make full use of the

memory and computing capaci-

ty of the Intel 80387 processing

chip."

—Canadian Printer & Pub-

lisher magaz/ne, July 1988

Revisionist History
"Before cither was 25 years

old. Seattleites Bill Gates and

Paul Allen virtually cornered

the computer-software market

by creating BASIC and CO-
BOL. the languages used by

IBM."
—VIS VIS (United Air-

lines in-flight magazine), Mav
1988

And Fairchild Data Corp. 's solution is guaranteed termite-proof.

Is One MinorProblem, Comrade:
Screen Shows RedBackground Only
Software Products International announced plans to pi^uce a Cy-
rillic version of its Open Access 11 software early next year and open
a Moscow office.

Coal-Bin Black, Velvet Black,

Midnight Black, and97 Others
"[MEC'sMassl 1 Draw] also provides interactive editing of text to

stretch, pull down or pull up words, for instance. Plus 100 shades of

black, six levels ofzoom, and the ability to scan in and edit pictures

or photos."

—Digital Review. yw/v //, 1988

*m>'S GOT THE OOMPUIER wnw THE stow pespo^

Have your seen anylhinn offbeat about the computer industry? Ifso. sendyour submis-

sions to Communiques, PC Magiiinc. One Park Avenue. New York. NY 10016.

Winners this issue: Mitchell Hymitwitz (COBOL reinventedi. David MayolBor-

landl. DonaldKrasnicki too shades ofblack). Richard K. lenEyck (bricimork). Bernd

Hansen (OSl2 & H0SS7). Kluded Saffburi (liquorfoundation).

We Couldn ’t Have Said It Better Ourselves
"The purpose of this manual is to aid the user of BCB's Tone-Talk-

er hardware and software. From lime to time changes may be made

in this manual for purposes of clarification and updating this man-

ual. The.se changes arc subject to change without notice."

—User guide. BCB Electronics

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9, 1988
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The Ultimate
in Connectivity!

Up to 31
users can...

• Share Printers

• Share Plotters

• Share a Modem
• Share a FAX
• Exchange EMAIL
• Transfer Datafiles

TAPE BYPASS NEW JOB COPY PAUSE

I

PUY
'

RECORD
ERASE

1 4

Systenuer
Puses

:

r
I I

I

T Tv

Example: 1 8 computers (of various brands, some on a LAN], each
equipped with a Systemizer Plus, sharing 3 printers, a plotter, and EMAIL.

Systemizing has become the connectivity standard

at many of the world's largest corporations and
throughout the federal government. Ten's of thou-

sands are already in use. The new Systemizer Plus

is the latest model in Applied Creative Technology's

line of Systemizing products, and it delivers what
95% of corporate computer users want from a

Local Area Network— at far less cost and com-
plexity, and yet with much more versatility.

aXCLE 477ON READER SERVICE CARD

Corporate computing managers prefer Systemizing

over other connectivity methods because it offers:

• up to 62 ports, each parallel and serial capable.

• compatibility with practically everything imaginable.

• easy, lowcost owner installation.

• 5 min. user training with no support needed after.

• flexibility; readily accomodates grovAh and changes.

• powerful distributed buffering (up to 31 Megabytes)
• distributed processing for high speed and reliability.

pvs Appflfled Oireetm
BCfl Teehoiioiogy ImiOo

8333 Douglas Ave.. Suite 700
Dallas. Texas 75S25 U.S.A.

(214) 358-4800



dBASE* Users—Attack
the Mac with FoxBASE+/Mac

New Frontiers, No Fears.

FoxBASE+/Mac gives you the unprece-

dented ability to run your dBASE pro-

grams on the Macintosh immediately—

without changing a single line of

code! But there’s much more. With

FoxBASE+/Mae you can create

beautiful, robust applications that

are truly Mac-like— using the

famUiar dBASE language!

Speed and Power.
FaxBASE-<-/Mac gives you speed to

burn— plus the power and performance

you’ve come to expect from Fox. In fact,

FoxBASE-l-/Mac is hyfar the fastest

database system available on the Mac

today—up to Ml times faster!

\Tew \S^ndow.
The View Window is the master control

panel for FoxBASE-(-/Mac’s graphical,

non-programming interface. Use it to

open and close files, set up indexes,

establish relations, access BROWSE, and

even to modify database structures!

BROWSE.
FoxBASE-h /Mac’s BROWSE feature

brings new convenience and power to

database display and editing! You’re in

complete control—BROWSE lets you

dynamically acfjust the size and order of

fields displayed, add or delete records,

and split the window to show different

database sections side-by-side. Together,

BROWSE and View Windows eliminate

the need to write programs for common
database operations!

Integrated Graphics.
Copy and paste graphs, charts, diagrams

and even pictures into your database—

instantly! FoxBASE-t-/Mac gives you the

power to display these graphics, or

merge them into reports and documents!

FoxBASB UMl PqkBASB + sre tiadcnvfcs of FU Software.

dBASE and dBASE III PLUS are trademarks of Ashton-lkle.

Uacintoab Is a tidemark of McIntosh Laboratorjr, Inc.,

licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.

Ytm can create stnnninj screens like this with FojBASE+/ti$c—immediaM0!
This actual FoxBASE + /Mac screen photo Ulnstrates the View mndon;

Cannand Window, Integrated Graphics, MeM) field editing,

Trace and Debngging Facilities, and the BROWSE featnre.

Command Window.
FoxBASE -(-/Mac’s Command Window
gives both experienced developers and

novice user ultra-convenient access to

the dBASE command language—just
type a command into the Command
Window, and it’s executed!

Get The FoxBASE+ZMac
Facts Now!

Call (419) 874-0162 Ext. 760 for more

information about FoxBASE+/Mac. Or

visit your local software retailer.

FoxBASE*f/Mac is part of the award-win*

nlng family of products from Fox Strftware.

For two years in a row; FoxBASE-f has been

given the prestigioas Editor's Choice award

by PC Majfozitte, and scored an impressive

9.2 out oi a possible 10 when tested by

li\foWortd'» Review Board!

See US at Booth H4

0COmDgH/Fall *88
November 14-18, 1988
Las Vegas Hilton Hotel
Las Nevada

FOX Software~
Nothiiig Runs Like a Fox.

Fox Software, Inc. (419) 874-0162 Ext. 760
118 W. South Boundary FAX: (419) 874-8678

Perrysburg, OH 43661 Telex: 6603040827

QRCLE 112ON READER SERVICE CARD



VIEWPOINTS

BILLMACHRONE

SUPPCM THE
STUMBUNG BLOCK
Support is the bugbear ofpersonal computers. You can buy them. You can install them. You

can use them. But you can’t get servicefor them. Or so it seems.

We get a lot of mail at PC Maga-
zine. Most of our readers like

what we do. They laud the com-

parison reviews, the technical columns,

the benchmark tests. They like the way we
rate products, and they like Editor’s

Choice. They have lots of suggestions

about how we can do it better, too. We in-

tegrate them (at least the ones we agree

with) on an ongoing basis.

One request, however, has me stymied.

A surprising number of our readers want

us to rate the quality of service and support

on products. The sheer number of people

who are asking for it tells me that service is

a tremendous problem. The topic also has

generated heavy message traffic on PC
MagNet.

HORROR STORIES My in-box is

filled with tales of woe. People often copy

PC Magazine when they correspond in an-

ger with a vendor. They’re professionals,

business owners, infocenter managers,

doctors, lawyers, and lone users. (In an in-

formal survey of responses, the lawyers

get the best service. Nobody likes to be

sued.) They complain about a broad range

ofproblems: wrong ROM chips; slow soft-

ware; lecunent hardware failures; inability

to get simple questions answered; being

put on hold for half an hour; incompetent

sales, service, and support personnel; and

upgrades.

Ah, upgrades. If there's anything that

ticks a buyer off, it’s selecting a product

only to find that it’s been replaced by a new

version and that it’s going to cost money to

get the latest.

The software side of the business has

this issue pretty much under control. The
policies are well founded and have been

around long enough to stand the tests of

time, customer criticism, and sound busi-

ness practice. Basically, the software com-

panies announce a new product or version

and specify a grace period. Any old-ver-

sion product bought within that time is eli-

gible for upgrade. The customer service

reps handle the cases where buyers miss

the deadline by a day, a week, or whatev-

er. Sending bug fixes out to the entire reg-

istered user base isn’t exactly an everyday

occurrence, but it isn’t unheard of either.

The hardware companies are something

else again. The manufacturers take an ap-

proach that sounds suspiciously like

"Don’t call us, and we won’t call you.”

You see, no hardware design is ever really

finished. The design engineers hand it over

to the production engineers. The software

group keeps tinkering with the BIOS. And

the world’s biggest beta-testing lab, the

customer base, tries the engineers’ com-
bined handiwork on their real-world prob-

lems.

A company ships a new product or a

new version of the old product. Slowly the

phone lines begin to light up. It won’t work

with a Bernoulli Box. Someone’s scanner

works at 8 MHz, but not at 12. A new
drive-type designation interferes with one

already in use. It will read, but not format,

720K diskettes. I’m sure the earth would

wobble on its axis if a computer manufac-

turer ever notified its installed base that

there was a problem and here were the new
ROMs the users needed to fix it.

I’m not just talking about small compa-

nies either. Microsoft doesn’t support

DOS (“It’s not a Microsoft retail prod-

uct”). IBM doesn’t readily admit that you

can plug in or connect anything that

doesn’t bear the IBM label (“We don’t

support untested configurations”). Com-
paq doesn’t support anything (“Call your

dealer”).

Rate or berate? The question is.

How do we measure support? And how do

we communicate it in a useful way to you?

In the review process, we are in contin-

ual contact with the manufacturers. Some-

times they know it’s PC Magazine calling

and sometimes they don’t. Sometimes
they put us on hold for half an hour. Other

times they just give us quick, wrong infor- |
mation and hang up. Should we pass on |
our impressions of those contacts?

g

Remember that most of the time we’re
|

talking to the manufacturers when a prtxl- I
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FAX #(602) 246-7605

Order Line - 1-800-421-3135 (Ext. 100)

Order Status and
Technical Support

602-246-2222 MOREHOUSE
PRODUCTS

Servicing our PC buyers with

low pricing and technical

experience since 1979.

-HARDWARE-

STOCKINGSTUFFER
SPECIAL

Complete Epson Equity I Plus wIPrInter $1249

Complete Epson Equity II Plus w/Printer 2369

Complete AT&T 6386 was w/Printer 2795

Hard Cards
Plus Hardcard 20 MB $529
PlusHardcaidaOMB 659

Accessories
Brooklyn Bridge Univer&al

.

$75
Copy II PC Deluxe Bd 101

Cufiie Ruby + 69
MachlliJo^tick 36
Masterpiece 85
Masterpiece Plus 95

Stedi-Watt 65

150 Watt Power Supply . 69

Logical Conr>ec1ion Call

COMPUTERS

Laptop Portable

Computers
Ep$on Equity L7 Call

Sharp- Ail klodala
ToahIba-AIIModela
ZanIth-AIIModala
NEC Multi8peed'2 . .

Another
NEC Products Call

Boards
AST Advantage Premium . .

.

8319
AST Rampage/2 249

AST Rampage 2861-. 512K . 499
AST Sixpac Plus w/64K 129

AST Xformer Call

Everex -2MB Above PC . .

.

79
Everex - 3MB Above AT 89
Generic 10 XT 59
Hercules Graphics Plus .

. . . 179
Inboard 386 PC ...Call

Intel Above 286. 512K . . 344
Microsoft Mach 20 287
Orchid Tiny Turbo 289

ARC
286 Turbo $1149
386 Sky Scraper 2729
Model 10 719

8088'a

Acer 710 875

a0286'a

Acer 900 1399
Everex 288. lOMHz, 0W.S. .

.

.1149
Everex 286. 10MHz. 1W.S. . 999
Everex 286. 12.5MHz. 0W.S. 1349

80386'a

Wyse 386 2899

Call

Call

Call
Call

EGA Boards
AST VGA Plus $359
ATI EGA Wonder 800 229
EVEREX EVGA 249
NEC 1024 Call

Orchid Designer VGA Call

Paradise Auto 480 179
Paradise VGA Plus 269
Paradise VGA Protf 399
Zenith VGA 259

Hard Drives
Miniscribe 20 MB $299
Seagate 20 MB w/Cont 265
Seagate 30 MB w/Cont 295
Seagate ST 12S w/Cont 319
Seagate ST 138 w/Coni Call

Seagate ST 251-2 399

Keyboards
KeytronicsKBIOM $99
Keytronics 5151 139

Keytronics5153 245
NTC Enhanced 101 89

UPS
Emerson
UPS 200 $289
UPS 300 399
UPS 800 889
UPS 1500 1259
PC-XT(700) 759

Incredible Values
Monochrome Board w/printer port

(Similar to Hercules Graphics) . . $59
Data Copy Microfax Board Call

Amdek CO Laser Drive Call

EGA Monitors
AMDEK 722 $455
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan Call

NEC - Multisync II Call

Samsung CM 4531 389
Sony Multiscan Call

Zenith Call

Mice
Logitech $68
Microsoft Bus w/Paintbrush 92
Microsoft Serial 92

Floppy Drives
Teac5y6'360K $99
Toshiba3Vi*1.44M6 149

Toshiba 3VS’720K 129
Other Famous Brands Low Price

Modems
AZ2400INT $129
Everex 300/1200 69
Everex2400fNT 139
Everex 2400 NMPINT 159
Everex 2400 EXT 189
Everex 2400 NMP EXT 189
Hayes 1200 299
Hayes 2400 435
US. Robotics 2400E 375

AT&T
ATiT 6300 was, 10MHz $919
AT&T 6286 mss, 12MHz 1499

AT&T 6386 WGS, 16MHz 2199
AT&T 6386, 20MHz, 135MBH.D. 4599
AT&T 6386E, 20MHz, 135 MB H.D. Lan Server Tower 5399

Monitors
AMDEK 410 $145
Samsung Flat 89
Sigma Lazerview Call

Magnavox RGB 255
NEC GS Amber 190
Princeton HX 12E . 460
Princeton Max 12 138
Samsung TTL Amber w/titt .76

Samsung Colorw/titt 249
Viking

Viking 1 869
Viking 10 Color 2389
Viking 2400 1289

Laser Printers
Toshiba Page Laser $2699
OkidataLaser6w/HD 1519
AST Turbo PS 3199
Panasonic 4450 1699

Printers
CITIZEN
Tribute 124 $459
MSP 40 285
MSP 45 415
120D 146
1B0D 165
MSP50 385
EPSON - Call on all models
LQ500 349
LQ850 Call

NEC
P5XLP Call

P5200/5300 Call

P2200 339
P6-P7 Color Kits 125
OKIDATA - Call on all models

OKI320/321 Call

OKI390 499
OKI391 Call

PANASONIC
1080-I/M2 189

1091-

I/M2 Call

1092-

1 329
1524 Call

1592 419
3131 Call

3151 497
STAR MICRONICS
NX1000 179
NX1000 Color 238
NXt5 306
NX 2400 Call

TOSHIBA
321 SL Call

341 SL Call

351 SX Call

Co-Processor
80287 (Intel) Call

80287-8 (Intel) Call

80287-10 Call

803872.0 Call

8087-2 (Intel) Call

8087 (Intel) Call

FREE SOFTWARE!
Purchase over SKX) and receive one of these disks absolutely FREE! Purchases
over $250 get two free disks, over $400 get three, or get all four disks when your
purchase is over $500!

1) MIXED BAG. 2} PC-WRITE. 3) FONT-SET. 4) DR. DATA LABEL.

Minirrxim Shipping on software is $5.00
AZ orders add 6.7% sales tax.

Personal/company check allow 14 days to clear.

We accept Purchase Orders from authorized institutions

for 3.5% more than cash price. (Please call first.)

All returns are subject to our approval.

There will be a 20% restock fee on all returns.

Sorry, no refunds on open software, due to copyright laws.



1-80(M21-3135
We Stock

All Available

Products

SAVE 60%
On Our Everyday

Prices

DBase IV

CALL

We Cater to the First Time Buyer
Caii our friendiy technicai service

(602) 246-2222
- SOFTWARE -

THIS MONTH’S SPECIAL

MICROSOFT PC Excel

SPECIAL $247
^

Accounting
Oac Easy Acct. Ver3.0 $55

Dac Easy Light 39
Ouicken 25
Dollars 5 Sense 94
Orw Write + 149

Managing Your Mortay 4.0 117

Peachtree Business Accounting 149

Communication
Programs

Brooklyn Bridge Universal $75
Carbon Copy Plus 108

Crosstalk XVI 92
Crosstalk MK4 110

Flying Dutchman . 64
PC Anywhere III 96
Relay Gold 140

Smartcomlll 145

Data Base
Managers

Clipper S42S
Condors 325
DaiaPerteci 283

DBase III Plus 375
OB-XL Diamond 115

R)x Base Plus 259
Genifer 189

Krtowledgeman 2 285
Paradox 2.0 Premium 435

PFS; Pr^essional File 139
Powerbase 169

Q&A3.0 188

Quicksilver Diamond 329
Revelation Advanced 485
R Base ForDOS 425
Reflex 90
Relate & Report 112

VP Info 63

Desktop Publishing
Pagemaker Ver. 3.0 $475
PagePerfect 279
PFS: First Publisher 2.0 73

Ventura Publisher 2.0 516

Diskettes
Bernoulli can. to MB, 6' $69
Bernoulli can. 20 MB, 6' 79
Maxell S'/i' OS/HO 24
Maxell 5V.'DS/00 20
3M5V4'DS/HD 20
3M5V4-OS/DD. 15

3M 600A Data Tapes 28

DOS
1IBM 4,0 $120

Call

Educational
1Microsoft Learning DOS $30

Turbo Tutor II 84 I
Typing Tutor IV 30 1

Entertainment
Chuck Ybager Right Simlir. ... $35
Fl5-Strike Eagle 24

Hacker II 30

Jet 39
Microsoft Flight Simulator 3.0 .

.

.33
Scenery Disk t-7 17 ea.

Silent Service 30
Star Flight 40

Sub Battle 30

Graphics
Boeing Graphics $200
Chartmaster 199

Design Cad 2 148

Diagram Master 199

E88yCad2.0 109

Energraphics2.2 294
Generic Cad 49
Harvard Graphics Call

In-A-Vision 275

Microsoft Chart 3.0 225
Newsroom .31

Newsroom Professional .65
Prinlmaster Plus .29
Prirrtshop 33
Phntshop Companion 29

Integrated
Ability $56
Ability Plus 145

Enable 352
First Choice 79
Framework III 410
Microsoft Works 108

Secretary Bird 37

Call

Languages
1Lattice C Compiler $220

All Microsoft .Cali

All Borland .Call

Languages
Microsoft Pascal Call

Microsoft Quick Basic Call

Microsoft QuickC Call

Ryan McFarlan Fonran $390
Ryan McFarian Cobol 612
Turbo Basic Call

Turbo C 90
Turbo Pascal 90
Turbo Prolog 2.0 90
Turbo Prolog Toolbox 92

CAD & Engineering
Generic Cadd $49
FasiCsd 1435
DesignCad2Dor3D 146

EasyCad2.0 109

MathCad 245

Project Manager
Microsoft Project $299
Super Project Plus 255
Timeline Ver. 3.0 323
Total Havard Manager 3 Call

Spreadsheets
Lotus 1-2-3 $295
Microsoft PC Excel 247
Plan Perfect 168
Quattro 143

Spreadsheet Auditor 82
SuperCalc 278
Surpass 329
VP Planner Plus 117
Twin Advanced Call

r:
utilities

CopyllPC $19
Copywrite 39
Cubit 39
DAVE 55
Desqview2.0 72
Direct Access 49

Duet 48
Eureka 99
Fastback Plus . .

69
Formtools 56

Gopher 39

Graph in the Box Release 2 73

Hot 89

HT6ST 69
Lotus Metro 69
Mace 55

Microsoft Windows 286 55
Microsoft Windows 386 110
Nonon Advanced 5.2 Call

Core Fast 92

Utilities
Norton Commander 2.0 $45
Norton Utilities 48
Numerical Methods 59
PC Tools Deluxe 37
PfOkey4.0 70

Q DOS II 49
Rightwriler .75

Sidekick Plus 115
Sideways 39
S.O.S 44
SQZ 55
Super Key 59
Turbo Lightirtg 56
XTree 35

Word Processing
Easy Extra $54
Choice Word 63
Microsoft word 4.0 185
Multimate Advantage II 285
Varsity 49
VolkswriterS 139

Webstar SpellchecK 33
Webster Thesaurus 39
Will Maker 34
Word Perfect 5.0 Call

Word Pertect Executive 124

Word Perfect Library 2.0 65
Wordstar ProPack S.O 239
WordStar 2000 -f 229
WordStar 2000+ Legal 299

We Also Feature

Microsoft

Software for the
Macintosh

Call For
Items Not
Listed.

M^IRBKXISEHUtk
PRODUCTS

2727 W. Glendale Ave.

Phoenix, AZ 85051

1 -800 -421-3135

1 -602-246-2222

• All Prices are subject to change

• Sorry, no COO orders

> Minimum phone order $50.00

• We do not guarantee compatibility.

Phone Hours: Monday thru Friday 5:30 a.m.-9;00 p.m. MST
Saturday 9am-Spm MST.

No Charge for MasterCard or Visa

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD



See us at booth R8700

COffllDiH/Foll '88
November 14—18, 1988
Riviera Hotel, Las Vegas. Nevada

EASYFLOW
n on-screen flowchart processor that knows about flowcharts - not just

another
'

‘screen draw" program that makes you do most of the work.

EasyFlow Is a powerful full-screen graphics program dedicated to flowcharts

and organization charts. With it you can quickly compose charts. More

important, you can easily modify charts so they are always up to date,

w- Automatic: Fully automatic text centering within shapes, both horizontally and

vertically. Fully automatic line routing & re-routing.

^ Fast: Written in assembly language for speed.

» Largs: Charts up to 417 columns wide by 225 lines high. Chart too large for your

printer? EAsyFtow automabcally breaks the chart up & prints It in page size pieces.

» Standanl: AH standard flowcharting shapes included. Custom shapes can be ordered.

> User Irlendly: Don't take our word for it. PC Magazine says "EasyFlow lives

up to its name. It’s hard to imagine any easier and more liexibie way to produce

basic and even complex flowcharts". [March 10th 1987 issue, page 278.)

w- Mouse: Optional but fully supported.

> It prints: On most popular matrix printers including IBM. Epson. Toshiba. HP
LaserJet. LaserJet-Plus and many others.

It plots: On HP7440. 7475. 7550. 7570. 7585B and compatible plotters.

> It works: We are contractually prevented from mentioning the name of the "big

eight" accounting firm that purchased a world-wide site license, but we can tell

you that they spent months evaluating all available flowcharting packages before

choosing EasyFlow

> Rush delivery: Order by noon today (eastern rime) and you'll have it tomorrow.

Rush delivery charge is $10.50 (Instead of $2.00) and is available only to

continental USA and Canada.

> Documented: 100 page manual plus over 150 screens of context sensitive help,

fxsyftowworks on IBM PC's. IBM PS/2 and compatibles. Regulres 384 K memory.

DOS 2.0 or higher and an IBM CGA/EGA/VGA or Hercules monochrome compatible

adapter card.

Order direct for only $149.95 -t- $2.00 S&H (US/UCanada). $10.00 (foreign). Payment

by M.O.. cheque. VISA. Mastercard or Company PO.

FINALLY!

The Chart fragment above was produced on an HP LaserJet-Plus and is actual size and

unretouched. Publication quality charts like this can be produced using only minutes of preparation

time and seconds of print time
*

HavenTr«e Software Limited Order Desk: 1-800-267-0668

PO Box 1093-P Information: (613) 544-6035 ext 49
Thousand Island Park, NY 13692 Telefax(G3): (613)544-9632

VIBWPOINTS

BILLMACHRONE

uct is new. In some companies, such as

WordPerfect Corp. , that means that it’s re-

ceived considerable attention. In olhets,

we get reactions like “'You’ve got Won-
derCalc 9.0 already?! Gee. I wish they’d

give me a copy.’’ Neither case is likely to

be representative of the contacts you’ll

have. Newness can fade, and support with

it. Belated support programs can pick up
steam as the product goes into wider distri-

bution. Bugs in the earliest versions of

products ate quickly resolved, and a re-

viewer’s complaints may be dated in a few

weeks or months.

My biggest concern is over the biggest

variable: the human being at the other end

of the phone. In fact, it’s worse than that.

The convetsants at both ends of the phone

are equally responsible, and sometimes

equally culpable, for the quality of com-

munication. I’ve talked to plenty of sup-

port people who spend the fust 5 or 10

minutes just getting the caller calmed
down enough to describe the problem.

Some of the calls never get that far. And
there are some support people who should

be in some other line of work, such as pro-

gramming or professional lawn mainte-

nance.

Should PC Magazine tally and report

the results of phone calls like these? What
are the chances of our hearing about

enough of the well-resolved support situa-

tions? When was the last time you dropped

us a line to tell us that a Symantec or a Ze-

nith was a terrific company?

SOMEWHERE OUT THERE Perhaps

we should solicit conversations about

companies and their support policies on
PC MagNet. Then we could excerpt and

report on our readers’ real-world experi-

ences. The downside, of course, is that PC
MagNet, although enormous, acts like a

focus group, both statistically and interper-

sonally. A strong personality can sway the

opinions of others or cause the timorous to

withhold their opinions, or even anger oth-

er users so much that they clam up. Of
course, we can use our on-line survey ca-

pability to solicit opinions and experiences

without the interaction, but then we’d miss

the interplay and sharpening of opinions

that take place in the discussion forums.

There’s an answer out there, and I’m

looking for it. OS
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Come See Us at COMDEX Las Vegas Hilton Booth #H8032
DacEasyT*^ Accounting.

'^More Than 400,000 Growing
''Businesses Worldwide. DacEasy
Accounting leads the industry- as the

numlxir one selling, award-winning

program Two-time winner of PC World's

World Class Award and PC Magazine’s
Editor’s Choice, DacEasy Accounting

recently was named InfoWorld'sPx^ucx
of the Year. Again and again, DacEasy
proves that it makes a difTerence,

«T1
rfM

1965

iPRODUCT'

S'
mEDITOirS

Since its introduction in 1985, DacEasy

Accounting, feature for feature, has won
acclaim as the leader in accounting

software. Now Version 3 0 features a

new interface with transaction-oriented

pull-down menus that makes it think like

you think as a business person rather

than an accountant. Readily installed

with five quick questions, your business

accounting is operating within 10

minutes! Choose the predefined Chart of

Accounts that are tailored for service or

inventory-based businesses, or modify.

All seven modules (General Ledger.

Accounts Receivable. Accounts Payable,

Inventory, Billing, Purchase Order and
Forecasting) are fully integrated. Data

posted once is automatically posted to all

other related modules saving you time

and ensuring accuracy as well.

In fact, it provides you with more than

700 reports and ‘whal ir fcjreca.sting

.scenarios based on ll'iree-year historical

information — great for projecting

expenditures and revenue. And, in

addition to the program, you’ll find the

460-page documentation is written for

ease of understanding with helpful hints,

screens and examples.

The only accounting software to win allfour
readers ‘ contests in the past three years/

The DacEasy™ 3-0 Series. A World of
Difference Ln Business Software.

Naturally, out of the best-selling account-

ing program grew the need for related

business programs such as DacEasy
Payroll. The 3-0 version also features a

new intuitive design, pull-down menus,
flexible pay periods, current federal and
state tax tables, automatic withholdings,

printing of checks, W-2’s and 10S>9 forms,

and much more. It’s no wonder DacEasy
is the world’s best-selling payroll and
personnel management program!

Also new for 1988 is DacEasy
Graph+Mate, a RAM-resident program
that interfaces with DacEasy Accounting
or Payroll. Its easy graphic reporting

features pie charts, line charts, bar charts,

stacked-bar charts and persp)ective bar

charts. Plus custom file viewing, macros,

pop-up calculator and notepad, and
more make it the ideal companion.

DacEasy™. The World’s Best Ongoing
Customer Support and Training!

Disk-ba.sed tutorials. FREE Getting Started

Support, and a brand new video tutt)r

are just a few of tiie many products and
services Dac offers. Accounting and
Payroll Tutors serve as on-screen supple-

ments guiding you through installation to

complete set-up with colorful graphics,

sounds, primers and examples. And
now, you can enjoy at your convenience,

DacEasy Accounting Video Tutor, a two-

hour VHS tape for a fun way to learn

Accounting 3-0. Toll-free Extended

Support plans and nationwide DacEasy
seminars are also available.

A World of Difference in Prlcel

DacEasy offers the growing business a

world of products excelling in perform-

ance and price! Priced at $99 95 each
are DacEasy Accounting (all seven

modules), DacEasy Payroll and DacEasy
Graph+Mate. And for a significant

savings is the DacEasy BonusPack which
includes DacEasy Accounting, Account-

ing Tutor, DacEasy Payroll and Payroll

Tutor, for only $199 95. A great start to

computerizing your
growing business the

DacEasy way.

To order DacEaay^
Accounting, Payroll and

Graph«Mate by mall send

$99.95 (nefaX BonuaPack

$199.95 (o Dac Software

(addrcM bclowX (Plw

$7.S0 Shlppfais/Tx reaideno

add sakstax/S 17.90

ahlppioa oMalde tIA)

DacEa.sy Accounting’s strength is its

capability for generating reports

that provide you with fast

information and ultimately

better management decisions. DacEasv
Call 1-800-877-8088

(In ('.anada. Call 519-747.96.5.5)

Dac Software
17950 Presinn Road • Suite 800 • Dallas. TX 75252



WUGmYoa
SixSolidReasons

Wh^uShould

BeDevdoping
¥)urApplications

InCknon.

1
Slash Your Total Dodopment Effort. .

.

From Prototyping lb Completkm

You’ll get live results even before you write the

first line of code. Ideas become running applications in a

few hours.

Designer, the front-end application generator, allows

you to produce major programs with no coding. It

eliminates prototyping as a preliminary step because design

and source code generation are done concurrently, fou can

implement a dazing color screen or a report in minutes.

Vou’U probably never code a screen ^ain!

2 Automatically Generate Commented
Source Code For Your Entire Application

The Professional Developer’s De^ner is the most

powerful application generator in the industry. It creates

structured source code that is fully comment^. You can

easily add to it, modify it, or just admire it.

And The Pnkession^ Developer is a complete develop-

ment environment with all the tools that you need.

3
Create High-Speed, Bullet-Proof Data

Management With Built-In LAN Support

Advanced techniques allow you to tune your data

man^ement to fit each application. Use related files, data

encryption, memo fields, automatic recovery, and commit

and rollback—all without compromising Cleon’s high

level of performance And complete LAN features are

included so the applications you develop will run on your

network without any additional run-time or LAN PACK cost.

7J)e Clarion Professional Deivloper Is A Total Programming Environment That
Runs On Any IBM PC, P5/2, Or Tirue Compatible With 384K OfMemoryAndA
Hard Disk. The Retail Price IsJust S695. NOT Copy Protected.

CLARION
PROFESSIONAL OEVELOPER”

4 lnter£ace 1b Your Own C or Assembler

Routines For Special Requirements

The Professional Developer will support special device

routines and complex logic written in C and Assembler,

fou won’t have to completely re-write all those existing

procedures, fou can pi^uce completely open-ended

solutions that can grow with your needs or requirements.

5
Produce Executable Programs That Don't

Need Run-Time Systems

Compile your application into an .EXE program that will

run on a stand-alone computer or workstation so you can

distribute your programs without costly run-time systems.

6 Get Started Immediately. You'll Be
Productive The Hist Day.

Although there’s a lot of horsepower “under the hood,"

)vu’U be producing programs soon after you open the

package fou’U find the whole environment friendly and

comfortable PC Week says; “Clarion is easy to learn and

easy to use"

InfoWorld Gives You
One More.
After an exhaustive evaluation of

twenty relational databases,

InfoWmld proclaimed Clarionls top-

Professional Developer

“.
. the system ofchmce for the

serious applications piogrammer!'

Perhaps the most compelling reason

of all for developing your applica-

tions in Clarion, lb get stait^ doing

just that, see your Clarion dealer,

or call our toU-fiee number, today.

(800) 354-5444

Askforajhe copy (four tutorial

diskette arui int^uctory material

lIMFOWORLD
Clan«n

DevtUptr

8.2

HIGHEST
RATED
RELATIONAL

DATABASE

Otfton frofcMioiMl Dmlufwr and Outon Softwvr arc indnnafts of Qanon Software. Cop>nghl ms Oarton Software
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JOHN C. DVORAK

The em)rak
PROGRAMMEFtS QUIZ
Programming takes a special kind ofperson. A logical mind and a peculiarpersonality are

key. Tofind out ^you’ve got what it takes, take Dvorak’s Programmers Quiz.

Microsoft, Borland, and others sell

programining languages to com-

puter newcomers by the scads.

While professional programmers account

for a good portion of software vendors’ in-

come, most of the action comes from peo-

ple who want to learn how to program and

see if they like it. Some would-be pro-

grammers see the potential to make mil-

lions of dollars with that neat-o idea that

has been bouncing around in their brains

for the last couple of years.

Progiarruning takes a special discipline

and a logical mind, but it also takes a pecu-

liar personality. The lifestyle of the best

programmers is enviable. No set hours,

good income, work always available. But

there’s that personality aspect to consider.

To see if you’re cutout for the job, take the

Dvorak ^grammers Quiz.

First off, let’s bypass stuff like whether

you like computers and the flexible hours

and go into the real meaty questions.

Question 1: Which of the following

beverages do you prefer?

(A) Wine, (B) Jack Daniels, (C) Beer,

(D) Jolt Cola

Question 2: How would you prefer to

spend a leisurely Sunday afternoon?

(A) Watching football, (B) Cioing to the

zoo, (C) Playing Trivial Pursuit, (D) Test-

ing batteries

Question 3: What is your favorite

scent?

(A) Yves St. Laurent Opium, (B) Oscar

de la Renta, (C) Old Spice, (D) Pizza

Question 4: What do you like to wear

as casual attire?

(A) Sports coat, open shirt, (B) Slacks,

Izod shirt, (C) Jeans, sweater, (D) Any-

thing with a T-shirt

Question 5: What is your favorite

food?

(A) Toumedos Henri IV, (B) Coq au

vin, (C) Hamburger, (D) Coffee

Question 6: What is your favorite

noncomputer magazine?

(A) New York Review of Books, (B)

Time, (C) Playboy, (D) Batman

Question 7; What is your favorite

scene in a movie orTV show?

(A) Hamlet’s soliloquy, (B) James Cag-

ney’s “I’m on top of the world, ma!’’

scene in While Heal, (C) Scene at end of

Dirty Harry when Clint Eastwood says,

“You’ve got to ask yourself ‘Do I feel

MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9. 1
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lucky?’ Well ... do you, punk?” (D)

Spock’s mind meld with a rock creature

called the Hotta. “The pain, the pain!”

Question 8: Who is your favorite ac-

tor?

(A) John Gielgud, (B) Rod Steiger, (C)

Bmce Willis, (D) Barney Rubble

Question 9: Who is your favorite ac-

tress?

(A) Ingrid Bergman, (B) Meryl Streep,

(C) Joan Collins, (D) Barbi Benton

Question 10: What is your all-time fa-

vorite movie:

(A) Ben-Hur, (B) A Passage to India,

(C) Star Wars, (D) Fritz the Cat

Question 11: How do you think others

perceive you?

(A) As a person of taste and intelli-

gence, (B) As an urban professional, (C)

As a potential sex symbol if it weren’t for

your physique, (D) As God’s gift to the

20th century, and rightly so.

Score 10 points for each answer D, 5

points for each C, and no points for any A
or B. If you chose A for each question,

then you’re hopeless if you want to be a

programmer. You have some potential as a

COBOL programmer if you got 20-60

points. A score of 60-100 means you are

headed in the right direction and should

seek work at Microsoft to help you get

your act together. 100 points or more says

you have star quality. The sky is the limit.

Good luck.

9 8 8PC



WHEN THEIR CUSTOMERS DEMANDED
UNIX SYSTEM V SOLUTIONS, THESE
INDUSTRY LEADERS CAME TO SCO

Standards are made, not bom.

The leading UNIX* System on three generations of PCs, SCO’

XENIX* System V has revolutionized the way people look at both

the UNIX System and PCs by revealing the amazing hidden potential

of these standard hardware platforms.

In the process, SCO XENIX has become a true standard in UNIX

System V software.

And like a Due standard, SCO XENIX has opened up entire new

markets of opportunity that have never before existed for micro-

processor-basd computers.

tT*earned with the latest generation of 80386- based

1 machines, SCO XENIX 386 allows systems created

from the widest range of hardware choices to surpass

the multiuser, multitasking performance of mirtis

or even mainframes— at a fraction of the cost

SCO XENIX can be found ninning thousands of

XENIX- and UNIX System-based vertical applications

on powerful business systems supporting 16, 32,

or even mote users. And on graphics workstations

nmning advanced engineering and scientific

applications.

And, of course, on personal computers, ninning multiple DOS

applications concurrently, or networking XENIX and DOS systems

together.

T
oday, mote and more end users are demanding the power

that only UNDC System V software can bring to their standard

hardware platforms.

And when leading developers, resellers, and computer manufacturers

who serve these users want to make sure they're working with

a partner who’s the UNIX System software leader— for now, and

long into the future of UNIX System standards— they

come to SCO.

T
hey know that SCO will provide them with the

most comprehensive environment for UNIX System

applications, technical and marketing support,

Daining, and documentation in existence.

And they know they can Dust SCO UNK System

software Ui be the most complete and reliable

anywhere in the world, because it comes from the

most complete and reliable UNIX System software

company in the world.

The UNIX System software leader— SCO.

THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION

See Us at COMDEX, Room #3, Rotunda,

Las Vegas Convention Center

The UND( System Software Leader Worldwide

(800) 626-UNIX (626-8649) • (408) 425-7222 • FAX; (408) 458-4227 • TWX; 9t0-598-4510 scos*cz • E-MAIL ...tuunetlscotinfo info@sco.COM

OC >a m—wd wd—k«tATlT SOP id SOP My wt Wdaih d The S—a Ciw Op—wx >>e ZDCm mawd wdawk rf ll«w^ Cwpocma !/
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JOHN C. DVORAK

InSII®TRACK
486 chatter and an MS-DOS clone hit the streets

As the talk about the 80486 heats up,

we are now hearing that IBM plans

to hit the streets with an 80486 the minute

the chip ships. Apparently they are de-

signing a machine around the chip, using

an emulator based on the specifications

to which they are privy. Compaq also

hints that it will be the first company with

an 80486 machine. Is this power user

blood lust or what?

It was years befote the first 8080 ma-

chine was introduced, while the chip

floated around . Then came the 8086. No-

body designed around it for years. The

Seattle Computer Products DOS was de-

veloped long before IBM announced the

8088-based PC. The 80286 also sat on

the designer's table before acceptance

into the computer community. The key

thing with the 80286 was that It didn't

hang around as long. It marked a new
trend: quick implementation. It was

within a year of the first shipped 80386

that machines appeared. Now we expect

to see the new chip and machines appear

at the same time.

It's not as though we really need this

much power on a desktop. It's a basic

need for anything new to keep the mar-

keting juggernaut moving at a fast and

furious pace. All that's really happening

in the industry is faster and faster chips.

Where's some software to go with it?

f'm now staring at machines right on

my desk containing 80386 chips and

68020 chips. Sheesh. 68030 and 486 ma-

chines are already in the planning stages.

Now I can run that program that plots a

NASA probe launch to Neptune.

DOS 4 One and 4 All Dept.: Can't

IBM do anything right? This operating

system is their baby, and it has so many
bugs that we're told that we can expect to

see4.1 soonerthan expected. I'dwaitfor

4.2 the way they are going.

Cute Product, Cute Idea Dept.: If

you want to see a cute product, then look

at DR-DOS from Digital Research. I’ve

been meaning to compliment DRI for

this bold new product: an MS-DOS clone

designed to be inexpensively licensed to

OEMS as a replacement for DOS 3.3. It

looks pretty nifty to me! It ran every-

thing I threw at it, including some bi-

zarre games. When I tan V Bench from

Golden Bough Systems, it showed a dra-

matic efficiency increase over DOS it-

self. The performance-minded should

take note.

DR-DOS is ROMable, unlike MS-
DOS; this should find use in laptops,

where disk access chews up batteries.

The closest anyone has come to a

ROMable DOS is Toshiba, which has

DOS 2. 1 in ROM loaded onto a perma-

nent RAMdisk. A kludge way to do it.

There doesn't seem to be much of an

end-user market for DR-DOS. Most end

users with new clones simply find a

friend with MS-DOS and bootleg it.

This sad truth does not encourage

anyone to clone DOS. When the Radio

Shack operating system. TRS-DOS. was

cloned years ago, the key was supersets.

Newdos and the other clones added fea-

tures not available in plain-vanilla TRS-
DOS. This is the key to success. The
long-term problem, of course, is that at

some point you can't stay 100 percent

compatible as the laggard vendors

(Microsoft and IBM, in this case) add the

same new features but with different

command structures. So nobody in this

business wants to even try to make a go

of it.

So congrats to DRI for doing what it

did. Now here’s a product idea for

someone. Put the DR-DOS in ROM on a

short card with the necessary support

chips, so that the big machines boot right

to the operating system with the flick of a

switch. No disk access, skip the hokey

and useless memory check, just go right

to the C prompt. This is not a new idea.

The old (circa- 1977) SOL-20 used to

have a ROM operating system that came

right up. When they upgraded the operat-

ing system, you swapped the ROM out.

No chance for casual l^tlegging here.

With larger memory and upcoming

monster operating systems, it's appar-

ent that we have to rethink the start-up

procedure. Most users are not going to

leave their machines on overnight. When
they come in, they don’t want to wait an

eternity for it to check 16MB and then to

boot. When something crashes the sys-

tem, they don't want to wait forever for

a reboot, either. With DOS (or OS/2) on

a ROM and diagnosis done by the user

monthly when the user, say, optimizes

the disks, you'll have instant on. Wham,
Bam, thank you, DOS!
Somebody Has to Complain Dept.:

Has anyone tried using the on-line air-

lines flight reservation systems, namely

Electronic OAG and Eaasy Sabre?

They stink. I realized this when, for the

umpteenth time, I called my travel agent,

Dottie, and she immediately found a

near-perfect and obvious connection that

wasn't listed on either system. This was a

flight from San Francisco to Taiwan via

Tokyo. Eaasy Sabre suggested that I fly

to Los Angeles, then to Toronto, and

then to Taiwan! Yeah, right! How about

San Francisco to Los Angeles to Seattle

to Taiwan? That was another connection

they listed. Give me a break.

Eaasy Sabre, a service of American

Airlines, is clearly the worse of the two

systems. While both systems insist on us-

ing an arcane 40-character display,

Eaasy Sabre uses no common sense with

its display and, overall, it's completely

unusable. An incredible dog. This is a

good idea, and ifs a shame that it can't be

done right. I have to rely on the little

OAG books for information . Si
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TOPIFTHEUNE

THAT MEETS
YlUR BITTSM IINE

EXPRESS 386
20 MHz WITH ZERO WAIT STATE. $2,499
Our Standard Features:

• Intel 386 Processor
• 1 MB RAM Included!

• 16/20 MHz w/Zero Wait

State

Mothertraard Accommo-
dates up to 4MB Onboard
RAM

• 200 Watt Power Supply
• Enhanced 101 Key
Keyboard

• Full Size Case with Hard

Drive, Power, and Turbo
LED's

• One 1.2MB High Density

Floppy Drive

• Amber Monochrome
Monitor

• 1 Paraliel Port

• 1 Serial Port

• Hercules Compatible

Monochrome Adapter Card
• Hard Drive and Floppy

Drive Controller

OPTIONS:

EGA SYSTEMS:
Express 88: for Multisync II Configuration Add $734
Express 88: for Standard EGA Configuration Add $442
For Express 286/386 Multisync II Configuration Add $690
For Express 286/386 Standard EGA Configuration Add . . . $441

SOME OF YOUR HARD DRIVE OPTIONS:
40 MB, 40 MS Hard Drive Kit Add $389

40 MB, 28 MS Hard Drive Kit Add $481

60 MB RLL, 65 MS Hard Drive Kit Add $383
70 MB, 29 MS Hard Drive Kit Add $615
Phcos reflect a 3% cash discount. Mastercard, VISA, University and Fortune 1000

PO's welcome.

Express 286. 366 Systems shown with NEC Multisync 11 monitors. Intel is a registered

trademark of Intel Corporation. MS-DOS arxJ OS/2 are registered trademarks of

Microsoft Corp.

lou're looking for a computer that's COMPATIBLE with existing

equipment and runs MS-DOS* software now, and OS/2* software

in the future . .

.

You're looking for an AFFORDABLE computer system. One that

allows you to easily include additional high quality components (tape

back-up units, hard disc drives, VGA, optical disc drives, etc.).

You're looking for helpful sales people and a friendly technical sup-

port staff. You're looking for this computer to be available now.

Ibu're looking tor ULS. ExpressI U.S. Express carries a complete

line of computer systems including our Express 88, Express 286,

Express 366 as well as monitors, tape back-up units, floppy and
hard disk drives, controller cards, video cards for both today's and
tomorrow's microcomputer users.

Our sales and technical staffs are here to assist you in any way.
Every component we sell is covered by a One Year Limited War-
ranty. And U.S. Express offers Extended Warranty options. Call

your sales representative today for more information!

EXPRESS 286
6/12 MHz WITH ZERO WAIT STATE $1,099
Our Basic System Features:

• Intel 80286 Processor
• 51 2K Dram Included!

• Switchable 6/12 MHz, with Zero Wait State

Motherboard Accommodates up to 4MB Onboard
RAM

• Amber Monochrome Monitor

• Hard Drive and Floppy Drive Controller

• One 1.2 MB High Density Floppy Drive

• High Quality 200 Watt Power Supply
• Enhanced 101 Key Keyboard
• Hercules Compatible Monrxhrome
Adapter Card

• 1 Parallel Port

• 1 Serial Pori

• Clock Calendar with Battery Back-Up
• Supports Intel 80287 Co-Prrxessor
• Full Size or Desk-Saver Case

Also Available: Express 88 Mono, 640K from $757!

1 -800-873-9777
ADMINISTRATION 313-42&-7644
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IntroducingREMOTE^
It’s never been so easy to do somuch
in distantPC operation.

Until now, to have this kind of flexibility and control

over a host PC, you’d have to be in the same room.

Now, even ifyou’re thousands of miles away, REMOTE^
allows you to operate a host PC’s application software with

total control and exact mapping of the host keyboard . . . fest

file transfers even while an application program is running

. . . remote printer redirection ... an error-checked, data-

compressed link even with conventional modems. . .and

CGA color graphics.

REMOTE^ comes in two parts-R2HOST and R2CALL-
available together or separately, so you can create the

combination to meet your exact needs. R2H0ST is also

accessible from most terminals and terminal emulators.

REMOTE^ is packed with features users have asked

for. A choice of three distinct automatic and manual
answering modes. Directory-to-directory file transfers

using a half-screen display of host files. Proprietary file

transfer protocol with redundant file skipping and partial

file recovery (other popular protocols also support^). A
“Phone Book” that facilitates one-entry calls from listings

of names, numbers, and passwords. Host call-back capa-

bility. Integrated, context-sensitive help system. LAN
access. Mainframe access to an IBM host with IRMA.
And more.

Discover the new remote control program from the

makers of CROSSTALK. Ask your dealer about REMOTE?
or write us.

REM0FE2-
CIRCLE 278 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CROSSTALK COMMUNICATIONS/ 1000 Holcomb Woods Parkway,

Roswell, Georgia 30076/(800) 241-6393

A Division of Digital Communications Associates, Inc.dcci’
CROSSTALK is a registered trademark of DigiUlCoininunk'ation.s Associates, Inc.'CASL. tRH.A and Smart

.Alec are trademarks of Digital Cofiununicatiuns.Associates. Inc. CompuSmeba registered trademark of

CompuServe, Inc.
.
an KAR Block Company
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JIM SEYMOUR

Theeccune(¥the
MICRO MANAGER
Micro managers may be losing the magic touch as in-house systems developers enter the

scene. Soon, PC-based strategic systems and theirpromoters will take center stage.

T
he way American corporations

view and manage their computer

resources—in particular, how and

why they purchase and distribute PCs—is

changing dramatically. At the same time, a

fundamental shift of power is under way.

The “micro manager”—fabled in song

and story as the person who brought order

to the chaos that was the rule when corpo-

rations first brought in lots of PCs—is be-

coming much less important. From a pri-

mary and highly visible role as a planner,

gatekeeper, standards setter, cheerleader,

support manager, and more, today's micro

manager is becoming just another middle-

level office-services manager.

It’s still important to buy PCs and soft-

ware in a cost-effective way. It’s still im-

portant to evaluate and recommend new

software and hardware. It’s still important

to run the cKcasional training class and

provide some kind of continuing applica-

tions-software support and fast hardware

fixes. All those things remain in the micro

manager’s job description. And because

those functions continue to be important to

a smrxrth-running operation, neither the

micro manager nor that job description is

going to disappear in most companies.

But the job has lost its edge—that buzz

of excitement from being at the forefront

of a small revolution. Today, micro man-

agers say their work has become tedious

and routine. And as much as many might

have longed for some tedium and routine

in the manic days of 3 and 4 years ago,

they’re not happy with it now. Because be-

ing a micro manager isn’t “where it’s at”

in PCs in today’s corporation. Increasing-

ly, the high-visibility, leading-edge per-

sonal-computer-related job is that of the

corporate in-house PC systems developer

(IHSD for short).

Two fundamental and irreversible

trends are stripping the pizzazz away from

the micro manager—who becomes little

more than a purchasing agent and spare-

parts-inventory manager—and edging the

micro manager’s former mantle onto the

shoulders of the IHSD in many compa-

nies.

NEW SHTRATEGIES The first trend—

and the mote powerful in the near term

—

is corporate understanding of the impor-

tance of strategic planning. Despite the

claims of some name-brand business gu-

rus, this shift is not their creation, nor is it

entirely new.

For years, a big oil company called

(among other things) Esso/Humble had fo-

cused on selling gasoline to automobile

owners. In the 1960s, Esso looked at its fu-

ture and decided that if it wanted to be as

important in the 21st century as it had be-

come in the 20th, it had better start think-

ing of itself as an energy company , not just

a gasoline refiner and distributor. From
that fundamental shift in perception came
not only a name change to Exxon but also a

company now vastly stronger, wealthier,

and healthier.

That kind of strategic thinking
—

“Just

what are we up to here? Where ate we go-

ing? How can our capital investments ad-

vance that strategy?”—has led many cor-

porations to begin seeing PCs as a lot mote

than just fast typewriters and calculators.

By using PCs as delivery platforms for

strategic systems, companies are expand-

ing the role of the desktop computer, mov-

ing it away from record-keeper and bean-

counter toward becoming a competitive

tool.

These strategic systems range from
market- and currency-tracking systems or

automated order-entry systems that sit on

customers’ desks to new systems for deliv-

ering information services to customers. In

general, they can be seen as offensive, not

defensive; as market-driven, not adminis-

tration-driven; as ways to make money,

not ways to save money.

A SHUT BN SCALE The second trend

now becoming visible—and in this context

the more powerful long-term trend—is a

move toward “downsizing.” Remember
that word: you’ll be hearing it a lot over the

next months and years. Downsizing is that

corporate push to replace older, larger sys-
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terns with newer, smaller ones that are bet-

ter suited to the work at hand. The most

obvious and most widely debated example

is the move away from terminals tied to

minis aixi mainframes in favor of PCs con-

nected through local area networks.

When, a year and a half or so ago, some

of us began talking seriously about LAN-
based PCs as real alternatives to main-

frames for some work, the hoots of deri-

Wn\e 3.0-Workingon awhole new scale

CIRCLE 255 ON READER SERVICECARD

Power. Speed. Performance.

Ve ILsu-ned ii) you and odik-d

hundreds of feaiurw to PC-Write.

Lerger Files- Break the (^)K file

limit! I'se all available DOS memory

to edit large documents. Rapidly

search and suitch between relati'd

files. UKk files on a network.

More Formats - Kdit multiple

columns on-screen.Or mark text as

a box. them position and format it.

(Create tables and saipis faster.

Easier To Use- Stay on track with

on-screen "reminder ”

lines Sc*lea

page layout and fonts with new

menu.s. Fix typing mistakes with our

impnned spelling checker

New catalog adds value.

Vie offer popular products that

work well w iih PC-Wrile.

NewCapabiiities-ChtHise

pnxlucLs such as In.Set'* graphics.

V('ordFinder~ thesauius, or popular

soft font, grammar checker, foreign

language, and scientific packages.

Special Discounts - RegisU'red

PC Vt rite users gel phone support and

reduced Pina's for all pniducts.

Still only $89.

The $89 registration fee gives you

softwarc. user's guide w iih tutorial,

phone support, two free updates, and

our newsletter. PC-Write 30 is still

shareware, so you can give aipies to

others to in", free!

Order PC-Write 3.0 today.

Call V800-886-8086 PMAY

90-day money-back guarantee

PC-Wntt IS not shsrtattit Htstdi lh«U S ind

Csnsdf PC-Wrltt"* Ouicksolt WordFindsi*’

Microlytict InSsf* tnStt Syttint Quicksdtl,

Ik.. 218 Fifil An N II224-PMAY, Siittl*. WA
8S109. 20e.282.04S2.
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sion were loud. Now, many of those

skeptics are becoming believers—or at

least, they’re venturing out of their glass

houses to see how colleagues at other com-

panies have managed this transition so suc-

cessfully.

In the most literal sense, downsizing

guarantees the prominence of the IHSD.

As there are fewer big-iron systems and

more micro-based ones, more systems de-

velopment work will be done on PCs, to be

delivered on PCs.

But the issue is larger.

The resident processing power of PCs
makes them vastly superior platforms for

distributed-processing systems. Because

The micro manager’s

job has lost its edge—^that

buzz of excitement from

being at the forefront of a

small revolution. Today,

the work has become

tedious and routine.

there are already a lot of PCs in place—and

a lot of people familiar with them—in cor-

porations, systeins delivered on PCs may
be cheaper to put in place, and they’ll cer-

tainly be more readily accepted. Both are

important tests.

If we’re to replace the vast, centralized

power of the mainframe with the collective

power of many far-less-powerful PCs in

LANs, systems developers have to push as

much processing as possible onto those

desktops. And if companies are to be able

to move quickly enough with new strategic

systems to seize the moment—moments of

competitive advantage that are increasing-

ly fleeting and evanescent—those systems

must be delivered on platforms already

widely accepted.

In this column, we’ll look from time to

time at some of the issues facing in-house

PC systems developers, and how they’re

changing the role and focus of MIS. GK
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MICRO
ORDER LINE:

1 -800-441 -F4S7
WordPerfect 5.0

=^15
List *495

The most popular word
processor is now even
belter than ever! Ver-
sion 5.0 adds multiple

font support, graphics

integration, page preview and
much more. WordPerfect 5.0, still retains its

feel and ease of use that made it #I . Combine
this with the best support in the industry and you
can't lose.

SPECIALS
TOSHIBA
T1000
$749
The Toshiba
TIOOO is the

perfect second
PC! Itcomeswiih5l2K
of ram. a 720K lloppy drive, a

supertwist LCD screen and MS-DOS in rom!
All this in a battery-powered 7 pound package.

A 768K ram card is just ^269 and can be set as

base, expanded, or a non-volitile ram disk.

TOSHIBA
Printers
These 24 pin .

models are/
loaded wiih^
features and"*

are priced right.

You canselect multiple fonts
and pitches right from the menu-driven front I

control panel. With paper parking, you can insert I

a single sheet without removing the continous I

form paper. All this and multiple emulations with
|

no dip switches.

P321SL Narrow *459
P341SLWide *629

PRINTERS
Citizen UST FAST
1200 229 145
1800 259 165
MSP40-55 Call

Tribute 124 699 449
Tribute 224 949 599

Diconix
150P 499 299

Epson Call

Fulitsu
DL3400 995 549
NEC
P2200 569 339
P5200 799 509
P5300 1049 669
P5XL 1295 Call

LC890 4799 Call

Okidata
182 Pius 319 219
292 (Req. Interface) 539 349
320 499 329
390 699 469
393 {Req Interface) 1399 915
Panasonic
KXP1 0801-2 299 159
KXPl091i-2 329 185
KXP1592 699 389
KXP1595 749 419
KXP1524 949 519

Star
NX 1000 289 169
NX2400 499 339
N62410 699 449

Toshiba
P321SL 749 459
P341SL 999 629
P351SX 1499 929

Database
LIST FAST

Clipper 699 379
OataEase 600 379
dBase Call

dBXL Diamond 199 105
Foxbase Pius 395 185
Paradox 725 399
Quartz 795 449
RapidFile 295 179
Rbase for DOS 700 419
Reflex 150 84
Q&A 349 179

HARDWARE
BOARDS

AST LIST
Hot Shot 286 645
Six Pak Plus 64K 210
Everex
1200Blnt Modem 149
2400B Int Modem 249
Genoa
Super EGA Hi-Res+ 399
Super VGA #5100 445
VGA Hi-Res #5200 645

Hercules
Graphic Card + 299

Intel

8087-2 250
80287-8 410
80287-10 480
Above Board 286 645

Orchid
VGA 399
Designer VGA 545
Tiny Turbo 286 445
Twin Turbo 12mhz 645

Paradise
Basic EGA 199
Autoswitch 480 349
VGA Plus 399
VGA Professional 599
SPadrOK 129

Practical Peripherals
1200B Int Modem 99
2400B Int Modem 199
Prometheus
Promodem 2400B 1 99
Promodem 2400G 249

FAST
339
119

73
149

175
239
359

149
239
269
Call

229
299
269
369

Call

169
259
369
59

65
149

129
159

The Complete PC
Answering Machine 349
Fax 499
Har)d Scanner 249

USRobotics
1 200 Baud Internal 1 49
1 200 Baud External 1 79
2400 Baud Internal 249
2400 Baud External 279
Video?
Fast Write VGA 549
Vega Deluxe 379
Vega VGA 499
V-RAM VGA 799

LAPTOPS
Mitsubishi
MP-286LOual 3195
MP-286L 20mb 4595
NEC
Multispeed EL il 2295
Multispeed HD 3695

Sharp
Toshiba
TIOOO 1249
T1200F 2099
T1200FB Backlit 2399
T1200H 3499
T1200HB Backlit 3599
T3200 5799
T5100 7499

Zenith
SuperSpon Dual 2399
SuperSport 20mb 3599
SuperSpon 286 4999

219
319
159

69
89
129
149

335
189
259
469

1879
2449

1449
2249
Call

749
1369
1499
2199
2399
3695
4595

1599
2399
Call

MONITORS
Amdek UST
1280 999
210A 129
31 OA Um/fed Offer/ 230
Magnavox
Mitsubishi
1409 RGB 399
1410 EGA 599
Diamond Scan 1381 799
NEC
Multisync II 899
Multisync Plus 1399

Princeton
Maxis 389
Utitrasync 849
Sony
1302 Multiscan 995
1 303 Multiscan 825

Zenith 1490 999

DISK DRIVES
Minlscribe
40MB AT #3650 499

Mitsubishi
40MB AT MR53S 22ms 825
Seagate
20MB XT Kit #225
30MB XT Kit #238
30MB AT #138
40MB AT #251
80MB AT #4096
Toshiba
360K Floppy
720K 3.5' Floi

1.2MB 5.25'

1.44MB 3.5“ Flofvy

Ic^y
Floppy

599
699
599
899
1199

119
149
149
189

FAST
669
89
75

Call

259
399
489

575
869

Call

479

659
499
599

267
287
299
349
599

77
87
87
100

Call On Non-Listed Items

Desktop Publishing
Byline 295 1 75
GEM Desktop Pub. 299 169
Pagemaker 3.0 795 Call

PFS:First Publisher 129 69
Publisher's Paintbrush 285 149
Ventura 2.0 895 459

Financial
Bedford Integr. Acet. 249 149
6PI Call

Computer Associates Call

OAC 3.0 99 59
DAC Payroll 3.0 99 59
Dollars & Sense 1 79 99
In-House Accountant 199 109
Managing Your Money 1 99 117
Peachtree Complete II 199 149

SOFTWARE
Graphics

UST
Boeing Graph 395
Deluxe Paint II 105
Draw Applause 495
Freelance Plus 495
GEM Draw Plus 299
Generic CADD 99
Graph Plus 495
Harvard Graphics 495
PrintMaster Plus 60

Integrated
First Choice 159
Works 149
Windows 286 99
Windows 386 195

Mice
Logitech C7 Senal/Bus 1 1

9

Logitech HiRes Bus 150
Microsoft Serial/Bus 150
Microsoft W/ Windows 200
PC Mouse II Seriai/Bus 1 49

Power Protection
Curtis Ruby Plus 115
Oatasheild 85 90
Datasheild 100 99
Isobar 4-6 80

FAST
199
67
269
Call

165
49
299
Call

27

85
89
59
117

65
83
95
129
84

59
50
57
42

Programming
LIST

Macro Assembler 1 50
Norton Guides (Specify) 1 00
Turbo Basic 99
Turbo C 2.0 Atow ' 149
Turbo Pascal 5.0 fww ' 149
Quick Basic 99
Quick C 99

Spreadsheets
Excel 495
Lotus 495
Lucid 3-D 149
Plan Perfect 395
Ouattro 248
Worksheet Uti Ities 1 00

Utilities

CoreFast 149
Desklink 170
Desqview 130
Fastback Plus 1 89
Formtool 95
Laplink Plus 140
Norton Advanced 149
PC Tools Deluxe 80
Sidekick Plus 195
XTree 70

FAST
89
58
58
87
87
59
59

Call

Call

79
189
139
55

87
95
73
87
54
77
74
36
119
34

Word Processors
UST FAST

I

Easy Extra 99 55
GEM First Word Plus 199 117
Grammatik III 89 49

I

Manuscript 495 Call
I

Multimate Adv. II 565 247
Professional Write 199 105
Rightwriter 95 49
Sprint 195 119
0& A Write 199 119
Webster's Writer 60 47
Word 450 Call

Word Perfect 495 Call

Word Perfect Library 129 59
WordStar Prof. 5.0 495 219
XyWrite III Plus 445 299

Call On Non-Listed Items
TLRM.S: Mwi Orden Ship Within 48 hours. No
('har>:crorViviorMB.slcK'atd ShippintC*h«rse: 3%
(Min. S4). Product wunniies, oftm <x clwim are

handled by the manufKlurer. All returns are subject to

1 5% restockuw fee. call for RA nuirdvr. No returns on
used ilems. COD's add 5%. resirictions apply. Ptr-
sonal/company checks delay shipping. Compaiibitily
not guaraniced. Prices/availabliiy subject to change.
AZ orders add 6.7% tax

For your protection, we check for stolen credit cards.

Mailing Addrm;
3721 E. Grove Si.. Phoenix. AZ 85040
To place orders only call: 800441-3278
To check on an order call: 602-437-8975
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Desk-Link 20Mates
Diskand Printer Sharing

aSnap
Now there’s one easy solution that lets your two desktop comput-

ers share files, a printer, even a single hard disk, all with just a snap.

It works just like a mini-network.

DESK-LINK* from Traveling Software, the makers of the award
winning LAP-LINK^
DESK-LINK* allows you to connect two IBM or compatible comput-

ers, including the new PS/2 and laptops, with just phone wire and
DESK-LINK* software. Once connected, disk-, printer-, and file-sharing

works completely in the background. And with dual print spooling, you can use printers on either computer at

the same time— without interrupting either machine. DESK-LINK* also comes with a pop-up “Talk Box” func-

tion fijr sending messages back and forth between computers, even while using your favorite applications.

DESK-LINK* comes complete with everything you need. It includes both 514 and SVi inch diskettes, universal

connectors, and 25 feet of RJll standard telephone cabling (which can be extended to 100 feet). The documenta-
tion is straightforward and easy to understand.

Best of all, DESK-LINK* installs painlessly in minutes using your computer’s serial port. No add-in board is

required. It has incredible communication speeds of 115,000 baud and supports EMS memory. Plus,

DESK-LINK* is compatible with Novell, 3Com, and Token Ring networks.

So if you’re looking for a fast, inexpensive way for your two computers to share files, printers, or hard disks

—all completely in the background — snap up DESK-LINK*
today. You’ll find it at your local computer store for

$169.95 — that’s less than $85.00 per computer! ^ 1 LWellC
For more information call: 1-800-343-8080,
or 1-206-483-8088.

CIRCLE 223 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Traveling Software, Inc. • 18702 North Creek Parkway • Bothell, WA 98011

Token Ring and IBM are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., 3Com is a trademark of 3Com Corp.. Novell is a trademark of

Novell, Inc.. Traveling Software. LAP-LINK and DESK-LINK 2.0 are registered trademarks of Traveling Software. Inc.



the micro motherboard with mainframe power

"In the AT arena, the Monolithic

Systems' MicroFrame 366
tx>ard stands out. Compact,
up’tO'date. and fast,

it's a superior design that you
won't soon outgrow.”

-PC jiOpMim
JWHMryM 1960
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Booth PR8B36

owerful, new designs demand a powerful, new moth-

erboard. MicroFrame 386 meets this demand by

combining AT compatibility with the power of the

80386 microprocessor.

Engineered for reliability, the small form factor and low power

requirements of the MicroFrame 386 make it the perfect plat-

form for all new 386/AT systems; from single user portables

and desktop workstations to freestanding network frleservers

and multi-user systems.

The MicroFrame 386 uses Chips and Technologies AT/386
CHlPSet* to simplify configuration and Insure compatibility

with existing and future software — including Windows 386*,

Unix/Xenix 386*, PC-MOS/386* and OS/2*. ROM-based
set-up and diagnostic utilities allow hassle-free installation and

checkout; only the CRT and math coprocessor options use

jumpers — all other options are software configured.

MicroFrame 386 is also the perfect board for upgrading

existing AT systems. Replacing an AT motherboard

with a MicroFrame 386 maintains compatibility (no special

software drivers are required) and provides higher performance

than add-in 386 upgrade boards. Move up to the power of the

MicroFrame 386 and start running at mainframe speeds today!

Hardware Features: Full 32-bit 80386 microprocessor 0 I6MH2 or

20MHz CPU speed 0 Six lb-bit and two 8-bit expansion slots 0 1, 2,

4

or SMB of 32'bit, m^o wait-state RAM memory on-board 0 Socket for

80387 math cc^ocessor 0 ROM-based set-up and diagnostics 0 Shadow
RAM 0 On-board batteries O Keyboard-sdectable speeds O AMI*BIOS
standard (Phoenix*B10S optional) 0 Made in the USA.

S4 Inverness Circle East

Englewood, Colorado 80112
(303) 790-7400 FAX: (303) 790-7118

1-800-525-7661

MonditKic
corp

CONTAa THE DiSTIHBUTOfi NEAREST YOU

Digital Solutions, Inc. Pacific Business Data Systems, Inc. Tricorn TDI
Marietta, Georgia DuWin, California West Hempstead, New York Canton, Massachusetts

(404)955-4488 (415)828-9410 (516)483-9700 (617)821-2050
1-800-241-6651 1-800-228-3411 1-800-874-2661

AMntton Government Buyers: MSC products ore listed on the GSA schedule.

^MkroFrame 386 is a trademark of Monolithic SyMcms. Corp.; ‘CHIFSet is a trademark of Chipa and Technologies, Inc; ‘Windows and Xenix are trademarks of Mterosoft Corporation:

‘Unix is a regktered tradenurk of AT&T; ‘PC-MOS/386 is a trademark ofThe Software Link, Inc; *05/2 is a trademark of Intertutional Bustnos Machines Corporation: *AMI is a

trademark of American Megatrends, Inc; ‘Phoenix if a trademark of Phoenix Technologies, Ltd. _
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C0MPLEni2IIIIHz'286
WITH 32IIIB HARD DRIVE

ONLY $I29SX>0
80286 CPU, 6/12 MHz Dual Speed, Keyboard Selectable.

Zero-Wait State RAM, 312K expandable to 4MB on the

motherboard (16MB System Total).

32MB Hard Drive, 1.2MB Floppy Drive.

Ultra high speed Hard/Floppy controller. 1:1 interleave,

800 KB/sec transfer rate.

High Res 12" Amber Display with Tilt and Swivel Base.

Compatible graphics controller.

ZEOS Enhanced Keyboard, Pleasant Tactile/Click Feel.

Serial and Parallel Printer Ports.

Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.

6-16 and 2-8 bit expansion slots.

80287 support, up to 12 MHz.

Space Saver Case with Security Lock, LED indicators.

12MHzJ6JIIIHZ and 20MHz
'286 HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS
As high as 20MHz! Dazzling performance is yours with

one ofthese hi^ performance hdl size ZEOS ’286 Systems.

Each comes complete with our standard features includ-

ing drives, monitor, high speed controller, etc. Our hdl

size case features room for up to 5 half-high drives, two of

which are internal. Incredible values.

286/12—Complete 12 MHz ^stem with 312K of Zero-

Wait RAM, High Speed 32MB Hard Drive and all the

standard ZEOS goodies. ONIY $1395.00

286/16—Complete 16MHz system with 1MB RAM on
board and High Speed 32MB Hard Drive. Faster than a
'386 16MHz when running 16-bit software!

ONIY $1895.00

286/20—At 20MHz, it’s the fastest. Complete with our

32 MB, High Speed Hard Drive and 1MB RAM. This is

what Dazzling Speed is all about. OMY $2095.00

‘3M/n

DAZZUN6 PERFORMANCE.
INCREDIBLE PRICES.

Can you believe it? Ks,

you can!

We’ve proven it to thou-

sands and we would like to

prove it to you. ZEOS* sys-

tems are sold complete, ready

to plug in and fly right out

of the box. And the quality

and prices are incredible.

How is it possible?

Because your ZEOS com-
puter comes to youfactory
direct, fully assembled,

bumed-in and tested in our

own laboratories. Every

system is built to order.

Custom built actually, ^ht
to your own specifications.

And our quality and per-

formance are second to none.

We don’t just say it. We
guarantee it. That’s why
your new ZEOS system

comes with a Full One%ar
Limited Warranty and our

30 d^ Full Refund Satis-

faction Guarantee.

So pick out your dream

.AIIpnoesand>pmriraikiavan‘kuloMl lochtnite wtthuut thtUrr. PlMseodlliDrrum'ntdeuuKCalllurcxiinplelPwvnuit) deulb.
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COMPUn 161111Hz '386 DESKTOP
WITH 32MB HARD DRIVE.

ONIY $2495X10
(MMHioddSSOO)
Genuine 32-bit Intel 80386, 16 or20MHz parts.

IMBofRAM Expandable to 16MR
32MB, High Speed Hard Drive, 1.2MB floppy drive.

Ultra hfghsp^ Hard/Floppy controller. 1:1 interieave,

800 KB/sec transfer rate!

Hi^ Res 12" Amber Display with Tilt and Swivel Base.

Compatible graphics controller.

101 Key ZEOS Tactile Click keyboard.

Serial and Parallel/Printer Ports.

Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.

2-32, 4-16 and 2-8 bit slots.

80287 and 80387 support.

COMPUTE '386 VERnCAL SYSUM.
64MB DRIVE!

ONLY $2995X)0
(20MHz add $500)
Acknowledged worldwide as the highest performance
value anywhere. Same great standaidZEOS features found

on our other complete ^tems phis:

64KB Zero-Wait CACHE using 64K of SRAM.
1MB of 32-bit RAM system expandable up to 16MB
65MB High Speed Seagate Hard Drive.

80287 and 80387 optional.

Heavy Duty Vertical Case.

machine and order it now
with confidence. Dazzling

perfiarmance and incredible

prices await you. Guaran-
teed. Order now calling

800-423-5891.

Other ZEOS Options

Include:

Basic Configurations:

Call for prices on systems

without drives, etc.

EGAACA Upgrades.
14" EGA color monitor

with EGA card, add $495.
14" VGA system, add
only $695
High Capacity Drives.

Many other drives and op-

tions are available. Call 'foil

Free for details, 800-423-5891

ORDER NOW TOIL FREE
800-423-5891
FAX Orders Diat 6126332310
in Minnesota Calk 6126334591
5305tii Aix, NWSL Ptnd, MN55112
Open days, ei>eftingsandweekends.

Ma^rCard. VISA and OOlDl

ZEOSlntenuliunal. Ltd., 5;M).<Uh.Avenue, NW. St. Paul. MN .*>8112 ZEOS isapublirty tradHuimpany; MPLS .ST PAl Lb-raKin



Software

Word Processing/

Desktop Publishing

Byline $ 199

Microsoft Word $ 219
Multimate Advantage-lt $ 269

Lotus Manuscript $339
Office Writer/Speller $249
Pagemaker 3.0 $549
PFS: Prof Write $ 119

Publisher’s Type Foundry $ 259

Sprint $ 129

Ventura Publisher $ 519

Word Perfect 5.0 $229
Wordstar Pro 5.0 $259
Wordstar 2000 + 3.0 $229
Xywrite HI + $229
Database Systems

Clipper $449
DBase III Plus $389
Dataease $389
Data Perfect $299
Foxbase + $ 199

Paradox 2 $429
PFS: Prof File $ 149

Q&A $209
R Base for DOS $479
Reflex $ 99
Spreadsheets/
Integrated Packages
Javelin + $ 169

Lotus 1-2-3 $309
Lotus Agenda $269
Lotus Hal $ 49
Lucid 30 $ 99
Microsoft Excell $319
Microsoft Works $139
Quattro $ 129

Smart System $449
SuperCalc 4 $299
Symphony $449
Communications
Carbon Copy + $ 119
Crosstalk XVI $ 99
Crosstalk MK 4 $ 125
Procom + $ 59
Relay Gold $ 149

Smarterm (Persoft) $Call

Smartcom III $ 149

Statistics

SPSS/PC - $699
Statgraphics 2.6 $479
Systat 4.0 $519

Desktop Environments
MS Windows 286 $ 69
Sidekick Plus $ 129

the call.
Graphics

Chartmaster $219
Hardware*

Computers
Design CAD $ 159

$ Call
Diagraph $259

$ Call
Diagram Master $ 199 Toshiba Lap Tops $ Call
Freelance Plus

Graph Plus

$329
$259 Multifunction Boards

Micrografx Designer $449 AST Advantage
Harvard Graphics $279 Premium (512K) $ 329
MS Chart $269 AST 6 Pak Plus (64K) $ 129

PC Paintbrush Plus $ 89 AST Rampage/2 (OK) $ 189

Picture Perfect $199 AST Rampage 286 $ 419

Presentation Pak $349 Everex RAM 4000 $ 299
Publishers Paintbrush $ 159 Inboard 386AT $1050

Project Management Inboard 386 PC $ 750

Harvard Total Intel AboveBoard $Call

Project Manager II $369
Microsoft Project 4.0 $329 ATI EGA Wonder + $229
Superproject Plus $289
Timeline 3.0 $349 Card Plus W/Tops $349
Languages/Utilities Paradise VGA Plus $259
Fastback +

Lattice C
$ 99
$229 Modems

Norton Advanced $ 79 Hayes 1 200/1 200B $299
Microsoft C $299 Hayes 2400/2400B $449
Mace Utilities $ 65 Practical Modem 1200 int. $ 79

MS Fortran 4.0 $299 us Robotics 2400B $ 159

Quick Basic/Quick C $ 69 Ventel 2400/2400B $389
Turbo Basic/Turbo C $ 65 Ventel 2400/2-PS2 $299
Turbo Pascal $ 65 Networking
Accounting Arcnet Board—SMC $ 149

AccPac BPI $279 Novell Adv. Netware 286 $1799
Great Plains $499 Novell ELS $389
Peachtree Comp 11 $ 159 Tops For DOS $ 119

ATTENTION
CORPORATE BUYERS!!

Join over 1000 maior corporations and institutions who have
selected SOFTLINE as their primary vendor Here's why:

• Wide Selection—We carry over 1000 ' corporate" titles We
will assist you to source those difficult requests

• Low Price Our motto has always been "Sample our Service

Price shall never be an issue
"

• Fast Delivery For those last minute rush orders, we offer

convenient overnight delivery

• P.O.'s, of Course!! We accept purchase orders from
qualified organizations. Ask about our customized
purchasing programs for volume buyers

ATTENTION
INTERNATIONAL BUYERS!!

We process export orders to thousands of companies
worldwide Convenient TELEX and FAX facilities available

Contact Fay Chayne, Inti Sales Manager

Celebrating 5 Years of Excellence

1

Emulation Boards

AST 5251 -11 + $629
Irma/2 PCA/MCA $725

Monitors

Amdek410A $149
NEC Multisync II $629
NEC Multisync GS $199
Princeton HX-12 + $ 439
Princeton MAX-12E $149
Samsung Color $ 239
Zenith ZVM 1490 $679

Printars/Plottars

Dest PC Scan 2020 $1499
Epson FX-286E $ 499
Epson FX-1050 $ 549
Epson LQ1050 $819
HP7475A $1499
HPLaserjetll $1795
LQ-500 $ 379
NEC 5300 $ 749
NEC P2200 $ 369
Okidata320 $ 375
Okidata321 $ 519
Okidata393 $1050
Okidata 293E $ 675
Panasonic $ Call

The Complete Hand
Scanner $ 169

Toshiba P321SL $ 589
Toshiba P341SL $769
Toshiba P351SX $1175
Mast Storage/Backup
Bernoulli II Dual $1799
Irwin Tape Drives $ Call

Mountain 40MB Int Tape $ 389
Plus HardCard 20MB $519
Plus HardCard 40MB $ 719
Seagate ST251-1 $ 529
Seagate ST 225 W/int $ 289
Seagate ST238 W/int $319
Sysgen Bridge $ 299
Input Devices

Keytronics KB 101 $ 109
Logitech Hi-res Mouse $ 99
Microsoft Mouse $109
PC Mouse w/Paint $ 99
Accessories

Curtis Ruby $ 59
DataShield S-100 $ 69
Logical Connection $ 329
Masterpiece Plus $125
256K Ram Set $Call

8087 Math Chip $119
80287-8/80287-10 $289/$339
80387-16/80387-20 $529/$775
*CALL FOR SHIPPING COST

Customer Service Hours; 9 AM— 5 PM. Mon.— Fri.

In New York State call (718)438-6057
FREE SHIPPING
on all ordars over SI,000.00. credit card orders and prepaid orders

POs accepted trom quakfed or(Our PBlcy: • returns require pnor authonzation • 20K Restocking lee on returns

• Ptbom personal or comply dieck-auow two weeks
:king lee on returns • POs accepted trom quakted organizations

clear • ^opng vta UPS surlace—add S5 00 per item, UK Blue—add S10 00 per

1333 60th Street

Brooklyn, NY 11219

TELEX: 627-30170 or 910-240-3918

FAX: (718) 438-2315

Visa or Mastercharge-add 3H • COO. Cast) M 0 or bank check only—add $6 00 per order" Prices subject ID cttanpe. caH tor latest prices
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Desktop
PUBUSHING: CAN
YOU JUSTIFY IT?
In the right hands, page-makeup programs create stunning typographicpowerfor a

reasonable price. In the wrong ones, they create wrestling magazines.

don't do crack. I don't do heroin. And I

don't do desktop publishing.

Type is sneakily addictive and has

been for hundreds of years. The pursuit of

typographical perfection seems almost in-

grained in human nature. Even before the

advent of movable type, scribes gussied up

their pages with ever-improving letter

forms and stunning illuminations—to the

point where early printed books were

looked upon as second-rate imitations.

Printers won a burgeoning array of typo-

graphic improvements—and lower prices.

Typography seduced Samuel Clemens

into bankrupting himself. "Eureka!" he

exulted in 1889. “I have seen a line of

movable type, spaced andjustified by ma-

chinery! Tliis is the first time in the history

of the world that this amazing thing has

ever been done.”

His investments in the Paige typesetting

machine proved less well justified. By
1 894. when the first Paige was finally in-

stalled (unsuccessfully) in a newspaper of-

fice. the Linotype—working on an entirely

different principle—had already revolu-

tionized the world of printing, and Mark
Twain was broke.

MUCKRAKING MASTERPIECE My
personal addiction began with my elemen-

tary school newsmagazine. Although the

only tools this mimeographed muckraker

had were a typewriter for text, stencils for

headlines, and styli for drawing, our hard-

nosed faculty adviser insisted that the Sun-

nyside Review be set in three right-justified

columns.

So first we typed all the articles to the of-

ficial column width, filling out unjustified

lines with asterisks. Next we dutifully

marked up each article, translating aster-

isks into ted numbers showing where and

how many extra spaces .should appear be-

tween each word to justify each line. After

we dummied pages from these marked-up

columns, a crack secretary in the princi-

pal's office would type mimeo masters to

match. The result looked less like a real

magazine than a very unusually typewrit-

ten .set of 8 'A- by 1
1 -inch sheets. We, of

course, thought it looked great.

The college film mag I used to edit dis-

pensed with justification on the theory that

many graphics specialists deemed it un-

necessary: besides, it was a pain to do. But

in order to get that "typeset" look, we pro-

duced our text on the one-and-only low-

cost producer of proportional spacing, the

IBM Executive typewriter, and made
headlines with transfer type—neither of

which could have frxtied a practiced eye

for even a fraction of a second. We. of

course, thought it kxiked great.

TRULY TYPESET Today's page-
makeup software can get you far closer to a

"truly typeset" kxrk, but often it works

much the same way. Put in a lot of time

and effort; when you're done, you, of

course, think the result looks great.

Even if it doesn't. Which is fine for a

church gazette or the Zwiebelfleisch Fam-

ily Blatt. Although in theory desktop pub-

lishing makes it possible for almost anyone

to turn out professional-looking pages,

de.sktop publishing, in truth, makes it pos-

sible for professionals to turn out profes-

sional-looking pages.

Designing pages is a skill. It may not be

as hard as hitting a major league fa.stball,

but a look at the ugly mugs of magazines

and newspapers at your local 7-Eleven

(journals of wrestling are particularly in-

structive) should convince you that it's not

exactly an inborn talent. Unless you're at

least a very accomplished amateur, going

hands-on with a desktop publishing pro-

gram is better considered a recreational

pursuit than a rational u.se of productive

time. So you're likely to end up hiring a

pro to do it for you.

Caveat EMPTOR since desktop pub-

lishing programs make it possible for any-

body with a computer and a laser printer to

set up shop as a typographer or graphics ^
designer, your project may become a |
learning experience—not to mention a

g

teaching experience, as you attempt to i

convey typographical tradition to those =
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other users who learned their craft from a

software manual.

One advantage of using page-makeup

software is money. The price of type ends

up being a lot lower than traditional type-

setting. But often the lower price gets you

lower quality as well—fuzzy characters

from a laser printer iastead of sharp letters

from a real typesetting machine.

The elimination of rekeying is another

Evaluating

Inldpniation Managers?

Personal information Manager?

If you're in the market for an information

management package, don’t settle for one

that is limited only to personal
information—you ne^ a system that can

handle any amount of information of any

type, with unparalleled speed and ease

—

and without restriction or structure

Introducing askSam version 4—the

result of over four years of evolution.

askSam can do what Agenda, IZE and

Grandview do, but goes bi beyond their

capabilities to give you the speed, power and

versatliity of true PC hypertext, contextual

searches and queries, sophisticated report

generation, explicit field searches and

complete database management.

And askSam is easier to learn and use

than any of the other three In Eul, with

askSam, you don't need to know anything

about your data to use it—there are no

key words, no limits on searches or on
the size of the database.

askSam mnstm any IBM* PC,

XT. AT. PS/2 ura>mpaiiNe. Cttpytigbl 1988. atkSam
Systems. atkSam isa registered trademark of
askSam Systems Ad idber iraderttarks ackmtu-ledged.

Why limit yourself to man^ng only

personal information, when you can run a

full-featured database manager with the

ability to use structured, fielded informa-

tion or non-structured, 'free-form' text in

large chunks with unmatched power?

askSam version 4. Not just apersonal
information manager—but a total infor-

mation management environment. Isn’t

askSam what you’ve been looking for?

We’ll give you 60 days to evaluate

askSam for yourself—with a money-back

guarantee! See your dealer or call askSam

Systems at 1 800-5-ASKSAM or call (904)

584-6690 in Florida.

Awarded PC Magazine's
'Editor's Choice'
tuK>years in a row.

1986

ashSan
From oflkSam Syotems

P.O. Box 1428, Perry. Florida 32347

CIRCLE 471 ON READER SERVICE CARD

bonus. If somebody types it on a comput-

er, chances are the keystrokes can be

turned directly into typo—thereby avoid-

ing a major source of error.

An even bigger advantage of page-

makeup software is the ability to fix prob-

lems on the spot. Alas, though strange

things can and do occur, pnxifreading for

composition errors—a traditional task

among typesetters.—is uncommon in the

desktop publishing trade. Result: It’s en-

tirely your responsibility to make sure fun-

ny things haven’t crept in.

Which, of course, they always seem to

do. Take the em-dash dilemma. Since

there’s no official ASCII convention for

em dashes—the extra-wide ones surround-

ing these words—it’s not always clearhow
to enter them with a word processor. Re-

sult: How they’re printed depends on the

operator’s mercy.

In a set of galleys for one of my recent

books, all em-dashes vanished. In their

stead appeared hyphens followed by peri-

ods, hyphens alone, doubled hyphens, you

name it. Much red-pencil work and a cou-

ple of resets later, everything was set al-

most right.

Columnar material has always been a

typesetter’s nightmare. It still is. Columns

have a way of moving around as though

they had minds of their own. With most

page-makeup software, getting the align-

ment right in print can be difficult even

when it looks fine on the screen. Often the

culprits are tab stops and spaces, which

may .seem identical on the screen—but not

on the page.

When the typesetter transmits the pages

via modem and has them printed in a re-

mote city without bothering to look at them

first—as happened recently with another

of my books—the result is The Endless

Resetting Waltz.

And that’s just the first of many sad

songs. Still, for those who need it, desktop

publishing software really can save money
and, often, time. It has already begun to

revolutionize the way we use type. But for

now, the real-life problems are worth

keeping in mind. Maybe even if you run a

wrestling rag. ilS

Contributing Editor Stephen Manes is the

author of the recent The Complete MCI
Mail Handbook (Bantam).
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You can provide software updates, answer tech-

nical questions, and offer reams of product information

to anyone with a modem. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,

unattended.

All you need is a PC, XT, AT, or 386-compatible,

and a Galacticomm multi-user hardware/software

package. And some phone lines.

Our multi-user Bulletin Board System software,

called The Major BBS™, supports your customers in

several ways:

• Public Posting Areas .... technical dialogue,

bulletins, Q&A listings

• Private E-Mail for one-on-one

customer support

• Teleconferencing ....... online "seminars" and
' real-time interaction

I

f

• File Upload/Dorvnload . . distribute updates, P.R.

info, "app notes"

• Questionnaires for market research,

order forms, etc.

Our multi-modem PC cards are available in several

configurations: 2 to 8 modems per card at 2400 baud, or

2 to 16 modems per card at 1200 baud. These are true

single-slot cards with the modems built right in — no
additional serial ports, power supplies, or external

boxes of any kind are required.

The Major BBS can support up to 64 users simul-

taneously, although most of our customers operate

‘ small 4- to 16-user systems. The C source code is also

available, so that you can modify the system to suit

your specific requirements.

For $59, we'll send you an introductory

copy of The Major BBS, suitable for

use with your standard COMl and/or

COM2 modems. This is a fully func-

tional version for up to 2 simultaneous

users (3 if you count the SysOpj. You
can upgrade later to a fully supported

4, 8, 16, 32, or 64-user version for only

$300 per doubling (plus modem hard-

ware of course!!.

Yes! Send me a copy of

THE MAJOR BBS!

(Florida orders add $3.54 tax. Overseas

orders add U.S. $25 for shipping.)

n $59.00 check enclosed

$67.30 for C.O.D.

rH $65.15 for credit card:

VISA MC AMEX /
Exp. Dale

nmcnuinrimE

^GALACTICOMM
Galacticomm, Inc. 4101 S.W. 47 Ave.
Suite 101, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314

Modem: (305) 583-7808

Fax: (305) 583-7846

Voice; (305) 583-5990

CIRCLE 253 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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In business since 1984, TCP has been
committed to constantty improving our
selection, quality, aj>d service.

Today, with a selection of over 1.000
items in stock, our goal is still to m^e
your every purchase convenient and
hassle-free.

Your Credit Card is not charged until

your order is shipped.

Orders arriving t^fore 3:00 PM our
time will be shipped out the same day.

We insure your order at no extra cost.

Tussey is a financially strong and well

established company.
Our knowledgable sales staff is well

trained and ready to assist you.
An advanced warelwuse materials

handlirw system assures your order is

shipped out accurately and on time.

30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee
Your complete satisfaction is our top
priority. Any Swan computer system may
be returned within 30 days from the date
of shipment for a full refund.*

Technical Support Is Toll-Free
Our Technical and Service staff is on call

Mon-Fri 9-S EST to make sure that you
get the most from your system.

1 Full Year Warranty
All Swan products indude a full 1 year
warranty on both parts and labor. A
second year SEW (Swan Extended
Warranty) is available.

Call or write for details.

Fast Delivery
We ship within 24 hours. ••

* Iwns reiunwd must be es-new, without moekaMn or

SamiQe All warranty cards, manuals and packaging

must be nduded. Return shipping must be prep^ and
msurad, baanng a RAC (Returr AulhoroaMn Code) on

Ihe shipping laM. Sony • shipping charges are non-

refundable
** CusKtm configured systems may taka longer.

Siuan 286/12
Honfror^ net Included

12MHZ/0 Walt State
Base System with 1.2M6 Drive.

Assembled & Tested IBM® AT Compatible
MS-DOS® OS/2® & UNIX® Compatible

60266 12/6 MHz Norton SI1 3.7
Phoenix BIOS
512K of RAM Expandable to 1MB
0 Wait State

200W Power Supply

1.2MB Floppy Drive

Ports: 1 Serial. 1 Parallel, 1 Game
Dual Fto^y/Duat H.D. Controller

6 Expansion Slots. 6x16 bit, 2x8 bit

101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
Clock Calendar w/6attery Backup
Swan Setup & Utilities Diskette

Options:

60287 Coprocessor
Upgrade to 1 MB
31/2' Floppy Drive

SWAN/MS-OOS (3.3) add $69

XT. AT are 0&3 aie rtgaiwtd ledamaAs d
Wemeonal Business Mathews

US-OOS e a ispewsd sadamaA at Uemoft Cwpomen

Sluan XT10

Monffor
notmcluded

10MHz
Base System with Single 360K Drive.
Assembled A Tested IBM ® XT Compabble

10/4.77 MHz 8068-1
640KofRAM
1SOW Power Supply
Ports: 1 Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Game
6 Expansion Slots

101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
Clock Calertdar w/Battery Backup
Swan Setup & Utilities Diskette

Options:

Phoenix BIOS
8067 Coprocessor
3i/2' Floppy Drive

SWAN/MS-DOS (3.3) add $89

* Includes Single 360K Floppy Drive
* Add $49 For 14* Flat Sctmo Monitor

Siuan 386/16

notincluM

16MHZ/0 Wait State
Base System with 1.2MB Drive.

Assembled A Tested IBM® AT Compatibie
MS-DOS®, OS/2® A UNIX® Cempalibie

60386 1 6/8 MHz Norton S1 1 7.6

Phoenix BIOS
1 MB (expandable to 2MB)RAM on
memory card
80287 A 80387 Coprocessor Socket
200W Power Supply

1.2MB Floppy Drive

Ports: 1 Serial, 1 Parallel. 1 Game
Dual Floppy/Dual H.D. Controller

8 Expansion Slots

101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
Clock Calendar w/6attery Backup
Swan Setup A Utilities Diskette

Options:
Upgrade to 2M8
60367 Coprocessor
31/2* Floppy Drive

SWAN/MS-DOS (3.3) add $89

Suian 286/10
"onttor
notmcludsd

IOMHz/0 Wait State
Base System with 1.2MB Drive.

Assembled A Tested IBM® AT Compatible
MS-DOS®, OS/2® A UNIX Compatible

80286 10/6 MHz Norton S1 11.2

Phoenix BIOS
512KofRAMExpandabletolMB
200W Power Supply

1 .2MB Floppy Drive

Ports: 1 Serial, 1 Parallel, 1 Game
Dual Floppy/Duat H.D. Controller

8 Expansion Slots, 6x16 bit, 2x8 bit

101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
Clock Calendar w/6attery Backup
Swan Setup A Utilities Diskette

Options:

60287 Coprocessor
Upgrade to 640K or 1 MB
31/2* Floppy Drive

SWAN/MS-DOS (3.3) add $89

' Add $49 For 14* Flat Screen Monitor

Sujan 386/20
Mon/ror^ nollncludod

20MHZ/0 Wait State
Base System with 1.2MB Drive.

Assembled A Tested IBM® AT Compatible
MS-DOS®. OS/2® A UNIX® Compatible

80386 20/8 MHz Norton SI 22.0
Phoenix BIOS
1MB (expandable to 2MB)RAM on
memory card
60287 A 60387 Coprocessor Socket
230W Power Supply
1.2MB Floppy Drive

Ports: 2 Serial. 1 Parallel. 1 Game
Dual Floppy/Dual H.D. Controller

8 Expansion Slots

101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
Clock Calendar w/Battery Backup
Swan Setup A Utilities Diskette

Options:
Upgrade to 2MB
60387 Coprocessor
31/2* Flop^ Drive

SWAN/MS-DOS (3.3) add $89

386/16 VIDEO OPTIOr
ktdwM Monitor S VWoo •

IS
idretir

Dnve Options Mono 14*FI«
Mono

EGA VGA

Single Floppy $2199 $2168 $2518 $2618

w‘40MB StaoaM
tST Kl HO $2499 $2S48 $2698 $2998

weOMB Seagate
•ST-4096 HO

$2799 $2848 $3196 $3298

SWAN
VIDEO

12*' MONOCHROME:
Swan Switchable Video Card
12* Hi-Resolution

Amber Monitor

OPTIONS
INCLUDE:

Tilt A Swivel Base
14" MONOCHROME:

Swan Switchable Video Card
14* Flat Soeen Morvlor

Tilt A Swivel Base

CGA
Swan Swilcheble Video Card
RGB Monitor

EGA
Swan EGA Video Card
14* EGA Morvior

VGA
Swan VGA Video Card
14* VGA Monitor

Tilt A Swivel Base

Swan Modems
w/PC Talk III software

Hayea ® compatible
Auto anawer/dlal

Tofw arKi pulae

2400 baud . ^
internal $119
1200 baud
internal .... $69
2400 baud external $135
1200 baud external ^9

Swan Video Cards

SWITCHABLE
from Hercules
to CGA $69

Parallel Pori

EGA
640 X 480

Resolution

EGA/CGAHTL
Parallel Port $129

VGA
Compatble with all

17 VGA Modes $219

Swan AT-Style Keyboard
1 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard

I XT A AT compatible

$69I Full 1 year warranty

Swan Tape Drive
QIC -40 Operating std.

Network compatible

Full 1 year warranty

40MB Drive, -

Internal $339
40M8 Drive,

External $429
Csll For Pricing on Tape Csrtrkfgss!

EDUCATIONAL
and CORPORATE
ACCOUNTS

We oner a full line of services

catering to your needs.

To reach our Educational &
Corporate Sales Department

Call l-8(M»-468-9044

FAX: 814-237-4450

To order by miH: We accept money order,

certified ch^. personal check Alow 2 weeks
lor person^ A company checks to clear Ship-

ping: $4.00 tor software FOR AIX HARD-
WARE AND ANY ACCESSORY QVEH glbt
Call our Toll Froe Number I -e00-4es-9044 tor

sNpping charges. Add $3 00 per box shipped

COD Additional shipping required on APO,
FPO, AK, HI. and foreign orders. Terms:
PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT, ADD
1 .9% FOR MASTERCARDOR VISA. All prod^

ucts induda lactory warranty. ALL SALES
ARE FINAL. Detective items replaced or re-

paired at our discretion Pennsylvania resktents

add 6% sates tax Prices and terms subfact to

change witoout notice.

Member of:

MMC K
OPEN: 8:00AM- 11:00PM Mon-Fri, 10:00AM - 8:00PM S0 I, 12:00PM - 8:00PM Sun East Coast Time

For Informaiion
Call 814-234-2236

FAX 814-237-4450CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-468-9044
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AMERICAN
Oe^ CAD (3.0)

Design CAD 3-D
$155

.....$1S5

DAC SOFTWARE
Dac Easy Accounixig $57

ASHTON-TATE Ca/f for Pricing on Tutora

dBase IIU $354 nFTH GENERATION
dBase IV..

Framework III

.

$429 Sideways $38

Turbo Basic $64
Turbo C (2.0) SCALL
Turbo C Professional .»$CALL
Turbo AsmblrOebug ....SCALL

Turbo Lightnir^ $61

Turbo Pascal (5.0) .....SSCALL

Turbo Pascal Prof SCALL
Turbo Pascal N. Mtibods ..$62

Turbo Prolog ...... 184
Turbo Prolog Toolbox ...S64

Turbo Tutor $49

Worksbeai Ulihties ... ........$89

GENERIC SOFTWARE
(Sen. CADD 3.0 $52

Gen. CADO 3-0 Modeling SCALL

...$118 Caff For Pricing on Ubrorioc

f

$419
$149
$90 rrnnlsnra Pkir

Reflex Workshop $44

Sidekick(unprotect»d] ...... $52
Sidekick Plus

Superkey
$119
$59

Symphony .....$439

MICROLYTICS
GOfer - $40

Word Finder -$32

RDCROSTUFT
Crosstah XVI $94

MIGENT
Ability Plus -S149

PETER NORTON
Norton Commander $44

Notion LflltittM.>._ $49

Norton Artvanced Utiliiie8._.~.$73

PAPERBACK SOFTWARE
VP Expert $125
VP Planner Plus.- $125

QUARTERDECK
DESOView - - $73

REFERENCE SOFTWARE
Grammatik III — $54

MECA
Managing Your Money .—.—$1 17

MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY
Carbon Copy Plus....- $107

BEDFORD
imograted Accounting ....$159

BOEING
Calc $194

Boeing Graph.. $194

BRODERBUND
Graphics Library Disks .........$24

Print Shop .$33
Prim Shop Companion. ....$30

CENTRAL POINT
COPY II PC $19
Deluxa Option Board.. ....$99

PC Tools Deluxe $39

Mictx}Soft'
Windows 286 $64
PC Excel $299
Bookshelf w/CD ROM ..SCALL

C Compiler $295
Flighi SimulBlor..... $32
FORTRAN $279
Macro Assembler $97
Learning DOS ...............$32

MS-DOS/GW BASIC... SCALL
Mouae $99
Pascal $189

$299
Owen BASIC -..$54

OurckC - $64

Windows/386 -..$124

Word Vsrsion 4 0..... $219
Works ...$99

SOFTWARE PUBUSHING
First Publisher..-. $74
First Publishing Fonts ..$CALL

Harvard Graphics ...$2S9

Professional File

Professionat Plan.-

Professional Wnte

-.$139
$54

...$115

SPRINGBOARD
Newsroom Pro $42

SinHANTEC

TOPS
TOPS/DOS $125

TURNER HALL

WORD PERFECT

1

Plan Perfect .....$199

Software orders over $100 and
Accessories under 6 pounds will

be shipped Federal Express
(Even ai these prices) You only pay TCP's standard shipping

charge of $4.00 per order. Orders arriving before 3:00 PM our

lime will be shipf^ out same day. H pan of your order is back-

ordered the remainder will be shipped UPS Ground FREE!

SECURITY
Your Credit Card is not charged until your

order is shipped.

We insure your order at no extra cost to you.

Tussey is a financially strong and well

established company.

WordPerfect (5.0) $219

XEROX
Ventura Publisher $469

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
After sales suppon.
Knowledgeable staff, all graduates of

Tussey’s ‘Computer Boot Camp'.
Our advanced warehouse/materials

handling system assures your order is

shipped out accurately & on lime.

Our IBM AS400 allows instant order and inventory status.

To order by mall: We accept money order, certrfied cAeck. personal check

AHow 2 weeks lor personal & company checks lo clear SMppIns: $4 00 lor

sdlware FOR AU. HARDWARE AND ANY ACCESSORY OVER 6t>s Ca* Our

To* Free Number 1 800-468 9044 lor shippino charges Add $3 00 per box

shippedCOO Adcktional shipping reqwr^onAPO.FPO. AK.HI.andloreign

orders Terma: PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT. AOO 1.9% FOR
MASTERCARD OR VISA.

ALL SALES ARE FINAL
Detective items replaced or repaired at our

dscreiion Penru^vania residents add 6%
sales lax Pnces and terms $ub)ect lo change wRhout notice

Panasonic
10801 n $159
10911 II $189
10921 $319
1592 $389
1595 $469
1524 $599
1124 $CALL
Laser Printer $CALL

^CITIZEN
120D $139
180D $159
MSP-40 $289
MSP-45 $CALL
MSP-55 $CALL
Premiere 35 $CALL
Tribute 224 $589

NX-1000 $159
NX-1000 Rainbow ..$229

NX-15 $349
ND-15 $429
NB24-10 $499
NB24-15 $639
NX-2400 $CALL

Call For Pricing on EPSON Printers!

w/Or.Halo III - —
MICROSOPT Mouse

.

MSC

...-$ae

$99

LOGITECH
HiRez (320dpi) Mouse ..-.$89

Serial Mouse

MONITORS
$79

TTL Monochrome
Magnavox 7623 (Amber) .. $89
Packard Bell Amber w/sld. $89
Samsung 14* Mono Flat... .-$139

RGB/CGA
Magnavox 8762 ....$249

Magnavox 851 S - ....$269

Samsung SC452C - ....$219

EGA
Magnavox 6053 ....$349

NEC Multisync II SCALL
Packard Bell 1431 -....$419

Samsung 4551 MuKi ....$439

VGA
Magnavox 7749 ....$129

Magnavox 9062 ....$429

MODEMS

MINISCRIBE
8438 30MB wrcont.(6a ms) ..

3650 40MB (61 ms)

3053 40MB (25 ms)

6065 71 MB (26 ms)

SEAGATE
ST-225 wAMffl 20U B <65 ms) ...

ST-23e wrconiaOMB (65 ms) ..

ST-2S1 -0 40UB (40 ms)

ST-25M 40MB (26 ms)

ST-4096 BOMB <2S RW)

..$339

$349

$579

..$779

..$259

..$299

$359

$438

$629

Intel CHIPS

$147
80287 $179

$279
80307-16 $CALL

Kayss Smart Modem
1200 baud Internal - - $259
2400 baud Internal $CALL
Prectleal Peripherals

2400 baud Internal— $159
2400 baud External $189
Swan Technologlaa
1200 baud Internal $69
1200 baud External $89
2400 baud Intarnal.... $119
2400 baud External -.-.$135

PC ADD ON BOARDS
AST
Advantage! (12eK) SCALL
Advantage Premium (512K).POR
Rampage 266 (512K).-. PRICING
SixPakPlus (64K) ON
SixPakPremium (256K) ASTI

ATI
EGA Wonder - ,.-.$179

Graphic Solution - ..$169

VIP VGA - - $299

BOCA RESEARCH
RAM Card XT or AT SCALL
W)Card XT or AT $79

EGA 460 - SCALL

HERCULES
Video Boards -SCALL
MICRON
RAM Card (Fully Populated)

MB-28-D -....$859

TOSHIBA LAptoM
TtOOO $519

T1200 (10MH2/20MB).SCALL
T3200 (t2MH2/40MB}. SCALL

Caff For Other resh/be Modb/e

AboveBoard PS/2S6 —CALL
AboveBoard 286 FOR
InBoard 366 PRICEI
Call lor Daughterboard Pricing

PARADISE
Autoswitch 480 ...SCALL
Auieawitch Mono........—.$159
ParadiseVGAe $269
VGA Professional SCALL

TOPS
Flashcard $169
NetPrint $125
Tsieconnector

(DtN8or DBS) $42

VIDEO 7
VEGA Deluxe $199
VEGA VGA $299

Call for Pricing
on Memory Cntpt. Pricat
are too volatile to llatti!

1 DISK-KOUNTS I

par box of 10 3.5" 5.25"

BONUS OS OD $6 95

MAXELL DS 00 $17 95 $9 95

VERBATIM DS DD $1995 $9.95

SONY OS 00 $1995S109S

Open: 8:00AM-11:00PM Mon-Frt, 10:00AM-8:O0PM Sat, 12:00PM-6:00PM Sun EST
ClRCI:IRCLE 268 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TUSSEY COMPUTER PRODUCTS FREE 1-800-468-9044 Fax
814<237-44S0



Princeton’s UltaSync.

The clear winner!

Editor’s

Choice
Winner*
May 31, 1988*

Dec. 22. 1987

(i. .

.

the UltraSync has

the edge in brightness and

sharpness over the (NEC)
MultiSync, making its text

easier to read ... the Ultra-

Sync’s sharp display topped

the fuzzy (IBM) 8513 dis-

play hands down . . . display

image is as sharp as a

stiletto and as bright as an

arc lamp . . . Even as the

brightness is turned up.

.

the characters displayed on
the . . screen remain clear

and sharp. . . excellent

video qualities, yy

PHIIS().\.\LrilMIM TIXt;

May 1988

(( Picture quality was
excellent, and results for

features available were far

above average. . .Colors

maintain their consistency

and sharpness over the

whole screen . . . has excel-

lent placement of controls

. . .widest combination of

vertical scan rates . . . takes

up little space on a desk . .

.

the top multiscanning

monitor in our ratings, yy

® n'Tiril

.28mm dot pitch, 800x600 resolution.

When it comes to high-resolution autosyn-

chronous color monitors that are IBM PC,

PS/2, Apple Mac II and SE Series com-
patible, the experts point to UltraSync.

Why? UltraSync’s brilliant color display

and superb high-resolution, for starters.

Also b^use UltraSync offers extensive

graphics standards** compatibility due to

its wide autosynchronizing frequency

ranges. It adjusts automatically to prac-

tically any standard. Then there’s Ultra-

Sync’s automatic picture sizing. Built-in

text switch. Ergonomic design. And its

affordable price ($849).

But don’t take our word for it. Read
what the experts have to say. UltraSync,

the only real choice. For more informa-

tion, contact Princeton Graphic Systems,

601 Ewing Street, Building A, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540, (609) 683-1660.

PRINCETON'

••Supports CCA, EGA. PGQ MDA. Henuks.

MCGA. VGA and more. THE VISIBLE EDGE

lIMFOWORLD
August 22, 1988

u.. . its finer dot pitch

produced crisp images
with none of &e graininess

found on some monitors . .

.

produced some of the

brightest and cletu'est

colors we saw. . . Ease of

use rates a good score. .

.

outperforms many compet-

ing monitors in both color

duplication and text clarity

. . .a very good buy. yy

,

FAMILY
_ J&HOME orri^i ^COMPUTING
August 1988

.easy on the eyes

and sharp enough in the

text mode for long, eye

strain-free word process-

ing. . .colors are bright

and rich, and the display

seemed sharp from comer
to comer. . .the quality is

superior. . .the Princeton

UltraSync is one of the

best monitors available for

less than $1,000. . .a

superlative buy. yy

PG[|^S!i!r33
September 1988

.very crisp display

... its colors are better

than those on NEC’s
Multisync II. yy

CIRCLE 209 ON READER SERVICE CARD



LAN GATE
^In the best of all possible worlds of

PC/mainframe coexistence, the PC serves

as a window into the corporate information

environment of the mainframe. True, entry

into this optimal world has been attainable

ever since DCA’s introduction of the IRMA
card. With IRMA—or any of its competi-

tors’ products—installed, PCs can double as

IBM mainframe terminals. And the mere

touch of a key toggles you between local

EKDS programs and mainframe processes.

You don’t even have to consider the use of

separate PC and mainframe terminals or, es-

pecially, having to rekey the data in order to

share it between them.

As always, however, increasing technical

sophistication has made us hungry for

something better. The problem with coaxi-

COVER STORY FRANK J. DERFLER, JR.

LDING WORK



GROUP SOLUTIONS

M0WS
ally connected products

like IRMA is that they re-

quire each PC using them

to maintain a dedicat-

ed—and expensive—link

to the mainframe, even if

that connection is used

only sporadically.

If your firm has in-

stalled a local area net-

work to allow your PCs to

share data files and pe-

ripheral devices, you
have another option: Why
not use the LAN to share

expensive links to the

mainframe system? LAN
I gateways establish a por-

Gateway LANs

from Banyan and

Harris create a por-

tal that lets PC

workstations share

expensive main-

frame connections

through a single

link.

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9, 1988
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LAN GATEWAYS

tal that allows all connected stations to ac-

cess the mainframe through a single link.

APPROACH TO GATEWAYS PC Mag-
azine's two-part series on gateways, which

continues in the next issue, limits its cover-

age to gateways using the IBM Systems

Network Architecture (SNA) protocol, the

fastest-growing mainframe connection

scheme. All products tested emulate an

IBM 3274 cluster controller attached to the

mainframe through a front-end processor

by means of a 19.2-kilobit-per-second RS-

232C link.

In this issue, we review two proprietary

bundled systems. Banyan Systems’ Cor-

porate Network Server and Harris Corp. 's

93(X) Network Communications System,

Both are complete local area networks

with gateway services built into a dedicat-

ed file and print server. The next issue will

include a look at a dozen open systems: ge-

neric add-in LAN gateways that can reside

in nearly any PC on nearly any modem
PC-based LAN.

If you need to link PCs to IBM main-

frame systems and already have a LAN in-

stalled, look at the add-in gateway prod-

ucts we review in the next issue. If you

don't yet have a LAN or are unhappy with

what you do have, the Harris or Banyan

products can give great service with plenty

of room to grow.

A NEW LOOK PC Magazine has re-

viewed Banyan’s VINES operating system

several times (see “A Field Guide to LAN
Operating Systems.” June 14, 1988, for

the most recent review), but none of these

reviews focused on the VINES gateway

services. New in this review is a descrip-

tion of Banyan’s latest software release.

Version 3.0 of VINES, along with Ban-

yan’s new Corporate Network Server,

which is based on the 80386 processor.

The Harris 93(X) Network Communica-
tions System is a fine LAN server, but PC
Magazine has not previously reviewed it in

that capacity. It would have been unfair to

look at only the LAN portion of this pow-

erful product without considering its gate-

way functions.

The two systems are similar in their

technical and physical designs, and both

have in common a network operating sys-

tem based on Unix. But even though each

Ifyou don’t yet have a LAN or

are unhappy with what you do

have, the Harris and Banyan

gateway products can offer you

great service with plenty of

room to grow.

has a server that mns a Unix-based system,

it understands and emulates DOS when
communicating with the workstations.

While the Harris 9300 System makes the

Unix system more visible by requiring the

use of Xenix, the Banyan Corporate Net-

work Server hides Unix from ^1 but those

with factory-authorized passwords. In

both cases. Unix furnishes important

multitasking capabilities.

In terms of hardware, each system con-

sists of a floor-standing computer that can

continuously operate several high<apacity

hard disk drives, a tape backup unit, sever-

al printer and communications ports, and

many megabytes of internal memory.
Both the hardware and the LAN operating

systems used in these products are “com-
mercial grade”—their performanee, in

other words, rates at the upper limits of all

LAN systems.

NO EASY INSTALLATION Installing

any LAN gateway requires collaboration

between the LAN system administrator

and folks with special skills on the main-

frame end—the systems programmers.

People on both sides of the link must set

numerous electrical and software parame-

ters to ensure effective terminal operation

and file transfer through the gateway.

While the software does contain menus to

make life easier, the initial installation and

conflguration for both systems takes the

full attention of someone who has comple-

mented a good practical knowledge of

MS-DOS with a 3- to 5-day vendor-run

course on the LAN software.

The advantages of systems like the two

reviewed here are that they’re tightly inte-

grated and bundled. They’re supported by

a single vendor. Options for adding com-

munications capabilities and interfaces to

other types of computers and networks are

predesigned as well.

The gateway systems to be coveted in

the next issue are more flexible. But while

you can push them into existing networks

made up of products from several different

vendors, you risk incompatibility. So the

choices aren’t easy.

GATEWAYS AND BEYOND What’s

needed, perhaps, is a fuller explanation of

where gateways fit in with other methods

of PC-to-mainframe communication

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9. 1988
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rjrn Keyboard Deflnitions:

jin IBM 3270 vs. IBM PC

U sers plagued by dizzying PC keyboard variations face an even greater challenge

before the IBM 3270 terminal keyboard. This chart, adapted from a Banyan terminal

emulation software help screen, notes the PC keystroke combinations that emulate keys

on the 3270 keyboard.

IBM 3270 IBM PC IBM 3270 IBM PC

Alt cursor Alt-F5 pf4 Alt-4

Attn FI pf5 Alt-5

Backspace Backspace pf6 Alt-6

Backtab Backtab pf7 All-7

Cancel Alt-FlO pf8 Alt-8

Clear F2 pf9 Alt-9

Command F3 pfiO Alt-0

Cursor sel Alt-F2 pfil Alt-

Delete Del pfi 2 Alt-=

Down Down Arrow pf13 Alt-Q

Dup Ctrl-G pfi 4 Alt-W

Enter Enter pfi 5 Alt-E

Erase eof F6 pfi 6 Alt-R

Erase input F4 pfi 7 Alt-T

Flip F8 pfi 8 Alt-Y

fm Esc pfi 9 Att-U

Home Home pf20 AIM

Hotkey All-2 pf21 Alt-0

Insert Ins pf22 All-P

Left Lett Arrow pf23 All-A

Left 2 Ctrl-D pf24 Alt-S

Nextiine F9 Print F7

pal Ctrl-J Reset F10

pa2 Ctrl-K Right Right Arrow

pa3 Ctrl-L Right 2 Ctrl-F

pfi AIM Sysreg Alt-FI

pf2 Alt-2 Tab Tab

pf3 Alt-3 Up Up Arrow

through the Systems Network Architecture

(SNA). The remainder of this introduction

to the Banyan and Harris systems will be

devoted to a tutorial—skip ahead if you're

no stranger to the subject.

Before a PC and an IBM mainframe

can communicate through the SNA and

transfer data between each other, some
major obstacles must be circumvented.

The usual way of communicating with

such a mainframe is through an IBM 3278

or 3279 terminal (genetically known as a

“3270” terminal). But the PC’s keyboard

doesn't have as many keys as a 3270 termi-

nal does, and the terminal has several spe-

cial graphics characters that aren’t in the

PC's screen repertoire. The PC also lacks

an appropriate communications interface

and uses the ASCII data alphabet instead

of IBM’s mainframe standarf, EBCDIC.
There ate presently three basic ways to

overcome these difficulties; by adding a

plug-in card combined with software and/

or hardware and making the PC act like a

3270 terminal (IRMA-type solutions); by

connecting a protocol converter between

the PC and the mainframe that translates

the mainframe’s data into a form usable by

the PC; or by using a gateway LAN.

KNOW YOUR NUMBERS Any article

that explains how to hook PCs to IBM
mainframe computers has to deal with a lot

of IBM equipment numbers and describe

the IBM network architecture schemes. To
begin, IBM’s major line of terminals,

printers, and other communications de-

vices falls into the general category of the

”3270 family” of equipment. Each type

of device has a specific model number

(many, but by no means all of which, be-

gin with the digits “327”). They’re all de-

signed to work in concert to orchestrate

users’—both of PCs and other equip-

ment—access to the computing power of

the mainframe. Well over 2 million 3270

family terminals ate in use today.

IBM’s Systems Network Architecture

is its grand scheme for connecting its mytr-

ad 3270-family products. It is a flexible

protocol and can be configured in several

different ways. Here’s how the 3270 fam-

ily of products fits into various SNA set-

ups.

In a classic 3270 system, each 3278 or

3279 terminal connects to a 3174 or 3274

terminal cluster controller through coaxial

cable. The cluster controller acts as a con-

centrator by gathering messages from the

terminals for more-efficient transmission

to the mainframe.

Groups of cluster controllers attach via

a telecommunications line (which can mn
a few hundred feet locally or even across

the country, through leased telephone lines

and modems) to another larger device

called a communications controller or a

front-end processor (FEP). The common
IBM front-end processors ate models 3705

and 3725. Other companies, such as ITT

Courier, Telex, and Lre Data, make prod-

ucts that ate “plug compatible’-’ and com-

pete with IBM’s 3270 devices.

In a relatively recent evolution of the

classic plan, IBM gave the 3174 terminal

controller, the 3725 FEP, the 3745 com-
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LAN GATEWAYS

A GLOSSARY OF NETWORKING TERMS
ASCII American Standard Code for In-

formation Interchange. The data alpha-

bet used in the IBM PC that determines

the composition of the 7-bit strings of ze-

ros and ones representing each character

(alphabetic, numeric, and special).

Bisync Bisynchronous Communica-
tions. Also abbreviated as BSC, this pro-

tocol is one of the two commonly used

methods of encoding data for transmi.s-

sion between devices in computer sys-

tems. Data characters are gathered in a

package called a frame that is marked by

two (bi) synchronization bits. The more

modem protocol is SDLC.
CICS Customer Information Control

System. This software from IBM runs on

the mainframe and makes a variety of

.services available for application pro-

grams. It furnishes easy ways for pro-

grams to enter and request data in main-

frame files.

Cluster Controller A computer that sits

between a group of terminals and the

mainframe, gathering messages and

clustering them for more efficient trans-

mission to the mainframe.

DISOSS Distributed Office Supported

System. An integrated package of elec-

tronic mail and document preparation

programs from IBM designed for IBM
mainframe computer systems.

EBCDIC Extended Binary Coded Dec-

imal Interchange Code. The data alpha-

bet used in all IBM computers except the

munications controller, and other devices

the ability to become nodes on a Token-

Ring Network. This eliminates the need

for a coaxial cable connection between

each PC emulating a terminal and the con-

troller, but it requires relatively expensive

adapters and mote memory on the 3270

hardware. Intnxiuction of the high-speed

16-megabit-per-second IBM Token-Ring

Network this year will require yet another

equipment upgrade.

PUs AND IDs In IBM’s SNA connec-

tion scheme, each terminal or printer con-

nected to the controller is called a physical

PC that determines the composition of

the 8-bit string of zeros and ones repre-

senting each character (alphabetic, nu-

meric, and special).

FEP Front-End Processor. A computer

that sits between groups of cluster con-

trollers and the mainframe, concentrat-

ing signals before they are transmitted to

the mainframe.

Gateway A shared portal from a local

area network into a larger information re-

source such as a large packet-switched

information network or a mainframe

computer.

IND$FILE A mainframe editing utility

commonly used to make PC-to-main-

frame file transfers.

LU A Logical Unit in an SNA network

that addresses and interacts with the host.

Typically in a LAN gateway system, an

LU is analogous to a session, a terminal-

to-mainframe connection.

NCP Network Control Program. This

special IBM software runs in the front-

end processor and works with VTAM to

link the host computer and terminal con-

trollers.

PU A Physical Unit in an SNA network,

usually a terminal or printer, connected

to the controller.

RJE Remote Job Entry. A method of

submitting work to a mainframe in a

batch format. Though superseded by the

3270 system, it is still widely used in

some installations.

unit, or PU. There are different kinds of

PUs with different capabilities. The front-

end processor expects to get specific kinds

of responses and to .send certain kinds of

data from and to each type of PU.

Each PU holds one or more logical

units, or LUs; these address and interact

with the host in an SNA network. It is actu-

ally the LU, typically a program, that does

the work that's transmitted over the com-

munications link. IBM’s Virtual Telecom-

munications Access Method (VTAM)
software, which runs in the mainframe,

works with the Network Control Program

(NCP) in the front-end processor to recog-

RU Request Unit or Response Unit. A
message that makes a request or responds

to a request during a session.

SDLC Synchronous Data Link Control.

An essential part of SNA, SDLC is a

more efficient method than the older bi-

sync protocol when it comes to packag-

ing data for transmission between com-

puters. PackeLs of data are sent over the

line without the overhead created by syn-

chronization and other padding bits.

Session The name for the connection

between the PC emulating a mainframe

terminal and the mainframe itself when
they are communicating. The number of

sessions that can be run simultaneously

through a LAN gateway is limited by the

gateway’s software and the hardware

configuration.

SNA Systems Network Architecture.

IBM’s scheme for connecting its com-

puterized products so that they can com-

municate and/or share data.

3174 A new version of the 3274 termi-

nal cluster controller.

3270 The generic name for the family of

interoperable IBM system compon-
ents—terminals, printers, terminal clus-

ter controllers, and mainframe front-end

processors—that can be used to commu-
nicate with a mainframe using the SNA
protocol. All of these components have

four-number names, some of which be-

gin with the digits 327.

3274/6 The most commonly used clus-

nize, configure, and communicate with

the LUs.

During operation, the 3278/9 terminals

send messages called scan codes to the

cluster controller each time that a key is

pressed. The cluster controller echoes the

keystrokes back to the terminal so that they

ate confirmed and displayed on the screen.

Data from the mainframe host goes in

steps through the front-end pnreessor, to

the cluster controller, and into a display

buffer in the terminal.

Data coming to the terminal for screen

presentation is handled in bltxrks called

fields; these can vary in length from a few
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ter controller. This device links as man>
as 32 3270-type teiminals and printers to

a mainframe front-end piocessor.

3278 The most commonly used terminal

in the 3270 family. It features a mono-

chrome display and offers a limited

graphics set.

yzn A color terminal that’s part of the

3270 family.

3287 The current series of printers in the

3270 equipment family.

3705 A commonly u^ front-end pro-

cessor, typically used to link several

3274s to a mainframe.

3725 A commonly used front-end pro-

cessor, intended for linking groups of

cluster controllers to the mainframe.

3745 A new communications controller

that combines the functions of a cluster

controller and a front-end processor. The

3745 can interface simultaneously with

as many as 8 token-ring networks, 512

terminals/printers, and 16 I.544-mega-

bit-per-second communications lines.

VTAM Virtual Telecommunications

Access Method. This software runs on

the host mainframe computer and works

with the Network Control Program to es-

tablish communications between the host

and the cluster controllers. Airaxig other

things, VTAM sets the pacing and LU
characteristics.

X.25 A CCnr standard that describes

how data is handled in a packet-switched

network.—Frank J. Deriler, Jr.

characters to a whole screen. The size and

characteristics of the field depend on what

the terminal finds in the display buffer.

Characteristics like blinking, reverse vid-

eo, seven-color displays, and underlining

are defined by modified characters con-

taining extended attribute bytes. These

bytes give different meaning to EBCDIC
characters to let them represent functions

not ordinarily handled in the 8-bit-data al-

phabet the 3270 terminals use.

EASY TRANSIFERS Simple file trans-

fers between a PC and mainframe are often

done using an IBM editing utility on the

mainframe called INDSFILE. This meth-

od of moving data is effective, but it’s

slow. Companies like Linkware Cotp.,

VM Person^ Computing, Micro Tempus,

Mackensen Cotp. , and others sell software

for both the PC and host that speeds file

transfers between them.

Making mainframe data easily avail-

able to PC applications is another task for

paired PC-host software. Companies as di-

verse as Lotus Development Corp. and

Martin-Marietta market software for the

PC that extracts data from mainframe sys-

tems for PC applications.

BANYAN SYSTEMS INC.

Banyan Corporate
Network Server
The June 14, 1988, issue oftPC Magazine

(page 182) looked at the VINES operating

system running on a 32-bit Banyan server

powered by a Motorola 680(X) processor.

This review covers Banyan’s latest release

of VINES, Version 3.0, used with the

80386-poweted Banyan Corporate Net-

work S^er(CNS).
The Banyan CNS is a dedicated ma-

chine that requites a separate terminal con-

nected via RS-232C to control and monitor

the VINES operating system. VINES is

based on Unix, and each separate feature

of VINES, like electronic mail or 3270

communications, runs as a separate task in

the server.

iiSpACT PILE
Banyan Corporate Network Server

Banyan Systems Inc.

IISnanUcTi Kd.

Westboro.MA0l58l

(508) 898-IO(X)

Price: S23.795 (with 4MB RAM.
8UMB hard disk, and VINES 3.0); other cun*

figuralions available.

In Short: A powerful local area netwixk op-

erating system and server designed around

the 80386 pnx:essor. The new version of

VINES brings in new management tools, the

aNIity to have networked printers on wtxk-

statioas, and improved perfcnmance. Particu*

larly strong communications capabilities.

CIRaE6iaON READER SERVICE CARO

As the benchmark tests

demonstrate, Banyan’s V/iV£S

3.0 for 386-based machines is

no clinging vine: it moves!

VINES BACKGROUND Our previous

reviews of VINES have detailed the power

and flexibility of this software. The pro-

gram automatically configures itself to

work with network interface cards from a

wide variety of manufacturers. Its excel-

lent management features plus a statistical

reporting package called Netman present a

clear picture of network performance as

well. VINES has strong communications

capabilities, including remote dial-in and

server-to-server connections over X.25
packet-switched networks and wide-area

networks using leased telephone lines.

VINES 3.0 is a new adaptation of the

operating system for 386-ba^ machines.

A version of VINES was available for

80286 machines, but it wasn’t strongly

marketed by Banyan because of perfor-

mance. As the benchmark tests show,

VINES 3.0 is no clinging vine: it moves!

Previous benchmark tests of VINES
showed that the system slowed dispropor-

tionately in our small-block-size (5 1 2-

byte) transfer exercise. LAN tasks like file

transfer and print spooling are done in larg-

er, more economical block sizes. Small

data blocks are used when databases and

other multiuser programs share files.

VINES 3.0 did significantly better in

small-data-block transfers th^ previous

versions of the program have done.

BANYAhTSCNS The Banyan Corporate

Network Server is a floor-pedestal com-

puter about 25 by 10 by 26 inches (HWD);
it weighs 80 pounds. The C!NS can hold a

combination of 80MB, 146MB, and
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The original AnthroCart. Mobile.

Incredibly strong. So many ways to solve

your space and equipment problems.

Choose different sizes. Move
shelves around. Add space saving

* ^ options.

I
ft ^ AnthroCart. Welldesigned

TECHNOLOGY Technology Furniture.

FURNITURE
name.

AnthroCart"
Call us for a free catalog: 800-325-3841

Made in U S.A.

AH steet frame consfr(A;tK>n

Basity hofds up to 150 lbs

ANTI-RO

Anthro'
Technology Furniture’

3221 N,W Yeon St

Portland, OR 97210
503-241-7113

Telex: 940103
AnihtoCatt and Technology Furniture ate

rcgisteied uademarKs ol Anihro

LAN GATEWAYS

The Connectivity

Decision Guide

T his Chart is designed to help you select

from among the many information-

transfer and resource-sharing alternatives. As
you can see on the chart, if all you really

need to do Is exchange files or share printers,

then you should consider devices such as

PBXs and patch boxes. If your organization

has not already invested heavily in PCs or

DOS programs, then a minicomputer might

meet your needs more economically. But if

you want many users to share data files si-

multaneously under DOS. a LAN may be the

best alternative. Once you've decided on a

LAN. the need for station-to-station resource

sharing and other factors will influence your

network purchasing decision.

Because manufacturers include many
different features in their networks, some
products will not fit neatly into one decision

box in this guide. You'll also find that the lack

of differentiation between LANs Is becoming
as large a problem in the LAN industry as the

lack of standards was 2 years ago. But

overlapping features and technical similarity

between networks are good news for

potential buyers. They will let you concentrate

on more-traditional factors such as dealer

support and price instead of on more-

technical considerations.

Reviews originally appeared in

PC Magazine:

• December 9, 1986
• December 23, 1986
• January 13, 1987
• January 27, 1987
• February 10, 1987
N February 24, 1987
n March 31, 1987
I April 14, 1987

I May 26, 1987

•• June 9, 1987
June 23, 1987
July 1987
August 1987
September 29, 1987
October 27, 1987

I January 12, 1988

8 January 26, 1988

8 February 16, 1988

8 March 29, 1988

8 April 26, 1988

i May 31, 1988

i August 1988

i September 13, 1988

i November 29, 1988

Black marker indicates current issue.
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SIMPLE SOffllSnCAnC*!
FORTHE PC WORLD.

The V-serles Smartmodem 9600.

The Hayes V-series" Smartmodem 9600" brought a technical sophistication to the high-

speed dial-up world that had rarely been seen before.

With error-control for point-to-point communications, it automatically detects errors

and then retransmits the data correctly.

With adaptive data compression, it has the capability to double throughput to up to

19.200 bps.

And with Hayes AutoSync, it provides both synchronous and asynchronous communi-

cations without the extra expense of a synchronous adapter card.

The Hayes V-series Smartmodem 9600 has a sophistication that not only sets it apart

from other PC modems, but above them as well.



SOraSnCATED SIMPUCTTY
FORTHE MAINFRAMEV\mD.

Introducii^ the Smartmodem 9600 for V32 communications.

The new Hayes Smartmodem 9600 " brings the simplicity of the PC world to the com-

plex world of wide and local area networks.

For host to host, host to LAN, and data processing centers to remote controllers, the new

Hayes V32 modem gives full-duplex, synchronous and asynchronous communications at

4800 bps and 9600 bps using dial-up or leased-line circuits.

The modem also offers features like automatic leased-line restoration, automatic dial

backup and forward error correction to ensure reliable data transmission. An intelligent front

panel with an LCD readout puts this array of features at your fingertips. While behind

the modem, the Hayes Cable Management System lets you easily install it flush against

any wall or cabinet to save space. The Hayes Smartmodem 9600. We’re

not just entering the mainframe world, we're improving it.

For your nearest Hayes Advanced Systems Deakc call 800-63$'1225. Hayes Microcomputer Product Inc. RO. Box 105203. Atlanta. GA 3034&
CI988 Haye* MKrocompuin Products. Inc
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LAN GATEWAYS

The Banyan CNS as a Gateway into

ijfcja the IBM 3270 Architecture

Synchronous modem, modem
etiminator, or leased line

Banyan CNS
(file server)

0090000 ooooeoool

19.2-kllobit/second

RS-232C line

Mainframe Front-end

processor

Dedicated gateway

Shared printer Shared printer Print server

The Banyan Corporate Network Senrer (CNS). a dedicated

gateway, can hold a combination of 80MB, 146MB. and 300MB disk

drives and a 1 50MB streaming tape system without an external

chassis. Here, the CNS links a mainframe with a shared printer and

a multiple access unit (MALI). The MALI acts as a hub connecting

the Banyan CNS and up to seven workstations: when several

MAUs are connected, the potential number of linked nodes is

greatly increased.

3(X)MB disk drives and a ISOMB stream-

ing tape system for both backup and load-

ing of the operating system. If you use an

external chassis, you can access up to 2.5

gigabytes of disk storage. You can put up

to 24MB of memory into the CNS to feed

its 20-MHz 80386 processor.

Cards inserted into seven AT-compati-

ble expansion slots handle connections for

communications ports and up to four sepa-

rate networks. A built-in SCSI bus con-

trols data-storage peripherals. You can

also attach up to seven local printers

through the four serial and three parallel

printer ports, which do not interfere with

the communications ports.

One nice touch is that every Banyan

Corporate Network Server contains an in-

tegrated battery backup (now you know

where the 80 pounds comes from) that no-

tifies users when the server loses power,

then gracefully shuts down—only after

closing all open files. When the server’s

power returns, the PCs that are still operat-

ing automatically reconnect to the server.

GATEWAY OPERATIONS To the

front-end processor, the VINES 3270 com-
munications services make the Banyan
Corporate Network Server look like a ter-

minal cluster controller. The CNS can link

The Banyan Corporate Network Server, a

floor-standing pedestal computer, can hold up

to24MB ofmemory tofeed its 20-MHz 80386
processor. Cards inserted into seven AT-

compatible e.xpansion slots handle connections

for communications ports and up tofour

separate networks.

to the front-end processor with a maxi-

mum of three SNA communications lines,

and the gateway can distribute 32 main-

frame sessions among the network work-

stations for each communications line.

While the CNS emulates a 3274, it cannot

attach teal 3278/9 terminals to the system

the way the Harris 93(X) can.

The VINES 3270 PC terminal emula-

tion software allows each PC to conduct

four simultaneous sessions. One session is

usually LU3 (the logical unit classification

used and the way that the LU is identified

by the controller it’s connected to; see the

glossary), which lets the mainframe con-

trol a printer attached to the PC. The termi-

nal emulation software can emulate a 3279

Model 2b with extended attributes and col-

or graphics.

PCs on the Banyan network need a lot

of RAM. Afterour512K-RAM XTs load-

ed DOS, the Banyan VINES networking

software, and the 3270 terminal emulator

configured for four LUs, DOS’s CHK-
DSK showed about 238K of RAM free.

Banyan’s terminal emulation software oc-

cupies nearly 1(X)K of RAM; however, if

you load it last, you can issue the com-

mand REL3270 to free this memory when

you no longer require terminal emulation.

VINES 3.0 performed very well in the

LAN Gateway performance tests. It didn’t

top Novell’s NetWare running on the IBM
Token-Ring Network adapter cards and a

Wyse lO-MHz 80286-baski server for the
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Typing Rtodt Emv
CurtisOp

CC l Retail S6.95

CURTIS
The Experts in Accesaories

Fixing Made Easy
Computer 1x1 Kx

TK-lReial S29.95

Organization Made Easy 5*/<&3*i!?Ftes

OB 1. 2 (non todong) S9.95
DBL1 2 (toctong) 112.95 ^

Maintenance Made Easy
OearvngKits Retail S19.9S

(CK1.5’M(CK-2,3'fe)

Curtis' special $6.95 to $39.95 gift selection of microcomputef accessories is perfect for anyone who uses a computer
If you're buying for a computer-user, or would just like to drop a hint, check out the great gift ideas from Curtis at the dealer nearest you.

When you give a gift from Curtis you'll be as popular as Santa Thank you for thinking of Curtis.

Curtis products are available nationally from leading Dealers. Distributors, and Retail Chains.

In Canada: Personal Computer Assoc. Inc., RO. Box 235, Ajax, ONT L1S 3C3, (416) 427-6612

For the Curtis dealer nearest you call (603) 532-4123 Ext. 871

cMs
30 Fitzgerald Drive, Jaffrey, NH 03452

eoMMmiiaAxvtgCkxripsyyi^ A subsdiary ot Rolodex Coqxrabon

I

Spectalty
Company
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Four Reasons To Buy

The EasyLAF Office Network

The new Version 4.0 is still “Cast-Iron Reliable”

and still priced at less than $100 per PC!!!

2
Office Printer

• Sharing

can be easy. EasyLAN
Version 4.0's new net-

work XCOPY command
selectively copies up-

dated files to a central

backup cartridge or

disk.

4
Modem

• Support
Your PC at home or

your traveling laptop

can now share the

printer and data files

located in the home
office by placing an
easy telephone call.

EasyLAN Version 4.0 makes dial-

ing a modem as easy as dialing

a telephone.

The EasyLAN Office

Network Saves PC
Users Time and Money

EasyLAN's new Version

4.0’s low price matches
the cost-sensitive

budget for Office

Networking, it's easy
to install because it

uses your PC's serial

port and telephone line

cabling. Today over

60,000 EasyLAN
customers are saving

both time and money.
Here's why:

1
Office Network

• File Transfer

HOME PC

THE OFFICE
TRAVELING
LAPTOP

PC users say EZCOPY is their

preferred way to transfer files

between hard disks, S'A" and O’A"

diskettes. EasyLAN Version 4.0's

EZCOPY File Transfer command is

30% faster and automatically

moves data files between PCs in

the office without interrupting the

PCs or users. RIe operations are

done in the background.

New Standard Features

New Menu Interface-On-
screen menu interface lets new
users quickly use the network.

New EZCOM Command -If you
need to transfer files to a Mini.

Mainframe, Mac. or Information

Sen/ice. integrate your favorite

communications program with the

new EZCOM command.

PBX Support-EasyLAN lets a
telephone and PC use the same
twisted pair wire, on any PBX with

data features.

Nothing new to learn, print at any
time to any serial or parallel

printer. EasyLAN Version 4.0’s

disk spooling support lets

everyone in the office automati-

cally share the new laser printer

and existing printers. Printer

sharing and print spooling oper-

ate transparently with existihg

applications.

3
Office Network

• Data Backup
Data Backup for the whole office

EasyLAN Two-PC Kit

The EasyLAN disk ahd manual is

$99.95, you furnish the cables.

Or start with the Two-PC kit for just

$219.95. It contains everything

you need, even a 30' cable. Order
today, and when it arrives install it

during your coffee break. Then
add up to eighteen new PCs to

the network as needed. EasyLAN
supports IBM/Compatible PC, XT,

AT, PS/2 and 386 PCs.—
Free Configuration Assistance call 408/738-8377

Order Today Call Toll Free 800/835-1515

Fax No. 408/738-0247

Server Technology, Inc, 140 Kifer Court Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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LAN GATEWAYS

LAN tests, but it came close.

Organizations with a strong PC orienta-

tion will be comfortable with Banyan’s

VINES 3.0 running on the Banyan Corpo-

rate Network Server. The software is pow-

erful and easy to use. The hardware is a

veritable Mack truck, but its AT card i

and built-in I/O ports make it familiar and

comfortable equipment. Best of all, its ex-

tensive options give it the flexibility many
organizations need in an expanding com-

munications environment.

HARRIS CORP.

Harris 9300 Network
Communications
System
The Harris 9300 Network Communica-

tions System is not your typical LAN.
Rather, the system is designed for organi-

zations with a heavy investment in IBM
mainframes that also need PC network ser-

vices.

The standard 9300 (the Tower model)

comes in a floor-mounted cabinet about 26

by 12 by 24 inches (HWD). You can pack

the cabinet with as many as three hard-disk

drives holding up to 1 17MB each, a tape

backup unit, up to 2MB of RAM, a four-

port RS-232C serial board for modems or

printers, and other devices such as adapt-

ers for multibus expansion cards. (A
smaller and less-expensive Desktop 9300

model has the same basic functionality but

supports fewer peripherals.)

HEART OF THE SYSTEM The heart

of the Harris 93(X) system is its LAN serv-

er, a special computer that acts as a print

server, file server, and communicahons

server. This LAN server, which can re-

place an IBM 3275 terminal cluster con-

troller, connects up to 1 6 PCs running MS-
DOS and 16 standard 3270 terminals to the

mainframe.

The version of the 9300 that we tested

was built around an Intel 801 86 processor,

the highly integrated version of the 8086.

Using an 8-bit 80186 processor in such a

system is like having a pony pull a heavy

cart: the performance of the LAN server

was directly affected by the processor

speed, as well as by its underlying Xenix

structure,

A version of the server based on the

80386 processor, however, should be

available about the time this article is pub-

lished. Though the 9300 did better than ex-

and its electronic-mail system.

Since the 9300 is designed to mn Mi-

crosoft’s Xenix operating system, it isn’t

surprising that the 5 Vi-inch floppy disk

drive in the unit reads the 720K Altos for-

mat, a standard in the Xenix marketplace.

A special disk utility allows you to ex-

change MS-DOS-formatted disks with the

server.

The 9300’s features for local area net-

work service seem almost an aside; they’re

simply another task that runs under Xenix.

The LAN software, which allows DOS ap-

pected in our gateway performance tests

because of the gateway card’s dedicated

processor, this added processing power

will be welcome.

Because the 9300 runs Microsoft’s

multitasking Xenix operating system, you

can mn many processes simultaneously.

The 9300 can handle up to four Remote

Job Entry (RJE) communications lines,

and both RJE and 3270 operations can

share the same line. In theory, each PC can

connect to two mainframes at once and

have sessions mnning on both simulta-

neously. The Harris system supports

IBM’s RJE batch-processing operations

FACT FILE
Harrui 9300 Network

C ommunications System

HanisCorp.

Data Communications Division

P O. Box 809022

Dallas. TX 75380-9022

(214)386-2000

List Price: Desktop 9300, $4,850; Tower

9300, $9,725; Hanis-PC Network Interface

Card, $275; SNA Gateway. SI.3(X); four-

Port RS-232 card (required for Gateway).

$350. LAN software: for Desktop 9300.

$ 1 .000; for Tower 9300. S 1 .800.

In Short: An integrated 3270 gateway and

LAN .server that does a complete job ofemu-
lating an IBM 3274 duster controller. Soft-

ware offers centralized management of client

stations and many communications options,

including 3270 RJE operations and a DIS-

OSS (see glossary) gateway.

ClHCLE 6tt ON READER SERVICE CARO

plications to share files and printers, fol-

lows MS-DOS 3.1 file- and record-lock-

ing standards. The system also offers a

NetBIOS module for programs using the

NetBIOS services to communicate across

the LAN. While the Harris 9300 software

requires a dedicated server, any PC at-

tached to the network can act as a file or

print server.

GATEWAY OPERATIONS The Harris

93()0’s 3270 terminal emulation software,

which allows PCs on the network to act as

IBM 3278 terminals, isn’t fancy—but it

does have all the basic funefions, including

support for 80-column screens with pan-

ning. Harris supplies the keyboard map-

ping scheme established by DCA’s IRMA
products. The emulator software occupies

about 97K of RAM when it tuns a single

session with one LU. And the gateway

hardware consists of an SDLC interface

card with a separate 80186 processor to

speed gateway operations.

IBM PCs connect to the network via the

Harris PC Network Interface Cards. These

cards require a dedicated cable connection

of twisted-pair telephone wire or shielded

twisted-pair wire for longer tuns between

each workstation and the server. Wire nms
can be up to 2,000 feet long if you install

cable meeting the IBM Type 1 specifica-

tions.
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LAN GATEWAYS

fTl] Performance Tests: LAN Gateways

yy

The LAN gateway performance tests show that the throughput of both small

arrd large data blocks depends on several factors, Including the ability of the

network adapter cards to handle small data blocks and the efficiency of the 3270/

SNA gateway adapter card. The design of the gateway software Is particularly

Important: software differences account for the Banyan CNS system's greater

success at moving small blocks of data and the Harris 9300's relative efficiency

In transporting large blocks. Of course, neither did as well at either task as did

IBM's standalone gateway.

Both gateway products under review came very close to saturating the 19.2-

kilobit-per-second line to the front-end processor (FEP)—a testimony to their

effective rates of throughput. The 80386-based Banyan system, which had
greater processing power than the 801 86-based Harris, performed well as a
gateway and a server. The 9300, however, which hardly set access speed
records when performing as a server, did better as a LAN gateway.

The LAN gateway performance tests use a
mainframe software package called IC3270.

developed by lnrK)vative Communications, to

automaticalty load and exercise the test-bed's

workstations and gateway, allowing a choice from

among a wide variety of tasks and data-loading

levels. With the exception of the sirtgle-user

response test, the tests ran without the variations

caused by human input.

All tests, except for the file transfer test, stressed

the gateway board and software, LAN interface

cards and software, and the 3278 terminal

emulation software in the PCs acting as terminals.

The different block sizes used in these tests

caused varying degrees of efficiency in both the

LAN packets (or tokens) and the SfWsDLC
response units. The loading tests stretched the

resources of the PCs operating as terminals to

their limits, ar>d the results equate to the activities

of dozens of machines in typical operations.*

Each of the six tests falls under one of two

categories; throughput or performance time. The
throughput tests (Mainframe-to-Terminal Small-

arxf Large-Block Throughput arxj TerminaJ-to-

Mainframe Screen-Buffer Dump) measure in bits

per second how quickly the gateway can send

data back arxl forth between mainframes and PCs
emulating terminals: the more bits the gateway

can transmit, the better (hence the larger the 3-D
bar on the chart, the better). The performance time

tests (User Response—sy^em loaded and un-

loaded—and File Transfer) measure how long it

takes the system to perform a given task; hence
the shorter times are prefer^>le (corresporxJirtg to

shorter bars on the accompanying chart).

THE TEST'BEO The LAN gateway tests were run

on LANs connected over 19.2-kilobit-per-second

RS-232C lines using the SNA/SOLC protocols

through a 3725 front-end processor to a leased

IBM 3084 computer. The mainframe, which was
not loaded by any other functions, was configured

as two 3081s running the IBM extended

architecture (IBM XA) and run under IBM's Virtual

Machirre High Performance Option (VM/HIPO)
and MVS CICS, Version 1 .7. The ’lerminals"

connected to the LAN gateways were IBM PC-
XTs. (Because we needed access to a dedicated

mainframe in order to test the gateway perform-

ance of these LANs, we were unable to perform

the tests on-site at PC LAN Labs. As a result, we
were forced to substitute IBM PC-XTs for the 8-

MHz PC ATs we normally use as network

workstations. ATs will be the norm for these tests

in the future.)

The Banyan system consisted of the Banyan
Corporate Network Server and VINES 3.0

rretworking software, with IBM Token-Ring
Network adapter cards for the workstations. The
Harris system included the company's 9300 server

and Xenix operating system, with Harris PC
Network interface cards in the workstations.

For purposes of comparison, we tested the per-

formartce of the Harris and Banyan systems

against that of the Digital Computer Associates

(DCA) IRMALAN and the IBM 3270 LAN Gateway.

Both of the latter products, which were configured

using a separate AT as a gateway machine, will

be review^ in depth along with other competitors

in the next issue of PC Magazine.

In the Mainframo-to-Termlnal Small-Block

Throughput arxf Large-Block Throughput
tests, the test software measures the total amount
of data sent from the mainframe to six active IBM
PC-XT tenninals in a S-minute period, deriving an

average throughput figure in bits per second. In

the small-block test, the data was in 51 2- and
1 .024-byte blocks: in the large-block test, the data

was in 6,144- ar>d 8.192'byte blocks. Results for

the Small-Block Throughput test are important to

those who want their PCs to emulate a terminal so
that they can enter data into the mainframe.

The Terminal-to-Mainframe Screen-Buffer

Dump test forces the terminals to send data to the

mainframe in 1 .920-byte blocks (the size of a
screen buffer) as quickly as they can. The
software measures the total amount of data sent

from six active IBM PC-XT terminals in a 5-minute

period and derives an average throughput figure.

Performance on this test is important to users who
want to page through screens of data contairted in

their mainframe, such as records in its database
management system.

The User Response test is run from a seventh

computer (an XT in this case) while the gateway is

loaded by six terminals receiving small and large

data blocks. This is the only test that requires

human intervention. It is designed to emulate how
a person actually works with the system. Including

use of the keyboard. For the test, the operator

uses the terminal’s keyboard to scroll a large data

stream through the display buffer. We use a
stopwatch to time these results, and the number
given is the average of ten trials. Results of the

same tests run in an unloaded system are

supplied for comparison.

The File Transfer test involves transferring a 50K
file of ASCII data from a PC-XT workstation to the

mainframe under conditions of rra load and timing

the procedure. Unless indicated, the IBM
IND$FtLE editor is used on the mainframe end to

accept the file.

* To obtain a more detailed description of the procedures and parameters used during the PC Magazine
LAN gateway tests, write to Innovative Communications Inc., P.O. Box 3590. Framingham. MA 01 701 .

or

phone the company at (508) 875-4821 or (508) 655-4364.
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Throughput Tests Performance Time Tests

(Longer bars represent better performance) (Shorter bars represent better performance)

Relative Performance
(IBM 3270 LAN Gateway « 100}

Both gateway proditcls under review came very

dose to saturating the i9.2-kilobit*per-second line

Throughput Tests
(Results given In bits per second)

to the FEP. a testimony to their effective rates of

throughput. Mainframe-to*

Terminal

Small'Block
Throughput

Mainframe*to*

Terminal

Large-Block
Throughput

TermlnaMo-
Mainframe
Screen-Buffer

Dump

User
Response
(system
loaded)

User
Response
(system
unloaded)

File

Transfer

Banyan CNS 14,529 16,095 14,153 4.8 2.7 112

Harris 9300 14,375 16,720 14,553 4.7 2.5 68

DCA IRMALAN 14,093 16,084 15,248 4.3 2.4 64

IBM 3270 LAN Gateway 15,613 17,655 15,991 4.4 2.2 60

Results for the Mainframe-lo-Tenwinat Perlonnance on this lest is important

SmaN-Block Throughput test are

important to users who want their PCs
to emulate a terminal so that they can

enter data into the mainframe.

to users who want to page through

screens of data contained on tfteir

mainframe, such as records in Its

database ntanagement system.
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Benchmark Tests: LAN Gateways

T he PC Labs benchmark test results showed that a net-

work's performance Is not necessarily related to the

speed of the chip upon which it is based. On these LAN tests.

Novell's Advanced NetWare 2.0a posted the best results

overall even though it used an 80286-based server. But the

Banyan Corporate Network Server (CNS) running VINES 3.0,

a new version of VINES designed for the 80386. did weli: the

performance of VINES 3.0 showed a significant improvement
over that of previous versions of VINES running on Banyan
servers based on the Motorola 68000 family of processors.

The Harris 9300 system's reliance on a 80186-based server

explained its comparatively poor performance.

The Banyan system consisted of the Banyan Corporate

Network Server running the VINES 3.0 operating system, with

IBM Token-Ring Network adapter cards for the wo^stations.

The Harris system consisted of the company's 9300 server

and Xenix operating system, with Harris PC Network interface

cards in the workstations.

For purposes of comparison, the Harris and Banyan
networks were tested against two popular LAN systems. The
IBM system consisted of an IBM PS/2 Model 80 running

IBM's PC LAN software. The Novell system consisted of a
Wyse f 0-MHz 80286 machine running Novell's Advanced
NetWare, Version 2.0a. In both cases, the workstations were
connected to the network via IBM Token-Ring Network
adapter cards.

All of these benchmark tests were run using IBM PC-XTs
as workstations. (Because we needed access to a dedicated

mainframe in order to test the gateway performance of these

LANs, we were unable to perform the tests on-site at PC LAN
Labs. As a result, we were forced to substitute IBM PC-XTs
for the 8-MHz IBM PC ATs that we normally use as network

workstations; only the "zero-stations" test was performed on
an 8-MHz PC AT. For this reason, the only test results that

can be compared directly to previously published results for

other networks are those for the zero-stations test.)

Performance Times
(Tiit>«8 given m seconds)

1 Network Speed Under Load
Zero
atatlons

Two
stations

Four
stations

Six
stationsServer Interface card Softvrare

HMTto9300 Harris PC Networic HarrfsNel ' 799 845' '899 1,009

IBM PS/2 Model 80 IBM Token-Ring Network PCLAN 401 419 471 617

Banyan CNS IBM Token-Ring Network VINES 3.0 445 479 545 832

Wyee 10-MHz 80286 IBM Token-Ring Network Advanced 2.0a 330 339 356 485

1
Hard Disk Access Load

Zero
atatlons

Two
stations

Four
stations

Six
stationsServer Interface card Software

HwrtesaOO Harris PC Network HanisNet 383 482 589 776

IBM PS/2 Model 80 IBM Token-Ring Network PCLAN 190 190 224 252

Banyan CNS IBM Token-Ring Network VINES 3.0 169 296 462 747

Wyaa 1041Hz 80286 IBM TokervRing Network Advanced Nam^are 2.0a 165 174 182 196

1
Database Load

Zero
stations

Two
stations

Four
stations

Six

stationsServer Interface card Software

1 Hwrts9300 HmlsPO.»l|Kiia»-
"

HahisNet 383* 456 482 489

IBM PS/2 Model 80 IBM Token-Ring Network PCLAN 190 243 305 363

Banyan CNS IBM Token-Ring Network VINES 3.0 169 175 179 183

Wyae 1041Hz 80286 IBM Token-Ring Network Advanced NetWare 2.0a 165 168 170 172
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1.009.00

The Networit Speed Under Load and the

Hard Disk Acceee Load benchmark tests

measure the time needed to perform a
standardized task on the network. While the

actual work loads used for these two tests

(described below) are different, we used the

same procedure for both. To obtain the

elapsed times shown here, we ran a
benchmark program performing a sequential

create, a sequential read, a sequential write, a

random read, and a random write of a large

file. The record sizes used in these activities

systematically rotate between 16K. 4K. and
512 bytes. The numbers shown In the three-

dimensional chad are the total times necessary

for all of these operations. We ran the test on
all our machiries to load the rietwork while

timing just one of them. We then reduced the

number of workstations two at a time to show
the effect of loading on the network.

The Network Speed Under Load test puts a
heavy load on the network interface (cards,

media, and so fodh) while placing a minimal

load on the hard disk by having each station

continuously read and write its own 1 -byte data

file, changing the data each time. For systems

with disk caching, the load on the hard disk is

even smaller, since cached systems typically

perform a disk write but do not require a

physical disk read.

The Hard Disk Access Load test heavily

loads the hard disk and disk-caching system.

To do this, each station randomly accesses its

own 100K data Tile using IK records. Data
written to the file is changed each time. The
random reads typically access data outside the

cache, which forces a disk read, as does any
write.

The Database Load test exercises the

system's record-locking support and the way it

harxfles a number of rarKfom simultaneous

accesses to a common file. This test times how
fast each loading station accesses a common
database consisting of an index and a data file.

Half the accesses are simple searches of the

index file and an accompanying access to a

record in the data file. 0^ quarter of the

accesses perform the same operation but also

lock the data record and update its contents.

The remaining accesses update the index file

and a data record. The index file is locked

during every update, and the DOS 3.1 RLOCK
statement prevent simultaneous index file

updates.
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LAN GATEWAYS

The Harris 9300 as a Gateway into

the IBM 3270 Architecture

Mainframe

The Harris 9300 can act as a LAN server for up to 16 PCs and
connect up to 16 standard 3270-family terminals to a mainframe,
replacing the typical IBM 3275 terminal cluster controller. The
9300 provides remote job entry (RJE) operations and e-mail: its

hardware requires a dedicated cable connection between each
workstation and the server. Twisted-pair telephone wire can be used
tor short runs.

On the one hand. Harris's use of dedi-

cated cables gives you less flexibility for

moving stations than a point-to-point

scheme in which each station is connected

to the next. On the other hand, one bad ca-

ble or connector won't crash the .system.

This wiring architecture also makes for

simpler card designs and eliminates the

need for media-sharing schemes like

eSMA or token-passing.

But while theoretically a lack of conten-

tion for access to the connection should

have improved network performance, the

benchmark-test results didn't bear that out.

Apparently, the system does suffer from

high disk drive and server CPU conten-

tion.

NETWORK ADMINISTRATION Cen-

tral to the operation of all of Harris's

networking software is a feature called

Keyview. Keyview displays a line of

blocks on the bottom of tbe screen that rep-

resent special function keys. As you oper-

ate a Harris program or utility, the Key-

view blocks allow you to choose from

various network resources, including

printers and communications ports.

The most important utility for the net-

work administrator is the configuration ta-

ble, which contains information about all

the devices connected to the network. Be-

The heart ofthe Harris 9300Network Communications System is itsLAN server, a special 80186-

based computer that acts as a print, ftle, and communications server; it is shown with an RS-232
terminal and (inset) a 3270 mainframe suite. The 9300 can handle up tofourRemoteJob Entry

(RJE) communications lines, and both RJE and3270 operations can share the same line.
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TheBestVSalne
InTDkenRing:

ProNET-4A system solutiontoIBM Token-Ring
networkingthatkeeps yournetworkup

andyour costs down. ^

Discoverwhat makes Proteon the best

value in token ring. Call ourTOLLFREE num-
bei, or write: Proteon, Inc.,Box 4E ,Two
Technology Drive, Westborough,MA 01581.

Ifyou think building a local

area network around industry stan-

dards is smart,we agree.

We built ProNET-4 to the exact IEEE 802.E

standard tomake it fully interoperable withIBM.
Thenwe built ProNET-4 into a robustLAN system.

An integrated family ofproducts designed to deliver high

network availability and low cost ofownership.
Our state-of-the-art wire center; for example, features

centralized intelligence for control, multi-media support,

smart relays for configuration ease, evenconvenient
panel lights to helpyou troubleshoot at a glance.

It's a smart wire centermade even smarter
by TokenVIEW-4, our full-featured network
management software that lets you control

operations, diagnostics, even reconfiguration

from a single station.

It's a system solution that so impressedthe
Editors ofPCMagazinethey reportedyou'dbe

foolish to consider the competition after seeing it

inaction.

ProNET-4 willmeet your standards, too. It supports the

full range of established PCs, eventhenew Micro Channd"’
models, more mediathan any competitive solution, and th€

market's most popularnetwork operating systems,
including Novell's NetWare" and Banyan's VINES.”

Andwe support ProNET-4 around the world.

ProNET-4, the complete 4-megabit

system. The more formidable you find

building aLAN, themore valuable

you'll findProNET-4.

MAGAZINI

1-800-545-RING
CIRCLE 737 ON READERSERVTCE CARI

proteon
ProNET, TokenVIEWand Proteon are registeredtrademarks ofProteon, Inc. VINES is a
trademarkofBanyan Systems, Inc. NetWare is a trademark ofNovell, Inc.IBM and Micro
Channel are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.

See us atCOMDEX Bcxith 2802
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Awid A^^ravatin^ RAM-Rgridewt Conflicts

The problem with RAM-resident programs is managing them. Some create

memory or keyboard conflicts and simply won’t work with others, while some
gobble up so much memory that you can’t use anything else. PopDrop solves

these problems by aDowing you to remove, replace, even deactivate specifled

RAM-resident pro&sms-^witbout rebootingyour^tem/

IVipDrop DivUes Yow RAM Ii«o

PopDrop works by dividing your memory into layers (up to 16) each of

which may contain several progams. RAM-resident programs are loaded with

these UQieis between them, the most permanent at the bottom, the least per-

manent at the top. You can create batch flies to load or remove layers one at a

time or several at once.

The UltfanCe RAM Manager
PopDrop will let you safely “de-activate” and ”re-activate” programs to

avoid con^cts with the program you’re using. The BopView command
displays exactly what’s loaded, how many layers exist, how much memory is

being consum^ aird how much is flee. And only E^)pDrop will support

exparKled memory (EMS) so you can run the "new-geneiation" RAM-resident

prc^rams like Sidekick Plus, WmU^rfect Library aixl VCacbe. PopDrop
also allows easy removal or “de-activation” ofpopulv network software.

f\tpDrop is aiHtibMe in 5M or3^ inch diskettes.

It is compatible witb the IBMPC or compatibles and tbe PS/2.

PbpDrop Is Just $49*95
Older Na POnOll. VGA. MasteiCaid or AMEX ac-

cepted. We oflo- a30^ money back guarantee on direct

lain Add M.SO for shipping, Florida residents add 6%
sales tax. International orders add $10.00. Include street

address—UPS will not deliver to RO. boxes.

Call (BOO) SSfrULOC 7b On^
Or See Your Dealer

PopDnqi"
BLOCPublish jno 000 SouthweR 37lh Awnue. Sute 7ffi.

^CoidCabte^

CopyrisM 1988. BLOCPnbUskittgCorp. PopDrop tsa registered mdemar* ufBLOC PuUshtng.
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The overall strategy behind the

Harris 9300’s design makes it a

perfect fit for organizations that

heavily use IBM 3270 computer

systems and need to blend in

PCs gradually.

cause the workstations in this system boot

from the server, the network administrator

can make all neeessary changes from the

configuration table.

THE COMPLETE nCTURE Also im-

portant is the Network Manager Sereen,

which paints a picture of the network de-

veloped from the configuration table. The
on-screen diagram shows active users, ac-

tive mainframe sessioas, and detailed data

on eaeh PC’s network usage. The loop-

baek test—initiated throughout the man-

agement software—is another tool for the

administrator. This test allows you to diag-

nose network problems by exchanging

data between PCs and the server, between

networked servers, and between the server

and the mainframe front-end processor un-

til the problem is isolated.

The strategy behind the 9300’s design

makes it a perfect fit for organizations that

heavily use IBM 3270 computer systems

and n«xl to blend in PCs gradually. A fast-

er disk drive and more powerful processor,

however, would help the 9300 systems.

We suggest, therefore, that you wait to

evaluate the promised 80386 version of the

Harris server. H8

Frank J. Derfler, Jr., is workgroup sys-

tems editor ofPC Magazine.
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$16^
Most offices have only one laser printer. So user

access can be a real pain. But a Local Area Network

can cost twice as much as the printer. And buy-

ing a laser for each user is out of the question.

That’s why The Logical Connection makes
everyone happy. You, because the cost is low,

your employees, because they each get a laser

virtually at their hngertips.

With The Logical Connection you can put the

printer in a central location. Users access it in

seconds from their own terminals with the new,

simple and convenient, memory-resident,“Pop-Up’,’

switching menu. Then, The Logical Connection

takes over. If the printer is occupied, it holds each

job until its current work is finished,

automatically printing each new
job in turn.

tiov/onder PCMAGAZINE
has twice named The Logical

Connection its Editor’s Choice. In

fact, they called it, “.
. . more than

logical— maybe inspired.”

MAGAZINE
EDITOR'S
CHOICE

Everybody^ happywith
* *

‘ ^ ^ •

Connection.

11200 Industriplex Blvd., Baton Rouge, LA 70809

SALES OmCE: 1322 BeU Avenue. Suite lA.*njstin, CA 92680

(800 ) 225-2775 ( 714) 259 0541

The Logical Connection is a trademark of Fifth (jeneration Systems. Inc.

Pop-Up is a trademark of Popular Pr^rams, Inc.

From Fifth Generation Systems
The makers of FASTBACK and FASTBACK PLUS
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BefbieUnkinqMiooslbA
Mainframe;GxisiaerWhcttVbuMay

Be GettingVburselfInta

With most PC-host software, you may find

yourself connected to more than you'd like.

You could be locked into coax. Locked out of

LANs. Or chained to a memory-munching monster.

But not with EXTRA I Connectivity Software™

EXTRA I connects anywayyou choose. And its

incredibly long list of features and easy operation stay

the same whetheryou connea via coax, modem
or LAN.

That goes for the latest LAN hardware, too,

including IBM's new Token Interface Coupler.

Yet EXTRAI still uses far less memory than

other 3270 emulation software. Which means you
have plenty of PC left to work with. Even when you
pile on LAN software.

Plus, at Attachmate we make all our products

more IBM-compatible than any but IBM's own. So
EXTRA! won't shackle you to anyone's proprietary

protocols. Even ours. And you'll always fit every-

thing new from Blue.

To learn more, connect with us toll-free;

1-800-426-6283.

Then throw off your
|

chains once and for all.
^otachmate^

EXTRAI is a trademark ofAttachmate Corp. 206-644-40)0. IBM is a registered trademark of Intemadonal Business Machines Corp.
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XyWrite III Plus

makes powerful word processing

a piece ofcake

New A La Carte menus let you use the

power of XyWrite III Plus right from the

start. A single keystroke produces a menu
of logical options. Simple choices achieve

sophistiated results.

A La Carte menus are an alternative to

XyWrite’s command s>'stem. They let you

go to work immediately while reinforcing

the commands and reducing the learning

curve. They also provide help for the task

at hand.

Unlike other menu systems, you can

choose to work with A La Carte or with-

out it. After all, when you know exactly

what you want, you don’t need to consult

a menu.

4^XYQUEST
Forproduct & dealer information contact:

XYQUEST.Inc

44 Manning Road. Billerica. .V/A 01821

(508)671-0888

V. ir

Thr

_bnn«
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WORD PROCESSING DEAN HANNOTTE

ONTHEMOVE

he admen who coined the expression word pro-

I cessing 15 years ago as a play on the term data

I processing had the right idea: computers should

be as versatile with words as they are with num-

bers. Despite their optimism, word processing has never lived

up to its promise: writers have yet to reap the same benefits that

accountants and database managers have long enjoyed. First,

programmers have had to evolve a way of managing text on-

screen that is fast and fluid—yet as familiar to the eye as a type-

written page. Then, a plague of incompatible printer protocols

had to be brought under control. Most recently, a guerrilla war

of bells and whistles that brought few enhancements to basic

word processing has left the word, as the new unit of process-

ing, largely forgotten.

Already one ofthe mostpopular wordprocessors, WordPerfect is leading a charge into the

desktop publishing arena. Will the competitionfollow?
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WORDPERFECTS.©

Fortunately, there’s hope: it begins

with WordPerfect Corp.’s newest revamp

of WordPeifecl. For a street price of about

$40 more than Microsoft Word and other

top sellers. Version 5.0 (list price, $495)

offers aitxrng its new features improve-

ments on past efforts (printer support in-

cluded) plus all the desktop publishing fea-

tures that one could hope for from a

character-based word processor. Bui while

bit-mapped graphics and font management

rank high in the program’s latest, Word-

Perfect never forgets your basic goal—that

of arranging well-chosen words on paper

to get an idea across.

As of Version 5.0 and its subsequent

enhancement, which fixed some initial

bugs, WordPerfect is now the most power-

ful, configurable, and multitalented wrxd

processing program ever to appear on any

class ofcomputer system. And there are no

gadgets to avoid: we’ve been offered in-

stead a powerhouse program that

imports graphics and handles fonts bet-

ter than any other program of its type;

can generate forward and backward

references to text or figures on other pages

in your document, or even in other docu-

ments;

will highlight changed and deleted sec-

tions of your document by comparing it

with an old version; and

takes advantage of laser printer tech-

nology, yet performs on-the-fly “best fit”

FACT FILE
WoniFerfecI,

Version 5.0

WordPerfect Coep.

1555 N. Technology

Way
Orem. 11X84057

(801)22.5-5(XXJ

list Price; S495; up-

grade from 4.2. S60.

Requires: 384K RAM I512K RAM and

hard disk recommended). DOS 2.0 or later.

In .Shttrl: Outstanding graphics and font-

control features of this ness release, plus

scores of incremental enhancements, svill

make you think twice about that desktop pub-

lishing program you thought you needed.

Ntit copy pnaected.

CUIf.reSOONREADERSrffriCtCARD

WordPerfect's graphics editing screen allowsyou to move, rotate, and scale an image within a

containingframe ofany dimensions. The sensitivity ofthe cursor keys is adjustable via the Ins key.

emulation ofany printer by any other print-

er—for example, you can now gel work-

ing drafts of a PostScript document out of

an FX-80.

RICH GRAPHICS SUPPORT Word-
Perfect's graphics support is remarkably

rich for a first time at bat. It’s easy to learn,

and you don’t even need a graphics card

unless you want to edit the images. You
can’t mrxlify the content of graphic images

because WordPerfect doesn’t have the

drawing, shading, or fat-bit editing fea-

tures found in programs like Z-Soft’s PC
Paintbrush. But you can frame graphic

images within their enclosing boxes and

manipulate them with Move, Scale, and

Rotate controls, as well as Invert them (re-

verse each bit). In addition, you have full

control over their final dimensions and

placement on the page.

Graphic images are always immediate-

ly imported into your document, making

5.0 independent of secondary files beyond

this point. It’s no slowpoke either; one

59K .PCX file, for instance, took 8. 1 sec-

onds to import. The name of the original

graphic file appears in the Reveal Codes

screen for documentation only. (Unfortu-

nately, 5.0 doesn’t sense when the same
graphic is specified twice; it will import a

redundant copy rather than refer to the ex-

isting copy of the image.)

Images can be placed on the page or in

headers, footers, footnotes, and end notes.

They can even overlap one another. You
can have captions inside or outside the

box, and the surrounding text can wrap

around or not, as you choose.

Version 5.0 converts graphics in three

ways; importing during text editing, im-

porting off-line through the GRAPHCNV
.EXE conversion program, or by using a

screen grabber called GRAB.COM. One
way or another, the following formats are

supported: .CGM, .DHP, .DXF, .EPS,

HPGL, IMG, .MSP, .PCX, .PIC,

PNTG, PPIC, TIFF, and the new .WPG
(WordPerfect Graphic).

You can also specify border style, num-
bering method, caption (including position

and style), and percentage of gray shading

for any box. You can place the box at a

fixed location on the page, let it float with a
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WORDPERFECT 5.0

UordPerfect 5. 5
Printer Test Docunentl

In this paragrAphi each word associated uith a featttre is printed with tliat

teature (e.g.i , MBBscrint. 32®'^p ipt, and £'.r;keol^; ). Print attributes

liave been expanded in UP 5.0 to i)iclude .
-7 snail tiontali large, .jn

large aiid le •?. sizes of print. Sowe further

additions to the list are 29BE* and

c-,.: c-'. •
•' i • H- 1 ..-T liii-.'N- tl;

Continuous

llon-Contimious

Von May also choose to )X)t

Single inxlerlining

Single mvlerlining

As you edit. WordPerfecl5 .0 displays highlighting attributes in whatever charactermodeyour
monitor supports. (In the example above, an EGA monitor uses an assortment ofcolors; on a

monochrome , characters might be bol^aced or underlined. ) Ifyou switch topage preview (shown
below at WordPerfect’s 200percent magnification), you’ll see a rough approximation ofthe same
attributes that will appear in the printed output, butyou can ' t edit while inpagepreview

.

fordPerfect 5.

0

PrintEr Tsst Document

paiagrapli, each worfl associated with a feature is priute

Ce.g.. bold, '"'"script, ..^script, aad 5ti-ikeou4), Print

1 expanded in ?P 5.0 to include lu.. siau, norial, larc

. and extra large sizes of print. s|

to the list are italics, shadow, outline, and Siull Caps

lethod should have a shaded background or a dotted lini

s.

paragraph, or attach it to an individual

character; the last method, for instance,

would be helpful for iconic key names in a

computer manual.

During normal text editing, a place-

holding rectangle appears on-screen iden-

tified by the box type and number, such as

“FIG 1.” Boxes come in four separately

numbered types—figures, tables, text, and

user defined—each of which offers vary-

ing options. Figures default to Arabic

numbering; tables, to Roman numerals.

Text boxes are good for quotes and side-

bars; you can import an external WordPer-

fect document into them and edit the text

afterward. You can generate a list of fig-

ures separate from a list of tables, and each

list will show the box number and caption.

You can even change the box type after

creating it.

Optional box borders can use single-

and double-line characters, or be dashed or

dotted as well as thick or extra thick. You
can specify inner margins that separate the

box tom the graphic, with outer margins

distinguishing the box tom the surround-

ing text—and the box number is incre-

mented automatically.

Page preview (possibly the fastest one

in word processing; other programs that

have this feature include Microsoft Word,

WordStar, Lotus's Manuscript, and
Samna) lets you zoom in to any part of a

page at up to twice its actual size. It's inter-

ruptible, so if you're not interested in the

view it's drawing, don't wait to say so.

Both the graphics-editing and the page-

preview screens let you adjust the scroll

factor of the cursor keys simply by press-

ing ins.

TRUE FONT MANAGEMENT Font

control in 4.2 was anemic. You could de-

fine only eight fonts for each printer, and

you had to change the pitch and margin

settings manually each time you switched

because all 4.2 knew about fonts was how
to ask the printer to select one. In Version

S.O, font management is more flexible

than that of most high-end desktop pub-

lishing programs.

First of all, a 5.0 purchase includes a

copy of Bitstream's Fontware, a program

for generating downloadable font files for

HP laser and PostScript printers. Fontware

comes with
‘

‘outlines' ' for each typeface it
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WORDPERFECT 5.0

‘ WordPerfect 5.0 at a Glance

Advance In addition to advancing the page by half-lines for super- and subscripting, you can

now advance to an absolute location on the printed page If you have a laser printer.

Append You can add a marked block of text to a file on-dtsk.

Automatic reference You can generate references like “For more information on tube sock

magnetizers. see page 31 " automatically by naming the target location and referring to the

name instead of to an absolute page number.

Block operations You can now move a block vrithout first having to cut it.

Colors, fonts, and attributes Setup now lets you configure how different text attributes

appear on the screen. You can fully customize the behavior of CQA, EGA, VGA, and

Hemules cards. The Hercules RamFont feature is supported.

Columns Parallel columns now harxfie page breaks correctly.

Compose To select one of 1 .702 characters, first press Ctri-2, then two letters. For instance.

A and E give ar>d e and ‘ give e.

-I

Cursor speed Version 5.0 includes Repeat Performance, a program tftat lets your cursor

travel at up to a nimble 50 characters per second.

Document compare Redline codes and strikeover text can be added to your document by

keeping the old version as a reference and having Version 5.0 compare it with the new one.

Expanded memory Version 5.0 can use LIM 3.2 2ir>d 4.0 expar)ded memory for overflow

files and program overlays and menus.

Extended search You can now search headers, footers, footnotes, end notes, graphics box

captions, and text boxes.

Force odd or even page You can force WordPertect to skip a blank page, so that your

output resumes on the next odd (or even) page.

Kerning You can dose up pairs of letters whose shapes cause excessive white space, like

the “By" in “Bylines.'* and the printer utility lets you nxxkfy the kerning table for any font.

Rmb:

Us tMCrlptlOT

Alt T TranipoM 2 clMr«cter« 7

Ait-I Iwert A liia. 2
Alt-1 ItlAU A liw 3

Ait-r riMl tKe lookMu-k IB

Alt-« GO to printor A

Alt-C CAfltAlit* Iti lottor of aimirt woni B

Alt'l Intore tko prevloM blecli

Alt-ll Uit U« Unit or fiwiau Itote. $
Alt-ll lAoart kakMrk S
ctri-ra Foot loy 17

Ait-rs list rilss froo CrApklcs Kty 1

Clrl-C CAtcolAtor 13

Ctrl'* CoswaU StAwlAnl locHaostt 12

Ctrl't Prlit Nam I AtUress on ah KmoIopo 19

Ctrl-C ClossAry ttecro - ExpAiU AMrovintion 16

iU: tlote; o«s; pMte; am: .Irlsnc:

Key assignments Version 5.0 is 85 percent identical with Version 4.2. Graphic fur>ctior« are

accessed via Alt-F9. and setup functions, which no longer require “/s’* on the command line,

via Shift-Fl. Outline functions have been moved to Shlft-F5, and format functions have been

consolidated on the F6 key.

4
Keyboard layout You can now reassign any function or group of functions to any

fur)ction key.

Language codes You can indicate that strata parts of your document are written in up to

14 different languages. When using the spelling checker or thesaurus in different parts of the

document. WordPerfect automatically switch to the appropriate dictionary.

Line height The amount of space reserved for each lir>e can be fixed or “auto"; auto means
that Version 5.0 will choose a height appropriate for the mix of fonts found on that line.

Line spacing The restriction In Version 4.2 that line spacing must be six or eight lines per

inch has been lifted. Line spacing is given as any multiple of line height.

List files You can move a file to a different directory in addition to renaming it. and you can

access the file directory while importing a graphic image.
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Master documents Chapters of a tx>ok can be kept in separate files, each of which can

contain footnotes, index entries, and references to pages In other chapters.

Measurement units Measurements can be specified in inches, centimeters, points, and

(using the undocumented “w” option) Visw -inch urtits.

Menus Menus can now be selected by letter as well as number, except tor the spelling and

thesaurus menus. This single enhancement speeds up operations considerably since you

can r)ow keep your hands on the home row of the keyboard.

Page preview Page preview lets you see a page exactly as it will look when it comes out

your printer. You can see the page in its actual size, twice actual size, or see one or two

pages in their entirety.

Paper size and type A list of available sizes and types of paper is kept for each printer you

use. When selecting a form, you can change the assumed physical page dimensions,

orientation, and optional bin number.

Print color You can select colors from a menu instead of inserting control codes that only

you arxf your printer kr>ow.

Print quality You can independently set the quality of text and graphics to Do Not Print.

Draft. Medium, or High. On laser printers, Draft is 75 dots per inch. Medium is 150, and High

is 300.

Printer help Each driver distributed with Version 5.0 comains a page of hints to help you

und^tand what it can and canl do. This help page can be displayed from vrithin

IVorefPer/ecfwhen you select a printer, or from the printer utility. \-

Printer Initialization You can easily download soft fonts on demand. WordPerfect 5.0 knows

which fonts your document needs and whether it has downloaded them yet.

Redline and strikeover These are now completely automatic if you save an old edition of

your document.

Referertce manual A Special Features section now integrated into the main body of the text

makes the reference manual much easier to navigate than before.

Retrieve WordPerfect now warns you if you're loading a document into the middle of an

existing one. (This often happens to new users when they forget to exit from the file they just

saved.)

Reveal codes Even when codes are revealed, fuH text editing is permitted. To hide the

codes, press Ait*F3 again.

I-
Screen capture A neat TSR called GRAB.COM captures graphic screens in WordPerfect's

own format.

Search You can now search for many more formatting codes than before, including the

ending code of a code pair.

Setup defauHs Setup can be entered at any time, and you don’t have to type “/$” on the

command fine.

Word and letter spacing WordPerfect lets you fine-tune how it spaces words and letters.

Word search New options let you restrict your search to docuntents within a date range, the

first page of each document, just the document summaries, or any combination of these.
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WORDPERFECT 5.0

PTR.EXE, WordPerfecl'f new printer utility . isfully menu-driven and offers more coffiguration

options—such as character and space widths—than does any other wordprocessor, /is support

(ffPCL and PostScriptprinters is nothing short ofrevolutionary.

generates—mathematical blueprints that

define precisely the lines and curves in

each character. It even knows how to devi-

ate from its blueprint in subtle ways, so

your font will look smooth in different

sizes. If you like the idea of having an as-

sortment of fonts to work with, you’ll be

generating scores of them with this fault-

tolerant compiler.

For PostScript printers, Fontware
builds one file for each weight of each

typeface. For HP PCL printers, it builds a

separate file for each size of each weight,

which can add up quickly. And Fontware

builds each font file bit by bit—it takes

only about 3 minutes, for instance, to com-

pile a 10-point Times Roman typeface on

an 8-MHz machine.

Out of the fonts already included with

WordPerfect—Bitstream’s Dutch (Times

Roman), Swiss (Helvetica), and Charter in

roman, italic, bold, and bold italic—you

select a basefont that can be changed any-

where in the document. Here you can also

specify relative sizes like superscript, sub-

script, fine, small, large, very large, and

extra large, or you can indicate stylistic

variations like bold, underline, double-un-

derline, italic, outline, shadow, and small

caps. These attributes remain in effect

even if you change your base font or if it’s

converted when you move your document

to another workstation and printer.

Automatic font changing, included

among your font-management options, is

more useful than it may fust appear. Sup-

pose you select lO-point Times Roman as

the base font for an annual report that will

be printed on an HP LaserJet II using the

Hewlett-Packard AC soft font set. If you

mark your document title “extra large,”

your section headers “very large,” and

your headers and footers “large,” 5.0 will

assign 24-point Times Roman bold to the

fust, 18-point bold to the second, and 12-

point to the third.

So far you haven’t really gained much
over setting fonts explicitly. But if you

now decide that you want a version in big-

ger type, all you have to do is change the

base font at the top of the document to 12-

point Helvetica. WordPerfect 5.0 will

automatically change your title to 30-point

Helvetica bold, your section headers to 24-

point bold, and your headers and footers to

14-point. Just try doing this with Page-

Maker or Ventura Publisher'. If you don’t

like any of WordPerfect 5.0’s automatic

font selections, you can use their printer

utility to change them.

The printer drivers use simple tables to

determine, for example, which automatic

font change turns on an attribute like italic.

And they know which characters are avail-

able in which font. If necessary, the driv-

ers can commandeer a character from a

font other than the base font and can as-

semble digraphs and diacriticals by over-

printing their separate components.

IMPROVED PAGE LAYOUT At long

last WordPerfect has caught up with Mi-

crosoft Word and other programs that de-

fine page layout in terms of units of mea-

surement like inches or picas rather than

characters and lines.

In 4.2, line margins were a function of

two variables: ch^cter pitch and begin-

ning and ending columns. Using 10-pitch

Courier on an 8.5- by 1 1-inch form, you

had to specify a pitch of 10 and margins of

10 and 74 to get 1-inch margins. With a

12-pitch daisy wheel, you had to change

pitch to 12 and margins to 12 and 89.

Similarly, top and bottom margins

were specified as beginning and ending

lines that were functions of the lines-per-

inch setting. You could pick only 6 or 8

lines per inch, but you could do things like

double-space at 8 Ipi to get 4 Ipi—which

then wrecked your bottom margin. Ad-

vanced users wrote keyboard macros to

handle some of this, but it was embarrass-

ing to wrestle with 4.2’s typewriter men-

tality when showing off the program to

friends and associates.

Proportional spacing, at least, worked

well in the simplest case. For instance, if

you now switched from a fixed-pitch to a

proportional daisy wheel and changed

your pitch to ’’ 12’*” (an average character

pitch of 12), you got a varying number of

characters across the page because Word-

Perfect was smart enough to note the per-

centage of fat characters versus thin on

each line. This justification worked beauti-

fully, even in multicolumn format. And
since WordPerfect had the best printer util-
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WordPerfect 5.0:

Not Yet Desktop Publishing

Although WordPerfect Coip. has taken great pains to

resist the temptation to claim that WordPerfPcI, Version

5.0, is a true desktop publishing program, it's amazing how
easiiy 5.0 can indeed produce output that competes well

with the big boys. It imports gtaphics files in a great variety

of formats and deftly mixes any number of fonts on a
justified line. Vertical arvf horizontal lines can be placed

anywhere on the page.

Below is the result of using WordPerfect 5.0 (driving a
PosfScript Printer) to reproduce the front page of Bylines, a
"newsletter" that PC Magazine uses to test desktop

publishing programs. The U.S. map logo is Included In the

sampler set of business graphics that comes free with 5.0.

Note that too much space surrounds the “y" in Bylines-, the

kerning tables that accompany 5.0 were not available at

review time. (The Pagemaker version is to the right)

PageMaker version

ByBnes
Ground-BnMng forNew
Headquartors Announced
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Bylines
Ground-Breaking for New
Headquarters Announced

It was all pomp and i»{art at lAe

BUrs new corporm*
on whkii iMe 27-siory

fanfare at the groundbreaking ceremonies for
headauarurs. Held last Wednesday at the site

building will rise.

In attendance twu BAtFs entire Board of Directors, including

Chairman Stephen W. Olsen, as well as a contingent of local

dignitaria headed by the Mayor of MinneaptAis and his wffe. A
cheering crowd of 1000 looked on, and all BMI employees were
given the day off to dtat d>ey could atui^

'TUs it in imporUDt day in

dK history of oar cocaptny,’

(Mseo said after be turned
over a synibt^ pile of dirt

with a gtrfd-^>ltfed spade.

*Osr qwcUKular (rowth has
been making beadlinea for

years. Now we win have a
coosolidaied borne that np-
tesents the status we have
achieved io the maiugeneni
consultxDg industry.'

After presenting Olsen widi a
key 10 the city of Mione-
apcdis, the Mayor conanem-

ed, 'As the leader of this

great city, nodui^ is more
exciting for me than to see

another beautiful skyscriper

thrust upward to signiN to

the world that Miimapolis is

as t^mamic and vibrant as

Festive music was t

ing the ceremony by the F.d«m

Kgh School Mardiing Band ud>
der the dtiection of Michael Lin*

dstitxiL Local drcut perfonners
also entertained, and a pcnk
lunch was proviM for oonqany
employees. Blue skies and a
warm breeze kept tiK party alive

well into the afternoon.

One BMI Plaza seems destined

to become as bmous as BMI
itself, because the new building

‘ mayrevtrimliitionsv io

ways. The design, by Dennis
Wedikk of R.G. Nystrom Assoc-
iates of Oiicafo, echoes the

Pompidou Center in Paris and
the new beadquarmrs of Lloyd's

of London. Most of the bi^*
ing'i pipes, ducts, and elevuors
will be installed on the ootside

of the structure, allowing large

open spaces inside.

A seven story atrium with cas-

cading waterftlls and a lake will

take advantage of this unusual
plu becauie, as Chairman Olaen
said at Wednesday’s ceremony,
'We warn our employees to

work in a beautiful and cotnfbrt-

^>le environment*

Building services will include

three cafeterias, a health club
with a looftop running track av-
ailable to all enqtloyees, and in
in-bouae travel agency. One BMI
Plaza will also be what is cur-

Batmr Managnmnnt Me. 1$08 AM ftgha flaianwg

ckyurtnnMtoBlh.

Ai
fromOur

rp Miw odtiagdM ia

I Mnwy ofom ecmpaar. I

h^ Mi « you enjoyed

Where WordPerlacI falls short in compari-

son with desktop publishing programs is its

inability to handle columns of text—such as you
would find in a newsletter—that jump to

another page. OTP programs let you create a
“frame" that you can lay out over several

pages. Text poured Into this frame is flowed

automatically to the next place where the frame
continues and moves automatically between
pages to compensate tor corrections. In

contrast, WordPerfect lets you mn text from the

end of a column (as in the "Ground-Breaking"

story) onto the very next column on page 2 (not

shown) without excessive maneuvering, but

that's all. While you can achieve the eff^ of

story-jumping manually by pouring parts of your

article into separate columns on different

pages, you will also have to compensate for

any modifications manually.

Although Byknes took only minutes to sat

up in 5.0, it wasnl fun. WordFarfecfdoesnl
have the right kind of interface for this job; no
character-based word processor does. Free-

form design and layout work demands a
graphical what-you-see-is-sxacIfjHwhat-you-get

screen, not just a slow page-praview function.

WordPerfect version
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ASKANDYOU
In PC printers, as in life, you can’t always

get what you want.

Unless, of course, you get an ALPS.
Take our new ALQ224e and ALQ324e, for

instance.The “e” is for “enhanced’,’ which is how
these dot matrix printers differ from our origi-

nal ALQ line. And the enhancements are all the

result of customer suggestions.

You asked for a 24-pin printer that could run
9- and 18-pin software. So we gave the ALQe
printers 24 pins, and the ability to emulate 9- and

18-pin printers.You asked for smoother paper
handling, with no waste. So we added paper

parking and a built-in, push/pull tractor feed.

And you asked for greater type versatility. So we
included two resident fonts.

Of course, you also get most everything else

you’d ever want in a printer. Like crisp letter-

quality output. Color. A top speed of 240 cps.

^sy front-panel controls. Full compatibility

with the leading PCs and software. Plus the abil-

ity to run five years without a breakdown.



'^T«ON
> OflV
'FED

SHAU RECEIVE.
There’s even a choice of sizes.The compact

ALQ224e is ideal for standard paper sizes and
tight spots, while the wide-carriage ALQ324e
can handle up to 16-inch-wide spreadsheets.

What’s more, both printers come with a free

ALPSmate software program, which gives you

full control of your ALQe from your PC.

So ask your local ALPS dealer for a free

ALQe demonstration. And if, for some reason,

you find they’re not exactly the type of printer

you’re looking for, call us at 800-828-ALPS.

Or, if you’re in California, 800-257-7872.

And we’ll be happy to build something else

for you.

ALPS
AMERICA

Built by popular demand.

ALQeandALPSmatt an trademarks ofAlps EUetricCo..Ltd. C1988. ALPS America.

CIRCLE 242 ON READER SERVICE CARD



WORDPERFECT 5.0

Performance Tests: Word Processors

U pgrading from WordPerfect A.2 to 5.0 is simple and painless

considering the differences between the two versions: just load

the software into a new directory and go.

If you need to worK on a document created by 4.2, it wilt be
converted when you load it into the new 5.0 format. WordPerfect 5.0

documents can be stored in 5.0 format, 4.2 format, generic word
processor format (with carriage returns at the ends of paragraphs), or

ASCII format (with carriage returns where the line wraps).

it wouldn’t hurt to wait a few months until WordPerfect Corp. works

out any remaining kinks in 5.0, but there’s no good reason to stay

with 4.2 indefinitely unless you use so many RAM-resident programs

that 5.0 won't fit in your remaining RAM. The $60 upgrade fee is

remarkably low compared with the hundreds of dollars charged by
some companies.

The following performance test of the two versions against

Microsoft Word 4.0 shows that WordPerfect 5.0's performance on
PC Magazine's word processing tests (see accompanying descriptive

captions) not only compares well with 4.2's but has actually improved

in some areas. The only disappointment appears in the time it takes

to print to disk, but since printing is a background process anyway,
most users may never rK>tice the difference. Timings are in secor^s.
Not shown is the dramatic improvement in cursor speed resulting

from WordPerfects Repeat Performance utility.

Although 5.0 is as fast as 4.2, you’ll need at least 384K RAM,
180K more than 4.2. You might get away with 552K of disk space to

install 5.0, but reserve a few megabytes if you have a LaserJet or

PostScript printer, because you'll definitely want to Install Fontware.

Users of the initial May 5 release of 5.0 reported problems with

everything from tutorial installation and mismatched program disks to

problems with Pius Development Hardcards and early Compaq ROM
chips. These were all fixed by the July 1 1 release, so those wary of

technology's bleeding edges can relax. Version 5.0 Is not only note
beta release, but it is also extremely well conceived and remarkably

stable for its complexity. Although any product of this size should be
allowed a few anomalies and limitations, no bugs remaining from the

initial release of 5.0 were uncovered in preparing this article.

The Import RIe Size test measures in bytes the

final imported file size of a 50K document after it has

been brought into a program’s own environment.

Programs manipulate files differently—for example,

in the way they insert formatting codes into the

docxjment—hence the variance in imported file

sizes.

The Document RAanipulation tests measure the

time it takes a word processor to ioad and save a

file. Document Load measures the time it takes to

call up the file imported in the Import RIe Size t^;
Save and Resume measures the time it takes a

program to save the same document and return

control of the keyboard to the tester.

The Global Search and Replace test measures
how long it takes a word processor to replace 115

cases of the word his with the word theirs.

The Cursor Movement tests determine how long it

takes to move the cursor through a document. The

Cursor Top-to-Middle lest times the jump from the

top. or Home position, to a predefined point at the

middle of the document. The Cursor Mlddle-to-

Bottom test times the jump from the midpoint to the

bottom, or End position, of the document.

The Search for Middle test measures the time it

takes to find a sentence placed in the exact middle

of the document. Since some word processors

cannot search for an entire sentence, the test allows

for searching on a keyword or string of words.

The Block Manipulation test is based on two

separate timings. The Block and Move test records

the software's ability to define, or highlight, the first

three pages of the test document ar>d then move
this block to the center of the document—somewhat
like a cut-and-paste operation. This test moves but

does not delete the text. The Block and Copy test

takes the same three-page block and copies it to an
external file. Both tests require large-scale page
reformatting that slows the performance of some

programs, depending on how well they handle the

task in a RAM buffer. The larger the buffer, the

faster the results.

The Merge test times the program's ability to import

an external file to a point immediately following the

middle of the document file. The external file

consists of the first three pages of the original

document. Again, page reformatting affects the

performance results.

The Text Delete test times how long it takes to

define and delete the file that the Merge test

imported and inserted into the document. Again, this

procedure requires significant page reformatting,

and the program's buffering capability greatly affects

performance.

The Print Whole Document test uses a 1 MB
RAMdisk and times the program's abil'ity to print the

entire 50K test document to an external file.

Performance Times Document Manipulation
(Times given in seconds)

Import File Document Save and Global Search
Size (bytes) Load Resume and Replace

Microsoft Word 4.0 50,176 1.00 3.00 6.00

WordPerfect 4.2 50,000 1.00 3.00 6.00

WordPerfect 5.0 49,604 1.02 1.20 5.75

N/A—Not applicable; function not available.

'Results for this test were published incorrectly in the February 29. 1 968, issue.
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%
Cursor Movement Block Manipulation

Cursor Top*
tO’Middle

Cursor Middle-

to-Bottom
Search for

Middle

Block and
Move

Block and
Copy Merge

Text

Delete

Print Whole
Document

0.10 2.00 7.00 0.10 N/A 3.00 0.10 35.00

0.10 0.10 2.00 0.10 1.00 0.10 1.00 27.76’

0.05 0.73 0.70 0.28 2.23 0.50 1.47 131.02
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WORDPERFECT 5.0
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WordPerfect 5.0's new macro editor allowsyou to pickJunctionsfrom a scrolling light-bar menu

.

The macro shown, which has been assigned to Ctrl-C, implements a simple on-screen calculator.

i(y around, you could easily use it to edit

die font table for that wheel and adjust the

spacing you needed for each letter.

You got into trouble, however, when
you mixed fonts on the same page. A para-

graph of monospaced type often landed on

a different right margin from a paragraph

of proportional type, even when the effec-

tive margins and (average) pitch were

identical. The same deviation was com-

mon with two proportional fonts. But the

biggest problem was changing fonts within

a line: no amount of experimentation ever

got the right-hand margins to align

.

While this one technological snafu

drove thousands of WordPerfect users to

Microsoft Word and other competitors,

WP 3.0 changes all this. Measurements

are now specified as inches, centimeters,

or points from the page edge—so if you

switch fonts, use a different form, or

change orientation from portrait to land-

scape, you still get good margins.

PRINTER THERAPY Although hun-

dreds of printers come with fully fleshed-

out drivers, you can easily reprogram your

printer with the technologically ground-

breaking PTR.EXE program, which is

new in 5.0. This menu-driven mon-
ster—200K all by itself—is more power-

ful and complex an application than are

many of the word processors with which

WordPerfect competes. PTR compiles

drivers consisting of scores of minipro-

grams, which emit printer control strings

operating with their own runtime Pascal-

like language, using variables, mathemati-

cal operators, and true programming con-

stmcts.

Documentation for PTR was completed

late but is now available; it costs $15 extra.

Although all printer drivers have been

completely regenerated by PTR, all those

old daisy wheel and dot matrix jalopies are

fully supported in the new scheme and

may even work better than before.

Version 5.0 of WordPerfect supports

an official 1,702-member "WordPerfect

Character Set” divided into 13 groups:

ASCII, Multinational 1, Multinational 2,

box drawing, typographic symbols, iconic

symbols, math/scientific, math/scientific

extension, Greek, Hebrew, Cyrillic, Japa-

nese Kana, and user-defined characters.

The new standard will be a boon to those

who felt hindered by the absence of such

characters as the bowtie, bent radical, sad

face, and myag/ryzual: (the soft sign, or pa-

latization symbol).

Printer independence for most word
processors means that if you underline a

block oftext, the program will translate the

request for any printer it supports. In 5.0

you select a target printer and the printer’s

base fonts, but after that it will shield you

ftom any environmental hardship you can

imagine. If you move your document to a

workstation attached to a different printer,

5.0 will substitute a font that best fits the

one you originally chose.

STYLE CONSaOllS Advaiiced4.2 us-

ers simulated the coveted style sheets of

Microsoft Word via macros, but changing

a style had to be done manually since you

couldn’t do a global replace on the second

of a code pair. Although 5.0 lets you do

such a replace, you won’t bother—a pow-

erful new style facility is solidly in place.

Styles can contain any formatting code

and either apply to a specific block of text

or change the format for the document

ftom that point forward. You can create a

style manually or by example, and you can

edit it easily. Since WordPerfect docu-

ments are never dependent on secondary

files, styles are always saved in your docu-

ment. But they can also be sav^ to a disk

file. You can specify a global style library

to import when creating new documents.

Styles are so easy to change that you

can, for example, precede chapter head-

ings by the text “Chapter n:’’ shown cen-

tered and extra large, and added to the ta-

ble ofcontents. Later, ifyou decide to feed

the document to Ventura Publisher, you

could edit the style to precede the chapter

headings with the text
‘

‘(ffiCHAPTER
= ’

’

,

so that the analogous Ventura styling

would take effect. (For now you’ll have to

export a text file to Ventura, since neither

Ventura—until the newly released Version

2.0—nor WordPerfect 4.2 understands

5.0 styles.)

WordPerfect's styles are in fact more
powerful and flexible than those of most

high-end desktop publishing programs.

Ventura Publisher styles, for example, are

limited to paragraphs. (Although Ventu-
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There's a bit of the "master" in all ofus. It shows

up whenever you're called upon to create a

work of art Whether the subjea is a three-

dimensional drawing, a spreadsheet or a flock

of birds on a summer sky, the impression you
want to leave is professional, accurate and

exactly as you first imagined it

Bright beautiful colors. Ultra-fine resolutioa

Compatibility with state-of-the-art software.

You'll get all of this and mote with AST-VGA
and AST-VGA Plus; two new full-range graphics

adapters from AST.

AST-VGA is designed to take advantage of

IBM"' PCs, XT's and compatibles. In addition to

register-level VGA graphics and OS/2" compati-

bility, drivers for Microsoft' Windows" and
popular application programs such as Ventura

Publisher;' AmoCAD" and GEM" ate included.

AST-VGA provides 16 colors at 800 x 600 and
256 colors at 600 x 400. All at a price that's as

attractive as the scTeen you'll see on your
computer.

AST-VGA Plus is a high-perforraace 16-bit

graphics adapter that takes advantage ofthe

extra speed of IBM AT'S and compatibles, in-

cluding compatibles running at 12.5 MHz. With

16 colors at 800 x 600 and 256 colors at 640
X 480, it's easy to see why AST-VGA Plus is a

must for sophisticated CAD/CAM applications.

Of course, both boards offer downward
compatibility through EGA, CGA, MDA and

Hercules' to insure your prior software in-

vestments. And 132-column support provides

ease-of-use for all of your spreadsheet artists.

Interested in making a good impression?

Call AST at (714) 863-0181 and ask for

Operator Number AA22, or send in the

coupon.

Yes. send me infortnadon

LAST-VGAPlus LAST-VGA

LPlease have an AST representative call me.

Name

AST fiufkrts praducts wmldwide—in Europe caD: 44 I M6 499(^ la

the FarEM caO: 852 0499 91 13; in Can^ caD: 416 S26 7514. AST
and AST logo legtstered trademarks AST Research, tnc IBM and AT
registered and OS 2 and XT tradeourks International Business Machines.

C^. Microsoft a^^rred and Windows trademark Microsoft Coip. Her-

cules regisieted trademark HerculesOxnputer Technology. AutoCAD
tradem^ AmoDesk Ventura Publisher trademark Xerox Cotp. GEM
trademark Digital Research, Inc Copyright 1 988 AST ResearcK Inc.

All lights reserved
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Aerospace: “iS’t(f)er/Vq/ecf i.s the best. Ettnictl Millie

Reporrirv! ami Mhrk Hreakilinen Sumnuirisutiim 0ve
me eamplete project coiiPol ami the graphics nutke

impressive lyresentutions.'' Biirrj' Feeley, Technical

Manager, Ford Aerospace.

Construction: “Thejtimiliar Si4)XTCa/c® am! 1-2-3

menu system tmikes it really easy to leum ami use. It

hamlles multiple projects, networking amljlexible

rcjxjrf writin/i. The multiple resource calemlars

and histograms imimi^e resources vay efficiently.'’

Ted Ritter. CEO, O’t^onnor Omstruction Co,

Data Proecssing: “The Outliner allows me to

quickly sketch critical schedulesfrom the top down.
ExtKTt is wiry aheiul qt' the fxrcfe.” U.W. Nesper,
Regional (Consulting Maiiiiger, Wang Labs.

The SuperProject* Family—Plus, Expert and
Expert '2— is the most advanced KC project maniigement
software available. The smallest to the largest and most
complex projects imaginable are easily handled thanks to

its virtual memory management skills.

Newly released SuperProject Expert/2 running
under OS' 2, gives you true multitasking. For example,
this enables you to enter data in the foreground while

outputting a report in the background.

.\nd only Computer ^^ssociates gives you 1*0 ami
mainframe project management. Develop your project

planning on a I’C and then upload to a

mainframe with CA-PLANLINKS™. You can
then consolidate that project with

others via GA-TELLAPLiVN™ and take

advantage of its resource pooling and
presentation graphics.

The SuperProject Series

FfcATL'RKS

[
SITPERPROJKCT

|

m'S EXPERT EXPERT 2

PERT. (huHi Ihntnun w CPM Ma \ea M*
Outline Wirk Brv*kdn«vn Chan vb*

:
Yba Vn

Knnurce HwniRsn) Ks

K»uurw Un-ebitit Yts tes tb>

Twk* hsr Prujvct (kUs) 1.560 1.560 I'nlimltaJ

Munfracne Unk Yea Vn

(admdan Vn Vn

flxpon Impun (Panial or All| tea V«»

Muhi-lYujcci KceuuriX hadtnit

Huili-ln < inphivs Output Vea

N«(w>rkinA

ItiMtcr Suppi»ri Wt Ya

Muliituhiivl
j

)ia

Exponua OHS' IVhm LAN a maabk

r For your free demo diskette

or more information, call

800-533-2070 (Ad 54907 ).

PFCSnada: 1-800-663-6904

Computer Associates

1240 McKay Drive, San Jose, CA 95131

New...
SupeiProject Software

WhatThe Experts HaveTb

O 1^68 Computer AaenclMM InternetionMl, Inc.

• World's leading Independent software company.

• Brood range of Integrated business and data processing

software (or mainframe, mid-range and micro computers.

Software superior by design. • Worldwide service and support network of more than 70 offices.

Accounting • Spreadsheets • RDBMS • Graphics • Project Management • Resource & Operations Management

ClOMPUTER^
^SSOCiATES



WORDPERFECTS,©

ra’s definition of a paragraph can be

stretched, your source files must still keep

each paragraph separate even when it’s

just a corporate name.) In WordPerfea

you can examine all your settings for a par-

ticular style on one Reveal Codes screen;

in Ventura you have to wander through

half a dozen menus trying to remember

which setting deviates from the norm.

Macro leaps The macro facility of

4.2 did little more than remember a series

of keystrokes and play them back for you.

Here again, 5.0 has made a leap by offer-

ing a powerful new set of macro functions

selectable from within an on-line editor.

This editor lets you write not only macros

but also keyboard layouts that change the

default function key assignments. The
macro language available from within the

WordPerfectS.Qoiitr^

a powerful set of macro

functions selectable from

within an on-line editor.

new editor includes arithmetic and logical

expressions, assignment of variables, pro-

gram structuring, exception handling,

macro nesting, and keyboard input.

Ctrl-PgUp, which was undocumented

in previous versions of WordPerfect, now
has three uses. During normal execution, it

acts as a quick glossary key: it prompts you

for a single digit, n, and then a character

string; thereafter, pressing Alt-N causes

the entire character string to be typed back

for you. If you’ve marked a text block,

Ctrl-PgUp will prompt for the digit alone

and automatically assign the block’s con-

tents to Alt-N. And pressing Ctrl-PgUp

while editing a macro lets you pick func-

tions to insert in your macro definition

from a bouncing light-bar menu.

Version 5.0’s macro documentation

isn’t really there yet, but you do get a sam-

ple macro library that will give you plenty

of ideas. WordPerfect is now a truly exten-

sible product—that is, you can trigger

macros that will make anyone think he’s

seeing the program’s next beta release.

WordPerfect is a massive and complex

marriage of diverse functions, competing

interface strategies, and debatable design

compromises. It is fecund, not sexy.

The mote the program improves, how-

ever, the more there will be to improve.

And WordPerfect Corp. has a bad habit of

not fixing mistakes that heavy users have

gotten used to, like assigning the help

WHEN IT ABSOLUTELY,
POSITIVELY NEEDS
TO GET THERE . r^

IN A HURRY. . . i

$99

Parallel;to-Parallel

file bridge program.
Includes parallel cable, "disKA 3. S'* disk

\V\

'

'' 30 0«y Money Back Quaranteel

PDQ* uses your computer’s printer ports to transfer files,

directories, or entire disks from one computer to another.

Because it uses advanced parallel technology, there are no
special serial connections or protocol hassles. PDCP comes with its own
Idgh quality six foot parallel cable. In Just moments you can transfer your

data from one computer to another. It’s so easy, you’ll be amazed! And
you’ll do it faster than you ever thought possible. PDCP can move data

as fast as 200,000 bits per second — an incredible I.S megabjrtes per

minute! PDQ’ is perfect for laptop to desktop coiuiections, PS/2 to older

XT/AT type computers, or even as a quick way to back-up from one

computer to another. on
Now shipping — order today!

““ ““
PDQ^ works on all PC-type computers using PC/MS-DOS 2.0 or higher.

Call 800-922-3001 or 303-444-1 542 to order your copy today!

PDQ* is available now for only $99 (add $3.00 S & H) from Sophco,

PO Box 7430, Boulder, CO 80306. OS/2 version available soon.

*PaS5 Data Quickly^ Art by Many Petmen
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WORDPERFECTS.©

function to F3 instead of FI where it be-

longs. Insisting on FI for Cancel and Esc

for the obsolete repeat function is almost as

funny as Microsoft’s claim that Word's

“Alpha” was a teal command. Anyone
who wants to believe WordPerfect 5.0 is

without chinks in its armor should bear in

mind the following caveats:

For one, WordPerfect is the only seri-

ous word processor that fails to warn you

when you’re about to write over an exist-

ing document. Instead of distinguishing

between updating a document you just

loaded (which doesn’t need a warning) and

replacing a document you may not know
about (which does), WordPerfect issues in

each case the same perfunctory remind-

er—a message that b^omes too familiar

to be taken seriously until it’s too late.

When changing the format ofyour doc-

ument, you shouldn’t have to search

through lists of format codes whose time-

monies you don’t have time to memorize.

Microsoft Word doesn’t make you look

under the hood and be your own mechanic

just to unboldface or uncenter a bit of text.

And if you do have to look under the

hood, you should at least be able to control

the size of the window. A three-line Re-

veal Codes window might be useful

enough to leave on screen, but the manda-

tory 12-line blizzard is distracting.

LOOKING BACKWARD WordPerfect

Coip. should have plaimed for backward

compatibility years ago. It’s just now get-

ting the idea. Only in 5.0, for example, is

there a document prefix that tells what ver-

sion of WordPerfect the document was

prepared with, and only Versions 4.2 and

5.0 are able to check for this prefix. Ver-

sion 4.2 will simply refuse to process a

prefixed document; Version 5.0 will add

the prefix if it’s missing. It should have

been easy to assign document format code

identifiers serially, so that if a4.2 worksta-

tion inherited a 5.0 document, it would

know enough to ignore all codes above,

say, 0x42FF. PageMaker and Ventura

Publisher would then be able to import text

from any future release of WordPerfect be-

cause they would know which codes to ig-

nore. For now, ifyou want to prepare input

for third-party programs, you’ll have to

save the document in 4.2’s format and

keep your fingers crossed.

Believe it or not, 5.0 still doesn’t have

features that allow you to show different

parts of the same document in two win-

dows; divide the windows vertically or

have more than two of them; sort directo-

ries by extension, size, date, or summary
data; have footnotes in a multicolumn page

or balance the columns on the last page; or

obtain context-specific help in the middle

of a menu.

And it certainly would be nice to be

able to see on line 25 the current format

code mnemonic so that you don’t have to

Just
For
WordPerfect
The Perfect Addition^

Co—B rila Blpch Print Q^Q paCc Uprds nark MtH*coi Notes Screen nAcro oThrr

Our fourth In • series c

transport eueryone fron
beaches of Kual. (R K
eeperlence, > A course
operation will be offere
Contact Uandy at eatensl

R-Center
B-Flush Rlfht
C*Left<^l«ht Ifrfent

O-Laft Indent
e-font Sit

H-Select Base font
I-Prlnt Color
J-Urt^l|ht nanlm
K-Tab Settli^
L-Llne Spacli«
rt-Llne Helsht

C: vif^eNLEARKsNEUSTEXT. iKB

nd actual phone
tins on Nonday.

eB> STB-SBOe.

Ooc I Pg I Ln 7,5" Pos 1"

The Perfect Addition just

might change the way you use

WordPerfect. With access to

virtually every command available

from a central menu, you’ll find

yourself taking full advantage of

WordPerfect’s power and high per-

formance features.

If you create WordPerfect
macros, you can install them on the

menu for easy selection. Then add
a custom reference window to doc-

ument the macro’s function.

With the Perfect Addition,

flexibility is built in. Designed to

be used from the keyboard. The
Perfect Addition now supports the

Microsoft mouse as well.

With selectable hot keys, short

cut keys for quick selection, pop up
reference windows for commands
or macros, and a convenient repeat

key. The Perfect Addition is the

solution to getting more from
WordPerfect versions 4. 1 through

5.0.

The Perfect Addition. Use it to

create your veiy own menu
standard. Ask your dealer, or call

us direct at 1-800-S44-2049.

Only $54.95

APPLAUSE New Address!

P.O. Box 4104

Salt Lake City

Utah. 84110-4104

CIRCLE 142ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Business Forms That
Mean Business

I it frustrating? You need all kinds of

forms to run your business. With a PC

on your desk, why are you still doing

'^fonniby hand? Now with FormWorx^''

jid FormWorx with Fill & File™

lyou have two ways to streamline your

I forms processing. Save time. Save

1 money. Get down to business.

1 FormWorx™ Get the forms

\

you want.
Invoices, expense reports, tracking

sheets, records, logs, and schedule!

Whether it's a form you use a thousand

times or a oneof-a-kind. you can

make it with FormWorx. Start from

scratch or modify one of the many

forms we ve already created for you.

j
Business forms that look business-like. Draw verti-

I cal and horizontal lines -single, double, and thick-with just

a single keystroke. Lines print perfectly straight and solid on

dot matrix and laser printers. Type and edit text. Latge, wide,

^

and condensed type sizes. Underline, boldface, center, justify,

reformat, alter case, and more.

It’s easy to change your mind. Stretch

or shrink a form. Erase, copy, and move things

around until every detail is just right. Sort and resort

a list, search for a word, etc There's even an "Undo"

command for those times when the computer does

what you say instead of what you mean.

The fastest and easiest forms generator

on the market. Period. Intuitive pull-down

menus and dear commands allow you to create your

first form soon after opening the package It's that

simple.

The critics are unanimous:

"FormWorx makes it easy to create forms lnexpensiix...easy to use" The Wail

Street Journal.

"The user interface is hrst rate. Editing is especially eaw The documentation is well

written comprehensive, andeasytoundersland.''?C Magazine

And users agree:

“A great product is only half the story. }bu folks at FormWorx also have that ins^ient which is missing with so man^' products

on the market today-customer service. K)u take care ofyour customers like few in the industry do loday-ond the customers

keep coming back with their friends!" R.D.W., Lexington, S.C.

NEW! FormWorx with Fill & File?'

Fill out forms perfectly.

All the features of FormWorx plus powerful Fill

& File software that lets you easily fill out the

same form again and again. Perfectly. Standard

government and industry forms. Armed forces,

real estate, insurance, health care, law, education,...

Form template showson screen for easy fill-in.

Simply tab from one blank to another and just type. Your

typing stays in the blanks and the form is protected

against accidental overwrites. Easily edit your entries

,

and get letter-perfect printouts every time

Lets you print only the data onto pre-printed

forms. Perfect alignment every time. Or if you prefer,

print the form and the data onto blank paper. Either

way, you can use search conditions to batch print oniy

those forms you need.

Minimizes retyping. "Lookup" lists help you type

frequent entries automatically. "Ditto" repeats what you

typed before. Date, time, and serial numter “stamps"

will save you predous time. And fixed data can be

preserved in “Read-only" fields.

Stores data in a database file for

later use. Just retrieve the information

whenever you need it for that form...or any

other form. Store up to 32.000 records in a single

file. Eariiy locate and update specific records.

Reads and writes ^ASE 111 Plus™

(.DBF) files directly so the data on your forms

can be used to generate reports, summaries,

mailing labels, form letters, etc. Easily create a

form for loading information into your dBASE

file! Or quickly make a form for viewing selected 1

information in those files ASCII and other hie

formats are also supported.

Fill& File even does the math!

Included free: FormWorx

Automates forms processing

in your office

1-800 -992-0085
In Mass. 617-8904499

I
Special Offer! FormWorx is just $9S.* FonnWorxwithFUl&Hteisju5t$149.* Eachpackage

I
indudes dozens of ready-toprint forms, an easy-to^d manual with tutorials, and FREE telephone

I
suj^rt.

I
Yes! Send me FormWorx FormWorx with Fill & File

FoiixiWbrx
I G Please charge to my GVISA GMC OAMEX

I Caidna Expires,

G Enclosed is my check or money order.

CORPORATION
Reservoir Place. 1601 Trapelo Road. Waltham, MA 02154

I Signature.

I
Name.

Hardware requireirwnts; Over 125 pnnten supported. Requires IBM PC. P!'2. or compaiiUe with

DOS2.0 or higher fbrnMlYX-320Ka R>^n^^bn with FiO & File-312KB Works with or without a

gripbKi board. Color is^spl^ on color synemt Available on 3 S’ duks wben^ified. Not

copyprotected

I Tillt.

Make checks payable to FonnWbnt Corp.

Shipping and Handling in US/Canada:

FonnWorx-$4.75, FormWorx with Fill &
FUe-$6.75. Air mail overseas: FormWbrx-

SIO FormWbn with FiU & FUe-$IS. In MA
add 5% sales tax.

Prices and terms lubietl lu change without notice Trad^up rebate uHer expires June 30. 1986.

FormMbrx and Fill S File are trademarks ot FbnnM'orx Corporation dBase III Phisa a trademark

o( Ashton-late

I Gly^ _Zip_

I Telephone (_

45-Day .Money Back Guaranteel

U for any reason you are not satisfied,

call our customer service department

to arrange for a [KtHnpt refund Direct

purchases only.
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WORDPERFECT 5.0

toggle into the Reveal Codes screen to find

out why your cursor doesn't move when

you cursor-left 18 times; to mark text that

is exempt from spell checking so that you

wouldn’t have to add mjagkij znak to your

dictionary; to search and replace attributes

like underline or italic directly rather than

looking for the codes that turn them on or

off; to see in the document summary how
often your document has been modified

and by whom; to add text to a table of con-

tents entry that doesn't appear in the chap-

ter heading, as you can in Microsoft Word:

or to have new system variables like the

document filespec or the fields in the docu-

ment summary,

NEW STANDARD Although Version

S.O sets a new standard in word pttx;essing

excellence, there are two alternatives that

you should evaluate if your needs diverge

from the mainstream. 'The first is high-end

desktop publishing, currently dominated

by familiar products like PageMaker and

Ventura Publisher. Ifyou never use words

in a sentence, like to hang out with the vi-

sual crowd, or traly require impeccable de-

sign and layout, by all means add a desk-

top publishing program to your system.

You can still prepare your text in an ordi-

nary word processor or, if you choose 5.0,

an extraordinary one.

The other direction to think about is an

academic word piocessor like Nola Bene,

a marriage of XyWrile III Plus and FYI

3000 Plus (a textbase manager).

For the vast majority of us, however.

Version 5.0 makes WordPerfect even

more of a daily necessity. We’ll soon see

how great a threat Microsoft Word 5.0,

due for release later this year, will pose to

WordPerfect, but 300,000 copies of 5.0

had been shipped within 8 weeks of the ini-

tial May 5 release.

WordPerfect Corp. also has proven that

it listens to its users. In fact, the company

has announced that if users with small sys-

tems prefer to stay with 4.2, the company
will continue to develop both versions in-

dependently. In any case, 4.2 will be sup-

ported at least through 1990.

Best of all, WordPerfect is already

gearing up to leave forever the prehistoric

swamp of character-based applications

and evolve into a graphically elegant

mouse-driven creature. Earlier in the year

it successfully migrated to the Macintosh.

An OpenLook variant is being developed

for Unix, and an OS/2 Presentation Man-
ager version is scheduled for delivery in

1989.

If WordPerfect Corp. can steal enough

features from PageMaker and Ventura

Publisher by then, it may find entirely new
niches to dominate in the 1990s . GS

Dean Hannotte is a data processing con-

sultant with 20 years' experience on main-

frames, minicomputers, and PCs.

C C

Indigo Software

defines

“forms at their

very best” as

forms with JetForm
J 5

Forms at their very best means a lot of

things: forms that are effective, efficient,

complete, flexible, organized and never

out of date. Forms at their very best

means JetForm.

Design

With JetForm you can watch your form

take shape as you build it using mouse

and keyboard commands. Powerful built-

in design features such as WYSIWYG,

user-defined grids, multi-level zoom and

pan are at your command.

Flexibility

JetForm allows you to design and print

a broad variety of forms, from single

page expense claims to complex multi-

page insurance policies and packaging

labels containing complex barcode

information. All this is done on your

choice of stand-alone PCs, PC networks

and powerful minicomputer systems.

Power

Speed

For less than $600, JetForm delivers

advanced graphics and text handling

features not found in forms generation

systems costing thousands of dollars.

JetForm end You

JetForm lets you create the forms you

need-when you need them. You can

design them, change them, print them,

and, most important, use them. All the

while, you can see your productivity

increase, your expenses decrease, and

your organization become more efficient

than ever.

JetForm provides the specialized design

features needed to drastically cut your

forms design time. The data merge/print

capabilities maximize print throughput by

fully utilizing the graphics capabilities

of your laser printer.

Come See Us at COMDEX
Cashman Booth #A551

ORCLE 257 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Forms at their very best—

a reality with JetForm

Call (8001 267-9976 (6131594-3026

Indigo Software Ltd.,

400-560 Rochester Street, . -
Ottawa. Canada KtS5K2 JetrOrW

JetForm solutions are available for:

IBM PC/AT, PS/2 and compatibles

HP 3000, HP 9000
DEC VAX
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If you^rt building for your company's

future, ^ou need the right foundation

K “Built solidly . .
.
performs well . . . don’t pass it

over when you shop." —PC Magazine

MACAflNl on Hen; Computer Corporation's neu’ J86/25

T hat emphatic vote of confidence loudly echoes what our

customers have been saying all along. More and more
Fortune 500 power users are discovering that Hertz Computer
Corporation offers them choices they never had before.

Choices that provide reliable, productive, cost-efficient

computing systems customized to accommodate their specific

needs.

How can we do this? By maximizing our OEM relationships

with computer industry leaders, including Intel- and

Microsoft-, to ensure that only the highest quality components

are used in our machines. By having our microcomputers

assembled and quality^tested by system specialists in our U.S.

headquarters. And b>’ integrating power, compatibility,

knowledge and service to launch our customers into any

application. From Office Automation ... to Database

Management, Computer Graphics, Networking and more.

Hertz Computer Corporation offers a full line of micro*

computers for every need, including the Hertz 386/25. It’s our

incredibly fast and powerful new workstation based on the

genuine Intel 25 MHz 80386 microprocessor with a solid

8*layer System Board. All backed by optional Intel worldwide,

on*site service.

Start building a better foundation for your company's future.

Contact Hertz Computer Corporation today by calling

(212) 684*4141.

Hertz Compuicr^''

386/25

25 MH:

Compaq^

DESKPRO

25 MH:

IBM^

PS/2 70 386

25 MH:

32-bil RAM 2MB IMB 2MB

Cache Memory 64KB 32KB 64KB

Hard Drive 150MB
(23 ms)

110MB
(28 ms)

120MB
(23 ms)

Price $8,495’ 10,299 11,295

•Includes One Year On-Site Service by

Intel Service Organization.

HERTZ vw Power ol’ C'h.M.;.

325 Fifth Avenue • New York, New York 10016 • (212) 684-4141

© 1988 Hertz Computer Corporation
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Epson LQ*1050. Widc-carriagr 24*pin: 264 CPS/drart; 88 CPS/leiter quality. Epson LQ*950. Mid-carriage (116 column) 24-pin', 264 CPS/draft; 88 CPS/letter

quality. Epson LQ«850. Narrow-carriage 24-pin; 264 CPS/draft: 88 CPS/letter quality. Optional single-bin cut sheet feeder available on all models. One year limited

warrantv, standard. Epson is a registered trademark of Seiko E'pson Ck>rporatian. Epson America. Inc., 2780 Lomila Blvd., Torrance, CA 90505. (800) 922*8911.



“It was always so frustrating. Changing from continuous paper to single

sheets or envelopes. But not anymore. Not since I got my Epson LQ-1050.

It changes the paper as last as I can change my mind.”

We call this feature SmartParkr You’ll call it sensational. The

wide-carriage LQ-1050 lets you switch from tractor-feed to single sheet

printing and back again in an instant. You can do the same with envelopes

and multi-part forms, too. You can even change from one sharply-defined

typestyle to another with one touch of our SelecType panel.

For the same letter quality performance in a slightly smaller size, choose

the unique mid-carriage Epson LQ-950. It can print x 11" paper sideways

and even handles oversize envelopes. For printing standard business

correspondence, there’s our narrow-carriage Epson LQ-850.

Whichever Epson LQ printer you choose, you get the exceptional

value, reliability and performance that’s made Epson the world’s letter

quality leader. It seems some things never change.

WHEN YOU’VE GOT AN EPSON,

YOU’VE GOTALOT OF COMPANY.



roCALPOINT

htroducmPbcalPDint

Theversame peripheral
diaririgdevice

Computerizing your office seemed like a good idea.

You purchased your first personal computer.That one
PC turned into two. Then three.You added a printer.

Then a plotter.

It didn’t seem important at the time that they all be
from the same manufacturer.

The trouble with multivendor peripherals and com-
puters is that they weren’t

O designed to talk to each other.

FocalPoint Plus™ is an
eight port buffering device

which allows multivendor

desktop computers to trans-

fer files, easily. Share printers.

Or send output to any printer,

plotter, modem, or other periphei^ at any time. All at a

fraction of the cost ofa new system.

Data can be processed as fast as 2,000 cps, making
your computers available for another productive task

long before your printers have finished printing the last

one And with up to one megabyte ofRAM FocalPoint

Plus handles the longest print jobs from multiple users

simultaneously.

In addition to its printer, buffer, and sharer features,

FocalPoint Plus gives you the advantages of a Sub-LAN

by providing a cost-efficient hardware solution for inte-

grating computer systems.

When tied into an existing LAN, it eliminates print-

ing delays, supports multiple printers from a single port

and permits you to share printers more effectively.

Additionally, FocalPoint Plus provides mailmerge
and multicopy capabilities as well as Resource Net,

a sophisticate message/mail function allowing instruc-

tions, requests or notes to be sent to a mailbox for

viewing or printing.

There’s no longer any reason to settle for a costly con-

nectivity solution. FocalPoint Plus is

just one member ofan entire family
' ° ^

-ft,

of connectivity products ' ' ‘ ' ' ' * t ?

fromWespercorp, offering foc
the most cost effective way .

to guarantee that your PCs
|

and peripherals maintain
j

an ongoing dialogue.

WESPB^pa^
17032 Murphy, Irvine, CA 92715

714-261-0606

CIRCLE 340 ON READER SERVICE CARD



COMPUTERS

GOOD
ANDFAST

FIFTEEN 386s PUSH
THE PERFORMANCE

STANDARD
TO 20 MHz

B
eware the creeping megahertz.

What was once awe-inspiring be-

comes mundane with lightening

speed—and that's good. Once upon a time

(not very long ago), the fastest personal

computers you could buy were equipped

with 80386 microprocessors mnning at 20

MHz. Almost surreptitiously, a new group

of computers with that spe^ rating have

slipped onto the market. Already they

promise to become the most popular high-

performance computers sold. The 20-

MHz mark is today’s expected speed level

for an 80386-based machine.

Driving the upward creep of the mega-

hertz is the rising availability of 80386 mi-

croprocessors bearing the 20-MHz rating.

Scarcity breeds higher prices, but the

There’s a new standard

in the computer

marketplace: the 20-

MHz 386. And with that

standard comes a

plethora ofnew PCs, all

competing with high-

quality components, low

prices, and innovative

designs to pull outfrom
the crowd at the high end

ofthe marketplace.

shortage of such chips is over. Instead of

fighting over quotas on the number of

chips to be delivered, computer makers

can now bicker about microprocessor

price. Where once there were too few

computers and too much demand, now
you can step into a store and buy a 20-MHz
80386 without stating down the long, dark

length of a back order.

To be sure, top-of-the-line machines

that are trying to push the speed limit up to

(and beyond) 25 MHz still command pre-

mium prices. The necessary 80386 micro-

processors and support chips bearing that

speed rating remain in short supply—to the

point where pushing up performance that

last notch will cost you several thousand

dollars more.
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20-MHz386s

WHEN IS A COMPUTER
OS/2 COMPATIBLE?

On the other hand, the slightly slower

competitors we will examine rate as some

of the best buys on the market. They give

you all the special abilities of the 80386

chip and mote than enough performance to

serve in nearly any single- or multiuser

applicadon.

TRENDTOWARD DIVERSITV Diver-

sity is one trend among these new 20-MHz
computers. While once only a scant few

manufacturers dared tangle with the trou-

blesome 20, the number of makers of such

machines is ballooning. A new cadre of

smaller vendors has moved into the territo-

ry, touting the kind of bargain prices that

have now become rampant in the AT-com-
patible market.

Ready access to the higher-speed chips

is one reason. Another is a growing wealth

of system boards available to smaller com-

puter makers. While the big-name
brands—Compaq, Dell, AST Research,

and now Everex, Acer, and ALR—have

the wherewithal (and engineering teams)

to develop their own system boards, most

of the lesser-known computer makers do

not. The latter rely on system boarrls pro-

duced by other companies that specialize

in that technology.

The number of available 80386-based

system boards has dramatically increased,

and their complexion has changed. What
was once the mainstay of most 80386-

based computers—Intel’s own system

board—doesn't appear in any of these ma-

chines. In its stead, a number of new sys-

tem boards are elbowing their way into

new system units and, their makers hope,

into your heart.

This diversity of system boards breeds

yet another diversity. Where once 80386

computers were all much the same in terms

of performance and architecture, the

newer machines are beginning to reveal

the individuality of their makers. Gone are

the days when most machines scored iden-

tically on benchmark tests because their

uniqueness was only skin-deep. Nearly ev-

ery reasonable speed-optimization strategy

is represented in this selection of 20-MHz
machines.

The top performers are uniformly based

on cached memory. The Dell System 3 10,

Everex STEP 386/20, and 386/20 North-

gate Power all exploit caching to push their

C ompatibility has always been one of

the driving forces in the industry

that has grown up around the IBM PC, In

general, IBM has set the standards, and

most other manufacturers have taken

great pains to make their computers com-

patible with the IBM machines. A typical

compatible can run most DOS applica-

tion programs written for the IBM PC
and— in many cases—can even run

IBM’s version of DOS.

THE MONKEY WRENCH OS/2
throws a monkey wrench into the com-

mon notion of PC compatibility. The

new operating system depends much
more on the hardware of the computer

than DOS applications or DOS itself did.

In short, a non-IBM machine that is com-

patible enough to run IBM’s version of

DOS may not be compatible enough to

run IBM's version of OS/2.

This phenomenon can be explained

by housing on one part of the PC that is

often implemented quite differently by

various manufacturers: the hard disk con-

troller, Manufacturers ofPC compatibles

do not need to make hard disk controllers

that are hardware compatible with those

found in IBM machines. DOS applica-

tion programs don’t directly access the

memories near the zero-wait-state limit.

Backing its cache with high-speed main

memory, Dell earns top honors and the

Editor’s Choice, while the Everex with its

scalable cache mns neck and neck with

most of the Dell timings. Using a cache

unembellished by such refinements,

Northgate trails the leaders only slightly,

still ahead of computers that use relatively

staid memory techniques. Other makers

opt for slower, easier-to-develop tech-

niques, such as interleaving their RAM,
opting for page-mode access, or both.

TRICKY RESPONSE TIMES Besides

speed, these new computers show another

new trend: an emphasis on responsiveness.

hard-disk-conmriler hardware. Instead,

programs make function calls to DOS
when they wish to u.se files on the hard

disk. And DOS doesn't access the hard-

disk-controller hardware, either. DOS
calls routines in the ROM BIOS when it

must read and write sectors on the hard

disk.

In most cases, only the ROM BIOS
must deal directly with the hard-disk-

controller hardware. Because the ROM
BIOS is located on the system board (or

the hard-disk-controller board ). it is in-

herent in the hardware architecture.

Manufacturers of PC compatibles need

only ensure that the software interface

provided by the ROM BIOS is compati-

ble with IBM's BIOS, (How the ROM
BIOS and the hard disk controller actual-

ly work doesn't affect compatibility.)

Thus, many PC compatibles can still

run IBM's version of DOS even though

they are incompatible with the IBM PC
on the hardware level. Any variations in

hardware design are hidden away from

DOS in the ROM BIOS.

Not so with OS/2. OS/2 uses the

80286 and 80386 microprocessors in

protected mode. The ROM BIOS rou-

tines ate written for teal mixle and will

not operate in protected mode. There-

A computer that reacts to your commands
more quickly will seem faster regardless of

the sp^ at which it actually executes your

programs. The AT&T 6386 WorkGroup
System, for example, is one of the slowest

in benchmark testing among the machines

included here, yet it seems at least as fast

as most because both its disk and display

respond very quickly.

Computer makers have adopted two

techniques to improve the responsiveness

of their systems. One of these is the same

strategy used by IBM in the original

AT—the fast hard disk. A large number of
these 20-MHz machines have disks with

average access times of 20 milliseconds or

less, half the time required by the AT drive
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fore, OS/2 cannot use the BIOS.

Instead, OS/2 must include its own
code (sometimes in the form of OS/2 de-

vice drivers) for accessing all the hard-

ware of the computer, including the hard

disk controller. This code must be writ-

ten for specific hardware designs and

configurations. OS/2 cannot deal cor-

rectly with those variations in hardware

design that it is not coded to handle.

OS/2 ADAPTATION Many manufac-

turers of compatibles will need to config-

ure a version of OS/2 for their own hard-

ware. To do this, they must enter into a

licensing agreement with Microsoft to

create an OEM (original equipment man-

ufacturer) adaptation of OS/2. The man-

ufacturers receive an OEM adaptation kit

from Microsoft that allows them to modi-

fy hardware-dependent code in OS/2 or

to write their own device drivers. Each

manufacturer then sells its own adapted

version of OS/2 to its customers. This is

essentially the same arrangement that an

OEM makes with Microsoft to sell DOS,
but many manufacturers don’t have to

bother with it because IBM’s version of

[X)S mns on their machines.

If you are interested in running OS/2

on a non-IBM machine, you should stick

to manufacturers that have adapted OS/2

for their compatibles or at least are plan-

ning to. Otherwise, you have no real as-

surance that you will ever be able to run

OS/2 on your machine.

This is true also for hardware peri-

pherals such as video boards and external

mass-storage devices, including CD-
ROM drives and tape backup systems.

Some of these peripherals will require

different OS/2 dynamic-link libraries or

device drivers—which should be provid-

ed by the manufacturer.

The good news is that OS/2 applica-

tions should encounter very few compati-

bility problems. While DOS applications

frequently access the hardware of the

vid«> display, keyboard, and RS-232 se-

rial ports (and thus are dependent on this

hardware), OS/2 has application pro-

gram interfaces (APIs) for all these de-

vices. The OS/2 Presentation Manager

(included in OS/2 1 . 1 ) includes a device-

independent interface for graphics dis-

plays and printers.

This means that most OS/2 applica-

tions will run the same on any machine

that can run OS/2, regardless of the ma-

chine's hardware design. OS/2 assumes

the entire burden of hardware compati-

bility. and OS/2 applications are wrinen

for the operating system rather than for

the hardware.

As OS/2 assumes a significant market

share in the years ahead, we’ll probably

see two very different trends in hardware

design. Some smaller manufacturers

may create "ultra-clones”—machines

designed to be so compatible with IBM’s

hardware that they can run the IBM ver-

sion of OS/2. (Any non-IBM machine

that can run IBM OS/2 today does so by

accident and not by design.) These man-

ufacturers can avoid doing their own
OEM adaptation.

More-adventurous manufacturers

may take a different approach. Because

OS/2 applications are written for the op-

erating system rather than for the hard-

ware. and because OS/2 can be config-

ured for different hardware designs,

manufacturers are liberated from the

need to maintain compatibility with IBM
hardware. Thus, innovative manufactur-

ers can create computers that are not at all

compatible with IBM on the hardware

level but are able to run an adapted ver-

sion of OS/2 and OS/2 applications.

—Charles Petzold

Cfuirles Petzold is a contributing editor

of?C Magazine.

(in keeping with their twice-as-fast-or-

more microprocessors).

Disks can also be made more respon-

sive by caching, a technique successfully

employed by IBM and Compaq. Inexpli-

cably, only a few of these machines in-

clude disk<aching software as standard

equipment.

Of course, average access time is not

the only criterion of merit for a disk drive.

The data transfer rate also influences over-

all system performance. A faster average

access time (or a disk cache) will make the

system seem faster as it races more quickly

through tasks that involve reading or writ-

ing many short records to disk. And a

higher data transfer rate will improve the

handling of longer files and the loading of

larger programs.

To increase the data transfer rate, a

growing number of high-speed computers

are relying on newer disk interfaces and

data coding methods. Several of the com-

puters tested here take advantage of the

higher transfer rate of the Enhanced Small

Device Interface (ESDI) and Run Length

Limited (RLL) data coding.

Other factors besides interface and cod-

ing also influence disk performance. The
oft-cited transfer rate represents only the

time devoted to moving data between the

disk drive and its controller. Speed can be

increased at other places in the computer

system. For instance, both the computer

bus speed and the speed of the direct mem-
ory access (DMA) controller determine

how quickly information can be shuffled

among controller, memory, and micro-

processor. Microprocessor speed and the

number of memory wait states also influ-

ence this aspect of disk performance; a

faster machine can absorb data from disks

more quickly.

HIDMIN RCNVf DELAYS Another way
the makers of 80386-based computers are

improving the responsiveness of their sys-

tems is by “shadowing” the BIOS firm-

ware contained in the read-only memory
(ROM) of their systems. While the main

memories of these computers can be read
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20-MHz386s

20-MHz 386-based PCs: Summary of Features
(Products listed in ascending base-price order)

T he following definitions explain the terms

and analyze the aspects represented in

this table of features. The phrases are listed

In the same order as in the left-hand column
of the table.

Basic configuration Because hardware

vendors frequently offer a choice among
various hard disk drives and monitors—at

different prices—we are reporting the price

of a completely stripped-down model as a

“basic” configuration. Note that all comput-

ers in this roundup are equipped with some
version of the IBM Enhanced-style key-

board, which is why the question of key-

board design does not appear in the table.

Software included Hardware manufac-

turers may or may not bundle software with

their computers. Bundled software may in-

clude DOS. disk caching programs, setup

and install programs, and various utilities.

DOS is often available only at an addi-

tional cost.

Reset switch Many computers now come
with a reset switch allowing a cold reboot of

the computer. This switch saves wear and
tear on the power switch.

Bus clock speeds (MHz) Bus speed be-

(X}mes more important as computers run at

faster clock speeds. A computer's bus speed

may actually be too fast for expansion cards,

most of which operate at 8 or 10 MHz. Time-

out periods, sometimes called wait states,

are often used to slow down the bus.

Disk controller manufacturer/type

Several interfaces are used to control the

way data is transferred from the hard disk to

the computer. The most common disk inter-

face standard is the ST-506/412, used in the

IBM PC-XT and PC AT. Two other common
data transfer interfaces are SCSI (Small

Computer System Interface) and ESDI (En-

hanced Small Device Interface). Both SCSI

and ESDI require special hard disk control-

lers and cannot run off existing PC-XT or PC
AT controllers.

Disk encoding techniques currently in-

clude RLL (Run Length Limited) and the

older MFM (Modified Frequency Modulation)

scheme. All data is encoded onto and read

from your hard disk as a series of polarity-

reversing bits representing ones and zeros.

Nine such bits would be needed to store

12 bits of data in MFM format, and only six

polarity changes are required with RLL
format; thus, MFM takes more space than

RLL but provides a more stable environ-

ment and is more commonly used. ST-506
technology, for instance, uses the MFM
encoding scheme.

BIOS version and date The BIOS date is

important to those planning to use

S'/^inch disk drives. Earlier BIOS versions

canrK)t handle this format.

Chip packaging Memory chips come in a

variety of styles; DIPs, SIPs, and SIMMs.
The Dual In-line Package (DIP) Is the tradi-

tional buglike computer chip sprouting 6, 14.

24, or even 40 or more metal legs (evenly

divided between right and left sides). Single

In-line Packages (SIPs) are single-package

arrays of computer chip logic assembled so

that all connecting legs are in a straight line,

like the teeth on a comb. Single In-line Mem-
ory Modules (SIMMs), on the other hand,

are individual logic devices that are installed

on their own smalt circuit board, creating a

component module that can be plugged into

a larger device. Their physical arrangement

duplicates the integrated structure of a SIP

but allows for the possibility of replacing an

Amai PC/386

BASIC CONFIGURATION VIPC Hybrid CPU 386/20 PC Link 386-20 Business System Micro Lab 386 Everest 386/20

List price $1,999 $2,095 $2,495 $2,565 $2,797 $2,995

RAM 1MB 1MB 1MB 1MB 1MB 2MB

Floppy disk drives One 1-2MB One 1.2MB S'/t-inch One 1.2MB 5V4-inch
or Ofw 1.44 3’/ft-inch

One 1.2MB S'/i-inch One 1.2MB S'/i-inch One 1.2MB S'/i-inch

Hard disk drive None None None None None None

Drive bays Three hall-

heighl. one
full-height

Five half-height Five half-height Five half-height Five half-height Three half-height

Software included Setup, utilities Setup Setup, diagnostics,

utibties. disk cache
Setup, diagnostics Setup, utilities Setup, diagnostics,

DOS 3.3

OS/2 supplied 0 O 0 0 O O
Monitor None None None None None None

Ports 2 serial. 2 parallel 2 senal. 1 parallel.

1 gameport
1 serial. 1 parallel 1 senal. 1 parallel.

1 gameport
2 senal. 2 parallel 2 senal, 2 parallel

Two S-bit, five 16-bit. Three 6-bit. four TiM>6-bit. rive16-M. Or>e8-bil. six 16-M. R)Uf B-bit, three 16-bit

or>e32'16'M orw SZ/IG-brt IG-bit. orte 32-t)rt or>e 32-bit one32-bil one 32/16-bit

32-bH bus manufacturer Advanced Micro

Research

Chartered Elec-

tronics Industries

Hauppauge Compaq Advanced Micro

Research

CMP Enterprise

Co.

Power supply (watts) 200 204’/^ 220 200 200 200

Reset switch • • O • • •

—Editors Choice •—Mbs C)—No N/A—Not applicable: product does not ha« this teature.
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ify. bytes (using row address). Paging is desira-

ble because the 80386 contains a prefetch

instruction that allows it to deal with a full

page of RAM.

Interleaved memory CPU speed is usu-

ally faster than memory speed. Interleaved

memory increases processing speed by
splitting the memory into two or rixHe por-

tions. The CPU then sends information to a

section at a time, allowing or>e section to

process while artother receives data.

Shadow RAM Shadow RAM is a technol-

ogy that loads system BIOS or video BIOS
directly into fast RAM on bo(M-up of the com-
puter. The BIOS then operates much faster.

Cache controller Using a cache control-

ler chip is one method of increasing com-
puter speed via caching. Intel^ 82385 Cache
Memory Contioller is an example of a static

RAM cache. (See the sidebar “Working at

the Speed of RAM,“ which accompanies
“The Size Is Right: Packing 386 Power into

Sleek PCs/' PC Magazine, November 15,

1988.)

Cache software Some companies pro-

vide their own software to facilitate caching.

Other computers can generally take advan-

tage of the caching facility within some
version of DOS.

Maximum 32*blt RAM There is currently

no standard for 32-bit cards, and not many
cards are available today. Many computer

manufacturers, however, have designed their

own 32-b(t mennory expansion cards. 32-bit

slots for memory cards are especially impor-

tant in the era of OS/2, a memory-hungry
operating system.

FCC certification class Two classes of

FCC (Federal Communications Commis-
sion) approval may be given to computers:

Class A and Class B. These classes concern

levels of radio-frequency interference. With

Class A approval, a computer may be oper-

ated in a business locale. The tougher Class

B rating allows home use as well, where
computers are likely to be placed near radios

and television sets. Certifi^tion tests must

be performed by private testing companies.

The passing results are then sent to the FCC
for final certification, a process taking sev-

eral months or more.

Spear

3$6/20 MHz
Tower System

AST
Pr8mlam/3$6

3N/20
Nertiigate

Power

ATAT$386
WerfcSroep

Syetom

Everex STEP
386/2$ Acer 1101/26

$4,000 $4,195 $4,199 $4,495 $4,599 $6,695

2MB 1MB 1MB 1M6 1MB 2MB
One1.2Me
SVi-inch

One 12MB
SV4-inch

OnelZMes'A-
ktchandone
144Me3'/%-inch

One 1.246 SVd-
ktchorone
t44MB3'>«-inch

One 12MB
StMnch

Onel2M6SVHnch

None None 6BM6 Norte None 70MB

Six half-height Five half-height Three half-

height

Setup, dtek cache UtWtiee. dtok

cache, DOS 3.3.

Five half-height Three half- Five half-height Five half-height

height, one full-

height

($325) O
None

Optional ($325)

Setup, dtagnoe-
tics, drive optimi-

zatiorf.<tsk

cache. DOS 3.3

O
l4Hr>ch amber
moTKichrome

Setup, diagnos- Setup, diagnoe-
tics. uttWes, Mr- tics, uttttiee. disk

cmtoft Windows! cache, DOS 3.3

386

o
Nor>e

Optional ($325)

Norte

Setup, disk cache,
OOS3.3.IJMEMS
4.0dA«ar.QW-
bask:, Microsoft
Wlridb«rs/386

O
Norte

rriat, 1 parallel 1 serW, 1 paralel 1 eertal. 1 paraM 2 serial. 1 peraiei 1 serial. 1 paraOel 1 sertai. 1 parallel 1 serial. 1 penM 28erW.lpwailel

'^frM.sIx 1\HD8-t)it.six One 84)11 six 16- Tno 8-bit, one lWo6-blt.8a Two8^ two 18- One 84)11. six te- TWO 84>il five ISM.
>6-M bit, one 32«4)il I6»bit. three

l8-blt,one32-bi
te-bil bit, three 32-bit bil one 32/8-bK one32-bil

N/A N/A Everex AST N/A Olivetti Everex Acer

200 204Vb 200 220 192 230 200 200

0 • • • • • • •
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20-MHz386s

j 1
T d 20-MHz 386-based PCs: Summary of Features

1 ^ p (Products Hsted in ascending base-price order)

Amaz PC/386

1 CONFIGURATION TESTED B VIPCHylrM CPU 386/21 PC Liak 386-26 Bstlssts Systsis Micro Lab 366 EnrMt3U/20

List price $5,999 $4,725 $5,195 $3,495 $3,697 $4,165

Upgrades and adcMons to the

basic configuration

4MB RAM. 80MB
hard dSk and 60MB
tape backup.
t44MB3VHnch
dSk drive. tOAJ
VGA monitor. 00387
ooproceaaor. tower
caee

2MB RAM. 40MB
hardrSsk. V^card
and monitor. 80367
coproceaaor

90MB hard dW(. one
12MB SVi-mch and
onet44lvB3i/»-
mchcKsk
drive. card and
monSor. 80387
copnxeaior

SOMBhwddtok.
EGA card and
monitor

aOMBhwddisk.
EGA card and
monitor

40MB hwd disk. EGA
card and monitor

MkroprocesscK dock apssds 8/20 MHz 8/20 MHz 20 MHz 6/8/10/20 MHz 8/20 MHz 24 MHz

WWt states 0 0 0 0 0 0,1

Bus dock speeds 8 MHz 8MHz 8 MHz 10 MHz 6MHz 12 MHz

DIsfc controller msnufactiirerand type WMam Digital

(ST-S06)
NCL(ST-S0e) WSrtem Pigitai

(ESDI)
Weeiam DtoNal
(ST-506)

WSelem Digital

(ST-506)
CMPEnlarprIaeCo.
(ST-S06)

System drive capacity Controller card harv
(Sea 2 Soppy and 2
hard (Sak Atvee

ControieT card harv
dlm 2 floppy and 2
hwddWtdmss

ControSar card han*
(Saa 2 floppy and 2
harddbkdnvaa

Controiercafdhan-
(Sae 2 Soppy and 2
hartdhkdiW

ConOollercardhan-
(Saa2lloppyarKl2
harddtokwwae

ConSolar card han-

BIOS version and date Quadtal, Version

2.21 (JiSy 1968)

AMI BIOS
(May 1987)

AewdBIOS.
Version 3.011

Awwd BIOS, ver-

sion 03.03(1967)
Quadiel. Version

2.21 (August 1988)

AMI BIOS (Fabruary
1986)

System board manufacturer Advanced Micro

Research

Chartered Elec-

tronics Industries

Hauppauge Amax Micro Lab CMP Enterprise

Co.

386 chip set manuteclurer Chips and
lechnologies

Chips and
Ibchnologies

Chips and
Ibchnologisa

Intel Intel Chips and
Ibchnologiaa

1 MEMORY SPECIFICATIONS

Memory chip type 2S6K 256K.1M6 256K 256K 256K,1MB 256K,1MB

Chip packaging SiMM (first 1MB),

DIP (upgrades)

SIMM DIP DIP SIMM SIP

RAM chips DRAM DRAM DRAM DRAM. SRAM DRAM DRAM

Interleaved memory • • • O • •
Shadow RAM • • O • • o
lype of cache controller N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Cache software 0 O • O 0 0

Maximum RAM on motherboard 2MB 8MB 1MB 2MB 2MB BMB

Maximum 32-blt RAM 16MB 16MB 11MB 6M6 16MB SMB

Math coprocessor supported 80287. 80387 80287 60387 80387 80287 (or 80387
withad^er)

80287 60387 80287 (or 80387
with adapter)

Warranty 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year

FCC certification class B A A A B A

~^i» —EdNofV Choice ^ O-No N/A Not appScable: product does not hawe this feature.
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Ctfnpiter WboloEartk Spoar 3M/29 ATATSSSS

CMIpMMtS jJt MMHzSM 386/29 MHz AST Horth|at9 WerMroap EvereiSTEP

Dill Syttm 311 Itaw ItartrSysttm PriiBliiii/388 Paver System 316/20 Acer 1100/21

$6,927 $5,399 $5,847 $5,245 $9,585 $4,499 $8,983 $8,503 $8,545

SOMBharddM. 90MBh«ddiati. 44MB h«d disk. TlMBfwddlak. 2Me RAM. 90MB VGA card and 2MB RAM. 80MB 2I4BRAM.80M6 88MB hvd disk,

ona 12148 5V«* onatZMBS'A- 144MB 3'/«-inch harddtok, EGA mortHor harddisk. EGA hard disk, EGA
Inch and ona Inch and ona disk drhia, EGA card and monitor card and monitor. card and monitor

144MB aVMnch monitor, mamory 80387 ooproces-
(fakdrIva.EQA
card and monitor.

60287

dakratve.VQA
card and monitor 3.3.Mtou0toe*<

SOT. DOS 3.2.

mouse

coprocaasof

6/20 MHz 4.77/8/20MHz 8/20 MHz 6.7/10;^ MHz 4.77/8/20 MHz 8/20 MHz 8/20 MHz 6.67/10/20 4.77/6/8/16«)

MHz MHz

0,1 0 0 0,1 0,1 0,1 1 0 1

12 MHz 8 MHz 8 MHz 6.7/10 MHz 8 MHz 10 MHz 8 MHz 8/10 MHz 8 MHz

Data Itehnotogy WaaiamDigitai Htoddisk.Waat- Evarsx(ST-S06) Wsstem Digital Advjtoc (RIX) weaiam Dtaital SMS(ST-S06) l4lcropolis(ESDI)

(ESDI) (ESDI) amOtoilaKMFM); (ESDI) (ESDI)
AomUnlMraM
>^[ST-508)

Cooiroaercard Mothartioard han- CoHrolercard Motharttoard han- Controller card Motherboard harv Controkercard Controller card harv-

handlaaznoppy
andZharddtok

dtoa 2 floppy and
2hard(iakdr?vas

handlas 4 floppy

andZhaiddHK
handasZfloppy
•ndZharddUc

dtoa 3 floppy dtok

drtvasicorxroiar

handtoe 2 floppy

and2haiddw(
dtoa 2 floppy dtek

drives; cordroller

handtee 2 floppy

and2harddm
dto8 2floppyand2
hard disk dnves

dri^ dri^ dri^ cardhandtos2 drivas C8rdhandla82 drt^
hwddtoks harddiska

PhoartxBIOS. PhoanixBOS. AMI BIOS AMI BIOS. AST. version 13 AMI BIOS AT&T BOS. AMI BIOS /^r8rdBK>S.ver-
varatonlHtt Oail \eraion 104 (April 1988) version F2-31 (July 1968) (Jtme1967} version 114 (July 1968) Sion 2.2 (July 1967)

(JVMivy 1068) (July 1968) (Fsbruary 1988) (August 1988)

l^ng DeN Mylex EversK AST Mylex Olivetti Everex Acer

Intel Chips and Chips and Spear AST N/A (uses Intel Everex N/A (uses

'bchnologles 'bchnologies discrete logic) discrete logic)

256K,1MB 2S6K 2S6K,1MB 256K 256K,1MB 256K 256K 256K, 1MB 256K

SIMM SIMM SIMM SIMM SIMM DIP SIMM SIMM DIP

DRAM DRAM DRAM, SRAM ORAM, SRAM Static column DRAM DRAM DRAM, SRAM DRAM
RAM for cache

• • O O O 0 • O •
• • • o • O • O •
N/A Intel AMI Everex N/A Myim N/A AMMA N/A

O o o • • O O • •

16MB SMB SMB SMB 13MB 4MB N/A SMB 4MB
16MB 16MB SMB 16MB 13MB 4MB 4eMB 16MB 12MB

80287 80387 Weitek 80387 80387 Weitek 80287 80387 80287 80387 80387 WeHek 80387, Weitek 80387 Weitek

1

1167 1167 1167 1167 1167

1

1 year 1 year on-site

service

1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year

B B A A B A B B B
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at high speeds, imposing a minimum of

wait states, reading ROM is inherently

slower. Not only are many ROM chips

confined to lower speed ratings, but most

ROM systems are limited to a 16-bit bus

width, cutting data-moving performance

to half the efficiency of 32-bit access to

main memory.

Unfortunately, the BIOS code of a

computer represents some of the code it

The trend among

computer makers is to

copy the BIOS

routines from slow

ROM into fast, 32-bit

RAM; this copying is

called shadowing.

executes most often . Every bit ofDOS dis-

played on the screen, for example, takes a

side trip through the system BIOS and its

slow ROM routines. Consequently, even

the fastest personal computer has to shift

into low gear to carry out many of its oper-

ations.

The trend among computer makers is to

copy the BIOS routines from slow ROM
into fast, 32-bit RAM; this copying is

called shadowing. The 80386 micro-

processor makes the process possible. The

firmware routines of the BIOS are copied

into a special memory area; then, through

the memory-mapping abilities of the

80386, the copy of the BIOS is assigned to

the same addresses the BIOS originally

used The original code is switched out of

reach.

The potential for ROM shadowing is

built into the Chips and Technologies

80386 chip set, which serves as the foun-

dation for many of the computers reviewed

here. The Chips and Technologies meth-

od, although defeatable, makes shadowing

automatic: you don’t have to do anything

other than boot up your computer to take

advantage of it. Other systems, such as the

Amax PC/386 Business System, require

your intervention (or that of your AU-
TOEXEC.BAT file) to relocate the sys-

tem’s BIOS code and enable shadowing.

Either way. the result is the same

—

snappier system response. DOS operations

(especially video writes) and anything else

that requires BIOS access are dramatically

accelerated. The computer seems mote re-

sponsive, almost instantly obeying your

commands.

Although lengthy, the list of machines

reviewed here doesn’t include all your op-

tions in the 2()-MHz 80386 marketplace.

Among the first to appear were the Com-
paq Deskpro 386/20 (reviewed in PC
Magazine, January 26, 1988) and the IBM
PS/2 Model 80-111 (PC Magazine. April

26, 1988). Eleven more contenders were

surveyed in the article '‘20-MHz 386s:

Hustle with Muscle" (June 28, 1988), and

the November 15, 1988, issue included

20-MHz machines among its selection of

small-footprint 386s.

This roundup focuses attention on 20-

MHz 386 computers that have not been

previously reviewed. Several other models

now on the market were unavailable at the

time of the review; these included products

from Club AT, Delta Computer Corp.,

and NEC Information Systems.

—Wiim L. Rosch

ACER TECHNOLOGIES CORP.

Acer 1100/20
If quantity counted for everything, the

amassed quantity of materials shipped

with the Acer ll(X)/20 would certainly

give the machine a hands-down first place

inthe386computer01ympics. Along with

the system unit and aVGA monitor, we re-

ceived documentation for every board in-

stalled in the computer, an operations

manual, MS-DOS manuals and disks,

GW-BASIC manuals and disks, and sev-

eral small pamphlets detailing the use of a

few utilities that are thrown in to manage

memory and disk caching. The only things

missing were the copy of Microsoft Win-

clows/386 that Acer includes with every

machine and the mouse that’s also a stan-

dard component.

The computer itself is sleekly styled off

the standard AT flatbed architecture.

Round comers and a vent motif inlaid

FACT FILE
Acer 1100/20

Acer TechfHiiGgie.'i Corp.

401 Charcot Avc.

San Jose. CA 95131

(800)538-1542

(408)922-0333

List Price: With 2MB RA.M. 70MB hard

disk. 1 .2MB S'A-inch disk drive, disk cache.

MS-DOS 3.3. LIM EMS 4.0 driver. GW-
BASIC. Micmwft Windows/386. Acer serial

mouse. $6,695; with 88MB hard disk. VGA
card and monitor. S8.545.

In Short: A technologically sound machine,

the Acer 1 l(X)'^20’s performance falls within

the meditvre range among 80386-based

computers while its price Heats in the upper

range.

gRCtieOTON READER SERVICE CARD

across the front of the machine emphasize

its relatively modernistic appearance. At

the left side, a recessed panel holds the cy-

lindrical key lock and status lights that in-

dicate when the fast 20-MHz speed is in ef-

fect and whether your hard disk is being

accessed.

/Vround back, the on/off switch perches

at the middle of the right side, just above

the main power receptacle. You’ll also

fmd a separate power tap for a mono-

chrome monitor (as on the old PC-XT sys-

tems). Centered at the bottom of the rear is

the keyboard connector, and adjacent to it

are the access bays for interface boards

plugged into the eight-slot motherboard.

The keyboard is substantially a stan-

dard 101 -key model with reasonable tac-

tile response. Acer has carried the LED
display one step further, however, itKlud-

ing a power-on light along with the more

typical CapsLock, NumLock, and Scroll

Lock indicators.

Inside the beige case you’ll find that the

1 100/20 contains a 20-MHz 80386 (older

versions of the machine ran at 16 MHz).

The test machine received at PC Labs also

contained a 20-MHz 80387; alternatively,

the 1 100/20 will accept a Weitek adapter

board.

Acer opted to include an 88MB Micro-

polis ESDI hard drive in the test unit and

deals with it through a separate Adaptec

ESDI controller card. The Panasonic
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Now you can get high performance VGA and

V afloat financially.

17^ The new FtodiseVGA Plus 16 card is

I the latest addidon to our growing family of

VGA products. Its 16-bit bus and BIOS rushes

information to your screen up to 400% faster

than IBM‘'s Display Adapter. And its exclusive

AutoSense” feature guarantees trouble-free

high performance.

You also get 256 brilliant on-screen colors

with 640 X 400+ resolution. Or 16 colors in

800 X 600 resolution, for even crisper detail.

Plus you get complete hardware and

software compatibility, including downward

still stay compatibility with all pre-VGA standards. And the Paradise

VGA Plus 16 card comes complete with a long list of software

drivers to support all your favorite programs.

In simple terms, it's the best high per-

formance value going. At only $499 retail.

For more information on any

member of the ParadiseVGA family—VGA

Plus 16,VGA Plus”orVGA Professional'^

please call Paradise at (415) 960-3353. Or

call the dealer nearest you.

PARADISE.
Western Digital Imaging

l^strm Digital Imagii^Buadise. 800 E Mlddle5ekl Mountain View, CA 94043

Visit Us at Comdex Booth #1678

t640 X 400 mcxle aoricv with PS/2 and MultiSynr monilnn. VGA Plus 16. AuinSense.VGA Plus and VGA Professional are trademarks of Paradise Systems, Inc. *IBM Is a rejdsiered trademark of lotetnaiional Bushiess Maddnes Cotp.
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IBM'ers. HP* folk. Mac fanatics. How will you ever

find one printer that pleases them all?

Easy.

With Fujitsu’s new, very personal page printers,

the RX7100 series.

To begin with, the economical Executive model

gives you HP LaserJet™ Plus emulation, dual paper

bins and a one-piece toner and drum cartridge for

ease of replacement. Talk about paper handling—

the RX7100 can automatically feed anything from

envelopes to legal size paper from the same bin.

The Publisher offers Adobe* PostScript,' 35 resi-

dent fonts, expanded

memory, HP LaserJet

Series 11' emulation

with ^pleTalk,* plus

parallel and serial

interfaces, to fill all

your desktop publish-

ing needs.

One last thing— a simple upgrade is all it takes

to turn the Executive model into the Publisher.

So you can start small and add more features later,

when you need them. Want to know more? Call

1-800-626-4686.

Personally, you’ll be doing yourself a favor.

Fujitsu RX7100. The PersoftalPage Pnnter.

1

FUJITSU
I 1

FUJITSU AMERICA
Computer Products Group



” Personally, ifIhad to keep as

manypeople happy asyou do,

Idgo with Fujitsu. Youget laser

quality, AdobePostScript,

upgradeability . . . andaprice

you wouldn’t believe. ”

CIRCLE 503ON READER SERVICE CARD
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All These
Functions For

$150.™

Wofxl processing

Document tradcing

G>mmunications
Terminal emulation

4 functions in one easy to use program chat

conserves your learning time, your PC's

memory, and your money, ^rdmover’s state of

the arc features are based on Computerease

Software^ experience with the publishing

industry since 1983-

Powerful ^rd Processing

written in assembly language for speed, menus

for beginners, command interface for advanced

users, built in spell checker, edit up to 9 files at

a rime, 20 level undelete, search and replace,

proportional font support, macro/script

capability, mail merge.

Integrated Communications

dialing directory, translation cables,

XMODEM, unattended hie receive, customiz-

able cermirul emulation for VTIOO, 3101 etc.

Document Tradcing

9K>rdmover gives you the cross referencing of a

database without the setup and learning hassles.

Customizable "header" templates fix tracking

by addressee, subject, document number, etc.

Selective directories by category of hie.

Easy to use

Tutorial documentation keyed to progressive

help screens for quick incremental learning.

Pap down menus and key prompts.

Customizable keyboard, commands, messages.

& color.

CDimnpK
SOFTWARE :

P.O. Box 170

Warren, R.I. 02885

(401)245*1537 (401)245*1523

20-MHz386s

lit!

A mtxierate performer

at a high price, the

Acer I muffs
$6,695 base

configuration

includes2MB RAM, a

70MB harddisk, and

no monitor. The

machine’s math

coprocessor socket

accepts either an Intel

&)5S7 (shown) or a

Weitek 1167.

1 .2MB floppy disk drive was driven from

a multifunction controller card that also in-

cluded two serial ports and one parallel.

The disk bays have room for two more

half-height devices; typically, you’ll want

to fill them with a 3 ‘/2-inch drive (to main-

tain compatibility with the IBM PS/2

world) and, considering the large hard-

disk storage found on most 386 systems, a

tape backup unit.

A close look at the motherboard reveals

a high discrete chip count rather than a

sprinkling of VLSIs. System RAM, num-

bering 4MB in the review machine, is not

in the form of the SIMMs more typically

seen in 386 equipment. (Note that of the

4MB, 128K is inaccessible, being used as

shadow RAM for the ROM BIOS.) From
an operational standpoint, there's no dif-

ference in RAM workings between SIMM
and dual in-line packages, but this, like the

overall appearance of the motherboard,

bespeaks a delayed transition from the old-

er AT architecture. It looks more like an

adaptation than a fresh design.

COMPATIBLE BUS DESIGN Bus
speed on the I l(X)/20 is only 8 MHz, to

maintain compatibility with software de-

signed for the slowerAT world. Operating

speed can be throttled flom the keyboard

among 20, 8, and 4.77 MHz or (tluough

an included software utility) set to any of

several other speeds in between.

PC Labs benchmark tests did bring out

a small anomaly that may be due to the

way the Acer implements the 8-MHz bus.

While bus speed would usually be unno-

ticeable for most operations occurring on

the motherboard (processor activity, RAM
access), the 1 100/20 ran through the NOP
and RAM access benchmarks slightly

slower than many ofthe other machines re-

viewed. The performance deviation

doesn’t indicate a considerable speed dif-

ference (as might occur if the operating

speed were set in the wrong mo^), but

over the lifetime of the computer, contin-

ued incremental differences will add up.

As with most of these new-generation

machines, any 1 100/20’s actual configura-

tion is at the discretion of the buyer. The
machine’s base configuration is a 70MB
hard disk, 2MB RAM, and a 1 .2MB flop-

py disk drive for $6,695. That puts the ma-

chine at the high end of the price category,

while its performance remains steadfastly

at the middle of the road.—Tom Harding
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One ofthe most importantreasons
forbluingournewLaserJetHD printer

is onthe other side ofthis page.

The latest member of the HP
LaserJet printer feimily prints on
both sides ofthe paper. But
that’sjust the icing on the cake.

The LaserJet HD printer is full

ofnew ideas for making paper-
handling easier and more
efficient

An envelope feeder accessory,
forone. Instetd ofhaving to feed
envelopes manually, ournew
printer does it automatically.

You wanted more paper trays.

So the LaserJetHD printer

has two ofthem, each with a
200-sheet capacity. Give us more
fonts, you said. And LaserJet

Series H compatibility. Done!
So now you have a choice of

two HP L^erJet printers. Both
with that superb quality for

text and graphics you’ve come
to expect fiom Hewlett-Packard.

All good reasons to call 1-800-

762-0900, Ext 297A for the
name ofyour nearest dealer.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

ClSeSHewlea.PackardCoiniany PEI2807
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AMAX ENGINEERING CORP.

Amax PC/386
Business System
From the outside, Amax Engineering

Corp.'s PC/386 Business System looks

like a garden-variety AT-compatible com-

puter, and its 20-MHz 80386 microproces-

sor hardly sets it off from the rest of the

pack. Inside, however, is Amax's own
system board , which does have a couple of

design quirks. If you can live with them,

you’ll find the PC/386 Business System a

speedy and sturdy performer.

The requisite 80386 of the PC/386 runs

at your choice of four speeds—20, 10, 8,

or 6 MHz. A socket is provided for an

80287 numeric coprocessor, with speed

options of 4, 8, or 10 MHz (some speeds

require a change of crystal). An 80387 co-

processor can be installed using an adapter

board.

ON THE BOARD The Amax system

board runs competently, but it misses per-

fection in a couple of ways. It cheats you

out of an expansion slot, because one of

the eight must be devoted to memory. And
it lacks the automatic RAM shadowing

abilities of the Chips and Technologies

chip set; you must manually run an Amax
program to move BIOS code into fast

RAM, or else you lose the use of 384K
memory.

Absent from the system board are the

FACT FILE
Amax PC'/386 Business System

Amax Engineering Corp.

47315 Mission Falls Court

Fremont. CA 945.39

(8001 888-A.MAX
(415)651-8886

I.isl Price: Wilh 1MB RA.M. i 2MB 5'/.-

inch disk drive. $2,565; ssilh 40MB hard

disk. EGA card and monilor. $3,495. VGA
card and monitor. $740; 80MB hard disk.

$875; MS-DOS 3.3 and GW-BASIC. $75.

In Short: This well-built machine has a pro-

pnetary system board that delegates RA.M (o

an expansion slot. The mildly cumbersome

process needed to enable shadow RAM is its

only major drawback,

cnc. rsaeo-jnEADEnsrnccr canc

Asidefrom a couple of

desifjn idiosyrtcracies.

the Amax PCi386

Business System

affords moderate

performance at a low

price. AIIS2-bit

memory resides on a

proprietary memory

e.xpansion hoard,

which has its own
e.xpansion slot on the

motherboard.

VLSI chips so familiar in other computers.

Its circuitry is mostly discrete chips, a de-

sign alternative that requires so much
board space that memory won’t fit on the

AT-size system board. Instead, all RAM
resides on a proprietary 32-bit plug-in

memory board.

One megabyte of 80-nanosecond, 256-

kilobit page-mode DRAM chips are sol-

dered to this board, with sockets for anoth-

er megabyte. Optional daughter cards can

add 2MB, 4MB, or 8MB mote. All RAM
is parity checked. Of the first MB, only

640K is available, and that is standard

DOS memory. The balance is used as

“system” memory. It can be used for relo-

cating the BIOS and EGA firmware

through a program supplied with the sys-

tem. Instead of expecting automatic relo-

cation, you have to run this program every

time you boot up the Amax (for instance,

in your /AUTOEXEC.BAT file).

With one slot devoted to RAM, seven

expansion slots are usable: two 8-bit and

five 16-bit. One of the latter comes filled

with a combined floppy/haid disk control-

ler: in the evaluation machine, a Western

Digital WD1003-WA2—an upgrade from

the ST-506-interfaced controller you’ll

find in an AT. One 8-bit slot was filled

with a Twinhead HEGA/Printer adapter,

the other with a proprietary I/O card featur-

ing a serial port, parallel port, and game
port. On the same retaining bracket with

the game port was a connector for a sec-

ond, optional serial port, but the I/O card

lacked the UART chip necessary to bring it

to life.

The Amax chassis is among the sturdier

ones used by compatibles, very rigid and

appealingly plated with a chromelike fin-

ish on the inside. It has five half-height

drive bays, two internal and three with

front-panel access on the right. AT-style.

The disk-mounting system uses AT-com-
patible rails.
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT Standard

equipment includes one 1.2MB SW-inch

disk drive. The evaluation machine was

also equipped with a Seagate ST-25 1 hard

disk, which delivered an average access

time of about 30 milliseconds and a S-

MHz transfer rate. The disk was parti-

tioned with Onttack Computer Systems’

Disk Manager software . not with DOS

.

The front control panel includes the

standard features—cylindrical keyboard

and chassis key lock, power and hard disk

activity indicators—as well as a square red

reset button. The rear panel follows the

layout of most compatible computers, in-

cluding power-in and switched power-out

jacks, power-supply voltage selector (1 13

or 230 volts ), three blanked cutouts for 25-

pin D-shell connectors and two for 9-pin,

the keyboard connector, and the expansion

slots.

The 200-watt power supply of the

PC/386 Business System was manufac-

tured by Taiwan Liton Electronic Co.

Stuck to its side, a battery holder contains

the four AA cells that power the system’s

built-in clock/calendar and CMOS config-

uration memory.
The BIOS bears an Award Software

copyright and includes a setup program as

part of its furnware, accessible by a press

of the Ctrl-Alt-Esc key combination. A

The Amax BIOS

includes a firmware setup

program, accessible by

a key combination.

bank of DIP switches is used to set up the

system hardware, allowing selection of

color/monochrome displays and coproces-

sor speed.

Amax provided a Maxi-Switch key-

board that uses the 101 -key IBM Ad-
vanced keyboard layout. This keyboard is

noted for its soft, snapover feel and quiet

operation. A Samsung CM453I 14-inch

color EGA display also came with the

evaluation system.

In overall performance, the PC/386

Business System slipped just ahead of the

basic 20-MHz 8038&. Despite the bother

of explicitly relocating the BIOS and the

lack of system board memory, you proba-

bly would not regret buying the K7386
Business System.—^Winn L. Rosch

AST RESEARCH INC.

AST Preinium/386
AST Research displayed a keen eye for op-

portunity when it challenged IBM’s Micro

Channel architecture (MCA) with the an-

nouncement of its SMARTSIot architec-

ture last fall. Designed to do everything

MCA can do without sacrificing compati-

bility with the XT/AT bus, SMARTSIot
was to afford the advantages of MCA
without the drawbacks.

It took AST nearly a year to ship a ma-

chine based on SMARTSIot—the 20-

MHz AST Premium/386—^and it turns out

to be everything you’d expect from AST.
Overall performance is impressive if not

spectacular, and the Ptemium/386 boasts

the same sleek styling, atmored<ar con-

stmction, and attention to detail we ad-

mired in the Premium/286.

CHALLENGING A STANDARD IBM’s

Micro Channel architecture is important

not because it’s forcing all the manufactur-

ers from here to Okinawa to redesign their

add-in boards but because it offers sophis-

ticated bus arbitration capabilities. In a

nutshell, this means that add-in boards can

have their own processors capable of tak-

ing over the bus to carry out specific du-

ties. Such a processor is often called a

coprocessor, or bus master. The coproces-

sors offload certain duties from the CPU
and carry them out as the CPU cranches

numbers elsewhere.

The beauty of the SMARTSIot archi-

tecture lies in its adherence to current stan-

dards. It retains the AT bus and simply

adds eight additional signals—the arbitra-

tion bus. You can install any XT or AT
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SMART BUTLONEI
AST is trying to establish a n

but other vendors aren’t sen

'T^he AST Premium/386 is smart.

X tough, handsome, and built like a

Sherman tank. But as Mitt Jones points

out in his review, blindingly fast it isn't.

I've been using a Premium/386 for

some time, and I love it. Speed isn't ev-

erything in computers. I keep telling my-

self ... but in 20-MHz 386s. muscle

machines from the ground up. speed

counts. A lot.

So in trying to decide why I really like

a computer I know isn't as fast as less-

expensive rivals. I turn to the machine's

second-biggest potential draw: the

SMARTSlot. In the face ofwhat is surely

the biggest marketing push ever in the PC
industry to establish a new stand-

ard—IBM's campaign for the PS/2s. and

for the magical, mystical Micro Channel

architecture (MCA) bus—AST has had

the courage to attempt with the

SMARTSlot to create an alternative stan-

dard.

LOTSA SLOTS All the cards you own
will fit somewhere inside the Pre-

mium/386. which is a slot maven's de-

light: it has two 8- bit slots; four AT-stan-

dard 16-bit slots, two of which are

SMARTSlots; and one 32-bit slot.

So just what exactly can you go out

and buy today to plug into that

SMARTSlot?
Zip. While every add-on board ven-

dor in the PC business will eventually of-

fer its most important products in MCA-
bus models—and several third-party

PS/2 boards ate already available, from

ew standard with its SMARTSl
jmbling to manufacture compa

such vendors as Cumulus. STB, (Juad-

ram. Orchid, DCA, and AST itself—no

one has yet announced a board for the

AST SMARTSlot.
At the ume of this review. AST had

yet to sign up any other CPU maker for

the SMARTSlot. No matter how many
Premiuin/386s AST sells, the company

is unlikely to create an installed base of

SMARTSlot-equlpped machines large

enough to let third-party vendors profit-

ably pttxluce boards for that savvy slot.

Late last year, when the SMARTSlot
had been shown privately—and AST had

been around to other computer makers

talking it up as a smart bit of self-defense

in the face of IBM's MCA blitz and (sub-

sequently abandoned) pledge never to

license the MCA design to compet-

itors— it looked briefly as if the

SMARTSlot had a good chance of be-

coming an industrywide alternative, a

uue second standard.

Now that window of opportunity

seems closed, forever—slammed shut

both by other vendors' indifference to the

idea and, more recently and finally, by

IBM's decision to issue PS/2-MCA li-

censes. The SMARTSlot will almost cer-

tainly remain an AST exclusive. In the

worst way.

Some board vendors have been talk-

ing with AST about special-purpose

boards for the machine. The SMART-
Slot is particularly adaptable to commu-
nications management functions, so it

should be useful, for example, in build-

ing superb network servers. And multi-

ot architecture bus.

tible boards.

master buses should be especially good

with graphics-coprocessor boards.

The Advanced Disk Controller that

AST is talking about building is promis-

ing. Premium/386s are already available

with CDC Wren hard disks supported by

ESDI controllers; mine has a 90MB
Wren with an ESDI interface, producing

(like the PC Labs evaluation unit) a siz-

zling 19-millisecond average access

time. But other vendors are using Wrens
and ESDI interfaces too, so such a smart

controller could be an important compet-

itive advantage.

SPEEDAND SMARTS It seems likely

that AST will also eventually improve

performance by adding the Intel 82385

cache-controller chip and 32K or so of

fast cache memory , as several other high-

end 386 PC vendors have done. The

combination of fast cache memory and a

smart disk controller could easily be dy-

namite.

For now. though, buyers of the Pre-

mium/386 should know that the choice of

add-in cards for the SMARTSlot is likely

to be very limited; most of those cards

will have AST's name on them. And
even AST's willingness to support a bus

found only in one model of its own line

will be tested when, as seems inevitable,

the company takes an IBM license to

build PS/2 clones with MCA buses.

—^Jim Seymour

Jim Seymour is a contribuling editor of

PC Magazine.

board in the Preniium/386. and it should

run fine, although it will not be able to

take advantage of the arbitrated multi-

mastering.

For multimastering, you'll need cards

designed specifically for AST's
SMARTSlot architecture, Such cards will

be incompadble with IBM's MCA and

also with an unmodified AT bus, sirtce

they require eight additional signals.

SMARTSIot's multimastering scheme
seems to compare favorably with that of

MCA, though there's no way to test the

multimastering performance of the two ar-

chitectures until coprocessor boards—and

software that can use them—hit the mar-

ket. At the logic level, you'd be hard

pressed to rate one architecture above the

other. There are a few differences on the

engineering level. One difference lies in

the number of bus masters each system al-

lows. In theory, MCA allows up to IS bus

masters. For all practical purposes, how-

ever, you're limited to one bus master per
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...with the

incrediUe

Headstartnr

At Vendex we design

every computer as a complete system,

We integrate peripherals usually offered only as

options and include an unprecedented package of

14 name brand programs worth thousands of dollars

F&El. . .Allyou have to do is add the

electricity and you're immediately

productive.

Incredil^ convenient.The
Tne Headstart III has
two internal drives: a

1.2megabyte, 5.25-inch

and a 1.44 megabyte
3.5-inch, both standard.

--- So you don'thave to
Mh sundari chcKJse between the two, you use

either, dependingonyour software.

Incredible performance. At the heart ofthe
Headstart ni is a12MHz 80286 processor with one
megabyte of standardRAM, with the hard drive

system delivering 32 megal^es of storage operating

at 28 milliseconds with astonishing1 to 1 interleave.

Plus, true 16 bit built-inVGA Graphics is compxinent
matched forhigh speed and clarity.

Plus, incredible expandabilityand support.
The Headstart HI is desimed foryour future as
well as your present applications, with four
expansion slots fornetworking and for the diverse

peripherals alreadybecoming available.With the

Headstart ID,you^ OS/2 ready rightnow. You
can add two full megabytes ofP

having to

buy any additional boards.

In addition, ourPC Coach hotline is

available to registeredowners with questions
abouthardware, software or service.

To obtain more information about the
Headstart ID and our full line ofadvanced
computer systems, or to find thename of the

nearest dealer -| Qnn QQO 'IQQQ
call toll free X*'0UU~00^t1.OOO«

You'll see, it really is incredible.

SPECIFICATIONS
MICROPROCESSOR: Iiitcia0286-U

SreED; UMHz/a Swlldubic
IIOSrAwud
BUILT IN RAMtlMcubytt
EXPANDABLE TO; 3 awtabinn
POWER SUPPLY: MS wiMi UCllO iwHdublc
KEYBOARD: 101 kcr PS'2raaMtlbk
GRAPHICS: VGA /UlMyac
FLOPPY DRIVES; ow S.2S- 1.2 ncgabytc,

omS.S' 1.44 afgabylc

HARD DRIVE: 32.1 ntsabyte, 2S miJliMceMli,

hllatiricm
BUILTIN INnRFACES: Pmllcl,2- RS232Mrial.

EXPIU^lyl^n: 3 milablc
MOUSE: SUndvd
SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3,CWBa«ic. Headsuit

MnMCcd Eaviimmeiii, FlopprOriw^
Frw(«mfc II, S-D Cnpluci. ATI and
Coalpsl(^E£Z Tbterij] Sofhvai?. Xlitc hard

diih nunagei; Pnbliib-itlChcMnufkr2000,

Sptaah VGA ptiai pragraat, Bookaarfc,plu
IWUiand

Bu«MM«:hifMCerpMSD05))wdC/WBASICaiDidni«bD<MnMdt,lKn Kdiiimdrti«ko<Ai>>k»Iilr >0

SnnwbK SI

CH£SSUASmai).tMnSIEMXNtE
USflOtTIPC^tm^atlddAjitncKTiiwwilwIi t ialwub IOOKMAIK»«BidwMrtgtliw>M6lwlfnMttnyl n.’nJSH na*
B^oiakoiravMirUlK CWNMoMmik^lK Alft«hi>8nftv*d VOfOexTKHNOlOQESINC VCmn URoid.
S«*49.Cinl NkX. NnrMUOn

VENDEX’

without
CIRCLE 731 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HEADSTAmm
Built to be compatible with you.™



INTENSECOMPETrnON HASAWift"
OFBRINGINGOUTTHEBEST

In the computer industry; manufacturers fight

to make their machines faster, friendlier, and more
powerfril than et erybcKiy eLse's. But as y'ou may
liave noticed, the most successful competitors build

their systems tiround the sttme chip: Intel's 386'"

microprocessor.

Why has this one chip become the common
denominator in computing? Not just because it

gives their machines blazing perfrtrmance. But

because it’s frilly compatible with the broadest

range of .software available uxlay

And tomorrow.

So before you buy a new machine, make sure

it has our 386 chip inside. After aO, ifthese major

companies wouldn't try to compete without it,

wby should you?

iny
CIRCLE 510 ON READER SERVICE CARD

jt^tsatradcfTurkoflnirlCotporation. 01988 IntdCoqxxaoun.



20-MHz386s

slot. That translates into a maximum of

nine bus masters for the PS/2 Model 80,

including the CPU. SMARTSIot, on the

other hand, limits you to four.

UP MEMORY LANE Once past the

SMARTSIot architecture, you’ll find little

ground-breaking innovation in the AST
Premium/386—just a good bit of no-non-

sense engineering and attention to detail

.

Like Compaq’s Deskpro 386/20, the

Premium/386 separates the 32-bit memory
pathway from the system bus. This allows

the memory bus to race along at 20 MHz
while the system bus runs at a safe 8 MHz.
System memory, upgradable to 13MB, in-

stalls in one proprietary slot.

Whereas the Deskpro 386/20 uses a

32K static RAM cache in front of slow dy-

namic RAM, AST has opted for all static-

column RAM (not to be confused with the

faster static RAM). AST hints that Pre-

mium/386 owners may be able to upgrade

their memory boards in the future. The up-

grade would add a static RAM cache and

Intel’s 82385 cache controller to the exist-

ing board.

AST also offers three different hard

disks with the Premium/386. Our evalua-

tion unit, a Model 390, included a 90MB,
8-millisecond hard disk and a third-party

ESDI controller. This setup seemed unbe-

lievably fast at times and earned high

marks on PC Labs benchmark tests, espe-

cially when using the disk-caching utility

AST includes with the system.

AST originally intended to stock all

Model 390s with its ESDI SMARTSIot
Advanced Disk Controller. Apparently de-

lays in the development of that controller

caused the company to ship with a Western

Digital controller instead.

The Advanced Disk Controller, a fea-

ture that sounds well worth the wait, will

sport its own 10-MHz processor for bus-

mastering capability and 64K RAM for

track buffering. An additional add-in

board, AST’s SMARTcache, will supply

5 12K RAM for a hardware cache , expand-

able to 4MB. The controller will be capa-

ble of driving two ESDI drives.

Slow MOTTION Considering its there-

before-you-are hard disk and above-aver-

age memory performance, you’d expect

overall system performance to knock you

FACT FILE
zVST Prcmium.'386

AST Research Inc.

2121 Alum Ave.

Irvine. CA 92714

(714)863-1333

List Price: Mode! 300 with IMBRAM,
1 .2MB SIA-Inch disk drive, S4. 195; Model

340 with 4()MB hard disk, $6,295: Mcxlel

390 with 2MB RAM. 90MB hard disk.

S8.495;Mixlel3I50wiih 150MB hard disk,

$9,795. EGA card and moniicM-, $1,090;

VGA card and monitor. $1,140.

In Short: A sleekly styled pioneer, the AST
Prcmium/386 sports AST’s SMARTSIot
architecture. It’s a somewhat pricey, middle-

of-the-ri>ad perfonner with plenty of well-

engineered details.

ClRCLEMSON READER SERVICE CATO

over. In practice, 1 didn’t have any serious

complaints with the system’s speed, but it

didn’t seem nearly as fast as the Deskpro

386/20 either.

That’s due, at least in part, to the slug-

slow AST-3GPIusII EGA card included

with our evaluation unit. Even with the

EGA BIOS shadowed in RAM, an option

that AST’s utility software allows, the

3GPlusII lacked the Compaq VGA’s pep.

Without the shadowed BIOS, video per-

formance was noticeably slow and more
characteristic of a 286 machine than a 20-

MHz screamer.

Other performance problems seem to

have been the result of using the expanded

memory manager and disk cache software

included with the system. Running a 5 1 2K
disk cache in expanded memory radically

boosted hard disk throughput, hut it

slowed system performance in other ways.

This doesn’t mean that you should avoid

using the cache and expanded memory
manager at all costs; rather, you should try

to determine whether the applications you

typically use will benefit enough from the

disk cache to make up for the slower all-

around system performance.

Nuts and bolts The Premium/386

system chassis is an inch or so narrower

than an AT chassis and about as deep. The
rounded comers and two-tone cover give it

a stylish look, at least in comparison with

your typical desktop computer,

A hard reset button is on the front panel

,

above the system lock and to the left of the

hard-disk-access light and three-level

speed indicator. The system lock keeps in-

truders from using your system—but not

from removing the cover and making off

with your hard disk. The back panel of the

chassis sports a recessed 1 10/220-volt

switch, two 24-pin serial ports, and a par-

allel port as standard fare.

Inside the chassis, the system bus sports

two 8-bit, XT-style slots and four 16-bit,

AT-style slots. Three of the AT-style slots

double as SMARTSlots, accepting an XT,
AT, or SMARTSIot card. The additional

contacts on the front side of the standard

AT edge connectors make the SMART-
Slots easy to spot. The sole, proprietary

32-bit slot accommodates all of the sys-

tem’s memory.

The system board provides sockets for

both the 8-MHz 80287 and the 20-MHz
80387 math coprocessor. Both may be in-

stalled at once, but only one may be active

at a time. You specify which coprocessor

should be active through AST’s setup pro-

gram.

Standard equipment includes a high-ca-

pacity, 5‘/4-inch TEAC drive. Two addi-

tional half-height drive bays under the

floppy disk drive and a hidden half-height

bay under the standard hard disk give you

plenty of room to install additional drives.

The 220-watt power supply in our evalua-

tion unit supplied two spare power leads.

As non-IBM keyboards go, AST’s
101-style keyboard rates above average. It

resembles the Compaq keyboard in both

styling and feel, and the computer’s design

allowed me to substitute my faithful, third-

party 84-key keyboard with no problems.

By today’s standards, the Premium/386

is a decent buy. It offers a wealth of fea-

tures at a nice price and delivers impres-

sive if not field-leading performance. But

any present-day summation of the Pre-

mium/386 and its performance must also

take into account the growth this system al-

lows in the future. Like it or not, choosing

among 386 machines is rapidly becoming

a choice among bus standards.

Assuming that OS/2 applications catch

on soon and AST comes through with its

promise of intelligent add-ins, the arbitrat-

ed multimastering of the Premium/386
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20-MHz386s

Benchmark Tests: 20-MHz 386-based Computers

C omputer technology is currently caught between the drive lor increased

operating speeds and the need to retain speed compatibility with older

models in order to operate speed-sensitive software. Thus, while chips are

being pushed to their current 20-MHz and 25-MHz limits, bus speeds are stiii

straggling along in the rartge of 8 MHz to 12 MHz.
The upshot, as reflected in the benchmark test results, is a fresh crop of

20-MHz 80386-powered machines that are markedly simitar in performar>ce.

Only Deft, Everest, Everex, Northgate, and Spear distinguish themselves

from Compaq in terms of speed. Note, however, that Everest is running its

machine at 24 MHz even though the chips are warranted by their

manufacturer just for 20-MHz operation. Such speed-ups are legitimate only when
sellers warrant their machines' operation (Everest claims it will guarantee its

machine's chips at the higher performance level). The Spear machine performed
impressively on the processor tests, but because it experienced hard disk failure.

r)o disk tests are reported.

The differences in times on the video tests reflect differer)ces in video stan-

dards (EGA versus VGA. 16-b(t versus 8-bit) as well as whether a particular

system moved the video BIOS routines to system RAM as shadow RAM. The
CPU 386/20, for example, scores fastest overall in the video tests because it uses
a 16-bit VGA card and shadow RAM.

Processor and Memory Benchmark Tests Disk Benchmark Tests

Performance Times
(Times given in seconds except where noted)

DOS DOS BIOS
80386 Floating- Conven- File Access File Access Disk Seek
Instruction Point tional Extended (small (large (mllli-

NOP Mix Calculation Memory Memory record) record) seconds)

B-MHz IBM PC AT 4.17 N/A* 35.60 0.77 11.62 72.63 19.74 29.20

Amax PC/386 BusIrms System 1.71 3.15 12.36 0.58 N/A§ 52.12 18.02 30.69

Amt 1100/20 1.70 3.30 11.92 0.52 7.67 64.94 5.20 23J1

PC Unk 386-20
~ -"70 3.22 '11.48 0.39 11.23 55.94 . 5.49 18.00^

Whole Earth 20MHz 386 Tower 1.70 2.86 10.82 0.50 5.79 46.60 4.56 30.16

VIPC Hybrid 1.69 3.18 13.37 0.66 7.36 55.63 21.05 30.17

Den System 310 1.68 2.71 10.27 0.37 N/A§ 56.62 5.60 18.49

Evwsx STEP 386/20 1.68 2.65 10.03 0.35 0.36 65.25 7.63 18.16

Micro Lab 386 1.67 3.19 13.04 0.67 5.22 49.05 18.28 28.84

CPU 386/20 1.67 3.13 12.78 0.59 4.66 64.95 13.65 29.52

386/20 Northgate Power 1,67 2.65 10.82 0.46 5.77 65.62 6.49 31.49

AST Prwnlum/386 1.65 3.35 12.70 0.61 9.12 48.24 8.12 18.82

Computer Components Herftege 386/20 1.65 3.19 13.16 0.66 21.26 62.00 5.03 16.44

AT&T $366 WorkGroup System "1.65 3.74 12.96 0.58 9.72 50.98 4.22 17.50

Compaq Deskpro 386/20 1.65 2.91 10.50 0.40 2.87 56.78 9.34 18.10

Spear 386/20 MHz Tower System 1.65 2.75 10.00 0.36 8.40 N/A N/A N/A

Everest 386/20 1.39 2.58 10.43 0.50 8.34 54.49 18.08 28.71

N/A‘—Not applicable: the IBM PC AT is an 80266-based computer. N/A—Not appiicabie; the machine
N/A§—Not applicable; no extended memory was installed. experier>ced hard disk failure.

The NOP benchmark test is designed to measure raw

dock speed and merTx>ry access time while mtnimizir>g

ditfererwes in microprocessors and the effect of memory
caching. This test executes almost nothing but NOP
("No deration") machine code instructions in a big

laeK loop.

The 60386 instruction Mix benchmark test measures
the time it takes to execute a selected series of

processor-intensive tasks. The test program uses

80366 instruction code. These instructions are a subset

of the total processor ktstruction set. The 80386
Instruction Mix implements a number of SZ-bit

operations, in the 80386 processor these become single

instructiorts. whereas in the 8086 artd 80286 versions of

the berKhmark test they remain multiple Instructions.

The Floating-Point Calculation benchmark test

measures processor speed by looping through a series

of Hoating-poini calculations, induing multiplication.

division, exponentiation, and logarithmic arv) trigorkxnetric

functior^. The benchmark program uses the floating-point

library induded with Microsoft C Compiler 4.0.

The Conventional Memory benchmark test allocates 256K
of conventional memory and treats It as a series of 64-byte

records. Then, t6.384 random records are read Into and

written from this memory. The result shown is the average of

the read arxl write times.

The Extended Memory benchmark test allocates 256K of

exter>ded memory and treats it as a series of 64-byte

records. Then. 16.384 random records are read into and
written from this memory. The result shown is the average of

the read and write times.

DOS File Access benchmark test measures the throughput

rate of the disk being tested. In this case, throughput times

are measured in terms of how long the disk takes to perform

common DOS file-martagement functions. Five tasKs^file

creation, sequential file write, sequential tile read, random file

write, and random file read—are timed and the results

summed.
The lest is carried out for two different types of files—smaH-

record files and targe-record files—that are used by common
PC applications. Files created using small records are typically

used by database management programs, and large records

are typically used for word processing and spreadsheet fHes.

Loading a DOS program is also simulated by the large-record

lest.

The BIOS Disk Seek benchmark test measures the time it

takes to do a random seek using the disk's ROM BIOS. The
test result includes minimal software overhead and may not

parallel the marHifacturer’s claimed average access time. The
lest program performs 1 .000 seeks. The average result is

shown in milliseconds.
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If you’re the type of person who’s too

busy to read an ad, read this ad.

Because you’ll learn about a new tool

that will help you manage people, ideas.

Dump any
Txindom,

unrelated

thoughts or ideas

into Agenda, and
U'U help you turn

that rr\formation into

a stream structured,

actionable knowledge.

projects,and

iiiformation

with incredible

efficiency. A tool

that will help you

avoid slumping into

your chair, shaking

your head, and asking,

“How on earth will I ever

get this done?”

We call it Lotus* Agenda',

the personal information

manager.

Agenda allows you to

dump random facts, thoughts,

and ideas into your PC without having to

structure the information in advance.

Agenda'sfiling system is a more sophisticated version of thisfiling system. Km can

put itemsanywh^ you want. View them any way you loant. And have access to

them anytime you want.

You can

record the

thousands

of tasks

you need

to address

to put

together a
j Items. Dump iTtformation in manually, import itortise

RGW prod" ourpop-upcapabilitywhileinanotherprogram.

uct line. Or the thousands of factors you

need to put together a new bottom line.

Agenda will not only file these random

items of information for you, it’ll help you

arrange them any way you want.

So you can understand them better,

formulate new ideas better and extract aU

the answers you need better.

Which means, now you can concentrate
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Views. Looking at the same ir\formUion through

different tt««s gives you a more irtformed perspective.

more on using and acting on your infor-

mation. And less on processing it.

How does Agenda work?

First, enter your items of information

>

The whole idea behind Agenda is to get them allina row.

into your PC and assign them to catego-

ries that you create.

Then Agenda will do all of your filing

automatically.And thanks to Agenda’s

multiplefiling capabilities, if the infor-

mation is relevant in more than one

place, Agenda will take it and put it in

several categories at once.

This makes it easy to view yourdata in

IntroducingLotusAgenda
Agm]t*ndAfmitDrRwKiire(|uireanIBM*PCor(an(«Ut>le.wiUi«40KtndtharddUi.OOS20orhi^ipr L](iavMlA||pndatrFr7itBim]iredmiarborLuiusl>rM>k>pm«ncCorpontian IBMaii<FtWm<][ndmartoflBMC<xporauon

different ways so you

can pinpoint informa-

tion that’s important

to you. Or discover

new relationships you

hadn’t consider^

before. And anytime

you change an item in

a view. Agenda will

automatically update all other categories

where the item has been assigned.

In fact, you could say that Agenda recal-

culates your text the way a spreadsheet

program recalculates numbers.

All of which means, from now on you’ll

be able to come in every morning, check

yourAgenda, and get right to work.

Because you’ll immediately know what

work needs getting to.

For $15, we’ll send you an Agenda demo
kit or videotape. Call 1-800-345-1043 and

ask for demo kit

AGJ-3058for

the 3.5" version

orAGJ-3053

for the 5.25"

version. Or ask

for videotape

AGJ-3063.



20-MHz386s

Benchmark Tests:

20-MHz 386-based Computers

Video Benchmark Tests

Relative Times
(Compaq Deskpro386/20>100)

Performance Times
(Times given in seconds)

Video Benchmark Tests

Direct

to Screen

Video BIOS
Routine

with Scrolling

Video BIOS
Routine

Without Scrolling

The Direct to Screen berrchmark test measures the

bandwidth ol the video adapter by writmg directly to the

display memoty butter. The test is performed in video mode
3. The entire screen is updated using the assembly

language REP STOSW instruction with register CX equal to

2000. This is done 1 .000 times, and the result shown is the

total of the 1 .000 trials.

The Video BIOS Routine with Scrollirtg benchmark test

measures the speed of the BIOS Teletype routine with

scrollir>g. The test is performed in video mode 3- The screen

is cleared and 240 lines of 60 characters each (including a

terminating carriage return and line feed) are written to the

display through the BIOS Teletype routine. Although the first

24 lines written to the display do not involve scrolling, all the

remaining lines scroll the dtsplay.

The Video BIOS Routirte Without Scrotllr>g benchmark
test measures the speed of the BIOS Teletype routlr>e

without scrolling. The test is performed in video mode 3.

The screen is cleared and 24 lines of 60 characters each

(Including a terminating carriage return and line feed) are

written to the display through the BIOS Teletype routine.

This is done ten limes, and the result shown is the total ol

the ten Inals.

8-MHzlBM PC AT (EGA) 4.90 7.60 4.50

Amax PC/366 Business System (EGA) 7.87 13.07 9.60

Acer 11 00/20 (VGA) 6.70 9-29 6.26

PC Link 366-20 (VGA) 2,84 5,20 2.01

Whole Earth 20MHz 386 Tower (VGA) 4,17 7.70 5,39

VIPC Hybrid (EGA) 6.26 4.06 1.43

Dell System 310 (VGA) 4.69 3,13 0.93

Everex STEP 386/20 (EGA) 6.37 7.09 4.23

Micro Lab 386 (EGA) 6.28 4.05 1.40

CPU 386/20 (VGA) 2.93 3.13 1.07

386/20 Northgate Power (VGA) 2.84 6.21 2.45

AST Premiuni/386 (EGA) 4.17 3.73 1.96

Compu^ Components Hsritags 3M/20 (EGA) 9.07 6.61 3.02

ATftT 6386 WorttQroup SyiMn (EGA) 5.38 3.41 1.12

Compaq Deskpro 386/20 (EGA) 3.70 3.20 0-65

Spear 386/20 MHz Tower System (EGA) 6.21 7,03 4.17

Evwest 386/20 (EGA) 4.68 4.95 2.87

(ends)
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Il may not be a hot

performer, but the

AT&T6386
WorkGroup System

can accommodate up
to48MB RAM. This

computer uses the

.same basic chassis

that has beenfound in

previousAT&T
personal computers,

with the addition ofa

grafted-on hard disk

drive bay. whichfrees

the internal drive bays

forfloppy disk drives.

should offer performance equaling or sur-

passing that of any 20-MHz machine
available today. It is within this framework

that AST hopes to find success with the

Premium/386. The idea is that you don’t

lose anything by choosing the Premium to-

day, and you may gain a lot in the future.

Not even the folks at AST can expect

that the industry will wholly embrace the

SMARTSlot architecture in lieu of IBM’s
MCA. If for no other reason, many users

will follow IBM simply because they’re

afraid not to.

The Premium/386 stands, however, as

a technologically sound alternative to the

PS/2 Models 70 and 80 and their MCA.
The real question is whether AST can mus-

ter the industry support to offer the wide

range of coprocessor boards that will un-

doubtedly emerge for MCA. The answer, I

fear, is no.—^Mitt Jones

AT&T COUP.

AT&T 6386
WorkGroup System
While nearly all other 80386-based com-

puters seem caught in a mt following the

AT design school, the AT&T 6386 Work-

Group System stands out. Its styling re-

sembles the typical AT clone but is also re-

freshing; the chassis and layout are

particularly noteworthy. From a functional

viewpoint, though, they prove worse than

the typical 80386-based rc.

Take a look at the 6386 and you’ll see

why AT&T may mn into trouble in the

personal computer marketplace. Whereas

the IBM PS/2 series enjoys an elegance of

design that, not incidentally, results in

rock-bottom manufacturing costs, the

AT&T 6386 is a complex kludge that

seems to rely on the weakness of the Italian

economy to keep its price low. (Like other

personal computers in the AT&T lineup,

the 6386 is m^e in Italy by Olivetti.)

The chassis is an elaborately fabricated

stmcture that does as well as the typical

clone in holding the system together. But

all it yields is three h^f-height drive bays

with front-panel access. A hard disk bay is

grafted on the right—screwed on as if it

were an afterthought. The extra bay adds 5

inches of unnecessary width (and cost) to

the 7‘/2- by 19- by 15‘/2-inch chassis.

The drive in the bay is an excellent

unit—a half-height Magnetic Peripherals

(CDC) 84MB hard disk with an 18-tnilli-

second average access time and 10-MHz
transfer rate, thanks to its ESDI interface.

This drive, however, could easily have

gone into the three-bay stack without

stretching the computer.

DRIVE MOUNTING In the main mass-

storage stack, drives mount on AT-like

rails of a length and width quite different

from their IBM counterparts. Standard

equipment includes a S!4-inch or 3 '/2-inch

high-density floppy disk drive in the top

bay (a Panasonic JU-257 of the latter di-

mension was supplied in the evaluation

system).

System controls and indicators run

through the black belt at the bottom of the

chassis. These include a keyboard lock

with an indicator light, a hard disk activity

indicator, a hardware reset button, the vol-

ume control for the internal speaker, a

push-button power switch , and a power-on

indicator.

The 6386 system board comprises four

parts: a main system board that lines the

bottom of the chassis, accessed through a

removable pan under the computer; a

backplane that provides the connectors for

the system’s expansion slots; a short board

to connect those two; and amemory board

.

The inefficient AT&T design does not

leave any room on the big system board

for RAM.
The system board itself measures more

than 13 by 13 inches and is sparsely popu-

lated. Its high points are a 2()-MHz 80386

and matching 80387. The system also sup-

ports the Weitek 1 167 at the same speed.

VLSI is notably absent from its circuitry.
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m..CT F.LE
AT&T 6386 WorkGroup System

AT&T Corp.

1 Speedwell Avc.

Morristown. NJ 07960

(800) 247-1212

List Price: With 1MB RAM. 1.2MB S'A-

inch or 1 .44MB 3'/;-inchdisk drive. Micro-

soft WindaHs/386. S4.495; with 80MB hard

disk. $5,995; with 1 35MB hard disk. $6,895.

80387 math coprocessor. $1,199; EGA card

and monitor. $995; 1MB RAM upgrade.

$549; bus mouse. $150; MS-DOS 3.2. $95.

In Short: An Olivetti-made system with an

odd four-part system board and nonstandard

video system, AT&T’s 6386 is a very re-

sponsive machine despite its modest bench-

mark test performance.

CIW:lE.M4 on R£ADeR SERVICE CARD

The microprocessor does not benefit

from any exotic memory technology. The
memory board holds up to 16 banks of 80-

nanosecond, 2S6K SIMMs in four banks

of four. The board is also able to accom-

modate IMB of SIMMs. Three such

boards can be installed in a single system

to bring total capacity to an impressive

48MB. Logically, the 2MB of the evalua-

tion system was divided into 640K for

DOS, 1,024K for extended, and 384K as

“dedicated" memory.

OVERLOADED PERFORMANCE An
unadulterated wait state drags overall sys-

tem performance so far down that on the

80386 Instruction Mix benchmark test it

was the slowest machine we tested. The
system seems faster than that, however.

The proprietary AT&T video system and

quick h^ disk make the 6386 respond to

every command almost instantly.

Aside from the three 32-bit expansion

slots for memory, which can also be used

for 16- and 8-bit cards, the AT&T 6386

WorkGroup System offers two 16-bit and

two 8-bit slots. In the evaluation system,

three slots were filled by the factory—one

32-bit slot with memory, one 16-bit slot

with a Western Digital WD1007A com-

bined floppy/hard disk controller, and one

8-bit slot with a Paradise-based proprietary

video controller.

Built into the system board circuitry are

a serial and a parallel port, located at the

lower edge of the rear of the chassis. Pow-
er input and switched power output con-

nectors from the 230-watt Alitec power

supply also appear on the rear panel along-

side the oversized cooling fan.

The BIOS bears an Olivetti copyright

and includes an elaborate set ofdiagnostics

that run when the system is booted. Setup

software is provided with the system,

along with DOS and Microsoft Win-

dowsl386. AT&T's version of OS/2 is an

extra-cost option.

The AT&T keyboard is made by Key
Tronic Corp. and proves to have the best

feel of any Key Tronic keyboard to date. It

follows the IBM 101-key Enhanced lay-

out. It differs, however, in using a 9-pin

D-shell connector to link with the system

unit.

LAGS IN VIDEO AT&T stubbornly

goes in its own direction for video. Where

once the AT&T system led IBM in terms

of quality, now it lags behind Big Blue,

with 640- by 400-pixel resolution. For a

video connector, the AT&T system uses a

25-pin female D-shell, exactly like a paral-

lel port. In fact, you can plug the AT&T
monitor into the 6386’s parallel port and

The AT&T 6386’s

bullheaded refusal to

follow the industry

standards brands it an

also-ran.

get quite a light show when you boot the

computer up.

TTie AT&T CRT3 19 color monitor sup-

plied with the system is carefully styled-^

bit rounder at the edges than the current

fashion dictates—and it provides a bright,

sharp image measuring lO'/i inches diago-

nally on a 12-inch tube.

Overall, the AT&T 6386 WorkGroup

System is marked by good intentions

—

like its 48MB RAM capacity and snappy

video—but its bullhead^ refrtsal to follow

the industry standards brands it an also-

ran. If you don't want to suffer the video

compatibility woes, you won't want the

6386.—Winn L.Rosch

COMPUTER
COMPONENTS CORP.

Computer Components
Heritage 386/20
Though sold from North Carolina, the

Heritage 386/20, from Computer Compo-
nents Corp., originates not in the Old
South but the South China Sea. This Chi-

nese AT is chiefly a prxxluct of Taiwan’s

Tatimg, which manufactures the system

board, case, video adapter, and display.

It’s a well-made, competitively priced

computer, though hardly innovative.

Its central processor is, of course, an

80386 running at 20 MHz. For compatibil-

ity with finicky software, it can be slowed

to 8 MHz using its setup software (this re-

quires rebooting the system). Support cir-

cuitry is chiefly built around the Chips and

Technologies 80386 chip set.

The Tatung system board in the evalua-

tion unit was socketed and equipped with

an 80287 numeric coprocessor operating at

10 MHz. Computer Components has

promised a new system board with provi-

sions for a full-sp^ 80387; it should ap-

pear about the time this review is pub-

lished.

INTERLEAVING A DRAWBACK Per-

formance falls into the second tier, owing

to the simple interleaved memory scheme.

That memory is made from 8()-nanosec-

ond, 256K SIMMs. Eight sockets for these

hide under the hard disk bay and are inac-

cessible without removing the system

board from the chassis. Eight more sockets

are available under the front end of the ex-

pansion slots.

Sockets must be frlled in banks of four,

and the hardware-setup software allows

each bank to be configured to accept either

256K or 1MB SIMMs; the maximum pos-

sible system-board memory is thus 16MB.
No 32-bit expansion slots are provided

with the system. The first megabyte of in-

stalled memory is automatically config-

ured with 640K for DOS, 348K for shad-

ow RAM. The balance of system memory
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% TheHiRET' Mouse. Youcanfeel -^iLthe diS^rertc

onyourfirst lap around the screen, The cursor

responds more crisply toyour^^y^S^ntrol moving

320pixelsfor every on the desktop,

versus for ordinary mice. Built-in

ballistic tuningand30% less weightenable it pSSp|

^ /(
‘ togo the distance without dragging its

||||||||

% tail, soyouam cruise throughyourwork

:ad in less time and deskspace.
j

HiREZbrings high performance to all

yourfavoritePCsoftware. And the Logitech name

on the hoodmeansyou can counton whats inside.

After all, we buildmiceforcompanies

like Apple, AT&T, DEC, and H-P.

All this mousepower / Mrj
comes with the ^

ordinary sticker

priceof$149.00. jf

Vj For the name

iy / ofyour nearest

fg dealer, call

fj 800-231-7717.

f In California- 800-

552-8885. In Europe:

-f-4-41-21-869-96-56.

CIRCLE 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD

H LOGITECH
PersonalPeripherals. Worldwide.
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The Computer

Components Heritage

386/20 is no star, but

a highly configurable,

solid machine. The

problematic keyboard

differsfrom the IBM
Enhanced keyboard

layout with

repositioned Ctrl and

Backslash keys, an

enlarged L-shaped

Enter key. an odd

tactile response, and

no audiblefeedback.

=iFF=^

1 • iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiinnifWffllffi

is addressed in the extended area.

The ROM beats a Phoenix Technol-

ogies copyright. A special software utility

handles all system setup except for two

jumpers for color/monochrome monitor

selection and for enabling the coprocessor.

Two 8-bit and six 16-bit expansion slots

are provided, all full-length and full AT
height. Standard equipment fills both 8-bit

slots—one with a Tatung Super EGA
adapter (which is identical to ATI Tech-

nologies’ EGA Wonder except for its firm-

ware), the other with an I/O card yielding a

serial and a parallel port.

The evaluation system also filled a 16-

bit slot with a combined floppy/hard disk

controller from Data Technology Cotp.

that links to the disk through an ESDI con-

nection. (Other systems with ST-506-
interfaced drives are also available, using

different controllers.) At the other end of

the cable in the evaluation system was a

Magnetic Peripherals Wren-series full-

height hard disk with a fotmaned capacity

of ISOMB, a tested average access time of

less than 17 milliseconds, and a 10-MHz
data-transfer rate—a formidable combina-

tion.

Since Heritage 386/20 systems are es-

sentially custom-configured, mass storage

options will vary with your desires. The

evaluation system included a 1 .2MB 5'A-

inch disk drive (as drive A:) and a 1 .44MB
3‘/2-inch disk drive, both made by To-

shiba; one or the other is included in the

base price of the system.

FOLLOWS AT’S PRACTICES The
FCC Class B-certified Heritage 386/20

uses a case that follows AT practices as to

size and mass-storage options, with the

usual improvements in drive accommoda-

tions. All three of the right-hand, half-

height drive bays can have front-panel ac-

cess, courtesy of a removable plate in the

panel’s bezel. The internal full-height hard

disk bay also features supports for drive

rails for two half-height devices. The rails

themselves are unique to Tatung deriva-

tives like the Heritage—wide, white, and

nylon, they feature intrinsic L-shaped re-

taining brackets.

The control panel includes a cylindrical

key switch for the keyboard, power and

haid-disk-activity indicators, and a reset

button. The rear panel offers unused cut-

outs for one 9-pin and one 25-pin D-shell

connector, the keyboard jack, power-in

and -out jacks, and the input voltage selec-

tor switch for the 230-watt Delta Electron-

ic power supply. The CMOS clock and

setup memory are powered by a 6-volt lith-

ium battery attached to the tear panel with

the strongest Velcro in the world—it

pulled the chassis off rather than coming

apart.

The Heritage-labeled display that ac-

companied the evaluation system is a Ta-

tung CM- 1495 14-inch color multisync-

style display with analog and TTL inputs.

this display, the Tatung graphics a^t-
er gives resolutions up to 800 by 600 as

well as full EGA compatibility. 'The com-

bination makes excellent images but does

not offer any VGA compatibility.

The Tatung keyboard is the least desir-

able part of the Heritage 386/20 system.

The odd half-breed key arrangement is un-

F A C T FILE
Computer Components Heritage 386/20

Computer Components Corp.

2700 Gateway Ctr.

Morrisvillc. NC 27560

(800)843-7012

(919)469-9301

List Price: With 2MB RAM. 1 .2MB S'/a-

inch or 1 .44MB 3'/2-inch disk drive, MS-
DOS 3.3. GW-BASIC. $2,999; with 40MB
hard disk, monochrome monitor. $3,549;

with 80MB hard disk, EGA card and moni-

tor. $4,245; with 150MB hard disk. 2 floppy

disk drives. 80287 coprocessor. $6,927.

In Short: Blessed by a good display and

cursed by its keybo^, this all-Tamng com-

puter is highly custom-configurable. The

Heritage 386/20 is fairly priced but proved to

be an inconsistent performer.

CIRCLE eaaoN reader service card
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Exctt or1-2-3?

This printout was created on an HP LaserJet* using-

was it Microsoft'Excel, or was it Lotus 1-2-3"?

The answer nn^
surprise you...



Introdudn
For irZ^ printouts that

All of a sudden, 1-2-3* looks better than ever.

And every worksheet you print looks crisper, more

aedible, and more present^le than ever before.

And all of it ttumks to Allways," the only way to

make professional-quality printouts directly from 1-2-3.

Plus get speed, flexibility, and powerful features you won't

find anywhere, not even in Miaosoft'Excel.WWch makes

Allways and 1-2-3 the most effective way to dramatically

improve the way you look on paper. But without chan^ng

your software, hardware, or the way you work.

We call It “The Spreadsheet Publisher.”

And it’s easy to see why.

Allways gives you an astonishing range of formatting

and printing options. And its “what-you-see-is-what-you-

get” display eliminates all the guesswork. You get the tools

you ne^, and the display you need, for total control over

your printouts.

Use up to 8 typefonts on any printout-apply them

cell 1^ cell, or throughout ranges.

Add emphasis with bold or underline. Highlight im-

portant information with light or dark shade. Add drama

with solid black.

Incorporate 1-2-3 graphs into any spreadsheet

printout.

Adjust the height of a row with a few keystrokes.

Or fine-tune the width of a column.

Draw vertical and horizontal lines along any cell

border. Enclose data in boxes, or outline entire ranges.

And for the bottom line, double-underline.

The soul of your current machine.

Not only does Allways make printouts that look ter-

rific, it also makes good sense. Berause only Allways is

ready to go to work for you today, using the hardware you

already own.

In fact. Allways performs perfectly with all kinds of

PCs, from a screaming-fast 386 to a trusty XT.

And with all kin^ of displays. So if you have a graph-

ics monitor, you’ll get the benefit of the Allways WYSIWG
display-but even if you don’t, you’ll be able to use all the

features of Allways on a text-only monitor.

And whether you have a dot-matrix or a laser

printer. Allways will take your printer to the limit. You’ll

be able to use your printer’s internal fonts as well as the

fonts that Allways supplies, for an incredible variety of

formatting options.

And if you use an HP Laser-

Jet* Plus or Series ll,you’ll

get extensive font

cartridge support, plus

a full complement of

downloadable fonts in

sizes from 5 to 24 point.

2
Creoleyour worksheet in 1-2-3 as always

What you see in Allways

is what you gel on paper

® 1988 Funk Software, Inc. Allways and AllwaysThe Spreadsheet Publisher are trademarb o< Funk Software, Inc Microsoft Excel.

The Soul of the New Machines, Lotus l-Z-S. and HP LaserJet are trademarb ol Ibeir respective owners.



gADways.
actually exceed Excel

So you can really make the most of your laser printer

investment.

Best of all, Allways runs right inside 1-2-3. So you can

go on aeating your worksheets in 1-2-3 as always. Then

pop into Allways to make them look great.

So if you really want the best-looking printouts, get

Allways. It’s just $149.95. Your spreadsheets deserve it

Ask for Allways at leading software dealers nation-

wide. Or order dir^y from Funk Software with your

check. Visa, or MasterCard.

The spreadsheet publisher

To order caU 1-800-822-3865 Ext. 115
(617-497-6339 io HA).

ORCLE 323 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Funk Software, Inc.

222 Third Street

Cambridge, MA 02142
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like any IBM design and mixes several

layout ideas—top-row function keys, twin

Ctrl and Alt keys flanking the Spacebar, an

odd Macro key at bottom left, and a myste-

riously migrated Backslash. Even worse is

the keyboard’s feel—a funny, indecisive

bounciness with odd tactile response and

no audible feedback. You’ll probably want

to throw this keyboard out and get some-

thing more comfortable in its place.

During evaluation, the Heritage 386/20

demonstrated odd hard-disk errors that

persisted even after recopying files. Short-

ly after the completion of testing, it failed

completely. The trouble is probably con-

fined to the evaluation unit. The Heritage

386/20 system itself seems a sound and fair

competitor in the increasingly crowded 20-

MHz marketplace.—Winn L, Rosch

COMPUTER PRODUCTS UNITED

CPU 386/20
Little distinguishes the CPU 386/20, of

Computer Products United, from the mul-

titude of 80386-based AT-compatible

computers. The machine is physically

identical to a dozen machines you might

buy via mail order, and it offers you many
of the same options. Its performance may
be a little better, but its construction is just

a little worse.

It has a very familiar story. Its 20-MHz
80386 microprocessor can be slowed to 8

MHz by pressing Ctrl, Alt, and the minus

FACT FILE
CPU38«/20
Computer Pioducls United

12803 Schabarum Avc.

Irwindale, CA 91706

(800) 824-2936

(818) 338-5959

List Price; With 1MB RAM, 1 .2MB 5'4-

inch disk drive, $2,095; with 40MB hard

disk, $2,790. 1MB RA,M upgrade, $495;

80MB hard disk, $630; VGA card and moni-

tor, $845; 80387 math coprocessor, $595.

In Short: Although poorly constructed, the

CPU 386/20 is a solid performer at a low

price. It's an unremarkable machine whose

mass storage and memory possibilities close-

ly follow those of an AT clone.

CinCL£S«20NR£AOenSeRviCeCARD

A classicAT clone in

design, the $2,095

base unit ofthe CPU
386120 comes with

IMB RAM, The CPU
386/20 sports a 60

miiliamp/hour

3,6-voll Varta pack

mounted directly on

the motherboard in

lieu ofthe standard

separate lithium

battery.

sign even from within applications. Sock-

ets are available to add either a full-speed

80387 or an 80287 (speed not specified) to

expedite floating-point operations.

The CPU 386/20 takes advantage of the

now<lassic tricks in speeding up its RAM

.

With 1MB of SIMMs installed, memory
operates in page mode; add a second
megabyte, and it becomes interleaved two

ways. The proprietary 32-bit slot supports

the same memory architecture.

The system BIOS bears an American

Megatrends copyright and includes setup

and diagnostics as part of its code. Hard-

ware setup also requires jumper settings to

match microprocessor and coprocessor

speeds as well as monitor type.

System memory is logically split with

640K allocated for DOS , 384K for shadow

RAM, and the balance for the 80386’s ex-

tended addressing range.

DESIGN ENHANCEMENTS The
physical aspects of the CPU 386/20 are

classic AT-compatible style, and include

the usual enhancements. A square red reset

button joins the now-customary cylindri-

cal keyboard-and-case lock and the power

and hard-disk-activity indicators that ate

located on the front control panel. Five

capped cutouts for D-shell connectors

(three 25-pin, two 9-pin) ate located on the

rear panel adjacent to the keyboard con-

nector.

Five half-height drive bays occupy the

right front of the chassis: two internal,

three with front-panel access. The evalua-

tion machine filled one of the latter with a

1 .2MB, 5'/4-inch TEAC floppy disk drive.

A Seagate ST-251 40MB half-height hard

disk was hidden inside. The latter deliv-

ered true 30-millisecond average access

time through its 5-MHz ST-506 interface.

Computer Products United included Disk

Manager, from Ontrack Computer Sys-

tems, with the evaluation unit. The power

supply offers 204‘/2 watts ofjuice and pro-

vides a switched outlet for a display. Its in-
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ultimatePowenUltimate Confidence.
UltimateFreedom.

Experience 20MHz
386“Power,ASTStyle
The sky's the limit. That's how you
might describe the power-packed

capabilities oftheASTPremium®/386C
..and how far we'll go to provide out-

standingproducts, serviceand support

.

Only the 20 MHz, Premium/3^C,
with its advanced bus technology
(SMARTslof^ and uncompromising
compatibility, eliminates the tradi-

tional restrictions placed on AT® per-

formance and speed while providing

future upgradeability

You also get the comfort that comes
from choosing a company with a solid

worldwide reputation for reliable,

high-quality technology.

So while others are caught up in

compatibility and support problems,

you're completely free to enjoy the

highest AT-compatible '386 system

performance available today...and

take advantage ofperformance-
oriented upgrades in the future using

SMARTslot architecture.

And because ofour many years of

working with key leaders in Ae in-

dustry, we're able to maximize the

capabilities ofthe most advanced
operating systems and application

software available, including MS®
OS/2 from AST, IBM® OS/2r UNIXr
Windows™ 386 and MS-DOS®

For more information call (714)

863-0181 cmd ask for operator A^IO,

or fill out the coupon.

Dpiease send me more infonnatioa

GHease hjve an AST representative cad me

Nunc

•ntie_

Company

Address

City/State/Z^

Phong

AST Research. Inc., 2121 Akon Ave.,

Irvine. CA 92714-4992 Attn: MC

ACTM
cal: 44 1 9M asst; ta ike hrEM caA S92 S 71733S; ta Cua4««»;
414 426 7114. ACT. ACT logo and ACT Premium regwwed and SMAKT-
ikx trademark ACT Research. Inc. 346 trademark Intel Corp. All other

pmducB and bntnd names arc trademarks and rcgtstered trademarks of

their respecUve companies CopyrtgNC 1988 ACT Research, Inc AB

rights leseivtd image courtesy ofV^naCAD

ncscmcHiNC.

Tunes Have Chan^.
CIRCLE 265 ON READER SERVICE CARD



IMAGAZINEI

*‘TheOatBworld286(12MHz] AT compatible.. .(it]...

tha (attest machine of the nine tested in that review
(July 1988).'’ (September27. 1988).

and
speedandeicellent compatibility... hundreds ol

dollars less expensive than other AT compatible.

IMAGAZINE

EDITOR’S
CHOICE

NOW!
20MHz 286
SI = 22.5

‘^Marvelously cheap, powerful
alternative ... outperformed the
other 286’s ...”

(October11, 1988)

DATA-286 12MHz
80286 running at 8/l2Mh7.. 0/1 wail state

Phoenix DIOS std. (Award BIOS opt.)

S12KD of RAM. expandable lo.lMlI on lawrd

Socket for 802874. . 10

200W power supply

Real-time clock with battery backup

I.2MD floppy disk drive

llonpy/hard disk controller
(1:1 interleave controllers available)

101 -key keyboard with 'click*

Mono card w/parallcl port (720x.'V48)

I'll, monitor with tilt/swivel base

$1195

Portacomp II

80286 running at 8/I2Mh7.0/l wait state

PlM^nix BIOS std. (Award BIOS opt.)

.S12KBofRAM. expandable to IMBon hoard

Socket for 802874.. 10

Real-time clock with battery backup

I.44MR 3.5* floppy disk drive

20MB. .IVms. self-parking hard drive

I02.kcy keyboard with *click*

Supertwlsi backlit LC'I). f>40x400 res.

ROB/monochrome output port

Weighs under 20 1 i>s.

1.2MB external Oopp)' drive opt.

Carrying case available

$1975

DATA-286 20MHz
80286 running at tO/20Mh7

AWARD BIOS std.

1 MB of RAM. exp. to 2MB on board

P'MS 4.0 support for memory over IMB
Socket for 80287

200W power supply

Real-time clock with battery backup

1.2MB floppy disk drive

1; I interleave floppy/hard disk controller

lOI-key keyboard with "click"

Mono card w/parallcl port (720x.348)

'ni. monitor with iill/swivet base

$1555

COMPLETE 10MHz DESKTOP SYSTEMS FROM $945.00

Vertical Case
I'ront panel on/oB switch

220W power supply

6 half-height drive hays

Dimensions: 16 3/4*(D) x

7 .V8*(W)xl5 5/8*(ll)

Available for 286-/.386- models

DATA-386
4.77/6/8/16Mn7 (20Mn/ opt.)

IMB of RAM. exp. to lOMB
Phoenix BIOS std. (Award opt.)

220W power supply

1 .2MH floppy disk drive

Moppy/hard disk controller

101-key keyboard with ‘click*

I'ive 16 and two R-btl slots

Mono card and monitor $1995

Portacomp I

80286 8/I2MII/. (VI wail

Phoenix BIOS std. (Award opt.)

S12K RAM (exp. to IMB)
2(X)W power supply

1 .2MB 5.25" floppy drive

20MB hard disk drive

Supertwist backlit l.(.'D

RGB output port

5 expansion slots

I parallel. 2 serial ports $1875

Datawodd Keyboard
101-key enhanced layout

l.-shaped large return key

Integrated dust cover (paper rest)

Prices subject to change No charge for credit card, check. C.O D. 30 day moneyback guarantee (Shipping charges non-refundable) Dept. C

Dealer/overseas inquiries welcome

In-Calif. 1-800-722-7734 INFO: (213) 695-3777
Out-Calif. 1-800-722-7702 TECH: (213) 699-8250

A PRCPeRReO COMPUTER SYSTEM

Monday through Friday. 7 AM. to 6 P.M. Saturday 9 A M. to 3 P.M. PST, 3733 San Gabriel River Parkway. Pico Rivera. CA 90660-1495
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The Dell System 310

combines lop-quality

construction with a

reasoiuthle price to

win Editor s Choice.

It achieves hif>h

performance through

the use ofa high-speed

RAM cache combined

with 65-tuinosecond

SIMM memory
running at zero wait

states.

put voltage is selectable between 1 10 and

220 volts using a rear-panel slide switch.

To power the CMOS clock and configura-

tion memory inside the Chips and Tech-

nologies chip set that the CPU 386/20 is

built around, a rechargeable nickel-cadmi-

um battery is soldered to the system board.

The eight expansion slots include six

equipped with an 8-MHz, 16-bit AT bus,

and two 8-bit slots. One of the 16-bit slots

is also graced by the 32-bit memory expan-

sion connector.

Stealing one 16-bit slot and the retain-

ing bracket of another, a proprietary I/O

card offers two serial ports, a parallel port,

and a game port. On our evduation unit,

an NCL floppy/hard disk drive controller

and a Video Seven 16-bit VGA card filled

two more 16-bit slots. The latter, coupled

with shadow RAM, yielded exceptional

on-screen performance.

BOUNCY KEYBOARD FEEL The key-

board, made by Fujitsu and patterned ex-

actly after the IBM Enhanced design, was

at best unremarkable. Its bouncy, rubbery,

over-center feel is usable but hardly lov-

able. The evaluation system was also ac-

companied by a NEC Multisync II dis-

play—nearly the industry standard.

Although the performance of the CPU
386/20 is good, its workmanship is some-

what below par. The system board was im-

properly installed in the case so that it

noticeably bowed. The system arrived

without having its disk controller connect-

ed to the drives (although the system was

already formatted and ready to go). It also

lacked an FCC certification sticker.

In operation, however, the CPU 386/20

petfonned flawlessly. If you’ve had some

experience with DOS and AT compati-

bles, you may find the CPU 386/20 a good

choice at the right price.—Winn L. Rosch

DELL COMPUTER CORP.

Dell System 310
The System 310, the flagship of the Dell

Computer Corp. flotilla, has a perfectly

conventional exterior design. It looks as

docile as a lamb, a typical first-generation

AT clone—the same big square box, the

same AT-derived styling. Once the DOS
prompt appears, however, the sheep’s

clothing f^ls by the wayside as the System

310 races ahead. It’s one of the fastest 20-

MHz 80386-based computers ever tested

byPCUbs.
To get up to speed, the Dell System 3 10

uses a double strategy. A 32K cache of 35-

nanosecond static memory cuts wait states

to a minimum. When the cache misses, the

high-speed, 60-ns. interleaved main mem-
ory takes up the slack, trimming the wait to

the barest minimum.

The system board provides sockets for

eight SIMMs for main memory, but only

four were filled with 2S6K modules in the

evaluation unit, the system’s standard

equipment. Of that basic megabyte, 640K
is devoted to DOS and the balance is used

for shadow RAM. When more memory is

present, it resides in the extended address-

ing area.

Beyond 2MB, expansion requires ei-

ther 1MB SIMMs (pushing system board

capacity to 8MB) or a proprietary 32-bit

expansion board that uses a special sys-

tem-board socket at the end of slot zero, an

erstwhile 8-bit slot. Another 8-bit slot and

six 16-bit slots complete the System 310

quota.

In the evaluation system, only one 16-

bit slot was filled—with a Western Digital

WD1007 combined floppy/hard disk con-

troller—and one 8-bit slot was filled with a

Paradise VGA adapter. All slots are full

length and full height.

Lessening the need for stuffing those

slots are the three ports engineered into the

system board circuitry, two serial and one

parallel, all lined up at the bottom rear of

the chassis.

The system board relies on the Chips

and Technologies 80386 chip set, all parts

rated at 20 MHz, like the microprocessor

itself A socket is provided for an optional

numeric coprocessor, which can be either

an Intel 80387 or a Weitek 1 167 rated at 20

MHz, The system also operates at reduced

speeds of 8 and 4.77 MHz.
As with the rest of the Dell computer

line, the BIOS of choice hails from I^oe-
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FAC T F I L E

Dell System 310

Dell ComputerCorp.

9505 ArbcM^um Blvd.

Aasiin.TX 78759-7299

(800)426-5159

(512) 3384400
List Price: With 1MB RAM. 1.2MB 5'/4-

inch or 1 .44MB 3*/2-inch disk drive. $2,999;

with 40MB hard disk, momichmme monitor.

S3.899; with 9()MB hard disk. VGA card and

monochmme monitor. $4,899; with 90MB
hand disk VGA card and Color Plus monitor.

$5,199. Additional floppy disk drive. $200,

In Short: An exceptional machine that

leaves all but a few 20-MHz 386s in the dust

on benchmark tests. Excellent workmanship

at a moderate price makes the Dell System

310 a top choice.

CIRCLEW ON READER SERVICE CARD

nix Technologies, affording full DOS and

OS/2 compatibility. For the System 310,

Dell supplies itsown version ofOS/2, Ver-

sion 1.0, written in 16-bit code. Setup re-

quires running a software procedure.

SUPERIOR CfflVSTRUCnON Physi-

cal construction ofthe 3 10 rates as superior

to that of most AT derivatives. The front

panel is distinguished by a beveled notch at

the upper left, where you’ll find a key-

board-and-case key lock (which uses flat

keys) as well as power and hard-disk-ac-

tivity indicators. Numerous internal ap-

pendages help ensure the integrity of

shielding afforded by the steel cover and

chassis, earning the System 310 an FCC
Class B certification.

For installing mass storage, the 310 in-

cludes an internal bay with space for two

half-height or one firll-height hard disk

and, on the tight, three half-height bays

with front-panel access. Drives mount us-

ing heavyweight aluttrinum rails, larger

than those of their IBM counterparts, and

are secured by screwing the rails into the

sides of the bay rather than using brackets

at the front of the chassis.

Orte nice touch is the System 3 10 Com-
ponent Identification, a large label pasted

atop the right-hand drive bay. This label

identifies all the principal internal compo-

nents and cable connectors so that you

won’t have to refer to the manual (if you

can even remember where you put it) when

you want to make changes inside the com-

puter.

STANDARD SETUP One 1.2MB 5'A-

inch or 1 .44MB 3'/2-inch floppy disk drive

comes as standard equipment. The evalua-

tion system had an Epson SD-680L 5 Vi-

inch drive and a Sony 3‘/2-inch drive. The

hard disk was a Magnetic Peripherals half-

height unit with about 90MB of formatted

capacity. A tmly high-speed performer, it

delivered an 18-millisecond average ac-

cess time at a 10-MHz data transfer rate,

courtesy of its ESDI host connection. Oth-

er Dell hard disk choices include 40-

,

150-, and 322MB models.

The 200-watt Astec power supply oper-

ates on either 1 15 or 230 volts, selectable

using a rear-panel slide switch. Five DC
connectors for disk drives and a switched

outlet for a display (but not the display it-

self) are part of its standard endowment.

Dell includes a Key Tronic keyboard

that follows the 101-key IBM Enhanced

design. This American keyboard’s feel

made it seem vastly superior to the Key

Tronic product of Oriental origin supplied

with the VIPC Hybrid. Although lacking

audible feedback, it yielded a snappy ac-

tion with a relatively soft touch.

On its front bezel, the display supplied

A truly high-spee(i

performer, the Dell’s

hard disk delivered an

1 8-millisecond average

access time at a 10-MHz

data transfer rate.

with the evaluation system bore the PC’s

Limited VGA Color Plus moniker (“PC’s

Limited” being Dell’s former principal

trade name). A Dell label adorned the rear.

The display is somewhat bulky for its size

( 1 3 '/2 inches of screen visible) but includes

a built-in tilt-and-swivel base. Controls are

minimal (brightness, contrast, and power

in the front, with screwdriver-adjustable

height controls for 350-, 400-, and 480-

line modes in the rear), and power and sig-

nal cables ate permanently attached. The

image, actually, is very good—bright, sat-

urated, and full of contrast.

Short of treading into 25-MHz territory

and fronting the hefty costs involved, the

Dell System 310 is one of the fastest com-

puters you can buy. It’s also one of the

best-made.—Wiim L. Rosch

EVEREST COMPUTER CORP.

Everest 386/20
The engineers at Everest Computer Cotp.

have discovered the secret in making their

Everest 386/20 one of the fastest 20-MHz
80386-based PCs—they simply mn its mi-

croprocessor at 24 MHz. Ignore the fact

that all of its major components are court-

ing disaster by operating about 20 percent

beyond their maximum ratings, and you’ll

find that the Everest 386/20 is a compel-

ling small-footprint machine that does a

good job delivering 80386 power.

Look at its performance on our 80386

Instruction Mix benchmark test, and you’ll

see that the Everest 386/20 is one of the

speed leaders. Peer inside and it will seem

still more amazing. On the system board,

you’ll see no high-speed cache controller

or superquick static RAM chips. No spe-

cial page-mode RAM. At best, it features

moderately fast memory (70-nanosecond)

dynamic RAM chips arranged with a two-

way interleave. Memory is divided up
with 640K for DOS, 384K shadow RAM,
and the balance extended.

CRYSTAL SECRET The secret to its

success is a small aluminum can embla-

zoned with the rating 48.00 MHz. (You

can divide this crystal’s rating in half to

calculate the microprocessor’s operating

speed.) The bulk of the system’s compo-

nents, primarily the Chips and Technol-

ogies 386 chip set and the 80386 micro-

processor, are all rated by their

manufacturers for operation at 20 MHz, so

it is Everest that guarantees performance at

the 24-MHz level. A socket is available for

an 80287 numeric coprocessor, although

its required speed rating is not specified in

the documentation. The ROM bears an

{continues}
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PC-TOO 10MHZ XT®
• 8088-10 Based System Board
• 4.77/10 MHz CPU Speed
• 640KB RAM Standard
• Motherboard Capacity, 1,640KB
• 8087 Co-Processor Socket
• Real Time Clock/Calendar
• System Reset Switch
• Floppy Disk Driye Controller
• 560K Floppy Drive
• 4 Half-Height Peripheral Slots
• 8 Expansion Slots
• 102-Kev Enhanced Keyboard
• Parallel/Serial/Came Ports
• 150 Watt Power Supply
No. CAPCIO

• PrieiM
• 6re«t

, Expert
CoesoHetion

PC-TOO 386 20MHZ AT®
• 80386 CPU, 20 MHz Clock Speed
• 2MB 32-Bit Ram, Expandable to 16MB
• 8 Expansion Slots:

2 - 8-Bit

5 - 16-Bit

1 - 52-Bit
• 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive
• Western Digital Floppy/Hard Controller
• 101 Key IBM POAT Compatible Keyboard
• 200 Watt Power Supply (UL Approved)
• Sockets for 10 MHz 80287 and 16 MHz 80587
Co-Processors

• Phoenix Bios supporting 80386 Architecture
• MS-DOS, OS/2, and XENIX (Current Releases)

Compatible
No. CAAT20

PC-TOO 286 12MHZ AT®
• 16-Bit 80286 6/12 MHz Software Selectable Clock
Speed 80287 Coprocessor Socket, Supporting
10 MHz Coprocessor

• Capable of Running IBM PCVAT-Compatible
Applications

• Eight Expansion Slots: Four 16-Bit, Four 8-Bit
• Motherboard: 512KB RAM, Expandable to 1024KB
RAM System Supports 16 MB RAM

• 5Vi" 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive
• Western Digital Controller Model WD-1003-WA2
• 101 Key IBM PC/AT-Compatible Keyboard
• 200 Watt Industrial Grade Power Supply (UL Approved)
• MS-DOS, OS/2, and XENIX (Curent Releases)
Compatible

No. CA5192

PC-AT IS A TRADEMARK Of IHTERMATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION



COMPAQ
DeskPro 386/20 Model 60
• 80586 Processor, 20 MHz
• 1 MB RAM, 1.2 Floppy
• 60 MB Hard Drive
• Parallel and Serial Ports
• 6 Expansion Slots Available
• Security Lock
• Real-Time Clock (Optional)

No. CQ145

froin

NEC
Powermate 2
• 80286 CPU, 8/10 MHz Speed
• 640K RAM, 1.2 MB Floppy Disk
• 40 MB Hard Disk
• MS-DOS 3.2 & CW-Basic 3.2
• 1.2MB Diskette Drive
• Room For Five Storage Devices
• Eight Expansion Slots
• Centronics Parallel Port
• Two RS-232C Serial Ports
No. NIH50IK

AST Premium/286
Model 140
• 80286 CPU 10MHz Clock Speed
• 7 Expansion Slots
*1 8-Bit
*6 8/16-Bit

• 1MB Fast Ram Enhanced Memory
• 1.2MB Floppy Diskette Drive
• 40MB Fixed Disk Drive
• AST-36 Plus Video Adapter
• 101-Key AST Premium Keyboard
• AT-Standard Combination Disk Controller
• MS-DOS/Basic Software and Manuals
• One Year Limited Warranty
No. ATP140

call: 800-233-8950



TOSHIBA
T1000 Portable Personal Computer
• 80C88 CPU, 4.77 MHz
• 51 2K Ram Expandable to 1.2MB
• SVi" 720K Diskette Drive
• Supertwist LCD Display
• Bright, 80 x 25 Character

No. TB1000

TOSHIBA
T1200F Portable
Personal computer
• 80C86 CPU, 4.77/9.4 MHz
• 1MB RAM, Including 384K LIM-EMS
• Dual SVi" 720K Diskette Drives
• Electrolumnescent Backlit LCD
No. TB1200F

CQII

ZENITH Z-184 HR
Portable Personal
Computer
• CMOS 80C88, 4.77/8 MHz
• 640K RAM Expandable to 1.64MB
• 21.4MB Hard Disk Drive
• V/i' 720K Floppy Disk Drive
• Electrolumnescent Backlit Screen

No. ZE184HR *1989



AMDEK Video 21OA AMDEK Video 410 AMDEK COiOr 722 SEIKO CM-1430
• 12" TTL Amber
• 720 X 350 Resolution
• 22 MHz Bandv/idth. 132 Column
No. AM210A

• 12" TTL Monochrome
• 960 X 350 Resolution
• 20 MHz Bandwidth, 132 Column
NO. AM410 (A.W.a «149

• 13" In-Line Etched EGA
• 720 X 350 Resolution
• Supports 64 Colors

No. AMC722

• 14" Raster Scan VGA
• 1024 X 768 Resolution
• .26mm Dot Pitch
No. SNCM1430

MACNAVOX 7BM623 MACNAVOX 8CM515 MAGNAVOX 9CM053 MAGNAVOX 9CM082
• 12" TTL Amber • 14" RCB/Composite Color •14" EGA Color
• 1000 X 350 Resolution • 640 x 240 Resolution • 720 x 350 Resolution

• 14" VGA Color
• 800 X 600 Resolution
• 31mm Dot Pitch. 18 MHz
Bandwidth a m

No. NAP082 9^29

PACKARD BELL
PB1272
• 12" TTL Monochrome Amber
• 720 X 350 Resolution
• Tilt & Swivel Base
No. PB1272C $7gM

PACKARD BELL
PB1418F
• 14" Flat TTI Monochrome
• Front Mounted Controls. Tilt &
Swivel

No. PB1418F *129

NEC MuMsvnc II

• 14" Diagonal Multisync Oisplav
• 800 X 560 Resolution
• PC/XT/AT. PS/2. MAC II Compatible
No. NEC1402

$9*19

NEC Multisync Plus
• 15" Diagonal Flattened CRT
• 960 X 720 Resolution
• 3-Wav Text Svwtch
No. NEC1501

PACKARD BELL
PB1422EG
• 14" EGA Display
• 640 X 350 Resolution
• 20 MHz Bandwidth, Amber Text

ZENITH ZCM-1490
• 14" VGA RGB Display
• 640 X 480 Resolution
• Perforated Metal Screen (Shadow
Mask)

No. ZEC1490

Call: 800-233-8950



INTEL
Above Board/ 286
• 51 2K Expandable to 2M
• Conventional, Expanded and
Extended Memory

NO 104020 Si|i|g

INTEL
in Board/386/PC
• Converts PC to l6MHz
• 80386 Microprocessor
• 1MB On Board Memory
NO. INIB1200

*899

INTEL
inboard 386/at
• Converts AT to 586 16 MHz
Operation

• Up to 1MB with 52 Bit Memory
No INIB3000 *1099

INTEL
Math co-Processors
No, IN8087PC 8119
No IN80287-8AT 8MHz 9279
No. IN80287-10AT • 10MHz $319
No. IN80387 16MHZ $469

EVEREX
Ram 3000 Deluxe
• OK 5MB Memory
• EMS, Extended. BASE for AT
• Utility Software
No EV159 $gg99

AST SixPak Plus BOCA BocaRam at
• 64K to 584K Memory *16 Bit, Runs to 16 MHz
• Clock, Serial, Parallel, Came Port • 0 MB • 4 MB Memory
• SuperPak, SuperOnve Software • Expanded, Extended, LIM

No ATS1 No BOATOO

*149 *149

AST Rampage/286
« 512K Expandable to 2MB
• LIM-EMS Compatible
• Extended and Backfill Memory
No ATRAM286

$479

ATD
576K Vi Card
• 0 to 576K RAM Expansion
• Fits Short/Long Slots
• Provides PC/XT RAM Disk
NO HX04

BOCA TOP Hat
• 6 or 8 MHz Speed
• 128K RAM Top Off
• 1 year Warranty
No BOTH128

*119

5251 Emulation
• Local Twinax Communication
• IBM 34/36/38 Compatible
• Printer Support, Hot Key
No IE5251

DCA IRMA Board 2.2
• Native Mode Coaxial Link
• IBM 3270 Controller Compatible
• SNA/SDLC or BSC
No DA02

*799

FIFTH GENERATION
The Logical Connection
4 Serial, 2 Parallel in. 2 Parallel

out
• Oaisy chamable Up To 315 Devices

No. K:Ft02 256K $449
No. ICFHDS 51 2K <519

ORCHID
Tiny Turbo 286
• 80286 CPU Upgrade
• Halfslot Accelerator
• 80286 Socketed for 80287
No. ORTINY *349

AST Enhanced copy ii pc Deluxe
5251/11 Plus Option Board
• Supports Twinax Cable Thru
• IBM System 54/36/38
• Multiple Host Sessions
NO AT5211P $099

• Mac Disk Compatible
• Disk Duplication
• Works with 5Vi 00
No. ICCP05

I
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ATD
color Card

ATD
Monochrome Card

HERCULES
color card

• IBM Color Graphics
• 16K RAM Memory
• Parallel Printer Port
No. HX02

• Hercules Graphics Compatible
• Parallel Printer Port
• Graphics Software Included
No. HX05

• IBM Color Graphics
• 320 X 200 Resolution
• Parallel Printer Port

HERCULES
Graphics Card Plus
• 720 X 548 Bit Mapped Graphics
• RAM Font Software Included
• Parallel Port

EVEREX
Micro Enhancer ii

EVEREX
EVCA

• Autoswitch EGA 800 x 600
• 132 Column Operation
• Parallel Printer Port
No E\/657

• 1280 x 600 Resolution
• 17 VGA Modes
• 256,000 Color Palette

No. EV673

PARADISE
Auto Switch EGA

<279

• 640x480 Resolution
• Supports up to 132 Columns
• 256K VRAM, 16 Color
No. PDMECAE 99

• 640 x 480 Resolution
• 16 Cok)r/64 Palette, 256K V-RAM
• 132 Column x 43 Line Text
No. BOECAM

*199

VIDEO SEVEN VEGA
Deluxe

VIDEO SEVEN VEGA
V>G*A

TSENG LABS EVA/480

• 752 X 410 Display
• EGA, CCA. MCA. HCC
• 256K-DRAM Screen Buf
No VSECAD

• 800 X 600 Resolution
• 256 Simultaneous Colors
• Supports Both Analog & Digital

No VSVGA

• 640x480 Resolution
• CCA, MDA and Hercules Compat
• Parallel Port Standard
No TL480

ORCHID
Designer VGA
• 800 X 600 Resolution
• 256 Color Palatte
• 51 2K Video Ram
No. ORVCAD

H uM
NSi
Smart EGA Pius

NEC MVA-1024/256

• Runs All Standards In Color
• 800 X 600 or 640 x 480 Modes
• Half-Size. Supports IBM PS/2 VGA
No NSI04

^

*189

• 1024 X 768
• 384K VRAM/768K DRAM
• 256 Color/16.7 on Palette
No. NEC1024E

Call: 800-233-8950

*1169



EPSON LX-800 EPSON FX-850 EPSON FX-1050
• ISO CPS Draft/30 CPS NLQ
• 9-Pin. 80 Column
• Built-in Tractor Feed
No, EPUBOO $189

• 264 CPS Draft/54 CPS NLQ
• 9 Pin. 80 Column
• 240 X 216 DPI, Micro Feed
NO EPFX850 *389

• 264 CPS Draft/54 CPS NLQ
• 9-Pin, 136 Column
• Smart Park Feature. 8k Buffer
No EPFX1050 $549

EPSON LO-500 EPSON LO-850 EPSON LO-10SO
• 180 CPS Oraft/60 CPS NLQ
• 24-Pin. 80 Column
• 8k Buffer, Auto Sheet Load
No. EPLQ500

• 220 CPS Draft/75 CPS NLQ
• 24-Pin, 80 Column
• Parallel/Serial, Friction/Push

No EPLQ850 *589

• 220 CPS Draft/73 CPS NLQ
• 24-P»n, 136 Column
• Parallel/Serial. Smart Park Feature
No EPLQ1050 *799

BROTHER M-1109 BROTHER M-1509 BROTHER HR-40
• 100 CPS Draft/25 CPS NLQ
• 9-Pin, 80 Column
• 2k Buffer. Friction Feed
No BRM1109 *169

• 180 CPS Draft/45 CPS NLQ
• 9-Pin, 132 Column
• 3k Buffer. Friction/Pin Feed
No BRM1509 *389

• 40 CPS Daisywheel
• 14Vi" Paper Width
• 8k Buffer Parallel/Serial

No BRHR40 *669

• 144 CPS Oraft/28 CPS NLQ
• 9 PIN. 80 Column
• Friction and Tractor Feed
No. PA1080

*169

• 192 CPS Draft/38 CPS NIQ
• 9 Pin. 80 Column
• 4 Position Print Mode
No. PA1091 *199

• 240 CPS Draft/80 CPS NLQ
• 24 PIN. 132 Column
• 15.5k Text Buffer, Parallel/Serial

No. PA1524 *599



• 180 CPS Draft/80 CPS NLQ
• 94>in. 80 Column
• Bottom Feed. Pin/Friction

No. OK182P *249

• 300 CPS Draft/63 CPS NIQ
• W>in. 80 Column
• Bottom Feed, Frictionn'ractor

No. 0K320 *379

• 270 CPS Draft/90 CPS NLQ
• 24-Pin. 80 Column
• Bottom Feed. FrictkxtfTractor

No. OK390

STAR NX-1000
• 144 CPS Draft/35 CPS
• S-Pin, 80 Column
• 4lt Buffer, Friction/Tractor Feed
No. SGNX1000 *189

NEC P2200
• 170 CPS Draft/55 CPS NLQ
• 24-Pin. 80 Column
• 8k Buffer. Push-Pull Tractor
No. NIP2200

HEWLETT PACKARD Ttlinkjet
• 150 CPS Draft/150 CPS NLQ
• Inkjet 192 x 96 Dots-oernnch
• Parallel Interface, SOdBA
No. HQ2225C

Call: 800-233-8950

NEC P5200
• 256 CPS Draft/90 CPS NLQ
• 24 Pin. 80 Column
• Push Tractor. Paper Paricing

No. NIP5200

iLJUuuni



• 1200 Baud External
• Eight Indicator Lights
• Auto Answer/Auto-Dial
No. ANA1200E

M29
• Includes speaker and volume
control.
• Extended "AT" command set.

No. ANA2400E

^69

• 300/1200 Baud internal

• Fully Hayes compatible
• Has autoswitch capabilities.

No. HX12

EVEREX Evercom 12
• 500/1200 Baud Internal

• Fully Hayes compatible half card
modem

• Comes with BitCom software.
No. EV920

INTEL
2400B MODEM 2
• 2400 Baud PS/2 Internal

• Supports Hayes AT Command Set
• Tone or Pulse Dialing

No. INIM7124

EVEREX Evercom 24E
• 2400 Baud External
• Hayes compatible
• Status indicator LEOs
No. EV924E

J

«299|

S79” $219

HAYES Smartmodem
1200
• 1200 Baud External
• Features automatic speed
selection,

• 2" speaker with volume control.

No. HY1200
^

$289

HAYES Smartmodem
2400
• 2400 Baud External
• Auto^3ial/AutaAnswer
• Features exterxled Hayes
command set.

N0.Hy2400 $449

jjsaasia

)
r"""'

\
" SupraMoOem i

2400
k

# %
r*

PRACTICAL
Modem 1200
• 300/1200 Baud Internal
• Pop-Down Auto Dialer
• 100% Hayes Compatible
No. PCI 2001

*79**

PRACTICAL
Modem 1200SA
• 1200 Baud Stand Alone
• Seven LEO Display
• Five Year warranty
No PC1200E

PRACTICAL
Modem 2400 SA
• 2400 Baud stand Alone
• Guaranteed 100% hayes
compatible

• User modifiyable non volitile ram

SUPRA 2400
• Compatible with "AT" commands
• Programmable memory
• Includes surge protection
No SJ2400

I
I
I
I
I
I

U.S. ROBOTICS
Direct 1200
• 300/1200 Baud External
• Features earner detect overide
• Audio phone line monitor, and
auto parity check
No. UR1200E

U.S. ROBOTICS
Direct 2400PC

$109

• 2400 Baud Internal
• 100% Hayes compatible
• Auto/answer and autp/dial

NO UR2400 $179

U.S. ROBOTICS
Direct 2400
• 2400 Baud External
• 100% Hayes compatible
• Features carrier detect overide
No UR2400E ^199

U.S. ROBOTICS
Courier 2a00E
• 2400 Baud External &
Data Compression

• MNP Error Correction
• Auto-Answer/Auto Dial

No. URC2400E $449



EVEREX Excel-stream
60-8
• 60 MB Cassette Back-up
• Backs Up 5 MB Per Minute
• Buitt-ln Formatter ^ ^^
NO. EV60E ^ #Z™

MOUNTAIN TD-4000
• 40 MB Tape Drive MicroMountain
External

• For The AT and PS/2 QlC-40 Std.
• No Extra Controller Required
No. MBTD5720

«489

• 10 MB Tape Drive
• 8 Minute Back-Up Time
• Half-Height

No. IW110D

$219

MOUNTAIN
MINI-MOUNTAIN
• 60 MB External Tape
• Uses Computer Power Supply
• PC/XT/AT Compatible
No. MB407502

MINISCRIBE 3650
• Formats Up To 41.9 MB
• 61 Msec Access Time
• 5.0 Mbits Per Second Transfer
NO. SA63650

SEAGATE SVa” Drives
» PC/XT Controller Card
• Half-Height Hard Drive

No, SA225C 20 MB
No. SA238C 30 MB.

$269
$289

MINISCRIBE 6085
• Formats up to 71.3 MB
• 28 Msec Access Time
• Full Height Dnve

*699

SEAGATE ST-251
• 42.8 MB Formatted Capacity
• 40 Msec. Access Time
• sy*" Half-Height Hard Drive

No. SA251

*399

PLUS Hard Cards

No. PH20 20MB. .

S599
No. PH40 40M6 $769

SYSCEN Bridge-File syscen Bridge-Tape
• 5y4'' Exterrwl Floppy Drive
• Reads/Writes 360k & 1.2 MB Disk
• IBM Personal Series 2 Compatible
No. ST2260

• 42 MB Tape Drive
• Novell and 3 Com 3
Compatible

• PS/2 Format

No. ST2265

SYSGEN DuraPak
System
• 15 MB Removable Hard Disk
• Includes Duracache and The
Optimizer

No. ST1550 ^999

IOMEGA BERNOULLI POLAROID PALETTE
BOX II PLUS
• 20 MB 5V4' Internal Dnve
• Installation Cables. Rails and
Manuals

No. tMB2 *839

• Computer Image Recorder
• 35mm and 3x4 Film Unit
• 8 Palette Software Included
No. PO01P *2499

M uM
Call: 800-233-8950



WORD PERFECT

WORD PERFECT 5.0

No. ICSS5

I.CN I KML \JIIN I

COPY II PC

No. ICCP01
*27”

MtKIUlAN

CARBON COPY PLUS

*125

BUKLANU

OUATTRO

*169

FOXBASE PEACH TREE MICROSOFT BRODERBUND
DEVELOPERS PACKAGE ACCT. II QUICK BASIC print SHOP

No. ICFX01

*219 *169 *69” *59”

hrstC;h()ice ur

PACEMAKER
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING

FASTBACK PLUS PFS: FIRST CHOICE 2.0

No. KFKM
*89” No. ICPF10

$9099

MECCA

MANAGING YOUR
MONEY
No. ICMD01 BA9



WINDOWS V2.03

NOCMR16 *79®®

UNlSOi\

NEWS MASTER
*59®®

HARVARD

HARVARD GRAPHICS
2.1
No iCHAOe *309

CROSSTALK XVI VP PLANNER- PFS: FIRST PUBLISHER TURBO PASCAL V4.0
SPREADSHEET

VENTURA PUBLISHING PROFESSIONAL LEARNING DOS FUNK SIDEWAYS
WRITE 2.0



CURTIS

UNIVERSAL PRINTER
STAND $til99
Nq CUUPS1

CURTIS

SAFE STRIP 6-OUTLET

N0CUSP3 *19®*

CURTIS

UNIVERSAL SYSTEM
stand $1Q99
No.CUtSSS 19

CURTIS

TOOL KIT

NO. CUTK1
*22“

KENSINGTON

MASTER PIECE PLUS

No. KEKW8 *109

KENSINGTON

PRINT MUFFLER 80

No. KEM09
$4999

KALAMAR DATA SHIELD

DISK CABINETS S85 SURGE
No. CW52 5V4" $14.99 PROTECTOR
NO. CI454 5V*‘ $19.99 No DZS02

*59**

MAXELL MAXELL ALLSOP DATA SHIELD

MAXELL Data Cart. MAXELL MD-2 DISK FILE/60-5y4" SS700 UPS
No MXMC2050 $18.99
No. MXMcecxx) $2S.99
No MXCS600 $13.99

5y4” DS/DD
No MXD2

$g49 $099
No. ARDfeO O No. DZSS700 *839

AMERICAN POWER MICROCOMPUTER ASSYS SONY SONY

530XT & UPS

NO. AJ330XT *289
CRT-VALET

No MA640

MD-2 S'A" OS/DO
*99*» „ *9*»

MF2 3^6*' DS/DD

No SCMFD2
*18**

I



BROTHER FAX-100
• Compact Desktop Size
• Operates As A Copier
• Only 4 Controls
No. BRX100 *1049

CANON PC‘5 Personal Copier
• Maximum Paper Size 8%'* x 11"
• 1*9 Copies. Warm Up 18 Sec.
• Paper volume SO Sheets
No, CCS

CANON PC-25 copier
• 100 Sheet P^)er Cassette
• Business Card to Legal Size
• Reduce & Enlarge
No CC25

The complete Fax Board datacopy Jet Reader 730 Panasonic uf-150 fax
• Turns A PC mto A Fax
• Croup 3 Compatible
• Word Proessor Conversion
No. CMCFAX *419

• Flat Bed Scanner
• Resolution of 200 or 300 DPI
• Text and Line Drawing
No, DC730

• Croup 3 Compatible
• includes Handset
No PAUF150

*1499

SHARP F0300 FAX SHARP F0420 FAX SHARP FO-700 FAX
• C3. C2. FMC1 Compatible
• 70 Auto Dialing Numbers
• Copy function
No SHF0500 $1499

• 70 Each FaxA’hone AutoOialing Nos.
• Timer Transmission & Polling
• Relay Broadcasting Request
No SHF0420

*1599

• Stores 52 numbers
• 16 shade polling functions
• Oversize Document Transmission
No SHF0700

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
LS-300 IMAGE SCANNER
• ECA Software Compatible
• 6 seconds/p^ scanning speed
• 32 shades dither pattern

No PN300S

Call: 800-233-8950



.^mnonnmmmmmammmmmm
raiecial savings From CMO?.

ANCHOR 24 F/ 1 INTELLIGENT
MODEM
• 500/1200/2400 BPS Operation
• Internal Full Card
• Battery Back-Up Phone # Storage
No. AN18

MOUNTAIN 30MB DRIVECARD
• Fits in Expansion Slots
• Automatic Head Parking
• 78ms Average Access Speed
No MB30

189 $499
I

LOGITECH C7 SERIAL MOUSE
• Includes logimouse Software
• Optomechanical Design
• S-Buttons
No, ICLCMS

LOTUS 1-2-3 2.01 UPGRADE
• Complete Set of 2 01 Disks
• Includes User Manual
• Great For User's Second Copy
No. ICL020

$7999 $199 B*79*

CMO, 101 Reighard Ave., Williamsport, PA 17701
Policies and particulars.

• All major credit cards accepted, no surcharge and your order will not be charged until shipped.

• No limit, no deposit on COD orders. • No waiting period for cashier's checks. • Same day shipping

on in-stock items if processed before 5:00 E.S.T • Toll-free order inquiry • Free technical support
from our own factory-trained staff • No sales tax on orders shipped outside PA • All items

subject to availability and price changes. SHIPPING. Add 3% (minimum S7.00) shipping and
handling on all orders. Larger shipments may require additional charges • CMO ships most orders

UPS unless otherwise requested • Returned items may be subject to a restocking fee

HOURS. Monday - Friday 8 a m. to 9 p.m. est, and Saturday 9 a m. to 5:S0 p.m. est.

Bill



20-MHz386s

The Everest 386120

should really be failed

the Everest 386124: it

utilizes a 48-MHz
crystal that drives the

system's 20-MHz
components at 24

MHz. This small-

footprint computer

supplies 2MB RAM. a

40MB luird disk, and

an EGA displavfor

$4,185.

AMI copyright, including both a setup

program and diagnostics in its firmware.

The system (ward is actually more di-

minutive than the computer itself. De-

signed for an XT case, it allocates space

foreight SIP sockets for memory modules,

which the manufacturer says have yet to be

developed. Instead, system RAM is

stuffed into the Everest 386/20’s sole

32/I6-bit expansion slot. The board pro-

vides space for 72 256-kilobit DRAM
chips, rated at 70 nanoseconds in the eval-

uation system.

Half of the eight slots use an 8-bit inter-

face, the others 1 6-bit. All are full-length

and full AT height, despite the smaller

chassis. The 32-bit memory board takes

over one 16-bit slot. This board also pro-

vides two serial ports and two par^lel

ports, one of each fitting on a retaining

bracket at the back of another slot. An
Everex EGA adapter steals an 8-bit slot,

and an unmarked Taiwanese floppy/hard

disk controller based on Western Digital

chips takes another 16-bit slot.

HOW TO BE SMALL The key to the

smaller case is a missing internal hard disk

bay. Only three half-height drive bays are

available, all of which can have front-pan-

el access. In the evaluation system, one

was filled with a Fujitsu 1.2MB SIA-inch

floppy disk drive, another with a Seagate

ST-2SI half-height hard disk. The latter is

operated through a standard ST-506 inter-

face and achieved a 29-millisecond aver-

age access time in testing.

The power supply, marked Seasonic, is

rated at 200 watts. The Everest 386/20

documentation claims that this compact

unit has a built-in UPS—or “unbreak
power system [sic].” If it does, it affords

you at most several milliseconds of protec-

tion, according to our tests. The "prelimi-

nary” instruction pamphlet takes even

greater liberties with the English language

than it does with the truth, although it

might serve well as a primer in pidgin.

Both power input and switched power

output connectors are available on the rear

of the power supply, as is an input voltage

selector. A battery holder glued to the side

of the power supply accommodates four

AA cells to power the CMOS clock and

setup memory. The controls are on a verti-

cal panel near the center of the machine's

front bezel, with three indicators (power,

hard-disk activity, and turbo), two un-

marked push-button switches (which con-

trol turbo mode and reset), and a cylindri-

cal key lock for the keyboard.

The 6- by 17'/2- by IbVi-inch case re-

sembles a cut-down AT. According to the

documentation, the assembly has been

tested for an FCC Class A rating. The ma-

chine beats no indication of whether it ac-

tually passed the test, however. Internal

workmanship is mediocre at best.

The keyboard supplied with the Everest

386/20 was manufactured by Chicony

Electronics Co. and follows the IBM En-

The Everest 386/20’s

system board is actually

more diminutive than the

computer itself.

hanced 101-key layout. It rates OK, nei-

ther exemplary nor irritating, with a plain

linear feel and no audible feedback. (Note

that its action is entirely different from the

Chicony keyboard that accompanied Pan-

United’s Micro Lab 386.)

Were the Everest 386/20 operated with-

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9. 1988
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20-MHz386s

in the ratings of its components, it would

be just another clone, with unremarkable

performance and quality. Overlook this

machine’s shortcomings only if its 24-

MHz speed is the determining factor for

your purchase decision.—Winn L. Rosch

EVEREX COMPUTER
SYSTEMS DIVISION

Everex STEP 386/20
When Everex made the big leap from com-

ponent supplier to computer maker, it did

so in a big way, leapfrogging ahead of all

but the toughest competition. Using a

unique scalable cache, the company's first

computer, the STEP 386/20, has the pow-

er to outrun everything else that boasts a

20-MHz 80386. It’s one of the fastest ma-

chines in this high-speed 20-MHz group.

And it leaves but one question; What does

the company do for an encore?

The design of the STEP 386/20 is

straightforward; the CPU is coupled to the

special speedy cache, which comprises

64K or 128K of 25-nanosecond static

RAM, and one or two banks of four 256K
SIMMs rated at ISO nanoseconds for main

memory. The cache grows to a massive

256K should you slide an Everex memory
expansion card into the system’s one pro-

prietary 32-bit slot.

The STEP 386/20 can also be config-

ured for 1MB SIMMs, increasing system

board capacity to 8MB. The cache size in-

creases with the number of SIMMs (not

megabytes) installed, so the 8MB machine

would still have a 128K cache. This cache

works for both memory reads and writes,

so it eliminates most of the wait states oth-

er cached systems may impose when writ-

ing to memory.

Of the 2MB in the evaluation machine,

640K was devoted to DOS and 1 ,024K to

extended memory. The missing 384K is

used for shadow RAM, copying slow

ROM routines into fast RAM.
If you need more power, you can pop a

20-MHz 80387 math coprocessor into a

waiting socket, providing your fingers are

flexible enough to reach where it’s hidden

under the hard disk bay. If you want less

power, you can slow the STEP 386/20

down to either 10 or 6.67 MHz. Unlike

other machines that merely add more wait

states to slow down their microprocessors.

The Everex STEP 386120' s unique

xealahle euche b<tosts perj'omuinee

above all but afew 386 eompelilors. Its

recessetl control panel provides

dUlfttu/stic information via an LCD as

well as switches to chanfte processor

speed, ItH'k the keyboard, turn the

speaker off. and reset the computer.

the STEP 386/20 actually reduces the

speed for the system clock by dividing it by

two or three.

Both the keyboard and ROM' BIOS
bear an AMI copyright. System setup and

diagnostics are built in. and E)OS 3.3 is in-

cluded in the basic price.

IMPROVESON DESIGN Although the

STEP 386/20 comes from the AT design

school—one internal full-height hard disk

bay and three half-height bays, all of

which (including the internal bay) have

front-panel access—the styling resembles

an overgrown stereo cassette recorder. At

the left of the front panel is a smoky plastic

door with a control panel lurking behind it.

Switches here allow you to select the sys-

tem speed, turn the speaker on and off, re-

set the system, and lock the keyboard (but

not prevent physical access inside).

"The power, hard-disk-activity, and

speed indicators are topped off by a yellow

eight-digit alphanumeric diagnostic dis-

play. Besides error and BIOS messages, it

identifies the logged disk drive and indi-

cates the current position of the head.

The 6 '/2- by 21 '4- by 17-inch case is all

steel except for the plastic front panel,

good enough to earn an FCC Class B rat-

ing. Its rear panel and internal layout are

entirely conventional, with expansion slots

at left rear, keyboard connector near the

center of the rear panel, and the 200-watt

Taiwan Liton Electronic Co. power supply

Impact file
Everex STEP 386/20

Everex Computer Systems Division

4843] MilmontDr.

Freemont, CA 94538

(800)3564283

(415)683>2246

List Price: With IMB RAM, 1.2MB 5>/4-

inch disk drive, MS-DOS 3.3, $4,599; with

2MB RAM. 80MB hard disk, EGA card and

RKmitor, $6,503. Weitek 1 167 math co-

pnxxssM’. $995.

In Shmt: The Everex STEP 386/20 uses its

unique scalable cache to zocnh ahead of most

20-MHz 386 competitors. It's a well-con-

stmcted AT-style computer witft no disap-

pointing features.

CIRCLE are ON READER SERVICE CATO
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QlIAim ABOVE All Built to Last

Arche Rival 286** Personal Computer
The St. Louis Ardi

Arche Rival 386" PersomU Computer
The Arc de IHomphe de L'Etoile

Arche Pro-File 286" and 386" Servers

The Washington Arch

w

r j^STi vM

l 1 ^ jJH

Arche Station 88" Personal Computer
The Arch of Titus

Arche SuperStation 286" Personal Computer
The Arch of Septimus Severus

QUALITYABOVEALL"
While others in the computer industry seem
preoccupied with offering cheap technology,

Arche Technologies offers something
different: Quality Technology.

That’s why every Arche product is designed by
some of the best engineers in the business, and
why each unit is hand assembled in the United
States, passing through a rigorous series of tests

and inactions.

MAGAZINE

EDITOR’S
CHOICE

1-8004224674
Arche Technologies, Inc., Corporate Headquarters and Manufacturing, 48835 Kato Road, Fremont, CA 94539

Arche, Arche Lofto, Rival 266. Rival 366, Pro Fik 266 Server, Pro-Fik 366 Server, Station 88. Stq>er Station 286, and Quality Above All arc trademarks ofArche Ibchnolopes. Inc.

CIRCLE 111 ON READER SERVICE CARD Tcchnokglo,.« . 1988 TE. Be.™™ An:hl«:, Inc



20-MHz386s

at right rear. The dual-voltage power sup-

ply (I IS or 230 volts, selected by a rear-

panel slide switch) includes four power

connectors for disk or tape drives as well as

a switched outlet for a monitor.

One half-height, high-density 5 '/4-inch

floppy disk is standard equipment—

a

TEAC FD-55GFR in the evaluation ma-

chine. An optional Priam Model 519 full-

height hard disk rilled the internal bay.

Rated at 28 milliseconds average access

time, the Priam disk uses a 3-MHz data

transfer rate ST-506 interface. Drives

mount AT-style on rails. The STEP
386/20 rails are stamped steel, however,

and feature integral retaining brackets.

Of the eight full-length. AT-height ex-

pansion slots, six use a 16-bit bus. two an

8-bit bus—all operating at 6.77 MHz. One
8-bit slot is also equipped with a propri-

etary 32-bit expansion bus, which operates

at microprocessor speed (20 MHz). One 8-

bit slot is rilled with an Everex serial and

parallel port card. A 16-bit slot holds an

Everex EGA-style display adapter (which

actually uses an 8-bit interface); another

holds a Scientific Micro Systems com-

bined floppy/hard disk controller.

The keyboard, a Maxi-Switch model

ME-IOI . features the IBM Enhanced lay-

out with 101 keys. Its rubber-dome mech-

anism results in quiet operation and good

The clever electronic

design of the STEP 386/20

puts it ahead of its more

expensive competition.

tactile feedback.

The EverVision EGA display that ac-

companied the STEP 386/20 includes a

tilt-and-swivel base and a minimum of

controls. Its I2'/4-inch diagonal screen

uses a dark matrix and is antiglare treated.

Image quality proved bright and sharp.

The clever electronic design of the

STEP 386/20 puts it ahead of its more ex-

pensive competition. Its design and perfor-

mance are good incentives for giving this

familiar name a try .—Winn L. Rosch

NORTHGATE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

386/20 Northgate Power
Northgate Computer Systems' 386/20

Northgate Power is a sturdy computer

that's near the top of the list as far as per-

formance is concerned. Otherwise an ex-

cellent computer, the system suffers from

potentially slower performance when
memory is expanded beyond 4MB, and

also from the lack of a 32-bil slot.

The lively performance of the 80386

processor running at its rated 20 MHz
gains much from a 64-kilobit memory
cache composed of 25-nanosecond static

RAM chips. The cache puts the 386/20

Northgate Power among the leaders at its

speed level, placing it just a step back from

the Everex STEP 386/20 and Dell System

310.

Ifyou need more performance, you can

add in an 80387 numeric coprocessor. If

you want to accommodate rinicky soft-

ware. you can slow the system down to 8

MHz from the keyboard.

The Northgate system board can hold

exactly 36 120-nanosecond dynamic
RAM chips. While the standard configura-

tion puts 2S6-kilobit chips into these holes,

an extra $1,360 will rill the board to its

maximum 4MB capacity with 1 -megabit

chips. No slots are provided for 32-bit ex-

pansion, but the system will accommodate

up to 16MB, with the balance coming
from standard 16-bit expansion cards.

The 640K of memory is given over to

DOS. The entire balance is addressed as

extended memory. The 386/20 Northgate

Power neither imposes overhead nor

wastes a byte. It does not, however, permit

shadowing of the BIOS routines in ROM.

MEMORY CLAIMS According to

Northgate, the cache minimizes any speed

penalty arising from using narrow bus

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9, 1988
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Ifyou perform

calculations, the answer

is obvious.

MathCAD 2.0.

It's everything

you appreciate about

working on a scratch-

pad-simple, free-form

math-and more. More

speed. More accuracy.

More flexibility.

Just define your

variables and enter your

formulas anywhere on the screen. MathCAD

formats your equations as they’re typed.

Instantly calculates the results. And displays

them exactly as you're used to seeing them-

in teal math notation, as numbers, tables

or graphs.

MathCAD is more than an equation

solver. Like a scratchpad, it allows you to add

text anywhere to

support your work,

and see and record

every step You can

try an unlimited

number of what-ifs.

And print your

entire calculation as

an integrated docu-

ment that anyone

can understand.

Plus, MathCAD

is loaded with powerful

built-in features. In addition to the usual trig-

onometric and exponential functions, it

includes built-in statistical functions, cubic

splines, Fourier transforms, and more. It also

handles complex numbers and unit conver-

sions in a completely transparent way.

Yet, MathCAD is so easy to learn, you'll

be using its full power an hour after you t^in.

What more could you ask for? How about

two new applications packs to increase your

productivity?

The Advanced Math Applicationa

Pack includes 16 applications like eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix, solu-

tions of differential equations, and polynomial

least-squares lit.

'The Stadatict AppUcathuia Pack lets

you perform 20 standard statistical routines such

as multiple linear regression, combinations and

permutations, finding the median, simulating a

queue, frequency distributions, and much more.

MathCAD lets you perform calculations in

a way that’s toer, more natural, and less error-

prone than the way you’re doing them now-
whether you use a calculator, a spreadsheet, or

programs you write yourself. So come on over

to MathCAD and join 45,000 enthusiastic users.

For more information, contact your dealer

or call 1-800-MATHCAD (In MA: 617-577-1017).

Requites IBM PC* or compatible. S12KB RAM. graphics card

IBM PC* IntenulioMl Buiinm Midiinet Corpontkm
MMhCAD* MttbSoll. Inc

®m MdhSdL bK

MathCAD*
MathSoft, Ik., Ok Kendall Sq.. Canbrtdge. MA 02139

ORCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD



MotherNature
CanTfeadiUsALot

AMinute
ADayKeeps

^DisasterAway

It can happen with no warning.

The sky goes dark and then it’s there.

wtiriing funnel that destroys

everything in its path, leaving little

or nothing that can be retrieved.

Just the way that disaster can strike

your hard disk, scattering your

data to the wind.

\'irtually nothing is safe from

a tornado, but fortunately there is

a way to protect your hard disk

data from a crash.

Its called FASTBACK PLUS. And

though you can find cheaper

programs, you wnn't find a better

one, at any price.

With FASTBACK PLUS, daily

incremental backups can take as

little as a minute a day. in fact,

backing up a full 10 megab>les on

your hard disk takes only ^out 4

minutes* And that makes FASTBACK

PLUS the worlds fastest backup

program.

And now; with

version 2.0, there are more
features than ever. While support-

ing DOS iVi or 5W inch floppies, it

simultaneously reads your hard disk as

it writes data to floppies, tape, cartridges or

any other logical DOS device. With data com-

pression. it cuts the number of backup disks in

half. Plus, there’s a unique “restore estimate" feature

that tells you what disks to use, and warns you if there

isn’t enough room left on your hard disk. And version 2.0

is easier than ever to use. So easy, and so fast, you actually

will use it. Every day. And that’s the whole point. But you

don't have a minute to lose.

Your hard disk may be brew-

ing up a storm right now.

Protect it with FASTBACK

PLUS, before it’s too late.
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memory—^generally true—which hypo-

thetically saves you from needing to buy

more-expensive 32-bit memory. The sec-

ond claim does not consider that both 32-

bit and 16-bit memories of the same capac-

ity use the same number of the same kind

of chips at the same price. Moreover, the

Dell System 310 shows the advantage of

having fast underlying memory even with

a smaller cache.

The system board bears mostly discrete

integrated circuits; the big VLSI chips that

other machines use are notably absent. The

BIOS bears an AMI copyright and big My-
lex labels, hinting at the manufacturer of

the system board (it's a Mylex MB386).
Built into its firmware are the system setup

program and diagnostics. In addition, a

bank of DIP switches and a long row of

jumpers are used for hardware configura-

tion.

Six AT-compatible 16-bit and two 8-bit

slots constitute the 386/20 Northgate Pow-

er’s expansion limit. In the evaluation sys-

tem, one 8-bit slot was filled with an I/O

card that offered one serial and one parallel

port. A 16-bit interfaced VGA card based

on Video Seven’s chips and an Adaptec

2372A hard disk controller occupied 16-

bit slots.

As tower-style computers go, the

386/20 Northgate Power is reasonably

compact, measuring 21 by 7 by 16‘/2 inch-

F A C T FILE
386/20 Northgate Power

Northgate Computer Systeim

13895 IfMiustrial Park Blvd.. #110
PlynKHilh. MN 55441

(612)553-011!

List Price: With I MB RAM. 68MB hard

disk. 1 .2MB 5‘/i-inch and 1 .44MB 3'/>inch

diskdrives, 14-inch amber nK)nochrome

monitor. VOp/disk optimizer. MS-DOS 3.3.

disk cache, ^,199; with VGA card and 14-

inch VGA monitor. $4,499.

In Short: Compact (for a tower) and well

made, this respectable performer lacks a 32-

bit slot. The 386/20 Northgate Power sports

good workmanship in spite of its Cla.ss A
FCC certification.

CIRCLE 67BON READER SERVICE CARO

es. For the most part, it is laid out like an

ordinary AT compatible, but its three half-

height drive bays mn perpendicular to the

long axis of the machine. The internal full-

height hard disk bay (usable as twin half-

heights) parallels the main axis. Drives

mount using proprietary narrow steel rails.

The case is a true heavyweight, made
from pale gray/beige steel, with more steel

reinforcing the inside of the chassis. Not-

withstanding the all-metal case, the 386/20

Northgate Power earned only Class A F(X

certtfication. Workmanship, however, is

very good overall. The case’s biggest

shortcoming is that it makes extra work out

of changing mass storage options. The

front bezel must be removed first, requir-

ing you to tangle with several hard-to-

reach screws.

Standing on its own two feet, the

386/20 Northgate Power has its expansion

slots at the bottom, with its keyboard con-

nectorjust above them, ftve connector cut-

outs (tluee 25-pin, two 9-pin) above it, and

the power supply crowning them all. Both

input and switched power output connec-

tors are available, as well as a IIS/230-volt

input selector.

The power switch is part of the control

panel, which caps the front panel of the

tower. Included here ate a cylindrical key-

board key lock, a turbo switch, and a reset

switch. A power indicator is part of the on/

off switch; turbo and drive-activity indica-

tors are part of the turbo switch.

The power supply, made by Skynet

Electronic Co., is rated at 192 watts and

offers four drive connectors. Reserve pow-

er for the built-in clock and CMOS setup

memory comes from an on-board rechar-

geable nickel-cadmium battery.

Included with the base price of the sys-

tem are what Northgate calls “any for-

mat” 5'/4- and 3‘/2-inch floppy disk drives,

capable of reading, writing, and format-

World Class Software Security

Access Control
Prevent user access to sub-

directories, sensitive data or
software programs.

• DWVELOKR I

Secure sub-directories on
floppies or hard disks.

Complete dual level access
with hill auditing capabilities.

• DRIVELOKR 11

Similar to DRIVELOKR 1.

Includes file level securilv.

Disk Based
Copy Protection
Prevent unauthorized duplica-

tion of software using GLxNCOs
magnetic finger printed disks.

• PADLOCK 11 DISKS
Permits unlimited use of

protected software.

• COUPON DISKS
Ideal for issuing software tests

or DEMOS.

• SAFEGUARD DISKS
Perfect for universities or
institutions No source code is

required.

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION
ESTIMATES ONE BILLION DOLLAR LOSS
ANNUALLY DUE TO SOFTWARE PIRACY.

Hardware Based
Copy Protection
A unique approach to copy
protection without requiring
special media.

• STANDARD KEY TAG
Software is protected for an
unlimited number of execu-
tions.

• COUPON KEY TAG
Software is valid for a preset

number of executions.

• DURATION KEY TAG
Software is valid for a preset

number of days.

CIRCLE ON READER SERVICE CARD

Secure software and
data with reliable,

effective protection

products that won't
burden honest users.

CIcnco is a world leader in the
area of software security

products and services 6ur
copy protection and data

security products are designed
to function properly on a wide
variety of third party hardware
systems. We have over 3500
satisfied software firms utiliz-

ing our systems.

Why should your valuable

program or sensitive data

become available in the public

domain.

Call or write for more
information.

ENGINEERING INC.
Stovina rnt SO'rw/tsr >*rs

rzi W Akgonowin Ra Z) Ma-SOTT
Ht» ILSOOOS FAXSeaTSSe

T«4«. 493-7109
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ting both double- and high-density disk-

ettes compatible with all other floppy disk

drives.

STORAGE OPTIONS For fast mass

storage, the evaluation system was
equipped with a Miniscribe 1060 hard

disk, its 40MB nominal capacity enhanced

to 68MB, courtesy of its RLL controller.

The drive operares with a 1:1 interleave

and delivers an average access lime of

about 32 milliseconds. The RLL interface

yields a 7.5-MHz data transfer rate. Other

drive options, including ESDI and SCSI

units, are also available.

The system is blessed with Northgate’s

own Orruii Key 102 keyboard. The 102-

key layout is proprietary, but it combines

many of the best features of IBM’s de-

signs, putting function keys back on the

left and moving Ctrl. Caps Lock, and Esc

where they belong, while maintaining a

separate cursor pad in addition to the com-

bined cursor/numeric keypad. Best of all is

the feel—it's as close to the positive snap-

action of IBM's keyboards as any compat-

ible comes. It also gives off an IBM-like

key click.

The monitor choice was equally in-

spired. a NEC Multisync II. The 16-bit

VGA board and sharp display gave bright,

colorful, and quick results. Only by adding

The 386/20 Northgate

Power is blessed with

Northgate’s own Omni

Key 102 keyboard.

the last bit ofVGA compatibility and shad-

owing the display BIOS could the system

be improved.

Northgate includes both DOS 3.3 and

BASIC with the system. In addition, it

provides a proprietary disk-caching pro-

gram and Golden Bow Systems’ VOpl

disk optimization software.

In PC Labs benchmark tests, the 386/20

Northgate Power generally held its own
against the Compaq Deskpto 386/20. Pur-

ists may long for shadow RAM and greater

32-bit expansion, but the system should

work well enough for DOS denizens as it

is.—^Wiiin L. Rosch

PAN-UNITED CORP.

Micro Lab 386
The Micro Lab 386 from Pan-United

Corp. shows how a small manufacturer

with an otherwise good product can fall to

its knees when it comes to claims and doc-

umentation. This machine is a thoroughly

competent 20-MHz 80386-based AT com-

patible that delivers good performance,

it's well made and includes enough stan-

dard features to make it a tempting buy.

But its misleading documentation and im-

plementation shortcuts kick it out of con-

tention as a serious 80386 competitor.

The foundation of the Micro Lab 386

is, as is usually the case with smaller man-

ufacturers, a ^otocopy of IBM’s AT de-

sign. On the front panel, the machine is

distinguished solely by the square red reset

button that's been added to the minimalist

AT front-control panel. There you’ll find

the expected cylindrical key switch (which

provides no physical access protection),

along with disk-activity and power indica-

tors. The tear panel of the machine bears a

hint that Pan-United has done something

right, in the guise of an FCC Class B certi-

fication sticker.

No connectors mar the shiny chrome
slot-retaining brackets of the standard Mi-

cro Lab 386. Instead, the area above the

keyboard connector shows a grouping of

five D-shell connectors—two parallel port

connectors, two serial port connectors,

and one video connector.

MORE DISTINCTIONS Pull the lid

from the fabricated steel chassis and a few

more distinctions appear. The drive bays.

The Micro Lab T86 is

a typicalAT clone

offering IMB RAM
with a 40MB hard

disk, EGA display,

and mousefor only

ST, 697. It supplies

both a 3 .6‘volt

60-milliampihour

Vana batterypack on

the motherboard and

a set ofAA celts

attached to thepower

supply. Once the

Varta packfails, it's a

simple matter to

restore the CMOS by

using the batteries.
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for instance, are ananged AT-style but are

split into five half-height bays, each al-

r^y equipped with its own channels for

AT-style mounting rails. The left bay will

hold two half-height or one full-height

drive but lacks front-panel access. All

three right half-height bays (one pair of

which will accept a full-height drive) have

front-panel access.

Standard equipment puts a 1 .2MB half-

height floppy disk drive in the top-right

slot—a TEAC FD-55GFR in the evalua-

tion unit. The hard disk in the evaluation

unit was a 40MB Miniscribe 3053, con-

nected through a standard ST-306 inter-

face. The drive delivered a 29-millisecond

average access time in benchmark testing.

Power for these drives and the rest of

the system comes from a 200-watt power

supply of unknown manufacture with two

fr^ dsvice connectors for additional drive

expansion. A switched outlet for a display

and a voltage selector are available on the

rear panel. A battery holder for four AA
cells is mounted on the side of the power

supply, notwithstanding the 60-milli-

amp/hour rechargeable nickel-cadmium

cell for powering the CMOS memory
that’s part of the system board.

The system board is built around the

Chips and Technologies 80386 chip set.

Board layout includes a socket for an op-

tional coprocessor; the choice, according

to the documentation, is up to the user and

includes an 8- or 10-MHz 80287 ora 16- or

FACT FILE
Micro l^b 3H6

Pan-United Corp,

1%7 Route 27. #12
tdison.NJ 08817

(201)906-8014

List Price: With 1MB RAM. 1.2MB S'A-

inch drive. nuHise. S2.797; with 40MB hard

disk. 12-inch montKhromc monitor. S3.397;

with EGA card and monitor. $3,697; with

VGA card and monitor. $4,097. 80MB hard

drive. $250; 1 2UMB hard drive. S750.

In Short: A low-cost, undistinctive machine

that's almost an exact copy of the IBM AT in

styling, mass storage, and menx>ry. Overall,

our benchmark tests rate the Mien) Lab 386 at

the bottom third of the gmup,

CtfCL£6770NRLk5£'fl^Vi^CAflQ

20-MHz 80387. No DIP socket for an

80287, however, was visible on the sys-

tem board. The CPU operates at either 8 or

20 MHz, keyboard selectable. The expan-

sion bus operates at 8 MHz. The 80386

chip installed in the system board actually

bore a 16-MHz rating from Intel; this could

put your data at risk.

System board memory in the evalua-

tion machine was somewhat unus-

ual—four banks of nine 100-nanosecond

256-kilobit DRAM chips augmented by

four 100-nanosecond 256K SIMMs near

the front of the chassis. Only the SIMMs
are standard equipment. Logically, this

memory was divided into 640K for DOS,
384K shadow RAM, and 1,024K ex-

tended memory.
The Pan-United documentation claims

that this memory operates with zero wait

states, but neither system performance nor

the speed rating of the DFLaM chips bears

this out. In a 2MB configuration the mem-
ory is, in fact, two-way interleaved be-

tween the megabyte banks. The propri-

etary 32-bit expansion slot accepts up to

I6MB, a setup that requites defeating sys-

tem board RAM.
The BIOS bears a Quadtel copyright.

No obvious incompatibilities were detect-

ed, and the factory claims that IBM OS/2,

Version 1.0, works on the system. The
company has no plans to deliver its own
OS/2.

SVSTEM SETUP System setup is ac-

complished through firmware built into the

BIOS. Three banks of DIP switches com-
plicate matters, however, although they

allow configuration flexibility in enabl-

ing/disabling ports, matching the video

circuitry to the monitor you want to use,

and configuring memory.

The Micro Lab 386 system board cir-

cuitry includes the previously noted

ports—two parallel, two serial—^d the

video adapter. This system board bounty

means that only one of the expansion slots

(six 16-bit, one 8-bit, and one 32-bit slot)

is filled with a Western Digital WD1003-
WA2 floppy/hard disk controller (which

occupies the rightmost 16-bit slot). A Mit-

subishi mechanical mouse is also provided

as standard equipment to put one of the se-

rial ports to work.

The video section deserves note be-

cause the Pan-United documentation

claims some degree of VGA compatibil-

ity. This statement is incorrect. The video

section of the system board lacks analog

outputs and even the digital-to-analog con-

verter required by VGA outputs. Instead,

the video section offers enhanced EGA
compatibilities, including 640 by 480 res-

olution with multisync-style displays.

The system board video circuitry,

based on Paradise Systems chips, will plug

into CGA, EGA, multisync, and IBM-
style TTL monochrome displays. It offers

Pan-United’s claim to

some VGA compatibility

is incorrrect. Instead, the

system offers enhanced

EGA compatibilities.

compatibility with MDA, CGA, EGA,
and Hercules graphics standards on a dis-

play that supports the standard you want to

use. A light-pen connector is also available

on the system board.

The display provided by Pan-United

was a Samsung CN-4551, a multisync-

style unit with an intrinsic tilt-and-swivel

base and a full range of controls on its tear

panel (horizontal and vertical size and po-

sition, analog and digital input, color com-
patibility, and text color), and brightness

and contrast below the left-front edge of

the screen. Unfortunately, the controls

have a greater range than the tube can dis-

play. and the right side of the image gets

squashed long before you can fill the

screen with video.

The Pan-United keyboard was made in

Taiwan by Chicony Electronics, It follows

the IBM Enhanc^ 101 -key design and

features ftill-travel keys with both audible

and tactile feedback. The click it makes is

somewhat sharper than that of an IBM
product, but the keyboard is satisfying to

type on.

The speed of the Micro Lab 386 is re-

spectable, and the machine is assembled

well. But it is a machine to be wary of be-
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That’showimdieffort
it tatestotimcMaintogr^

\\ithGi^hwritierir
Actually, itmay take even less effort than that. You

see, Lotu^ Graphwritet* n is the only graphics soft-

ware that lets you automatically generate large quanti-

ties ofquality graphs based on current spreadsheet and

database information. All with asingle command.

Do you regularly need to create a variety of

graphs tom continukly changing data such as daily

inventory, monthly P&L or quarterly head count?

With Graphwriter ffyou can create a direct link to data

in your 1-2-3^ Symphony^ dBase* or ASCII files. So

whenever you update your data, you can automati-

cally update your graphs with a single command.
What’s more, with one keystroke you can toggle back

and forth between your data source and Graphwritern

to view and select the data to be graphed. No more

printing out files and time-consuming rekeying.

Graphwriter II is a full-fledged production system.

You can automatically output up to one hundred

charts at a time with a single command. You can even

print multiple charts on a page.

And Graphwriter n offers you 24 different graph

types—more than any other rc graphics pacl^e.

& you can choose the chart type that best represents

your data.

What’s more, you have control over hundreds of

style settings such as type font, heading location,

bar width and color.

So ifyou need to create and frequently update

graphs tom ever-changing data, you need Lotus

Graphwriter n.

Tb get a flee self-running

Graphwriter I demonstration

kit, call 1-800-345-1043 and

ask for demo kit AJN-2524,

for 5.25" fonnat, or demo kit

AJN-2664 for 3.5" format.’*

Then you can turn this

page too.

Lotus Graphwriter n

Lotus GraphwriterU

*Gnph»-nt«rlldemonstrat»nlciim)uiiesanlBM*PCorct)mpiuble. 256K and a graphics card. ® 1988 Lotus Dr\ek)pment Corporation. Lotus. l-2-3.Grephwriter.andSymplvm.v

are registered trademarks of Lotus OoelopinfntCkKpontion. dBase isa registered trademark ofAshton-lba. IBM isa reared trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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cause ol' its ntislcuding diK’unientulion and

improperly rated microprocessor in the

evaluation unit, liquipped with a properly

rated chip, the Micro Lah .186 would de-

serve consideration by advanced users

w ho do not need detailed guidance.

—Winn 1.. Kosch

PC' I.INK CORK
PC Link 386-20
If you want your meat and potatiK’s to be

state-of-the-art. the PC Link .186-20 may

be exactly what you're lixiking for. Up-

grade an AT with the 20-MHz 80.186 sys-

tem hoard, a 90MB high-speed ESDI hard

disk drive, and high-speed VGA graphics,

and you have an awesome computer com-

petitor. Pack all this into what amounts to a

standard AT case, and you've got the

equivalent of a sixties streetcomer drag-

racer. the Volkswagen with a Chrysler

Hemi squashed inside.

The physical aspects of the PC Link

.186-20 are plain-Jane pedestrian AT all the

way—almost. The sole difference and in-

compatibility w ith the .AT hardware

scheme is the size of the rails used for

mounting its disk drives: the PC Link u.ses

narrow metal rails that may make you

think twice about try ing to add one more

drive to its endowment.

Unlike the AT. the PC Link .186-20

earns only a Class A FCC certification, al-

C^FACT FILE
PC Link .186-20

PC Link Carp.

29 WeM 38 Si.

New Yink.NY 10018

181X1)221-0.143

1212)730-8036

List Price: With I MB RAM. 1.2MB5'/4-

ineh or 1 .44MB 3'6-inch disk drive. S2.495;

with 40MB hard disk. $2.99.1; with EGA
card and monitor. $3,995; with90.MB hard

disk. 2 floppy disk drives. VGA card and

monitor. 80387 math coproces.sor. $5,195.

tn Short: A good choice in terms of power

per dollar, the PC Link 386-20 offers the user

moderate performance, high-quality con-

struction . and excellent compatibility at a iow

price.

CinCLEBTUONREADrnsrnviCgCARQ

though Class B approval is pending. On
the front, you'll see the requisite control

panel with cylindrical keyboard lock (it

provides no physical access security), plus

power and drive-activity indicators. Drive-

mounting facilities mimic the venerable

AT. with a full-height bay inside and three

half-heights on the right. For maximum
utility, the inside bay can also hold two

half-height drives, and the lowest right-

hand bay has optional front-panel access.

On the back you'll find the usual pttwer

supply connectors—power in, switched

power out. and a slide switch for selecting

1 1 5- or 230-volt operation of the 220-watt

Tri-Mag unit. In the center, between the

power supply and the eight retaining

brackets for the expansion slots, are the

key board connector and cutouts for three

25-pin and two 9-pin D-shell connectors,

all blocked off.

SY STEM BOARD The brain of this

product is a Hauppauge Computer Works
system board. This incarnation of the

Hauppauge motherboard includes four 1
6-

bit and four 8-bit expansion slots, one of

the latter also serving a proprietary 32-bit

memory expansion connector. Most of the

circuitry is built into the Chips and Tech-

nologies 80386 chip set. The 80386 is ac-

companied by a socket for an 80387, filled

in the evaluation unit. Both chips supplied

bore a 20-MHz rating.

Memory is all soldered to the system

board, a total of 36 256-kilobit DRAM
chips rated at 80 nanoseconds. The four-

bit-wide chips allow a four-way interleave

to help match memory to the speed of the

microprocessor. Of the standard mega-

byte. 640K gires to DOS. 256K to extend-

ed memory, and 128K to shadow RAM.
The BIOS bears an Award Software copy-
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DON'T WAIT
FOR HARD DISK
DISASTERS
TO STRIKE.

File loss. File corruption. Crashes. They can

strike with lightning speed and devastating

results. Spreadsheets. Reports. Databases. All

the vital information you need and rely on. Gone
in an instant. Perhaps forever.

But it does not have to happen to you.

Because now Disk Technician Advancecf"' Automated Al Software System is here. The only

utility program that stops hard disk problems before they happen. Automatically. Which
means peace of mind for you.

New Disk Technician Advanced keeps new drives trouble-free. And restores reliability to

older drives.

Disk Technician Advanced les{s hard disks, bit-by-bit. Then makes necessary changes

and repairs to eliminate danger zones. It shields your work from dangerous static electricity

and sudden power fluctuations. Speeds-up performance by as much as 800%. It even warns

you of imminent hardware failure. All without removing files and programs.

PC Magazine said the original Disk Technician "...may be the best investment you could

ever make.

"

Now, new Disk Technician Advanced's over 40
innovative features make it even better.

And all you have to do is press ENTER once to put it to work.

That's less than ten seconds of your time to protect yourself from

file loss and other hard disk disasters.

Disk Technician Advanced is designed to work on your IBM
PC, XT, AT, PS/2 or clone using DOS 2.1 to 3.32. It’s not copy
protected, and it’s only $189.95. So don’t wait. Contact your

dealer today. To

order direct, or for

more information, call

us at 800 847 5000
or 619 274 5000.

PRIME SOLUTIONS^'"
We Make Technology Easy And Affordable”"

Prime Solutions Incorporated
1 940 Garnet Avenue • San Diego, CA 921 09 USA

^ ** ijaeawT'

y 'Vwvw

CIRCLE 732ON READER SERVICE CARD



AllItTM®s
ToMateTTieNews,

Cdor tat and graphics

6-720 point type sizes

Graphic import and

autoo^ic scaling from other

GEM* programs such as

Artline' and Presentation Team'

High-quality

screen and printer fonts

Tat import from

pt^lar word processors

New tracking

and kerning features

WYSIWYG

Automatic tat flow

around graphics through

multi-page documents

Automatic hyphenation

8 international languages

Line art entered

directly onto the page

The news is out! GEM" Desktop Publisher” Release 2 is the easy-to-

leam, easy-to-use sdution to all your publishing needs.

With the touch of a key (or mouse), you create prdessional-quality,

image-enhancing newsletters and documents using a DOS-based, high-
~

/ end workstation or personal computer. Incorporate input from almost

any source. Then produce state-of-the-art output from laser, dot-matrix,

thermal and ink-jet printers.

It’s sophisticated, but it’s also fun and easy.

You see exactly what you’re going to get-on screen-as you e^t, cut, paste and experiment.

So give your publications something extra, and boost their circulation. GEM Desktop
Publisher is all it takes to make any

document a newsworthy event.

For more information, contact your

nearest deaier or call (800) 443*4200.

All Artwork shown was created using

Desktop Publisher and Artline.

From D DIGITAL RESEARCH-

GEM, Digital Rnearch and the Digiul Research logo are regUlered trwkmarks and Artline. Prtoentation Team and GEM Desktop Publisher are iradmarks cf Digital Research Inc.

Other product names are registered trademarks ct their respective owners. Copyright O IW8, Digital Research Inc. All rights reserved.
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.d diag-

AT-like

^^Wnllgura-

^ S^S'^“'-2MB5'/4-
. f^cc'' .ch noppy disk

„<!v£ V Pcriphenils half-

fo'sa 10-MHzESDI
.M»Va true 18-millisec-

^jvne on PC Labs tests,

trolled by a Western

lombined floppy/hard

occupies one 16-bit ex-

standard equipment, one

Tiled with an Everex PO board

one parallel and one serial port.

The video output of the tested PC Link

386-20 came from a Video Seven VRAM
VGA board, tucked into another 16-bit

slot. This wider connection gave on-screen

performance a discernible boost. The
VRAM VGA is hardware compatible with

the VGA standard, featuring only a 15-pin

analog output. Its register compatibility

proved shy of perfect, however. To match

ThePCLink386-20’s

response is like the snap

of a bullwhip wielded

by a graying old man in

full evening dress.

the VRAM VGA, PC Link included a

NEC Multisync II display.

The standard PC Link keyboard was an

American-made Key Tronic product that

follows the 101-key IBM standard.

Though lacking dicky audible feedback, it

offers a true IBM-like snapover feel,

though a bit on the rubbery side.

Although a moderate performer, the PC
Link 386-20 may deliver all that you need.

With its swift hard disk and vidro, it is a

truly responsive system—the snap of a

bullwhip wielded by a graying old man in

full evening dress.

—

^Wirin L. Rosch

1

SPEAR TECHNOLOGY INC.

Spear 386/20 MHz
Tower System
Although it’s not the tallest machine in the

group, what will first strike you about the

Spear 386/20 MHz Tower System is its

physical appearance. Towers, in general,

have become old hat by now; many are

simply standard flat cases turned on edge,

with some reorientation of the various sta-

tus indicators. The Spear Tower, strangely

enough, looks as though as it was designed

to be vertical from day one, yet stylistic in-

fluences from the old AT are as evident as

its visual PS/2 texture.

The front panel contains the cylindrical

key lock switch and reset button along the

leftedgeofacantileveredmasterpanel. To
the right, recessed into the case, is the sys-

tem power switch . Between the two ate the

status LEDs indicating turbo mode, hard

disk access, and power on.

The tear of the Tower is inlaid with

both main power and monitor power re-

ceptacles (as in the old PC-XT). A small

recessed switch permits shuttling between

1 15- and 230-volt input for the power sup-

ply if necessary. Midway down the back

are the mounting holes for 9- and 25-pin

D-shell connectors as well as the keyboard

connector. And trailing the group at the

base ate the access holes for expansion-

card end connectors.

Even the keyboard , although physically

designed to emulate an IBM Enhanced

lOI-key model, is stylish. Its tactile re-

sponse is unobtrusive, and key resistance

is kept to a moderate level for a firm but not

resistive touch.

While the externals are nice, the Tower
arrived at PC Labs loaded with internal

goodies as well. The vertical arrangement

of its disk components allowed for the in-

stallation of a 7 1MB Micropolis hard disk,

a generic 1,2MB 5‘/4-inch floppy disk

Tlw Spear 386120

MHz Tower System is

an impressive

performer w’hose hasie

eonfipuration.

ineludinp 2MH RAM.
cosisS4.000.il

employs discrete logic

to control the large

I28K cache RAM
supplied instead ofa

cache controller.
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We have one
thing to say to

the people who
keep getting

personal about
PROCOMM PLUS,

"Rjght now, PROCOMM PLUS Is

the definitive telecom program
and the one I personally use

and recommend!'
John C. Dvorak,

columnist, PC Magazine

Peoplewho review software hove

a veiv toughjob. They see hundreds

ofnew programs ev^week. But

the ones hove seen the new
PROCOMM PLUS communications

software are doing more than writing

rave reviews about it. Th^re getting

personal. They're using it atwork and

athome.

M(^ ifs because PROCOMM
PLUS is so eosyto use it's "intuitive"

Or perhaps it's because PROCOMM
PLUS has an extremely powerful script

command language, context sensi-

tive help, 16 terminal emulations

with keyboard re-mapping, 1 2 file

Iransfer protocols, a fully-automated

dialing directory, and advanced h<^
mode with electranic mail.

But one thing is for certain. If

PROCOMM PLUS Is the personal choice

ofthe peoplewho review software,

you con be sure that procomm plus

is right for you.

ft's time you got personal about

procomm plus. Ask for procomm
PLUS Ota dealer nearyou. Or, coll

314-474-8461.

Thank You.

?

20-MHz386s

drive, and the lately ever-present, ever-

slow 1.44MB 3'/2-inch drive. There’s

room for one more half-height drive,

which might be dedicated to a tape backup

system.

MIXED COMPONENTS The system

board is a mixture of discrete and VLSI
components, including an 80386 rated

properly at its operating speed of 20 MHz.
An 80387 coprocessor socket is included;

a Weitek adapter board can also be substi-

tuted in place of the more pricey 80387.

Eight interface slots traverse the

motherboard, with six designed as 16-bit

slots—one as an 8-bit slot and another as a

proprietary 32-bit slot that can be used also

as an 8-bit slot in a pinch. The unavailabili-

ty of a widespread standard 32-bit inter-

face, of course, means that any proprietary

32-bit slot can be filled only by boards

(typically memory boards) expressly made

for the system by the manufacturer. Unfor-

tunately, 32-bit slots have become a moot

issue for 386 architecture; those users who
demand their inclusion in every 386 sys-

tem seem unaware of the low odds that

anything will ever fill them.

Couched on the motherboard are also

two banks (eight rows) of SIMMs rated at

80 nanoseconds. The tested machine ar-

rived with 2MB installed, with a maxi-

mum of SMB possible (a total of 16MB of

32-bit RAM can be achieved with an ex-

pansion card).

Separate from this memory count is the

FACT FILE
Spear 386/20 MHz Tower System

Spear Technology Inc.

710ALandwehr Rd.

Northbrook. 1160062-2310

(312)480-7300

List Price: With 2MB RAM. 1 .2MB 5'/4-

inch disk drive. $4,000; with 7 1MB hard

disk. 1.44MB 3'/2-inch disk drive. EGA
card, and 14'inch EGA flat-screen nn^nilor.

S5.245.

In Short: This tower is a competent 386

workhorse w'ith no e.xceptional talents. The

Spear 386/20 tested in the top tier on prtK'es-

sor and memory benchmark tests, and is

fwiced accordingly.

ClQCLggTSON READER SERVICE CARD

Spear 386/20 1

RAM, which nu.

RAM in minim,
much as 128K ca..

motherboard, or up tc' *

pansion card options. '2s.n
^ ‘

DESIGN INCONSISTC
operational characteristic;/

Tower don’t always parallel

design. Although its maxima
speed is 20 MHz, it has two

compatibility modes, 10

MHz; neither corresponds to the

MHz and 4.77-MHz standards,

speed is restrained to a mild 1 0 MHz ii

der to ensure compatibility with older

terface boards originally intended for

MHz environments. As you can tell from

the speedy execution times for NOP,
Floating-Point Calculation, and (Conven-

tional Memory benchmark tests, this has

no effect on motherboard components
(RAM cards and the like), but interaction

with slotted components will pay for the

compatibility.

cine anomaly appeared during the PC
Labs benchmark tests aimed at defining

disk performance. Although the Spear

Tower did have disk caching software in-

stalled, its file access times were identical

with and without caching in effect. And af-

ter several retests, in fact, the hard disk

failed with a “sector not found” error

message and finally a “drive 0 fault.”

(The drive and controller ate standard ST-

506 types.)

Spear does offer a fairly typical repair

warranty; parts are covered for 1 full year,

and labor is free for 6 months. The only

drawback is that the warranty period be-

gins from the date of shipment of the

equipment. Ifyou buy directly from Spear,

that restriction should pose no problem,

but if third-party sales are made, you'll

need to acquire an equivalent warranty

from the seller.

Asa “basic” Spear 386/20 MHz Tow-

er System configuration can look like al-

most anything, you’ll find a wide devi-

ation in the possible prices. A system like

the one we tested—with 2MB of memory,

71MB hard disk, 5 Vi-inch and 3'/2-inch

floppy disk drives, and an EGA card and

monitor—costs nearly $5,300.—^Tom Harding

CIRCLE 504 ON READER SERVICE CARD PC MAGAZINE
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THEflNANCIM POWER
YOUNTED TO SUCCEED

...MADESm/IPIE.
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Andrew Tobias’ Managing Your Money
gives you the tools you need to

make better financial decisions.

And it’s surprisingly easy to

learn and use.

Now over a quarter of a million users rely on
Managing Your Money for mastery over their

personal or business finances.

Managing Your Money gets you organized.

It keeps you on track. It helps you make
the hard decisions with complete knowledge
and a new sense of confidence. Whafs more,

Managing Your Money saves bookkeeping time

and earns you the extra dollars that come
with better financial management.

But perhaps best of all, Managing Your Money
is written by Andrew Tobias in a straight-

forward, easy-to-understand style that

demystifies finance. You don’t have to be
a business school graduate or a computer wiz
to use and enjoy the financial power of

Managing Your Money-you probably won’t

even need the manual.

“Considered by computer industry

experts to be one of the best all-around

programs ever written, it’s easy to use
even if you’re a novice at computer
technology and personal finance.”’ Sets up budget and monitors cash flow.

’ Automates payment of routine bills.

> Writes, prints, and records checks and invoices by tax category.

> Manages accounts payable and receivable (with aging).

' Tax planning section reflects up-to-date tax laws.

> Life insurance: How much you need and what to expect to pay for it.

> Financial Calculator covers mortgage, retirement, college planning, rental

property analysis, and more.

> Prints loan amortization schedules.

> Portfolio Manager records and analyzes your investments.

> Net Worth Calculator compiles your personal or business balance sheet.

> Built-in word processor and home banking feature.*

' leMvamonoWy -tt

fn©c^
©1 9e8»MECA»355 RIVERSIDE AVENUE. WESTPORT. CT 06880

For 256K IBM PC. XT. AT. PCjr. PS/2. TANDY 3000, 1200 HD. 1000, APPLE lie (128K. Two Drives) lie . lie Plus. liGS.

Macintosh Plus. SE, li. 512 KE (Two disk drives, one at least 800K).

Available in and 5^/4* dinettes.

CIRCLE 391 ON READER SERVICE CARD

New York Daily News, "Money Talks,”

October 4, 1987

Tear and send the attached card to

preview the financial power of

Managing Your Money!



20-MHz386s

VIPC COMPUTERS CORP.

VIPC Hybrid

A powerful tower, the VIPC Hybrid has

the makings of a multiuser workhorse. Its

20-MHz 80386 microprocessor is backed

by what VIPC claims is zero-wait-state

memory, along with commodious space

for mass storage, plus a wealth of built-in

ports and features. But while the Hybrid

could be a good computer, the system is

marred by parts that have to be operated

beyond their specifications.

The heart and brains of the VIPC Hy-

brid is an AMR system board that bears the

Hybird name, somewhat obscured by a

glued-on VIPC label. This board features

six 1 6-bit slots, one 8-bit slot, and one pro-

prietary 32-bit slot. In standard configura-

tion, only one of those slots needs to be

filled—a 16-bit slot gets the Western Digi-

tal floppy/hard disk controller. The evalua-

tion system that was tested filled the 32-bit

slot with a memory board and a 16-bit slot

with the host adapter of a tape backup sys-

tem.

Two serial ports, two parallel ports, and

a video adapter are part of the system board

circuitry. One serial port is attached to a

25-pin male D-shell connector, the other to

a 9-pin male D-shell connector. Both par-

allel ports link to 25-pin female D-shells.

and the video port uses a 9-pin female D-

shell connector, all located about halfway

up the rear panel of the chassis.

FACT FILE
VIPC Hybrid

VIPC Computers Coip.

384 Jackson Si.

Hayward, CA 94544

(800) 222-5657 (outside Cilif.

)

(800) 232-9090 (in Calif.)

List Price; With IMBRAM, 1.2MB 5%-

inch disk drive. $1 ,999; with4MB RAM,
80MB hard disk and 60MB tape backup,

1 .44MB 3 '/r-inch disk drive, NEC Multisync

EGA/VGA monitor, 80387 math coproces-

sor. lower case, $5,999.

In Short: Its best feature is its rock-bottom

price; its worst is a 16-MHz 80386 micio-

processor with an oscillator to bring speed up

to 20 MHz. Overall quality is second-rate;

petformance is moderate.

CWCLESTaOWHEADen SERVICE CABO

The roek-bunom

$ 1 price ofthe

VIPC Hybrid’s btise

unit is its greatest

strength. This

computer combines

SIMM and HIP

technolofty in its

mentors' architecture.

One MB ofSIMM
memory is suoulard;

further expattsion on

the motherbmrd

necessitates usina DIP
memory.

The rear panel itself is protected and

decorated by a removable fascia panel with

break-out holes to accommodate the port

connectors. At top rear, is located the fan

and voltage selector ( 1 1 5/230 volts) for the

200-watt power supply (of unknown man-

ufacture). A switched outlet is provided

for powering displays, and four connectors

are available inside for disk drives, all of

which were used in the evaluation system.

A 60-milliamp/hour rechargeable nickel-

cadmium battery on the system board

powers the time-of-day clock and CMOS
memory.

The front of the system unit is crowned

with a control panel and a bright red power

switch. Located here with the cylindrical

keyboard key lock and the reset button are

turbo, hard-disk-activity, and power LED
indicators.

Directly below the controls are three

horizontal half-height drive bays with

front-panel access. Hidden below them is a

vertical full-height internal bay. Drives are

simply screwed into the horizontal bays

without mounting rails, and the hard disk

nests in a unique slide-in bracket.

HYBRID DESIGN In the evaluation

machine, the top bays were filled with one

5'/4-inch floppy disk drive, one 3'/2-inch

drive, and a TEAC high-speed cassette

backup drive (only the first-mentioned is

standard equipment). The hard disk sup-

plied was an 80MB Seagate 4096 that de-

livered a 30-millisecond average disk ac-

cess time using a standard ST-506
interface with a 5-MHz data-transfer rate.

The optional tape backup system affords

60MB of storage per tape.

The VIPC Hybrid is chiefly controlled

by two oscillators. One determines the

highest speed at which the microprocessor

operates, 20 MHz. The second oscillator

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9, 1988
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When every ad
looks alike, sounds

alike and makes
the same claims,

ITS TIME TO...

rOUXL GET NO
BAIX>NEY FROM

NORTHGATEt
We like a pood sHce ofsausage as well as the next guy.
But baloney doesn’t belong In the computer business.

Whether you're planning to spend your company’s
money or your own, you deserve solid information, not

half truths and contradictions.

That ’s why Northgatc is dedicating this portion of our
ads to pointing out where others mayfall short in giving
youfacts to base your buying decision. Sofor openers...

CUT THEnVOKHAlfCBALOmT:
A common practice is to run
processors out of spec. 16MHz 386's
pumped up to 20MHz. New 20MHz
286's with only 16MHz processors.
The chip maker doesn't sanction it.

But that doesn't stop the Baloney
Merchants.

AND...if you think you can buy a
cheap 25MHz 386 system, think
again. Odds are you'll get a 20MHz
processor. The 25 MHz Intel chip
alone carries a huge price. Besides
being scarce.

Don't buy a system running out of

spec! Unless you want to risk parity

errors and unexpected network,
software and other incompatibility

problems.
Your Northgatc computer performs

as we advertise. No tricks. No
gimmicks. If we say your Northgatc is

a 20MHz. that's the processor you gel.

Performance and compatlbtliiy. of

course, are guaranteed by Northgatc.

CUT THE BUS BALOlfBT:
If you're waiting for some new
"miracle" bus design before you
buy—go gel an abacus. The current
bus will ^ the standard for a long
time. And when one comes along that

makes sense. Northgatc will have It.

CUT THB BABD DBITB BALOlfBT:
Northgatc popularized 1:1 Interleaving

and RLL encoded hard drives for peak
system throughput performance. Now
it's common to see 1:1 performance
claims on the low. low cost systems.
So you buy one and find the mother-

board accepts the 1:1 instruction only
sometimes. Overall performance is

Just minimally increased if at all.

Only Northgatc explains how
throughput depends on using drive

format factors other than MFM. Buy
an MFM drive with 1:1 interleaving

and vou're wasting monev BUYING
BALONEY.

CUT THB BBlfCHMABK BALOBBTi
First, the much-published
"Speedbar." Forget it! For high
performance system benchmarking,
it's worthless. Tbo easy to trick. The
results It shows are meaningless.
Then good old Norton SI. There are

many Norton versions. BUT. only 4.0
gives useful relative performance
measures on high speed computers.
When you see Norton SI in ads. ask
which version.

Northgatc uses two benchmarks we
believe in. PC Labs' Bench Ibsl is

superb. And for in-depth testing, we
use Power Meter. When you're

ALL NEW FROM NORTHGATE...THE 386 SUPER MICROCOMPUTER

Crackling 20MIIz Performance in a

Complete System with 28 Millisecond

65MB Hard Drive, Power Case and Monitor

at the price others chaige for 16MHz!
DESKTOP MODEL
JUST $3,699.00

COPYCAT technology just doesn't meet
Norihgate's standard. So our engineers
developed a spanking new 386 system that
by*passes 16MHz completely and goes
straight up to 20MHz processing speed.
Pen^ormance and features like no other.

And priced where you’d expect to buy an
ordinary 16MHz system.
The licw Nortligatc 386/20SM is a

speed'bumer. With a zero wait state page
mode memory management method
produces performance as fast as any in

standard IXDS programs.
And. when using higher memory

applications such as in networking.
Windows 386 or Xenix, the 386/2^M
leaves others in Its wake.
Thily the new price^rformance leader

(n the industry!

aS>BIT ARCHlTBCTUmB
THBOUGHOUT...
This new Northgate system uses one or
four megat^tes of high speed 32*bit
memory on the motherboard. When you
need additional RAM. two 32-btt slots each
hold SMB memory cards. That's right—
20MB RAM capacity.
And of course the motherboard has 387

and Weitek sockets.
Fully enhanced. Norihgate’s 386/20SM

exceeds the speed of many mainframe
systems.

SELECT **386 NORTHGATE POWER**
OR DESKTOP CASE...
Widely applauded as the Rolls Royce of
Hoor standing cases, the Northgate cabinet
is a Hne piece of engineering. It has space
for three exposed half-height devices and
two internal half-hlghs or one full-high.

Not a re-hashed desktop with sheet metal
welded to the bottom, but a true free-

standing extra-heavy-duty steel case.
It has a big heart, toa A 250-watt

switching power supply Is now standard.
Add any peripheral you want. 386/20SM
can handle it with ease.
Front-mounted controls for high/low

speed, system reset and keyboard lockout.
Our desktop model has the same drive

capability as the Power case, features
quality construction, front controls and
$200.00 lower price.

Featureforfeature, Northgate's
386/20SM is unquestionably your
best buy.

aOO.OOO BYTES PER SECOND
SYSTEM THROUQHPUT...Norm-
gaie system throughput « secorvj
K>noneWeunclerstarx1hotvK>cle-
Sign, en^rteerand produce for op-
timum throughput Uftng speoaliy
marwiactured and modmed corrv

porwnts—controllers, bus, soft-

wara etc —Northgate gives you
maximum perforrr^ance—800DOO
bytes per second or more
Few others can hardly coax

300,000 BPS data tranter rate out
at their systems So why put out
good money tor oreSrury perfor-

mance when you can gM North-

gale opbmzed performance tor the
same or less dollars?

VGA VIDEO TVnCE AS FAST
AS MOST OTHERS.. Again och
timized performance from Norm-
gale Juk as Me don't even bother
with 16MHz 386. we've gerw right

past EGA straight to l6-6it VGA as

standard, not 8-b(t as most others

Oder n'smore than twice as fast as
standard monochrome For com-
parison. Detl's new System 220
VGA IS about the same speed as
monochrome

'ibu gel a wider vidao selec'

ton with North^e Either VGA
Greyscale Analog or MuRi-^n-
chronous models available

Greyscale adds only S2SOOO to

mono-graphics costs Andalmorv
tors are hi resoKAion 14 inch—
not old-lashioned 12

"

01 course ee sMI otter mono-
graphics tealuring 14 inch llal-

screen with 1000 hne resotution

capabiUy m eilher amber or the in-

creaangty popular paper white
screen

NOW, THE SYSTEMS WITH
SCSI CAPABHJTY...SCSI (Smal
Computer System Interlace) is the
technology ct the lulura and North-

Compare Features...Compare Pnciny...Th£n Call Northgate
JNNtTBOATB SSS/SOSH inctudra: 1MB RAM: 20MHz Intel
Proceseor Rawer Cue (for desktop case deduct t200.00l:OiK 1.2

MB nopw: One 1.44 MB Floppy: 65MB RLL 26MS Hard Drive,
with 1:1 fnterleave 16-Bll Controller 14-inch Hlgh-Resoluilon
Flatacreen Amber or Paper White Monitor Omnlluyri02: VOPT
Diak Optimizer. Disk Cache Software.

PUCK FOR ABOVE SYSTEM $3,899.00
IMMmMATB SSS/SOSH Includes: IMB RAM: 20MHz Hants
Procesaor; Desktop Case: One 1.2MB Floppy: One 1.44MB Flop-

py: 6SMB RLL Hard Drive with 1:1 Interfeaw 1&-Blt Controller
Winch Klah-Reaolutlon Flatacreen Amber or taper While Moni-
tor OninlH^102: VOPT Disk Optimizer. Diak Cache Software.

FlUCR FDR ABOVE SYSTEM .... $2,690.00

ROBTBOATB SS«/1SMI—Same spcclflcatlonsaa 266/20 but
with Hams 16MHz Processor.

PRICE FOR ABOVE SYSTEM $2 ,290.00
HOMTBOAn SBSaS (ZTBILLBB) includes; 640K RAM: One
1.2MB Floppy Drive: 65Mfi61MS RLL Hard Drive. 1:1 16-Blt Con-
troller. 14-uichHlgh-ResolutfonF1atanTen Amber or taper White;
OinnlKe)yi02: VO^: Disk Cache Software.

PR/CE FDR ABOVE SYSTEM . . . . $1 ,799.00

Northgcite Options Prices

vmeo
OPTIONS ADD

VGA le-Btr VGA ifrBrr \ga
GREYSCALE ANALOG COLOR*

•tMAO MMAO MMBO

HARD DRIVE
OPTKmSADD

RLL 65MB SCS140UB
28MS 28MS

•ISSAO StSSAO

EsoiaemiB
28MS

SIJSSBS

US4)05 4 0 with GWBASIC 895.00. MS-DOS 13 with GWBASIC 875.00.

Othrr OpUona Inciudr SUesoUMlkpe Backup HaidDnvn to7aOM6 VGA and Dnk-
top PubluhInaCAD MonMora to 37 Inch. Nmefl ELS Cooipleto Wclui k Sytorau and
Software.
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computer shopping, ask for results of

!
these tests. At least they're consistent
and hard to "fiddle."

You'll find no benchmark baloney In
Northgate advertising.

CUT TBB VGA BALOIfBTi
If the ads don't say l6-blt VGA. you're
getting only 6-bit performance. 16-blt

VGA costs lots more. So a cheap price

on a VGA system means you're not
getting full value for your money. It's

like XT vs. AT performance. 8-blt is

half as fast as a true 16-blt board.
Many low-end VGA boards are

incompatible with some software.
Northgate gives jou a VGA compati-
bility guarantee.

Northgate's 16-blt VGA Is well
over twice as fast as B-bIt VGA.
Re-check the specs on that ad for the
cheap-o VGA system.

CUT THB UTBOAIIO BALOIfET:
Only Northgate provides OmniKey.
the keyboard experts agree Is the
finest ever created. Others boast
"dicky" keyboards but none have the
intelligent, high production layout of
OmniKey.
Ask what their ke>'board weighs.

Isn't it all plastic? Warranty?
Northgate thinks enough'of its

customers to bring you OmniKey to

complement an equally uncom-
proz^sing computer systemi

CUT THE PHONE SALES BALONET:
At Northgate. we can t "sell" you a
thing. We can only help you get what
you want Ibst us. Iklk to one of our
account managers. Discover how
much our people know about
computers and can truthfully help you
get what you want and need. No over-
selling balone>' herel
We can even give you names of

Northgate owners in your immediate
area so you can find out for yourself
why our customers are so enthusiastic.
Then call (he other guys and ask

(he same kind of tough questions you
ask us.

CUT THE TECH SUPPORT BALONET:
Tbch Support is Integral to the
computer business. Whether it's a
failed part..a user unfamiliar with
configuring a peripheral. ..software
installation.

When you're shopping, check our
Tbch Support Department. Discovrr
how knowledgeable and helpful they
are. Ask about the unique way service
Is handled at Northgate.
Northgate was Hrst to guarantee

shipment of user replaceable parts—

OVERNIGHT AT OUR EXPENSE-
wlthout first receiving the failed part

Result: Downtime Is reduced to

one day.

Many others require you to return
the part first, Then you face days or
weeks of not being able to use your
computer Many companies won't
send parts to >*00 at all. You must ship
back the whole machine. Costly,
inconvenient, time wasting
Just as important Is the warranty

period. Look closely at the ads. You'll

see the tine "munufacturcr's warranty
applies" in many. That means if ihe
manufacturer put a one-year warranty
on the piu*!. but it sat around a
distributor's for a few months before
being sold to your source, guess how
much life Is left on the warranty.
Northgate warranties all parts for

one full year. Should the system need
to be returned. 9er\’lce Is free, and we
warranty ever>- part of the systrm.
disk drives, hard drive, monitors, etc.

CUT THE LOWBALL
PRICING BALONEYl
Northgate prices its products as
complete s>’stems We do it that way to
assure you the best possible value for

>'our computer investment.
From experience we know the

coniimnents wc include are those

.vou'll end up buying sooner or later
By including them In a Northgate
system, we can save you the money,
the work and the confusion of adding
a part later.

Many in our business advertise
prices for only partial systems to look
more competitive. Less RAM than you
know you need. A hard drive so tiny
it's laughable. An out-of-date monitor.
And while the price for the system

may catch your eye. Just tr>' up-
grading. Like the car business, that’s

where the>’ get you. One highly-tauted
company has the ner\'e to charge
S] .000 per meg of RAM (true costs are
only about $5<X).} Such an “up-
charge” is part of the Baloney.

TBS. BALONEY ABOUNDS.
And we can't cover all of U in this ad.

Northgate plans to include a
continuing "No BaJone>’" section in all

future ads We'll up-date the current
scene as we sec it.

Maybe you agree with us. Maybe
not. But if you nnd what you think Is

"baloney" in anything wc publish,
we'd like to hear from you. Write our
Baloney Control manager. Sonia Held.

All we’n mmying i» “get mtrelght
fmetm before yoa buy." Ifyou don’t
egree tbat’m good mdvlee, go
ebeed end buy the Boloney.

lU offer the foUotrlnj advanced featoree:

gate ofleis it today* Our SCSI modelw an SCSI twet adapter Conrvact

as many as 7 trdeNig^ devtcas—
hard dnves. tape ba^ps tha can
run in backgrourKi, opbeal laser

dnves. etc

Now SCSI teebnoiogy no longer

costs a iortuna Check our press
lor SCSI with dOMB hard dnve
Performance nps with these dnves
—under 16 Millisecorvd access
speeds ideal for mtervave data
base applications, or loading your
spreadtfveat m a blmk
Check the prices below and

phone for more oetaiis on how
Northgate's St^l technology will

put more ap m your system perfor-

mance at a price that more than
paystorit!

charge outlarfoish prices, North-

gates down-to-earth pneing puts
these merrxyy monsters well within

yourbudM Cost per megabyfoe
nearly htfved when you enter this

realm

OMNIKEY/1 02 IS A NO-COST
^TION...'ibu'il dehght in usirvg

OmniKey/102 Every magaane re-

view and thousands ol users agree
OmniKey « the standard against

which aN other keyboards can be
judged And Itcomes with all Norfo-

gate systems» a no-cost optKXi
(Oh 'te&. It you doni buy a North-

gate syaem and still want the best
keyboard in the world, you can buy
OrnmKey separately for S9900 See
our ad

ESDI HIGH SPEED DRIVES TO
766 MEGABYTES.. .Northgate
brings price reality to high capaci-

tyh^ drive ^sterna others

Add H oil togethv. Compare
with the other guys. Thott colt

Northgoto ond tool cenfftfent
you're buylrtg tho beet/

13895 Industrial Park Blvd., Suita 110, Plymouth, MN 55441

From Canada and Ponign Countrieo eoft:

CorporataHaadquartars (612) 553-01 11 -FAX (612) 553-1695

ALL NEW FROM NORTHGATE...THE 286 SUPER MICROCOMPUTER LINE

A Superb Eamily of 286 Systems...

From the 20MHz, fastest in the industry;

The IGMHz, for speed at a savings;

lb our XT-KiUer 12MHz...
TRUE 20MHz gOEfl • ’

t

COMPLETE WITH 65MB HARD DRI\'E. 2 FLOPPIES

complete system

NORTHGATE takes 286 technology to Its

peak with our 20MHz model. Featuring a
genuine 80C286 Harris 20MHz processor
lor maximum reliability. Our 286/20SM Is a
(rue Super Microcomputer. [>esigned by
Northgate. for Northgate exclusively.

You can order It with our spectacular
16-bit VGA graphics: With your choice of
RLL, ESDI and SCSI (Yes, it runs under
SCSI) hard drive systems; And. Northgate's
exclusive OmniKe^l02 is yours at no extra
cost—still another Northgate Quality
Feature.

Realistically priced, and featuring a
broad selection of drives and video displays.
286/20SM has a new Northgate feature no
other system in the industry can offer...

II«TRODUCINO..."LIQHTNlNG ALLEY”
All Northgate 266 systems are designed
with a slot for extended memory we call

"Lightning Alley." And it’s a part of our
exclusive design for our 286 s^tems.
Simply stated. "Lightning Alley” lets you

add a RAM card that runs at processor
speed, not bus speed. No other system we
luiow of does this. They all run at bus
speed. 8 or lOMHz.
"Lightning Alley" boosts extended

memory functions im to twice the perfor-
mance—or more—ofany other system. So if

you're using extended memory in your
system as a file server, for Xenix. AutoCad.
OS/2. Windows, you'll see your programs

AMBER OR WHITE I4" MONITOR AND OMN1KEV102

really fly! You'll see Ihe same difference as
when you went from XT to AT.

YOU KNOW IT’S QUALITY
FROM THE START...
When your Northgate system arrives. youTl
know at once you ve purchased quality. It

arrives in a carton that could safely ship
eggs. Unpack your Northgate, plug it

together and turn it on. rou'Il be dazzled by
the VOPT program that comes up every
time to make sure your hard drive remains
optimized.

All Northgate systems come complete
with documentation written for the layman
or the pro. And if you have any questions,
your Northgate Ibch Support rep is as close
as your phone. With fast, friendty help no
matter what your requirement.

ALL THE SAME FEATURES
AS OUR 386/20SM...
Check all the features we've listed here.
They cover both our 386 and 286 systems,
and all add up to the most advanced
computers ever offered to get your work
done faster.

Then check Northgate’s unique service
policy, our quality reputation and our
pricing.

You simply can'tfind a system at the
price that out-performs Northgate.

Use Our Tbll-Free Order Number

800-548-1993
Hours: M-F 8am-7pm CSX Sat 9am-2pm CST

TERMS: VISA. MCCOD Credit Card. F»re-PEnTOcnt

(allow 2 weeks for personal checks to clear). Wire
TVansfer and Purch^ Orders for Rated Accounts.
We also ship toAPO and FPQ AU shipments are FOB
Minneapolis. MN.
Nonhgxu. OmniKey and "Llghtnliu Alley" are trademarka of
Northgate Computer Syetema Inc. Al other products are trade-

mark* or registered tradenames oT their re^>Mtvc companlea



20-MHz386s

generates 8 MHz for the expansion bus and

for low-speed compatibility-mode opera-

tion. Four speeds are available to operate

coprocessors: 8 or 10 MHz for an 80287,

16 or 20 MHz for an 80387.

The 80386 microprocessor and 80387

coprocessor installed in the evaluation ma-

chine were rated at only 16 MHz. The

80387 would not ran PC Labs benchmark

tests at 20 MHz and had to be removed for

testing the speed of floating-point calcula-

tions.

System board memory comprised 2MB
in two interleaved banks. One bank was

built from 36 100-nanosecond, 256-kilobit

DRAM chips; the other, from four 100-

ns., 256K SIMMs. Although VIPC and

the BIOS setup program indicate that zero-

wait-state operation is possible, PC Labs

tests did not conflrm this was the case.

Even if it were possible, lOO-ns. chips will

not work reliably in true zero-wait-state

operation.

The video section of

the VIPC Hybrid is an

EGA Plus board grafted

onto the system board.

An expansion board supplied an extra

2MB of 32-bit RAM in the evaluation sys-

tem. The slot can accommodate up to

16MB; however, locating that much mem-
ory there requires defeating the RAM
chips on the system board.

The first megabyte of memory is divid-

ed into 640K for DOS and 384K for shad-

ow RAM (which can be disabled through

setup). All memory beyond the first mega-

byte is located in the extended addressing

area. The ROM BIOS beats a Quadtel

copyright. While this BIOS proved capa-

ble of tunning all the popular software we
tried (including Lotus 1-2-3, AutoCAD,
and WordStar), it showed poor error han-

dling, jamming at boot-up with no error

message when a DIP switch was improper-

ly set.

SETUP FUNCTIONS Most system set-

up functions ate built into the BIOS, ac-

cessed by pressing the Ctrl-Alt-S key com-

bination. The same setup program allows

altering the operating sp^ of the system,

but such changes cannot be made in mid-

data-stream because exiting the firmware

utility causes the system to reboot. Some
hardware features—video mode and some
aspects of the system board ports—must

be configured with DIP switches.

The video section of the VIPC Hybrid

is essentially an EGA Plus board grated

onto the system board. It supports all pop-

Point-And-Shoot

PC-FULLBAK

NPW I
Poi"<-And-Shoat PC-FullBak

IlLll ' Is now available for your OS/2 system.

CACTI Point-And-Shoot PC-FullBak Is the fastest

IHOI • backup utility- period! Run It on your IBM
PC, XT, AT, or PS/2 30, 50, 60, 80 or true hardware

compatible at up to 20 mhz!

HardDisk Backup Easy as

Shooing Hsh in a Barrel!

NESTUUS
DRm^CORP

RO. Box 1711, Austin, TX 78767 Telephone: (512) 328-1041

PS/2 and OS/2 ate Irademarlts of iniernational Business Mactiines. Inc

SIMPLE!
Just use the light-bar menu to select

RELIABLE!

A BARGAIN!

and mark the directories, subdirecto-

ries, and individual files you want to back up! Back up

data all over your hard-disk with a single command!

Point-And-Shoot PC-FullBak keeps

your data safe-but don't take our

word for it: "The product has never failed to give me a

reliable REST0RE.'’-Jim Seymour, Micro Business

With Point-And-Shoot

PC-FullBak, you’ll never have

to talk about the data that got away. And at only $129.95,
it's a bargain! Available at quality software retailers or

from us at: (512) 328-1041. Your salisfaction is guaran-

teed-or we'll refund your money! And that’s no fish story.

AWARD-WINNING

SOFTWARE!
The award-winning family of

products from Wesdake Data

H
Corp. has received

PC Magazine's

Editor's Choice Award

and has been

nominated for

PC Magazine's Technical

Excellence Award.
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the forestwith

the'Esea
Finding your way through files and directories is like beii^ lost in the Great North ^^(foods.

Unleswou have the Trees to^de you: XTfee and XTieefe disk management software.

XTree became a leading PC utility by making disk management easy. Even for

novice users. XTfee graphically displays the file directory structure; iPs like a road map of

the disk. \bu can move, copy delete, rename, print and find files across directories with a

single keystroke. Even reorganize an entire oisk in just minutes.

XTfeePro adds power, speed, and new productivity features to XTfee's elegant

simplicity. So you can simultaneously work with hies on more than one drive.

Prevent accidental deletions of protected files. Edit files and execute programs from within

XTfeePro. Even re-execute a DOS command without retyping—just point, edit and go.

XTfeePro lets every user manage a disk like a professions.

Look for XTfee and XTfeeRo in dramatic new packaging at most leading computer

and software dealers. If youfe already using XTfee or another disk management program,

call (800) 634-5§\5 (in California:

800-551-5353) for details on our

generous XTfeePro trade-up offer.

AndJoin more than half a

million PC users who are

managing the forest.

Wth theTfees.
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XTneePro-
XTREECOMPANY

The worid leader in disk management.

4330 Santa Fe Road, San Luis Obispo^ CA 93401.

Telephone (805) 541-0604.

CIRCLE 376 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Xiree. x>MPro and XTreaNai an iradamarka ot xl^ Company.

adr^«onc<Ei«aM«SyfHma Inc Progfamaaranoiceoy

pnxBCM NcMiandNeM«raM(ag«ieiadtrademarks oi Novel, me

6 <966 EwculteSyeiems. me



20-MHz386s

ular video standards through EGA, includ-

ing MDA, CGA, and Hercules graphics.

In addition, with multisync-style moni-

tors, it is capable of resolutions up to 640

by 480 but is not VGA compatible. You
must use a display that supports the stan-

dard you choose.

With the evaluation unit, VIPC sup-

plied a Taiwan-made Key Tronic key-

board based on the lOI-key IBM En-

hanced design. Unlike the Key Tronic

iiHxlel used by the AT&T 6386 Work-

Group System and the Everex STEP
386/20, the VIPC gave virtually no tactile

or audible feedback. And briefly, during

testing, several of its keys mysteriously

failed to work, then magically came back

to life. A NEC Multisync II display was

also provided with the evaluation ma-

chine.

The VIPC Hybrid is sturdily made,

with a heavyweight steel shell around its

fabricated steel chassis. However, its rick-

ety retractable flipperlike feet and rat's

nest of internal cables mark the overall

quality of the system as second-rate. Add
in the fact that its critical parts are operat-

ing (and occasionally not operating) be-

yond their ratings, and buying the VIPC
Hybrid may be a risk not worth taking.

—Winn L. Rosch

WHOLE EARTH ELECTRONICS
Whole Earth 20MHz
386 Tower
Anyone who grew up in the sixties will re-

member The Whole Earth Catalog, a won-

derful repository of alternative, antiestab-

lishment information covering everything

from bean poles to aircraft beacons. Whole
Earth Electronics, part of the same organi-

zation that now owns the catalog opera-

tion, is an alternative source of computer

power. The only antiestablishment aspect

of the Whole Earth 20MHz 386 Tower is

the lack of any visible trace ofFCC certifi-

cation, although the vendor claims the ma-

chine has a Class A rating.

Electrically, the Whole Earth Tower
holds strictly to the conventions of the PC
bus and follows the current trend of using a

memory cache to match the high-speed

microprocessor to lower-speed memory.

In this case, the cache uses 64K of 2S-

The Whole Earth

20MH: 386 Tower ’It.

lacks a 32 -bit slot, but '.

its high-speed memory

cache puls it on the iopK{

halfofthe list of ^
computers tested in

this roundup . It is a m -

particularly g(H)d *

;

choicefor networking,

nanosecond static RAM chips, and main

memory comprises one bank of four I(X)-

ns., 256-kilobyte socketed SIMMs. This

megabyte is split into 640K for DOS and

384K extendi memory. Sockets for an-

other bank of four SIMMs ate available on

the system board. Another socket allows

the addition of a 20-MHz 80387 numeric

coprocessor.

Two MB is thus the maximum 32-bit

capacity of the Whole Earth Tower; of the

eight internal expansion slots, two are 8-bit

and six 16-bit. Four of these were filled in

the evaluation machine. The two 8-bit

slots held an Everex serial/parallel adapter

and Accelerated Computer Tech floppy

disk controller capable of handling up to

four drives. Two of the 16-bit slots were

filled with a Paradise VGA Plus video

adapter (which actually uses an 8-bit inter-

face) and a Western Digital WD1006-
WAH hard disk controller.

FACT FILE
Whole Earth 20MHz 386 Tower
Whole Earth EleciFOfucs

2990 Seventh St.

Berkeley. CA 947 10

(800) 323-8080

(415)653-7758

UftPricc: With 1MB RAM. i.2MB5<4-

inch drive, S3,229; with 44MB hard disk,

monochrome card and monitor, 386 memory
management software, $4,349; with 2MB
RAM. S4.879; with 4MB RAM. $5,999;

with TOMB hard disk. 1MB RAM. $4,649.

EGA card and monitor, $400; VGA card and

monitor, $600.

In Short: A large tower-style computer with

six half-height drive bays and a hi^-speed

memory cache that delivers above-average

performance. Its only drawback is the lack of

a 32-bit slot.

CIRCLEW40N flEADEft SERVICE CARD
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CXIR^l
PERFORMER
When all those other modems
start looking alike—

go with the performer

—

The Avatex 2400

modem series.

Let's vut it in black

and white

This agile little

modem can

bring 2400 bps

speed to your PC
with Hayes® com-
patibility and a host

of features the other

guys are still working on.

Add to that the strength of a

*100,000,000 manufacturing company
with 16 years of electronics experi-

ence and you've got some product.

Rrfolirmana leant

No performer works alone.

The expert technical sup-

port team at Avatex is

there to answer your
questions and get you
up & operating as

soon as possible.

Avatex is a registered trademark of

Elec & Eltek (USA) Corp-
CompuServe is a registered trademark of

CompuServe Incorporated

Hayes is a registered trademark of Hayes
Microcomputer Products

Outperforming

the Others

> Error-free data transmission • Easy

modular phone connector • Full self-

test diagnostics • Automatic dial • Auto-
matic answer • 300-2400 bps speeds

• Standard RS-232 or RJllC phone interface

• Low power, standard 110 outlet • Auto speed

select • Powerful 40-character dial buffer

ely on Strength

in Numbers

With over 150,000

Avatex units now in

use there is a strong

base of satisfied

customers. And,
Avatex has a broad

product line of

internal and external

modems in both 1200

bps and 2400 bps models.

All Avatex modems include a

CompuServe® subscription

—

plus *15 worth of access time

—

absolutely free.

Call us for the dealer

nearest you—408-732-1181

CIRCLE SOSON READER SERVICE CARD

Avatex
AN ELEC AND ELTEK PRODUCT



YOURHWORin KEYBOARD.^
GUARANTEED!
25% SMALLER FOOfPRINT.

TTi i ri'i rn 1 i i i r

That’s right. Guaranteed.

Right (M the bat, j^’re going to

wonder what to do with all that extra

desk space. Then you’ll start typing

and you won’t believe it.

If it sounds like we’re excited about our

new keyboard, you’re right.

As soon as you get your new ZEOS'/RS
keyboard, sit down and plug it in.

The first thing you’ll notice is a lot of

extra space on your desk. The ZEOS/RS
(Reduced Size) keyboard is more than 25%
smaller \han regular 101 Enhanced key-

boards yet it features the standard key sizes

and layout.

Now start typing.

Can you believe it! That’s what we’re talk-

ing about.

If you don’t agree this is the best feeling

keyboard you’ve ever used, return it within

30 days for a full refund.

Arid that fantastic ZEOS Tactile/Click

feel isn’t the only thing you’ll notice. This
keyboard is what speed typing is all about.

Our new multi-key w/fauer feature can han-

dle typing speeds in excess of 100 words
per minute.

You not only get the best keyboard made,
but you also get that extra ZEOS value. Like
an anti static dust cover at no additional

chaige. Our famous ZEOS Full Year

WhrOTty, toll free technical support and
Expedited Replacement policy are yours too.

Start enjoying your new ZEOS/RS key-

board right away. Order yours now!

OltY $89,95
The ZEOS/RS Keyboard,
Check These Features!

25% smaller foolprint Hion

regular 101 Enhanced keyboards, yet

standard key size and sparing.

Multi-key rollover every speed typist

will love.

Superb Medioniral Tortile feel with

the perfert "Click."

Fully XT/KT and PS/2 compatible.

30 day full money bade guarantee and
one year warran^. Anti-static dust

cover included at no additional charge.

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE
800-423-5891

open days, evenings and weekends.

FAX Orders Dial: 612-633-2310

In Minnesota Call: 612-633-4591

MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D.

530 Sth Atvntie NW, Si. Paul MN 55112

Se habta Espamt.

A Special Note from the

Prudent of ZEOS Intomcrtirmal:

Why sell our own keyboard?

Wfell, as you probably know, ZEOS
makes some of the best ’286 and ’3M com-
puter systems around. Vie sell thousands

of them.

Not too tong ago we started to notice

something. People who bought computers
from us were cdling back to order extra key-

boards. Wife decided to call and find out why.

These customers told us they love our

computers (which we figured) but they love

our keyboards too! They were actually going

around replacing the keyboards on other

brands of computers th^ already owned.
They were switching everything to ZEOS
keyboards!

We figured other people might like to

replace (heir old keyboaids too. That’s why
we ran this ad.

I am personally asking you to give this

keyboard a try. If you don’t like it, we’ll refund

every dime you paid. Guaranteed.

Giw Herrick, President

ZE()S International, Ltd.

(Vas«add$o.00for!<hippin(( & handling. \bur ZEOS keyboard cumes with ihesundan)6‘cciiledcable Hiran addiliona] lO'cabir extenskai il6'io(aIiadd SKI.OO. ZEOS keyboards use the standard
Dl.N tyw connector as del innstcrsnpaiibles. If you're not sure, contact )iiur computer retailer. H>r PS/2 style cmnectors add S15.00

' tnaiuctf IBM Corporation, hices ate sub|ecl to change willvKit nolKr. Callmrcompiete warranty details. Available
'

ZEOSba puUidy traded compan); MPLS/ST MUL ucalOTC.
XT. AT and PS/2 are iiademaiw n I2 languages, call lu verify stock.

CIRCLE 723ON READER SERVICE CARD
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lUf^E D I T O R ’ S

ffliiic H O I C E

• Dell System 310

U seems you can ' l go wrong ifyou

buy a Dell. Even in Ms group of
high-powered, solidly built 20-MHz
386 contenders, the Dell System 310

stands out. It may not beflashy-

looking. but on ourprocessor and

memory benchmark tests it was one

ofthe threefastest computers in this

roundup, and it combines top-quali-

ty components with a memory cache

backed by high-speed main memory
at a moderateprice . A complete Sys-

tem 310. with IMB RAM. a 90MB
hard disk, onefloppy disk drive.

VGA card. andCohr Pius monitor,

costs $5,199—more than $1 ,000

less than a similarly configured

EverexSTEP 386120. a machine

similar to the Dell in both perfor-

mance and quality.

Don't eschew the Everex if

you’ve got the extra bucks to spend,

however. The STEP 386/20 uses a

sophisticated scalable cache to

reach top speeds and is designed to

eliminate wait states even when

reducing speed.

Ifyou're lookingfor the best dig-

ital deal—the machine that delivers

the most bangfor the buck—con-

sider the PC Link 386-20. Although

the PC Link was not the least expen-

sive machine reviewed here, the

cheaper units revealed deflciencies

thatput them out ofthe running. The

PC Link performs at the middle of

the pack, and it offers high-quality

components and excellent compati-

bility at a price you'd normally pay

for a slower computer.

The system board is labeled as an AMI
386 Series 3, made by Mylex. Most of its

circuitry is based on discrete chips, with

Chips and Technologies’ 82A204 and

82A203 representing the only large-scale

integration. It uses AMl/Mylex copyright-

ed code for system and keyboard BIOS.

Both setup and diagnostics are built into

the BIOS.

Sleek tower The physical embodi-

ment of this computer is a sleek tower that

measures 25 Vi by 7 Vi by 1 6 Vi inches

(HWD). A wide plastic base broadens the

tower’s footprint to 9 by 18% inches. The

good looks of the front panel are accented

by a control panel midway up that features

the power switch, a reset switch, a key

lock (which does not prevent physical ac-

cess), and a nonwoiking turbo switch. In-

dicators include power, hard disk activity,

and speed.

Above this panel are six half-height

drive bays; below, a diagonally grooved

blank area. Drives mount in these slots di-

rectly, without the need for AT-style tails,

tear panel is coveted by a decora-

tive plastic fascia that snaps off to reveal

central cutouts for three 9-pin and five 25-

pin D-shell connectors. Inserts can be bro-

ken out of the fascia to access sockets

mounted here. Expansion slots ate located

at the bottom of the tower, with the key-

board jack just above them. The power

supply crowns the rear panel, with both its

input connector and a switched power out-

let near the top ofthe chassis. The fan and a

voltage selector (1 15/230 volts) also can

be seen through the fascia.

The steel chassis cover is painted pale

beige to match the plastic front panel and

rear fascia. Both it and the fabricated steel

internal chassis are very sturdy and heavy-

weight. The only flaw in the cabinetry is a

lack of precision. The tear fascia doesn’t

fit quite right, but otherwise, workman-

ship is up to the best industry standards.

The top drive bay was filled with a Fu-

jitsu M2553K half-height 5V'4-inch floppy

disk drive; the bottom bay, with a Mini-

scribe Model 3053 half-height hard disk.

The latter uses a standard MFM interface

(but with a 1:1 interleave), and it delivers

an average access time of about 30 milli-

seconds. The 204.5-watt Senstron SBM-
420TK power supply offers four connec-

tors for juicing disks. For six drive bays,

that’s a paltry allotment indeed.

SOFT BUT SNAPPY KEYBOARD
Whole Earth equipped the system with a

Key Tronic E03435 keyboard, which

abides by the 101-key IBM Enhanced lay-

out. It features a quiet but snappy feel that

proved pleasant in use.

The system was also accompanied by a

Imtec 1455N color VGA display with a

13-inch-diagonal screen. Althtwgh the im-

age was bright and sharp, this unit suffered

from aligrunent problems. The combina-

tion of the display’s short, 48-inch cable

and the bottom-of-the-tower location of

The Whole Earth

20MHz 386 Tower is a

good buy in looks,

price, and performance.

It’s a good choice for

those who need a number

of mass-storage options.

the video adapter made it a challenge to lo-

cate the monitor on a desktop.

Whole Earth has also included a num-

ber ofprograms with the system, including

PC-Write, public-domain utilities, and

SoftBytes 3^ (formerly 386-to-the-Max).

DOS is not included. The system does not

run IBM OS/2, but Whole Earth promises

a version of Micrtrsoft OS/2 for the system

by December 1988.

The Whole Earth 20MHz 386 Tower is

a good buy in looks, price, and perfor-

mance. It would make an especially good

choice for those who need a number of

mass-storage options.—^Winn L. Rosch

Tom Harding is afrequent contributor to

PC Magazine.MittJones is a senior editor

ofPC Magazine. Winn L. Rosch is a con-

tributing editor ofPC Magazine.
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Get
More For

'tour

Dollar
Shop PC Brand for the best quality,

finest performing IBM compatible
systems at the best price.

PC BRAND offers

you more...

Welcome to PC Brand.

Your first place to shop.

Your best place to shop
for top quality IBM com-
patible systems, custom
configured to your exact

specifications, and thou-

sands of quality name
brand peripherals &
accessories.

Choose from over 10,000

items in stock... all at un-
beatable prices!

Free Freight,
Toll-Free Support,
5-Year Warranty
and more...

Everyone promises you
great service. We deliver

the tangibles.

Free freight • Fast delivery

•No credit card sur-

charges •A 30-day Money-
Back Guarantee on every
system we sell •Toll-Free

Technical Support that

will stay with you until

your questions are an-

swered and your problem
is solved • And our ex-

clusive 5-Year Warranty
(call for details) on all

PC Brand products.

Call PC Brand today.

For the best selection...

the best products.. .at the

best price, you can't do
better than PC Brand.

Call PC Brand today!

CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PC BRAND 286/12 $995 PC BRAND 286/20 $1400

12 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation,

Norton SI 15.3 "Landmark™ Speed 16MHz
512K. 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101- Keyboard

20 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation

Norton SI 20.4 "Landmark"- Speed 25.9MHz
512K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard

Standard System Feahires:

• 80286 Processor Operating at 12MHz with Zero Wait States

delivering 16MHz Effective Throughput

• 512K RAM expandable to 4MB on the System board using

256K and/or 1MB 100ns RAM chips

• 1.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 33" Diskette Drive

• High Performance Dual Hard Drive/Floppy Drive Controller

• Enhanced 101-key ATStyle Keyboard

• High Capacity System Power supply

• Real Time Oock/Calendar with 5 Year Battery

« 80287 Co-Processor Support

• Industry Standard BIOS with full MS/DOS, OS/2, XENIX,

NOVELL, XOM and PCNET compatibility

• Built-in System Board UM EMS hardware drivers

• User configurable I/O timing permitting compatible operation

vrith older peripherals or faster I/O for newer devices

• 8 Slot motherboard design (6 16Bit & 2 8Bit)

• Small foot print case with 4 Disk Drive bays

Options:

• Full size 5 drive case • Factory Installed RAM Upgrades

• Custom contigurations w/Name Brand peripherals of your choice

• Compaq® Style LCD Portable • Tower Case

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

286/12 With 512K, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor ft Video Card

Vid«o\^v« 20MB 40MB-40MS 40MB-28MS IUMB-28M5

Mono $1381 $1485 $1594 $1725

EGA $1775 $1879 $1988 $2119

VGA $1946 $2050 $2159 $2290

Standard System Feahires:

• 80286 Processor Operating at 20MHz with Zero Wait States in

interleave mode delivering 26MHz Effective Throughput

• 512K RAM expandable to SMB on the System board using 256K

and/or 1MB 100ns RAM chips (4MB on motherboard and 4MB
on optional special Interleaving daughter card)

• 1.2MB 5.25“ or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive

• High Performance Dual Hard Drive/Floppy Drive controller

• Enhanced 101 -key AT Style Keyboard

• High Capacity 2(X) Watt System Power Supply

• Real Time Gock/Calendar with 5 Year Battery

• 80287 Co-Processor Support

• Industry SUndard BIOS with full MS/DOS, OS/2, XENIX,

NOVELL, 3COM, and PCNET compatibility

• Built-in System Board UM 4.0 EMS hardware drivers

• User configurable I/O timing permitting compatible operation

with older peripherals or faster I/O for newer devices

• 8 Slot motherboard design ( 6 16Bit & 2 8Bit)

• Medium foot print case with 5 Disk Drive bays

Options:
• Tower Case * 4MB Interleaving Ram Card

• Custom configurations w/Name Brand peripherals of your choice

• Compaq® Style LCD Portable • Factory Installed RAM Upgrades

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

266/20 With 512K, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card

vidwT''''^

40MB-40MS 40MB-2SMS M)MB-2SM$ n0MB-2SMS

1:1 RU
1S0-17M5

1:1 ESDI
320-lt>K6

1:1 ESDI

Mono $1890 $1999 $2130 $2396 $3623 $4023

EGA $2284 $2393 $2524 $2790 $4017 $4417

VGA $2455 $2564 $2695 $2%1 $4188 $4588

TURN PAGE FOR MORE PC BRAND SYSTEMS...
FOR NAME BRAND PERIPHERALS SEE OUR AD ON FOLLOWING PAGES...

To Order Call 1-800-PCBRAND
(Call l-800-722-7263...In lUinois, Call 312-226-5200) FAX#312-226-6841

PCBnnd.lnc9S4 W. WaihmglonStml.ChicagalLMMOr I-MXV722-72S3 Monday- FridaySam tobp.nvCSr. VISA. M«»»wC*fd. Docwyr.Oxyfc*. jmdAppfovrdP.O.tAccepted . Pricgnubiecttocluiiy.
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BRAND” PC BRAND 386/20 $2100

YourBestChoice
forQualitySystems
Toll-Free Support
Toll-Free Service

Free Freight

5-YearWarranty

PCV20 AD-II $695

15 MHz Throughput in an XT. Complete

with Monographics Card & Monitor.

512K, 360K Drive, Mono Card & Monitor, 84-Keyboard

Standard System Features:

• Nec V20 CPU providing 1 .5 times the power of the 8088!

• 512K RAM standard. Expadable to 1MB
• One 360K Roppy Drive • 84-key AT Style Keyboard

• i-layer Motherboard Expandable to 1MB
• 8 Slots. Serial, Parallel, Game Ports, and Clock Standard

• Hercules Compatible Graphics Card

• 12" Monochrome Monitor

• Accomodates up to 4 HH Mass Storage devices

• AT Style Case with Keylock, Turbo, Power and Hard Drive LEDs.

• Photo-illustrated Set-up 4c Operating instructions.

Standard Pre>Built Configurations:

PCV20 AD-II With 512K. Hard Disk Drive, Monitor 4c Video Card

Vidc^^pnvr 1 Floppy 2 floppy 20M6 30MB 40MB

Mono $695 $770 $964 $990 $1107

RGB $879 $954 $1148 $1174 $1291

EGA $1089 $1164 $1358 $1384 $1501

20 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation

Norton SI 24 • Landmark Speed 30MHz
1024K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard

Standard System Features:

• Intel 80386 Processor Operating at 20MHz with Zero Wait States in

interleave mode delivering 30MHz Effective Throughput

• 1024K RAM standard expandable to 16MB via 32Bit RAM boards

using 256K and/or 1MB 80ns RAM chips

• 1.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive

• High Performance Dual Hard Drive/Floppy Drive controller

• Enhanced lOI-key AT Style Keyboard

• High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply

• Real Time Clock/Calendar with 5 Year Battery

• 80287 or 80387 Co-Processor Support

• Industry Standard BIOS with full MS/DOS, OS/2, XENIX,

NOVELL, 3COM and PCNET compatibility

• User configurable I/O timing permitting compatible operation

with older peripherals or faster I/O for newer devices

• 8 Slot motherboard design (6 16Bit & 2 8Bit 4c 2 32Bit)

Medium foot print case with 5 Disk Drive bays

Options:
• Tower Case • Factory Installed RAM Upgrades

• Custom configurations w/Name Brand peripherals of your chcnce

• Compaq® Style LCD Portable • 8MB 32Bit RAM Card Upgrade

Standard Pre-Built Configuration:

386/20 With 1024K, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor 4c Video Card

Video'^..^

lOMB-MlMS 40MS-28MS 80MS-2SMS uo-2Nas

MRU,
IS0-17M5

MSOI
320-I6M5

LIESn

Mono $2590 $2699 $2830 $30% $4323 $4723

EGA $2984 $3093 $3224 $3490 $4717 $5117

VGA $3155 $3264 $3395 $3661 $4888 $5288

TOWER CASE $220
Add $220 to any Desktop Configuration

Modeled in IBM’s PS/2-80
Style, this unit offers:

• 220 Watt Power Supply

• Two 3.5" Front Accessible Drive Bays

• Two 5.25" Front Accessible Drive Bays

• One 5.25" FULL SIZE Internal Drive Bay

• TURBO MHz Dgital Speed Display

• Easy Access Snap-off Side Panel for quick

"no-screwdriver" access to intenuils
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PC BRAND 386/25 $2450

The Fastest Personal
Workstation and File
Server on the Market!
25 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation

Norton SI 28.3 • Landmark Speed 35MHz
1024K, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard

Standard System Features:

• Intel 80386 Processor Operating at ZSMHz with Zero Wait States in

interleave mode delivering 35MHz Effective Throughput

• 1024K RAM standard expandable to 16M6 via 32Bit RAM boards

using 256K and/or 1MB RAM chips

• 1 .2MB 5.25" or 1 .44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive

• High Performance Dual Hard Drive/Floppy Drive controller

• Enhanced 101-key AT Style Keyboard

• High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply

• Real Time Clock/Calendar with 5 Year Battery

• 80287 or 80387 Co-Processor Support

• Industry Standard BIOS with full MS/DOS, OS/2, XENIX,

NOVELL. 3COM and PCNET compatibility

• User configurable I/O timing permitting compatible operation

with older peripherals or faster I/O for newer devices

• 8 Slot motherboard design (6 16Bit & 2 8Bit it 2 32Bit)

• Medium foot print case with 5 Disk Drive bays

Options:
• Tower Case • Factory Irwtalled RAM Uf>grades

• Custom configurations w/Name Brand peripherab of your choice

• Compaq® Style LCD Portable • 8MB 32Bit RAM Card

Standard Pre-Built Configurations:

386/25 With Hard Disk Drive, Monitor it Video Card

Video'\.,

40MB-40MS 40MB-28MS 80MB-28MS 1IOMB-28MS

LIRLL

1SO-17MS

MESDi
320-16MS

MESm

Mono $2940 $3049 $3180 $3446 $4673 $5073

EGA $3334 $3443 $3574 $3840 $5067 $5467

VGA $3505 $3614 $3745 $4011 $5238 $5638

Your PC Brand Advantages:

Free UPS Ground Shipping
30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
Toll-Free Service & Support
No Credit Card Surcharges

VISA, MasterCard, Discover,

Checks, Approved POs Accepted
•5-Year Limited Warranty Protection

*Asa PC Brand cuabmier. youll en^ the b«M warranty coverage in the induMry

Warranty covers all PC Braitd syetetn tnotheihoardi, power supplies, RAM, keyboards

and all expansion cards. 100% ports A labor are covered your first year. 80% pacts

ycar-2. 60% parts ycer-3. 40% parts yMr-4. 20% parts year-S Additkmal extended

coverage contracts available for a fee. Floppy, herd disks end tape dnves are covered

for oite year oidy. Manufacturer's warranty applies to all tton-PC Brand products.

Complete warranty infomration availabie on lequcet.

LCD PORTABLES from $1770

286& 386 Systems

•512K,1.2MB Drive,

Combo Controller,

Backlit Display

Select the power & features of our 286 it 386 desktops in a self-

contained, light (20 lbs.) high impact plastic housing similar to

the COMPAQ® Portable III.

All feature:

• 640 X 4(X] Backlit Supertwist LCD made by SHARP
• Monographic & Color operating modes

• External Monitor Support. External Keyboard Port.

• 5 expansion slots (3 long, 3 short) • 86-key keyboard.

• Accomodates two 5.25" or 3.5" Floppy/Hard Disk Drives

• 200 Watt 112/220 Autoswitch Power

• Serial, Parallel, Game Port, Clock/Calendar Standard

Standard Pre^Built Configuration:

Portable System Processor and Drive Options

Dnw\ CPU 286/12 286/20 386/20 386/25

1 Floppy $1770 $2070 $2650 $2900

20MB $2079 $2379 $2959 $3210

40MB $2439 $2739 $3319 $3575

71MB $3379 $3679 $4259 $4510

•286 Systems come w/512K RAM, 386 Systems w/1024K.

SAVt ON NAME BRAND PERIPHERALS... .SEE OUR AD ON EOLEOWING PAGES...

To Order Call 1-800-PCBRAND
(Call l-800-722-7263...In Illinois, Call 312-226-5200) FAX#312-226-6841

PCBr<iid,lne.454 W. WathingtonStr.,Chicago. IL. 60607 I‘800-722-7263 Hfi.:Mondayihru^iday8a.in.(o6p.in.CentTaL VISA. MaitetCard. Discover.Checks, and Approved PO.s Accepted Pricessubfectichange.

Cr-

:
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ShopPC Brand Today.
LAPTOP COMPUTERS MODEMS

TOSHIBA
1000; 512K, 80C88, 2 FDD $769

1200F; 640K, 80C86, 2 FDD 1599

1200H; 640K. 80C86, 20MB HDD. FDD Call

3100/20; 1MB, 80286. 20MB HDD, FDD Call

3200; IMB, 80286, EGA. 40MB HDD, FDD ....Call

5100; 2MB, 80386, EGA, 40MB, FDD ....4995

NEC
MULTISPEED EL-2 1540

MULTISPEED HD 2300

MITSUBISHI
MP286-220L; 80286, 20MB HDD. FDD 2500

Please Call for Other Makes Models

MONITORS'*^L

NEC
Multisync II 14" (800x600) EGA/VGA $589

Multisync GS 14"Mono (whit«/amber/green)199

Multisync Plus 15" (960x720) 925

Multisync XL 20” (1024x768) 2085

MAGNAVOX
All Magnavox monitors feature 2 Yr. Warranties!

12" Amber TTL Monochrome $79
14" VGA Paper White Flat Screen Call

13" RGB (640x200) Color 230
13" EGA (640x400) Color 339
13" VGA (640x480) Color 415

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
Max 12 TTL Monochrome $138

Max 15 15" Multifreq. Monochrome Call

HX-12+ Color .28 Dot Pitch 339

Ultrasync 12" Multifreq. EGA/VGA 520

LM 300/301 Full Page Desktop Pub 550

AMDEK
410 Series 12"Mono Wht./Amb./Gm. .$149

1280 Desktop Pub. Mono Display 679

600T 12" RGB Color 350

MITSUBISHI
1381 Diamond Scan $499

3905 20" CAD Monitor 1970

SONY
Multiscan 1303 13" (800 x 600) 579

Multiscan 1302 13" (1024 x 768) 645

ZENITH
1490 Flatscreen Enhanced $600

NEC 14"Multisync II

800x600 Resolution EGA/VGA Monitor

PC BRAND
PC BRAND Modems are Hayes Compatible

1200 Baud Internal w/PC Talk III $52

12CK) Baud External 70

2400 Baud Internal w/Bitcom 95

2400 Baud External 140

HAYES
1200 External $270

2400 External 415

MIGENT
1200 Pocket Modem w/cbl/software....$90

Internal Modems
100% Hayes Compatible. Free Software!

]

1200BPS$52
2400BPS$95

I

TAPE BACK-UP

SPECIAL
40MB Internal Tape Back-Up

$200
U»e« DC2000 Series Micro Cartridges same as Irwin.

XT/AT and Novell Compatible! Limited Quantity!

VIDEO CARDS
PC BRAND
Mono Graphics w/Printer Port $45

Color Graphics w/Printer Port 40

EGA (640x480) Auloswitch 125

VGA 220

PARADISE
Autoswitch 480 EGA $170

VGA+ 279

VGA+ 16 16 Bit Version NEW Call

VGA Professional Call

VIDEO SEVEN
VEGA DELUXE Call

VEGA VGA 268

FASTWRITE VGA 289

VRAM VGA 399

NEC
GB-1 Multisync Card $225

MVA 1024 855

ATI
EGA Wonder Call

VGA Wonder Call

VIP VGA 260

DISKDRIVES
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES:

360K 5.25" HH Black $75

720K 3.5" HH w/5.25” Mounting 80

1.2MB 5.25" HH Grey 85

1.44MB 3.5"HH Grey w/5.25" Mounting 95

PS/2 FLOPPY DRIVES
CMS 5.25" 360K/1.2MB PS/2 Floppy ..$239

HARD DISK CARDS:

PLUS DEVELOPMENT
20MB 1 SLOT CARD $525

40MB 1 SLOT CARD 699

CMS
20MB Drive CARD $289

HARD DISK DRIVES:

SEAGATE
20MB 65MS ST225 w/XT ControUer ...$269

20MB 35MS ST125 w/XT Controller 299

20MB 35MSST125 255

30MB 65MS ST238 w/XT ControUer 295

30MB 35MS ST138 330

30MB 35MS ST138 w/XT Controller 380

40MB 40MS ST251 350

40MB 28MS ST25M 459

80MB 28MS ST4096 Full Height 590

MINISCRIBE
40MB 61/40MS M3650 $319

40MB 25MS M3053 479

63MB 61/40MS M3675 RLL 360
71MB 22MS M3085 Call

71MB 28MS M6085 FuU Height 585

110MB 28MS M6128 RLL FuU Height ....750

150MB 16MS M6180E ESDI Half Height! .... 1440

320MB 16MS M9380 ESDI FullHeight .2350

PRIAM
43MB 28MS ID45AT Full Height $650

62MB 28MS ID62AT Full Height 770

130MB 20MS ID130AT Full Height 1700

230MB 25MS P230R2 RLL FuU Height 1999

330MB 20MS ID330 ESDI FuU Height .2350

Priam External and PS/2 Drives also Available

CDC
150MB 17MS ESDI FuU Height $2000

MICROPOLIS
150MB 25MS ESDI FuU Height $1440

IOMEGA
A220H Dual 8" 20MB w/ctl $1630

B220 Dual 5.25" 20MB Ext. w/ctl 1795

If the drive you require U not listed here please

contact our sales department for a quote!

TAPE BACKUPS
20MB DC2000 For XT/AT w/Cartridge ....$245

40MB DC2000 for XT/AT w/Cartridge 290

60MB Archive QIC Internal or Ext 590

60MB Maynard Maynstream Portable ..935

60MB Maynard Maynstream for PS/2 ..989

64MB Irwin Intemal/Extemal Call

150MB Archive Internal or External 925
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Save Time. Save Money.
SCANNERS/DIGmZERS

PRINTERS*

PLOTTERS* 1,

CALCOMP
1023 -$3800 1042 7499

IfUT AdQQ lfU4 ....10200

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
DMP41 ...2050 DMP42 2095

DMP52 ...2395 DMP52MP... 2625

DMPfil . .319S DMP62 4595

ROLAND
DXY885 ...1140 DXY990 1450

DPX2000 ...3460 DPX3300 4680

GRX300 ...3910 GRX400 5750

NEC P2200 Printer
Dest 1020/2020 Scanners Call

Diamond Flower HS3000 Hand Scan . $249

300/400DPI 6 Grey Levels HALO DPE
Desktop Publisher GEM/HALO/

PC-Paint/Windows File Format Output.

Hewlett Packard Scanjet Call

Microtek MSF300A 1678

Microtek MSF300C 1399

Microtek MSF300Q w/64 Grey Levels 1920

Princeton LS300 Scanner & Adapter 750

Summasketch 12x12 378

Summasketch 12x18 635

24Pin 170CPS Draft 55CPS Utter quality

$340
Bee Freight!

Figures next to model numbers are Draft

and LQ print speeds

NEC
P2200 170/55 ....340 P960XL 400/140 1030

P5200 265/90 ....515 P5300 Wide 639

LC890 Postscript Laser Printer Call

PANASONIC
10801 144/28 170 10911 192/38 199

10921 289/48 ...CaU 1592 220/38 390

1595 290/51 425 1524 240/80 525

P4450 Laser 11PPM HP Compatible Call

HEWLETT PACKARD
Deskjet ..............690 Laserjet II ........... 1720

STAR MICRONICS
NX1000140CPS ..179 NX15 120/30 315

TOSHIBA
321SL 216/72 ....475 341SL Wide Carr. 615

351SX 360/120 Wide Carriage 937

CITIZEN
120D 120/25 149 180D 180/29 170

MSP40 240/40 .. 320 MSP45 Wide Cal

MSP50 250/50 ..385 T224 200/132 605

Tribute 124 200/132 439

DICONIX
150P 150/50 Portable 305

300WP310/73CPS Widecarr CaU

NOVELL NETWORKING

I/O CARDS

Free Freight

30-D^ Money-Back
Guarantee

Toll-Free Service
and Support

No Credit Card
Surcharges

We carry over 10,000 different name brand
products, Call for prices on products not

listed in this ad

PC Brand is an authorized, factory-trained

Novell Dealer. We offer outstanding prices

AND Service for any LAN requirements.

NOVELL
4 User ELS 286 Level 1 399

8 User ELS Advanced Netware 286 V2.12 ....955

New version V2.12 no longer requires keycards,

nor does it have 'level" and "dedicated/non-

dedicated" versions. (Specify 5.25" or 3.5" Media)

Advanced Netware 286 V2.12 1870

SFT Netware 286 V2.12 3245

Disc Coprocessor Board 404

NP600 Ethernet File Server Board 685

NEIOOO Ethernet Card Call

Auto Boot Prom (Ethernet or Arcnet) 45

EKskless Workstation 640

G-NET Call

WESTERN DIGITAL
3 Node Ethernet Starter Kit $775

3 Node Starlan Starter Kit 590

Starcard-t- 233

Ethercard+ w/Novell Drivers 233

STANDARD MICRO
ARCNET Passive Hub 80
ARCNET AcHve Hub 470
PC120 ARCNET BOARD Now ECA compat 135

PC210 TWISTED PAIR ARCNETCARD ....... 1 30

PC BRAND/NOVELL
286/386 Fully-Configured Server Call

FAX MACHINES/CARDS

SHARP
UX80 Flatbed! 1280 FO300 ....1200

FO420 1350 F0500 ....1550

MURATA
M1200 869 M1600 999

PANASONIC
750

COMPLETE PC
4800 Baud Fax Card w/Software .... 249

9600 Baud Fax Card w/Software .... 375

DISKETTES/ACCESSORIES

PC BRAND
Digiboard Smart 8 Port Card Call

I/O+II For AT's Ser/Par/Game $45

I/O+II For XT's Ser/Par/Game/Clock .$45

2MB EEMS for XTs w/OK LIMS 4.0 95

2MB EEMS for ATs w/OK LIMS 4.0 95

3MB Multifunction+Memory for AT'sllO

Serial/Par/Game/Software w/OK

All PC Brand Bulk Diskettes Carry
Our Lifetime Guarantee!

PC BRAND
SUPERMOUSE 200DPI ResoluHon $35

360Kb DSDD Diskettes $.25ea.

(Sold in 25 Unit Bulk Packs)

1.2Mb DSHD Diskettes $.58ea.

(Sold in 25 Unit Bulk Packs)

720Kb 33” DS Diskettes $1.25ea.

(Sold in 50 Unit Bulk Packs)

1.44Mb 3.5" DSHD Diskettes $3.20ea.

(Sold in 25 Packs. Made for us by JVC)
5.25" 50 Diskette Locking Storage Box 10

3.5“ 50 Diskette Locking Storage Box 12

PC TOOLKIT 20

SONY
360Kb DSDD Diskettes Box of 10 $12

1 .2Mb DSHD Diskettes Box of 10 15

720Kb 3.5” DS Diskettes Box of 10 17

1.44Mb 33" DSHD Diskettes Box of 39

*Oversized Monitors, Laser Printers and
Plotters are excluded front free freight.)

To Order Call 1-800-PC BRAND
(Call l-800-722-7263...In Illinois, Call 312-226-5200) FAX#312-226-6841 Ml TE
PCBr(nd,lM.9$4 W.Wa$hinglon$tr., Chicago. tLbObOr t-SD0-722-72b3Hn.; Monday ChruFrtdjySa.m. lo6p.m.Ccntr«l VISA. MasWtCard. Discover.Checks, and AppnivfdP.Oj Accepted Pncessubiectichange
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COOL, QUIET POWER
SILENCER 1 SO TURBO-COOL 1 SO TURBO-COOL 200

ULTRA
QUIET

' PC/XT compatible
' 1 50 watts of power
' system runs 5°-15° cooler

’ 84% noise reduction

$129

PERFECT
UPGRADE

• PC/XT compatible
• 1 55 watts of power
• system runs 25°-40° cooler
• 50% noise reduction

$149

HIGH
PERFORMANCE

' PC/XT/Mlnl AT compatible
’ 200 watts of power
' system runs 30°-45° cooler
' standard noise level

$189

EXPANSION CARDS
TEMPERATURE TEST

1 Cofndex '86 reiuns

2. Temp«f4tufes over

1 1S* can senousiy

Mgraoe reliability

3 Eacti 18* increase

cuts longevity 50%

Ordinary XT
Power Supply

TURBOCOOL
Power Supply

NOISE LEVELS

44 -

42 -

40 -

38 •

36 -

db(A) o im

w/o bard dnvt

100%

50%

25%

16%

Ordinary XT
Power Supply

SILENCER
Power Supply

VISA/MC/COD/PO
CIRCLE473 0N RCADI-.R SERVICE CARD

TURBO-COOL AND SILENCER POWER SUPPLIES:
POWER PACKED AND BUILT TO LAST

• full rated power
• low output ripple

• heavy duty components
• FCC-B compliance
• UL (//Ell 41 79:TC1 50/200)

• OV, OC, sc protection

• patented twin fan slope-cover design for

max. cooling vs noise (TCI 50/200)

• high capacity West German cooling fan

w/adjustable speed control (TC250)
• installation Instructions; 4 drive plugs
• rigorously tested: 1 yr. warranty

SILENCER 200

ULTRA
QUIET

’ AT compatible
’ 200 watts of power
' adjustable cooling (1.0X-1.3X)

' 69% noise reduction @ 1.0X

$159

TURBO-COOL 250

W HIGH
PERFORMANCE

• AT compatible
• 250 watts of power
• adjustable cooling (1.3X-1.8X)

• 386 boards and hard drives

run up to 35° cooler
$189

ALSO AVAILABLE

Turbo-Cool PC/XT Auxiliary Cooling Unit fsysfem runs 15* •30'’ cooler) $59

Turbo-Cool AT Auxiliary Cooling Unit (sys/em runs t5"-30° cooler) $75

Compaq 160W Power Supply (upgrades the original portable) $169

Turbo 375 AT Power Supply (power for up to 12 cards & 8 drives, wide
input range, 0.2% regulation, 50.000 hr MTBF, 2 yr. warranty) $299

PC POWePti BttBUNB, IBB.
31510 Mountain Way, Bonsall, CA 92003

(619) 723-9513 • FAX (619) 723-0075



SOFTWARE

np dolce

A MIDI

Musical

Offering
hat PCs did for businesspeople, synthesizers have

done for musicians. The electronic marriage of the

two technologies, achieved through MIDI (Musi-

cal Instrument Digital Interface), is a match made

in techno-heaven and a partnership destined to last.

Desktop computers brought undreamt-of analytical and cre-

ative power to individuals and freed them from dependence on

large, centralized systems. Synthesizers give musicians the

same measure of power and freedom. No longer does a strug-

MIDI merges thePCs memory andprocessing

power with the synthesizer s palette

ofsonic colors toform a complex,

powerful music system

.

Cep,. Ivy
-
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MUSIC SOFTWARE

OTHER MIDI MUSIC MAKERS:
ALTERNATIVES TO PC SEQUENCING

gling composer need an orchestra simply

to hear a work played. He can give expres-

sion to the full range of his imagination

without other musicians or prohibitively

expensive recording-studio time.

And just as PCs encourage applications

and approaches not found in other comput-

ing environments, synthesizers stimulate

musicians to create sounds and musical

structures that depart from the contexts of

traditional instruments.

Synthesizers are a boon for musicians,

but they can be even better with MIDI—

a

standard that allows compatible electronic

instnrments or other devices to communi-

cate. MIDI merges the PC’s memory and

processing power with the ever-widening

palette of sonic colors that modem synthe-

sizers generate. It links hardware and soft-

ware from different manufacturers to form

a complex, powerful music system.

CENTRALIZED CONTROL From a

musician’s standpoint, one of MIDI’s

most obvious advantages is simultaneous

control over several instruments. One mu-
sician, working from a single MIDI<om-
patible instrument, can access many other

instruments while focusing on the instru-

ment he is directly playing. The control-

ling instrument can be a keyboard, a

MIDl-compatible guitar, or even a wind

controller—a device that allows horn play-

ers to hook into MIDI technology.

The performer can also specify pitches,

volume levels, rhythms, and numerous

other musical parameters for any of the in-

struments that can be used in a MIDI sys-

tem. The system might include several

keyboard synthesizers, drum machines,

digital samplers, and other MIDI-compati-

ble devices.

This centralized control is one of

MIDI’s main strengths, according to Tom
Hamilton, a music producer at Sound-

Hound, a New York recording studio.

Hamilton drives his MIDI system with a

Kurzweil keyboard that has no sound-gen-

erating capabilities of its own; the key-

board functions as an input device to send

musical parameters to MIDI-compatible

synthesizers.

The art on the openingpage was generatedby

Passport Design ’s Score andprintedon a laser

printer with Adobe's Sonatafont.

A lthough there are many excellent

MIDI programs for the IBM PC,

this is not the first hardware for which

music sequencing applications have been

developed. The Macintosh’s graphics in-

terface, for instance, is particularly appli-

cable to music software; both the mouse

and the Mac’s point-and-click, cut-and-

paste editing style ate particularly useful

in music applications.

Developments in this field ate often

built on the MIDI protocol, notably in an

important sequencer-file standard called

MIDI Files. Originally developed by Op-

code Systems for the Macintosh and now
supported by many Macintosh and PC
music programs, MIDI Files stores MIDI
data and timing data in a format that can

be passed among programs. While it

can’t reflect the idiosyncrasies of each

program’s own storage format, the stan-

dard at least provides a common ground

for tradingd^ among programs.

ON THE MAC Good sequencers are

available for the Mac—notably Perform-

er, from Mark of the Unicorit—but some
innovative music programs are com-
pletely different in approach.

TIuee of the most interesting MIDI
programs on the Mac—Jam Factory, M,
and Upbeat—are made by Intelligent

Music. Jam Factory is a program that

makes the computer interact with you

while you play music. The program
stores music that you play with a MIDI
keyboard or other controller and repeats

it with various manipulations. Jam Fac-

tory can rearrange note orders, rotate du-

rations with pitches, and add varying de-

“Any device that is looking for MIDI
input can be addressed by this input de-

vice,” he explains. “This becomes impor-

tant because I use a number of different in-

struments. I want to be able to physically

play them from one place, and to have the

same tactile response consistently.
’ ’

MIDI gives individual musicians ac-

gtees of controlled randomness to what

you play. You can interact with the pro-

gram by “playing in" music and by
changing the screen displays, in real

time. Several independent musical pro-

cesses can take place simultaneoulsy

.

M combines many of Jam Factory's

MIDI manipulations with sequencing

functions, and Upbeat uses the same
kind of manipulations as the basis for a

creative, practical drum-machine pro-

gram. All three programs can read and

write MIDI Files, allowing the results to

be used in sequencers and other pro-

grams.

Sound Designer, from DigiDesign,

uses Macintosh graphics to facilitate edit-

ing digital waveforms stored in samplers.

This program can read in the samples and

display them on the screen, letting you

cut and paste sounds together. It’s also

very helpful in finding looping points

(places where a waveform can be looped

with no discontinuity).

Opcode’s DX7 Editor/Librarian, now
updated for the DX7II and TX802, also

uses graphics effectively, enabling the

mouse to drag envelope points around for

instant editing.

ATARI The Atari 520ST and 1040ST

computers have captured a strong share

of the MIDI market bacause of their low

cost and their icon-orientedGEM operat-

ing system. Another attractive feature is

Atari’s cost-saving, built-in MIDI inter-

face. Many software developers have re-

sponded favorably to the Atari’s poten-

tial, including Dr. T’s Music Software

with its Keyboard Controlled Sequencer

cess to sound textures they couldn’t other-

wise use. “People have this idea that in or-

der to play a piece of music you need to

have a bunch of musicians standing there

playing the parts,” says Roger Powell,

longtime keyboardist with Todd Rund-

gren’s Utopia. “That’s not the way that,

for instance, paintings are made. Paintings
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stead of traditional magnetic tape. MIDI
instruments produce sounds and send them

to the computer; the sequencer receives

and stores this information. When the re-

cording, or “sequence,” is played back,

the software feeds the MIDI information to

(KCS) and The Copyist, and DigiDesign potted to the Amiga from other comput- the appropriate instruments.

mihSoftSymh. Steinberg Research has a ers include Magnetic Music’s Texture, “Almost all sequencers use the meta-

particularly powerful and popular se- Dr. T’sATCS, and Intelligent Music’s M. phor of a multitrack tape recorder,” says

quencer called Pro 24. Hamilton, “so you have some form of

Hybrid Arts has created a patch editor THEBIGPICTURE Mainframecom- play,fastforwatd,andrewind.”Amusi-

for the Yamaha DX series of synthesizers puters have been involved in music com- cian can use these capabilities to jump in-

called DX-Aru/ro/r/ (formerly DX-Drouf) position and research since the l9S0s. In- stantaneously from one point to another

that can randomly change patch parame- stead of using MIDI to control dedicated within a composition, without waiting for

ters to create completely new sounds. synthesizers, however, most mainframe the physical mechanism of an actual tape

Another great feature is that you can set work has involved manipulating wave- recorder. Multiple parts, or “tracks,” can

up two patches, and DX-Android will forms stored as digital data, which is be overlaid, allowing a musician to build a

give you a bank of patches interpolating transformed into sound by digital-to-ana- composition in layers of instrumental

or gliding from one patch to the other. log converters, also known as DACs. sound.

These features have become so popular DACs are used in compact disk players Most sequencers display a graphic im-

that people comparing patch editors often to turn the digitally stored information age of the work in progress, so a composer

ask whether a certain editor has “Droid” into sound. Sampling keyboards also use can instantly see where he is in a section of

functions. DACs to record or “sample” sounddigi- music and can easily navigate to any de-

tally, manipulate it, and play it back. sired place in the composition. Software

COMMODORE The ConurKxIore 64 The advantage of mainframe synthe- sequencing also gives the musician a great-

and 128 computers have made the MIDI sis and sampling is that instrumental er freedom of editing and greater flexibility

revolution accessible to many users who sounds may be created via software; even in correcting mistakes than he would have

couldn’t otherwise afford it. Dr. T’sXCS complex instruments can be simulated with tape recording,

in particular gets amazing musical power with precise control. Some of the most “We can cut and paste a section of mu-
out of 64K. While its commands ate important uses are digital filtering and sic,” Hamilton says, “or we can copy it,

sometimes difficult to use, the program’s frequency analysis. High-level Ian- or scroll to a specific place in the music,

powerful features rival any sequencer on guages such as LISP can also be used, al- Because we aren’t dealing with something

any other machine; with careful plan- lowing computers to aid in composition as strictly linear as a tape recorder, these

ning, you can make thoroughly profes- or do the composing themselves, based things are a lot easier.” In addition, work-

sional sequences of several minutes’ on predetermiried algorithms. ing with tape can degrade sound quality

length. In addition. Dr. T’s Algorithmic The disadvantage of using main- because editing may require that sound be

Composer offers MIDI manipulation frames, besides the cost, is that manipu- copied from one tape to another. Since se-

similar to that offered by Intelligent Mu- lating digital waveforms directly requires quencers work with data instead of actual

sic’s Macintosh programs. so many calculations that real-time syn- sound, editing causes no loss of signal

While the Commodore Amiga line’s thesis is usually not possible; in fact, it quality,

spectacular color graphics lend them- can take many hours for a complex pro- Roger Powell compares sequencers

selves to powerful music software, quali- gram to calculate the digital wave forms with word processors. “They act pretty

ty music software has been slow in com- for a few minutes’ worth of sound. But much like a word processor when you are

ing. The release of the low-priced Amiga with increased computer speed, many of creating a document. It’s like writing a let-

500 has renewed the interest for musi- these barriers are starting to crumble. ter on an old typewriter, and then having

cians, however. Programs that have been —Rick Bassett someone hand you a word processor; it

gives you exactly the same advantages.

It’s sort of like desktop composition and

don’t consist of a bunch of artists standing SEQUENCING SOFTWARE While a production.”

around with someone telling them what to MIDI system can be constructed without Convenient storage and retrieval is an-

put on the canvas. For someone who is a the benefit of a computer, using a comput- other advantage that microcomputer-based

composer and performer, this is the only er gives the system some cmcial capabili- sequencing gives the musician. As produc-

means of realizing their compositions ties. Among these, software-based se- er Hamilton points out, “An important ad-

without hiring an orchestra. MIDI gives ^ucncing is by far the most important. vantage is the ability to safely store work in

you an instant box of tools with which you Sequencing is a form of multitrack re- progress and reestablish the initial settings

can build your work.” cording that uses computer memory in- very quickly. And to be able to store differ-
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RIDING THE WAVE OF SOUND SYNTHESIS:
THE ORIGINS OFFM SYNTHESIS

The IBM PC Music Feature (see After

Hours, September 13, 1988) uses a

technique of sound synthesis known as

frequency modulation, or FM. FM has

been familiar to musicians working with

electronic music for years, and it’s also

used in many popular synthesizers, such

as the Yam^a DX-7, which we used in

our sequencer and notation reviews.

To understand the important role of

FM synthesis in electronic music, here’s

a brief historical survey of sound synthe-

sis techniques.

THE SENSATIONS OF TONE Mu-
sic has attracted the interest of mathema-

ticians and physicists more than any oth-

er art form. Ever since Pythagoras,

scientists have explored the relationships

among the notes of the musical scale and

the actual makeup of individual sounds.

Art and physics meet in the field of

acoustics—the science of sound and

heating. The list of scientists and math-

ematicians who have studied the phe-

nomenon of music in the past few centu-

ries reads like a roll call: Bacon, Kepler,

Descartes, Galileo, Huygens, Newton,

Euler, and Bernoulli.

Much of their work, as well as lots of

original research, came together in a

classic book by Hermann Helmholtz en-

titled On the Sensations of Tone (1885,

reprinted by Dover Publications, 1954).

Helmholtz explained that a musical tone

consists of vibrations of air that can be

represented by a complex but periodic

waveform. According to the French
mathematician Fourier (1768-1830),

any periodic waveform can be represent-

ed as the summation of sine waves in a

harmonic series.

The flrst sine wave in this harmonic

series is known as the fundamental. Its

frequency (the number ofcomplete wave

cycles, or vibrations, per second) deter-

mines the pitch of the tone. The second

sine wave is twice the frequency of the

fundamental and is called the secondpar-

tial (or the first overtone). The third sine

wave (the second overtone) is three times

the frequency of the fundamental, and so

forth.

Each of these partials has a different

intensity or volume. Taken together,

these intensities constitute the harmonic

spectrum of the sound. The overall inten-

sity determines the loudness of the

sound. But the relative intensities of the

partials also play an important role: they

determine the timbre (or tone color) of a

particular sound. A violin and a clarinet

sound different, for example, because

their harmonic spectra are different.

In theory, once you know the har-

monic spectrum of a particular sound,

you can reconstruct that sound from the

individual sine waves. Although this was

not technically possible in Helmholtz’s

day, the process of synthesizing a sound

from its partials is now known as additive

synthesis. A complex tone is created by

the summation of simple sine waves,

each of which is one partial in the har-

monic spectrum.

SUBTRACTIVE SYNTHESIS Al-

though everyone since Helmholtz has

known that additive synthesis is the theo-

retically correct method to synthesize

sound, it proved elusive in practice. To
recreate a sound accurately, you need 12

to 24 partials. Most analog electronic cir-

cuitry (built from tubes and transistors)

cannot create sine waves with the accura-

cy required for additive synthesis. Addi-

tive synthesis had to wait for digital hard-

ware.

In the meantime, most early electron-

ic music synthesizers used analog circuit-

ry and a technique called subtractive syn-

thesis. Instruments that used subtractive

synthesis became quite popular in the late

1960s with relatively inexpensive syn-

thesizers such as the Moog.

In subtractive synthesis, you begin

with a wavefonn already rich in harmon-

ics, such as a square wave, a sawtooth

wave, or a triangle wave; these wave-

forms can be easily generated from ana-

log circuitry. A square wave has a wood-

windlike sound, while a triangle wave is

stringlike. You then pass this waveform

through filters that attenuate some of the

harmonics.

Of course, it’s not this easy. The har-

monic spectrum of a real musical instru-

ment changes over the duration of the

note. You can hear this quite easily by

striking a loud note on a piano and hold-

ing down the key. As the tone dies away,

the high harmonics disappear before the

low harmonics. A synthesized waveform

ofunvarying harmonics sounds dull, bor-

ing, and—the ultimate putdown—elec-

tronic.

Therefore, musicians working with

analog synthesizers often define “enve-

lopes” that control the overall volume of

the waveform and the harmonics attenu-

ated by the filter. This creates a tone with

a volume and harmonics that vary over

the course of a note.

ADDITIVE SYNTHESIS PROBLEMS
With the availability of fast digital cir-

cuitry in the 1970s, it became possible to

build specialized hardware capable of ad-

ditive synthesis.

Sine waves can be generated digitally

using a sine wave table stored inROM . A
digital waveform (basically a series of

numbers representing the height of the

waveform over time) is created by ac-

cessing this ROM and multiplying the

value by an amplitude that corresponds to

the intensity ofthe partial. The individual

sine waves for all the partials are summed
together digitally, then passed to a digi-

tal-to-analog converter (DAC), which

converts the digital data to an analog

voltage. The output of the DAC is fil-

tered to remove the rough edges (“audio

jaggies”) and subsequently passed to an

amplifier.

But the same complications exist as in

subtractive synthesis: the intensity of
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each paitial cannot be held constant over

the course of a note. The intensities must

vary for the sound to mimic real instm-

ments accurately; this involves defining

an envelope for each of the 12 to 24 par-

tials used with additive synthesis.

In fact, some researchers showed that

the “attack" of a note—the initial sound

when a tone begins—^is vital to listeners

in identifying the instmment that pro-

duced the note. These attacks have quite

complex spectra, closer to noise than to

periodic waveforms; to simulate them,

you need a more complex envelope for

each partial. Moreover, for notes of dif-

ferent pitch from the same instrument,

these envelopes could be quite different.

In short, additive synthesis requires

an enormous amount of data if we are to

synthesize the sound of real instmments

accurately. While still important for sci-

entific investigations into sound, additive

synthesis proved to be overly complex

and unwieldy for composers.

Recently, “sampling” synthesizers

have grown in popularity. These synthe-

sizers capture a sound, break it down into

components, and then reproduce it at dif-

ferent pitches. This is a form of additive

synthesis that requires comparatively lit-

tle involvement or control on the part of

the user. And some other synthesizers

—

particularly drum synthesizers —
have real digitized sounds stored in ROM
and ready for modification. While also a

form of additive synthesis, this is mote

akin to the technology used for storing

and retrieving sound on compact disks or

digital audio tape.

THE FM SYNTHESIS SOLUTION
Enter Dr. John M. Chowning. While at

the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Lab-

oratories in Stanford, California, Dr.

Chowning published an article in the

September 1973 issue of The Journal cf
the Audio Engineering Society with the

forbidding title, “The Synthesis ofCom-
plex Audio Spectra by Means of Fre-

quency Modulation.” FM synthesis was

bom.

Chowning’s article was later reprinted

in the April 1977 issue of ComputerMu-
sic Journal (now published quarterly by

MIT Press), and more recently in the

book Foundations of Computer Music

(edited by Curtis Roads and John
Strawn, MIT Press, 1985), along with

many other articles from Computer Mu-

Instruments that used

subtractive synthesis

became quite popular in

the late 1960s with

relatively inexpensive

synthesizers such as the

Moog.

sic Journal. With David Bristow,

Chowning has recently written a more
accessible book entitled FM Theory and

Applications by MusiciansforMusicians

(Yamaha Music Foundation, 1986). This

book contains many examples that can be

applied to the Yamaha DX-7 and other

Yamaha X-series synthesizers that use

FM synthesis.

Of course, the concept of frequency

modulation was not new when Clhown-

ing published his article; it had been used

formany years in radio transirussion . But

no one had examined the application of

FM to sound synthesis.

FM synthesis, essentially, is a method

of generating complex and aesthetically

interesting waveforms from very simple

means. It is particularly well suited to

digital synthesizers. In its simplest form,

FM synthesis requires two digitally gen-

erated sine waves. One of these waves is

called the modulator because it “modu-
lates,” or changes, the frequency of the

second waveform, which is called the

carrier.

If the frequency of the modulator is

very low (perhaps only a few cycles per

second), the frequency of the carrier rises

and falls like a siren. Usually, however,

the carrier and modulator frequencies are

the same or are related to each other in a

simple way, defining what is known as

the c:m ratio; this produces a complex

waveform.

The intensity of the carrier determines

the overall volume of the tone. The inten-

sity of the modulator affects the relative

amplitudes of the partials. As the intensi-

ty of the modulator is varied over the

course of a tone, the timbre changes in a

very natural way.

Although only two sine waves are re-

quired in simple FM synthesis, most FM
synthesizers use multiple carriers and

modulators for a more-complex interac-

tion. Each of these sine waves is called an

operator. The Yamaha DX-7 has six op-

erators; the ways they can be connect^
are diagrammed right on the DX-7 case.

The IBM PC Music Feature (which uses

chips developed by Yamaha and is based

on its FB-01 synthesizer) has four opera-

tors. For a discussion of multioperator

techniques, see Chowning and Bristow’s

FM Theory andApplications.

In his original paper, Chowning ad-

mitted that FM synthesis has no relation-

ship to any natural phenomenon. It just

works well and makes some good
sounds. And that's all that’s important.

In electronic music, the final arbiter is not

the validity of the theory but the sound in

your ears.—Charles Petzold

Charles Petzold is a contributing editor

of PC Magazine. Between 1978 and
1980 he designed and builtfor his own
use an FM-based digital synthesizer con-

trolled by a Z-80 computer.
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MUSIC SOFTWARE

ent versions of the same piece .

” A musical

creation can be conveniently broken up

into smaller files and then assembled as a

complete work, in the same way that an

author might create a separate word pro-

cessor file for each chapter of a book.

NOTATION SOFTWARE While se-

quencing is the major use of MIDI with

computers, there are other applications as

well. Notation software takes music input,

either from the computer keyboard or di-

rectly from a synthesizer, and presents it in

standard notation. Such packages range

from low-end programs that simply cap-

ture notes to more-complex programs that

output gorgeous manuscripts from Post-

Script printers.

Patch libraries are another application

for microcomputers in electronic music.

Patches are specific sounds that are shaped

on a synthesizer. Musicians can store the

settings that produce these sounds in

patch-library programs that are available

for many of the more-popular synthesiz-

ers. The sounds are organized for easy re-

call when a musician heeds them.

PC’S GROWING PRESENCE Elec-

tronic music is one realm where IBM-stan-

dard microcomputing is far from dominant

(see the sidebar "Other MIDI Music Mak-
ers: Alternatives to PC Sequencing”). Un-

like most business users, who consider

IBM compatibility an absolute must, mu-
sic users tend to focus on the functionality

and ease of use of a particular hardware

standard. Atari and Apple Macintosh ma-

chines are more commonly found in MIDI
systems than IBM machines, and Commo-
dore hardware also has a visible presence

.

“The people who were making 680(X)

machines made overtures to musicians in

their machines long before IBM did, " says

Charlie Miller, president of Musig, a New
York-based MIDI special-interest group.

“They put a voice chip in, and they en-

couraged developers to produce programs.

“I think it was pretty easy for someone

who wanted to develop MIDI software to

become a developer for Atari," he adds.

“It wasn't until about a year ago that IBM
introduced the Music Feature card, but that

was almost unnoticeable in the marketing

for the PS/2.”

Marketing considerations also extend

to the way that hardware is sold. IBM
equipment generally isn’t sold in music

stores, and musicians aren't likely to make
a special trip to an authorized IBM dealer

to look for a computer. As one musician

also points out, musicians tend to be some-

what computerphobic: they’re looking for

a solution, not a computer. So the same

features that attract conventional users to

the Macintosh, for instance, will also ap-

peal to musicians.

The appearance of the IBM Music Fea-

ture card has nevertheless drawn some at-
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tention to the PC as a music platform, and

software for PCs has recently been appear-

ing at an accelerated rate, partly because of

the availability of inexpensive clones.

In our reviews we decided to cover se-

quencers and notation packages, the two

most popular types of music software. The

number and quality of sequencers have in-

creased as prices have dropped, and there

are now excellent sequencer packages

available in the $l00-to-$300 range. We
chose to concentrate on sequencers with

full editing capabilities and the range of

features professional musicians demand.

Our tests were done with a Yamaha
DX-7 synthesizer—^an FM synthesis key-

board that has become enormously popu-

lar—and the ubiquitous Roland MPU-401
MIDI interface.

—^Jonathan Malzkin

Jonathan Matzkin is a staff editor of PC
Magazine.

Cakewalk
Cakewalk, Version 2.0, from Twelve
Tone Systems, is a surprisingly flexible se-

quencer at any price, let alone for $150.

With an astounding 256 tracks and sophis-

ticated editing features. Cakewalk mea-

sures up well against even the most expen-

sive sequencers.

While 256 tracks sending out data all at

once would certainly cause huge MIDI
bottlenecks, having 256 available provides

a lot of recording flexibility. With this

many tracks, you can save many versions

of the same music and choose among them

by muting different tracks. Organizing a

large piece can be easier as well, since

there is room to split each synthesizer part

into several tracks.

Most of Cakewalk's commands are

available from a pull-down menu system.

Cakewalk is designed to take full advan-

tage of a mouse, but keystrokes are usually

just as quick. The excellent context-sensi-

tive help makes things even easier by pro-

viding an explanation of each pull-down

window and most individual commands.

At the end of each help screen is a list of

available help for related topics.

Cakewalk's main screen is a track list-

ing—typical of many sequencers—show-

ing information on 16 tracks at a time.

From this screen, you can control muting,

transposition, key velocity, track offset,

and channel number, even while a se-

quence is playing.

The Panasonic Boomithe next generation in business

"Let’sface tt. Ifyou’re not using a scanner
togetthework in, then it’staking toomuch

timeto gettheworkout”

Panasonic
Office Automation

Copiers, Typewriters, Peripherals,

Printers and Facsimilies.

CIRCLE IM ON READER SERVICE CARD

VtHj've invested a lot in Desktop
Publishing scflwaie, graphicsand color cards,

fancy printers. But if you're only using your

With a FSn^nic Irna^^^ner,
you input textand graphics dire^. And you can
scan at 400 dpi resolution, so you're looking

at crisp, dear images-significanlly sharper
than the general standard of 300 dpi.

But you're not sacrificing speed.
Depending on the softwareand hardware, you
can scana letter size page in under 10 secorxls
(significantty faster than the average of 20
seconds for other scanners).

The FX-RS505 and FX-RS506 also

feature a flatbed design thataccommodates
books, flats, photos, blue prints and legal docu-
ments. The FX-RS506does it with 1 6 shades
of grey, for superb contrastand definition. It

even hasan optional document feeder.

Both models support leading DTPand
OCR software like PageMaker, Ventura Pub-
lisher, Spotand Advantex. And the FX-RS506
comes with Srxin-Do Software running under
the MicrosoftWindows Environment

The Panasonic FX-RS505&FX-RS506
Image Scanners. Two of the best values
in Desktop Publishing. And two of the many
w^ we're making our name felt around the

office, today.

Forthe name ofyour naarast dealer,
caltoH-frael-SOO-PIC-SOSe.

TtiebMcwingafB trademarks ofth&rfBSfxctw
corrtpanfes:PageMaker-AtdusCorp.:\ianiura

AkAsner-tenruraSortHere lnc;SPOT-nagslaff

Engmeenng:Advantex-Sotution Technotogy;
rnc.-Scan-Do-HammarlaOCorpi.Aricrosoff

and Wndows-MicrosoflCora
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No matter which
of these modes you use,

40-colunin CGA Text

40-column EGA Text

40-column VGA Text

80-column CGA Text

80-column EGA Text

80-column VGA Text

Lo-res CGA Graphics
Hi-res CGA Graphics
MDA Monochrome Text

80-column VGA Monochrome Text

Lo-res MCGA Graphics
Lo-res VGA Graphics
Med-res VGA Graphics

EGA Monochrome Graphics

Hi-res EGA Graphics

Hi-res MCGA Graphics
Hi-res VGA Graphics

we have

the VGA display for it.

Magnavox introduces two new Professional

Series displays that are fully compatible with all

17 VGA modes—both designed with the intelligence

youVe come to expect from Magnavox.

With a VGA display system, you'll get the most
out of your present software and prepare yourself for

graphics environments like Windows 386,OSi/2,'"and

Presentation Manager.'" Resolutions include 720 x

400 for text, and 640 x 480 in 256 colors for graphics.

Both displays have a 14" CRT, versus the 12"

industry standard. And both come with a built-in

tilt/swivel base and are backed by a 2-year limited

wcirranty—twice as long as most other brands.

At $229 for the 7BM749 paper-white mono-
chrome and $649 for the 9CM082 color display,

Magnavox makes VGA displays affordable.

MAGNAVOX
Smart.Very smart.
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With Version 2.0, Cakewalk has added

a new graphic editing screen that lets you

use the mouse or cursor keys to insert, de-

lete, and move notes. To edit note parame-

ters, you move the cursor over the note and

hit Ctrl-Enter, popping up a dialog box that

keeps numerical data accessible without

cluttering the screen.

For some reason, the note-on time is

not included , so while you can edit the note

position by pushing it around with the cur-

sor, you have to go to a list display to Tine-

tune note attacks.

The list display is provided for editing

events not accessible through the notes

screen. Although list displays can be awk-

ward, Cakewalk's display has features that

make it easier to use than many. Note-ons

and note-offs are combined into one note

line with time and duration for easy edit-

ing. Also, you can select any number of

tracks to be displayed at one time, so it's

easy to perform group editing or to line up

a bass note with a chord on a different

track. When the cursor is on a note, hitting

the Spacebar will play that note.

A remarkably flexible event filter

makes global editing easy. It lets you se-

lect MIDI data for alteration by specifying

ranges of pitch, controller numbers, or any

other selection criteria; it even lets you use

wildcards.

Other notable features include an

SMPTE clock that you can use with all

Goto commands, a program to convert

Cakewalk files to a format readable by Dr.

T’s The Copyist ll notation program, and a

program to convert Cakewalk's .WRK

^Cakewalk

Cakewalk, Version 2.0

Twelve Tone Syslems

P.O. Box 226

Waieriown. MA 02272

(617)924-7937

List Price: SI 50

Requires: 384K RAM.
twodisk drives. MIDI In-

lerface. DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short: Cakewalk 2.0 is an inexpensive se-

quencer with 256 tracks and poweiful editing

capability. Not copy pnHcct<^.

ClOClE eeiONREAOERStRVlCLCAftD

files to ASCII. Once your sequence files

are in ASCII, you can edit them with a

woid processor or write your own pro-

grams to generate or modify sequences.

Cakewalk Live, a separate program for

$99, plays song lists and will even load

each successive song into memory while

the current song is still playing, allowing

you to go from one song to the next with-

out skipping a beat.

The addition of the graphic editor is a

major improvement to Cakewalk. Al-

though the editor does not offer all the fea-

tures found in other sequencers, you can

still do anything you need with little effort.

It's amazing that so many features are

available in such a well-organized pack-

age, at such a low price.

Concepts:One
ConcepIs.One, Version 1.73, from Midi

Concepts, is a powerful 32-track sequenc-

er with many excellent editing options.

Designed to harness the power of the AT,
Concepts. Orte supports up to 15MB of ex-

tended memory on 80286-based ma-
chines, and up to 8MB of expanded mem-
ory . That kind of power adds up to a lot of

notes!

A Parameters menu allows a high de-

gree of flexibility in choosing recording

and playback options. You can record dif-

ferent sets of tempo changes in real time

and save them to different tracks; you can

then select any tempo track to control tem-

pos for the sequence. A clock showing

elapsed time in SMPTE format adorns the

screen, but you can't select a time to locate

a position in the sequence.

The Phrase Editing screen resembles

Sequencer Plus Mark Ill's View screen

but has some helpful additions. On this

screen, you can cut and paste sections in-

volving units as small as '/s. ofa beat, a fin-

er resolution than many sequencers allow.

You can also store end points for cutting

and pasting into 16 edit markers for easy

recall later. When a measure contains

MIDI data, the box displaying that mea-

sure gets progressively brighter as it con-

tains more MIDI data. Besides just looking

sharp, this helps when you need to figure

out which track is clogging up the MIDI
lines.

An odd quirk of the Phrase screen pro-

hibits you from changing track mutings ex-

cept during playback: the muting keys are

us^ for other commands when a sequence

is not playing. Several similar confusing

keystroke reassignments plague the pro

gram. For example, on one screen the

Home key resets the sequence to the begin-

ning, as it does on many sequencers. But

on another screen you have to hit the aster-

isk to perform this function, since the

Home key is now being used to send an All

Notes Off command. Getting around a se-

quencer is hard enough without such need-

less confusion.

The Step screen provides a step record-

er and event editor on a piano-roll-style

graphic display. The end points of the

notes are marked with small vertical lines,

helping you distinguish between repeated

notes and long single notes. A big problem

with playback on this screen is that the mu-
sic must pause every measure for about

half a second to redraw the screen. This is

less of a problem on faster machines but is

still distracting when you're playing

through an entire sequence looking for

mistakes.

Concepts:One offers other feamres be-

sides simple sequencing functions. You
can record system-exclusive data, includ-

ing data entered in hex format, and send it

out before and during sequences. An ex-

tensive live-songlist facility is also includ-

ed for playing a series of sequences.

MIDI Concepts has chosen to empha-

size the special features of Concepts:One

to such an extent that the first-time user

ii^FACT FILE
ConceptsiOne,

Version I.73A

Midi Concepts Inc.

7657 Winncika Avc.,

#327

Canoga Park . CA 9 1 3()6

(800)451-7973

(818)842-0409

List Price: S445

Requires: 640K RAM. MIDI interface.

DOS 2. 1 or later.

In Short: ConceptsiOne is an option-packed

32-track sequencer with excellent global edit-

ing. Copy protected.

CIRCLE era ON CARD
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Stephen L. vVoolstenhulme,

Parkway Property Management,

Dallas, TX

Carbon Copy Plus can double your productivity—just ask our users!

Plas, Working over ordinary phone lines

and in cot\junction with most DOS ap-

plication programs, Carbon Copy Plus

links two PCs, including their keyboards

disks and screens. The linked PCs act

as one, making it easy to give effective

product demonstrations, support remote

customers or train new users—at the

touch of a key!

‘‘Like many other business professionals,

I had a problem. How to expand my prop-

erty management business and still keep

overhead low and service quality high.

“I found the answer in Carbon Copy Plus,

the leader in remote control software. By
placing a PC with my property manage-

ment software and Carbon Copy Plus at

each property, I can remotely manage the

maintenance, marketing and financial

status of each rental unit. I train my on-

site property managers, update policy and

procedure manuals and integrate reports

for property owners. And I do all of this

reliably and with complete control—

without ever leaving my office!”

Be in two places—at one time!

Like Steve Woolstenhulme, thousands of

satisfied users have turned to Carbon Copy

Join the Crowd

Call us today for more information. Ask

us about Carbon Copy Plus' remote con-

trol capabilities. And don't forget our

other communications features, includ-

ing terminal emulation, file transfer,

remote grtqihics support and much
more. As Steve found out, it may
be one of the most productive

calls you'll ever make.

MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY INCIIIIIIIIII

Carbon

A Carton Cufiy Plus b requiiwl ibr each location. A SUBSIDIARY OF MSCROCOM
Carbon Cop)' Plus B a liademark of Meridian TMinolo© 7 COipOraW Park Suite 100 IfVine. CA 92714 (714) 261-1199

CIRCLE 228ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A MIDI VOCABULARY
Clock pulses per quarter note Clock

pulses are the smallest division of time

for sequencers. A large number of pulses

per quarter note helps a sequencer record

timing information more accurately, but

the recorded sequence thus uses more

memory. Some sequencers offer options

for this feature.

Continuous controllers In addition to

key motion. MIDI can communicate the

movement of sliders, wheels, and foot

pedals. When the position of a slider or

any other “continuous controller" is

changed, its position is sent via MIDI on

a scale of 0 to 127. A popular feature

called aftertouch senses how far you’ve

pressed a key after its initial attack, al-

lowing you to control vibrato or other

sound qualities while your hands are still

on the keyboard. The pitch-bend wheel is

a special controller that you can push to

bend the pitch of the notes you are play-

ing up or down. Usually measured be-

tween 0 and 127, the pitch range can op-

tionally be measured on a scale from 0 to

16,383 (16K).

Event editing Part of the power of se-

quencers is their ability to allow editing

of the smallest details of music. The three

most common ways they display notes

and other MIDI events for editing are: ( 1

)

traditional music notation, (2) graphic

notation (usually a bar graph in the style

of a player piano roll, with time running

from left to right and pitch running up

and down), or (3) a list of MIDI events,

their timings, and their parameters.

The way individual events are edited

determines much of a program's style. It

should be equally easy to make large and

small changes to one event. Graphic or

music notation displays have a command
for moving quickly tom event to event

in order to avoid ovemse of cursor keys;

mouse support helps. List displays may
be simple and accurate, but they consist

of long streams ofnumbers and abbrevia-

tions that don't communicate musical

gestures intuitively.

Global editing Like database programs

,

sequencers offer many ways to search

through and modify (global edit) MIDI

data. The primary criteria used are track

number and location in time. Sequencers

can usually copy and cut sections of

tracks to buffers and paste them into oth-

er parts of the track and other tracks.

They should also be able to merge tracks

together, or divide them, through various

means, including searching by MIDI
channel; searching within a specified

range of pitch, velocity, or duration; or

searching by controller type.

The most-necessary global edits are

transposing pitch, converting MIDI
channels, and changing tempo within a

sequence. It is important to be able to

change tempos suddenly or to accelerate

and decelerate at any desired rate. The
speed of response to MIDI data changes

tom instrument to instrument and tom
sound to sound, so it’s important to be

able to slide one track ahead or behind

another by one or more clock pulses to

compensate. When looking at a sequenc-

er, it's also important to consider how
data can be changed globally. Can you

add a constant to all values of a certain

A Simple MIDI Setup

I
n this configuration, the keyboard is

used as a MIDI controller, sending data

from Its MIDI Out port to the computer's

MIDI Interface. Sequencer software then

records the information. When the

sequencer plays the Infomration back, it

sends data to the keyboard's MIDI In port

to control the keyboard's synthesizer.

Because a given synthesizer produces a
limited range of timbres and a limited

number of simultaneous pitches, adding

synthesizers increases the available tonal

palette: hence the attachment of an
expander module—a synthesizer without

a keyboard, which can be controlled

through MIDI. MIDI data Is sent from the

computer to the expander module via the

keyboard's MIDI Thru port. Notice that

sound comes from the audio outputs, not

from any MIDI ports.

Speaker Speaker
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A Complex MIDI Setup re

A MIDI switch tiox controls the configu-

ration of this version of a complex
MIDI setup. MIDI Ins and MIDI Outs can
be connected In any combination. A guitar

MIDI controller and a keyboard synthe-

sizer are connected to function as

controllers. The keyboard, an expander

module, and a drum machine are

connected to receive MIDI data.

Drum
machine

Speaker Speaker

type, multiply their values by a percent-

age, or scale values from one value to an-

other over time?

Key velocity Like pianos, many key-

board synthesizers respond to how hard

you hit each key, which affects the

sound’s loudness, brightness, and many
other characteristics. Actually, pianos

and synthesizers are not responding to

the force of hitting the keys but to the

speed. MIDI keyboards that detect the

velocity with which you hit the keys send

out a key-velocity message, saying how
fast each key was hit on a scale of 0 to

127. Depending on the MIDI controller,

key velocity might reflect other informa-

tion, such as how fast you hit a drum pad

or a guitar string. The MIDI Specifica-

tion allows keyboards to send the veloci-

ty of key releases as well, though few

synthesizers respond to this information.

Looping For music that requires exact

repetition, sequencers often have the

ability to loop sections of a track or se-

quence a given number of times. This fits

the way much popular music is struc-

mred, and it saves memory, since one

loop command replaces large amounts of

MIDI data.

MIDI channel An identification stamp

put on most MIDI messages. MIDI in-

struments can be set to send or respond to

messages on any of the 16 MIDI chan-

nels, or occasionally on all ofthem. Con-

sider two synthesizers connected to a

computer sequencer. If a keyboard syn-

thesizer is set to respond to MIDI channel

I and a synthesizer expander module is

set to respond to MIDI channel 2, even

though both synthesizers receive the

same MIDI data from the sequencer,

they respond only to the data stamped

with their respective MIDI channels. A
helpful analogy is that of television,

which displays only the channel you
have selected despite the fact that it is re-

ceiving all channels. Some MIDI mes-

sages are sent without MIDI channel as-

signment.

MIDI Time Code (MTC) A new MIDI
synchronizing system similar to

SMPTE. Several hardware interfaces

have been made that translate MTC, but

none of the sequencers reviewed here

recognize it. See SMPTE.
Playback options Sequencers allow

you to decide how a sequence will be
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played back. Every sequencer lets you desirable for some music, the human music and sound effects. The moment a

change playback sp^ tefore and during stretching and compressing ofihythm of- tape starts, a machine that reads SMPTE
playback, but you may also want to ex- ten plays a large part in the expressive- code knows the location on the tape in

periment in other ways with the play- ness of music. Some sequencers have a hours, minutes, seconds, frames, and

back—without having to edit tracks. percen/^uanrize feature, in which a track subframes and can use that information

You can mute tracks, for instance, to of music may be quantized by a percent- to synchronize with projectors, other

hear other tracks by themselves. Some age to move the notes closer to the beats tape decks, or sequencers,

sequencers have a “solo” function that but also to leave enough inaccuracy to let Song Position Pointer (SPP) A MIDI
allows you to listen to just one track, the music breathe. message used for most MIDI synchroni-

muting all the others. You can also trans- Sequencer tracks Sequencer tracks are zation. An SPP message gives the loca-

pose a track, change MIDI channels, add reasonably analogous to a track on a mul- tion in a MIDI sequence in measures,

an offiset to key velocity, or do a simple titrack tape deck. With the latter, tracks beats, and subbeats. One sequencer can

quantizing operation just for playback, can be recorded one at a time, and the drive a drum machine or another se-

without affecting the track data. The abil- player can hear the tracks previously re- quencer by sending an SPP before start-

ity to change these options during play- corded while recording each new track. ing to play, so that all machines start at

bk;k encourages creative experimenta- On sequencers, you can record tracks the the same place in the song. Once the song

tion attd can save editing time. same way, except that the sequencer is position is located, the machines are kept

Punch in/out Punching in is a technique recording MIDI events, not sound. Each in sync by MIDI clock pulses,

used with analog tape recorders that lets MIDI event is stamped with the tirtK re- Step recording An easy way for inex-

you fix mistakes in a track by rerecording ceived and stored. On most sequencers, perienced keyboard players to enter notes

just a section of the track. A sequencer you can give that track a name to help into a sequencer. With step recording,

with a putKh-in feature plays back a se- you remember what you played, and you you set a step size of a quarter note,

quence and lets you start recording then can edit it. eighth note, or other time value. Notes

(punch in) just before the mistake and Most sequencers enable you to can then be played and recorded one step

stop recording (purtch out) immediately change the MIDI channel stamped to a at a time. Hitting the Spacebar or a pedal

afterward. With a manual punch, you hit track of data. As you can see in the dia- moves the sequencer to the next step,

a key on the computer to start and slop gram “A Simple MIDI Setup," we can where you can play new notes or release

the punches; with automatic, you can set record the MIDI data from our perfor- old ones. A flexible step recorder should

the punch-in and -out times prior to re- mance on the keyboard synthesizer onto make it easy to change the step size while

cording. Punch-in times should be al- a sequencer track. We can then alter the recording, allow steps of any size down
lowed in units smaller than measures and MIDI data so that it is stamped with to the clock pulse, and allow steps to

beats; mistakes rarely occur on the beat. MIDI channel 2 instead ofMIDI channel cross beats and measure lines.

Quantization Musicians never play ex- I . If the keyboard is set to MIDI channel Synchronization Most MIDI interfaces

acdy synchronized with each other, not I and the expander module to MIDI can send out a sync tone that can be re-

to mention with a computer. Quantizing channel 2, the expander nxxiule will now corded on tape for synchronizing the se-

automatically corrects rhythms, round- play the notes played previously by the quencer with tape. The usual format is a

ing them off to the nearest 16th note, 8th keyboard. We can record new tracks tone that syncs to MIDI clock pulses,

note, or whatever rhythmic value you with the keyboard while hearing the pre- Additional interfaces may be used for

specify. There are several ways to quan- viously recorded tracks, and any track synchronizing with MIDI Time Code or

tize. The most basic is quantizing the may be set to send on any one or some- SMPTE standards,

timing of attacks (note-ons); alternative times several MIDI channels. Converse- System-exclusive data Each synthesiz-

methods include shifting release times ly, several tracks may send data on the er manufacturer can designate system-

(note-offs) to preserve durations when at- same MIDI channel, allowing one syn- exclusive data to control its MIDI insttu-

tacks are quantized, and quantizing the thesizer to play many layers ofmusic that ments in ways not covered by the MIDI
releases. You may also want the option could not be played by one person. Specification. Some sequencers can now
to quantize in complicated divisions of SMPTE A titne-coding system devel- record and play back system-exclusive

the beat (tuplets) or to specify quantiza- oped by the Society of Motion Picture data at the start or in the middle of a se-

don in terms of clock pulses. and Television Engineers (SMPTE). quence. Forexample, whileloadingase-

(^uantizing, however, can make mu- SMPTE code is usually recorded by a quence, the sequencer can send out patch

sic sound excessively mechanical. While special machine on one track of a multi- information to each synthesizer,

“perfectly” synchronized parts may be track tape deck to synchronize film with —Rick Bassett
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Compaq introduces

a revolutionary

new personal computer.

With new display technology

Breakthrough graphics technology

Advanced storage technology

New expansion technology

Innovative modem technology
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Introducing the new
COMPAQ SLT/286 Personal Computer.

The first PC that puts true

desktop performance in your lap.



function PC this small,

for compromise.

80C286 microprocessor that

drives software 20% faster than

most 10-MHz 80286-based PC's.

You get the capability to run

the world's largest library of

software with MS-DOS! Plus

Microsoft* Operating System/2.

Flexibility is

built in. You can

choose a high-speed

40- or 20-MB fixed

disk drive to comple-

ment the standard
Internal 2400-baud

modem optional.
,

ette drive. Plus you can

easily expand the 640K of standard

memory to 3.6 megabytes internally.

You'll find our keyboard is just

your type. It has full-size keys, spaced

just like the keys on a desktop PC. The

keyboard is removable, so it adjusts to the way

you work. You get all 12 function keys and an em-

bedded numeric keypad. Or if numbers are your

life, add a separate numeric keypad as an option.

Other creature comforts are also on board.

Like an optional internal 2400-baud modem.

Room for two internal storage devices. Ports for a

printer, external VGA monitor and other periph-

erals. You can even add a 12-MHz

80C287 coprocessor as an option

to speed number crunching.

At this point you may be

thinking that the COMPAQ
SLT/286 does everything a

desktop can do. You're right. In

fact you can even do more at the

office with its optional Desktop

Expansion Base.

Unlike competitive ex-

pansion units, ours wasn't an

afterthought. Its integrated design

gives you two industry-standard

expansion slots along with duplicate

interfaces for your pe-

ripherals. The expansion

unit even recharges the

battery for you.

Best of all, the

COMPAQ SLT/286 just snaps right

into the Desktop Expansion Base. Muded^r

No cord. No wires. No hassle. hours of

With all these innovative fea-

tures, you can see that the new COMPAQ
SLT/286 leaves absolutely no room for compro-

mise. It's simply high-performance personal

computing in its most concentrated form.

Battery

comma







Whai you build a fuU-

there's no room

Before now, choosing a laptop PC
meant choosing what you could live

without. A manageable size. Bat-

tery. Power. Speed. Screen quality.

Full-size keys.

We've changed that, with

the new COMPAQ SLT/286. It's

the first laptop from the company

that set the standard in portable

computing. And the first laptop

to give you everything you

want. Without compromise.

Creating a new high-

performance PC this small was

no small feat. It took a series of

engineering breakthroughs to

build a smaller laptop that de-

livers the performance of a

desktop—on battery power.

From its compact size to its high-

performance components, you'll see that your

needs shaped our thinking.

First of all, we knew

you wanted to wield a lot

of power, without throw-

ing around a lot of weight.

The new COMPAQ SLT/286 weighs in at just

14 lb., with a space-saving footprint. That means

The COMPAQ SLT/Z86 snaps into an optional

Desktop Expansion Base for office use.

A removable keyboard offers your fingers fuli'She keys,

with standard spacing.

The /irsf laptop from the company

that set the standard for portable PC's.

it fits on an airline tray table with

plenty of room to spare.

When you're on the road, we
won't leave you stranded, either.

The COMPAQ SLT/286 uses inno-

vative new battery technology

that gives you over three hours of

power. The battery is small, so

carrying a spare is no problem.

Replacement and recharging

are fast and easy.

But what's amazing about

the battery is everything that

runs on it. Every component is

optimized to save battery life.

So you can work longer.

The COMPAQ SLT/286

has VGA graphics with

640x480 resolution with eight

shades of gray. New backlit screen technology

produces text and graphics with

higher contrast on a 10" di-

agonal screen. So things

are easy to read.

Now let's take

an inside look. The

COMPAQ SLT/286 is a small wonder compared to other

j i_ in n/TTT laptops, the COMPAQ SlT/286 gives

powered by 3 you more pc in less^ce.

It simply works better.



We have the world's best handle

on portable computing.

V

In 1982,Compaq introduee^

the world to the power of por-

table personal computing with

the COMPAQ Portable.

Since then we've consist-

ently delivered new levels of

performance in consistently

smaller packages.

Tbday we offer the world's

highest-performing portable personal

computers. COMPAQ products consistently earn

the industry's highest ratings for quality and user

satisfaction. And that's an

achievement that stands

unchallenged.

You'll find that we've

built these same uncompro-

mising standards into the

new COMPAQ SLT/286.

Tb get a handle on more informa-

tion, including a free brochure and the location of

your nearest Authorized COMPAQ Computer

Dealer, call 1-800-231-0900. Ask for Operator 71.

In Canada, 1-800-263-5868, Operator 71.

COMPAQ* is a trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation. Microsoft? .MS* and MS-DOS* arc irademarluof Microsoft Corporation. MS* OSf2 is a product of Microsoft Corporation,

(^oducl names mentioned herein may m trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective companies *Regislered US. Patent and IVademark Office. ^1988 Compaq
Computer Corporation All rights reserved. Use of electronic equipment on board commercial aircraft is at the discretion of each airline

It simply works better.

comPAa
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may find it difficult to figure out the basics.

The tutorial helps, but a greater consisten-

cy in command style would be even more

helpful. Though the program is unwieldy

on the surface, there is a lot of power un-

derneath. We look forward to seeing Ver-

sion 2.0.

Forte II
LTA Productions' Forle II is a compre-

hensive, multipurpose 32-track sequencer.

Despite the wide variety of functions it of-

fers. Forte II remains easy to use, thanks to

detailed context-sensitive help.

Forle ll's Track screen displays 16

tracks at a time and allows you to change

mutings. velocity offsets, and MIDI chan-

nels before or during playback. Each take

is saved in a recording buffer, so you don't

have to decide which track to use until after

you've finished recording. And the pro-

gram asks for confirmation before over-

writing a track with a new take. The
punch-in facility is particularly versatile,

offering the options of comparing takes

and saving separate takes on different

tracks.

The Global screen displays measures in

small boxes for cut-and-paste operations,

in a manner similar to Sequencer Plus

Mark Ill's View screen. The Edit screen is

a piano-roll-style graphic event editor with

a condensed but clear display that leaves

room for all note parameters and MIDI
events. You can display I'A octaves of

music at a time in the Edit screen—a wider

range than offered by any other sequenc-

t^FACT FILE
f-'orte //

LTA Pnxluciions

P.O. 80x6623
Hamden. CT 06517

(203)787-9857

lAst Price: S25()

Requires: 384K RAM.
MIDI inlerlace. DOS 2.0

or later.

In Short: Forte U is a 32-track sequencer

that can handle complex music with ea.se. It

includes innovative editing! and kxtpin^’ capa-

bilities. Cop) protected.

CiaCLE <71 O^^RE^Q SERVICE CABO

ers. except Personal Composer Sysleml2

and The 48-Track PC. both of which make
use of a graphics card. You also have ac-

cess to eight buffers, which can store

tracks of any length, from both the Global

and Eidit screens. This makes for extreme-

ly flexible editing. You can even name
each buffer—a nice touch.

The Edit screen's Block/Buffer mode
provides a detailed way of defining buffets

for filtering and other transformations.

You can define a buffer to hold whatever

lies between any two clock pulses, or you

can define it by pitch class, pitch and regis-

ter. controller types, or MIDI channels.

Special types of filtering capabilities let

you perform such functions as converting

controllers (for example, changing modu-

lation-wheel data to aftertouch data). You
can also thin out the number of controllers

by a percentage you specify—a great way
to help prevent MIDI data flow overload.

Forte ITs Pattern mode sets it apart

from all other sequencers reviewed here.

As in Texture's Link mode, you can set

patterns to loop a given number of times in

a sequence. However, Forte II allows each

track to loop independently. And you can

specify points to begin and end a loop (to

the nearest 16th note), the number of

loops, transposition, and velocity offset.

This feature is great for experimenting

with overlapping loops and developing

complex polyrhythms.

Much ofForte ITs power comes from a

reinterpretation of standard sequencing

techniques. For example, you can define

quantization in clock pulses independently

of the beat. This approach is also a draw-

back. since it makes some features diffi-

cult to use at first and requires extra key-

strokes. A macro facility is provided to

help in this respect. The program also pro-

vides for sening and saving SMPTE cue

points, and it can convert between them

and Song Position Pointers.

Forle ITs looping feature, system-

exclusive recording. SMPTE conversion

facility, and powerful filtering and editing

make it an impressive package at a very

reasonable price. It includes a simple live

songlist function for automatically playing

a series of sequences—a facility that most

sequencers in this price range offer only as

an add-on. LTA Productions also makes a

drum-machine programmer called Fwap!

and an algorithmic sequence generator

called Genie, both of which are compatible

with Forte II sequencer files.

The 48-Track PC
The 48-Track PC combines innovative

editing power with a comfortable environ-

ment: the main screen, which looks like a

hybrid mixing board and tape deck, should

make the user feel right at home. The pro-

gram works well with a mouse—you can

choose options by pointing and clicking on

pull-down menus—but we were able to

teach every command easily without a

mouse, as well.

You can quantize attacks and releases,

specifying any number of subdivisions of

the beat up to 1 .000, presumably interpo-

lated to the nearest clock pulse. A feature

called "smart" quantization moves notes

50 percent closer to the quantizing unit, to

increase rhythmic accuracy while main-

taining some of the human flexibility of the

music. This is a good feature, but it could

be improved by allowing you to specify

any percentage.

The 48-Track PC offers several original

ways of solving timing dilemmas. If you

get out of sync with the metronome while

recording an otherwise great back. The 48-

Track PC lets you salvage the part. With

the Place Beats command, you can listen

to your track and hit the Spacebar at the

points where you would like the beats to

occur, as opposed to where they actually

occurred when you recorded the track. The

EMFACT FILE
The-M-TrackPC,

3.0j

Robert Keller

2920JeffeiM>n

Eugene. OR 97405

(503)485-3481

Lbt Price: $259

Requires: 256K RAM.
two disk drives. MIDI interface. DOS 2.0or

later.

In Short: The4f{-Track FC. Version 3.0j. is

a fricndlv (ape recorder-st) le interface in a

sequencer w iih powerful graphic editing and

tempo manipulatK)n. Ct^v protected.

CIRCLE «70ON READER SERVICE CARO

'JcrJUrE.
i hf 4K VTM-k re
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timing of the track is then stretched or

compressed to fit the new beats. You can

also use the pitch wheel to record tempo

changes while listening to your sequence.

The SMPTE tempo scaling system can

save a lot of caleulation during film work.

You can set markers to two spots in your

sequence and assign each of them SMPTE
times. The sequence will then be stretched

or compressed to fit those times, scaling all

tempo changes proportionally.

Another unique strength of The 48-

TrackPC is the graphic display. Notes are

represented in piano-roll-style, with a pic-

ture of piano keys ranning up the left side

of the screen. When you play a sequence,

X's on the keyboard indicate which notes

are being sounded. The best thing about

this is that you can control key velocity, or

any continuous controllers, by drawing

curves with a mouse or arrow keys.

An excellent zoom feature lets you
view up to 53 bars of the sequence at one

time, but the display doesn't scroll during

playback. And the sequencer will play

only measures shown on the screen, so you

can't simultaneously see and hear the

whole sequence without stopping and
scrolling manually to each new section.

A more serious limitation precludes

you from editing notes in detail on the

graphics screen; you have to go back into

text mode, which involves waiting while

the text program is loaded from disk. This

is OK for fixing a couple of notes, espe-

cially with a hard drive, but it could be ex-

asperating in a long editing session.

The 48-Track PC combines a simple

tape deck interface with unique and power-

fill editing of tempo and continuous con-

Uollers. The 48-Track PC's clock resolu-

tion ean be set at up to 600 pulses per

quarter note, far higher than that of any

other sequencer reviewed here.

Even though fine-tuned editing could

be made easier, the other features—in-

cluding recording while looping and con-

version of The 48-Track PC files to and

from ASCII format—make this a versatile

program. Although it is copy protected,

we are told that when you register your

eopy, you are sent an unprotected copy.

Editor's Note: After The 48 Track PC was

reviewed, Keller Designs announced a

price change in the packagefrom $259 to

TAKING
NOTE OF
SCREEN
DESIGN

The way a MIDI pro-

gram displays notes,

tracks, and other mu-
sic information not

only gives each pro-

gram its individual

character, but is also

indicative of how
much editing power

the program gives

you. These screens

are representative of

the different ways in

which the sequencers

and notation packages

we reviewed display

music data for edit-

ing.

Noteparameters ofCakewalk may be changed via apop-up dialog

box when the cursor lands on a note. Time runsfrom left to right,

andpitch is displayed vertically.

The 48-Track PC 'f graphic editor can displaypitch and
continuous-controller data simultaneously. In thispicture, the

horizontal bars represent notes, white the vertical bar graph

representspitch-bend information .

$179. Additionally, the company released

The 64 Track PC; this $259 product'sfea-
tures include a new user interface and in-

creasedMIDI card support.

Master Tracks PC
Master Tracks PC, from Passport De-

signs, is distinguished primarily by a

friendly user interface and a logical layout.

Menu options are clear and easily accessi-

ble, and context-sensitive help is informa-

tive and to the point. Despite the fact that

Master Tracks PC has 64 tracks and many
professional features, it has some surpris-

ing deficiencies.

Master Tracks PC is a hybrid of a mod-

ular sequencer, sucb as Texture, and a

standard tape deck-style sequencer. As
with Texture, you create songs by record-

ing multitrack sections (called patterns)

separately and linking them sequentially
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may find it difficult to figure out the basics.

The tutorial helps, but a greater consisten-

cy in command style would be even more

helpful. Though the program is unwieldy

on the surface, there is a lot of power un-

derneath. We look forward to seeing Ver-

sion 2.0.

Forte II
LTA Productions' Forte II is a compre-

hensive, multipurpose 32-track sequencer.

Despite the wide variety of functions it of-

fers. Forte II remains easy to use , thanks to

detailed context-sensitive help.

Forte ll's Track screen displays 16

tracks at a time and allows you to change

mutings. velocity offsets, and MIDI chan-

nels before or during playback. Each take

is saved in a recording buffer, so you don't

have to decide which track to use until after

you've finished recording. And the pro-

gram asks for confirmation before over-

writing a track with a new take. The
punch-in facility is particularly versatile,

offering the options of comparing takes

and saving separate takes on different

tracks.

The Global screen displays mea.sures in

small boxes for cut-and-paste operations,

in a manner similar to Sequencer Plus

Markin's View screen. The Edit screen is

a piano-roll-style graphic event editor with

a condensed but clear display that leaves

room for all note parameters and MIDI
events. You can display 2'A octaves of

music at a time in the Edit screen—a wider

range than offered by any other sequenc-

B^FACT FILE
Forte II

LT.A PnxluciiDns

P.O. Box 6623

Hamden. CT 06517

<203)787-98.57

I-lsl Price: S250

Requires: 384K RAM.
MIDI imertace. IX)S2.0

or later.

In Shnrl: Font'll is a 32-traek sequencer

that con handle complex music with case. It

includes innovative editing and kx)ping capa-

bilities, Cops pnRtvied.
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ers, except Personal Composer Sysiem/2

and The 48-Track PC. both of which make
use of a graphics card. You also have ac-

cess to eight buffers, which can store

tracks of any length, from both the Global

and Edit screens. This makes for extreme-

ly flexible editing. You can even name

each buffer—a nice touch.

The Edit screen's Block/Buffer mode
provides a detailed way of defining buffers

for filtering and other transformations.

You can define a buffer to hold whatever

lies between any two clock pulses, or you

can define it by pitch class, pitch and regis-

ter. controller types, or MIDI channels.

Special types of filtering capabilities let

you perform such functions as converting

controllers (for example, changing modu-

lation-wheel data to aftertouch data). You
can also thin out the number of controllers

by a percentage you specify—a great way

to help prevent MIDI data flow overload.

Forte ITs Pattern mode sets it apart

from all other sequencers reviewed here.

As in Texture’s Link mode, you can set

patterns to loop a given number of times in

a sequence. However. Forte II allows each

track to loop independently. And you can

specify points to begin and end a loop (to

the nearest 16th note), the number of

loops, transposition, and velocity offset.

This feature is great for experimenting

with overlapping loops and developing

complex polyrhythms.

Much ofForte ITs power comes from a

reinterpretation of standard sequencing

techniques. For example, you can define

quantization in clock pulses independently

of the beat. This approaeh is also a draw-

back, since it makes some features diffi-

cult to use at first and requires extra key-

strokes. A macro facility is provided to

help in this respect. The program also pro-

vides for setting and saving SMPTE cue

points, and it can convert between them

and Song Position Pointers.

Forte ll's looping feature, system-

exclusive recording, SMPTE conversion

facility, and powerful filtering and editing

make it an impressive package at a very

reasonable price. It includes a simple live

songlist function for automatically playing

a series of sequences—a facility that most

sequencers in this price range offer only as

an add-on. LTA Functions also makes a

drum-machine programmer called Fwap!

‘}(.yj(rE

and an algorithmic sequence generator

called Genie, both ofwhich are compatible

with Forte II sequencer files.

The 48-Track PC
The 48-Track PC combines innovative

editing power with a comfortable environ-

ment: the main screen, which looks like a

hybrid mixing board and tape deck, should

make the user feel right at home. The pro-

gram works well with a mouse—you can

choose options by pointing and clicking on

pull-down menus—but we were able to

reach every command easily without a

mouse, as well.

You can quantize attacks and releases,

specifying any number of subdivisions of

the beat up to I ,(X)0. presumably interpo-

lated to the nearest clock pulse. A feature

called “smart" quantization moves notes

50 percent closer to the quantizing unit, to

increase rhythmic accuracy while main-

taining some of the human flexibility of the

music. This is a good feature, but it could

be improved by allowing you to specify

any percentage.

The 48-Track PC offers several original

ways of solving timing dilemmas. If you

get out of sync with the metronome while

recording an otherwise great track. The 48-

Track PC lets you salvage the part. With

the Place Beats command, you can listen

to your track and hit the Spacebar at the

points where you would like the beats to

occur, as opposed to where they actually

occurred when you recorded the track. The

FACT FILE
TheJS-TrackPC.

Vervlon 3.0j

Robert Keller

2920 JefrerM)n

Eugene. OR 97405

(503)48.5-3481

List Price: S259

Requires: 256K R.AM.

two disk drives. MIDI mierface, IX).S 2.0 or

later.

In Short: The4S-Track PC. Version 3.0j. is

a friendly tape recorder-style interface in a

sequencer with p^rwerlul graphic editing and

icmpir manipulation. C\)py protected.

ClBCLE670ONr€ADEn SERVICE CAPO

I hc 48 Track Pf
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You can change tempo, metronome,

count-in measures, and MIDI Thru in real

time while playing or recording. Oddly,

however, when playback is stopped, you

can’t access the menu that changes these

parameters during playback; you have to

escape and call a different menu. A more

serious limitation precludes you from add-

ing accelerandos or ritards in the middle of

a pattern, although you can specify a giad-

u^ change of tempo where patterns meet.

The looping function is strangely con-

ceived. In Pattern mode, you can set a pat-

tern to loop any given number of times, or

indefinitely until stopped. You cannot set

begin and end points for the loop; you must

loop the entire length of the pattern. And
looping is impossible during recording, so

you can’t do continuous drum-machine-

like recording, as you can with Texture or

The 48-Track PC. In fact, looping is possi-

ble only when one pattern is playing by it-

self.

In the Track Edit screen, you can do

simple global editing such as copying,

merging, and erasing tracks. You can also

quantize attacks (durations are always

maintained), add an offset to velocity, or

transpose. You can make these alterations

between specified begin and end points,

but incredibly , there is no easy way to copy

one section of a track to another, or to do
any standard cutting and pasting.

The Step screen is where you do Event

editing and step recording. This screen

shows all note data clearly within a small

space, and it has a nice feature for zooming

FACT FILE
MaturTndaFC
Passpoil Designs Inc.

623 Miramonles St.

HalfMoon Bay, CA
94019

(415)7260280

LUPrla;S39S
Rcqalm:SI2KRAM,

MIDI IineiBice, DOS 2. 1 or later.

In Short: Master ThodbrPC is a 64-irack

sequencerwiihahieiMllymenu-tMsedinter-

fkx. It combines looping and standard se-

quencing with some editing limitalioas.

Copyprotected.

catctrewownEACBisBwctcARD

in and out on the time scale. You can spec-

ify a step length for inserting notes, but

only using the more-common beat divi-

sions. The graphic piano-roll screen shows

only one octave, from C to C, so if your

music exceeds these bounds, you must

continually redraw the screen. And the

screen do^ not scroll during playback.

Master TracksPC provides clear, easy-

to-use menus and screen displays. This

doesn’t make up for its lack of editing

power, however, especially considering

the powerful sequencers now available at

significantly lower prices. If Passport De-

signs chose to improve the editing fea-

tures, the program’s clarify of design could

make this a very attractive sequencer.

Sequencer Plus Mark III
Voyetra Technologies’ Sequencer Plus

Mark III is already well known as an ex-

traordinary sequencer. The new Version

2.0 release of the package adds many fea-

tures to its predecessor, while still main-

taining an admirable balance between edit-

ing power and straightforward operation.

Sequencer Plus Mark Ill’s main screen

displays data for 14 tracks in its default set-

up. Once you get to know the sequencer,

you can remove the help menus and dis-

play up to 22 tracks at a time; an EGA
monitor will let you push this total to 32

tracks. From the main screen, you can per-

form standard track recording or change

the quantizing and transposition of tracks

while a sequence is playing. You can also

modify track offset, MIDI channel assign-

ment, muting, and soloing, but not during

playback.

The View screen displays tracks hori-

zontally, with dashes representing empty

measures and boxes representing measures

containing data. Version 2.0 lets you re-

cord from this screen, as well as do cutting

and pasting, global editing, and filtering.

You just put the cursor on the measure in

the track where you want to start record-

ing. This is the simplest and most sensible

method for recording I’ve seen; why hasn’t

anyone done it before?

You can cut and paste multiple tracks

with the Block option. And the punch-in

feature lets you compare punches and keep

partially recorded punches.

The View screen gives you a Trans-

MIDI Sequencing
Software:

Summary of Features
(Products listed In Mcending

pries order by category)

S equencing software has

developed to the point that many
features are found in all the

sequencers we reviewed. Since data

from continuous controllers, such as

Aftertouch, can eat up precious

memory, we were glad to find that all

the sequencers allow you to filter out

such data while you're recording.

All the sequencers can also

record with automatic punch-in and

punch-out, though the

Implementation varies quite a bit from

product to product. And they can all

merge tracks together, convert MIDI

channels on a track, and rescale

velocity through a track.

Likewise, they can all send and
receive song position pointer data,

though Implementations differ, and
they all have some way to edit

nonnote MIDI events such as

program changes and settings of

continuous controllers. And luckily, all

sequencers have some form of on-

line help.—-Rick Basaett
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The Phrase Editing screenfor Concepts:One shows each measure

represented by a box on the right, shadedaccording to the density

MIDI data.

One ofmesa’s three screen modes, the Score screen, shows one

measure at a time and is usedfor detailed note editing. Function

key assignments are displayed along the bottom ofthe screen.

This View screen imagefrom Sequencer Plus MaiklH displays a

block copy being transferredfrom one group oftracks to another

later in the piece.
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In Personal Composer System/2's new Event screen, each color

represents a different track. Afull-four octave range can be shown

on the screen at one time.

afterwards. You have the option of repeat-

ing patterns with different mutings and

tempos. Unlike Texture, Master Tracks

PC saves all patterns as separate files that

you later join together in Song mode. The
program also allows you to convert an en-

tire song into a single pattern, which you

can then link to other patterns.

This system’s advantage over Texture

is that patterns are not nearly so limited in

length. The disadvantage is that Master

Tracks PC stores repeated patterns as cop-

ied data, not just repeat commands, so a

song's length is limited by available RAM

,

unlike the case with Texture.

The Pattern mode has most of the nec-

essary recording functions. You can set

track length before recording if you wish,

and a punch-in feature lets you specify be-

gin- and end-recording points. Since the

punch-in feature doesn't automatically

turn off notes that ate sounding, you have

to punch in and out during silence so you

don’t erase the command that terminates

any notes that ate sounding.

If you want to work on a small section

of the pattern, you can set begin and end

points for playback, but there isn't a Con-

tinue feature for playback, so you always

have to start at the preset begin point. An-

other drawback is that you can only specify

begin and end points for recording or play-

back to the neatest beat.
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You can change tempo, metronome,

count-in measures, and MIDI Thru in real

time while playing or recording. Oddly,

however, when playback is stopped, you

can’t access the menu that changes these

parameters during playback; you have to

escape and call a different menu. A more

serious limitation precludes you from add-

ing accelerandos or ritaixls in the middle of

a pattern, although you can specify a grad-

u^ change of tempo where patterns meet.

The looping function is strangely con-

ceived. In Pattern nwde, you can set a pat-

tern to loop any given number of times, or

indefinitely until stopped. You cannot set

begin and end points for the loop; you must

loop the entire length of the pattern. And
looping is impossible during recording, so

you can't do continuous drum-machine-

like recording, as you can with Texture or

The 48-Track PC. In fact, looping is possi-

ble only when one pattern is playing by it-

self.

In the Track Edit screen, you can do

simple global editing such as copying,

merging, and erasing tracks. You can also

quantize attacks (durations are always

maintained), add an offset to velocity, or

transpose. You can make these alterations

between specified begin and end points,

but incredibly , there is no easy way to copy

one section of a track to another, or to do
any standard cutting and pasting.

The Step screen is where you do Event

editing and step recording. This screen

shows all note data clearly within a small

space, and it has a nice feature for zooming

FACT FILE
Master Tracks PC
Passport Designs Inc,

625 Miramontes St.

Half Moon Bay, CA
94019

(415)726^280

IJst Price: S395

Requires: 5 12K RAM.
MIDI Interface. DOS 2. 1 or later.

In Short: Master Tracks PC is a 64-tnM;k

sequencer with a friendly menu*based inter-

face. It combines looping and standard se-

quencing with some editing limitations.

Copy protected.
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in and out on the time scale. You can spec-

ify a step length fix' inserting notes, but

only using the more-common beat divi-

sions. The graphic piano-roll screen shows

only one octave, fiom C to C, so if your

music exceeds these bounds, you must

continually redraw the screen. And the

screen do^ not scroll during playback.

Master TracksPC provides clear, easy-

to-use menus and screen displays. This

doesn't make up for its lack of editing

power, however, especially considering

the powerful sequencers now available at

significantly lower prices. If Passport De-

signs chose to improve the editing fea-

tures, the program’s clarity of design could

make this a very attractive sequencer.

Sequencer Plus Mark III
Voyetra Technologies’ Sequencer Plus

Mark III is already well ktrown as an ex-

traordinary sequencer. The new Version

2.0 release of the package adds many fea-

tures to its predecessor, while still main-

taining an admirable balance between edit-

ing power and straightforward operation.

Sequencer Plus Mark Ill's main screen

displays data for 14 tracks in its default set-

up. Once you get to know the sequencer,

you can remove the help menus and dis-

play up to 22 tracks at a time; an EGA
monitor will let you push this total to 32

tracks. From the main screen, you can per-

form standard track recording or change

the quantizing and transposition of tracks

while a sequence is playing. You can also

modify track offset, MIDI chatuiel assign-

ment, muting, and soloing, but not during

playback.

The View screen displays tracks hori-

zontally, with dashes representing empty

measures and boxes representing measures

containing data. Version 2.0 lets you re-

cord from this screen, as well as do cutting

and pasting, global editing, and filtering.

You just put the cursor on the measure in

the track where you want to start record-

ing. This is the simplest and most sensible

method for recording I’ve seen; why hasn’t

anyone done it before?

You can cut and paste multiple tracks

with the Block option. And the punch-in

feature lets you compare punches and keep

partially recorded punches.

The View screen gives you a Trans-

I'y MIDI Sequencing

ijl^n Software:

Summary of Features
(Products listed m ascending

price order by category)

S equencing software has

developed to the point that many
features are found in all the

sequencers we reviewed. Since data

from continuous controllers, such as

Aftertouch, can eat up precious

memory, we were glad to find that all

the sequencers allow you to filter out

such data while you're recording.

All the sequencers can also

record with automatic punch-in and

punch-out, though the

implementation varies quite a bit from

product to product. And they can all

merge tracks together, convert MIDI

channels on a track, and rescale

velocity through a track.

Likewise, they can all send and

receive song position pointer data,

though implementations differ, and

they all have some way to edit

nohnote MIDI events such as

program changes and settings of

continuous controllers. And luckily, all

sequencers have some form of on-

line help.—Rick Bassett
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Software Publishing ... NCP
SProiessional Ran 1.01 $63.

PFSiFirst Publisher 2.0 79.

aPFS:First Graphics 1.0 95.

EPFSiFirst Choice 3.0 99.

SProiessional Write 2.0 125.

SProiessional File 2.0 189.

EHarvard Graphics 2.1 309.

SHarvard Graphics Accessories call

EHarvard Project Manager 3.0 439.

Stone & Assoc. ... NCP (reqs. graph, brd.)

MyLetters.Numbers.Words('ages2to6). . 27.

Kids Stuff i'ages 2 to 6) 27.

Symantec ... NCP
BSQZIRusl.01 59.

H4Word2.0 59.

aQ& A Write 1.01 119.

SGrarxIview 1.0 175.

OQ ^A3.0 (database, word processor) . .

.

209.

Einbox (E-mail; up to 100 users) 349.

flreaWhroug/) Timeline 3.0 349.

T/Maker ... NCP
BlScrapbook+ 79.

BCIicl^rt Business Images 42.

TheXTREECo. ... NCP
BXTREEProl.O 69.

TOPS ... NCP
Flashcard (AppleTalk network card;

1 year warran^^ 169.

Ne^PT\r^'\.OS (share printers) 119.

TOPS 2.0 119.

Ttavelir«g Software ... NCP
Battery Watch f3^/fe*on/y| 27.

SLAP-LINK Plus 1.0 85.

SDesklink2.0 99.

Thie BASICJnc. ... NCP
True BASIC 2.03 (now indudes Runtime) .

.

57.

BAIgebra (indudes both l&ll) 32.

Vericomp ... NCP
BSoftByles2.0 35.

SSoftBytes 386 2.53 49.

WordPerfect Corp. ... NCP
SWordF^ect Library 2.0 69.

VtordPerfectS.0 255.

WordPerfect Office 1 .0 269.

Xerox ... NCP
BVentura Publisher 2.0 549.

RECREATIONAL

Accolade ... CP (reqs. graphics brd.)

EHarbbaW (baseball simulation) 11.

BTestdhve fdnwng s/mt/tefton^ 24.

Electronic Arts ... CP (reqs. graphics brd.)

Chuck Vbager's Right Simulator 32.

infocom ... NCP
SZork Trilogy 33.

Microprose ... CP
F-15 Strike Eagle freqwresCGA; 22.

GunshipiireQu/resCGAorEGAj 32.

Microsoft ... NCP
Right Simulator 3.0 ^reqs. graphics brd.) .

.

35.

PC Connection
Hardware Special

through November 30. 1988

Intel ... 5 years
Inboard 386/PC w/Free Wlndows/386

The INTEL Inboard 386/PC will provide

your PC or XT system with 386 processing

power and up to 3 Meg of memory
expansion all in one slot. Best of all, when
you purchase an Inboard 386/PC during

the month of November. PC Connection will

include a FREE copy of Microsoft

Windows/3d6 for the Inboard.

Inboard 386/PC
• 16 MHz 80386 processor

• 1 Meg standard: upgradeable to 2 Meg
Windows/386 for the Inboard 386/PC
• Multitasking environment allows you to

switch between Wirxlows and DOS
applications

Inboard 386/PC 1 Meg
w/Free Windows/386 $799.

MIndscape ... CP
Balance of Power /reqs. grap/7/cs brd.; ... 30.

BDeja Vu (reqs. graphics brd.) 30.

Parlor ^ftware ... CP
Bridge Parlor /best Bridge s/mu/af/on; .... 49.

Sierra On>Line ... CP
SLeisure Suit Larry (requires CGA or EGA) .

.

25.

BSpace Quest II (requires CGA or EGA) 33.

BKing's Quest IV frequ/'res CGA or EGA; ... 33.

BPolice Quest /requ/res CGA or EGA; 33.

Sphere, Inc. ... NCP
STetris (addicting mind teaser) 24

.

SFalcon (F-IS simulation, reqs. graphics brd.;32.

Sublogic ... NCP
Jet 2.1 (requires EGA or CGA) 33.

XOR ... NCP
NFL Challenge 2.0 69.

HARDWARE

Manufacturer's standard limited warranty

period for items shown is listed after each

company name. Some products in their line

may have different warranty periods.

Alloy ... 1 year
Jape SystemIZ (for PS/2 MicroChannel) .

.

299,

Retriever/40 (for IBM AT& compatibles) .

.

349.

1 -800/243-8088
MM PC Connection^ 6 Mill Street

Marlow. NH 03456
603/446-3383 FAX 603/446-7791

545M

AST Research ... 2 years
I/O Mini2C/Sff> $89.

SixPakRus 64k C/S/P

(how upgrades to 576k; 129.

Advantage Premium 512k S/P

(upgrades to 1 MegorZMeg w/Piggyback)

.

cal)

Advantage 2 512k /torPS? Models 5(MS0J . . call

Advantage 2-386 (farP&2 Mode/ 80) call

RAMoage Rus 286 512k /forX7A7286A7) . call

RAMoage! Plus MicroChannel 512k

(for PS/2 Models 50/60) call

Amdek ... 90 days
LaserOrive-1 (CD-ROM Drive) 629.

Compucable ... 2 years

2-

Position switch box 29.

3-

Position switch bcw 39.

Cuesta ... 1 year
Datasaver 400 ^tt (standbypower urrrO 459.

Curtis ... lifetime

ACCESSORIES
Disk Holder DB-1 (hdds 50 5^*" disks) 8.

Printer Stand PS-1 18.

Universal System Stand SS-3 25.

DS-1 Switch Box (confrote 2 printers; 33.

CABLES
Smartmodem-to-PC Cable (9 feet; 17.

Printer-to-IBM cable (9 feet; 17.

SURGESUPPRESSORS
SafestripSP-3(6ouflleCs; f yearwrfy; 19.

Diamorxj^-1 (6 outlets; 29.

Ruby (6 outlets: EMI/RFI Stared: 6 ft cord) ... 59.

Ruby-Rus (W/FAX 8 rnodem protectton; .... 69.

DCA ... 1 year
Irma 2 (3270 emuiatton board; 729.

Epson ... 1 year

me an au^iorized Epson Service Center.

fX-850(d0cd..264cps.9pin) call

FX-1050(736co/.. 264cps. 9pto; call

LQ-500(k;co/.. IdOcps. 24 pin) call

LQ-850 primer (80 cd.. 264 cpe. 24 pin) call

LO-1050 printer (736 od.. 264 cps, 24 ph) .

.

call

LQ-2550 printer (736 cd.. 400 cps, 24 pin).

.

call

LX-800 printer (80 CO/., 180cps.9ph) call

Prhter-to-IBM cabled feet) 15.

Everex ... 1 year
1200 Baud Internal Modem 79.

2400 Baud Internal Modem 149.

5th Generation ... 1 year

Logical Connection 256k 449.

Logical Connection 512k 499.

Hayes ... 2 years

Snriartmodem 1200 299.

Smartmodem 1200B(wkhSmarteom//;. . . 299.

Smartmodem IZOOB/noso/twore; 265.

Smartmodem 2400 449.

Srnartrnodem2400B(wrthSrnarfcorn//;. . . 449.

Hercules ... 2 years

Graphics Card Plus 189.

Network Card Rus (vriffi TOPS DOS) 339.

Intel ... 5 years

24(X)B Modem 2 (internalmodem for PS/2

Models 50/60/80) 279.

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.
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Vh" format available from us. Specify

when ordering.

SI package includes both SV4 '' and 3Va"
disks.

B Vh" format available from manufacturer

by request. Call us for details.

CP—copy-protected; NCP—notcopy-protected.

SOFTWARE

We only carry the latest versions of products.

Version numbers in our ads are current at press

time.

Aldus ... NCP
PageMaker 3.0 call

Alpha Software ... NCP
BAIphaworks 1 .0 (integrated package) .... 115.

nALPHA/Xhtee 1 .0 (dB3 file compatible) . . . 219.

American Small Business Computers
Design CAD 3.0 rWCP; 159.

DesignCAD3D1.1 fWCP; 159.

Application Techniques ... NCP
SPizazzPlus 75.

AshtorvTate ... NCP
dBASE III Plus 1.1 call

(EMultiMate Advantage il 1 .0 299.

Framework III 479.

Best Programs ... NCP
Label Master 3.1 (mailing label program) .

.

29.

Bloc Publishing ... NCP
FormTool2.01 55.

Borland International ... NCP
Turbo BASIC 1.1 67.

Superkey 1.1 67.

Turbo C 2.0 95.

Turbo Pascal 5.0 95.

Turbo Assembler & Debugger 1.0 95.

Reflex 1.1 99.

Eureka 1.0 99.

ESidekIck Plus 1.0 129.

BSphntl.0 129.

BQuattro 1.0 w/SQZ!Plus 1.0 159.

BParadox2.0 call

Broderbund ... CP
Print Shop 2.41 (includes Graph 1) 39.

Memory Mate 3.01 fWCP^ 45.

Computer Associates ... NCP
BSuperCalc4 1.1 299.

Core International ... NCP
Corefast 2.0 99.

Crosstalk Communications ... NCP
Crosstalk XVI 3.61 95.

Crosstalk MK.4 1 .0 124.

Dac Software ... NCP
Dac-Easy Payroll 3.0 59.

Oac-Easy Light 1.0 45.

Dac-Easy Accounting 3.0 59.

Dac-Easy Bonus Pak 3.0 115.

Digital Research ... NCP
Gem Draw Plus 2.01 189.

Gem Desktop Publisher 1.1 179.

PC Connection
Software Special

through November 30, 1986

MECA ... CP
Managing four Money 4.0

Have you ever had a question regarding

mortgage refinancing, college planning, or

retirement? If so. Managing four Money
can help. Managing Your Money can do the

easy stuff like provide a complete

checkbook and budget program, help in

tax planning, track your net worth, or

evaluate your family’s life insurance. It can
also do the not-so-easy stuff, too. like

recording, coding, and analyzing

investments, tallying realized and unrealized

gains and losses, suggesting tax strategies,

printing Schedule D. and more. Either way.

Managing four Money is a lot of program
for a little investment.

Managing Ybur Money 4.0 $119.

5th Generation ... NCP
BFastback Plus 2.01 99.

Fox Software ... NCP
FoxbaseRus2.1 209.

Funk Softarare ... NCP
Sideways 3.21 ^creates w/depr/nfoufsj. ... 42.

BWorksheetUtlities1.0|'f-2-3uW/r«s^ 59.

General Information ... NCP
Hot Line Two 57.

Generic Software ... NCP
BGeneric CADD Level 3 1.05 109.

Dot Plot 3.0 35.

Harvard Associates ... NCP
PC LOGO 2.0 89.

Hayes ... NCP
Smartcom II 3.0 89.

Hilgraeve Software ... NCP
HyperACCESS 3.3 89.

Individual Software ... NCP
STyping Instructor Encore 26.

OProtessoTZ>OS(withSmartguide) 33.

101 Macros for:

1-2-3 dBASE III Plus WordPerfect

Excel each 42.

Intuit ... NCP
Quicken 2.0 35.

Javelin Software ... NCP
Javelin Plus 2.02 249.

Lotus ... NCP
BAgendal.O 289.

1-2-3 2.01 (now nor copy-profecfed^ call

Symphony call

MECA ... CP
Managing four Money 4.0 special

Meridian Technology ... NCP
CarbonCopy Plus 5.0 115.

Micro Logie ... NCP
Tornado 1.8 $55.

Microlytics ... NCP
DGc^er 1 .0 (text retrieval system) 45.

Wordfind^4.0(etecr/'on»crheMUfasJ 35.

MicroPro ... NCP
WordStar Professional Release 5 259.

WordStar 2000 Plus Rel. 3 (Persona/ £d.; 259.

MIcrorim ... NCP
BR:BASEforDOS(version2.1) 449.

Microsoft ... NCP
Learning DOS (/or any DOS vers/onj 35.

Windovrs286 2.1 69.

BWindows286 2.1w/Mouse 145.

BWorksl.05 99.

BWindows386 2.1 129.

Bookshelf 1.0 w/Amdek Laser Drive .... 799.

Programmers Library (CD-ROM) 269.

BWbrd4.0 209.

BExcel2.1 (requires 80286/80386 CPU) .

.

319.

Quick BASIC 4.0 69.

QuickC 1.01 69.

BMacro Assembler 5.0 99.

BC Compiler 5.1 299.

Nantucket Software ... NCP
BClipper (Summer ’87. dB3 Plus compiler) 429.

New England Software ... NCP
BGraph-in-the-Box Release 2 75.

Nolo Press ... NCP
WillMaker3.0 35.

North Edge Software ... NCP
Timeslips III 3.3 119.

Owl International ... NCP
Guide 2.0 143.

Paperback Software ... NCP
VP-Planner Plus 2.0 145.

VP-Expert 2.0 145.

Paul Mace ... NCP
H/Test-H/Format2.0(harc/-c//s/cfoofeJ 49.

Mace Utilities 4.1 (DOS utilities) 55.

Psrsorral Computer Support Group ... NCP
Lightning 4.80 57.

BLucid 3-D 1.22 89.

Personics ... NCP
BSmartNotes2.0 49.

BSeeMORE 1.0 49.

B@BASE1.1 119.

Peter Norton ... NCP
BNorton Commander 2.0 45,

BAdvanced Utilities 4.5 79.

BDan Bricklin's Demo Program 2 99.

Quarterdeck ... NCP
DESQView2.2 79.

Expanded Memory Manager 4.1 39.

Revolution Software ... NCP
BCruise Control 3.02 39.

Simon & Schuster ... NCP
Typing Tutor IV 33.

BNewWorld Writer I1 1.0 65.

Softiogic Solutions ... NCP
Software Carousel 2.02 49.

Disk Optimizer 4.01 (w/Data Guardian) ... 45.

For IBM Ftersonal Computers exclusively.
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PCRJMi.
Rise and Shine.

(Or, the incredible brightness of PCs).

B
ack when the IBM-PC was still a gleam in some
engineer’s eye, the inhabitants of Marlow, NH
(pop. 555) already knew the value of getting a

glow on. Nothing like a little luminosity to brighten up

your day. So, whether we're polishing the pick of our

local crop, buffing the bumpers on our buggies and

bikes, or preparing your peripheral for packaging, we
make sure that everything we do radiates perfection.

Inside and out.

Get some sheen in your machine.
Over the years, PC owners of every

persuasion (PC, XT, AT, PS/2) have

taken a shine to the way we do
business here in Marlow. Orders fly

out with blazing speed. Our product

ads dazzle with details about copy
protection and warranties. And
every sales rep is primed with a

profusion of particulars pertaining to

the power and performance of every product we peddle.

So, next time your PC starts to lose its luster, give us a

call. Remember, we have a special crew of technical

titans to give customers toll-free support. They’ve ex-

plored the pinnacles and perimeters of printer perform-

ance. They can clarify the most convoluted cable

connections. Rumor has it, they even know who put the

RAM in the Ram-a-lam-a-ding-dong.

What's this about free macs?
At PC Connection we know that all that glitters need not

be sold. Some of it should be given away. Like this

month’s delicious offer. An assortment of premium macs
and other apples from nearby glitzy

groves, packed in a classy, made-

in-New Hampshire gift crate. It’s free

with any order of $500 or more
between now and November 30.

Just call 1-800/243-8088 or

I -603/446-3383, M-F 9:00 to 9:00;

Saturday to 5:30. If you’re planning

to visit please call ahead.

How about tbeae appks? Packed in an old-ttyle wood
box with iUde cover, featuring oor delectable maacot
Offer not available to net accounta. Offer good in

Condoental (KVLY. One per cuatomer.

For IBM Personal Computers exclusively.

COfWnKSHTPCCCMNECTKm INC rgaa PCOONNECT10NANDTHEIWm>^CHARACTEniS)AnEnEO«TEREOTRWEMAf*(SOFPCCDNNECrnON.mC MARLOW NH



MUSIC SOFTWARE

READING UPON MIDI FOR THE NOVICEAND THE PRO

A lthough the Musical Instrument

Digital Interface (MIDI) has existed

for 5 years, until recently it went unno-

ticed by the PC community. All that has

changed, and two publishers have taken

advantage of this phenomenon with ex-

cellent books that together cover MIDI’s

entire scope.

Microsoft Press’s Music Through

MIDI, by Michael Boom, is destined to

become the standard text for first-year

students. It exhaustively details the ins

and outs of automated music perfor-

mance and composition, offering excel-

lent diagrams and real examples. Music

Through MIDI gives the reader an orga-

nized education on the computerization

of music at home, in film, at concerts,

and in the studio.

Avoiding the hardware favoritism of-

ten abounding in MIDI books. Music

Through MIDI runs the gamut from the

evolution of electronic music to the im-

plementation of your own home or pro-

fessional studio system. Even if you end

up deciding to leave the music up to the

pros, this book provides stimulating

reading on the automation of the other-

wise esoteric field of electronic music.

If identifying MIDI isn’t enough,

M&T Publishing’s C Programming for

MIDI, by Jim Conger, teaches you how
to control and program the MIDI tele-

communications process. Written for the

experienced C programmer, the 200-

page book is intentionally structured top-

down, often refeiiing to code or concepts

introduced in later chapters. This makes

it necessary to read the book twice, but

don’t be discouraged: the terse yet com-

prehensive writings offer a professional

discourse in manipulating the difficult

real-time process of the MPU-401 MIDI
interface. Additionally, the simple expla-

nations and examples clarify importantC
language topics such as dynamic memo-
ry allocation, passing pointers to sUuc-

tures, and assembly language video or

I/O calls that many C books manage to

confuse or ignore.

C Programming for MIDI is struc-

tured around the source code examples,

and $2S for the disk that contains them

brings a reasonable savings in time and

effort. To test the tight and coherent

code, I compiled and executed every

module—without error on first run

—

with both Microsoft C and Turbo C. In-

terestingly enough, the code adheres to

the older K&R style, so you won’t run

into problems with C compilers that

don’t fully support ANSI C conventions

such as function prototyping.

Taking a little extra time with this

book will provide you with an excellent

set ofMIDI routines . And it will give you

the background to write your own MIDI
applications—without the torture of the

MPU-401 technical reference.

—Constantine Peters

Constantine Peters is an EDPIsystems

manager at a Wall Street firm and the

SysOpfor the ENIAC bulletin board.

List Price: Music Through MIDI, by Michael

Boom, $19.95. Microsof) Press, 16011 NE36lh
Way. Box 97017, Redmond, WA 98073-9717.

C 1987. ISBN 1-55615-025-1.

gRCUSSaON READER SERVICEOBO

XSstPdctlCProgrammingforMIDI, by Jim Con-
ger, $22.95. M&T Publishing Inc., 501 Galveston

Dr.. Redwood City.CA 94063.0 198$. ISBNO-
934375-860.

CIRCLEmON READER SERVICE CARP

forms function—a flexible global filter

and editor that’s neatly organized into cate-

gories of time, pitch, velocity, splitting

criteria, and random effects. Among its ca-

pabilities are compression and expansion

of time, durations, or key velocity; “har-

monic” transposition and inversion; split-

ting of tracks according to a note’s dura-

tion, its pitch, orhow close it is to the beat;

and random fluctuation of pitch, start time,

duration, or velocity within a specified

percentage range. Noticeably absent,

however, are ways of altering continuous

controllers.

The Edit screen makes detailed editing

easy; placing the cursor on a note lets you

edit its parameters by means of mnemonic

keystrokes, such as D for duration. Al-

though the menu is helpful, it can be re-

moved to display more notes. The actual

pitch range sparuied on the screen is not as

large as on some sequencers, but the dis-

play is spacious and easy to use.

Sequencer Plus Mark Ill's new
SMPTE clock allows you to turn on a huge

SMPTE and beat display that fills the en-

Segufficer PlusMark
III. Venion2.0
Voyetra Technologies

333 Fifth Ave.

Pelham. NY 10803

(914)738-4500

List Price: $495

Requires: 5 1 2K RAM

.

MIDI interface. DOS 2.0 or later.

In .Short: Sequencer Plus is a 64-track se-

quencer that combines powerful professional

features with ea.se of use. Copy protected.

ciffcireeeoNncADERscRvicECARD

tire screen with numbers 2 to 3 inches

high. This could be helpful, for instance, if

you were conducting an orchestra with the

sequencer. Unfortunately, the program

provides no way to jump to a position in

the sequence according to an SMPTE time

entered from the computer.

Sequencer Plus Mark III superbly bal-

ances flexibility and ease of use. Features

used most often usually require the fewest

keystrokes, but when more-complex func-

tions are called for, the extra commands
are easily executed. If you’re not ready to

spend $495 for a sequencer, Voyetra also

offers Sequencer Plus Mark II and Se-

quencer Plus Mark I for $295 and $99, re-

spectively. Both of these products are sim-

ilar to the high-end version but with

relatively limited features. You can up-

grade to a higher version at a reasonable

cost, and files are compatible among all

three versions.
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Now that the best name in
CAD is this affordable,why
settle for a generic brand?

What’s in a name?When it comes to the

Autodesk name, a lot. In fact, it’s the best-

selling, most well-respected name in the G\D
business. There simply is not another company

with the credentials to make that claim.

That’ s why you shouldn’ t setde for any-

thing less than AutoSketch,* the bestway to

get started in CAD. AutoSketch is the precision

drawing tool from the Autodesk family of prod-

ucts. Not only is AutoSketch priced at just

$79.95,* but unlike some entry-levelCAD prod-

ucts, you don’ t have to keep spending more to

add the features AutoSketch already has. Stan-

dard features like boxes, circles, stretching, mir-

roring and rotadng—to mathematical precision.

And advanced CAD capabilides like dynamic

PAN and ZOOM and automadc dimensioning

and scaling, in up to 10 working layers.

CIRCLE 165ON READER SERVICE CARD

Ofcourse, ifyou do want to move up from

AutoSketch at some point, your files can easily

be uploaded into AutoCAD.*

AutoSketch runs on IBM* PC/XT”/AT*and 100%
compadble computers, and supports IBM’s PS/Z."

So ifyou’re ready forCAD, why not go with the

name that rates highestamong both cridcs and

users? Anything else is, well, second-rate.

To order AutoSketch call 1-800-223-2521.

For the name of your nearest AutoSketch

Dealer or for more in-

formation, call 1-800-

445-5415 Ext. 1 or

write to AutoSketch,

2320 Marinship Way,

Sausalito, CA 94965.

AUTODESK, INC

*A spe«d-en^nced version (9 times faster), requiring a math coprocessor. isavatePie for $99.9$.

AutoSketch anoAutoCAD are registered In the U.S. Patent arx] Trademarii Office by Autodesk. Inc. IBM and Personal ComputerAT are registered trademarks of

lnterr>ational Business Machines Corporation. Personal Computer XTand P8/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.



MUSIC SOFTWARE

READING UPON MIDI FOR THE NOVICE AND THE PRO

A lthough the Musical Instrument

Digital Interface (MIDI) has existed

for 5 years, until recently it went unno-

ticed by the PC community. All that has

changed, and two publishers have taken

advantage of this phenomenon with ex-

cellent books that together cover MIDI’s

entire scope.

Microsoft Press’s Music Through
MIDI, by Michael Boom, is destined to

become the standard text for first-year

students. It exhaustively details the ins

and outs of automated music perfor-

mance and composition, offering excel-

lent diagrams and real examples. Music

Through MIDI gives the reader an orga-

nized education on the computerization

of music at home, in film, at conceits,

and in the studio.

Avoiding the hardware favoritism of-

ten abounding in MIDI books. Music

Through MIDI rans the gamut Irom the

evolution of electronic music to the im-

plementation of your own home or pro-

fessional studio system. Even if you end

up deciding to leave the music up to the

pros, this book provides stimulating

reading on the automation of the other-

wise esoteric field of electronic music.

If identifying MIDI isn’t enough,

M&T Publishing’s C Programming for

MIDI, by Jim Conger, teaches you how
to control and program the MIDI tele-

communications process. Written for the

experienced C programmer, the 200-

page book is intentionally structured top-

down , often referring to code or concepts

introduced in later chapters. This makes

it necessary to read the book twice, but

don’t be discouraged; the terse yet com-

prehensive writings offer a professional

discourse in manipulating the difficult

real-time process of the MPU-401 MIDI
interface. Additionally, the simple expla-

nations and examples clarify important C
language topics such as dynamic memo-
ry allocation, passing pointers to stmc-

tures, and assembly language video or

I/O calls that many C books manage to

confuse or ignore.

C Programming for MIDI is struc-

tured around the source code examples,

and $25 for the disk that contains them

brings a reasonable savings in time and

effort. To test the tight and coherent

code, I compiled and executed every

module—without error on first run

—

with both Microsoft C and Turbo C. In-

terestingly enough, the code adheres to

the older K&R style, so you won't run

into problems with C compilers that

don’t fully support ANSI C conventions

such as function prototyping.

Taking a little extra time with this

book will provide you with an excellent

set ofMIDI routines. And it will give you

the background to write your own MIDI
applications—without the torture of the

MPU-401 technical reference.

—Constantme Peters

Constantine Peters is an EDPIsystems

manager at a Wall Street firm and the

SysOpfor the ENIAC bulletin board.

List Price: Music Through MIDI, by Michael

Boom, $19.95. Microsoft Press, 16011 NE36th
Way. Box 97017, Redmond,WA 98073-9717.

O 1987. ISBN 1-SS6I5-026-1.
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List Price: C ProgrammingforMIDI, by Jim Con-

ger. $22.95. M&T Publishing Inc.. SOI Galveston

Dr., Redwood Chy. CA 94063. 0 1988. ISBN 0-

934375-8W).
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forms function—a flexible global filter

and editor that’s neatly organized into cate-

gories of time, pitch, velocity, splitting

criteria, and random effects. Among its ca-

pabilities are compression and expansion

of time, durations, or key velocity; “har-

monic” transposition and inversion; split-

ting of tracks according to a note’s dura-

tion, its pitch, or how close it is to the beat;

and random fluctuation of pitch, start time,

duration, or velocity within a specified

percentage range. Noticeably absent,

however, are ways of altering continuous

controllers.

The Edit screen makes detailed editing

easy; placing the cursor on a note lets you

edit its parameters by means of mnemonic
keystrokes, such as D for duration. Al-

though the menu is helpful, it can be re-

moved to display more notes. The actual

pitch range spanned on the screen is not as

large as on some sequencers, but the dis-

play is spacious and easy to use.

Sequencer Plus Mark Ill's new
SMPTE clock allows you to turn on a huge

SMPTE and beat display that fills the en-

Sequencer Plus Mark
III, Version 2.0

Voyclra Techm^logies

333 Fifth Ave.

Pelham. NY l(W03

(9I4)738-45(K)

List Price: $495

Requires: S12K RAM.
•MIDI inlerface, DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short: Sequencer Plus is a 64-track se-

quencer that combines powerful professional

fcatureswUheascofu.se. Copy protected.
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tire screen with numbers 2 to 3 inches

high. This could be helpful, for instance, if

you were conducting an orchestra with the

sequencer. Unfortunately, the program

provides no way to jump to a position in

the sequence according to an SMPTE time

entered from the computer.

Sequencer Plus Mark III superbly bal-

ances flexibility and ease of use. Features

used most often usually require the fewest

keystrokes, but when more-complex ftme-

tions are called for, the extra commands
are easily executed. If you’re not ready to

spend $495 for a sequencer, Voyetra also

offers Sequencer Plus Mark II and Se-

quencer Plus Mark I for $295 and $99, re-

spectively. Both of these products are sim-

ilar to the high-end version but with

relatively limited features. You can up-

grade to a higher version at a reasonable

cost, and files are compatible among all

three versions.
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Texture

Magnetic Music’s Texture was one of the

first MIDI sequencers. It was designed by

Roger Powell, a longtime keyboard player

with guitarist Todd Rundgren, and was in-

troduced 4 years ago. This 24-track se-

quencer (Version 2.5r reviewed here) pro-

vides a modular recording setup that

makes working with repetitive music very

easy but also makes the system less flexi-

ble than many of the more-recent entries

into the field.

In Texture's terminology, music is bro-

ken into patterns, which are then linked to

make a complete piece. A pattern can be

up to 2,730 beats long; it can begin or end

on any beat or any '/» of a beat. You must

record each pattern separately, but you can

then splice them to make longer patterns or

split them into smaller ones.

In Link mode, you construct a link by

assigning it a pattern and specifying the

number of times the pattern should repeat

within a link. These links are then played

one at a time, with no possibility for over-

lapping. The result is the finished piece.

For each link, you can set a relative tempo

and a track muting configuration, which

you can save and copy to other links. The

muting feature is handy for arranging sec-

tions with a core group of tracks but with

different melodies and background figures

on each repetition.

In previous versions of Texture, the

modular design prevented you from re-

cording long stretches of music. The cur-

F A C T FILE
Texture, Version 2.5r

Magnetic Mirsic

RD5. Box227A.
Myrtle Dr.

7^* Mahopac.NY I0S41

(914)248-8208

l.ist Price: $299
•

\ 'im Requires: 2S6K RAM.
MIDI interface. DOS 2. 1 or later.

In Short: Texture 2. Sr is a patteni-ba.seO 24-

track sequencer that allows recording while

looping within patterns. Texture also allows

quick manipulation of musical selections.

Copy protected.
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rent version compensates somewhat by al-

lowing for single patterns containing up to

545 beats at the default clock setting. At a

moderate tempo of 100 beats per minute,

you could record almost 5'/i minutes of

music at one time—enough for many pur-

poses, but still somewhat limiting if you

want to record a long performance.

You can set automatic punch-in and

punch-out times to the neatest 'lu ofa beat,

which is fine for nearly any application. A
nice feature of the Undo option lets you

toggle between playing back the original

version and the new version of a punch.

One of Texture's most noteworthy fea-

tures enables you to record while looping

through a pattern, a recording technique

used by many drum machines. While the

pattern is repeating, you can play your part

until it comes out exactly as you want. Hit-

ting any key will then start looping your

new track along with the rest of the pattern.

You can record new tracks while the loop-

ing continues, building up dense multi-

track textures without skipping a beat.

Also, if you like what you played, say, on

the second and seventh times through the

loop but you don't care for the rest, you

can call up the record buffer, take what you

created during the loop, and save it to a

track. The 48-Track PC has a similar fea-

ture but doesn't allow the same flexibility.

Texture provides a list display for event

editing. Note-ons and note-offs appear on

separate lines, so the note-off for a long

note may end up far down the list from its

corresponding note-on. You can jump be-

tween corresponding note-ons and note-

offs, and Texture can play each pitch the

cursor lands on, which helps you keep

your place. Fine-tuning a track is still a

lengthy process.

Texture's global editing is versatile, but

the end points for ritards, accelerandos,

and other scalings over time must corre-

spond with the end points of patterns. Lim-

itations like this make it difficult to create

musical shapes that stretch across the pat-

terns.

Fine tuning of events and global editing

ate not as flexible with Texture as with

some other sequencers, and the limitation

of 24 tracks could be a problem with a

complex arrangement using multitimbral

synthesizers. But Texture is great for ar-

ranging pop tunes and music that conforms

to its blocklike structure; in Link mode,

you can move verses, teffains, and bridges

around quickly and easily.

Ifyou can take advantage of its modular

setup. Texture is a very good choice, Mag-

EDITOR’S
CHOICE

• Cakewalk
• Sequencer Plus Mark 111

Selecting the best sequencing soft-

ware is almost as difficult as select-

ing the
‘

'best’ ' composer or style of

music. Music is highly personal-

ized, and sequencers other than Se-

quencer Plus Mark 111, Version 2.0,

Cakewalk. Version 2.0—the

ones we' ve chosen—may better suit

the needs ofsome users.

The $495 Sequencer Plus is a

professional sequencer that com-

bines power with transparency of

use. Its editing is clear, and its real-

time recording allows you to work

without having to think about the

program. Furthermore, suchfunc-

tions as Transforms combine power

for immediate practical editing with

imaginative nontraditional uses.

The "percentage quantize" options

and the ratuhmizingfunctions are

important developments in PC se-

quencers.

At $150, Cakewalk 2 .0 is priced

much lower than any otherfull-fea-

tured sequencer, and itsflexible

eventfilter and new graphicpiano-

roll-style editor are particular

.strengths. Cakewalk beats higher-

priced sequencers in nujnyfunc-

tions and is a greatpackagefor the

money.

Two mid-priced sequencers de-

sers’e particular notice as well.

Forte II holds up well, featurefor

feature, again.st Sequencer Plus ami
fuis a uniquely powerful Pattern

screen. Another, The 48-Track PC.

luis particularly strong real-time

control oftempo, plus graphic

editing ofcontinuous controllers.
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LaserMenu
Easy control for laserprinters

Laser-Quality Output looks great!

However, many applications often

reduce your output quality to the

same old fixed-pitch courier
as a result of limited laser support.

LaserMenu works from within your

other software to provide full support

for all features ofyour laser printer.

Just $99.95

30-Day Money-back Guarantee'

For all models of the HP LaserJet senes,

printing from an IBM or 100% compatible
with DOS 2.0 or later

‘U withm 30 days o( purchase this product does
not perloiTn in accordance with our cksms coll our

customs support department to arrange a prompt
tefxnvd (lot direct purchases only)

Imagine selecting any laser option by

simply pointing...

Change fonts any time. All HP
resident, cartridge, and soft fonts are

supported (includes downloading).

Adjust page format to .01" precision.

CIRCLE 169ON READER SERVICE CARD

Print graphics and text intended for

dot-matrix printers on your laser.

Design forms to overlay any text with

boxes, lines, shading, or patterns.

Save and restore printer setups at the

touch of a key or from batch files.

When you want more from your laser

Call (800) 888-9078

MicroLogic Software
6400 Hollis Street, Suite 9. Emeryville, CA 94608

See US at

C©fllDiH/Fall '88
November 14-18, 1988

HUton Center, Booth H8642
Los Vegas, Nevada
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Texture

Magnetic Music’s Texture was one of the

fust MIDI sequencers. It was designed by

Roger Powell, a longtime keyboard player

with guitarist Todd Rundgren, and was in-

troduced 4 years ago. This 24-track se-

quencer (Version 2.5r reviewed here) pro-

vides a modular recording setup that

makes working with repetitive music very

easy but also makes the system less flexi-

ble than many of the more-recent entries

into the field.

In Texture's terminology, music is bro-

ken into patterns, which are then linked to

make a complete piece. A pattern can be

up to 2,730 beats long; it can begin or end

on any beat or any Vm of a beat. You must

record each pattern separately, but you can

then splice them tom^e longer patterns or

split them into smaller ones.

In Link mode, you construct a link by

assigning it a pattern and specifying the

number of times the pattern should repeat

within a link. These links are then played

one at a time, with no possibility for over-

lapping. The result is the finished piece.

For each link, you can set a relative tempo

and a track muting configuration, which

you can save and copy to other links. The

muting feature is handy for arranging sec-

tions with a core group of tracks but with

different melodies and background figures

on each repetition.

In previous versions of Texture, the

modular design prevented you from re-

cording long stretches of music. The cur-

F A C T FILE
Texture, Version 2.5r

Magnetic Mumc
RD5.Bi)x 227A.

I

Myrtle Dr.

I Mahopac, NY 10541

(914)248-8208

List Price: $299

\ mM Requires: 2S6K RAM.
MIDI interface. DOS 2. 1 or later.

In Short: Texture 2.5r is a pattem-ba.sed 24-

track sequencer that allows recording while

l(X)ping within patterns. Texture also allows

quick manipulation of musical selections.

Copy protected.
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rent version compensates somewhat by al-

lowing for single patterns containing up to

54S beats at the default clock setting. At a

moderate tempo of 100 beats per minute,

you could record almost S'/i minutes of

music at one time—enough for iiuiny pur-

poses, but still somewhat limiting if you

want to record a long performance.

You can set automatic punch-in and

punch-out times to the nearest V24 of a beat,

which is fine for nearly any application. A
nice feature of the Undo option lets you

toggle between playing back the original

version and the new version of a punch.

One of Texture’s most noteworthy fea-

tures enables you to record white looping

through a pattern, a recording technique

used by many drum machines. While the

pattern is repeating, you can play your part

until it comes out exactly as you want. Hit-

ting any key will then start looping your

new track along with the rest of the pattern

.

You can record new tracks while the loop-

ing continues, building up dense multi-

track textures without skipping a beat.

Also, if you like what you played, say, on

the second and seventh times through the

loop but you don’t care for the rest, you

can call up the record buffer, take what you

created during the loop, and save it to a

track. The 48-Track PC has a similar fea-

ture but doesn’t allow the same flexibility.

Texture provides a list display for event

editing. Note-ons and note-offs appear on

separate lines, so the note-off for a long

note may end up far down the list from its

corresponding note-on. You can jump be-

tween corresponding note-ons and note-

offs, and Texture can play each pitch the

cursor lands on, which helps you keep

your place. Fine-tuning a track is still a

lengthy process.

Texture’s global editing is versatile, but

the end points for ritards, accelerandos,

and other scalings over time must corre-

spond with the end points of patterns. Lim-

itations like this make it difficult to create

musical shapes that stretch across the pat-

terns.

Fine tuning of events and global editing

are not as flexible with Texture as with

some other sequencers, and the limitation

of 24 tracks could be a problem with a

complex arrangement using multitimbral

synthesizers. But Texture is great for ar-

ranging pop tunes and music that conforms

to its blocklike structure; in Link mode,

you can move verses, refrains, and bridges

around quickly and easily.

Ifyou can take advantage of its modular

setup. Texture is a very good choice. Mag-

E D I T O R ’ S

6M CHOICE
• Cakewalk
• Sequencer Plus Mark 111

Selecting the best sequencing soft-

ware is almost as difficult as select-

ing the
'

'best' ’ composer or style of

music. Music is highly personal-

ized, and sequencers other than Se-

quencer Plus Mark III, Version 2.0,

Cakewalk. Version 2.0—the

ones we' ve chosen—may better suit

the needs ofsome u.sers.

The $495 Sequencer Plus is a

professional sequencer that com-

bines power with transparency of

use. Its editing is clear, and its real-

time recording allows you to work

without having to think about the

program. Furthermore, .suchfunc-

tions as Transforms combine power

for immediate practical editing with

imaginative nontraditional uses.

The ' percentage quantize' ’ options

and the randomizingfunctions are

important developments in PC se-

quetuers.

At 5750. Cakewalk 2 .0 is priced

much lower than any otherftdl-fea-

tured sequencer, and itsfte.xible

eventfilter and new graphicpiano-

roll-style editor are particular

strengths. Cakewalk beats higher-

priced .sequencers in manyfunc-
tions and is a great packagefor the

money.

Two mid-priced sequencers de-

sene particular notice as well.

Forte II holds up well, featurefor

feature, against Sequencer Plus and

has a uniquely powerful Pattern

screen. Another, The 48-Track PC,

has particularly .strong real-time

control oftempo, plus graphic

editing ofcontinuous controllers.
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LaserMenu
Easy control for laser printers

Laser-Quality Output looks great!

However, many applications often

reduce your output quality to the

same old fixed-pitch courier
as a result of limited laser support.

LaserMenu works from within your

other software to provide full support

for all features ofyour laser printer.

Just $99.95

30-Day Money-back Guarantee*

For all models of the HP LaserJet senes,

printing from an IBM or 100% compatible
with DOS 2 0 or later

'II within 30 days erf puichose this product does
not perlorm in accordance with out claims call our

customer support department to anange a prompt
relund (tor direct purchases only)

Imagine selecting any laser option by
simply pointing...

Change fonts any time. All HP
resident, cartridge, and soft fonts are

supported (includes downloading).

Adjust page format to .01" precision.

CIRCLE 169ON READER SERVICE CARD

Print graphics and text intended for

dot-matrix printers on your laser.

Design forms to overlay any text with

boxes, lines, shading, or patterns.

Save and restore printer setups at the

touch of a key or from batch files.

When you want more from your laser

Call (800) 888-9078

MicroLogic Software
6400 Hollis Street, Suite 9, Emeryville, CA 94608

See us at

C©ffllPiH/Fall '88
November 14-18, 1988
HUton Center, Booth H8642
Los Vegas, Nevada
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netic Music also offers Texture, Version

2.5k, which supports the IBM Music Fea-

ture, and a $99 Texture songlist program

for playing sets of sequences.

Music notation programs have had to solve

many complex problems. Notation’s

heavy use of graphics requires a large

amount of processing time for screen dis-

play and printing. It also requires storage

of large amounts of data.

Software that converts between se-

quencers and music notation programs

must take into account that a musician sel-

dom plays exactly what he or she reads.

An exciting performance will have rhyth-

mic inaccuracies and dynamic changes

that cannot be notated exactly; they must

be suggested by accent marks, notational

style, or adjectives. Conversely, a clear

score requires intelligent interpretation by

a performer to be satisfactorily expressed.

Tbe same dynamic marking at various

points in apiece, for example, may require

different reactions—depending upon the

density of the music, its instrumentation,

and its range of pitch. While research is be-

ing conducted into questions of computer

performance, today’s sequencers can ac-

curately share only basic information of

pitch, rhythm, and dynamics with notation

programs.

Both Personal Composer System/2 and

MESA combine a sequencer and notation

software into one package. They provide

flexibility in alternating between music en-

tered through performance and through

notation. Score and The Copyist II, how-

ever, do musical notation only. Score is a

complete music publishing program that is

not presently compatible with any se-

quencers. The Copyist II is simpler to use

and converts files from several sequenc-

ers, but isn’t as complete in its notation

abilities.

The Copyist II

The Copyist II, Version 1 .5, from Dr. T’s

Music Software, is a versatile, cost-effec-

tive musical notation program. Some cor-

ners have been cut to keep its price down to

$249, notably in the screen display, but

most important features remain available.

And while it offers no playback options.

The Copyist reads and writes the file for-

mats of several popular sequencers, mak-

ing it a helpful companion in a complete

MIDI/PC setup.

The ability to transcribe sequencer files

into music notation is one of The Copyist’s

strengths. Programs are provided to con-

vert files from popular sequencers, includ-

ing Texture, Sequencer Plus Mark III,

Master Tracks PC, and Cakewalk, Each

transcription program deals with the spe-

cial ne^s of a sequencer file format, in-

cluding the linking of patterns in Texture

and Master Tracks PC

.

Conversion is done in two stages; first

from sequencer files to genetic “stream”

files of note data, then to music page files.

During the first part of conversion, options

include setting the key signature, bars per

line, time signature, and clefs. When con-

verting stream files to notation files, op-

tions include stem directions, quantiza-

tion, bars per line, and staves per page.

The Copyist's score editor can be used

to fix up a file transcribed from a sequenc-

er, or to create a notation file from scratch.

Staves, notes, and other symbols can usu-

F A C T FILE
The Copyist II,

Version 1.5

Dr. T's Mubic Software

220 BoylstonSt..#306

Chestnut Hill. MA
02167

(617)244-6954

List Price: S249

Requires: 51 2K RAM: two disk drives;

CGA. EGA. or Henrules graphics; DOS 2.0

or later.

In Short: The CopyLsi is an inexpensive but

powerful music mHation program that can ex-

change files w ith many popular sequencers,

Copy pnrtcctcd.
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ally be placed anywhere you wish, using

the cursor. The cursor can be moved in

short or long increments, but using a

mouse is considerably faster. Notes can be

entered one at a time or through a tech-

nique called music keyboard mode. In this

male, the QWERTY line of the computer

keyboard acts like a movable version of the

white notes on a piano keyboard. This

method may work well for keyboard play-

ers, but for others it will take some getting

used to. Unfortunately, pitches cannot be

input through a MIDI keyboard.

The Copyist has the flexibility to space

notes as you desire, but except for conver-

sion of sequencer files, there is no auto-

matic formatting. Slurs ate created easily.

The ability to transcribe

sequencer files into music

notation is one of The

Copyist’s strengths.

by marking four points on the screen

through which the slur is drawn. One
drawback here is that slurs and other fig-

ures, such as crescendos, ate not displayed

on the screen or on draft-mode output, but

only with a high-resolution printout. Since

high-resolution printing takes up to 20
minutes per page, fine tuning of these fig-

ures is often impossible.

A score with more than one stave can be

split into parts that can be printed separate-

ly. Each of these parts can be printed with

its own transposition and several other op-

tions. The high-resolution print mode cre-

ates clear scores and can be used with or

without Adobe Systems’ Sonata Font for

laser printers. Though high-resolution la-

ser printer output created without the So-

nata Font is definitely legible, the font in-

cluded with The Copyist tends to be thin;

the tests, in particular, are so small that

they could cause problems during sight

reading. Output with the Sonata Font,

however, is excellent.

The Copyist supports any odd tuplets,

meters, and beaming combinations and in-

cludes a font editor for creating your own
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK:
OTHER PC MUSIC APPLICATIONS

Sequencers and notation programs are

not the only types of music applica-

tions designed for PCs. Programs are be-

ing written to take advantage of MIDI in

unique ways, and some are written with-

out using MIDI at all. Here ate some no-

table examples.

In case you want to write your own
MIDI programs. Roger Dannenberg of

Carnegie-Mellon has developed the

CMU MIDI Toolkit, which is available

for only $20. (Center for Art and Tech-

nology, Carnegie-Mellon University,

Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3827). The MIDI
Toolkit provides assembler routines that

send and receive MIDI data and timing

from the MPU-401 and compatible inter-

faces. These routines can be called as

functions in Lattice or Microsoft C, let-

ting you write yourown programs.

Also included are several C programs

that can be used alone or with your pro-

grams, including a MIDI record-and-

play program called Adagio and a tran-

scriber that will print incoming MIDI
data to the screen. A manual and fully

commented source code for all programs

come with the package.

Altech Systems (831 Kings Hwy.,

#200, Shreveport, LA 71 104; (318)

226-1702) recently released MIDIBA-
SICIPC, Version 1 .0, a $99 PC version

of the MIDIBASIC program Altech de-

veloped for the Macintosh. This program

accesses the Roland interface with as-

sembler routines that can be called as

functions in BASIC.

Since MIDI is essentially a protocol

for communicating with synthesizers, it

seldom deals directly with sound. Com-
posers and researchers at universities and

centers like Bell Labs have used comput-

ers in many other ways to explore and

manipulate sound.

Craig Harris, president of the Com-
puter Music Association, is porting sev-

eral popular mainframe programs to tun

on 286 and 386 machines; among them

are Paul Lansky’s Cmix. the University

of San Diego’s Phase Vocoder, and

MIT’s Csound. These programs read and

write digital sound files that can be

played attd recorded by digital-to-analog

converters without the use of MIDI.
They also allow you to design your own
synthesizers in software.

The most common converter for PCs
is the Digisound MTU-DS16, which

converts sound to 16-bit samples at rates

of up to 50,(XX) samples per second in

stereo. (CD players convert at 44,100

samples per second in stereo.) For mote

information, contact Mr. Harris at the

Computer Music Association, P.O. Box
1634, San Francisco, CA 94101

.

—Rick Bassett

symbols. Up to ten symbols may be used

in one file. While it may not have all the

options of Score, The Copyist can handle

many types of music at a reasonable price,

and it requires less learning time, it is par-

ticularly useful if you own one of the se-

quencers it supports.

Score
Score, from Passport Designs, is a profes-

sional desktop music publishing system.

With this program you can print a piece

with an unlimited number of staves and

any amount of rhythmic complexity.

With all this power comes the inevita-

ble drawback: Score is hard to use. To use

Score effectively, you need to be well

versed in music notation and savvy about

computers and DOS in particular. Even

experienced composers will probably find

learning Score a slow process.

You may organize your music as you

wish, butScore strongly encourages you to

break your score into many separate files.

Each staff system, which is usually two to

four bars long, should be stored in a differ-

ent file. While breaking a score into so

many files increases flexibility and speed,

it requires some organizing, since an or-

chestral piece may span hundreds of files.

You may enter any symbol anywhere,

at any time. But to get the most out of

Score, you need to follow a standard entry

procedure that is clear and logical but re-

quires calculation and foresight. Using

Score's command language, you enter pa-

rameters from the computer keyboard to a

command line on the screen . For each staff

on a page, you first enter the pitches of all

the notes, followed by all the rhythms, dy-

namics, slurs, beams, and other markings.

The results are not displayed on the screen

until you finish entering a complete set of

parameters. While this is a logical proce-

dure, it takes time to get used to and re-

quires some abstract thinking about musi-

cal notation. A mouse can help with some
parameters, and a MIDI keyboard can be

used to enter pitches but nothing else.

Among the programs included with

Score ate two that are used for music for-

matting, Page and Just. Page automatical-

ly determines the page layout of the score,

taking into account both rhythmic values

WiFACT FILE
Score

Passport Designs Inc.

62S Miramontes Si.

Half Moon Bay. CA
94019

(415)7264)280

List Price: $995

Requires: 640KRAM.
CGA. VGA. Hercules, orEGA graphics

with color or monochrome monitor. Post-

Script-compatible laser printer, typesetter, (m*

dot matrix printer; 8087 or 80287 math co-

processor. mouse with Microsoft-compatible

driver; DOS 2. 1 or later.

In Short: Score is the most powerful music

publishing package available, but it requires a

significant time investment to leant. Not

c(^y protected.
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Eait a whole team of specialists to work

for you by just saying "yes" to PC Magazine.

M PC Labs-the foremost independent

testmg laboratory m computer publishing-

our team of experts work around the clock

to evaluate the new products you want to

know about. They maintain the latest and

most sophisticated testing equipment to put

PC products through their paces. In feet,

our benchmark tests make the industry

standards.

Making the right buying decision is

critical. You must keep up with the mind-

boggling array of new PC products and

new technologies. So don't make a move

without consulting PC Magazine.

Say "YES" to PC Magazine and get our

team working for you.

PUT USTO WORK AND GET A
FREE UTILITIES DISK

WITH YOUR RHD SUBSCRIPTION

Your FREE PC Magazine Utilities

Disk, Volume 1 provides you with a

collection of 36 tested,

ultra-powerful utili-

ties—the very best of

PC Magazine's pro-

[
gramming columns.

Available only to

new PC Subscribers.

It's free with your paid subscription to

PC Magazine.

%)ecial Introductory Offer!

Subscribe to PC MAGAZINE today. You'll

save up to 60% off the annual single-copy

price-and get your Utilities Disk-FREE!

One year (22 issues) only $31.97

SAVE 51%!

TWo years (44 issues) only $51.97

SAVE60%!

For fast service

call

1-800-525-0643

Savings based on newsstand price of S2.95 per

issue. Basic annua) subscription price is (44.97

Say The Word, And All These

ForYou



MUSIC SOFTWARE

and the density of the music. Page also al-

lows you to extract parts, giving each its

own transposition. Other options include

specifying placement of rehearsal letters

and even the amount of time needed for

page turns. After being extracted from the

score, parts can be edited further. Use the

Just program to line up rhythms vertically

through every staff in the score, including

staff systems spatming many ftles.

The Draw program is used to create

fonts and symbols. Unlike many font pro-

grams that create fonts by filling in

squares. Draw lets you use mathematical

functions todraw lines and curves. This al-

lows symbols to be enlarged or shrunk

without any loss of resolution.

Score has many other excellent fea-

tures. Many text fonts are provided by the

program, and others may be loaded in.

Any font or symbol can be arbitrarily sized

or rotated. Score has its own music font,

which yields excellent results on a laser

Score provides many

text fonts. Its music font

yields excellent results

on a laser printer and

publishable results on a

typesetting device.

printer and publishable results on a type-

setting device. The dot matrix printout is

readable and elegant as well.

Although Score is not a sequencer, it

can play the music stored in a file through

MIDI, which is useful for error checking.

Programs offering conversion between

Score and sequencers or the MIDI Files

standard could help make this program

mote accessible.

Score is not a good program for a begin-

ning musician; it requires considerable

learning time for an accomplished one.

Nevertheless, the design of the program

and its manual is thorough and clear, an-

ticipating nearly any problem you might

have.

MESA
MESA (Music Editor, Scorer, and Arrang-

er), Version 1.05, from Roland Corp.

U.S., combines an eight-track sequencer

with a traditional music notation program

capable of printing scores containing up to

32 staves. The $695 program’s main

strength is its ability to translate music eas-

ily between sequencer and notation

modes, but unfortunately neither mode
stands up well on its own.

Setting up MESA on a hard disk is

tricky in that the program will rewrite your

AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS
ftles. This forces you to keep separate

copies of those files, renaming them and

rebooting whenever you use the program.

MESA has three main screens: the se-

quencer, called Song Mode; an event-

siting and notation screen, called Score

Mode; and a formatting screen for print-

out, called Print Mode.

Song Mode displays the eight tracks

horizontally across the screen, with a small

box representing each measure—similar to

"View” screens in other sequencers. The

recording scheme combines punch-in/

punch-out and cut. copy, and paste func-

tions in a simple, flexible interface. Re-

cording does not go directly onto a track

but into the
‘

‘phrase buffer.
’

’ After record-

ing into this buffer, you can move the cur-

sor to any track and any beat to paste in

what you just recorded. A copy of the mu-

sic stays in the buffer, so you can modify it

or paste in more copies of the music any-

where else.

Unfortunately, muting, looping, and

other settings are not always displayed on

the screen, except when you change a pa-

rameter. Although this saves space, it pre-

vents you from seeing all parameters at

once. The only way to see parameters is to

change them.

All global editing is done in the phrase

buffer. There are several filtering settings

and percentage scaling options, but none

that change over time. The global editing

procedures ate solid but limited. Also,

while you can change the tempo in every

measure, there is no way to create true ri-

tards and accelerandos. One strength of the

program, however, is that it allows you to

try global edits on a track or phrase and see

the results instantly in musical notation.

After the music has been copied to the

phrase buffer, it can be transferr^ to Score

Mode for event editing and notation.

Among the transcription aspects you can

specify are key signahire, type of clef (in-

cluding piano staves), break point for as-

signing notes between staves, and quanti-

zation. One helpful option. Interpretation,

will multiply the lengths of notes by a per-

centage before quantizing to help elimi-

nate the small rests that creep into notation

from staccato keyboard playing. It would

be nice to have a “monophonic” option

for transcribing single lines, in which the

overlap of each previous note is cut off

when a new note is attacked.

In Score Mode, the cursor can be

moved with or without the mouse for easy

note editing. Screen locations are "quan-

tized” to a grid in a way that saves cursor

keystrokes and is fine for simple music.

For more-complicated rhythms, the grid

can be turned off.

If you need help. MESA's manual is

clear and concise. It explains basic musical

concepts simply and seems geared toward

musicians who have little experience with

FACT FILE
MESA
Roland Corp. U.S.

72(X) IX)minion Circk

LosAngcl<^.CA9(X)40

(213)685-5141

List l*rice: $695

Requires: 640K RAM;
two disk drives; Hervu-

Ics. EGA, orCGA graphics; DOS 2.0 or

later.

In Short: MESA is a sequencer and notation

program with a friendly interface and easy

notation editing, but it has limited profes-

sional use. Copy protected.
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The Canon Express Desktop Publisher is a totally integrated

system. So when you turn it on, it won’t turn on you.

With most desktop publishing systems you pick a PC from one company,

a printer from another; an image scanner fmm a third, and then pray for

compatible software. Now Canon puts it all together tor you. with a turn-key

system that anyone can master

Just turn on the Canon Express Desktop Publisher and thereb your color-

coded menu. Beautiful. With the touch of a function key you ~
begin giving commands. In English. In no time at all you're

selecting style sheets, placing images in a layout and build

ing a document. Right on the screen. No need to go to hard

copy to look at your work.

We give you a true WTSIWTC environment from start to finish. You have

nine zoom levels, with editing in each. Plus a built-in, full-function word

processor which means you don't have to exit one software program to enter

another and make revisions. Complete integration. And you can do it all

incredibly fast, thanks to our new 80386-based PC.

Best of all, the whole system is designed by Canon, which means it

comes with Canonk warranty and service support. So don't experiment with

piecemeal desktop publishing. Go with the Canon Express Desktop

Publisher. And express yourselt For more

information, call 1-800-441-2626. 1 1%3 1

1

In Utah, 1-800-922-3131. Canon Express Desktop Publisher
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COMPLETE

MIDI
STUDIO
<399

Finally an affordable Midi Studio the

CMS-i includes everything! Keyboard,

Interface and Software. The CMS-40I
interface is 100% Roland compatible

and compatible with over 100 other

music programs. Cakewalk software has

the best price to performance ratio >n

the world. The Casio MT-540
keyboard can play 4 parts at one time:

Drums. Bass. Cords and Lead with 16

notes simultaneously. The MT-S40 has

(30 PCMl sampled sounds with Tone

Mix for a total of 210 sounds!

If von aireadv o'^n a midi kevl><>ar;:

the CMS-40t Interface

and Cakewalk

IS avail

able for

$249.00

Print vour

Cakewalk

files with the

Copyist notatioi

program for

only $99.00

Demo audio cassette and Cakewalk

demo diskette available for $14.95.

With VHS video, ' Making the most of

MIDI $59.95.

COME SEE US AT COMDEX
WEST HALL. BOOTH #155

COMPTERMUSIC
SUPPLY

800/322-MIDI

CA 714/594-5051

382 N. Umon, Walnut, CA 91789

VISA • MC • AMERICAN EXPRESS
I'akrwalh la a Tratlr Mark of TVrlvr Ton« Sydtmi

music notation. There are glaring omis-

sions. though; no mention is made, for in-

stance, of how to enter odd tuplets other

than triplets.

Overall, MESA's menu-driven inter-

face and eai of transferring between se-

quencer and score formats are effective for

standard musical notation, and the pro-

gram’s printouts, while not of professional

quality, are extremely legible.

But it’s hard for a sequencer to be com-
petitive today with only eight tracks, since

the process of merging and unmerging

track data is time-consuming and makes

organization of a large piece difficult. And
the lack of options for complex music no-

tation makes MESA of limited use to many
advanced users.

MESA streamlines its editing through a

great sacrifice of complexity. Neveithe-

THEMIDI
INTERFACE
STANDARD

S
ince its introduction in the mid-

1980s, Roland Corp.’s MPU-401
MIDI processor has set the standard for

PC-to-MIDI interfaces. There have

been other manufacturers, notably

Voyetra Technologies and Music
Quest, but they have for the most part

followed Roland’s lead. A few brave

companies have tried to buck the tide

by introducing noncompatible alterna-

tives, but Roland’s hardware remains

the de facto standard

.

The future may bring a successor

standard that incorporates functionality

not found in the MPU-401 but wanted

by MIDI musicians. These additional

functions might include support for

MIDI Time Code and SMPTE, a film

synchronization standard. The ability

to attach more than one MIDI interface

to a PC would break through the current

limit of 16 MIDI channels and accom-

modate the increasing complexity of

MIDI sequencing. This capability is al-

ready available on the Macintosh.

—^Jonathan Matzkin

less, if you want to play music into a se-

quencer and see it on paper with as little

editing as possible, this program may be

the one for you.

Personal Composer
Systein/2
Jim Miller’s Personal Composer Systemll

is a jack-of-all-trades and master of quite a

few. .At $495, it’s a complete music nota-

tion program, a 32-ttack sequencer with a

graphic editor, a universal patch librarian,

a Yamaha DX-7 series patch editor, and a

LISP interpreter for music.

The newest addition to Personal Com-
poser Systeml2, Version 2.0, is its piano-

roll-style event editor that displays a full

four-octave range. A Zoom feature allows

you to see up to 39 measures of 4/4 at one

time. The mouse is well supported for

moving and changing the time value of

notes, and the program’s insert ability can

be used as a step editor as well. Graphic

display on an EGA color monitor can be

much more concise than on standard text-

based display.

Also, the use of color with an EGA
monitor is both a pleasure and a powerful

organizing tool. MIDI events can be set to

different colors according to MIDI chan-

nel, track number, and many other param-

eters, allowing you to display data from

several tracks without a lot of clutter. Of
course, this is not nearly so effective on a

monochrome screen.

The screen is redrawn during most edit-

ing steps, which takes a considerable

amount of time, even on a fast 286 or 386

machine. The long reaction time can slow

the editing process quite a bit. making it

particularly time-consuming to leam the

commands through experimentation. And
Personal ComposerSystemJl offers no on-

line help. Nevertheless, the event screen

allows you to accurately edit any MIDI
event, and it complements the program’s

other editing capabilities for considerable

power.

The heart of Personal Composer Sys-

tem/2 is its notation program. Music scores

can be created either by transcribing music

recorded in the sequencer or from scratch.

When transcribing from the sequencer,

there are many options regarding staffs,

key signatures, placement of measure
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I’MWELL
CONNECTED.

150 Megabytes

Internal Cassette

Compatible with

PC, XT, and ATs
and PS/2 Models

50, 60, 70, and 80

Fast 6.6 MB/min
backup

Easy to use —
Award Winning

Softw'are

Novell Approved

XENIX Comparible

One Year Warranty

AND ICANBACKITUP.
It’s finally complete. I now have all of our PC
workstations integrated into five operating

department LANs. A lot of vital information

is flowing through these networks every day.

Information my company can’t afford to lose!

TTiat’s why I’ve put a MaynStream 150 cassette

backup from Maynard Electronics in each of

my supervisor stations.

With a mixture of Compaq’s and PS/2’s it was

important to find a compatible, high perfor-

mance, internal tape backup system that would

fit into all of my supervisors’ workstations. It

turned out that MaynStream is the only 150

megabyte, high performance drive in the market

that fits into both a 316 inch AND a 514 inch

bay. And the MaynStream 150 cassette is 3

times faster than any other internal 316" form

factor product. TTie MaynStream 150 has all

See us at booths 1 202 & 1 208

of the features we’ve grown to expea around

here. It’s fast, easy to use, and it’s compatible

with our other MaynStream products.

Now, I’m well connected, and I can back
it up. Can you?

CIRCLE 495ON READER SERVICECARD

460 E. Semoran Blvd., Casselberry. FL 32707 407/331-6402
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Bditor'sChoice, '87and'88

BestBuy, 7188

HighestRatedFile Manager. 5/88

#/ File Manager. 2/88
Easy'to-UseWordProcessor, 1/87

#/ FileManager with a WordProcessor. 2/88
SoftwareDigest

umiSHi
nmivou .

JKMEWHXWM?
Because, Q&A is not only the # 1

rated file manager. .

.

it’s also the #1 best-

seUer. FREE DEMO
DISK. CALL (800)
228-4122 Ext. 451P.

SYMANTEC,.
CA9S0U (4aH253MOO

numbers, and resolution of transcription

(for instance, whether you want the small-

est written notes to be eighth notes or six-

teenth notes).

Personal Composer Systemll formats

the score automatically when you’re tran-

scribing music from the sequencer, but it

would be nice to be able to format the score

at any time. Yet the program is surprising-

ly flexible when you’re editing afterward

or entering music directly to the score.

This is particularly helpful for complex

music, vocal music, or music that br^s
normal notation rules. Because of this

flexibility, even basic commands like set-

ting up staffs can take many keystrokes;

fortunately, a macro facility allows up to

2,0(X) keystrokes per macro. Many long-

time Personal Composer users have built

up large libraries of macros.

As even the updated sequencer doesn't

have all the conveniences of many dedicat-

ed sequencer programs, several sequencer

ON-LINE MIDI
BULLETIN
BOARDS

Midi musicians from all over the

U.S. and many foreign countries

can communicate via a network of bul-

letin boards called MIDI-NET. The
systenforiginated in the fall of 1986,

when several SysOps set aside special

message areas on their MIDI bulletin

boards to allow sharing of messages

among BBSs.

MIDI-NET has grown considerably

since then, and it now includes BBSs in

most major U.S. cities, in Canada, in

Europe, and in Australia. Participating

BBSs are compatible with the FidoNet

e-mail system; they use a FidoNet utili-

ty called Echomail to send posted mes-

sages through the system.

The central host system is the Mid-

West MIDI BBS in Oklahoma City,

which is available 24 hours a day at

2,400 bps, N, 8, and 1. The phone

number is (405) 733-3 102.

—^Jonathan Matzkin

FACT FILE
Personal Composer

SystemJZ. Version 2.0

Jim Miller

P O. BokMS
Honaunau. HI 96726

<808)328*9518

List Price: $495

Requires: 640K RAM;
hard disk; Hercules. Monochrome, or EGA
graphics; DOS 2.0 or later.

In Short: Personal Comp<yser is a high-

quality notation program integrated with a

32-track sequencer, a MIDI LISP interpreter,

and a synthesizer patch librarian . Not copy

protected.

CIRCLE eeTo^READE^SERVlCE card""

developers have created programs to trans-

late their files into Personal Composer

files. The ones we know of are Texture,

Sequencer Plus Mark III, Cakewalk, and

The 48-Track PC. This kind of interaction

among programs is excellent—but it can

become expensive.

Personal Composer System/! can use

disk space as virtual memory, which
means that workspace is limited only by

the size of the disk. It’s recommended that

you use this program with a high-perfor-

mance hard disk to facilitate working with

large files—and also because of disk ac-

cess time. With Personal Composer'

^

buffer system, reading from floppies will

not affect the playback of sequences, but it

can cause you to wait a while between

screen changes.

Although Personal Composer does so

many different things, the details are rarely

sacrificed. Most commands are veiy spe-

cific, which allows flexibility for the sea-

soned user but can confuse a first-time

user. Nevertheless, each area of the pro-

gram is thorough, and the combination of

them all offers extraordinary power in one

program.—Rkk Bassett Bl

Rick Bassett is a doctoral candidate in mu-

sic composition at Columbia University,

where he has a teachingfellowship in com-

puter music. He also plays keyboards in

severaljazz groups in New York City, and
he has used MIDI extensively in live per-

formance.
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How’s this for easy. Type a paper business
form (or scratched out dirertions for one) intoQ&A.
Then, press a single function

,

key and voila. You’ve created a
database from scratch. Copy it |^H|H||||^HH|d|||HH
onto your local area network’*

and now everyone can search,

sort, and simultaneouslv share

it. Instantly. Easily. And safely

(with up to five levels ofpass-

word protection). Think of the

possibilities: using a single

customer database, one person numM us^daiabase wasmated me
. j ^ ... .u ^

j.
napktnim under two minutes. More elabomte data-

IS UpQdun^ WnllC SnOtnCr enters bases wUk sophisticatedprogrammingandmulU-

new information, while a third

SYMANTEC..

person runs a report. Or, forty people want to work
on the expense database. All at once. Impossible?

No. Easy? Yes. But find out for yourself.

Call now for a free demo disk ofQ&A,
the world’s first networked file manager.
On networks or

stand-alone, when
you can make it from
scratch, you can
really cook.

FteEDemo Disk,

Call (800)228-4122
Ext.430P.

The #/ File Managerand #J

3.0iinate user$349 <$Ht)eo>UfmUntord hdtwg<^databases ^ndomaLASi. OfttiimaK^A Ntlwork Paek($29
a LAN) aUarn tkrtt adaUum/it users to simuSaneotafy optmte QAA. Add additionalQ&A Setwork Packsfarm
y&A. Softwart DigtstitH file managrr86.^ fnfaUb^ikiglmttmtingevergii'rn <9.6)87: fk^ MogatinfEaUcii-iCI. Soft»ttrtl)igestitHfUema»atm^^fnfaW)ndikiglmttmlingevergit'tn<9.6)^:PCMttgaime^$toriCkfaee^.88.

*l Tbrre Avenue. Cmb^ino. CA ^t4t408)253-96O0.’’BmyQ&A between8/l/88and lO/sUaS.gettkelOO.OOOsynonymMicrofytica Thesaurus FREE.
See coupon inQ&A packageforcompute aetaiU.
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The Diconix 150 printen Completes

The silent partner

Copyrighted materia)



iTiost any system. Quietly,

that fits in a briefcase.

A Kodak Company

3100 Research Boulevard

Dayton, Ohio 45420

1-800-D1CONIX
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DS-2000 and 3000:

The Affordable Scanners From Chinon.

Chinon’s affordable new scanners could change for-

ever the way computers are used. With OCR software you can

input text without retyping it. With a simple add-in card,

DS-2000/3000 turns your computer into an full-featured fex.

And with the ability to scan almost any type of graphic image.

DS-2000 and 3000 are perfect for desktop

publishing.

Our scanner models offer, different

levels of scanning resolution so that you

can have the scanner that’s right for your

applications-and your budget. The ,

affordable DS-2000 is perfect for use as a
'

fax or for scanning line art-applications .i

where its 200 dpi resolution is quite

adequate, and where speed may be

more important DS-3000, with its

300 dpi resolution, is better suited

to OCR applications, or for scanning

images for desktop publishing that require grey scale and higher

resolution.

DS-2000 and 3000 are sold bundled with exciting

software so that it’s easy for you to get

—- started. Discover how your computer

can be more useful than ever before—

discover DS-2000/3000. Call TOLL-FREE
*

for the dealer nearest you.

CHINON
Chinon America, Inc.

660 Maple Ave

Torrance, CA 90503

Toll-free (800) 441-0222

In Calif. (213) 533-0274
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ALTERNATE INPUT MIKE FALKNER

There’s something about a scan-

ner that attracts even the most

blase computerphile. For most of us,

it’s fascinating to watch a device ex-

amine a clipping from a magazine or a

snapshot of the family and send it to a

computer—then see it emerge later in

a sophisticated document. It’s an

evolving technology that brings text

and images to a screen once reserved

for the computer’s own creations.

Although the scanner can be used for

anything requiring data input, it owes

much of its appeal to the ever-growing

INCH FORWARD
popularity of desktop publishing. Be-

cause desktop publishing makes it so

easy to combine text with graphics,

people expect to see more illustra-

tions. These days a newsletter or logo

tends to look unfinished without pic-

tures of people and places in it. Savvy

proposals now include a photo of the

project leader and the revolutionary

widget that will solve Joe Customer’s

needs. Shop manuals show detailed

Ifyou cm live with

limited resolution and the

occasional wandering scan,

Iwmlheld scanners

are worth a look as a cheaper,

space-saving alternative

to desktop models.
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HANDHELD SCANNERS

Two Approaches to

Optical Character

Recognition

T wo major methods of optical character recognition are currently in use: one.

based on templates, is used by Saba Technologies; the other, based on topology,

is used by Transimage. Each technique offers a degree of assurance and

flexibility appropriate for a specific type of OCR work.

If you regularly scan documents composed of font families that the

scanner software knows, the template approach has no significant

Template Method

The template method,

sometimes called font-

matching, uses a table of

predetermined font families

(Elite, Pica, Courier, and so

forth).

drawbacks. If your work entails loading different font families,

however, topological recognition may be better.

aa abb

a a

T

a

a

Nominal differancaa In aiza and
atroka weight are uaually aliowod

for, but in most cases
proportional fonts wilt cause
difficulties. Apart from these, a

very accurate response rate can
be achieved as long as you work
with font families known to the

scanner software.

As a character is scanned (a

lowercase a In this instance), a
grkf Is superimposed on It so that

its shape can be parsed and then

matched against the Image of

each character within a given

family until a match Is found.

Once the software determines the

match, the chosen character la

sent to the output file or

application program.

Topological Method

A topobgical (or feature-

recognition) approach, on the

other hand, uses the significant

aspects of a scanned character

to determine its value.

O P b
I

The lowercase letter b, for

example, contains a round belly

that might be part of an o, a p, or

a b.

T
D
P b

I

A section of the scanned
character’s back bar eliminates

the possibility of its being an o,

because this aspect Is common
to only the p and the b.

ET"

b

b
1

The ascending portion of the

scanned character’s back bar

eliminates the possibility of p and
causes the software to recognize

the character as a b.
**Thi8 example contains a slight oversimplification; most topological software would first

check the scanned character for descenders or other features shared by the smallest

number of characters.
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images of a component, plus text scanned

in from previous assembly instructions.

All this is done electronically—with

scanned images.

STILL MOSTLY DESKTOP Most of

the PC-based scanners available today are

not handheld models but desktop devices

that scan a full S'/r- by 1 1-inch page. One
model, a sheet-feed scanner, requires you

to place a document on a roller that pulls it

through for scanning. Another popular

model, the flatbed scanner, has you place

the document on a glass plate; the scanning

element then passes underneath and reads

the image. These scanners then convert the

results into a graphics image—often with a

resolution of 300 dots per inch—or into

text characters, or both.

Much like their larger counterparts,

hand scanners convert graphics, text, or

both into a computer image but on a small-

er scale. Hand scanners are often shaped

like a mouse, sporting the usual tail but

also fitted with viewing windows, dials

and knobs, and rollers to restrict move-

ment to one direction.

Downsizing has its compromises: these

smaller scaruiers can read a picture only 2

to 4 inches wide or just one line of text per

pass. Many have a resolution that peaks at

200 dpi, and you need a steady hand to re-

cord a good image. And while some have

interface boards that require only a few

chips, the more sophisticated devices pack

a full-length board with custom chips and

memory.

Hand scanners use much the same tech-

nology found in larger scanners to translate

a hard-copy image into a computer image.

When you activate the scanner, it turns on

a light source underneath the unit. In sim-

ple terms, the unit then measures the

amount of light reflected from the picture

and converts the highest reading (whites)

to Os and the lower reading (blacks) to Is.

The more sophisticated scanners measure

the intensity of the black on the picture and

generate dot patterns in the stored image

that approximate the levels of gray found

in the picture.

GRAPHICS VS. OCR Although both

(X)R (optical character reader) and graph-

ics hand scanners rely on bit-mapped

graphics, there are several differences be-

tween the two. The graphics scanner has a

row of LEDs, usually red, that span the

scanner window located underneath the

device and light up the scan area. As you

roll the unit over a picture, the graphics

scanner reads the image and simultaneous-

ly examines a series of notches on one of

the rollers. As the notches go by, the scan-

ner can assign the scanned images to a ver-

tical coordinate and create a properly

scaled image.

On the OCR scanner, however, there is

a smaller window on the bottom of the unit

about the size of one character. Again, a

bright light shines on the document, and

the unit scans the text as it travels from left

to right across the document.

Some OCR scanners use firmware on

the interface board and memory-resident

software to look for vertical white space

and try to match the image in between the

spaces with a library of stored fonts. When
a stored character matches, the software

passes the character to the application cur-

rently mnning.

Other scanners, however, use a more

sophisticated pattern-matching scheme

called feature recognition. They look at

the way the character is shaped—recogniz-

ing, for example, that the letter V has two

vertical lines in it: one starting at the upper

left, the other at the upper right, and con-

necting in the middle at the bottom. This

technique eliminates the need for large li-

braries of font files and allows proportional

fonts to be read.

The software bundled with the package

also can vary greatly, both in features and

complexity. Some graphics scanner manu-

facturers give you excellent tools to load,

edit, and save an image; others recom-

mend a separate paint program to take full

advantage of their scanners. And since im-

ages destined for 3(X)-dpi printers can ex-

ceed the 640K memory limit, some pack-

ages reduce the allowable size of the

image, as shown in the performance tests

results. Other packages support EMS (ex-

panded memory specification) memory to

handle it.

Software for the OCR scanner is usual-

ly memory-resident or present in the firm-

ware, and it acts as an alternative keyboard

to your application. Font files fora scanner

using font-matching techniques can occu-

py 2 or 3MB of disk space.

Turn your printer

into a piotter
Imagine your present printer turning

out crisp, high resolution plots while

you continue to work at your PC,

Does your application program

limit you to low resolution graphics?

EOgraph Plus can change that, allow-

ing your printer to generate drawings

at its highest resolution—without

slowing you down, either.

You can plot in eight different

line widths, in as many colors as your

printer offers.

You can produce drawings up

to 15 feet long, in any carriage width.

How about multiple plots,

or automatic queuing of text and

plots? Yes, EOgraph Plus lets you

do that. too.

Best of all, EOgraph Plus

emulates both Houston Instruments

DM/PL and Hewlett Packard HP-GL,

so you can use almost any software

program ever written for PCs.

Think of it! You can turn your

ordinary printer into a plotting power-

house, for just a fraction of what a

plotter costs.

It may sound too good to

be true, until vou call us toll-free at

1-800-548-57M.

DEALER INQUIRIES

WELC0ME_ Plus -

I
EMron Cofp / 121 Wotparli Road / Dayton, OH 45459

j

Ilease send inMknaMiride|«KlBl lest ^
I NAME

ADCIIESS

[CITY STATE ZIP
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OW! The Best

ANOTHER NEW BREAKTHROUGH IN MOUSE TECHNOL(
INTRODUCING THE DYNAMIC HIGH RESOH

GY

[M]/Tl0USe GM-6000
This convenient and practical mouse, enhances your productivity by givin

THE GENIUS DECISION Nearly I.CKXl.OOO users have made the 2 IN 1 MOUSE Switch select either 2-bi

GeniusDecisionandmorekeepjoiningin.NowKYEhasdeveloped mode, easily and quickly,

another exciting step in mouse evolution. Now YOU should make

rexibl^ontrol.
Hon or 3-button mouse

the Genius Decision!

DYNAMIC RESOLUTION The
High Resolution Genius Dyna
Mouse's cursor control is not

onlybasedon the travel count,

but also the speed of the

mouse's movement. The
dynamic resolution can go
from 350 to over 1050 DPI. or

you can set the resolution os

low as 90. 120. or 176 DP! if

your application requires it.

INCLUDES:

GENIUS
MOUSt,

• GM-6000 Mouse (Serial

(Mouse)
• Dr. Halo III Software
• Genius Menu MakerSoftware
• Genius Menu Library

• Three User Manuals
• Genius Mouse Pocket
• Genius Mouse Pad
• 9 to 25 Pin Adapter

Suggested RelaU $109.00

nie most powerful and
versatile mouse ever!

A GREAT PARTNER FOR DESKTOP PUBLISHING
WHEN YOU CHOOSE ONLY THE BEST

GS-2000
This convenient hand scanner allows you to input images and documents into computer files

with no distortion.

OCR FORMAT SUPPORTED Also supports CUT, IMG, MSP PCX, and
SED file formots.

IMAGE EDITING VTew, manipulate, and modify the image pixel

by pixel, and UNDO if needed.

MULTI-WINDOWSCANNING
Overlay images, and control

them independently before

merging.

TRUE TO SIZE IMAGE Print on
dot matrix or laser printers.

Works with Aldus PageMaker. Dr. Halo, FrontPage, GEM, Microsoft

Windows, OCR Systems ReadRight, PC Paintbrush, Ventura
Publisher, WordPerfect, and others.

INCLUDES: • GS-2000 Scanner and Controller* Genius ScanEdit

Software • Dr. Halo III Software

FEATURES;
• Read Width 105mm
• Pixel Density: 200 DPI

(8 DPMM) horizontal,

256/512/WO dots per line

• Adjustable brightness and
contrast switches

• CGA EGA VGA Hercules

displays

• For IBM PC/XT/AT. PS-2/25 &
30 and compatibles

’T# 35^000 H*-}/ Scaw.tf

'CSmm Scwi-ng 200 D P ^

K 'toTHlJCt gn9r<$

VJYCOPjQgrOOncuWKrH^ VNQKOn
tit sciP-M II 2S{.

sChKa-e - ScarEw

Suggested Retail $279.00

The most convenient, versotile, and practical scanner ever!

LIFETIME WARRANTY on all Genius products.

24 hours BSS Electronic Bulletin Board System gives

you the most updated nfonnation anytime
Toll free Technical Support Knowledgeable
Technicians stond by to answer your questions

regarding our product

KYE INTERNATIONAL CORP.W PiNEfALLS AVENUE. WALNUT. CA 91 789
TEL (714)594-9234 BBS: (714) 594-7567 Support (800) 456- 7KVE

Tha manutaeiww m

Come see us at COMDEX Bally’s Hotel booth #B454
• Poyment vtio, MasterCard or C O 0 Coshief Check • Aii ororKS of oroduct nomes ore trodemortts or registered frodemorks of meir respective holders
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Summary of Features:

OCR Hand Scanners
(PtxxJucts listed in ascending prioe Cfder)

T he two OCR hand scanners we
reviewed use different methods to

determine the Identity of each character:

font matcNng (the template method),

which matches the character read against

a font in memory, and feature recognition

(the topological method), a more sophisti-

cated scheme that identifies characters by
their overall shape and distinctive

features. Your choice among OCR
scanners should be detemrined by the text

you'll be scanning and your intended use
of the scanned material. If, for example,

you'll be scanning a font stored in

memory, feature recognition may not be
worth the extra price.

Both the Saba and the Transimage

.

scanners use a full-size interface board

and a '/• -inch-wide scanner window. Both

allow you to change the default interrupt

request (IRQ) settings, and both use
memory-reskfent software and accept

macros.

As pioneers In the (X^R hand-scanner

arena, the Saba and Transimage
scanners share some limitations as well.

Reading italics, underlined text, super-

scripts, and subscripts is still beyond their

cap^lities. And two other features that

would be welcome—flagging unread
characters and using a spelling checker

while scanning—are not found in either

prxxfuct.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Size of untt (HWD, In Inches)

Number of buttons

Amount of memory on boerd

Available IRO settings

No. of addresses available

Connector type

Cable length (inches)

Memory-resident software uses

Total RAM requirement

No. of programmable button

combinations

Saba Handscan
Saba Technologies Inc.

$799

1V« x5V* x27a

5

None

2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7

128

DB-1S

84

Accepts scanrwr Input as If typed 9
from keyboard

Automatically loads ASCII text 9
into application

Saves output to ASCII file O
9-Yes O-No

N/A—Not applicable: product does not use this method of character recognibon.

Tranalmage 1000
Transimage Corp.

$2,950

2Va x 6V4 xi’/i

6

768K

2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7

256

OB-9

68

Font matching (automatic or manual) Manual N/A

Feature recognition (automatic or manual)

Supported fonts

N/A Automatic

ANSI OCR-B o •
ANSI OCR-C o o
Courier (point sizes) • (10) • (8-14)

Elite (point sizes) • (12) • (8-14)

Pica (point sizes) • (10) • (8-14)

ITC family group O 9 (most fonts in

most sizes)

Other o •

CHARACTER HANDLING

Reads boldface o •
Recognizes proportional fonts o •
Max. scanning speed on PC^XT (cps) 9 40

Max. scanning speed on PC AT (cps) X 40
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HANDHELD SCANNERS

Performance Tests: OCR Hand Scanners

W hile text scanners have progressed far beyond the ability to read

only specialized OCR font families, there are still more improvements

to be made. The Saba Handscan uses a template scheme to recognize

characters in a scanned image, which means you must preload a typeface

before you start scanning, if no matching typeface exists, there will be no

recognition.

Atthough scanners usirtg the template scheme do offer a wide variety

of font families, the Handscan does not currently support proportional

fonts; therefore, the ITC font families in our tests were discarded. Even the

tO-point Courier, which is a supported font, was not entirely successful,

although the scanner did surprisingly well with e-point Courier using its

built-in magnification switch. At normal size and stroke weight, the

Harxlscan was successful with Pica and Elite type.

The Transimage 1000 uses a topological or feature-recognition

scheme. By examinir>g specific characteristics (descenders, ascerxlers.

rounded bowls, floating dots, arxf the like), this scheme identifies a scanned
character on the basis of its contours. In general, the Transimage scanner was
more robust in its ability to recognize a wide variety of font families, whether pro-

portional or not. although it worked best in the 10- and 12-poini ranges.

For the sake of comparison, we are including test results for the Kurzweil

Discover 7320 (for a review, see “Scanners Take Off." PC Magazine. October 13.

1987). The Kurzweil. of course, breezed through the tests, performing flawlessly

with normal Pica and Elite types. Proportional fonts arxj a wide variety of type sizes

posed no obstacle for this scanner.

Neither of the OCR hand scanrters worked well in the minimal 10 percent gray

mode: error rates increased dramatically, as the test results show. But since the

Kurzweil uses an automatic feeder assembly designed to accept one sheet at a
time, it could not handle a page of text with an overlaid acetate sheet: conse-

quemly. PC Labs was not able to conduct a gray-scale test on it at all.

In the following sets of boxes, we reproduce a portion of the

original test manusaipt in a given font and point size, along with

the same text as read in by each of the three tested scanners.

Normal Pica Tests

Original

The world of alternate input de'
share of eccentric gizmos crusac
QWERTY keyboard and the Microso:

N/A—Not applicable: the Kurzweil Discover 7320 couW not perform this test.

0% gray

100% success

The world of alternate input de\
share of eccentric gizmos crusac
QWERTY keyboard and the Microsol

10% gray

63.2% success
Translmage 1000

Normal Elite Tests

Original

The world of alternate input devices s

eccentric gi2:inos crusading to tear you
Microsoft Mouse. Some of them offer t

0% gray

100% success

-The world of alternate input dc
eccentric gizmos crusading to t€
Microsoft Mouse. Some of them c

10% gray

N/AKurzweil Discover 7320

Saba Handscan
0%gray | 10% gray

99.2% success I 0% success

The world of alternate input de
ecceotric gizmos crusading to tel

Microsoft Mouse. Some of them ol

N/A—Not applicable; the Kurzweil Discover 7320 could not perform this test.

0% gray

99.6% success

The world of alternate input de\
eccentric gizmos crusading to te
Microsoft Mouse. Some of them ol

10% gray

34.5% success
Translmage 1000
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To lest the OCR scanners. PC Labs tried the devices on
manusaipt prinled in a variety of common typefaces and
sizes. Though we tested text samples done in Courier.

Helvetica. Times Roman. Bookman, SchooMiook, artd

Palatino, we report only the results tor 10> and 12‘poinl

Courier and 10-poinl Helvetica, along with the two

common typela^ Pica and Elite In lO-pokiL or “normal."

size. Besi^ reproducing the 0-percent-(^ay-scM

version ol the text each scanrter scanrted in. we note the

percentage ol characters successfully r^oduced from

text with 0 ar)d 10 percent gray scales.

Gray-scale values were Introduced because testing dte

hartd scarvters on dean printouts in various fonts was only

part d the task. Not an documents are composed of dean,

crisp type. Xerographic copies and newsprint do much to

reduce the legibility of characters, as well as reducing the

contrast between the background paper and foreground

type.

To test worst-case scannino. PC Labs used PageMaker
to create a document with five diaded boxes containing

progressive gray scales of 10 to 60 percent This document

was prinled to a 3M overhea<H)rotection acetate sheet with

a QMS PS-dOO Plus laser printer having 300-doi-per-inch

resokSion. Once sakslaciory scanning was accomplished

for a parttcular font family and point size, each shaded box

was ^aced over the same text and Ihe scanning process

10-Point Courier Tests

was repeated through each of the possible gray scales.

Because the refractive and reflactlve properties of Ihe

“dear" acetate itself (without recourse to any artificial

graying) would altar the contrast Of the scanned text

document, we expected satisfactory results only with

gray scales of 0. 10, and 20 percent At 10 percent the

equivaieni document would be an old. yelcnwed

newspaper. At 20 percent gray scale, with the added
efied of the acetate, an equMent document coukf well

be any text primed on a darker-colored paper slock. In

fact, the 20 percent proved impossibie for the hand
scanners, and the gray scale was limiied to 10 percent

throughout.

Original

The world of alternate input devices s

eccentric gizmos crusading to tear you
Microsoft Mouse. Some of them offer t

Kurzweil Discover 7320
0% gray'

100% success

The world of alternate input de\
eccentric gizmos crusading to t€

Microsoft Mouse. Some of them c

N/A-tM applicable: the Kurzweil Discover 7320 could not perform iNs test.

Saba Handscan
0%gray

| 10% gray

96.2^^ success I 0% success

I

The world of alternate input c

ol t eccentric gizmos crusading
the Microsoft Mouse. Eome of tl

0%gray
| 10% gray

98.5% success |70.3% success
Transimage 1000

The world of alternate input de^
eccentric gizmos crusading to t«

Microsoft Mouse. Some of them ol

12-Point Courier Tests

Original

The world of alternate input dei

share of eccentric gizmos crusac

nWFBTY iraMbQacd-jad.^L^Mirrnr

Kurzweil Discover 7320
0% gray

100% success

The world of alternate input de\
eccentric gizmos crusading to t«

Microsoft Mouse. Some of them c

N/A—Not appicable : 9ie Kurzweil Oiecovar 7320 could not perform this test.

Saba Handscan 0% gray

63.4% success

I

The world of alternate inQUt c

Qf BCCentrJG qizmOS GKUSKd]Bq K(

thO M]Gro$o#t MCUEO. KomG ot tl

0%gray | 10% gray

10(7*70 success 163.6% success
Transimage 1000

The world of alternate input de\
eccentric gizmos crusading to te

Microsoft Mouse. Some of them ol

10-Point Helvetica Tests

Original

The world of alternate input devices seems to attrai

tear you away from the QWERTY keyboard and lh<

others a good belly laugh.

Kurzweil Discover 7320
0% gray

97.9% success

The world of alternate input de\
eccentric gizmos crusading to t€
Microsoft Mouse. Some of them of

N/A Mot ippNcable: the Kurzweil Discover 7320 could not perform this lest.

Saba Handscan
0% gray

0% success
10% gray

0% success

hewor Idols! ! ernmeinpmdevloesssei
mosmussdmo!

o

0%gray | 10% gray

99.2% success |34.8% success
TransImage 1000

The world of alternate input de\
eccentric gizmos crusading to te

Microsoft Mouse. Some of them ol
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standards for themselves. Among displays,

their first choice is our WY-700 high resolution

monitor and video board. It’s the best seller

by a wide margin, for reasons that are plain to

see. The WY700’s sharp 1280x800 pixel

resolution rivals subsystems costing twice its

$995 price. No one else gives you nearly as

many pbcels per dollar. And its 15" paper white
screen presents two full, truly WYSIWYG
pages in high resolution mode.

The ^ftware Compatibility Leaden
The WY-700 now runs over 100 programs in

high resolution mode. Including Xerox Ventura

Publisher and Aldus PageMaS;er/PC, as well

as many other desktop publishing applications.

Plus a broad selection of CAD software, and
business programs such as Microsoft Wmdows,
Lotus 1-2-3, and W)rdPerfect. The WY-700
also supports all PC compatible software in

CGA and MDA modes.
We’vejastbandied aHotshotproduct

Now theWY-700 comes bundled with a custom
version of Hotshot Grab, from Symsoft. It

enables you to capture and store any text or

graphics screen and transport it to another file

or DTP application. For example, with a few
keystrokes you can load a CAD image into your

DTPdocument And Hotshot Grab, a$99 v^ue,
is free with the WY-700. Now. But not forever.

SystemlX^rse"‘adds even more. is

the only manu&turer who makes the monitor

and video board in its DTP graphics subsystem
as well as a selection of 286 and 386 based PCs
to drive it. That gives you a system integrated

with singular harmony. And supported by
a singular source. Call today for more informa-

tion on the WY-700 and the full range of com-
patible software applications.

1-800-GET-WYSE
Wyic' is a registered trademark of l^^seTechrMilogy. SystemW^^and WY-700 are tradc-

mailis of Technology. Other trademarks/owneTs; Ventura Publisher/Xerox; Aldus
PhgeMaker/PC/Aldus: Hotshot Grab/SymstA; Windows/Micmsoft; Lotus l-2-3/Lo(us
Development; WiwdlkTfect/ WirdlVrfecl Cnrp. Screen text and graphics adapted fmm
The ClaniualOrdm A rrkilertHn. by Robert Chitham, Rinoh International. NY.
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Digitizers

18"x24"

thru

9'x9'x9'

We’U cover your digitizer needs with twelve

different active areas to choose from. Prom the

GP-7 Grafbar Mark 11, (‘'Flexible, Precise, and

Elegant ...” PC Magazine), all the way throu^

the 60” X 72” OP-8, and of course the user

adjustable active volume of the GP-8-3D. And

you can digitize on any work surface.

All our digitizers come complete with RS-232

output format, power supply, two-way commun-

ications, a sQrlus, (^tional one button and four

button cursors, a five fiinction menu, and are

IBM-PC compatible. So no matter what your

size requirements are, weVe got you covered;

(at low cost too!).

OEM versions available. Directly supported by

AutoCAD, DesignCAD, Generic CADD, CAD-

VANCE, CADKEY, Microsoft Windows, etc.

Dealer inquiries invited.

For more information contact:

Skip Cleveland (203) 256-1626

SCIENCE
ACCESSORIES
CORPORATION

S70 Kinjp West, P.O. Bos S60 • Southport, CT 06490

(203) 2S5- 1526 • %kx 964300 • FAX (203) 254-7271

HANDHELD SCANNERS

BETTER PRICE AND CONTROL So
why should you pop for a hand scanner in-

step of saving for a full-size one? Part of

the answer may be that although prices

have dropped substantially over the last

few years, the cheapest full-page scanners

still start at about $1 ,000. The two OCRs
reviewed here cost $799 and $2,950,
but—a far cry from desktops—the four

graphics scanners included range from
only $249 to $349. Hand scanners, in ad-

dition, are smaller and more maneuver-

able. And you have more control over the

scan area and the angle of scanning.

Handheld OCR scaiuiers allow you to

be more selective of the text you want to

read. At least one manufacturer of facsimi-

le boards for the PC (see “Getting the

Fax,” PC Magazine, June 28, 1988) has

software that can take the logos and signa-

tures scanned with its unit, integrate them

with letters from a word processor, and fax

them using the PC.

Although there seem to be several rea-

sons to buy a hand scanner, it’s neverthe-

less a tough decision. OCR scanners like

Saba’s Handscan, for instance, ease the

pain of reloading old documents and fill

the void left by mainframe systems that

can’t transfer information from reports to a

user’s PC. In contrast, handheld graphics

scanners offer no additional functionality

over frill-page scanners.

A company that just spent $5,000 to

$10,000 for a desktop publishing unit will

probably invest a little more to get the full-

page capabilities. The software used to

merge fax letters is interesting, yet it re-

mains cumbersome and time-consuming.

But for small-business and home users, the

price difference is nothing to shrug off. A
2- to 4-inch-wide image, in fact, may be

enough for their applications.

Changes and exciting innovations are

common in the scanner industry, among
them combination graphics/OCR hand

scanners, so what you need but can’t get

today may just be around the comer. In the

past 2 years, vendors have developed

much-more-sophisticated software for

reading and changing scanned images.

Kurzweil Computer Products, a Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts-based manufactur-

er of desktop scanners, recently an-

nounced a scanner for the blind that

examines a page and then vocalizes the

Performance Tests:

Graphics Hand
Scanners

I

n testing this latest generation of hand
scanners. black-and*white line art did

not prove much of a challenge, although

the Packard Bell scanner, teamed with

GEM Scan support software, consis-

tently converted the circular polar grid

into concentric ellipses.

Halftones, however, were a

completely different story. Both the

Packard Bell and The Complete PC
hand scanners were extremely sensi-

tive to the gray tones in the photo and
recorded much of the off-white as some
level of gray. The Logitech and DPI

scanners assumed that the lowest-level

gray was to be represented as white

and produced a cleaner image.

Overall, price will tell: none of the

tested hand scanners could match the

halftone recognition of the $9,950
Kurzweil scanner we used as a

standard of comparison.

PC Labs compared the four graphics hand
scanners output head-to-head and also matched
them with the Kurzweil Discover 7320 desktop

model's output in a test suite designed to examine
their performance in four areas:

• line art with simple blacks and whiles ano no
grays:

• multiple-line resolutions, as you might find on
graph paper or a blueprint;

• unscreened gray tones that might appear in a
photo; and

• prescreened gray scales representing images
in newspapers or magazines.

PC Magazine's art department provided the basic

testing matenats: a copy of the PC Magazine logo

for line art. a polar graphing gnd for mulliple-line

resolutions, a portrait of PC MagNel's assistant

manager Wendy W. Huang for the photo, and a
gray scale generated with PostScript and printed on
a high-resolution typesetting machine.
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The Complete PC
The Complete Hand Scanner

Diamond Flower Electric Instrument Co. USA Inc.

Handy Scanner HS-2000

Halftone wan Gray -scale kcan

Logitech Inc.

ScanMan

Packard Bell

PB-PSIOOO Pocket Scanner

Halftone scan Gray -wale scan

I
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HANDHELD SCANNERS

^ V'

3
Summary of Features:

I
Graphics Hand Scanners
(Products listed in ascending price order)

... .4^

-

A ll the graphics scanners we
reviewed come with a half-size inter-

face board and an S-pin mini DIN
connector, and all offer adjustable

contrast. None has evolved as an
adequate alternative to the older, more
advanced desktop models, but this does'

.
not mean that users will have long to

,

wait. Newer models' ratings of up to 400
dots per Inch are already overshadowing

the 200-dpl resolution offered by the four

scanners reviewed here. And an image . - ^
larger than 2 to 4 inches wide will be

“

scannable in multiple passes, followed by
I, automatic merging of the separate portions r

'of the image. A, «

a.:3? Bi •' V * V -i?vi

.

TMCempMt
.

HindySanaK

.

i i'-WWtSOS
Hnd SoniMr *- SwiMie- PedM Scwtrwr

TheCompielsPC 0nir»:‘^i2c --Wliihkvi'i

Six* of unit (HWD, in Inchtt)

^ Wdth of Manner window (inches)

1ViX3V2x4V4 1V4 x574 x3»/i 1V4x5V4x3»/i

27} 4 4

17a x37i x4

27*

i INTERFACE
I

. Addressing scheme IRQ DMA DMA IRQ
'

SwitchaUe IRQ • N/A N/A o
Avalleble IRQ settings 3.5 N/A N/A 3

Switchable address • O • •
, J No. of eddresses available 8 None 4 63

Cabla length (inches) 69 72 72 69

4 SCANNING SOFTWARE
I

. Software program Soft Stationary Halo OPE Pa/nts/jow P/ws GEM Scan

RAM required 384K 512K 256K 512K

Max. length of image 10 11 11 11

scanned (Inches)

No. of gray scain 3 1 1 3

1 GRAPHICS FORMATS

e.lHG o • o •
rf.PCX • o • o
..TIFF o • • •
J1C o • o o

WA. NofimliJiblb: thia product does not mo raquHt QftQt).

words so that the user can listen to the text.

Mitsubishi, Commodore, Nisca, and

Marq Technology are among the compa-

nies that expect to release hand scanners

this year as well. Hand scanners, after all,

are still in their infancy; you should expect

several changes as the market matures.

Are hand scaimers really handy tools or

Just interesting gadgets? Like any other

product, it really depends on what you

need to get the job done. Make a wish list

of those capabilities that you want out of a

scanner, then compare it with what you

find in the following reviews. Included ate

scanners from The Complete PC, Dia-

mond Flower Electric Instrument Co.

(DFI), Logitech, Packard Bell, SabaTech-

nologies, and Transimage Corp.; they are

arranged alphabetically by company
name. Once you’ve chosen a scaimer you

like, get a demo from your local dealer and

ask hard questions about image editing,

file formats, and recognition tech-

niques—before you write the check.

OCR SCANNERS

SABA TECHNOLOGIES INC.

Saba Handscan
When you see Saba Technologies’ ads

with the Handscan moving a column of

numbers effortlessly into a spreadsheet, it

triggers feelings of both excitement and

skepticism. It looks too easy, you may
think, and couldn’t possibly support so

many fonts. Once you try it, however, the

$799 Handscan dispels your doubts with

an impressive performance on fixed-

spaced fonts.

The Handscan unit looks like a chubby

mouse with a windshield. On the top a

square button used to initiate scans is

joined by two arrow-shaped buttons on
both sides of it. An arm containing the

scanning light protrudes from the front of

the unit and is surrounded by a clear plastic

guide. And a red line is etched in the guide;

the Handscan glides on two vertical wheels

mounted to it.

To connect the Handscan to your PC,

you insert a full-length circuit board in the

Sabs Handscan

Saba Technologies Inc.

9300SW Gemini Dr.

Beaverton, 97005

(503)626-7050

LM Price: $799

Requires: 512K RAM. two disk drives.

DOS 2. 1 or Irder. PC/XT/AT compatiUe or

IBM PS/2 Model 30 (needs fuU-length «i-

panskm slot).

In Short: A well-deagnedOCR scanner that

accurately reads Hxed-^MKed fonts into most

appUcati^ . Covers moA major brands of

mainframe- and PC-based laseis and impact

printers. Software not copy protected.

ORCLE7MON READERSStVCECARD
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Give your computer
A BETIER IMAGE.

Finally! Scanner technology made portable

and affordable. NISCAN is the unique hand-

held scanner that rivals the image quality of

many larger scanners for only $299.00^

A BETreR IMAGE!

Pass NISCAN over any photograph, text, or il-

lustration and watch a crisp, clear image ap-

pear instantly on your screen. One look and
you’ll be convince that NISCAN has the best

image quality of any hand-held scanner on
the market For special effects, try any of

NISCAN's 5 dither patterns or 32 contrast

levels. These image enhancement features

are guaranteed to add a professional touch to

your next publishing project

NISCAN IS COMPATIBLE!

NISCAN is compatible with IBM PC/OCT/ATt.

PC portables and compatibles. File formats

generated with NISCAN are load-and-go with

many programs including: VENTURA
PUBUSHERt, ALDUS PAGEMAKERt, and
GEM DESlCroP+. GEM IMAGE+ and TIFF for-

mats make it easy to merge images with

popular word processing software as well

NISCAN covers a full 4.2 inch path and comes
complete with scanner, GEM Scant software,

half card, and comprehensive users guide.

Solve all of your image problems with the

power of the most affordable, fuDy featured

scanner on the market today.

.circle 363_0N reader service CARD

NISCAN IS AVAILABLE TODAY! CALL 214-350.5088 or send:

__Check < Money order ^VJSA _MasterCanJ _Amencan Express

For NISCAN’s@ $299 ea. ( Applicable Tax’) .$ .

Card Holder Name

Authorized Siqnalure

SNdTo; Phona

Address

ClN/State/ZiD

Send coupon to:

NISCAN Information Canter/ NISCA, 2639 Walnut HiH Ln. «lt3.

Dallas, Tx 75229. FAX: 214-350-S049. Valid only m continental

USA. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Product names proceeding ‘f are

regstered trademarks of their respectivs companies * Texas
residerice add 6% sales tax. ^Suggested retail price

DISTRIBUTER INQUIRIES WELCOME.

^'Iifiwne slviMK •tl'LM*



HANDHELD SCANNERS

PC and attach the scanner with a 6-foot ca-

ble. The Handscan board requires an un-

used IRQ and port address, and it comes
set up for IRQ3 (COM2), If the board con-

flicts with your current configuration, you

must move the IRQjumper on the board to

another position and, in some cases,

change the DIP switches to select another

port address.

The scanner software comes on a single

disk with a simple installation program.

You select the font types to be scanned and

enter new addresses if you’ve changed

jumpers or switches. Depending on your

selections, the installation program trans-

fers up to 2.4MB of fonts to your scanner

directory.

SOFTWARE SETUP To activate the

scanner, you run S-DRIVER, a 160K
memory-resident program that controls the

scanner. You then tun SCAN, a program

that defines the font that you’re scanning

and fme-tunes the scanner’s operation. If

you switch fonts often, SCAN can be load-

ed as memory resident; this requires an ad-

ditional 65K.

The Handscan operates as if you were

typing the text from the keyboard. After

you’ve loaded your software, you line up

the ted line on the plastic guide over the

center of the text line and press the center

button to activate the scanner. You move
the device steadily to the right and release

the button at the end of each line. As the

scanner completes its conversion, the

characters are sent to the screen.

With a good-quality document, the

Handscan is rated at 9 characters per sec-

ond on an XT and 30 characters per second

on an AT. As the test document was
scanned, the device responded quickly and

accurately, even as the red guide wandered

off the mark a bit. Too much wandering,

however, slowed the recognition of the

fonts and quickly reduced the scanning

speed. When the Handscan buffer is al-

most full, the software issues a low beep so

you can pause. Ifyou scan too fast, it b^ps
at a higher pitch.

Emulating the keyboard in evety appli-

cation presents big problems, but the

SCAN program covers all of the bases. All

of the Handscan buttons, including both

the push and the release of the center but-

ton, can be programmed with an extensive

keystroke sequence,

FONT SUPPORT Saba markets the

Handscan to users that scan computer-gen-

erated reports, and the list of supported

fonts reflects the company’s approach.

The device supports several laser fonts for

the IBM 3800 and Xerox 9700, and line

printer fonts for Data Products and IBM
printers. In addition, it supports NLQ fonts

for the Epson EX and LXJ printers, Okidata

190s, Toshiba, and IBM Proprinter, as

well as letter quality printers using a vari-

STCP’WAmNG
(TMTABLESi
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ety of fonts. The Handscan does not sup-

port proportional fonts, and it had extreme

difficulty interpreting some of our scanner

test scripts.

In case you don’t know the font you’re

scanning, the SCAN program’s automatic

search feature identifies the closest font

that matches it. You select the category of

fonts to search (lasers, NLQ, and so on)

and select Automatic mode. SCAN re-

quests some sample data, and after you

scan in some text, it searches its font li-

brary for a match. When it finishes, it pre-

sents a list of possible fonts with its success

rate and lets you select a font.

Saba also included options to further

enhance the Handscan’s performance.

You can instruct the scanner to skip char-

acters, change them to other characters, or

start and stop a scanning procedure when a

character is sensed. Both the speed of

sending characters and the contrast levels

are controllable, and you can limit the

character set to numbers only.

In getting started, you’ll find the

Handscan’s documentation excellent from

installation to tutorial. The software refer-

ence section is detailed, and there are

many good tips to help you use the prod-

uct. The word processing and spreadsheet

tutorials are also extensive and helpful.

The Handscan is well designed, with

very few drawbacks. The lack of propor-

tional fonts is disappointing, since more

and more outputs are created using fonts

like Times Roman and Helvetica. With

spreadsheets, add-ins, and TSRs already

taking up precious memory, the 160K
scanner driver may force users to modify

their current setup.

Saba has created a dynamite product to

bring data quickly and easily from reports

to an application. If you spend any time

transferring information manually to a PC,

the Handscan is an inexpensive yet power-

ful solution to your problem.

)

TRANSIMAGE CORP.

Translmage 1000

The Translmage 1(X)0 is an OCR camera

for serious hand scaiming. Working from

within your application, the Translmage

KXX) life a variety of fonts within a range

of character sizes and puts them on your

screen.

Unlike most handheld optical devices,

the $2,950 Translmage loix) shakes the

mouse image and takes on a more futuris-

tic look. About 2 inches wide, the unit sits

on two rollers. On top sit six programma-

ble buttons, and below the unit is the cam-

era that reads the text. At its base, two

lights point toward a plastic guide that you

pass over the text.

The Translmage 1000 connects to the

PC with a 5-foot cable and a monster full-

slot board. Besides holding over TOOK of

memory, this board has five custom VLSI
chips and a Motorola 68(X)0 to handle the

ANDSIMT
COOKING

The Intel Inboard 386/PC helps

you woi1( faster

Inboard” 386/PC makes whatever

software you run, run ten times faster.

So you won’t

have to stop and

wait while your

computer recalcs

a spreadsheet. It

also supports up
to 3 megabytes ofmemor)' so you can
Inboard is a trademark of Intel Corp. 386 is a trademark of Intel Corp.0 1988 Intel Corp.

create even bigger spreadsheets.

And it comes with a five-year

warranty from Intel,

the company that

developed the 386”

chip. So why wait?

Get our Inboard
386/PC.

And cook until done. iny
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load. It comes factory-set at address 300H,

but you can select up to eight other ad-

dresses through the use of DIP switches. In

addition, the board uses one DMA channel

( 1 , 2, or 3) and one interrupt ( 1 through 7),

both set with jumpers.

To set up the Transimage 1000 soft-

ware, you can either use a batch file or cre-

ate your own directory and copy the six

diskettes to your hard disk. To limit hard-

ware obsolescence. Transimage designed

the interface board so that it’s loaded from

the hard disk each day. In this way, you

can make modifications to the system

without swapping ROM chips. Using a

setup program, the download process

takes several stages and, after a few min-

utes, readies the scanner for its first job.

HIGH-TECH SCANNING To start

scanning, you place the plastic guide over

the first letter of your text and squeeze the

button on the side of the unit. Ared light on

top flashes, indicating that the scanner is

calibrating the camera to the exposure

needed. After a short wait the light nrms

green, which signals you to move the unit

across the page. When you finish a line

and release the button, the unit processes

the text and reads characters directly into

your current application. Because of the

power of the interface board, the program

uses only 1 2K RAM to transfer characters

l.ist l>ri«: $2.9.S0

Ri'quires: 384K RAM <5I2K for optional

features), hard disk. DOS 2.0 or later.

PC/XT/AT compatible (needs full-length ex-

pansion slot); graphics monitor recommend-

ed as well.

In Short: A high-priced, high-quality (K'R

camera that reads most fonts well if you have

patience. Includes several uxils for stream-

lining its use in applications. Software not

copy protected.

ClfiCcE 705 ON READER SERViCt CA«D

DCm’JUST
srrTHERE

Calculating Spell Checking

Sending Searching
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into the PC’s keyboard buffer.

The Transimage 1000 is rated at 40
characters per second and is extremely

quick at converting scanned images. Using

feature-recognition techniques, the scan-

ner looks for the components that make up

a letter—such as the vertical bar and hori-

zontal crossbar in the letter T. In this way it

can analyze most fonts and sizes ranging

from 8 to 14 points. The unit can also leam

unusual ones.

To acclimate you to using the scarmer.

Transimage provides a screen that displays

a large image of the scarmed letters, help-

ing you see how straight you are scanning.

It also takes a while to fmd the best way to

hold the unit, squeeze the side buttons, and

still have your index finger in position for

pushing one of the prograrrunable buttons.

To enhance the system further, Trans-

Image developed a configuration program

with several valuable features. Using a

pull-down menu system, you select Modi-

fy to change the screen colors or the hard-

ware addresses and interrupts. With the

Utility option, you can adjust the exposure

required for the best scanning, or you can

practice scanning a document. The most

powerful configuration option. Applica-

tion, recalls and stores the definition of

how the scarmer reacts to text.

TOWARD IMPROVED RECOGNI-
TION A new feature in Version 1 . 1 of

the Transimage software, the Lexical As-

sist, adds a powerful capability to the sys-

tem. An optional 150K memory-resident

function, the Lexical Assist is a list of

100,000 words that the Transimage scan-

ner uses to solve recognition problems. If a

word contains only one scanning error, the

Lexical Assist will search for a match.

The Transimage 1000 performed well

in our tests, especially in the 10- to 14-

point fonts. Errors were most often made

in the unusual words (for instance.

QWERTY) or in fonts like Bookman that

have flowery qs or gs. Although the pack-

age should handle ligatures and kerning, it

had several problems with these, again in

the Bookman font.

The Transimage 1000 documentation

is a combination tutorial and reference

guide, moving step by step through each

phase of using the system. In many cases,

however, it sends you to a chapter or an ap-

pendix that hasn’t been covered yet, and

you find yourself bouncing around the

manual a lot.

Translmage Corp. requires you to take

a training class before using the unit

—

good policy on its part. The configuration

software isn’t straightforward, and if

you’re not used to it, it can be frustrating to

work with. The first couple of scans are

disappointing until you acquire a feel for

the unit , but with a couple ofhours of train-

ing you find yourself moving quickly and

accurately across the page.

I can’t wait. Send me more information about the

Inboard" 386/PC.

Name

Title

n

Company-

The next time your computer keeps

you waiting, fill out this coupon. And
find out how you can make whatever

software you run, run 10 times faster.

C) 1988 Intel Corporation. Inboard is a trademark of Intel Corporation.

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone
Mail to:

Intel Corp. PCEO. PO. Box 14070, Rxtland,OR 9''214*9958
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DFI presenti a major breakthrough in the art of publishing. The Video Capture'lOOO is a remarkable

tool to create sharp, halftone graphics from a TV, video camera or any other standard video source.

The V'^ideo Capture is the affordable, perfect complement to our Handy Scanners • it captures

images that cannot be scanned.

Enhance your desktop publishing documents with any image, whether text, a still'life object, or

a real-live subject. A mere push of a button instantly captures and displays an image on your

monitor. Use the accompanying software to bit-edit, crop and save the image. Afterwards, you

can bring the image into almost all graphics software packages, including PageMaker, Ventura,

WordPerfect 5.0, PC Paintbrush Plus, and First Publisher. With these packages, you can further

enhance and print your captured images.

The Video Capture is designed for the IBM PC/XT/AT and Models 25/30. It comes with the

VC'lOOO mechanism, a video digitizer card, RCA video cable, utility disk, user's manual, and

the HALO Desktop Publishing Editor package.

FOR INQUIRIES OR TO ORDER, PLEASE CONTACT:
Otamond Flower Electric Instrument Co., (U.S.A.) Inc.

;S44 Poft St .
west Sacramento, CA 9S69T. U S A. rel: {9I6| 373-1234 Pax: (916| 373-0221

Diamond Flower Electric (Northeast}, Inc.

SC Joanna Court. East Brunswick NJ068I6.US.A Tel |20>| 390-28IS Fax. |20l| 390-2617DFI

CIRCLE 742 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See US at Booth: B1740.

0C@illPiH/Fall'88
November 14-18, 1988
Bally's Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada
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The Transimage 1000 is a pretty good

perfonner despite its quirks. Fixed-space

fonts, however, can be done more cheaply

with a unit like Saba's Handscan. And
desktop units with good OCR capabilities

are coming down in price. If you have a lot

of proportional text to scan and you can

stick with fonts in the 10- to 14-point range

to keep the Transimage lOOO's accuracy

up, you may be able to justily the cost of

the unit.

GRAPHICS SCANNERS

THE COMPLETE PC

The Complete Hand
Scanner
To round out its PC-based facsimile trans-

mission product line. The Complete PC
offers The Complete Hand Scanner. Used

for creating graphics images, this $249

scanner can be used standalone or teamed

up with The Complete PC’s PC-based fac-

simile software.

The scanner’s package includes a scan-

ning device, a PC interface board, and Soft

Stationary, the scanning software. The
3'/2-by-5-inch scanner features a button on

top, plus a small window to help you line

up the image. On the left side is a slide

switch with four positions: one for black-

and-white scanning, the other three for

substituting gray scale patterns. An adjust-

ment wheel controls the contrast of the im-

age. And underneath the unit are two rub-

ber rollers: one that signals the distance

traveled to the interface, another that keeps

the movement of the device in a straight

path. A 5-foot cable connects the scanner

to an interface card.

Taking up a short slot in the PC, the

card measures a mere 2 inches tall and 4 '/a

inches long. The one DIP switch can be

changed to eight different addresses, but

the IRQ (interrupt request) is limited to

IRQ3 or 5. Since IRQ3 is used by COM2
and IRQ5 by an XT hard disk or an AT bus

mouse, you may have to shuffle the con-

figuration of your devices to add the scan-

ner.

The software installation is menu driv-

en and lets you start from scratch, modify

the installation, orjust install a printer. The

package supports CGA, EGA, or Hercules

screens, color, and a mouse. You can also

select one of 20 printers and the software’s

output port.

Although a few questions (such as

printer resolution and bit-per-second rate

with LPTl: selected) could be skipped

automatically, the rest of the installation is

simple and easy to complete. It’s a little

unnerving, however, to discover that the
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Intel* 80286 Based Computer
Dual Speed6.25*1 2.5 MHz. 0/

1 Wait State. Uses latest

surface mount technology by
Western Digital.

Using 256K on MBxSSIMM
RAM. Expandable to 4 MB.

BuilMn Paradise EGA 640 x

480

4 BuilMn floppy Drive Control*

ler. Supports 3.5 or5.25 inch

or drives.

BuilMn hard disk controller.

MFM type, allovir 1:1 inter-

leave with a 32K cache of

static RAM.

6
Built-in 2 serial. 1 parallel & 1

P/S 2' compatible mouse
ports.

Built-in CMOS calendar/
clock A system configuration.

Introducing the fastest,

smallest, "all in one"12.5 MHZ

^_286 Computer.

Their “options” are our

built-in “standards”.
* WD 266 Main Board
* 12.5 MHz
* 640K RAM
* Hard Disk/Floppy Controller
* One 1 2 MB Floppy Disk
* Phoenix orWO BIOS

• Mouse Port
• Paradise EOA
* 2 Serial & 1 Parallel Port

• Enhanced 101 Keyboard
* Mini Case
* Power Supply

_
^{7 286

BASIC SYSTEMi$1365
I

IF BUNDLED WITH PAGE
PERFECT AND DR. DOS ADD $120

8 Supports O/S 2 ^ A Novell'

.

fCC ‘B’ Approved Configuration Options.

Music Loop 1 1

1

Introducing New Music System

Loop Music Synthesizer Card
•** The Hardware

Loop Music Synthesizer Card consists of 12 channels (voices)

stereo music output with 32 preset instruments. It has a built-in

stereo amplifier to drive speakers, headphones or home stereo

directly.

*** The Software
• Background Music * Animated Play
• Album Playing * User's Software Interface

• Composer * Define Instrument

• Auto Bass Chord Rhythm Compiler * Intelligent Organ
• Sing-Along * Music Teacher

$299 value

$169 with the purchase of any Loop Computer System.

Options Available —
Tower or Full Size Case

0.6 Floppy

Hard Disks

Tape Back Up

call for price.

Monitors

Keyboard

Co-Processor

^RTEX
Advanced Research, Inc.

800 -521-4892
lnCA(714) 8151919

Fax: (714) 835-3238

1111 Town & Country Road, Unit 50
Orange, CA 92668

We are committed to offering you the highest quality

products you can count on the type of service you
deserve and the pricing you need:

• Free One Year Warranty * Free Credit Card Usage
• Free 30 Day, money back guarantees * Free shipping

with Prepaid Order Add 2% per order for shipping and

handling All prices are subject to change without

notice
jq gee US at Comdex.

Booth #R20A(Maln Hall)

CIRCLE 329 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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install program adds C:\SCAN to the

PATH statement, a device driver to CON-
FIG. SYS, and a program to the AU-
TOEXEC batch fde without warning.

Once you’ve completed the installa-

tion, the main menu contains six options

chosen with either function keys or cursor

movements. To scan, you select the menu

choice for a 5-inch or 10-inch scan; a row

of red LEDs subsequently lights up in the

scanner. You then line up the image with

horizontal and vertical ridges in the .scan-

ner and hold the button down to activate

the unit.

As you roll the scanner across the pic-

ture, the image appears rapidly on the

screen, expanded from the 2'/2-inch scan

area to fill your screen. The unit’s two

rollers force the scanner to track straight as

long as it stays in contact with the object.

Just release the button to stop the scanning,

and hit any key to turn off the scanner’s

LEDs and use the editor to mainipulate the

image.

Once you’ve scanned the image, you

can view and scroll it with the cursor and

page keys. The arrow keys scroll the

screen slowly; Shift plus an arrow key

scrolls faster. You use function keys to re-

duce the image to ‘A or Vii, of its original

size or return it to normal. F5 rotates the

image 90 degrees but only to the left, so

it’s best to scan images that need rotating

with the top to the right.

1.Buy this.

'Fhe Complete Hand Scanner

The Compteie PC
52 1 Cotlonwtxxl Dr,

Milpitas, CA 95035

(4()X)434-<)I45

List Price: $249

Requires: 3K4K RAM, hard di.sk. DOS 2.

1

or later. PC/XT/AT compatible or IBM PS/2

Model 25 or 30 (needs half-size expansion

slot); graphics nK>nilor.

In Short: A slraightlorwarU handheld graph-

ics scanner that creates images at 2(X) dpi and

converts them to several popular paini-prxv

gram fimnats. Software includes routines for

nterging text and graphics for use in the com-

pany's facsimile transmission product. Soft-

ware mx copy protected.
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BE PREPARED

Bernoulli offers

affordable, unlimiled

dala slorase capacity.

Is your hard

disk nearly lull?

'ibu can buy

another one.

Or you can go

one better and

buy a Bernoulli."

EXPANDABILITY. Are your

data storage needs increasing?

Bernoulli Box’ systems give

you unlimited data storage

capacity via inex-

pensive* 20 MB
removable Disk

Cartridges. And -

an array of practi-

cal solutions you

won’t find with ariy hard disk.

CONNECTIVITY. Do you need

to share data between

machines? Bernoulli

provides data

transfer from IBM'

and compatibles to

Bernoulli letsyju exchange data

betwen PC. PS/2 Micro Chanrwl\and

Apple' Macintosh machines.'

Macintosh and back.** And be-

tween PCs and PS/2s'’ with com-

plete harmony. Simply ty removing

a Bernoulli Disk Cartridge from

one machine and inserting it

in another.

TRANSPORTABILITY. How
about transpiorting data from

one branch office to another?

\Mth Bernoulli Disk

Cartridges, you can

.send data safely

across town or

- ~J around the world.

ThQ^’re ideal for ex-

press mail. Light-

weight. inexpensive,

compact. And mggedized to with-

stand more than lOOOGs of shock

CZI
Bcrmulli offers

access times

equal to hard disks.

force while keeping your data intact.

SECURITY. Is data protection

a priority? Bernoulli removability

lets you lock your Disk Cartridges

away in a safe place. As well as

providing the additional security

of built-in backup.

Bernoulli Box internal

and external systems are

available in Wa" and 8"

form factors. Megal^e for

megabyte, as your data

grows, they’re priced lower

than hard disks— fixed

or removable.

R)r more information on

Bernoulli never-ending storage

solutions, contact your local

Iomega Authorized Dealer, or call

1 -800-777-6618.

I'JMEGA
Neverenr^rtgstorage solutions.

BERNOUlU ROX
See us at booth #1428 at COMDEX/Fall.

*Foras l)ni*uS83 par 20 MB cartridge. **Mad6 possible by BdrrtouKi RiaExcharvga. art optional. addiHonai<ost software product that permits data trarvsfsr from PCs, compatibies and PS/2 Micro Chanrtel

machinas to the Macintoah. SE and Macintosh II and back. IBM is a registered trademark, arKlPS/2andMlcn3 Channel aretrademaiksoflnterrvational Business MachinesCorporation. Apple Isa registerad

trademark of. artd Macintosh is a trademark llcansed to. Apple Computer. Inc.
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HANDHELD SCANNERS

CLEAN UPYOUR IMAGE The scanner

includes two functions to clean up the im-

age. To erase an area, you move your cur-

sor to a starting point, use the cropping

function (F6), surround the area with the

rectangle that appears, and type F7. You
can also save just a portion. The image is

saved at 200 dots per inch after you enter a

name and select a storage format (from

among Z-Soft’s PC Paintbrush, Micro-

soft’s Windows Paint, Media Cybernetics’

Dr. Halo, and several internal formats).

Soft Stationary offers two tools to

merge images and text. The first tool, Con-

vert Images, reads files stored in the for-

mats mentioned above and returns them to

Soft Stationary’^ image file stmcture. The

second can convert a file created by a word

processor like Microsoft Word or Word-

Perfect and bring it into a format that Soft

Stationary can understand. To create this

file, you print your word processor file to

disk as if you were sending it to an Epson

printer.

Helping you get started is the scanner’s

documentation. Although this consists of

simply a 108-page tutorial printed side-

ways and placed in an irritating spiral bind-

ing, it covers each of the menu choices

well and contains numerous examples. In

addition, technical support is helpful.

Keep in mind that Soft Stationary has

only the basic scanning tools; you’ll need a

good paint program to really clean up the

images. The scanner performs well on sig-

natures and logos, as well as the type of

line art that The Complete Fax Board likes,

but it’s not very impressive in doing gray

scales. And the merge and letter features,

though handy, are meant only to create

documents for the facsimile software.

The Complete PC wanted a tool to add

scatmed images to its automated facsimile

system, and its entry performs the job

well. You’ll need a few mote tools if you

plan to use it as a general-purpose scanner,

but at $249, The Complete Hand Scanner

makes it possible to afford them.

DIAMOND FLOWER ELECTRIC
INSTRUMENT CO. USA INC.

Handy Scanner HS-2000
Diamond Flower Electric Instmment Co.

(DFT) produces add-on boards for the PC
ranging from simple communications

cards to complicated multifunction

boards. Complementing its line is the $299

Handy Scanner HS-2(X)0, a 4-inch hand-

held graphics scanner.

When you buy the HS-20(X). you get

the scanner, a half-slot interface board

manufactured by DFI, a utility disk, and

Media Cybernetics’ Halo DPE (Desktop

Publishing Editor), a tool for scanning and

modifying images. The HS-2()00 mea-

ZGet this free.

For a limited time, buy or lease an AT&T

6386 WorkGroup System and we ll give you

a terminal and all the extras you need to

hook up a second user free.

A free terminal can do more for your

business than you might think. When two

people share software and data they can

solve twice as many problems. And by dou-

bling employee access to software, data,

laser printers, and other resources, you can

double the usefulness of your investment.

Whether your business needs to calculate

spreadsheets, write reports, analyze

'MS-DOS and XENIX are reguicred iradcmarlu of Mkrutofi Corporation^ and AT are regisured crademarks of IBM
Dunilan of offn maywy

OATiir 1968

databases, or use any of hundreds of other

applications, the 6386 WGS makes perfea

business sense.

By unleashing 80386 power to a second

user, theAT&T 6386WGS gives twice as many

people the option to run applications writ-

ten for MS-DOS," UNIX* System V, or XENIX"

Plus it's XT and AT" compatible.

For mote information on howyour busi-

ness can benefit from this special 6386WGS
offer, contaa your participatingAT&TAutho-

rized Reseller, your local AT&T Account

Executive, or call 1 800 247-1212, ext 929.
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COMPATIBILITY, RELIABILITY, AND PERFORMANCE
I Y . 1 “The distinguishing feature.. . is its zero-wait-state

I
I

' U .. (that)tx>osts the effective speed. . .above that

I ^ " attained by the 12 MHz processor ..."

hJPfcjnfl “Its effective performance rivals that

of some 12 MHz machines ..."

“The computer. . . seemed wellmade and suitably sturdy. .

.

partsprovidedare all topflightand everything else worked
as documented. This certainly is a speedy computer at a
reasonably attractive price ... is definitely worth a look.

"

MICRO LAB 286 and 386 Computers are chosen
by Fortune 500 companies and government
institutions for use in the most demanding
environments:

U.S. Mission to NATO in Belgium. Johnson &
Johnson, Mobil Chemical. Westinghouse, Argonne

National Lab. National Standard Bureau, New Jersey

State University, New York Department of Health, New
York Hospital for Special Surgery-OPERATING ROOM.

THE SOLUTION IS MICRO LAB
MICRO LAB 386 SYSTEM
• True 32 bit zero-wait-state memory, one-to-one interleave page mode

• Shift BIOS from ROM to 32 bit zero-wait RAM for faster execution

• Sockets ready for both 287 and 387 math coprocessor

• Built-in VGA mode (640x480). EGA. CGA, HERCULES, MDA
compatibility. OS/2 compatible

• Includes software driver for Lotus 1 23. Symphony, Microsoft Window.
AutoCad to run in higher resolution mode

• Mouse and its driver come as a standard

Standard Configurations

8/20MHZ OneMegRAM Clock Two serial/parallel 101 key

keyboard One 1.2 meg floppy 40 Meg/28 MS hard drive Mouse

Monochrome System $3397 EGA System $3697 VGA System $4097

MICRO LAB 286 SYSTEM
• 10 to 40% faster than most of 10 MHz computer on PC LAB

benchmark test

• Effective speed and performance rival that of some 12 MHz
machines

• MS/DOS downwardly compatible. OS/2 compatible, accept
Z'/s" drive

• Standard bus speed provides compatibility with all add-on board

Standard Configurations

6/lOMH2(l2and l6MHzopiional) 5l2kRAMexpandable

to one Meg on board Clock One serial/parallel 101 key

keyboard One 1.2 meg floppy 40 Meg/40 MS hard drive

Monochrome System $1 647 EGA System $1 997 VGA System $2397

Tower case $200 extra; numerous hard drive capacities available • All systems come with one-year parts and labor warranty

PAN-UNITED CORPORATION
1967 Rt. 27. Suite 12, Edison. NJ 08817 order hotline (201) 906-8044 • TECH SUPPORT (201) 985-8009
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HANDHELD SCANNERS

sures 5 inches in front and slims to a long-

er, 4-inch area for holding the unit. On the

top is a clear, red-tinted viewing window,

and a 6-foot cable runs from the back to the

interface card in the PC. As you scan, a

single roller beneath the unit registers the

distance you’ve travelled,

PROVIDES FEEDBACK When you
start a scan, the unit alerts you by turning

on the row of red LEDs below. Peering

through the view window, you line up the

image, depress the side button with your

thumb, and slowly pull the scanner over

the picture. The scanner reads the image at

200 dpi. and the image appears on the

screen when you either hit the Esc key in

Halo DPE or exceed the length you speci-

fied.

The HS-2000 utility software includes a

single program called SCAN, several

demonstration programs, and several as-

sembly language routines for using the

scanner. Although SCAN is limited, it’s

actually a very well written and handy util-

C^FACT FILE

Handy .Scanner I1S*2(KN)

Diami>nd Rower Electric Instrument Co.

USA Inc

2544 Port St.

West Sacramento. CA 9569

1

(916) 373-12.M

l-ist Price: $299

Requires: 5 1 2K RAM . two disk drives.

DOS 2.0 or later. POXT/AT compatible or

IBM PS/2 Mixlcl 25 or 30 (need half-size ex-

pansion slot); graphics monitor.

In Short: A 4-inch handheld graphics scan-

ner that creates line an and images at 200 dpi.

Comes with simple scanner utility and Halo

DP£'clesku>p publishing software. Software

not copy protected.

CIHCU TOIONflEADCRSEUVICE CARO

ity. On the right of the SCAN screen, you

see an uncropped reduced image of the

scan. On the left is the actual image. After

scanning with the Scan option, you use the

View option to look at different areas on

the image and select an area for pixel-level

changes. The File option saves in Micro-

soft WindoH’S. GEM, Dr. Hah, and PC
Paintbrush formats and will rotate the pic-

ture 90 degrees if necessary.

To help you do a betterjob of scanning

and cleanup, DFl bundled Halo DPE into

the package. To set up this sophisticated

image-editing tool, you copy the disks to a

subdirectory on your hard disk. You then

run SETUP and select your screen, printer,

mouse, and several global settings.

RELIES ON ICON INTERFACE Un-

like most paint programs. HaloDPE aban-

dons the pull-down menu choices and re-

lies solely on icons for the user interface.

While this method can be intimidating at

first if you’re unfamiliar with paint prt)-

grams, it does give Halo DPE a simple

way of accessing its hugh array of features

.

Once familiar with these icons, you can

manipulate images very quickly. To scan,

you merely click on the scan icon and push

the left button to start the unit. You then

scan the image and hit Esc to display the

image. With Halo DEE'S virtual page fea-

ture, you can click on the directional ar-

rows to move to an area or reduce the im-

age, then select an area and move directly

to it without scrolling. With the fat-bit

icon, you can select an area, explode it to

the pixel level, and clean up the image.

While the 4-inch scanning area is a re-

lief after working around the limits of the

2‘/2-inch scanners, the 4-inch unit was less

comfortable to use than the 2'/2-inch mod-
els. With the push button on the left, the

side pressure on the unit tended to push it

off a straight track to one side. In addition,

the long , single roller on the bottom did not

resist sideways movement as well as did

the double rollers on the 2'/2-inch model.

The HS-2000 does a good job on line

art and an adequate job on halftones. You
can rescan pictures quickly until you get

the right one, and Halo DPE's ability to

move the screen rapidly speeds that pro-

cess. In some cases, however, images

made on printers with resolutions different

from the scanner’s, such as a 1 50-dpi and

PC MAGAZINE
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IF YOU PRINT...

...YOU NEEO

THESE

“INDISPENSABLE”
—PC MAGAZINE

The World's Fastest Print Buffers...

Stop waiting for your {ninter! TORQ
and LaserTORQ are the world's fastest

print buffers—you'll never have to wait

for your printer again.

Work While You Print...

These are the print buffers that PC
Magazine calls, “lean, fast, and indis-

pensable." With TORQ or LaserTORQ
your programs seem to print instantly

and you're immediately back in control

of your PC.

Ihillmitail Buffer Stea...

TORQ and LaserTORQ let you create a

buffer of any size on your hard disk or

any type of RAM—extended. EMS,
EEMS, or conventional. Perfect for

heavy duty printing!

TORQ $79, LaserTORQ just $99...

The Printing Accelerators are designed

to do one thing, save you time, and they

do that better than any other print

buffering product on the market. Call

for more info.

What are you waiting for?

Call

800-346-1353
in California cail 415-843-2234

UsorTools Corporation—*T))e Printing Enhancemwt People*

3025 Buena Vista Way. Berkeley. CaJitomia 94708
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Handy
scan.

'

Rill-Page Scanning In The Palm
Of Your Hand.
Mitsubishi Electronics now gives you all

the advantages of scanning in a practical

size at an affordable price.

Incorporating the 3'in*l capabilities of

handheld, sheetfed and flatbed scanners,

the scanner from Mitsubishi* scans up to

81^ inches wide and 14 inches long, at 200

dots per inch resolution.

The scanner recognizes up to 16 gray

shades and can scan any photo, text, or

illustration in seconds. With the included

utility software and controller, the scanner

runs with IBM* PC, AT or compatible com-
puters. All for $995 suggested retail price.

Images scai.ned can be loaded into popu-

lar paint or desktop publishing software

packages which support .TIFF or .PCX file

formats, such as Aldus* Pagemaker™
Ventura Publisher™ ZSoft PC Paintbrush*

Plus, and many others.

For product information or nearest

authorized Mitsubishi Electronics sales

representatives, please call 1-800-556-1234,

ext. 54H. In California, call 1-800-441-2345,

ext 54H. Mitsubishi Electronics America,

Inc., Computer Peripherals Division, 991

Knox Street, Torrance, CA 90502,

(213)217-5732.

Thf xanner, model SP-.MHJJ6AF, can scan an " xll"

page in 10 seconds, independently or with its optional

automatic paperfeeder, model SP-MHO/BA, sfum-n above.

CIRCLE 371 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MITSUBISHI
ELECTRONICS

t> 1968 Mitsubishi EleciionicsAmefca. Inc

MitsutMhi IS a regstemO trademark of Mitsubishi Electric Corn
,
Tokyo

Aldus and PageMaker are registered iraoemarks of Aldus Corporatcn
IBM «a registered trademark ol imernaMnal Business Machines
Corporeiion venture PuBliaher e a trademark of Venture Software. Inc

PC Pftntbruih « a regsiered iradentark ol ZSoft CorporMon

HANDHELD SCANNERS

300-dpi Hewlett-Packard Series II Laser-

Jet, will not come out the same size as they

were scanned, and you’ll have to scale

them to adjust their size. In addition. Halo
DPE requires a lot of memory for images

created for printers like the L^rJet; with-

out EMS, you may not be able to get larger

images into memory.

At the time this article was written, DPI
was nearly ready to release the Handy
Scanner 3000 , a hand scanner with selecta-

ble dpi settings of 100, 200, 300, and 400.

Able to scan flat objects of any thickness,

the HS-3000 will handle images up to 4'/s

inches wide and 20 inches long. It ^so will

include better gray scales, faster scanning,

and several other features. The company is

involved in creating an OCR software op-

tion for reading proportional and fixed

space fonts as well.

The HS-2000 is a good little scanner for

entry-level publishers. Halo DPE has

good capabilities, and both the line art and

gray scales are good enough for simple

news letters and logos. But if DFI’s new
unit delivers all that the company has

promised, you should take a hard look at

that instead.

LOGITECH INC.

ScanMan
Logitech was first to prove to the world

that there is such a thing as a good, inex-

pensive mouse. Now, after successfully

releasing thousands of mice to PC users,

the same company has intrxxluced another

handheld device: the ScanMan, a $299

graphics scanner.

The ScanMan package comprises the

scanner, a half-slot interface board, and a

number of software packages and utilities.

Except for the logo and different labels on
the switch, the scanner is identical to the

one described in the DFl review. Instead of

using IRQs, the interface board uses DMA
chattnel 1 or 3, selectable by moving a set

of jumpers. The board address is factory

set at 280, but you can move a different set

ofjumpers and select one of three other ad-

dresses.

Scanning with the ScanMan is similar

to scanning with the DFl unit as well. After

you request a scan, you press the side but-

ton with your thumb and slowly pull the

scanner over the picture. Ifyou go too fast.

If
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Desktop Publishing

Hands down, the best

selling most compatible

graphics tablet

you can buy.
®

SummaSketch is the world’s best selling tablet because

it’s filled with “Plus’s’! Like full IBM connectivity with

the PC, AT and PS/2. Plus full Microsoft® compatibil-

ity through a Universal Mouse Emulator^!' Plus a

separate tablet driver for Microsoft Windows. Plus a

two-year warranty. Add that to our standard features—
like high resolution and accuracy with the most soft-

ware compatibility— and you have the tablet with all

the Plus’s. The 12" x 12" SummaSketch Plus.

New 18" X 12" Version. Now you can get all these

great features in our larger SummaSketch® Professional

tablet. All the Plus’s, -
. - . , . ,

plus more active — ' ' ' ' '
' ^ ^ ' '

'

'

area to work with! Seymour, CT 06483

I

FREE! $245 TEMPUTE. K:n88 1
I Your choice: AutoCAD* VersaCAD*CADke>'* or Microsoft*

}

I

Windows Uhlet template, free. Details inside SummaSketch box I

I ( ) Send nr mom nfonnstioo on Type of industry
|

I dr AMoEnse rmpbr offer cod on Tyjr of applration i

J

SuBMMSketdi tablets t ) I'm merrsied m (£M mfonnauun
|

I

Nior TWe I

I Company - .

I
Address - I

j

Otr star Zip
1

I

Mail 10 Suimnanriphtcs Cwporauon |

I 60 Sdvrmiioe load
j

I

j

I Seymour. CT 06485 • •

I
O I48B Saaimagnpliiri Corponmin All nahfimmni 203"3®4-1344

IL.

Universal Mouse Emulaior
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The CalCorr^
DrawiMBoard
Digitizer Fkn^

Now in A,B andC sizes.

resolution tracing and drawing. And selective

resolutions of up to 1,016 lines per inch.

2. Features users want most. Sleek, rugged,

wedge shape. Convenient built-in stylus

holder. Adjustable plane positions. Power on

indicator. Removable template overlay holder.

Color matched to most PCs and workstations.

3. CalCompatibilitv. Supports over 50 major

CAD and graphics software packages. AutoCAD,

VersaCAD, Zenographics Mirage, and Ventura

Publisher. Just to name a few.

4. Built-in reliability. CalComp’s advanced

technology reduces the number of electrical

components.

5. Warranty commitment. We back our

DrawingBoard with a special five year war-

ranty, too.

With DrawingBoard you get a complete digitiz-

ing system, including your choice of a 4 button

cursor and pen stylus. Or a 16 button cursor

instead. Plus power supply and cable. Combine

all this with a low price. And there’s only

one conclusion you can draw on. CalComp’s

DrawingBoard digitizers.

Call us at 1-800-CALCOMP. Or write us at

CalComp P.Q Box 3250, Anaheim, CA 92803

Wfedrawoi
yourima^natm

We draw on your imaginalion and DrawingBoard are irademarksofCalComp Inc.

Mirage and Autumn are trademariu of Zenographir&.

AutoCAD is a trademark of AutoDesk.

VersaCAD is a trademark of VersaCAD Cxyrporation. 0 19K8 CaK^mp Inc

Ventura Publisher is a trademark of Ventura Software. Inc.

'^^CalComp
A Lockheed Company
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the scanner can’t keep up and the image

will be compressed or distorted.

NO-FRUIS UmiTIES The ScanMan
software installation takes very little time

and thought. The simplest way to use

ScanMan is with the two utilities that read

the image and send it to a file. At the DOS
prompt, you enter SCAN2TIF or

SCAN2PCX with optional parameters for

length and width, and the scanner acti-

vates. After you scan, the program con-

verts the image to .TIF or .PCX in a few

seconds and creates a file. No frills here

—

but it’s a
‘

‘quick and dirty’ ’ way to store an

image if you’re comfortable with the scan-

ner settings.

Adding a little gee-whiz to the product,

Logitech wrote WINSCAN, a program

that runs under Microsoft Windows. Al-

though it performs no niiting functions,

WINSCAN is a slick way to scan an image

quickly, review it with the scrolling tools

of Windows, and either save it or clipboard

it for another Windows application. A click

on “Scan” in the menu bar or Alt-S acti-

ScanMan
Logitech Inc.

6505 Kaiser !>.

Fremont. CA 94555

(415)795-8500

last Price: $299

Requires: 256K RAM. two disk drives.

IX)S 2. 1 w later. PC/XT/AT compatible or

IBM PS/2 Model 25 or 30 (needs half-siie

expansion slot); graphics monitor.

In Short: A simple handheld graphics .scan-

ner that creates 4-inch images at 200 dpi in a

variety of popular Hie formats. Package in-

cludes thr^ |m)grams for scanning from a

paint program, Microsoft Windows, or the

DOS prompt. Software not copy protected.

ClHaE702ONRLAD£R$£ftVlC£CARO

vales the scanner.

After scanning, a portion of the image

shows up full size on-screen, and the entire

image is displayed in a reduced-view win-

dow. When you’re satisfied with an im-

age, you can print it or save it to a TIFF,

.PCX, or .MSP (Microsoft’s Windows
Painl) format. If you prefer, use the mouse

to select a portion of the image and cUp-

board it or save it as a partial image.

The workhorse of the software group is

PaintShow Plus, a full-featured paint pro-

gram comparable to many popular ones on

the market. A palette of paint tools is dis-

played to the left of the woik area, and both

the line-width selector and pattern palette

are positioned below it. To start scanning,

you select Scan from the pull-down menu
bar, then Scan Picture. After the scan,

PaintShow Plus displays the upper-left-

hand comer of the image in the work area.

PaintShow Plus has several tools that

help you clean up the image. You move
the image on the screen with the flat hand

tools and do larger areas of extraneous dots

with the eraser tool. Brush, roller, spray

can, line, and text tools are useful to over-

lay your own enhancements on the image.

With the Magnify option, Paintshow Plus

blows up the image and displays the pixel

representation of a small part of the image.

Using the left button on your mouse, you

can add one pixel at a time to enhance the

image or, using the right button, eliminate

unwanted dots.

The 4-inch scanning area is adequate

for many of the pictures that are usually

scanned. As noted with the DFl model, the

4-inch unit seemed harder to use than the

2'/2-inch models. Rectangular pictures,

like the PC Magazine logo, are very frus-

trating to scan. Even if you Anally get the

top line straight after ten passes, i^e one

little blip as you move the unit, and the bot-

tom line is crooked.

GOOD JOB ONLINE ART The Scan-

Man does a goodjob on line art, and Paint-

Show Plus cleans up the image well. The
software makes it easy to rescan the image

several times, so you can pick the best im-

age before you start editing. Halftones,

however, are not as sharp, resulting in

many disappointing scans.

Logitech’s documentation is written in

a helpful, no-nonsense, way. It gives you

all the facts and examples that you need to

start scanning, and it’s easy to come up to

speed quickly. If you run into problems,

there’s a hot line and a Logitech-supported

bulletin board to help you.

Overall, the ScanMan is a good-news.

nil* EDITOR’S
aw CHOICE
• Many Called, None Chosen.

In itw graphics category, not one of

thefourproducts reviewed presents

any capabilities that distinguish it

from thepack. First, handheld

graphics scanners are a relatively

new addition to the scanner mar-

ket—the race has barely begun.

And without customization they

yield excessive maneuverability,

limited contrast, and only 200-dpi

resolution. In most cases, software

included in the package is the .same

software currently offered with

desktop models.

With twoOCR scanners aimed at

different markets, it's impossible to

compare one with the other and se-

lect afavorite. Saba’s Hand.scan is a

top-notch unitforfixed-spacefonts

and a good toolforpeople who con-

stantly move textfrom mainframe

reports toPC applications. The

Transimage 1000 is aimed at a

more general market: users who are

willing to pay the price to scanjust

about any te.xt. Both do theirJobs

well in the markets their manufac-

turers have cho.sen.

Ifyou can t afford a low-end

de.sktop scanner, the Itand .scanners

designedfor graphics do turn out

decent line art atui adequate gray-

scale pictures, and it won’t cost you

an arm and a leg to get one. But

combination handheld graphics and
text scanners will .s(H)n be on the

market. Scanners with more tlum

400-dpi resolution and inexpensive

OCR capabilities will s(X)n he com-

monplace, so it may be a little early

to buy at this time.
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Abetterlfllac
Functions the CTRL andCAPS
LOCKkeys are interchangeable, so

you can enter CTRL hey combinatm

keystrohesfrm thehome rom

This name isyour

guarantee ofquality.

Smallfootprintsaves

desktop spacx.

If it’s time to replace your old keyboard,

consider yourself lucky.

Now you can buy the new Key TVonic

Professional Series KB 101” HUS for the IBM PC,

n,ATandPS/2f

From one end to the other, the KB 101 PLUS

is loaded with the latest. No other keyboard, in fact,

brings all these new features together for you.

And the quality is unsurpassed. Which makes

it possible for Key Ttonic to give you a three year

limited warranty.

With your KB 101 PLUS you also get an easy-to-

*CjM(id4irRquRd IBM PC/XT'* «i4PS/i'*W(tratnB«fa tad IBM**rriK«T*v>n(iiimdindnna(ts[<lhrieUCafpanliir



ix)ss the board.
Our enlargedBACKSPACE key
reduces keystrokemors

Our big L-shapedRETURNkey is

almost impossible to miss with

your littlefinger.

LED indicators on theNUM, SCROLL

andCAPSBOCKkeysare easier to see

goes here

on apersonalized

narneplate

understand user’s guide and a toll-free service

hotline. From a company with 19 )«ars of keyboard

experience and a reputation that isn’t foreign to you.

So call your dealer or Key Ttonic today.

You won’t find a better 101. Across the board.

Across the world.

Call 1-800-262-6006. (In Washington

State call 1-509-927-5515).

key tronic'
Professional Series*

CIRCLE 244ON READER SERVICE CARD



bad-news proposition. You get some great

software and over 4 inches of scanning

area. Halftones are weak, though, and you

may need to scan several times to get the

image right.

PACKARD BELL

PB-PSIOOO Pocket
Scanner
Packard Bell, a familiar name in the elec-

tronics industry, is now reselling imported

monitors and other PC equipment. The

company’s latest product, the PSIOOO
graphics hand scanner, is manufactured in

Japan and bundled with some good old

American software to make it a handy little

product.

The $349 PB-PS 1000 Pocket Scanner

includes a scanning device, a PC interface

board, and two software packages. The

scanner and board are nearly identical to

those in The Complete Hand Scanner (also

reviewed here) with some minor changes.

The DIP switches are factory set at address

280 and IRQ3, and although the address

can be changed, IRQ3 must be used. This

switch disables COM2, so you may be

forced to rearrange the configuration of

some devices.

Packard Bell’s scanner software pack-

age is actually just one program, POCK-
ET.EXE, and you can copy it anywhere on

your system. When you execute it the first

time, POCKET asks for one of three

screen types (CGA, EGA, or Hercules)

and the address of the board. From then

on, POCKET displays a simple menu
from which you can start a scan, save the

image inTUT format, modify the configu-

ration, test the scanner, and exit.

The PSIOOO package also includes

GEM Scan, a Digital Research scanning

product, with a special driver to support

the scanner. The installation program,

SCANPREP, helps you define your con-

figuration quickly and load your PC with

the scanning software. Although GEM
Scan usually includes the drivers for sever-

al other scanners, the bundled copy sup-

ports only the PSIOOO.

POCKET-SIZE SCANS For simple and

quick scans, POCKET is mote than ade-

quate. After you select the Scan option

tern the menu, a row of red LEDs lights

up in the scanner. Looking through the

view window, you line up the lights with

the image and hold the button down to acti-

vate the unit. As you roll the scanner

across the picture, the image appears rap-

idly on the screen—expanded from the

2'/2-inch scan area to the size of your

screen. Just release the button and the

LEDs shut off. You can then view the im-

age by using the cursor and page keys to

scroll it. To save the image in TIFF format,

200 dpi
,
just hit Esc and select the Save op-

tion.

Most scanned images need to be

cropped or cleaned up, and GEM Scan is a

handy tool for the task. Much like other

GEM products, GEM Scan displays a

work window with scroll bars to move

your image horizontally and vertically. In

addition, pull-down menus help you save

files and select options. Since the hand

scanner is more limited than a full-size

scanner and some of the controls are on the

unit, many options, like contrast and

brightness, are disabled on the screen.

Before you scan, you can select either

PB-PSIOOO Pocket Scanner

Packard Belt

21800 Oxnard Blvd..#7CI0

Woodland Hills. CA91367
(818)716-2727

List Price: $349

Requires: S 12K RAM . two disk drives.

DOS 3 .0 or later. PC/XT/AT compatiblew
IBM PS/2 Model 25 or 30 (needs half-size

expansion slot); gra^^cs monitor.

In Short: An easy-to-use handheld graphics

scanner that creates TIFF or OEM's

.

IMG
files fnim pictunrs up to 2.5 inches wide.

Bundled with GEM Scan, it's good for scan-

ning and editing logos and small artwork for

use in dc.sktop publishing packages. Software

not copy protected.

anCLf 703 ON READER SERVICE CARO

!
the halftone or the line-art method of scan-

I

ning. You click your mouse on START to

I activate the scarmer, then press the button

again and pull the unit across the picture.

Shortly after you release the button, a re-

duced version of the image is displayed in

the work window. You can expand this

image up to eight times its normal size to

work on it.

CHANGE IN TOOLS Once GEM Scan

has the image, you can select the Edit func-

tion from a menu. The program’s toolkit

then changes to show the special editing

tools available. To crop an image, you can

move the window frame around it and

erase everything inside or outside that

frame. You can also flip images horizon-

tally or vertically, rotate them, or reverse

all the pixels in the image. In addition,

GEM Scan's microscope tools let you
zoom in on a section and modify the image

one pixel at a time. You can then print the

image and save it in either .IMG or TIFF

format.

The PS 1000 documentation from Pack-

ard Bell is only IS pages long, and skimpy

at best. It covers the basics for installation,

as well as use of the hardware and POCK-
ET software. The GEM Scan manuals,

however, include an installation guide, a

tutorial, and a user guide, all well prepared

and useful.

At 200-dpi resolution, Packard Bell’s

PSIOOO is good for scanning logos and

other line art. For small pictures and art,

you’ll have to play with the three gray-

scale settings to get a decent scan, arid

even tlien the results are not impressive.

When you soon discover that many pic-

tures also exceed tire 2'/2-inch limit, you

may look longingly toward a 4-inch mod-
el. It’s also a shanre that the interface board

ties up IRQ3, because many scanner users

have a myriad of other devices hanging off

their PCs. They need that port.

The PSIOOO won’t replace the desktop

scaruiets for heavy desktop publishing sys-

tems. But its $349 price tag and good eat-

ing tools do bring a little more pizzazz

within reach of many aspiring small-time

publishers. GQ

Mike Falkner is an independent micro-

computer consultantbased in Sacramento,

California.
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T raveling by mouse used to be a fast, effident way to get

a screen. But with today’s larger high-rcsolution CRTs, an ordi

200 DPI mouse just won’t carry you as far as it used to.

But now there’s E-Mouse ~ the remarkably fast and agile new mouse

from Mitsubishi. E'Mouse combines microprocessor technok^ with

supet'precise optomechanical techrwiogy to

achieve the highest possible resolution ever in a

serial mouse — 400 DPI. And E'Mouse offers

you a variety erf other performance-enhancing

features as well. For example:

* With a maximum tracking speed of 10 inches

per second, E-Mouse moves across the

screen with more than twice the efficiency of

other mouse devices.

• You can connect it direaly to your PC's serial

port without opening your machine and

using valuable expansion slots. Just plug it in

and go!

• E-Mouse’s “Fit-in-Palm” design maximizes

comfort and minimizes fatigue ... for hours

of easy operation.

E'Mouse is completely MicroSoft'^compatible,

too. Its 15 pop-up menus allow you to control

cursor movements in applications that do not

usually support mouse devices.

Yet with all of this, E-Mouse is affordably

priced at only $179.95. In faa, call Mitsubishi

at 1-800-232-5727 before April 30. 1989 and youll

also get Drafix/CAD™ — the fast, easy-to-

leam, full-featured CAD system (a $295 value)

— for an additional $69.95!

Call now. And see why this mouse is rapidly

becoming the big cheese.

Product Resolution

Occupation

of ^ots

Mouse Drivers

and Utilities

Menu
Generator

Na of Pre-Defined

Pop-Up Menus

Mitsubishi

E-Mouse^ 400 No Provided

Provided

(simple procedure)

15

ready to use

Logitech

HiRET- )20 Yes Provided

Provided (complex

procedure)

15

must be compiled

MicioSoh

Mouse™ 200

Yes, when

used as bus Provided

Provided (complex

pnxedurc)

)

tesdv to use

400

The most com/ortabie motue on the market. Vet

so durable its btatons are designed and tested to

withstand more than 1 million cycles.

To order, call toll-free:

1-800.232-5727
(Dealer inquiries welcome, too — call (212) 605-2607)

CIRCLE 1 10ON READER SERVICE CARD

A MKsublsM Interrsattonal Co^>or«tlon/

Hi-Tech Components ft Plastks Company
’iX Madison Avenue, New VOrk. NY \0022

(2121605-2607. 605-2411

Sec Us atCOMDEX West Hall BcK>th #1060
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Business managers now are projecting

their accounting software ne^ well

into the future That's smart. The soft-

ware you choose must meet the de-

mands of your evolving business and

provide management information to

help fuel growth.

nyn In the words of PC Magazine,

I ^ Macola Accounting Software "is

EABi at the top of its class... a flex-

l u».«.L ible, powerful system that is

well suited to many diSsent businesses!’

13 Integrated Modules

AaxMmting General lec^—Accounts

Receivable—Accounts Payable—Pay-

roll—Assets/Depreciation

Distribution Inventory Management

—Customer Order Processing—Pur-

chase Order and Receiving

'Call for availability. IBM
,
PS/2, OS/2 are r^iered

trademarks of IBM. Micro Fbcus is a roistered

trademark of Micro Focus CorfL PC Magazine is

a publication (tf Ziff Davis Communications Ca

Macola Is a registered trademark of Macola, Inc.

Manuhacturing Bill of Material

Processor—Material Requirements

Planning—Master Scheduling—Shop

Floor Control*—^Job Costing*

Plus there’s a Report Writer that allows

customized reporting and can easily

transport data files to popular spre^

sheet, word processing and data base

programs.

Proven Network Compsttibility.

Macola Software reflects 15 years of

maturity in mini and micro LAN envi-

ronments. No other software can say

the same So when your business is

ready to add more workstations, your

software is ready as well. With no

limitations.

Speed and Data Intqpity. Macola

Software is written in Micro Focus

COBOL for maximum speed and data

int^ty (source code available) IBM

has licensed Micro Focus COBOL as its

SAA standard for the new PS/2 and OS/2.

Comprehensive Support. PC

Magazine also determined “Macola's

technical support, documentation and

customization assistance meet the

high standards set by the software!’

Running Is Believing. Your choice

of Macola Software is a one-time solu-

tion for the life of your business. For

detailed information, “live" demonstra-

tion modules and an authorized reseller

in your area, call today:

1-800-468-0834 (USA)

1-800-336-8337 (Canada)

Powerful accountingfor
successful companies.

SOFTWARE
P.O. Box485

Marion, OH 43302

(614)382-5999

CIRCLE 263 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Productivity
I PC LAB NOTES: MODEMS RICHARD HALE SHAW

The pc user’s
GUIDETO MODEMS
Purchasing a modem can be confusing. Here’s an overview ofhow modems work, points to

consider when buying one, and insights into the basics ofdata communications.

Modems have become an integral

part of what makes a personal

computer productive. Whether

they're used to transfer files between dis-

tant offices, to access information from

on-line commercial services, to avoid the

frustrating game of “telephone tag” by

sending messages via electronic mail, or to

download the programs published in PC
Magazine, modems are the key to connect-

ing your individual computer, over tele-

phone lines, to a host of others.

Once set up with appropriate software,

a modem is designed to be the proverbial

“black box,” whose internal workings

need not concern the user. And since a sin-

gle company's modems—the Hayes
Smartmodem product line—have set a

standard for compatibility among PC mo-
dems, many people assume that all they

have to learn about a modem is how to plug

it in and turn it on.

Unfortunately, however, such an atti-

tude makes you completely vulnerable

when something doesn't work correctly.

Connecting with a new on-line service,

public-access Bulletin Board Service

(BBS), a new office system, or even using

a new communications software package

can present problems if you don't have at

least a basic understanding of what mo-
dems do and how changes in their parame-

ters and settings affect how they do it.

In this PC Lab Notes I'll provide a low-

tech view of how modems operate and of

the characteristics of different modems. In

addition. I'll discuss some of the basics of

data communications and the serial ports

through which modems plug into the PC.

DO I NEED A MODEM? Except for

very short, directly wired PC-to-PC eon-

nections, modems are required for virtual-

ly all data communications. To connect

your PC with a remote system via the pub-

RRODUC T1VHA INDEX

PC LAB NOTES
Modems: how they work and some

points to consider when buying one.

UTILITIES
Change system configurations at boot

time by using CONFIG.CTL.
ENVIRONMENTS
Using the graphics capabilities of the

Presentation Manager.

POWER PROGRAMMING
Assembly routines to concatenate,

extract, and translate strings.

SPREADSHEET CLINIC
Plot multiple data ranges and fix a

/Data Query Find bug in 1-2-3.

USER-TO-USER
Remove protection from BASIC files;

how to keep path statements short.

POWER USER
Printing blank lines on labels in dBASE
and avoiding them in Word.

LANGUAGES
Find the amount of installed RAM;
show colors on a screen.

PC TUTOR
How to hide game programs; read and

write text one screen at a time.

CONNECnVITY CLINIC
Avoid file transfer failure; alter

environment variables in DOS 3.3.

lie telephone network, you need a modem.
While certain vety-high-volume corporate

operations may justify the expense ofdedi-

cated private lines or satellite links, it's al-

most ^ways more convenient and less ex-'

pensive to use the regular telephone

system to communicate between comput-

ers over long distances.

The telephone system, however, was

designed to handle analog, not digital, sig-

nals. The human speaking voice produces

sounds that, over a range of tones and in-

tensities, are continuously variable. The
electrical currents in a telephone wire that

correspond to (are analogs of) these con-

tinuously variable sounds behave very dif-

ferently from the binary pulses with which

computers work. The telephone system

must process the analog signals that pass

through it with equalizers, filters, and am-

plifiers, in order to preserve intelligibility

over long distances. These processes

would make the digital signals produced

by a PC unrecognizable. Thus, as illustrat-

ed in Figure 1, a device is needed to con-

vert the digital signals generated by a PC
into analog signals that can be transmitted

over the telephone lines and, at the other

end, to reconvert these signals into digital

form. This two-way conversion process is

known as MOdulation-DEModulation,

which gives the modem its name.

PHONE SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS
Specifically, the analog constraints im-

posed by the telephone system involve

such factors as bandwidth limitations,

echo suppression, and background noise.

The bandwidth of a system is the range
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of frequencies that can be properly Irans-

mined and received through it. The poten-

tial data throughput of a transmission me-

dium is proportional to its bandwidth: the

greater the number of frequencies support-

ed, the more information the system can

carry.

The human hearing mechanism has a

bandwidth that spans a frequency range

from approximately 20 to 20,000 Hz.

When the telephone system was designed,

however, considerations both of cost and

of available technology dictated a decision

to limit its bandwidth to the frequencies

between 300 and 3,000 Hz. This range is

adequate for intelligible speech transmis-

sion, but it is far narrower than what's de-

sirable for contemporary data communica-

tions devices. A wider range of available

frequencies would have made high-speed

data transmission infinitely easier; without

it, modem manufacturers instead have had

to develop complex modulation methods

to get around the telephone lines’ band-

width limitation.

The need for echo suppression consti-

tutes a second constraint imposed on suc-

cessful data communications through the

telephone system. While you’re generat-

ing signals by speaking into the telephone,

any signals received at your end ate elimi-

nated using echo suppressors or filters.

When you stop talking, the phone system

senses the change and switches the echo

filter to work in the opposite direction.

This effectively limits telephone signal

transmission so that only one voice (or sig-

nal) is transmitted in one direction at a

time. In serial communications jargon,

this is known as half-duplex operation: sig-

nals can travel in both directions, but in

only one direction at a time. (See the side-

bar "Data Communications Overview”

for a fuller discussion of this and related

terms.) While you don’t normally notice

the change in direction during a telephone

conversation (it’s very fast from the point

of view of the human ear), the switchover

creates a significant delay for data commu-
nications devices.

A modem can disable the telephone

system’s echo filtering by transmitting a

2,100-Hz tone at certain intervals. Howev-

er, older echo filters (those built in the

DATA COMMUNICATIONS OVERVIEW
data, and video signals) to be transmitted

digitally over die same lines.

Technically, the phrase dcUa commu-
nications involves any transfer of

data from one source to another, whether

from disk to memory, from PC to mo-

dem, or from PC to PC. Most common-
ly, however, it refers to data transfers be-

tween remote computers connected

through the public telephone system.

Whenever data is transferred from

one PC or device to another, each indi-

vidual character or byte is broken down
into its individual component binary dig-

its, or bits. These bits, a series of O’s and

I’s, can be transferred in either aseria/ or

parallel fashion. Internally, the PC
moves data in a parallel manner all 8 bits

of each character ate transferred at the

same time over the PC’s data bus, which

has a separate path for each bit.

Parallel data communications, used

by many printers, work the same way: a

character is transferred via a cable that

has a wire for each of the bits in a charac-

ter, so the entire character can be sent

through the cable at the same time. How-
ever, parallel data communications ate

not practical over long distances (more

than 100 feet) and are incompatible with

the telephone system.

In serial data communications, the

PC’s asynchronous communications

adapter breaks down each character into

individual data bits and sends them se-

quentially, one after another. Although

not as efficient as parallel data transfers,

serial transfer techniques ate required by

the telephone system: voice communica-

tion technology does rrot use parallel sig-

nal paths. Had modem data communica-

tions developed before voice com-
munications, long-distance parallel data

transfer might be in use today. AT&T’s
ISDN (Integrated Service Digital Net-

work) system will eventually allow virtu-

ally any kind of signal (including voice.

SERIAL DATA CONFIGURATIONS
Serial data can flow in three ways: sim-

plex, half-duplex, and full-duplex. Sim-

plex transmission allows data to flow in

one direction. Half-duplex allows data to

flow in either direction, but in only one

direction at a time (it is actually an imple-

mentation of simplex in both directions).

Full-duplex, also known as duplex, al-

lows d^ to be transmitted in either di-

rection simultaneously. This last method

allows communicating devices to have

complete and independent transmit and

Anatomy of a Data IVansfer

OatatlcMf -

SenderJ L Receiver

uuttbH» 1111111111111111 1 001000001 0111111111111 eFintM

Utie returned to

-

marking ctate
Stop bit

Parity bit -I

-Marking ctate

-Stertbtt

-Deta bite for letter "A"
'A' Is 65 ASCII, 01000001 Mwiy.
The low bit Is sam IlnL

Figure A: Thisdiagram shows theflowefbits required to transmit the letter "A" overa typical

modem setup. Now read the diagram right to left, starting with thefirst bit sent. Note that the

daui line begins in a marking suite ofall Ts.followed by the start bit. data bits, parity bit. and

stop bit, then returns to a marking state. Spaces between bits arefor illustrativepurposes only.
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A Conversion and Modulation/Demodulation

/VAAVWL
Digital signal Modem Analog signal Modem Digital signal

s-nrLTU- PC

Rgure ^lAllhe Iranmiiling end. a modem'spurpose is to convert the digital (shown here asa square wave) signal generated byaPC intoan analog

signal that can be sent over ordinary telephone lines, a process known as modulation . The analog signal is reconverted to digitalform by another

modem at the receiving end. a process known as demodulation. The ability to MOdulatelDEModulate a signal gives the modem its tuime.

receive capabilities. The most efficient

high-speed modems anempt to commu-
nicate using full-duplex.

Since all the bits in a character are sent

simultaneously in a parallel data transfer,

it’s relatively easy for the receiver to re-

assemble the character at the other end.

Reassembly presents a problem for serial

transmission, however, for without prop-

er identification of where one character

ends and another begins, the signal be-

comes nothing more than a meaningless

stream of bits. To prevent this, a number

of rules and conventions, known as data

link controls, have been established that

govern the signals transmitted between

two communicating stations.

By using data link controls, the hard-

ware at both ends of a communications

link can synchronize the bits transmitted

serially from one station so that they are

properly recognized as they are encoun-

tered by the receiving station. This is

done by sending additional bits, charac-

ters. arid messages along with the data as

it is sent from one station to another.

These bits are added by the communica-

tions hardware and software on the trans-

mitting side, are deleted on the receiving

side, and remain hidden from the user.

Both synchronous and asynchronous

data link controls are available for syn-

chronizing serial data transmissions.

Synchronous data control is the basis for

mainframe protocols such as BSC (bi-

sync), SDLC (Synchronous Data Link

Control), and HDLC (High-Level Data

Link Control). Asynchronous data con-

trol is the most popular method for syn-

chronizing serial data transfers on PCs.

In asynchronous data transmission the

sending and receiving stations do not

share a common, synchronized time

base. Data transfer can be commenced at

any point in time and is not part of a con-

tinuous. coordinated stream. Each set of

data bits that constitutes a single charac-

ter must include a preceding and trailing

set of synchronization bits, known as

Stan and stop bits; thus this technique is

also known as the start-stop control

method. The receiving station must be

able to individually recognize the start

bit, data bits, and the stop bit that follows

them. Since the process allows resynch-

ronization as each character is transmit-

ted, it tolerates minor timing differences

between the sender and the receiver.

The way in which a single character is

transmitted asynchronously is shown in

Figure A. The communications line is

first set to a marking state, represented by

a stream of binary I’s. Thus the reception

of the start bit—a binary 0—presents a

clear, obvious change. The start bit sig-

nals the receiver that a character is being

transmitted and that the data bits will sub-

sequently follow. While faulty start bits

can be generated, tliey can normally be

detected and filtered out by the asynchro-

nous communications hardware.

Since asynchronous communications

is based on intermittent transmission,

each character can be individually

checked for errors. This is done by add-

ing an additional parity bit following the

data bits that make up the character. The

value ( I or 0) of the parity bit depends on

which of several error-detecting schemes

(odd, even, mark, or no parity) is being

used by the modems at each end of the

communications link. Line noise can

sometimes garble a character so that a

simple parity bit system can't detect it.

However, a communications protocol

can catch these kinds of hidden errors

.

After the start bit has been received,

the receiving station must count the data

bits and optional parity bit. These are fol-

lowed by one or more stop bits or binary

I 's. which also return the data line to a

marking state after telling the receiving

device that an entire character has been

Uansmitted. ASCII text can he transmit-

ted with only 7 bits, so the 8th bit in a

conventional byte is available for use as a

parity bit. Executable files (files with

.COM and .EXE extensions, for exam-

ple) require a full 8 bits per character.

The sending and receiving modems must

be set to agree on the number of start,

data, parity, and stop bits that together

will make up an individual character

unit, or the synchronization will fail.

—Richard Hale Shaw
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1960s and earlier) do not always obey the

disabling signal. When the phone compa-

nies’ own echo-suppression filters don't

respond correctly, the modems at each end

may have to take over the echo-cancella-

tion process and do the job internally. This

becomes an increasingly severe problem

for modems designed to transmit and re-

ceive at speeds above 1 ,200 bits per sec-

ond (bps).

General background noise on the tele-

phone line presents another problem.

Since the strength of the transmitted signal

can drop significantly by the time it

reaches the destination, the remote modem
may find it hard to separate the received

signal from the normal line noise. Again,

the faster the modem operates, the more

difficult this becomes. Hardware that

could screen out telephone line noise at

high modem speeds (4,800 to 9,600 bps)

had been developed, but it did not become

practical until 1984. And it was nearly 2

years after that that modems using it be-

came available. The cost of high-speed

modems will remain relatively high until

these development costs can be written off

and until greater numbers of modem man-

ufacturers enter the high-speed modem
marketplace.

CUSSES OF MODEMS Modems ate

generally classified according to their

speed and features. A modem’s speed is

defined as the fastest rate at which it can

transmit or receive data, and it is measured

in bits per second. In other words, modem
speed is determined by the number of bina-

ry I’s and O’s that can be transferred per

second.

Bps is often confused with the term

baud, which refers to the number of

changes that the modem’s analog carrier

signal undergoes per second. At speeds be-

low 6(X) bps, the two terms are virtually

synonymous, which started the confusion.

At higher speeds, however, modems often

gain transmission throughput by changing

their carrier state in such a way that it can

represent mote than a single digital bit.

Since what’s important is not how the ana-

log signal is manipulated, but the number

of digital bits that go into the transmitting

modem and emerge from the receiving

modem, it’s best to specify modem speed

in terms of bps.

LOW-SPEED MODEMS Low-speed

modems transmit data at speeds of up to

600 bps. While low-speed models such as

the Hayes Smartmodem 300 were popular

with PC users in the early eighties, they

have generally given way in recent years to

faster, less expensive units. I mention

them here for historical reasons; there are

few reasons, economic or otherwise, to

consider purchasing them today.

The low-end models had few of the fea-

tures that are more-or-less standard today,

such as auto-dial and auto-answer capabil-

ities. The modem that initiated the connec-

tion was set (usually manually) to '’origi-

nate'’ mode, and the responding remote

modem was set to “answer”mode. Sender

and receiver used separate pairs of fte-

quencies for transmitting binary I’s and

O’s, so four frequencies were required.

Since data transmission involved shifting

between the frequencies, the process was

called frequency-shift keying, which was a

relatively slow but stable technique.

MEDIUM-SPEED MODEMS Mo-
dems that operate in the 1,200- to 2,400-

bps range are considered medium-speed

modems, and these dominate the PC mar-

ket today. In addition to providing auto-

dial and auto-answer facilities, many of

these models will even store phone num-

bers for you. (Other modem features ate

discussed in greater detail below.) Instead

of shifting between specific frequencies,

1 ,2(K)-bps modems use the mote advanced

techniques of phase and amplitude modu-

lation to transfer data; the method is known

as phase-shift keying. This permits them to

create more bit patterns per carrier change

than did low-speed modems. By handling

two digital bits per baud, a fiOO-baud carri-

er achieves a throughput of 1 ,200 bps. The

2,400-bps modems, on the other hand, use

a different variety of phase and amplitude

modulation that results in 16 possible carri-

er states, which can represent all possible

values of 4 digital bits. Using the same

600-baud rate to handle 4 digital bits re-

sults in transmitting 2,400 bps.

HIGH-SPEED MODEMS High-speed

modems are relatively new (they began ap-

pearing in 1986), and they have raised the

transmission capabilities of voice-grade

telephone lines into the 4,800- to 9,600-

bps range (and ev,.

earlier, one of the kt_

high-speed modems w,

of hardware that allows

telephone-line echo-canceh.

ly. High-speed modems sup^
sions at 2,4(X), 4,800, and 9,1

above and are generally based on

nationally recognized (CCll l

)

specification called V.32.

The V.32 specification defines a

offull-duplex (see the sidebar “Data Com-
munications Overview’ ’

) modems that can

be used with voice, switched, or leased

telephone lines. It requires utilization of

still more sophisticated modulation tech-

niques that result in the transmission of S

digital bits for each carrier change at a

2,400-baud rate. While this produces a

raw bit throughput of 1 2,000 bps, I out of

the 5 bits is used for error correction,

which thus reduces data throughput to

9,600 bps. Unfortunately, the echo-can-

cellation requirements of die specification

are still expensive and difficult to imple-

ment. While hardware modifications have

helped, V.32 9,600-bps modems are not

likely to become widespread unul die com-
mercial telephone echo cancelers are up-

graded.

Rather than wait for the phone compa-

nies, however, some vendors have devel-

oped proprietary techniques for communi-

cating at very high speeds while bypassing

some of the constraints imposed by the

V.32 specification. The TrailBlazer mo-

dem from Telebit, for example, uses ad-

vanced throughput techniques that allow it

to realize a speed of 1 8,(X)0 bps over regu-

lar dial-up lines. This is accomplished by

dividing the telephone bandwidth into

4(X)-500 carrier signals instead of 1 or 2,

allowing it to transfer far more bits per sig-

nal than would otherwise be possible. By
default, the Telebit TrailBlazer first at-

tempts to communicate at 9,6(X) bps; if un-

successful, it automatically switches down
100 bps at a time until it finds a successful

transfer rate.

KEY MODEM FEATURES One key

feamie of today’s recently designed mo-

dems is known as its register set. Older

modems used physical switches (DIP, or

dual in-line plug, switches) to set their

user-selectable operating parameters. To
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PRODUCTIVITY

Smartmodem S-Register Set

Register Description Units Range Default

so Select ring to answer on Rings 0-255 0

S1 Ring count (incremented with each ring) Rings 0-255 0

S2 Escape-sequence character ASCII 0-127 43(t)

S3 Carrtage-retum character ASCII 0-127 13

S4 Une-feed character ASCII 0-127 10

S5 Backspace character ASCII 0-32.127 6

S6 Wait-time betore blind dialing Seconds 2-255 2

S7 Wait-time for carrier/dial tone Seconds 1-255 30

se Length of pause lor comma In number Seconds 0-255 2

S9 Carrier-detect response time .1 second 1-255 6

S10 Delay between carrier loss/hangup .1 second 1255 7/14

S11 Duration spacing of OTMF tones .001 second 50-255 70/195

S12 Escape-sequence guard time .02 second 20-255 50

S16 Test mode

Register Description Units Range Default

SI 8 Select test timer Seconds 0-255 0

S25 Data terminal ready change detect time .01 second 0-255 5

S26 Select RTS to CTS delay .01 second 0-255 1

sn Sifgaisisr 18 9 !§n!is r! ihs rsriRis iRSRittsR is sllRsigR' Rri hri

have been in use rex' some time, incorpo-

rating error-detection and error-cotTECtion

methods into modem hardware and firm-

ware is relatively new. Hardware-based

protocols can achieve a higher throughput,

improving the overall rate of data transfer.

One of the more popular of these hard-

ware-based eiror-chrcldng protocols is the

Microcom Networking Protocol, known

as MNP. Although it must be built into the

modems at both ends of the communica-

tions link in order to work, MNP allows

modem-to-modem transmissions that

achieve 99 percent error-free transmis-

sions, with little additional overhead. This

is accomplished by automatically resend-

ing erroneous data until it has been proper-

ly transmitted. Many MNP-equipped mo-
dems automatically sense each other’s

presence at connection time and transpar-

ently begin implementing the protocol

without any user intervention.

In addition to its error-cotrecting facili-

ties, MNP provides efficiency benefits in

data transfer. As explained more fully in

the sidebar "Data Communications Over-

view,” most asynchronous data transfers

prepare a character for transmission by

framing it into a packet that usually con-

sists fif IP bits. MNP SRiiYRits asviinlirft



TIME IS MONEY.
SPEED IS OF THE ESSENCE.
INTRODUCING a

THE SEIKOSH^ SBI^IO;*
The only 800 cps printer with 18 pins in a single head.

As a manager dependent on data processing, you know
how important high speed, efficiency and reliability are

in a computer printer. An outstanding printer is worth

its weight in gold because it will save you time, effort

and money , ,

,

Intnxlucing the SEIKOSHA SBP-10, It'll supply

you with all the essentials. At a speed of800 characters

per second, the SBP- 10 is an efficient, rapid-fire docu-

ment producer. It lets you be

more productive and cost-

effective, The SBP- 10
's 18 pins

provide you with sharper resolu-

tion, We ate the only manufac-

turer to introduce 800 cps and

an 18 pin single-head in the

same printer,

FEATURES TO MEETYOUR

• Epson ESGT’ and IBM Proprinter emulation

• Parallel and serial interfaces suindard

• Bidirectional push/pull tractor with paper parking

• Front panel print mode controls with LCD readout

• Accepts up to 3 font cartridges simultaneously (2 font

types per cartridge)

• Outstanding warranty

PERSONAL TOUCH SERVICE

Producing an outstanding printer is only half the story.

The other half is service.

It includes such things as:

• A National Hotline number
. 150 Authorized SEIKOSHA
Service Centers in the

United States and Canada
• Immediate shipment—
within 24 hours,
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rates the data signal from the additional

line noise generated in high-speed commu-
nications.

INTERNAL VS. EXTERIVAL Although
originally available only in low, flat metal

boxes that fit conveniently under a stan-

dard office telephone, today’s external

modems vary considerably in size and
shape. Most external modems feature the

useful (and reassuring) indicator and status

lights that are shown in Figure 3. They of-

ten require the use of a power supply and
must be transported separately from the PC
if you take the system anywhere.

Because they are separate from the

computer itself, however, external mo-
dems can be disconnected and used on an-

other system at any time. While they occu-

py some additional space, they don’t
require a card slot inside the machine, as

do internal modems. An external modem
can be used with virtually any system that

has an RS-232 connection on an asynchro-

nous adapter that supports the same speeds

as the modem.
Internal modems are actually a full mo-

dem mounted on an expansion card.

They’re designed to reside more or less

permanently inside your machine. Al-

though they don’t require any desk space,

they do use up an expansion slot in your
PC and can’t be conveniently moved to an-

other system without opening up your
computer, pulling the modem out, and
possibly reconfiguring both the target ma-
chine and the modem. Further, internal

modems will work only with the type of
machine for which they’re designed: while

you can use an external modem with either

a PC compatible or a PS/2, internal mo-
dems designed for either machine will not

fit in the adapter slots of the other. More-
over, internal modems do not have indica-

tor lights.

However, internal modems do not re-

quire an additional power supply (they’re

powered by your (C), and they usually

have a telephonejack built into them. They
also eliminate the need for an RS-232 ca-

ble. Since they reside inside your comput-
er, they go where it goes.

recommendations As in all PC-
related purchases, what you should buy
must depend on what you’re trying to ac-
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CopyWrite
copies

everything!

CopyWrite removes copy-
protection from hundreds of

software packages. If you
find a case where CopyWrite
can not remove protection,

we will send you a custom
CopyWrite for a fee.

CopyWrite still includes the

utility that makes copies of

hundreds of other software

packages.

CopyWrite is revised regu-

larly to keep up with the lat-

est in copy protection. Revi-

sions are available for $25
US.

CopyWrite r|puires an IBM PC, XT,

AT, PS/2 or compatible with 256k
bytes of memory and at least one
diskette drive. It is not copy pro-

tected. CopyWrite is not for mak-
ing copies for sale or trade, or for

any other use that deprives soft-

ware authors of payment for their

work.

CopyWrite costs $75 US.
Customizing is an additional

$100 US per product.

When you order a new
CopyWrite, ask us about
Antidote to protect your

computer from virus attacks.

To order, send us a check for

$75 US funds, or call with

your credit card. We ship

within a day. Available on 3
or 5 inch diskettes.

Quaid Software Limited
45 Charles Street East

Third Floor Dept Ml 20
Toronto Ontario M4Y 1S2
Canada

(416) 961-8243

You’ve seen
the rest.

Here’s your
chance to
buy the best.

Intelligent Backup™
(new version 3.0) from
Sterling Software. The
best data insurance you
can buy.

With as few as two keystrokes
per day. Intelligent Backup™ backs up
your disks quickly, simply and inexpen-
sively. providing insurance against data
loss due to disk crashes.

Intelligent Backup™ Is the
most complete backup system there is.

And thanlU to advanced technology, it

is incredibly Hexibte and easy to use.
Unlike other backup systems.

Intelligent Backup™ completely auto-
mates the backup process. Because It's

Intelligent enough to figure out which
level of backup you ne^. it not only
saves you time, it takes the uncertainty
out of using a hard disk.

You can backup to floppy
disks, hard disks, disk cartridges, and
other disk devices. Whafs more. It

works with IBM. Compaq. Tandy. AT&T.
Leading Edge and all compatibles and
clones.

But Intelligent Backup™ is

more than Just a superior backup
system. Thanks again to advanced
technology, flic management and
manipulation are easy even for begin-
ners.

So don't take changes when It

comes to your valuable data. Get the
best data insurance you can buy. Get
Intelligent Backup™ for only $149.95
Call IBC at 1-800-654-3790 US. or
1-800-225-9359 CA to order. 16735
SaUcoy Street. Suite 111. Van Nuys. CA
91406.
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BEST 286
VALUE
IN THE
USA!

WHOLE EARTH
TURBO 286-40

> 10Mhz512K
> Fully compatible
• 40MB MiniscrIbe
hard drive

> Includes card/
monitor/kbd.

' 1.2M drive

40MB HARD
DRIVE

1449 .

FREE FREIGHT
IN U.S.

(Excluding
Alatkc/Hawali)

CALL
FOR OUR
FREE

CATALOG
Our catalog contains the widest
possible selection of computers,
peripherals, and accessories at

the lowest possible prices.

HERE'S AN EXAMPLE OF SOME
OF OUR CATALOG’S PRICES:

Fee approved I/O eard w/eloek for. $59.

Paradise EGA eard for $149.

Kodak DS/DD floppies for 59*

Everex LIM 4.0 board for $89.

Epson LQ500 for $399.

NEC Multisync II for $555.

Thousands of Other Items at

Absolute Lowest Prices
in the USA!

FOR MORE iNFORMATION
AND ORDERS

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-323-8080
For CA calls or Customer Support: 41S4SS-77S4

Call for freight and COO info.

• WHOLE EARTH ELECTRONICS •

29M 7th SI. • Berkeley. CA »4710
fREC fPElGHT OfftR GOOD IN CONTIGUOUS USA OMtr
UAIL OROfR OMtr ERRORS SUMCT TO CORRECTION

RRiCeS SUBJECT rOCHAMOC WITHOUT NOTICE
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Smartmodem Indicator Lights

High speed—When this light is on, the modem is operating at its maximum
speed. If you're using a 2.400-bps modem, the light will go out if you switch to

1 .200 bps.

Auto-answer—This indicator shows the status of the modem's auto-answer

mode. When the light is on, the modem is set to answer incoming calls automati-

cally, and the light will briefly turn off during each ring of the telephone. When
auto-answer mode is off. the indicator flashes on only during each ring of the

phone, and the modem will not answer the phone without a command.

Carrier detect—When lit, this indicator shows that a carrier signal from a remote
modem is present. The light will go off if the carrier signal is lost or if the remote

modem hangs up. A carrier signal must be present for data transmission to

proceed.

Off-hook—This light goes on when the modem is actually using the phone line,

that Is, when the phone is effectively off-hook.

Receive data—As data is received from a remote system, this light goes on. It

also lights up whenever you or your communications software send commands to

the modem and echo is on (full-duplex) and whenever result codes are returned

by the modem.

Send data—When lit. this light indicates that the modem is sending data to the

remote system; it also lights whenever you issue a command to the modem.

Terminal ready—When lit. this light shows that your PC (the terminal) is ready to

receive and send data and that the modem is communicating with it. The
terminal must be ready in order for your modem to maintain the connection with a
remote modem.

Modem ready—This light indicates simply that the modem is powered up and
ready to send and receive data.

The majority of Hayes-compatible modems have indicator lights like those above. Some
manufacturers have added extra indications (blinking lights), and others have found it

useful to add new lights altogether. Additional lights may include

Test mode—The indicator lights up when the modem is in test mode.

Modem check—The meanings for this indicator vary with the test mode.

Figure 3: Most external modems have a series offront-panel indicator lights that display the

modem’s status and identify the actions it is taking. The usual cryptic labels andsome additional

indicators are explained in thefigure above.

complish. As an overall recommendation,

however, I suggest that you think very

hard before investing in the now-obsolete

technology of a 300-bps modem. Even for

simple file transfers, if you compare the

vastly improved throughput of medium-

speed modems, the initial savings gained

by purchasing a low-speed unit is mean-

ingless. For that matter, the price differ-

ence between 1,200- and 2,400-bps mo-
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Andrew Tobias’ Checkwrite Pius

Check to ledger to bndget to tax category

— in a keystroke.

“I^nd too mnch time on bookkeeping!”

That’s the complaint we hear again and

again from managers of growing businesses.

And the reason we’re introducing Andrew

Tobias’ Checkwrite Pius.

Checkwrite Plus makes check writing

and bookkeeping faster and easier

When you write a check or receive income,

your checkbook baiance automaticaily

knows, your budget automatically knows,

your cash flow projection automaticaliy

knows, and the transaction is recorded in the

proper tax category— ali in a keystroke!

You can print a month's worth of checks in

seconds and balance your checkbook

in a breeze.

You can recall transactions by date, check

number, amount, or payee— in about as

much time as it takes to read this sentence.

You can manage your accounts payable and

receivable, track and analyze loans, even

print amortization scheduies.

And with your financial data base at your

fingertips, you can monitor and print

essentU reports iike budget vs. actual

spending, P&L, cash flow, and more— faster

and easier than ever before.

More time to build your business

Checkwrite Pius brings your financial

routine under time-efficient control It

pinpoints spending trends (and areas where

you’re overspending) which would take

forever to uncover by studying your

checkbook.

It gets you ready for your accountant (and

saves you money on accounting time

charges). But most important of aii,

Checkwrite Pius gives you more time to do

the things you need to do in order to build

your business.

CIRCLE 474ON READER SERVICE CARD

mec^’
ei988-MECA

355 RIVERSIDE AVENUE, WESTPORT. CT 06880

Time-saving features

the competition can’t match
Only Checkwrite Plus is written by financiai

expert Andrew Tobias, whose make-it-simple

styie gets you started fast. (You won’t even

need the manuai.)

Checkwrite Plus performs more bookkeeping

functions than other check writing

programs. It can handle multiple bank

accounts, print invoices, and handie credit

cards, unlike the leading competition.

Checkwrite Plus performs bookkeeping

functions more thoroughly than other

programs. You get income and expenses by

tax category— not just a list. You get more
complete budgeting and cash forecasting,

and better graphics. Reports are a whole lot

easier to create.

Checkwrite Plus is more flexible. You can

quickly customize the program to meet your

needs, right down to the check layout. (Our

leading competitor locks you into his check

layout.)

Want to export data to 1-2-3? It's free and

easy with Checkwrite Plus. (The other guys

charge extra for a transfer utility.)

And Checkwrite Plus easily exports to

Andrew Tbbias' Managing Your Money. (It’s

always nice to know that you can trade up

to more comprehensive software without

having to re-enter all your data.)

For Business People Who Write Checks
If you manage a small business, are an

independent contractor, a consultant,

doctor, property manager, or accountant,

Checkwrite Plus will prove a valuable tool

that frees your time. Its speed and simplicity

make it great for personal use too.

Introdnctory Offer

For a limited time you can purchase

Checkwrite Plus for only S49.96. That's

$20.00 off the regular price of $69.96. Act

now! Offer expires Jan. 31, 1989.

Money Back Guarantee
If Checkwrite Plus does not make your

check writing and bookkeeping faster and

easier, return it to us within thirty days for

a Alii refund.

See yonr dealer

or call Toll-Free to order

1-800-835-2246 ext. 12
...or mail the coupon today.

Requires:

256K IBM* PC, a, XT, PS/2, PQr or Tkndy* 1000, 0000,

1200HD • 80 column monitor • 1 disk drive • DOS 2.0 or later

Not copy protected.



You need a nois>^ old-fashioned printer like you need a hole in the head.

Canon non-impact printers give you real

peace ofmind, with quick, quiet, high-quality printouts.

Tap, Tap, Tap. Your old printer is slowly banging out an

eight-page report. And driving you mad with the racket.

Do the same report on Canon’s new BJ-t30 Bubble Jet Printer

and at 4$ dBA you’d hardly know the machine is working. Plus,

the job would probably be done by now. Plus, it would look

beautiful, with high resolution up to 360 dpi.

The BJ-130 has a built-in automatic sheet feeder

and takes almost any kind of paper. And its wide 136-character

carriageisperfectforspreadsheets.S>/).Xi/>.Xi/>. Or,consider

the Canon InkJet. The PJ-I080A

delivers stunning high-resolution graphics in seven vivid colors.

Vtp. Tap, Tap. And then there’s Canon’s Laser Beam
Printers. Print-shop quality, supported by software for word

processing, database,desktop publishing, graphics, spreadsheets,

CAD/CAM-you name it. And the LBP8II and LBP-8IIT offer easy

maintenance and dream-come-true paper handhng.

The LBP-8IIT even has dual paper cassettes! All this

from Canon, the company that pioneered non-impact printing. What

can your old printer say to that? Tap, Tap, Tap.

For more information on Canon’s full line of non-impact

printers, call 1-800-453-3307. (In L'lah 1-800-622-2500.)

Canon*
PRINTERS

Printouts that stand out.
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dems has also dropped to the point where,

if your modem is going to get regular use.

you should probably opt for a 2,400-bps

model.

Although its implementation in medi-

um-speed systems unfortunately is far

from universal, if you are planning to

transfer a lot of files to systems that do of-

fer hardware-based error protection such

as MNP, you should certainly plan to take

advantage of it. MNP is very effective in

eliminating errors in transfers and will save

you time and money spent in re-transmit-

ting files.

Considering a 4,800- or 9,600-bps mo-
dem may be a different story, even if your

modem is going to get heavy use. For one

thing, commercial on-line services are

usually slow to upgrade to the latest high-

speed technology, though many public-ac-

cess BBSs make it a point of pride to do so

as quickly as possible. Moreover, since a

number of modem manufacturers have de-

veloped proprietary and independent

means of implementing the V.32 high-

speed specification, the high-speed mo-
dem purchased from one manufacturer of-

ten will not work with a modem made by

another. So, unless you know you will be

using a specific make of high-speed mo-
dem to communicate with another of the

same make, it may not be worthwhile to

purchase a 9,600-bps modem.
Finally, new additions in the modem

marketplace include internal modems for

laptop PCs and pocket-modems. Modems
for the most popular laptop computers are

now offered in both 1 ,200- and 2,400-bps

versions. If you need a laptop computer in

the first place, the odds are that at some
point you'll want to be able to upload and

download files or access infonnation ser-

vices from a remote location, and you

can't beat the convenience of an internal

modem in your laptop PC. Pocket-mo-

dems are an on-the-go ^temative. The size

of a pack of cigarettes, these small external

modems can be used with either laptop or

desktop machines. While neither of these

new types ofmodems offers quite as many
features as conventional internal or exter-

nal modems, they’re wonderful when por-

tability counts.

The easiest decision to make about mo-

dems is that you need to purchase one. But

as communications technology advances,

PC

the choice of which modem to buy is be-

coming more and more complicated. Con-

sider carefully your current requirements

and plan with an eye to the future. Armed
with the basic knowledge presented in this

article, you'll be able to make an informed

buying decision. (iS

RichardHaleShaw is a contributing editor

ofPC Magazine.
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HOWTO STEAL

dOASE III DATA

FOR $89il5.

Now there's an easy way to get at dBASE III Plus data. It's

called PC-File:dB, and it's an all new version of PC-File, the

easy-to-use menu-driven database with an irresistible price.

PC-File:dB reads dBASE III Plus databases in a snap. It

creates fully compatible dBASE III Plus files of its own too.

There's no conversion. No programming. And no hassle. Just

easy, instant access to your data. PC-File:dB is so easy to use, you probably won't even

have to read the manual.

You may not need dBASE III Plus. PC-File;dB is so packed with powerful database

features that you may not need anything else. It has full LAN

support. New graphing capabilities that help you make

great presentations of your data. Macros that quicken the

process. And multiple sort indexes for speedy reorgani-

zation of data.

If you ever do need to use dBASE III

Plus, all the work you've done with

instantly

compatible. PC-File;dB gives you

the proven ease of PC-File, plus

new database computing power,

and access to any dBASE III Plus

data you can put your hands on.

At $89.95, it's a steal.

Visit your dealer today to see for

yourself just how much database

$89.95 can

buy you. For

the name of

your nearest

dealer, call ButtonWare

at 1-800 JBUTTON or

(206) 454-0479.

CIRCLE 494 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ButtonWare, Inc. P.O. Box 96058, Bellevue, WA 98009, (206) 454-0479
PC-Fi)« and PC-Fil« dB are trademarks of ButtonWare, Inc

,
dBASE III is a registered trademark of Ashion-Tate. Inc
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Choose
CONFIGSYS
OPTIONS AT BOOT
Changing system configurations by editing CONFIG.SYS and rebooting is inconvenient at

best. But with CONFIG.CTL, you can keep your options open andchange them at boot time.

Autoexec.bat and con-
fig, sys are probably the first

two files a new PC user learns to

create. Both allow you to specify com-

mands that personalize your system at boot

time. But while the AUTOEXEC.BAT
file contains ordinary commands that can

be run Just as easily at the command line,

the CONFIG.SYS file contains statements

that are only valid at boot time. So there's

no convenient way to change them. You
have to boot the machine, modify CON-
FIG.SYS, and then reboot in oider to in-

stall the new configuration.

Some PC users will never have to

change their CONFIG.SYS files. Eventu-

ally, however, most of you will be given a

reason to do so. If you haven't installed

ANSI.SYS, someone's bound to ask you

to ran a batch file that requires this driver's

control over the screen and keyboard. If

you've installed a large RAMdisk, you'll

eventually load a big application that stops

you cold with an “Out of memory” mes-

sage. Or you'll find that the Microsoft

Windows/386 control program won't ran

with the IBMCACHE device driver in-

stalled.

Of course, the best time to modify the

configuration is while the machine is boot-

ing up in the first place. CONFIG.CTL
lets you do just this. It's a special device

driver that enables you to modify your

CONFIG.SYS configuration dynamical-

ly, right during the boot.

The easiest way to get a copy ofCON-
FIG.CTL is to download it from PC Mag-

Net, as explained in the sidebar
‘‘CONFIG

by Modem.” If you prefer to type in the

code, both the source code (CONFIG
.ASM) and an alternative BASIC program

(CONFIG.BAS) are listed here as well as

available via PC MagNet. Run CONFIG
.BAS once in BASIC to automatically cre-

ate CONHG.CTL.

Using CONnG.CTL in order to use

CONFIG.CTL, you must add two lines to

your CONFIG.SYS file. Place the first

line before the first configuration com-

mand you want to be able to modify; place

the second after the last configuration pa-

rameter you want to be able to change. The

syntax is

DEVICE=[path]CONFIG.CTL m
[Configuration
entries to be
controlled]

DEVICE=CONFIG . END
Variable m is the number of seconds you

want CONFIG.CTL to wait for you to en-

ter a keystroke. (To begin with, I suggest

you set m at 10.) Any keystroke (except

Esc) entered during the m-second pause

signals that you want to change the CON-
FIG.SYS file before it loads. If you don't

press a key during this period (or if you hit

Esc to bypass CONFIG.CTL), your ma-

chine will boot up with your regular CON-
FIG.SYS values.

If you don't supply a number, m de-

faults to zero (0), OT no pause. If you need

to modify CONHG.SYS only occasional-

ly, the no-pause default will keep you from

being bothered with CONFIG. CTL's
opening prompt. Then on those tare occa-

sions when you do want to modify CON-
FIG.SYS, you can catch CONFIG.CTL's

attention by hitting a key immediately after

you hear the booting beep.

CONFIG.END is a dummy device. It

doesn't actually exist, so when DOS tries

to load it you'll get the harmless message

“Unrecognized command in config.sys.”

It serves, however, as a necessary end of

the buffer signature, without which CON-
FIG.CTL won't operate. Figures 1 and 2

show a typical CONFIG.SYS file before

and after it was modified to work with

CONFIG.CTL.
With these two lines added to your

CONFIG.SYS file, andm as a value great-

er than zero (0), CONFIG.CTL will

prompt you each time you boot to press a

DEVICE=CLKDRV . SYS
DEVICE=ANSI.SyS
BUFFERS=20
FILES=20

Rgure 1;A typical CONFIG.SYSfile before
CONFIG.CTL is added. The CLKDRV.SYS
clock driver may either be named differently or

may not be needed by your system

.

DEVICE=CLKDRV.SYS
DEVICE=CONFIG . CTL
DEVICE=ANSI .SYS
BUFFERS=20
FILES=20
DEVICE=CONFIG . END

Figure 2: The same CONFIG.SYSfile shown in

Figure I tffier adding CONFIG.CTL, and the

dummy device. CONFIG.END . Since the clock

driver should never be omittedfor this system,

CONFIG.CTL isplaced after that line in

CONFIG.SYS.
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key if you want to modify your CON-
FIG.SYS file. If you press a key to request

CONFIG.CTL’s aid, all the commands
between CONFIG.CTL and CONFIG
.END will appear in a point-and-shoot

menu widi a highlight bar on the fust com-

mand, as shown in Hgure 3. You can con-

trol the position of the highlight bar with

the Up and Down Arrow keys. PgUp and

PgDn take you immediately to the first and

lastcomm^, respectively.

You can deactivate a highlighted com-
mand by pressing FI. CONFIG.CTL re-

sponds by replacing the name of the com-

mand to the left of the equals sign with the

word INACnVE. FI is a toggle key, so a

second press will reactivate the command.

Once you have made the desired modifica-

tions, pressing F2 exits CONFIG.CTL and

boots up the system with the new configu-

ration in effect. While at the CON-
FIG.CTL menu, you can abort any

changes you may have made and boot nor-

mally, by pressing Esc. Note that no
changes are ever made to the actual CON-

Flgure 3;A CONFIG.SYSfile with all the DOS 3.x comnumds and their drfault values. Leading

zeros are usedfor some ofthe smaller values so that larger values can be insertedat boot time

.

CONFIQASM: The source codefor CONFIG.CTL, which allowsyou to change your CONFIG.SYSfile commands during boot-up.
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The work groups In

my department need
to share printers.

They need host
connectivity, peer-
to-peer file transfer
and E-mall...

^^But I don^ need
the complication
and expense of a
file server.”

Now there’s Comrahf 32.

For easy, fast communication
between PCs, MACs,

peripherals and minicomputer
hosts. For as little as

$150 per connection.

You’ll create a LAN
where you can access a
printer or modem right

From your ^plication

program. Where file

transfer and E-mail are

background tasks. Where
terminal emulation is

automatic.

A LAN with hard-

ware and software that

expands. From a droartment,

to a full-premise Ethernet®

LAN, to a LAN/WAN inter-

networking solution for ten

users or a thousand.

It’s not a file server. It’s

what you need. From ITRON:

800-423-8044
609-722-5575

ITRON
Aninfofron Division

130 Gaither Drive, Suite Il6

Mount Laurel, N] 08054

FAX: (609)2344)451

BBS: (609)722-0639 (1200 8N1)

In the U.K: (01)735-0731

In Brussels: (2)725-0770

CIRCLE 525 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Rated #1 business graphics package

second consecutive year. -Sofhmre Digest

“They (Harvard Graphics)...made

the best even better.”

-Jim Seymour, "Best of '87* PC Magazine

Harvard
Graphics

99 66
-

JTMl

“Product oftheYear”-lnfoworld 1988 Winner 1988 Personal Computing
Gr^hics Challenge

AwardWinningPerformance.
There are a number of prestigious

honors in the graphics business. But

only one program has captured them

all. Harvard Graphics.

Harvard’s flexibility, ease of use,

and high quality output make it the

unanimous choice of the nation’s

leading software evaluators.

Wfe couldn’t be more honored.

But Harvard isn’t resting on its laurels.

New Harvard Graphics 2.1 adds

a unique spelling checker, over 200
new symbols, improved editing

capabilities and more.

There’s one more recommenda-

tion we’d like to have. Yours.

Call for a free trial disk and

Graduate to New Harvard Graphics 2.1 with Spelling Checker.

For a free trial disk call 1-800-345-2888, Operator 53.

For upgrade information call 1-800-255-5550.

let Harvard Graphics demonstrate

its winning form.

C iMBSWtww ftiMihtiQCapcfgiicn 1901 lanOngitH Mi vl»i(CAM039-72IO (hraonCMPCandMSOOScanipoitMa
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HG.SYS file. Dynamic reconfiguration is

lost when you turn off the machine and

must be chosen again (if desired) the next

time you boot.

For example, suppose you have
VDISK.SYS in your CONHG.SYS file

and you want to bring the system up with-

out it. At boot time, press a key to get

CONFIG.CTL’s attention. When the

menu appears, you move the highlight to

VDISK.SYS, press FI to deactivate it,

and hit F2 to accept the change and exit.

It’s as simple as that. Disabling any com-

mand elicits the same response from DOS
as does the dummy device CON-
FIG.END—namely, informing you that

an “unrecognized command” was found

in CONFIG.SYS. Just ignore the error

message.

CONFIG.CTL also allows you—^with-

in limits—to edit CONFIG.SYS com-
mands. For example, you can change
BUFFERS from 20 to 2 by highlighting

the 20 and typing the new value. The
Home and End keys take the cursor to the

beginning and end of a highlighted com-

mand you’re editing. CONFIG.CTL is not

a full-fledged editor it operates only in

overwrite riKxle and you can’t use the Ins

or Del keys. However, you can change the

name of the device driver by writing over

the existing name or by first moving to the

end of the field with the End key, next

erasing the name with the Backspace key,

and then adding the new name.

You carmot increase the length of a line

in your CONFIG.SYS file, nor can you

add more commands to CONFIG.CIT’s
menu. Let’s say you normally have FILES
set to 8 but want the option to later increase

it to 20. You can reserve a 2-byte field sim-

ply by prefacing the 8 with a zero (as you

see in Hgure 3). Similarly, ifyou want the

ability to add a device driver1^, just save

a line long enough, with a command simi-

lar to

DEVICE=THIS IS A PLACE SAVER.

When you boot up with this nonexistent

device conunand in CONFIG.SYS, DOS
will tell you that “this is either a bad or

missing device,” but now you’ve reserved

a dummy line you can edit to something

more useful with the help of CON-
FIG.CTL. (Note thatDOS gets confused if

you use a DEVICE^ statement without

any argument, so avoid this.)

Another way to add an optionally load-

able device driver with minimal boot-time

effort is to add the command to the CON-
FIG.SYS file with everything correct ex-

cept (xie letter. Take the example ofthe pe-

riodically needed ANSI.SYS driver.

Assuming you keep your root directory

uncluttered by stming ANSI.SYS in your

DOS directory, you add the command

device=bos\ansi .SYS

to the CONFIG.SYS file. ANSI.SYS
won’t load it regularly because the path is

phony. But when you want ANSI.SYS
loaded, just highlight the command from

CONFIG.CTL, change the B to a D, press

F2, and voil&l

HOW CWnF1G.CrL WORKS Being a

device driver, there are very few DOS-re-

lated things that CONFIG.CTL can do.

System calls are limited to keyboard and

screen I/O functions Olh through OCh arxl

function 30h (Get DOS Version). Thus,

CONFIG.CTL can’t open the CON-
FIG.SYS file arxl read it, much less modi-

fy it. Actually riKxlifying CONFIG.SYS

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER! 9,
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COMPUTERS
CompuAdd-286/10'

"Overall, the CompuAdd-286/10 appears to

be one of the most attractive values. . .

It comes with a good complement of

manuals and software, and performs

precisely as you would expect. You should

be happy with this one."

-Alfred Poor
Feb 16. 1986 PC Magazine, Feb. 16, 1988

,,
•

- » \ \ ^
• \

‘

• 6MHz-10MHz Switch-Selectable Speeds
• 80286 Processor

• Rates 9.4 on Norton’s SI Benchmark

4.0 Test

• 512KB RAM (expandable to 1MB)
• 1.2MB Floppy Drive

• 200-Watt Power Supply

• 5060, 5151. or 101-Key Enhanced

Keyboard (Your Choice)

• Clock/Calendar w/Battery Backup

• One-Year Limited Warranty

Monitor optional

$1099

CompuAdd-286/1 2'

• 6MH2-12MH2 Switch-

Selectable Speeds
• 80286 Processor

• 0 Wait Slates Processing

• 1MB RAM

• 1.2MB Floppy Drive

* 200-Watt Power Supply

•5060, 5151, or 101-Key

Enhanced Keyboard

(Your Choice)

* Clock/Calendar w/Battery Backup

* One-Year Limited Warranty

$1299

CompuAdd-
386/ir

WTKaAIJOIIAI SAtfSo
^ LJ I .

• ‘ ‘
: <(^

^ •’

Monitor optional

• 4.77. 6. 8, 16MH2 Software-Selectable

Speeds
• 80386 Processor

• Landmark Speed Rating of 2OMH2
• Rates 17.6 on Norton’s SI Benchmark

4.0 Test

• 1MB RAM (expandable to 4MB)
• 1.2MB Floppy Drive

• Seven Expansion Slots: Five 16-Blt and

Two 8-Bit

• 5060, 5151. or 101-Key Enhanced

Keyboard (Your Choice)

• Real-Time Clock/Calendar

• One-Year Limited Warranty

$2095
Keyboards

5151
Includes separate

numeric and
cursor pads $69
5060
Enlarged Enter

and Shift keys

for easy

operation . . $69
101-Key
101-key enhanced
keyboard with

twelve function

keys $69

CompuAdd Turbo/10^
» 4.77MHZ-10MH2
Processing Speeds

» 8088 Processor

» 640KB RAM
* Eight Expansion Slots

» 360KB Floppy

Drive With

Controller

» 5060. 5151. or

101-Key Enhanced
Keyboard

(Your Choice)

» One-Year Limited

Warranty

$649 Monitor optional

CompuAdd,
a standard for mail-order

excellence since 1982.

Call for a free catalog:

1-800-666-1872

'Personal Computer Products"

12303 Technology Blvd. Austin. TX 78727

I/O Cards

AT I/O: serial

port and
parallel port $59

PC I/O: serial port,

parallel port, game
port, and clock/

calendar $65



STARTER KITS
PC FullBaK Ask Us About Our

New 12MHz Advanced
Starter Kit

Includes

20MB
Hard Drive.

Professional Starter Kit

'

$1589 Career Starter Kit" $949
Coniput0r'286/1O system with 80286 processor (switch-selectable

6MHz/10MHz processing speed), 512K6 RAM (expandable to 1MB on

motherboard), 8 expansion slots, 200-watt power supply, 1.2MB floppy

drive, enhanced 101-key keyboard, dual floppy/hard drive controller,

clock/calendar with battery backup.

Monitor*High-resolution (720 x 348) amber morKxhrome monitor with

12” display screen, and morxxhrome graphics card with parallel port.

20MB Hard Drive-20MB hard drive, fully installed.

Hard Drive Options-Upgrade your 20MB drive to 40MB or

60MB. See chart below

Printer-Epson* LX-800with ISOcps draft and 30cps near letter

quality printing, multiple typestytes, Epson character graphics set.

dot graphics capability and tractor/friction paper feed.

Software*Professional Zen Software, a totally integrated software

package; ZenWord’”. ZenCalc"' and ZenUnk"". MS-DOS' operating

system, GW BASICS programming language, and PC-FullBak"^

backup utilities also are included.

Accessories-200 sheets continuous form paper, printer cable, and

ten blank diskettes.

Professional Starter Kit EGA
Industry-standard 14” tube size EGA monitor (13” diagonal).

EGA card, and I/O card with serial and parallel ports.

Only $1989

Computer-IBM ' -compatible CompuAdd Turbo/10’'' computer with

6086 processor, keyboard-selectable 4.77MHz or lOMHz, 6^K8
RAM, half-height 360KB floppy drive, floppy drive controller, 150-watt

power supply, 5060-style keyb^rd, and s^em reset button.

Monltor-High-resolution (720 x 348) amber monochrome monitor with

12” display screen, and monochrome graphics card with parallel port.

20MB Hard Drive Option-Add the storage power of a 20MB
or 40MB hard drive to your Career Starter Kit. Option includes

PC-FullBak disk backup software; see chart below.

Printer-Star MIcronIcs NX-1000’“ provides software compatibility,

plus 120cps draft and 30cps near letter quality printing, multiple type

styles, nine-pin print head. Epson LX-800 and IBM Proprinter II*

emulation, dot graphics capability, and tractor/friction p>aper feed.

Software-Professional Zen Software, a totally integrated software

package; ZenWord, ZenCalc, and ZenLink. MS-DOS operatirig system

and GW BASIC programming language also are included.

Acce$$Ories-200 sheets continuous form paper, printer cable, and
ten blank diskettes.

Career Starter Kit EGA
Industry-standard 14” tube size EGA monitor (13” diagonal),

EGA c^, and I/O card with serial and parallel ports.

Only $1299

Professional Starter Kit Options

Monographics EGA VGA

20MB $1589 $1989 $2139

Video Options

40MB $1699 $2099 $2259

60MB $1769 $2169 $2299

VGA Option includes a colorVGA analog monitor

with 14“ screen, a VGA video card, and I/O card

with seriaJ port and parallel port.

NEW! Advanced Starter Kit the same great package

that comes with the Professional Starter Kit, but with

a powerful 286/12MHz system that runs at 0 wait

states. Call for prices.

Career Starter Kit Options

Monographics EGA VGA

$949 $1299 $1499

20MB $1199 $1549 $1749

$1329 $1679 $1879

Floppy Drives

360KB for PC/XTs (black)

360KB for ATs (gray)

1.44KB for ATs (gray)

$99
$109
$135

“Personal Computer Products

12303.G Technology Blvd. Austin, Tx. 78727

Customer Service; FAX:
800-999-9901 512-250-5760

Telex: 763543. Outside USA:
COMPUADD AUS 512-258-5575

.
.
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HARD DRIVES AND CARDS
Mass Storage

Hard Disk Drives

CDC Hard Disk Drive

• 18ms Access Time ESDI-Certified Hard Drive

• 10Mbit Per/Sec ESDI Dual Hard Drive/Floppy

Controller

• 1:1 Interleave

150MB $1599

Maxtor Hard Disk Drive
• 16ms Access Time ESDI-Certified Hard Drive

• 10Mbit Per/Sec ESDI Dual Hard Drive/Floppy

Controller

• 1:1 Interleave

320MB $2575

For ATs*^ and Compatibles

• Quality Assured

• One-Year Limited Warranty

43MB MiniScribe' (25ms) . $459
71MB MiniScribe (28ms)
(Reg. S649J $569
80MB Seagate" (28ms)

Price Reduced! $669
110MB MiniScribe (28ms)

RLL Controller . . . . $895

For PC/XTs®,
Compatibles,
and Compaq®

• Cables
• Mounting Hardware
• Western Digital* Controller

• Complete. Illustrated Installation Manual

20MB MiniScribe (65ms) . . $279
30MB Seagate (65ms) . . . $310
40MB MiniScribe (61ms) . .$379
20MB MiniScribe (65ms)

for Compaq Portable $299

Mice

Mouse Pad provides

accurate tracking

and a dirt free

environment

toryour - q,-
mouse

Logitech* HIREZ Mouse features

320 dots per inch. Bus interface $109
Logitech Serial Mouse with three

buttons includes 5.25" software

and manual

CompuAdd Serial Mouse features

Dr. HALO III™, pad. and pocket $55

$79

FREE
' Easy to Use
' Backs Up and
Restores Files

OCC II I QQK '

ru ruLLOnn
With Every Hard Drive

or FlashCard Purchased!

• Menu-Driven or Use
From DOS

$59.95
Value!

Tandy
Products

360K8 floppy drive

Tandy lOOO/A/SXH’X

360KB Tandy 3000 HL

720KB floppy drive
Tandy 1000WSX/TX

1200 baud internal modem

1200 baud external modem .

$99
$99

$109
$69
$89

Flashcards" T

17.

Editor’s Choice
PC Magazine Voi 6-3

• Western Digital

Controller

• One-Year Limited

Warranty

» Installs in Minutes

• S’/i" Hard Disk
• Can Boot From
FlashCard

• Shock Mounted

FlashCard-20"

FlashCard-30"

FlashCard-49"

(MiniScribe. 65ms)

(MiniScribe, 65ms) (Reg. S339J

(Seagate, 28ms)

$319
$329
$539

Auto r
Switch ..

Boxes !

Serial auto switch box (4/1) $75
Serial auto switch box (8/1) $99
Parallel auto switch box (4/1) , .

$79
Parallel auto switch box (8/1) ... $99j

^ "'T*~
' ' '

CompuPtdd
"Personal Computer Products"

12303-G Technology Blvd. Austin. Tx. 78727
Customer Service:

800-999-9901

Telex: 763543
COMPUADD AUS

FAX:
512-250-5760

Outside USA:
512-258-5575



VIDEO AND ADD-ONS
Monographics Video EGA Video

Monographics Card
Text Mode 80 Columns x

25 Rows. Graphics Mode
720 Pixels X 348 Lines. 0CQ
Parallel Port ^OO

Samsung Monitor
12" Flat Screen
With Tilt and
Swivel Base $89

Mono Combo Card and Monitor . .
. $139

EGA Card
640 Pixels X 350 Lines.

Graphic Mode; 256KB
Display RAM

EGA Combo
$159

EGA Monitor
14" Tube, High
Resolution ...

EGA Card
and Monitor

.

$349

$489
VGA Video

DRAMATIC

COLOR
VCLARfTY/

Ultimate EGA Video

Video-7 ’ Vega VGA Card Zenith VGA Analog Monitor
640 Pixels X 480 Lines, 640 Pixels x 480 Lines.

Up To 256 On-Screen 31mm Dot Pitch,

Colors. 132-Column ^OQQ 14" Tube. Flat Tension
Mode Mask Technology . . .

.

^ f

Hi-Res VGA Combo and Zenith Monitor $989
1

Video 7* Vega Deluxe^**

640 X 480. EGA. Color,

and Monographics
Standards. Ultra-High ^OOQ
Resolution

Ultimate Combo
VGA Cards

• IBM* VGA
Compatible

• Up to 800x600
Resolution.

• Software Drivers

Included
• Long-Term WarranI

Vega VGA from Video-7 . . S299
VGA Plus from Paradise .

. S289

Charge Card Internal Modems
CHARBt CARDQ 206

80286 Processing
Power for O CA
the PC ... .

PC-MFC

PC/XT' Muttifuction Card
364KB RAM. Parallel Port.

Game Port, Serial Port.

Clock/Calendar, and
Software for PCs QQ
or Compatibles . . .

. ^ I ^w

AT-MFC

1200 Baud CompuAdd $69
1200 Baud Everex $99
2400 Baud CompuAdd $139

Memory Cards

NEC Multisync ir

Supports VGA and EGA resolu-

tions. 31mm Dot Pitch,

14" Tube Size $0/9
Video*7 Vega Deluxe
and NEC Multisync II $OD9

External Modems

AT* MultifucKtion Card
Up to 15MB RAM
Expansion. Serial and
Parallel Port for ATs and^ .

Compatibles w/OKB $1 10

MEM-576 w/OKB

EMS PC w/OKB

EMS AT w/OKB

$35
$99
$119

1200 Baud CompuAdd .
. $89

2400 Baud CompuAdd $159
2400 Baud Everex . . , $229

Printers

Panasonic 1091i

80 columns. 192cps
draft. 38cps NLQ $219
Okidata* 321 -f

132 columns. 250cps
draft. 63cps NLQ $529
Epson LQ-850
60 columns, 264cps
draft, 88cps NLQ $576
Epson LQ-1050™
132 columns, 264cps
draft. 88cps NLQ $799

CompuPdd
i
"Personal Computer Products"

12303 Technology Blvd. Austin, TX 78727

oi

Customer Service:
800-999-9901

FAX:
512-250-5760

Telex: 763543
COMPUADD AUS

Outside USA:
512-258-5575



Communications
Cait>on Copy P!us^ $110
Carbon Copy Plus (35") . . $110
CompuServe*
Subscriplion Kit $21
Crosstalk XVI* $99
Smartcom* III $140

Compilers and Languages
Microsoft’ C Compiler $300
Microsoft FORTRAN
Optimizing Compiler $300
Microsoft Macro Assembler . .$100
Microsoft QuickBASIC
Compiler $65
Microsoft QuickC'** $66
Turbo BASIC’ $65
Turbo O* $63
Turbo Pascal’ $62

Databases
dBASEIII + ~ $409
PFS: Professional File $144
Q&A~ $199

Desktop Publishing
Aldus PageMaker’ $569
FONTASYII $35
PFS; First Publisher $73
PFS: First Publisher

Art Gallery $75
PrintmaslerPlus’“ $30
Ventura Publisher"* $529

Educational
Alge-Blaster!"* $26
Learning DOS $33
Math Blaster Plus!'** $25
Reader Rabbit"* Sate Price . .$19

Typing Tutor IV Sate Price. . . .$28
Typing Tutor IV (35") $28
Wizard of Words"* $25

SOFTWARE
Financial
Dac-Accounting/
Accounting Lit^“ $113
Dac-Easy'** Accounting $57
Dac-Easy Light'** $40
Dac-Easy Payroll"* $55
Managing Your Money* . . . .$125
Quicken’ $28
Sylvia Porter's

Financial Planner'** $57
Timeslips* III $113

Games
Ancient Art of War at Sea'** ..$25
Balance of Power'** $28
Bard's Tale $39
California Games'** $23
Chessmaster2000 $29
Chuck Yeager Flight

Trainer'** $24
Destroyer'** $23
Earl Weaver Baseball $27
F-15 Strike Eagle’ $21
Falcon $25
Flight Simulator $34
Gauntlet'** $23
Gunship’** $28
Hardball $10
Helicopter Simulator'** $28
Ikari Warrior'** $23
Jeopardy!'** Sate Price ....$6.50
Jet $31
King’s Quest'** III $30
Leisure Suit Larry'** $23
Mean 18 Golf $24
Mean 18 Course Disk $10
NBA $21
Pirates!’** $23
Scenery Disks for

Flight Simulator and Jet $16
Space Quest'** $28
Space Quest II $28
Superbike Challenge'** $ll
Test Drive . $20
Wheel of Fortune’**

Sale Price $6.50
Where in the USA
is Carmen Sandiego?'** $30
Where in the World
is Carmen Sandiego?'** $30
Wizardry’ : Proving Grounds . . $34
World Games'** $15
Wrath of Nikademus'** $22

Graphics
Boeing’ Graph
Certificate Maker'
FormTool
Generic CADD'**

$199
$25
$54
$50

SPECIAL OFFER!

GAMESTER
KIT

Perfect for having fun

over the holidays. Includes

a joystick and a PC/XT I/O

board with serial port, parallel

port, game port, and clock
calendar.

$84.95
Graph-in-the-Box'** $70
Harvard"* Graphics $279
PC Paint Plus $53
Print Shop Sate Price $32
Print Shop Companion $28
Windows Draw $169

Integrated Packages
Enable'** $394
Framework H'** $450
Microsoft Works $99
PFS: First Choice $89
Symphony-' $468
Symphony (35") $468

Organizational
Harvard’** Total Project

Manager $367
Microsoft Project $330
Time Line'** $280
Time Line (35") $280

Spreadsheets
Microsoft Excel $330
Quattro’** $159
VP-Planner* $49

Utilities
Copyll* PC $19
DESQview'** $74
DESQview(35") $74
Disk Optimizer'** $39
FastbackPlus $95
FastbackPlus(35") $95
GOfer'** $40
Mace Utilities $50
Microsoft Windows $66
Microsoft Windows 386 . . . .$130

Norton Utilities'**

Advanced Edition $79
PC-FullBak'** $49
PC Tools' Deluxe $40
SideKick* $54

$40
$35

XTreePro'** $65

Sideways’**

XTREE^** .

Word Processors
Bank Street Writer Plus"* . . . .$45
Gramatiklll"* $50
Microsoft Word $229
Microsoft Word Network . $100
MultiMate Advantage II . .

. $289
PFS: Professional Write . . . .$115
Q&A Write'** $106
Websters New World"*

Combo $35
WordPerfect* (Version 5.0)

Sate Price $219
WordPerfect (35") $219
WordStar* Professional . .$239

SPECIAL!
With any computer system purchase;

Now gel both, the acclaimed Microsoft’ Works

integrated software package and the new

upscaled version of Microsoft Flight Simulator.

Only. $79.95
with a purchase of any system.

CIRCLE 294 ON READER SERVICE CARD CompuAdd
We offer the best service and support availablem the mail order industry, so you can purchase with corriidence:

• FREE one-year limited warranty • FREE 30^y. money-beck guarantee
« FREE orte year of lechnicai phone support • FREE credrt card ordering— no surcharge

Please add 2% to all purchase lor slapping and haiidling (minimum $2. shipping outside the continental US. will increase cost). Add 5% tot

shipptn(/vvidkng to APO/FPO addresMS (mmanum Ail return items must be accompanied by a Return Authonzation number; call our
technical supporttustomer sennce department Pncee are subyect to chartge without notice. Texas. Aruona. Kansas. Cotorado. and
Missouri residents, please add appropnaie local safes tax. Do not irtciude shoptr^g charges when calculating sales tax Thsty-day rrKiney

back guarantee don not include return freight, or shipping and handling. Software is non-refundabie.

Corporate and Institutional Accounts
We are dedcalsd id providing the proteeeiortal service you require to keep your busmess rumng smoothly We accept purchase orders on a
Net ’ferms bass with approved credit and a nwWnum ntsl purchase of SSOO We provide a ful-ame technical sttf to arswer your questions

and make fast repairs. If needed CaK us today- We Mate 'ibur Job Easier

We accept MasterCard, VISA, money orders, certihed checks, personal checks (please allow 10 days tor processing]. COOs ($50
order), comparty and mstilutional purchase orders, and wire iranslers.

Comgt^dd^^^^li^edJeadennthecomputefk>^^^^jil^orteijupeowp^OTa^^^^^^tonef support, and servicet

® ORDER TOLL FREE;

800-666-1872
IneiHo IIQA

Customer Service: FAX:
800-999-9901 512-250-5760

Telex: 763543 Outside USA:
COMPUADD AUS 512-256-5575
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wouldn't do much good in any case, be-

cause by the time CONFIG.CTL gets con-

trol, DOS has already read, parsed, and

buffeted the CXINHG.SYS file.

A .COM file and its command line ar-

guments are placed at 80h of the PSP (pro-

gram segment prefix), and a device driver

is similarly given a pointer to its argu-

ments. The pointer is to a buffer that con-

tains a string that includes the device name
as it appears after DEV1CE= . This string

lets you pass arguments to the driver, just

as you do with command line arguments

for .COM and .EXE files. The string is ter-

minated either by a carriage return or by a

line-feed. It took just a little snooping to

confirm my bunch that the buffer also con-

tained all the rest of the CONFIG.SYS
strings following CONFIG.CTL’s string.

As you've probably guessed by now, this

buffer is CONHG.CTL's key to modify-

ing your system's configuration.

The DOS Technical Reference manual

states that the buffer siring “information is

read-only.” Such warnings haven't

stopped hackers before, of course, so I

simply interpreted this to mean “proceed

with caution” and “don't be surprised if

PC

your tinkering doesn't work." There may
be a system or version of DOS that CON-
FIG.CTL doesn't work on, though I've

had no problems and done rather extensive

testing. With that warning, let me proceed

by explaining the format of CONFIG
.SYS's buffered command strings and

how CONFIG.CTL modifies them.

ASCQZ The DOS Technical R^erence

manual says the device driver's string is

terminated with either a carriage return or

line-feed. Actually, the line-feed is always

there. In most cases, however, the carriage

return is replaced with a zero, creating the

ASCnZ string format that DOS uses as a

filename terminator. Every command in

the string, iiKluding things such as the

BUFFERS command, has the telltale de-

limiting zero and line-feed.

Those who have processed environ-

ment strings know drat they are similariy

zero-terminated arxl that the entire set of

strings is ended by an extra 0 byte. Unfor-

tunately, this double-null-byte terminator

convention is not used with the DOS
CONFIG.SYS buffer. Apparently, DOS
keeps a count of the number of commands

MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9. I
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in the buffer instead. (I did not go SO far as

to unassemble and trace through IBM-
DOS.COM, the hidden file responsible for

configuring your system. My deductions

are based on close observations during ses-

sions ofdebugging CONFIG.CTL.)
Because CONFIG.CTL doesn't have

access to the command count, either

through DOS or through CONFIG.SYS, I

had to add the terminating dummy-device-

command, CONFIG.END, requirement.

CONFIG.CTL looks for this in the string

of commands as its ending signature. To
ensure that DOS won't go bonkers when
we go behind its back and nxxlify itsCON-
FIG.SYS buffer, CONFIG.CTL makes

sure a zero and line-feed accompany every

command and the commands remain the

same length. For any commands that are

made shorter, the field is padded with trail-

ing spaces. And the buffer has been capi-

talized so that any modifications are capi-

talized before they are placed in

CONFIG.SYS.

SECRET CCMHS There's more to the

story about the DOS CONFIG.SYS buff-

er. DOS parses, moves, and compresses

9 8 8



WYSIWYG GOBBIEDEGOOP

Finally, the Next Generation

in Business Form Processing Software.
Per:F0RM uses the What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG)

prindpk It was designed with one thing in mind: making it easy for

you to create, print and fill in business forms on your IBM PC or

compatible

“Per:FORM from Delrina Techiiology is the first PC product

I've seen that not only holds a candle to the Macintosh

products, but actually outperforms them all in some way or

another.” (Stewart Afoop, PC Utter August 1988).

TAKE CONTROL OF YOllR BUSINESS FORMS
Travel expenses. . .invoices. . .tax forms. . .time sheets. . .packing

slips. . .Ybu can create forms of every style and complexity fiom

scratch or from dozens of popular templates that we provide Even

scan in your existing forms for fost and inexpensive iterations.

FOX IN FORMS EASaV
Per:FORM’s unique form fill capabilities let you fill in forms on the

screen. Fill features include math entries, data verification, on-line

help, date and time stamps. Even automaticaily fill in forms by

importing data fiom your ASCQ files.

OUT Per:FORM THE REST
With Per:FORM you can store your forms on disk or print what you

need. Per:FORM supports all major graphic formats, MS-DOS graphic

monitors, mice, laser and dot-matrix printers.

Per:FORM RIGHT NOW - THERE’S NO EXCUSE!

Call l-(800)-268-b082 - it’s only $259.95.

And with our 60-DAY NO EXCUSES GUARANTEE, we’U refund your

money if you're not absolutely satisfied - no ifs, ands or buts!

DESIGN AND CREATE PROFESSIONAL QUAUTV FORMS
PeriFORM uses a graphic environment that incorporates pull-down

windows, click and point instructions and the same user interface as

Wnturalfoblisher.

SPECIAL OFFER

Get a Mitsubishi Mouse (J79.50 value) for only $39 95. Call for

details.

Exceptional features such as:

• combs (boxes with multiple lines) and round cornered boxes

• text in different sizes and fonts, shadings, italics and

underlines

• horizontal and vertical text on the same page

• import graphics and logos

^er/FORM
"Hcxt a^ette^tioK

“^axtK So^UMVie

technology

^iFORN^Delriniltehaolofy inc. AllRJgtauMaervcd. PrrtFORM and DclHna art trademarks crfDelrioa'ftclinologylDc. Other product names are

rc^tercd trademarks or tradenames of their respective owners, luns with Olgltal Research GEM*/3 system softwnre (Included). Delrina Ikchnology Inc.

,

4454 Genesee St.. Bnftalo. N.Y. 14225 (T16)B35-0405. In Canada-IO BrenicUffe Id., Suite 210, Ibronio, Ontario, Canada M4G 3Y2 (4)6)425-0456
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what appears to the left of the equals signs

into sin^e-byte-codes. For example, if the

string

DEVICE=ANSI . SyS<CR><LF>

is in the CONFIG.SYS file, it becomes

DANsi . sys<0><LF>si

.

sys

This may look rather confusing. What has

happen^ is that DEVICE= has been ab-

breviated to a 1-byte code, D. Then the

driver’s name ANSI.SYS—plus the car-

riage return and line-feed—has been cop-

ied so it is snuggled up to the D. In the pro-

cess, the carriage return has been replaced

with a binary zero so as to make an AS-

Cnz string. The trailing SI.SYS has no

meaning; it just happens to be the remnant

left in the buffer after the copying and

compression.

litis coding method piqued my curios-

ity. I knew there would be a conflict be-

tween the CONFIG.SYS commands
BUFFERS and BREAK if only the first

letter of each command were used as a

code. So 1 filled the CONHG.SYS file

with every possible command and then

peeked at the DOS CONFIG.SYS buffer

at boot time. I discovered a code scheme

(shown in Figure 4) with no obvious
rhyme or reason. B stands for BUFFERS,
as you might expect, but C stands for

BREAK. Code Z is used for any command
that DOS does not understand. When
CONFIG.CTL does its processing of the

buffer, it replaces the D code found in front

ofthedummy CONFIG.END with Z. This

results in a milder “Unrecognized com-

mand" message when DOS encounters

the code, rather than a “a Bad or missing

config.end” message ifDOS tried to load

the nonexistent device. The same Z code

substitution is used with any user inactiva-

tion request.

A BARE-BONES DEVICE DRIVER
CONFIG.CTL is not a device driver per

se; it doesn’t drive anything. The assembly

code can be expanded to a full-fledged

functioning driver, however, because all

the skeleton structure is present. What
CXINFIG.CTL does is take advantage of

the fact that a device driver is given initial-

ization control as soon as it is loaded, and

before any other commands in the CON-

RgfmA-.The l-byteDOS-biffered

CONFIG.SYS command codes, usedfor the

commandsfound to the /eft cfthe equals sign,

have curious nonmnemonic abbreviations. The

Z is usedfor any unrecognized command.

COHFKiJBASiThis BASIC listing, whenyou run it once, will also create CONFIG.CTL.

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9, 1988
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rVOTEWBULLDOG

COMPAQ
386 Desk Pro 40/60/130

$3950/4895/6289
286 Desk Pro 12mhz 1695
Compaq II Model IV 2879
Compaq Port. 386
Model 40/100 5649/7199

Compaq 111

20mb/40mb 3595/4150
Compaq 386-S model
1/20/40 2925/3465/3695
Compaq 386-25 110/300

7195/9399
90 day warranty through Bulldog

IBM

PERSONAL SYSTEM/2

Model 30 w/2 floppy ...$1310

Model 30 w/1 floppy

&20 mg 1725
Model 50-20/30 2550/

2750
Model 60-40/70 3295/

3650
Model 70-60 4325
Model 80 - 40 4270
Model 80 - 70 4875
Model 80 - 115 6195

^^^O^da^nA'anant^jhrou^h^ulldo^^^^

MATH COPROCESSOR*
80387-25 $839
803-87-20 689
80387-16 449
80287-8 229
80287-10 275
8087-3 119
8087-2 149
256K Chips Call

64K Chips Call

COMPATIBLE
8 MHZ TURBO

1 floppy. 640K, AT style keyboard,

monographics card, mono
monitor............ $799
Color System add $150 w/20mb
add $269. w/30 mb add $289
90 day warranty through Bulldog

286 BULLDOG 10 MHZ
1 mb Ram, 1,2 floppy $1150
Bulldog 386 16 mhz. 1 mb Ram.

1.2 floppy $1850

AST
AST Premium 286 Model 80. 1 0 mhz, 0
wait state. 512K. DOS, keyboard. 1.2

floppy $1495

AST Premium 386 Model 300
20mh2. 1.2 floppy. 1 mg.. DOS.
keyboard $2875

All AST computers cany a 1 year warranty

LAPTOPS
NEC Multispeed EL 1549
NEC Multispced HD ...2299

Toshiba 1000 780
Toshiba 1200 2299
Toshiba 1200F 1395
Toshiba 3100 3095
T3200 3749
T5100 4795
Zenith Super Sport

20 mb 2325
Zenith Super Sport

286 20 mb 3449

GRAPHICS CARDS
ATI VGA $269
EVEREX MICRO ENHANCER 135
GENOA SUPER HI RES 199
GENOA VGA 5100/5200 300/429
HERCULES GRAPHICS 181
HERCULES IN COLOR 299
ORCHID DESIGNER VGA 329
PARADISE Auto Switch 480 179
PARADISE VGA Plus 265
QUADRAM EGA PLUS 179
QUAD PRO SYNC 239
NECGB-1 209
NEC MVA 909
STB CHAUFFEUR HT 135
STB Multi Res. 11 169
VEGA DELUXE 189
VEGA VGA 265

MULTI FUNCTION BOARDS
AST Advantage w/128K $229
AST Advantage Premium w/512K 319
AST 6 PACK PLUS w/384K 245
AST 5251-11 PLUS Enhanced 589
AST RAMPAGE 286 385
AST RAMPAGE 286-2

for MODEL 50/60 549
AST HOTSHOT 355
EVEREX MINI MAGIC w/o K 59
FAST 88/V20 w/Switch 89
INTEL Above Board 286 w/512K 379
INTEL Above Board PS286 w/51 2K ... 409
INTEL Inboard 386 w/Adapter 1075
INTEL Inboard 386 for PC w/1 mb 789
INTEL Above Board II

for PS/2 w/o K 259

LOGICAL Connection
256K/512K .379/419

ORCHID JET 386 w/adapter 975
ORCHID PC Net Starter Kit 735
ORCHID Tinu Turbo 286 .. 259
ORCHID Ramquest 50/60 w/1 mb 479
ORCHID Twin Turbo 349

MICE & MISC
GENIUS MOUSE GM6-I- $59
MICROSOFT MOUSE w/windows 135
MICROSOFT MOUSE

w/PC paint brush 119
MOUSESYSTEMS MOUSE 89
LOGITECH MOUSE C7

Plus/Hi Res 74/99
2-NIX Supermouse w/Dr. Halo III 59
KODAK DATA SHOW 750
MICROFAZER II w/64K 229

Akh %uh]c«< IsOuii^ For Orders Call: 1 -800-438-6039

Fbr-tniormation, technical, shipping or returns call: (404) 860-7364 Or



PBINTEK
EPSON

LX 800 180 CPS, 30 NLQ $189
FX 286E 240 CPS, 40 NLQ 419
FX 850 264 CPS, 54 NLQ 339
FX 1 050 264 CPS, 54 NLQ 479
LQ 500 180 CPS, 60 NLQ 299
LQ 850 330 CPS. 88 NLQ 519
LQ950 New!. 589
LQ 1050 330 CPS, 88 NLQ 719
LQ 2550 400 CPS, iosnlq 929

OKIDATA
182 Plus 180 CPS, 30 NLQ 229
320/321300CPS. 62 NLQ ....339/465

390 24 pin 270 cps. 90 lq 465
39 1 24 pin 270 cps. 90 lq 639
292 240 CPS, 100 NLQ 439
293 Plus 240 CPS, 100 NLQ 575
393 450 CPS, 120 LQ 925

TOSHIBA
32 1 SL 216 CPS, 72 NLQ 489
351 SX 350 CPS, 100 NLQ 895
341SL 216CPS, 72 NLQ 599

NEC
2200 349
5200 New! 519
5300 New! 699
3550/8850 825/1175

PANASONIC
10801 Model II 199
1091/1092 Model II....209/339

1524 565
1592/1595 415/459
3131/3151 285/439

HEWLETT-PACKARD

Laser Series II 1695
Desk Jet 749

OTC 850 CPS 1725
TOSHIBA FAX

Toshiba 30100 1395
Toshiba 3700 1995

IBM
Proprinter II 389
Proprinter X24 559
Proprinter XL
Proprinter XL24

Elect Bulldoe as your lone-term

computer
dealer!!

DRIVES

Seagate 20mb w/contr. ST225
Seagate 30mb w/contr, ST238
Seagate 30 mb for AT ST4038
Seagate 40 mb for AT ST251
Seagate 80 mb ST4096
CMS 5>/4” ext. 360K for PS/2
CMS 5>/4” ext. 1 .2 mb for PS/2
Pacific Rim 5V4 ext. 360K for PS2 .,

F^cific Rim 5Vi ext, 1.2 for PS2
Toshiba 3'/i" 720K int

Toshiba 3W' 1.44 mb int

Toshiba 514" 360K int

Toshiba 514" 1.2 mb int

BERNOULI BOX II 5‘/4"

20 mb internal

20 mb external w/card
dual 20 mb external w/card

Plus Hard Card 40
Plus Hard Card 20
Priam 60 mb AT
Priam 43 mb AT

$269
...289

...465

349
...575

...215

...239

...179

...199

89
...105

85
99

...955

1195
.1769
669
525
629
469

MODEMS
Everex 1200 int./ext 79/115
Everex 2400 int./ext 139/249
Hayes 1200/2400 279/419
Migent Pocket Modem 99
Practical Peripherals half card
2400 w/Procomm 159

US Robotics 2400 direct internal 169
Supra Modem 2400 ext 169
Vental Half Card 2400 w/Crosstalk ... 359
Ventel 1200/2400 Plus 239/359

MONITORS

NEC
NEC Multisync II 589
NEC Multisync Plus.... 879
NEC Multisync GS 199
NEC Multisync XL 19 2199

IBM
Mono 8503 $199
Color Display 8512 469
Color Display 8513 569
Color 85 14 1195

PRINCETON
MAX12 149
HX12 419
HX12E 449
Ultrasync 529

Magnavox RGB808762 259

AMDEK410 $145

SOFTWARE
Aldus Pagemaker 3.0
Chartmaster
Clipper

Corefast
Crosstalk XVI
D Base III +
DBXL
Enable 2.0 w/Perspective
Fastback Plus

Foxbase +
Freelance Plus

Framework II

Harvard Graphics
IBM Display Write IV
Lotus
Lotus Hal
Managing Your Money 4.0 ....

Microsoft Word 4.0
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Works
Microsoft Windows 386
Multimate Advantage II

Multiplan

Office Writer 6.0
Peachtree II Complete
PFS Prof Write
PFS Prof File

Paradox
Quantro
R Base for DOS
Revelation
Super Calc IV 1.0

Symphony 1.2

Ventura Desktop Publishing ..

Volkswriter III

Word Perfect 5.0
Wordstar 2000 + 3.0
Wordstar Pro 4.0

$529
205
419
99
99

379
125
379
105
199
329
399
265
289
299
109
125
209
329
99
135
269
135
239
149
119
145
399
149
439
469
285
439
499
149
219
239
239

TAPE DRIVES
Everex 60 m.b. int.Teac

external Teac
Genoa Galaxy 60 mb internal

external

Achives 40 mb Internal

Sysgen Quic 60 internal

external

Maynstream 60 PS/2 w/card
for model 50 60 & 80

Everex 60 mb Wangtec int

Everex 60 mo Wangtec ext.

CIRCLE 481 ON READER SERVICE CARD



THE
C O R P ORATE

COMPUTERS /
SOURCE HARDWARE /

BOFFIN SOFTWARE /

LIMIT PRINTERS y

2500 WEST COUNTY ROAD 42 • #5 • BURNSVILLE, MN 55337* (612) 894-0595

A Small Case For BIG Performance! !

!

TOSHIBA /
CALL
TIOOO
T1200F
T1200H
T3100

13200

rsloo

CALL

ZENITH

supersPORT
Dual Roppy

CALL
20WB HD

CALL
vifl J > > J I supersPORT

286/20

CALL

From MegaHertz y
'

Easy Talk 3270

3270 Emulation Card for

Toshiba Laptops: Fully supports

IRMA & IBM Emulation.

Auto-ConSg.- No Jumper
Changes required.

Includes software lor3270and
IND/FILE Transfer Support

$599.00

Easy EGA
EGA Card lor Toshiba T1 200
and T31 00 Laptops. Supports

MDA.HGC.CGA&EGA

$299.00

Easy Talk E2400
2400 Baud Modem for the

Epson Equity LT

$239.00

Weltec . .

External 5.25" FDD

$199
Specify TOSHIBA, ZENITH or NEC*

*No cable w/NEC Drive Cable included in SEC Laptop Box

MHz INTERNAL MODEMS
1200 Baud $139 2400 Baud $239

Specify:

Toshiba, NEC EL/HD,
Zenith 181/183 or SupersPort

Wonllnder
Single card expansion slot for $299
the T1 100+, T1200, T3100/20 & T5100

Diconix 150P Portable Printer $299
Laplink Plus $79

When Purchased with any Laptop

y
7

MITSUBISHI y

MP286LV20

11" Diagonal Black

& White Display

20 MB Hard Disk

12 MHz 80286

1.4 MB Floppy Drive

Introductory Price

$2695.00

Dual Floppy (1 .4 MB) Model

$2195.00

• Competitive Price

Corporate Volume Discounts
• Net Terms to Qualified
Corporate Accounts

To Order CaU: FAX Number: 894-6175

Prices Subject

to Change
Without Notice

(800) 255-4012
IN MN: (612) 894-0595
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CONFIG BYMODEM

The programs published in PC
Magazine are available by mo-

dem from PC MagNet, an on-line in-

formation service administered by

CcHnpuServe.

To download CONFIG.CTL, log

on to PC MagNet. Enter GO UTILI-

TIES or choose PC MAGAZINE
UTTUnES from the top menu, then

DIRECT UTILITY DOWNLOAD
from the next. Enter the fllenaroe, then

select the file from those presented.

Answer (Y) to DO YOU WISH TO
DOWNLOAD? Press Enter to see the

transfer (MX)tocols. Choose a pixMocol

and download the hie.

To join PC MagN^, set your com-

munications software ftn* either 300 or

1 ,200 bits pCT second, 7 data bits, even

parity, 1 stop bit, and full duplex. You
can use any ofmore than 300 local ac-

cess Intone numbers, including: Bos-

ton, (617) 542-1796;New York, (212)

422-8820; Chicago, (312) 693-0330;

or San Francisco, (415) 956-4191 . To
find the number nearest your dialing

exchange after you have subscribed,

or for 2,4(X)-bps service, connect widi

PC MagNet and type GO PHONES.
For Customer Service, call (800) 848-

8990; in Ohio and outside the United

States, call (614)457-8650.

When you connect with PC Mag-

Net, press Ctrl-C. At the HOST
NAME PROMPT, enter CIS. At the

USER ID prompt, enter 1770(X),5000.

Enter PC*MAGNET at the PASS-
WORD pron^jt and Z10D8820 at the

ENTER AGREEMENT NUMBER
prompt.

PC MagNet costs $12.50 per hour

for 1 ,200/2,400-1^ service a^ $6 fw
300 bps, via MasteiCaid, VISA, or

American Express. Thoe is no addi-

tional charge Iot downloading source

code or compiled programs from PC
MagNet. Th^ programs can be cop-

ied but are copyrighted and are ma^
avail^le only fca* noncommercial use.

You may m^e copies few others as

long as no charge is involved, but

making copies for any commercial

purpose is strictly pre^bited.

Photocopy this page. Trim and hole-

punch the copy andadd ittoyourDOS

manual.

r

L

CONFIG.CTL
Device Driver

Michael J. Mefford 1988 No. 20 (Utilities)

Purpose: A device driver that lets you modify your CONFIG.SYS file

while the system is booting up.

Format:

Remarks:

DEVICE= [path] CONFIG. CTL m
[Configuration
entries to be
controlled]

DEVICE=CONFIG . END

CONFIG.SYS command lines to be edited or bypassed
must be placed between the two DEVICE= lines shown
above. The m parameter sets the number of seconds
CONFIG.CTL pauses before continuing with an unmodi-
fied normal boot-up sequence. Pressing any key (except

Esc) during this pause brings up a point-and-shoot menu
of the editable CONFIG.SYS commands.

The Up and Down Arrow keys move the menu highlight

bar among the various editable command lines; PgUp and
PgDn move the bar to the first and last lines, respectively.

Pressing FI deactivates (or reactivates) the highlighted

command. F2 accepts all changes and boots up. Pressing

Esc bypasses all CONFIG.CTL actions.

The highlighted line can also be edited, subject to two limi-

tations. First, no completely new line may be added; and
second, the number of characters in an existing line may
not be increased (it may be shortened). For editing, the

Left and Right Arrow keys and the Backspace key are

supported; Home and End move to the ends of the

highlighted line. The editor operates in overstrike mode.
Examples:

BUFFERS=003
DEVICE=THIS IS A PLACE SAVER
DEVICE*ANSI.SYT

The above BUFFERS line will permit a subsequent increase

to 999. The two DEVICE= lines will give harmless error

messages normally, but they permit substituting a new
device driver and loading ANSl.SYS by changing a single

letter.

Changes made using CONFIG.CTL affect only the current

session; they do not permanently modify CONFIG.SYS. If

not set, the m parameter defaults to 0 (no pause), bypassing
the prompt. The CONFIG.CTL program can still be
activated in this situation, however, by pressing any key
(except Esc) immediately following the boot-up beep.

CONFIG.CTL is already compiled and ready to use. If you
prefer, CONFIG.BAS will create CONFIG.CTL when run
once in BASIC. The .ASM source code listings are also

downloadable, but require you to use a macro assembler
(IBM or Microsoft Version 2 or later).
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FIG.SYS are implemented.

There isn’t room here to go into all the

details of how to write a device driver.

(You can find that in the IX)S Technical

R^erence manual if you like.) But I do

want to briefly summarize how a device

driver—and particularly CON-
FIG.CTL—is constructed. A device driv-

er has a .COM file format, with the small

difference that no PSP is constructed when
you load the file. Thus, the file must be

compiled with an offset of 0 instead of the

lOOh used with .COM files. This is ac-

complished either by omitting the ORG
statement at the beginning of the assem-

bly, or by using an ORG 0 statement.

Instead of starting with executable

code, the beginning of the file is a header

containing information DOS requires for

proper handling of the device. The first

double word is a pointer to the next device

header, if the two are chained together.

Normally, device drivers are installed sin-

gly (for greater flexibility), and the pointer

is set to - 1 ,
which indicates to DOS that it

is the last device driver. The next word of

the header contains the attribute of the de-

vice type and what services it will support.

There are two main

types of device drivers:

character devices (such as

ANSI.SYS) and block

devices (disk drives).

There are two main types: character de-

vices (such as ANSI.SYS), which handle

keyboard and screen I/O; and block de-

vices (such as disk drives), which handle

blocks of data. The next two words of the

device header are offsets to the strategy

and interrupt procedures of the device.

For simplicity's sake, CONHG.CTL
pretends to be a character device that sup-

ports no DOS device functions. The strate-

gy entry point of the driver is called only

once, immediately after the driver is load-

ed into memory. Its only task is to save an

address passed in ES:BX that points to a

common communication buffer (known as

a request header) for DOS and the driver.

The interrupt entry point is called on all

subsequent calls by DOS to the driver,

with a command code specifying what

DOS wants the driver to do. The command
code is in the third byte ofthe request head-

er. The interrupt procedure is called imme-

diately after the strategy procedure, with

command code 0, which is the value for

the INTT (initialization) function. It is at

this initialization time that CXINFIG.CTL
does its business of modifying the CON-

Don’t buy a‘‘sniart”modeni
that can’t talk!

Watson is the real “smart” modem: it gves you autoanswer, voice mail, ^)eed

dial, database access. Plus a full-featured 1200baud modem. Over 25,000

Watsons have been x
lif&like, and an

MODEMWJUS
\A3ICCMAIL

>199

sold. Voice quality is amazin^y

optional programmer's kit lets you

build applications. For a phone

demo, dial 1 (800) 6-WATSON (in

Mass., (508) 651-2186). Tb order, call

1 (800) 533-6120 (in Mass., (508)

65S6066).

Watson
Natural Microsystems Corporation

CIRCLE 733 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Pick vour printer problem
and we’ll show you

a solution.

Check off your biggest frustrations

with your printer, and we’ll tell you
about a state-of-the-art remedy
from AEG Olympia.

Poor quality print:

Never send out a shoddy or
unreadable document again. Let us
show you what first class printing

looks like on everything from a
daisywheel to our Laserstar 6.

Toosiow:
How does 240 cps on a 24-pin dot

matrix sound to you? Or a laser

printer that goes almost twice as
fast?

Hard to operate:
We have 8 different models with

simplified front-panel controls.

Easy to learn. Easy to run.

Ciumsy paper handiing:
Too hard to switch between fanfold

and single-sheet feed? How about

a machine with Paper Parking that

you don’t have to switch at all?

Limited compatibiiity:
Our printers can make just about

any PC look good, from IBMs to

Apples, and they’ll run on all popu-

lar software programs.

Too noisy:
Shut your eyes, and you can’t tell

whether our Laserstar 6 is on or

not,

Not enough fonts:
We have 24-pin dot matrix models
with 4 resident fonts, our Laserstar

6 has 9, and tor each you can get

additional plug-in font cards.

Too expensive:
If you want price/value, look at

our best selling dot matrix model
NP30.

No support:
Part of our “product” is our nation-

wide dealer network. If you have
questions about any AEG Olympia
printer, the answers are only a
phone call away.

Tear out this page
and mail it with your name and
address to AEG Olympia, Dept.

ADV, Box 22, Somerville, NJ
08876-0022. Or If you're in a hurry,

call us at 1-800-999-6872, It's the

first step to making your problems

go away.

Name Title

Telephone

Company

Address

City State Zip

Visit Our COMDEX Booth #2612

AEG
OLYMPIA
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FIG.SYS buffer. A normal device driver

would, at this point, do things like chain

interrupt vectors or initialize variables.

When the driver exits back to DOS
from INIT, a word field in the request

header located right after the command
code is filled with the status of the call. The

eighth bit of this word is set to I when the

call is done. The 15th bit is set to 1 if there

was some kind of error, and the first seven

bits are used for the error code. CON-
FIG.CTL should not be called after the ini-

tialization, since all the attribute bits for

DOS support are set to zero; but just in case

I missed something, any other DOS calls

with a command request other than INff

are returned with an “Unknown com-

mand” error code.

Part of the INff function’s responsibil-

ity is to return the ending address of the

resident portion of the driver. Me-
morywise, a device driver is the same as a

TSR and is allotted its protected memory

space. Similar to a TSR's, initialization is

done only once and is not needed once the

driver is loaded; therefore, it is put behind

the resident portion and returned to the sys-

tem memory pool.

Part of the INIT

function’s responsibility is

to return the ending

address of the resident

portion of the driver.

The DOS 3.x Technical Reference

manual suggested a clever stunt. During

initialization, a device driver can set the

ending address offset to 0 and the segment

to the code segment (CS) if the driver

wishes to abort without using any memo-
ry. Since CONFIG.CTL has no other busi-

ness after INff, this scenario fits CON-
FIG.CTL perfectly. Unfortunately,

however, while the original version CON-
FIG.CTL did just that and worked fine

with DOS 3.3, it hung with all other DOS
versions. (The aborting scheme wasn’t

mentioned in previous versions of the

manual, though they didn’t say it couldn’t

be used, either.) The solution was to install

CONFIG.CTL with just enough code

(about 1(X) bytes) to return any possible

subsequent c^ls with the unknown com-
mand-status return.

In any event, even if you don’t get into

the programming techniques that make it

work, CONFIG.CTL will make it a lot

easier for you to do your work! GS

MichaelJ. Mefford is a contributing editor

ofPC Magazine.

LIKE THESPEED
OFUGHT

printing for PostScript files or Vranira. PageMaker and

Windows documems.

Ibe CoooDcsk 6000 indudes 3$ PDSlScriptc(HI^stible

typebccs witb all 228 charactas for Wiuura and PageMaker

Stmptf install dK CoooDesk 6000 in your AT or 386 to

enhance the ^>ecd of tbe HP Series 0.

Ibe CoooDesk 6000 station; certified

PostScript-compatible; and it’s

slnqily tbe fastest

16802 Aston Street, Irvine. CA 92714 Telef^one (714) 474-1188
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If you have a PC
ana $95, you can
have all of these

AUTOMATIC INVOICING AND
STATEMENTS, PURCHASING, STOCK
CONTROL WITH BILL OF MATERIALS,
GOODS RECEIVED NOTES, RECEIPTS,
PAYMENTS, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND

GENERAL LEDGER.
EASILEDGER is the most practical and easy-to-

use accounting systems available today.

For only $95, EASILEDGER manages your

finances as well as giving you an instant up-to-

date record of your whole business.

EASILEDGER is suitable for all compatible PC, XT
and AT systems and only requires 256k of

memory.

ORDER TOLL FREE
Tel: 1-800-521 -ASTRO

Sfil^
COMPUTIRS

DMS Computers Incorporated, 222 Cedar Lane,
New Jersey, 07666-3309. Telefax: (201) 907-0463.

CIRCLE 277 ON READER SERVICE CARD HBGAA 12052
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First In Capacity. Choose single

HC Series drives, with 40, 90, 150, 310

or 380MB capacities. Or complete

external LAN subsystems,

with 150 to 760MB

^ capacities, in

single, mir-

rored or du-

plexed drive

configurations.

Design a network with over 3 Giga-

bytes of CORE storage. Drives and

subsystems are delivered ready to

plug and play— COMPSURF isn't

required.

Complete your system configuration

with COREtape 60/100 or 150/250MB

tape backup systems.

First In Reliability. CORE'S MC
Series drives— the first to be certified

by Novell for use in Advanced NetWare

2.1— surpass all industry standards

for reliability. They come with a 50,000-

hour Mean Time Between Failure rating

and a three-year, direct replacement

warranty.

First In Performance. WithlOto

17ms access times and over 900KB/

second transfer rates, HC Series drives

let your network move data, not wait

for it.

Drives are compatible with Novell,

3Com, PC Net, Token Ring and other

major LANs, as well as with XENIX,

OS/2 and other multi-user systems.

COREpower Your Network. Con-

tact your nearest dealer or CORE
representative today.

Northeast Region: Southern Region:

203/357-1339 407/997-6055

Ceniral Region: Western Region:

312/439-0511 213/312-8130

France: United Kingdom:

1/42.27.29.22 0990 23491

FAX: 407/997-6009

Distribution through GBC Distributors, Gates.

Ingram. MICRO D-TPD and Vltronix,

In Canada, contact Markham International.

Visit Our Booth, #H8624, At COMDEX.

CORE
INTERNATIONAL

CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Products listed and snown are registered trademarks of then

respected manufacturers COR£ rniemaiiortai CORE and HC
Senes are register^ trademarks of CORE International. Inc

OCopynghi 1988 CORE International. Inc



102^X768IBMCOMPATIBLE VGA VIDEO CARD

Plus:VGA,EGA,

monitors

the Phenomenal NXiAVt’ONDHR does it all at IBM Hardware lev el

eompatibilitV with automatic monitor detect and no dip switches or

jumpers to set. A HCXfCARD for the 286/386 POWER I'SER with Al'TO
BUS DETEXrr for 8 or 16 bit slots, running with a 16 bit datapath with

1:1 interleave. 100% IBM HARDWARE LEVEL CiOMPATIBlLITY means
that ALL software and operating systems designed for IBM systems will

mn. 1024 WILL BE DISPLAY ED IN COLOR ON STANDARD MULTI-
FREgUENCY MONITORS. Although these features are expected from TECHNOLOGIES INC.

ATI VOAMONOER — ATI>cnnolog>«slnc .MwR>mr>C'-NECHom«EI*cf'DiMC«tnc
AUTOCAD - AutodMfe Inc .WlNDOf^— Microa^ me

. GEM— OrnlM RcMarch Inc

.

VCNTUAA— XaroiCorp HERCULES— HerculMCompuwTechnologrlne .

IBM NAM. EGA COA—miefnational

BuamataMachinn Cdp

Technology you can Trust.

ATI TechnologiM Inc

37BI Victona Park Aw« . Scarbotough . Ontano
Canada MiW 3S2 1»lex 06-966640 (AD TOA)

1al (416)756-0716 Pax (416)7560720

ATI they are NOT A\AILABLE from other manufacturers. EGA on all

monitors including RGB S: TTL means a perfea card for

networks. MOfiSE ON BOARD! ATI built the mou.se right .--V. INC/ ,

in to this one. why not? No extra charge! VGAWONDER
is available in both 512K and 256K Versions. Ask your

dealer for more information.

o
See us cH

COfflEli^/Fall '88
Novombcr 14-18. 1988
Laa Vegas Hilton Hotel
Las Ve^. Nevada

Booth 7090

pRCLE 540 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Getting started
IN PRESENTATION
MANAGER GRAPHICS
Here’s a set ofprograms that illustrate the various waysyou can use the OSH Presentation

Manager’s graphics capabilities to draw andfill areas ofdifferent sizes and colors.

T
he OS/2 Presentation Manager pro-

grams I wrote for the last issue sim-

ply displayed the text "Hello,

world” in a window. These programs

showed how the overhead of a Presenta-

tion Manager program compares with the

overhead of other environments, such as a

teletype environment or a full-screen char-

acter-mode environment.

With a graphical environment like the

Presentation Manager, the “Hello, worid”

program is a little tame. A program that does

something more graphic—like bourtcing a

ball or displaying a series of rarrdom rectan-

gles—would be more fun.

A PM bouncing-ball program is cer-

tainly possible, but since it involves ani-

trtation, it’s probably a little too complex

for programmers new to the PM. Instead,

let’s try a prrrgram that continuously dis-

plays a series of random rectangles in its

window. The rectangles will be sized and

colored based on random numbers re-

turned from the C rand function.

COMINIJOIIS PROCESSING NEEDS
Such a program trray at fust seem rather

easy. Apparently, all we need to do is to

ftnd the Presentation Manager function

that draws a filled rectangle and set up a

simple while loop:

while ( 1

)

<

[draw one random rectangle]

)

Simple, right?

Well, no, you don’t do it quite this way.

The architecture of the Presentation Man-
ager requires a different approach.

PC

Programs for the OS/2 Presentation

Manager are message-driven. After a pro-

gram creates its windows in the main func-

tion, it enters a little block of code called

the message'Ioop:

(HinGatKtg (hab, MUIJ., 9, 9))
HinoiapatchKag (hab, iqmag) ;

This code retrieves a message from the

program’s message queue by calling Win-

GetMsg, then dispatches it to the appropri-

ate window procedure by calling WinDis-

patchMsg. Most of these messages are the

result of user input through the keyboard or

mouse. Other messages ate sent directly to

the window procedure, bypassing the mes-

sage queue. When the window procedure

receives a message (this is equivalent to

the Presentation Manager catling the win-

dow procedure), it processes the message

and then returns control to the PM.
The window procedure should process

each message as quickly as possible. The

Programs that do

something more graphic

than “Hello, world,”

such as displaying

random rectangles, are

a lot more fiin to try.
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recommended time is a maximum of Vio

second to process any message. Execution

slows when it takes a long time to process a

message because the program cannot re-

ceive any keyboard or mouse messages

until it gets b^k to the message loop and

retrieves them from the queue.

Moreover, if there are keyboard or

mouse messages waiting in the program’s

queue, then no other Presentation Manager

program can receive any keyboard or

mouse messages. For somewhat complex

reasons, the Presentation Manager seria-

lizes all keyboard and mouse input. No
keyboard or mouse message can be pro-

cessed until all previous keyboard and

mouse messages have been processed.

Thus a PM program can’t simply sit in a

while loop drawing random rectangles. If

it did, the program would prevent itself

(and all other Presentation Manager pro-

grams) from receiving and processing key-

board and mouse messages. Every pro-

gram in the Presentation Manager session

would seemingly ignore all user input!

This is clearly not desirable.

THE PMTIMER One solution—but by

no means the only solution—is to take ad-

vantage of the Presentation Manager tim-

er. This allows a window procedure to re-

ceive recurrent messages.

A program starts a timer by calling

WinSetTimer with the parameters

HlnStartTimr (hab, hwnd, idTlnar, Mtac) ;

The idTimer parameter is simply an ID
number that the program uses to identify

the timer. Msec specifies a time interval.

988
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in milliseconds, ranging from 0 to 65,535.

Every Msec milliseconds, the Presentation

Manager places a WM_TIMER message

in the program’s message queue. The mes-

sage is addressed to the window procedure

whose handle is hwnd.

When the program wishes to stop the

timer, it calls WinStopTimer:

WinStopTimer (hab, hwnd, idTimer) ;

The Presentation Manager removes any

pending WM_T1MER message from the

program's message queue when you make
this call.

Although you can specify any 16-bit

value for the Msec parameter of WinStart-

Timer, the PM will round it to the neatest

increment of 31.25 milliseconds. The

OS/2 system clock ticks 32 times per sec-

f MHDIISCT HlM fll*

r«Bdr»ct.obj i raadr^et.e
el -e -02aw -V3 r*adr*et.e

rutdrect.cM i randrect.obj randract.daf
link candract, /ali^BtK, WUL, oa3, tandract

Figure 1 : T/ie RANDRECTmakefile
automates the creation ofRANDRECT.EXE.

ond, or 3 1 .25 ms. per tick. (This is some-

what faster than the DOS system clock,

which ticks 18.2 times per second, or has

55 ms. between ticks.) When you specify a

value ofOfor Msec, the window procedure

gets a WM_T1MER message at the maxi-

mum rate ofonce every 3 1 .25 ms.

THE RANDRECT PROGRAM The
three files that constitute the RANDRECT
program ate shown in Figures 1 , 2, and 3.

These ate the RANDRECT make file, the

RANDRECT.C source code file, and the

RANDRECT.DEF module definition file.

If you have the beta version of the Presen-

tation Manager, you can create the RAN-
DRECT.EXE program by running

MAKE RANDRECT

RANDRECT has three functions. 1

of these (main and ClientWndProc)

present in almost every Presentation \
ager program. The main function is the

try point of the program, and QientW
Proc is the window procedure for

program’s client window. The Drr

function is called from ClientWndProc

draws a random rectangle.

The main function starts off noma
It first calls Wininitialize to register

ItANDRECT.DEF module definition file

NAME

DESCRIPTION
PROTMODE
HEAPSIZE
STACKSIZE
EXPORTS

RANDRECT WINDOHAPI

'Random Rectangle (c) 1988, Ziff Communications Co

1824
8192
ClientWndProc

Figure 3: The RANDRECT.DEF module definitionfile contains information theUNK uses in

constructing RANDRECT.EXE

.

Figure 2: TheRANDRECT.C source codefile contains threeJunctions. The mainJunction does initialization; CUentWrtdProcprocesses messages to

the diem window procedure; andDrawlt draws a random rectangle.
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MagNetize Your PC
Join PC MagNet and gain instant access to

PCMagazine's utUitfes and editorial staff.

PC Ma^et is an on-line information service admin-

istered by CompuServe. 112.50 per hour lets you:

* Download PCAto^az»«e’s utilities

* Download files fix>m the Forum data libraries

* Talk to editors and columnists

• Trade tips with Petzold, Duncan, Dvorak, Manes,

and Seymour
• Participate in focus groups with industry leaders

Coming soon:

PC MagComm—the best way to call PC MagNet!

One Call Gets You Started!

You don't need to be a communications ex-

pert to take full advantage of PC Mamet's
extraordinary' benefits.

I

.

To subscribe, set vour modem to 500 or

1.200 bps. 7 dau bits, even parity, t stop

bit. and full duplex. Call one of the num-
bers listed:

Anaheim. CA (714) 520-9724
Atlanta. GA (404) 266-7014

Baltimore, MD (301)254-7113
Boston. MA (617)542-1796
Chicago. IL (312)693-0330
Cleveland. OH (216)771-6860
Dallas. TX (214)953-0212
Detroit, MI (313)255-9207
Houston. TX (713)462-0202

Los Angeles, CA (213) 739-8906
Miami, FL (305)266-0231
Minneapolis, MN (612) 542-2207

New York. NY (212)422-8820
Newark. NJ (201)624-6565
Philadelphia. PA (215)977-9758
Pittsburgh. PA (412) 391-7752

San Diego, CA (619) 283-6091

San Francisco, CA (415)956-4191

Seattle. WA (206)241-9111
St. Louis, MO (314)241-3102
Washington, DC (202)388-4280

(Note; After you have become a member,
you can locate a local telephone access

number, or 2400 bps service, by typing

GO PHONES at the ! prompt.)

2.

When you receive a Connect or Carrier

Detected message, enter Ctrl-C.

3. At the HOST NAME prompt, enter GS.

4. At the USER ID prompt, enter I7700Q,

5000.

5. At the PASSWORD prompt, enter

6. At the Enter Agreement Number prompt,

enter Z10D8820.

7. Redster your name and provide billing

information.

8. Your personal User ID number and
password will be displayed at the end of

the subscription process. Please record

them in a secure place.

9- A new password will arrive by mall within

10 days to confirm your subs^ption.

There are no connect charges for PC
M:^et during the subscription process.
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6 ways
Genoa takes the gamble

out ofdatabackup.

It isn't the hardware or the software,

it's the data that's the most valuable

part of your personal computer.The
hundreds of hours spent creating and
editing data, plus its inherent value

to your operation, make it priceless.

Protect that expensive data with

a dependable backup system. Only

Genoa's Galaxy family of fape backup
systems offers 6 high-performance

advantages in data protection.

1. On-Line
Galaxy software

provides on-line net-

work support. Galaxy

and Galaxy/MC tape

backup sykems
come with Genoa's

Novell Advanced Netware

86 or 286 compatible

software driver, a $200.00

value, Anee.'

2. Fast
At SMB a minute, Galaxy systems

are among the fastest tape back-

ups around.You can back up the

whole data file in just a few

minutes.

The SlimSox cassette

is a space efficient way to

provide tape backup
for IBM PC/XT/ATs

3. Easy
Simple command menus make
Galaxy systems so easy to operate,

most users can start

backing up data within

minutes.

4. Automatic
Never again will you

worry about forgetting

to back up data Galaxy's

autoscheduler feature lets

you preset an exact date

and time, then it

automatically does the

backup for you.

5. Reliable
Galaxy boasts one of

fhe lowest return rates in

the industry Rus a full

year warranty.

6. IBM
Compatible

Galaxy works with all IBM PCs and
compatibles, including the new Micro

r

Channel. For the PC/XT/AX there

are external and internal models.

Both are available in cassette and
cartridge versions.V\te also offer a

SlimBox model for the PC/XT/AT It's

an efficiently sized external cassette

system.

For the

Galaxy dealer

nearest you,

contact Genoa,

75 ETrimble

Rd., San Jose,

CA 95131.

Fax: (408)

434-0997.Telex; 172319. Phone:

(408) 432-9090. Or fill out the coupon
below we'll send you more informa-

tion.You've got nothing to lose—

except the most valuable pari of your

personal computer.

CIRCLE 239ON READER SERVICECARD

_ The Galaxy Micro

Channel famity makes it

possible to exchange

data between IBM PC/XT/ATs

and PS/2 models SO, 60 and 80.

SYSTEMS CORPORATION

Come See Us at COMDEX Booth #1078

Pictured are our internal and external cartridge backups for IBM PC/XT/ATs.

c( Gena CtfMrtBon

I want to protact my inwastmant In datal

Please send me more information on Galaxy tape backup

subsystems.

Name
Title

Company
Address

City Slate

.

Phone I— — >

_Zip_

_Ext._

Please check all that apply: PC XT AT

PS/2. Model 50 PS/2. Model 60 PS/2, Model 80

Mail to: Geri Scheer. Genoa Systems Corporation,

75 E.Trimble Rd.. San Jose. CA 951 31
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program with the Presentation Manager.

This function returns the anchor block han-

dle that uniquely identifies the process.

The anchor block handle is stored in a vari-

able called hab. (This variable is global be-

cause it is required in the calls to WinStart-

Timer and WinStopTimer, which are

made from ClientWndProc.)

The main function then goes on to call

WinCreateMsgOueue. to create the pro-

gram’s message queue, and WinRegister-

Class, which identifies ClientWndProc

function as the window procedure for the

window class whose name (“RandRect”)

is stored in the szClientClass variable. This

variable is also passed to the WinCreate-

StdWindow function, which creates the

various windows (title bar, system menu,

sizing border, client window, and so forth)

that make up RANDRECT.
During the WinCreateStdWindow

function, ClientWndProc receives its first

message, which is the WM_CREATE
message. ClientWndProc takes this oppor-

tunity to call WinStarfTimer to start the

timer.

The beta version of the OS/2 Presenta-

tion Manager supports only 16 timers sys-

tem wide. If there are no more available

timers when a program calls WinStart-

Timer, the function returns a 0. If this hap-

pens, RANDRECT displays a message

box, which is simply a small window with

a message ("Cannot nin program—too

many clocks or timers”) and a button la-

beled “OK.” When the user presses that

button with the keyboard or mouse,
ClientWndProc returns a 1 from the

WM_CREATE message.

When a window procedure returns 1

from the WM_CREATE message, the

Presentation Manager takes this as an indi-

cation that die window initialization was

not successful. The Presentation Manager
responds to this by aborting the Win-
CreateStdWindow function and destroy-

ing all the windows created so far during

the call. The message loop and the Win-

DestroyWindow call are executed in main
only if WinCreateStdWindow returns a

valid handle to the frame window.

If ClientWndProc is successful in start-

ing the timer, it returns 0 from the

WM_CREATE message and proceeds

normally. During WM_DESTROY—the

last message that the window procedure re-

ceives before being destroyed—the timer

is stopped by a call to WinStopTimer.

ClientWndProc also receives a

WM_S1ZE message during the

WM_CREATE message and whenever

the size of the client window changes. The
current dimensions of the window are

stored in the static variables cxClient and

cyClient for later use in drawing the rect-

angles.

'iiASttrS.

77274 • T«l |7t3| 933-7673 • FA)

Our Printer Sharing Unit
Does Networking!

'laMourMastArSwItch '.BS(iph«ncAtM

•hanng<Mvic«.COmtiin64w#iUasterN9t *

natworkmo toflwarv tor PCs, and you'v*

gol an miegraled solution tor prtntar arto

ptottor shanng. iito irartstor. etoclroncniail.

and a toi mot« Otcourwyou can atoo

aftara rnodams, mints, and mainiramas or

accaas the nahmrk tamotoly Installsbon

and oparation is vary timpto

WaraaWto

Or you can usa the Master Svifllch to

Ink anycomputor or peripheral with a serial

or parallel irTlerlace The switch accepla

over gocommande tor controlling the flow

of data It may be operated automatically,

by command, or wahtoieractivemefA« ns

butlei IS expandable to one megabyte and

holds up to 64 ssnuftaneous loba The

MasterLink * uuhty tksketie tor PCs

comes with every unit and unieaanee iha

pmver ol toe vwiich with ns merrury-ieetoeni

aoceaa to toe oommende and menue

We have a fuN lineol eonnecbvily Botubona

(I you )uBl want pnntor shanng, wave got

ROSE
ELECTRONICS

I ^ea« Ca

n We also have automatic switches, code-

ectrvsted swnchea , buiiers, converters,

cabtes, protocol converters, mutopleitors,

me drivers, and other products

Cewwwrtment to ffaeaMano*

At Rose Electronica, ware noi satisfied

unW you're saiisfied Thafs why we have

thousands of customers around the world

nctoding large, medkjm, and smaS

businesses, laclonee. ttcrec. educawnel

iTHaiulione. and Federal, state artd local

governments We back our products wMh

lu( technical support, aone-yeei warranty,

and a toeiy-day monty-badi guaranise

Call now for literature or
more information.

(800) 333-9343
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P R C) D U C T I V J 1Master the Grand Prix Circuit

at Home — on your PC

Introducing

Grand Prix Circuit * — the first Formula

One racing simulator for your PC.

You've trained long and hard for this

opportunity and now it's your chance to

m^e all that hard work pay off. Hit warp

speed in the powerful Vi2. 3.5 litre Ferrari.

Put the pedal to the floor in your screaming

V8. 3.5 litre Williams. Or experience the

ultimate power and performance of a 900

horsepower racing machine — the McLaren.

Race all three of these high performance

Formula One racing cars on the most famous

Grand Prix circuits in the world. Shift

through the gears and hug the comers of

glamorous Monaco. Blast down the straight-

aways of Germany. Snarl through the tunnels

of Japan, or select from 13 other courses.

You'll be competing against over

15 other cars all with world class drivers,

each with his own individual driving

characteristics — and ego.

Grand Prix Circuit is so realistic you'll

almost feel the G*force of being pinned

to your seat. The lifelike animation, real-

istic racing sound, and authentic graphics

allow you to experience the raw power of

each racing machine. Special inset

screens show your location, lap number,

current position, and race time. Dual

rearview mirrors keep tabs on that

Ferrari nipping at your spoiler.

Please include $3.95 for Shipping/

Insurance. .30-day money-back guarantee.

Please mention product code when ordering.

Credit card holders may call our toll-free number
when ordering. Or mail your check to the

address below. CA resideni.s add b% sales lax.

Requires CGA. VGA. EGA. or Hercules

graphics card. Available for IBM PC (or

compatible) only. Order Grand Prix Circuit

today and order a magnum of champagne for

the winning driver tonight.

Grand Prix Circuit GP#I8 S44.95

QtUt toU tTM 24 hn. a day

800-443-0100 eiL 690

RYANS*

B Y M A I I

23010 lAkd PoTMt Dr. Sslte D321

LaCBU BUIa. CA 928S3

What can BitCom Deluxe
Communication Software

do for YOU?

Programmable
TermliMil Emulation
Simulate terminals

like the popular VTIOO
when communicating
to the mainframe. Key-

board customization.

Scroll Buffer

Review
Read text that

shifted off the

screen.

Remote Access
Extends your

computer access hours.

Retrieve information and
run programs like Lotus

1 .2.3 &. Wordstar on an

unattended PC.

Dialing

Directory

Deluxe

capability to

search 32,767

names. Easy

to modify!

Experience what
500,000 users

already havel J

New $7900
Lower than market prices!

Upgrade $390o

(408) 263-2197

BIT Software, Inc. 830 HlllvIewCt.. Suite 160 Milpitas. CA 95035 FAX (408) 263-1447

C 1 988 BItCom Deluxe Is a trademark of Bit Software. Inc.
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DRAWING THE RECTANGLES Ear-

lier PM programs presented in this column

have drawn in their windows during the

WM_PAINT message. A window proce-

dure receives a WM_PAINT message
whenever part of its window is invalid.

The window procedure takes this opportu-

nity to update the window.

RANDRECT operates a little different-

ly. It does not process WM_PAINT at all;

instead, it draws in the window during

WM_TIMER, For each WM_T1MER it

receives, ClientWndProc draws one rect-

angle.

A Presentation Manager program can

draw within its window during a message

other than WM_PAINT by obtaining a

handle to a presentation space through the

WinGetPS function. This handle is then

used as the first parameter to the graphics

output functions. After drawing, the pre-

sentation space is released by calling

WinReleasePS.

The Drawit function draws a rectangle

using the GpiBox function. The position

and dimension of the rectangle are speci-

fied with the coordinates of two opposite

comers; the sides of the rectangle are al-

ways parallel to the x and y axes.

One comer of the rectangle is the cur-

rent position, which is set by a call to Gpi-

Move. This is set to a random point some-

where within the client window thus:

ptl.x = rand() % exClient ;

ptl.y = randj) % cyclient ;

GpiMove (hps, Sptl) ;

The X coordinate ranges from 0 to

(exClient - 1) and the y coordinate ranges

from 0 to (cyClient - 1 ).

The second point (which denotes the

opposite comer of the rectangle) is a pa-

rameter to GpiBox:

ptl.x - rando % exClient ;

ptl.y B rand() \ cyClient ;

GpiBox (hps, DRO_FILL, 4ptl, SL, 9h) ;

The second GpiBox parameter can be set

to DRO_OUTUNE (to draw just the out-

line of the recUuigle) , DRO_FILL (to draw

the interior), or DRO_OUTLINEFILL (to

draw the outline and the interior).

Before calling GpiMove and GpiBox,

RANDRECT calls four functions to define

the appearance of the rectangle’s interior.

By default, the interior of the rectangle is

drawn with a solid pattern. But the solid

19 8 8
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Why build a printer that

can print standing on its head

when all you want is

outstanding letter quality?

OKIDATA is a registered trademark or Oki America, Inc.

Marque dcposw de Oki America. Inc.

The answer is better quality printing.

We made our new 300 Series 24-pin printers more
rugged than they have to be and more reliable than

ever. We built in a patented optical sensor and linked it

with a unique rack and pinion printhead drive.

So you get more accurate printhead positioning. And
that means outstanding letter quality.

All in a printer so stable it works upside down.

But even right side up, you get
letter quality printing this good.

Our engineers call this “championship specs.” More
than 3 million loyal users call it rugged reliability. And
it shows in the quality and performance of every

printer and modem we make.

Call 1-800-OKIDATA for the dealer nearest you.
CIRCLE 235 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OKIDA1A
an OKI AMERICA company

We put business on paper.



Intdannounces

Announcing the first non-stop communications route

between businesses anywhere in the world.

Intel’s Conneaion Coprocessor"

It’s a whole new way to send and receive programs,

files, text, graphics and electronic messages. Not just

between PCs, but with fax machines as well.

The Intel Connection is a new
communications coprocessing board

that frees your PC from the task of

communicating.

Which means you can work on your
computer non-stop—even while

sending a document as big as the NewYork phone b(X)k.

Now your faxes or files can fly cross country. And you
can .still be zooming around in your flight simulator. Or
writing that letter to your biggest account.Or recalculating

your spreadsheets for tomorrow’s meeting.Without

interruption or downtime.

And when you fax, there are no

more stopovers at the printer, or

cooling your heels in line at the fax

machine. Because Conneaion lets you

do everything without leaving your PC.

Andwhen you send files directly to

01988 ImdCoqxmion.CtmnccticRCoPiuccssGrisatiadrtnarkuf Intel Caqxnkjn.Xli^trdftrrfMbaRgbiercdu^fenurki/'nxdl^rfeaCoqj.StiiufiKCBatnidnTiarkufSsTnaniKCorp.BorlandisaregisieRdu^^

indemarit ufMinwoA Corpocaiion. *CAS (DCA/Ind Gnununiciiing Apfibcaiign i^xcificaUon.

)



non-:

Transfer faiied

SpervJ 17nninutes

Resend document,

cross fingers.

VWorkthrougTi

lunch to make up
for lost time.

rtf^aNy. you send,

but FAX Ime is busy.

anotlicrConneaion-equipped PC,you won't have to fiddle

atxtund witli mtxiem parameters or pnttocols. Becaase tlie

Conneaion CoPntcessor sets them for you. At 9600 bps.

Best of all, Connection supports CASf a new-

communication standard that is suppttrted by major

.software and hardware developers like Symantec,'"

Borland^ DCAJ^Microsoftfand WordPerfect*Which
means you can send, for example, a word prtKessing

file to your London office, without ever exiting your

WordFterfea program.

You just send the document directly fix^m your

application.That’s it.There isn’t any complicated

Corpoiaiinn (XIAbaicgisKred trademark <ir[)igiilCnnununicatiimsAwx.i3m, Inc. MicmMABareKmered

communications .software to learn.

And evervtliing is backed b\' toll-free technical

support and a five-tear warranty from Intel.

So what are you waiting for? Call 800-538-3373 now
for a free demo di.sk.

Becau.se with Intel’s Connection CoPntces.sor,

communication is reallv going to take off.

my
CIRCLE 297 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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pattern is only one of 16 patterns (using

various diagonal, horizontal, or vertical

lines, or dot densities) supported by the

Presentation Manager. You set a different

pattern by calling GpiSetPattem. Normal-

ly, you use an identifier defined in the Pre-

sentation Manager header files as a param-

eter to this function. These identifiers have

values ranging from I to 16, so RAND-
RECT selects a random pattern:

GpiSetPattem (hps, IL + rand() « 16) ;

The color of the pattern will normally

be the foreground color that you’ve select-

ed in the Presentation Manager Control

Program. By default, this is black.

RANDRECT selects a random color by

calling GpiSetColor:

Gpis«tcolor (bps, (LONG) (rando a !«)) ;

This is the color of the lines or dots in the

pattern. The area between these lines or

dots is colored with the current back-

ground color; white is the default. RAND-
RECT again randomly sets this color:

CplSatBackColor {hpe. (LONG) (xand <) % 16)| i

However, the Presentation Manager de-

fault does not use the background color; it

simply leaves the background area un-

touch^. You change that default opera-

tion by calling GpiSetBackMix:

GpisetBackMix (hps, bm_OVERPAINT) ;

RANDRECT does not keep track of

what rectangles it has drawn, so it really

can’t properly process the WM-PAINT
message to update an area of the window

that needs repair (as, for example, when
another program has obscured part of the

client window and is then removed).

When part of the client window becomes

invalid, ClientWndProc first receives a

WM_ERASEBACKGROUND message

from the frame window, which is the part

of the standard window that lies under-

neath all the other windows and holds

them together. ClientWndProc simply re-

turns I from this message to indicate to the

frame window to erase the invalid area.

Figure 4 shows RANDRECT running un-

der the Presentation Manager.

DRAWING RANDOM ELLIPSES In

the Drawit function of RANDRECT, the

last two parameters to GpiBox are set to 0.

You can also set them to positive nonzero

values to draw rectangles with rounded

comers.

The Presentation Manager uses an el-

lipse to draw the rounded comers. You
specify the width and height of this ellipse

with the last two GpiBox parameters. Es-

sentially, the ellipse is cut into four quad-

rants, and these four quadrants replace the

normal comers of the box. If the last two

parameters of GpiBox are set to the width

and height of the rectangle, then GpiBox
doesn’t draw a rectangle at all, but instead

draws an ellipse.

Figure 5 shows an alternative Drawit

routine that draws random ellipses rather

than rectangles. This version uses an array

of two POINTL structures to store the two

comer points. During the call to GpiBox,

the last two parameters are set to the abso-

lute values of the differences of the x andy

dimensions. Figure 6 shows a version of

RANDRECT using this routine tunning

under the Presentation Manager.

FILLING POLYGONAL AREAS
The GpiBox function is a special case of a

generalized area-filling facility in the Pre-

Figure 4: RANDRECT running under the Presentation Manager.

VOID Drawit (HPS bps, short exclient, short cyClient)

(

POINTL aptlI2] t

GpiSetPattem (hpe, IL rand() % 16) ;

GpiSetColor <hpB, (LONG) (rand() « 16)) ;

GpiSetBackColor (hpa, (LONG) (rand () % 16)) ;

GpisetBackMix (hpa, BM OVERPAINT) ;

// Pattern - 1 to 16
// Color * 0 to 15
// Background color
// Background mix

// First corneraptl( 0 ].x B rando ^ exclient ;

aptl(0i.y rand() % cyclient ;

GpiMove (hps, apt!) ;

aptl[l].x rando ^ exClient ;

aptl[l].y rand() % cyclient ;

GpiBox (hps, DRO FILL, aptl -f 1, labs (aptl[l].x - aptl[0].x),
" labs (aptl[l].y - aptljBj.y)) ;

)

// Opposite corner

Figure 5: RANDRECTs Drawitfunction lets you draw random ellipses rather than rectangles.
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Paul MaceSOFTWARE
CIRCLE 211 ON READER SERVICE CARD

400 Williamson Way Ashland, OR 97520

To Order: 800-523-0258 or 503-488-2322

From the Man Who
Wrote the Book on
Data Recovery...

NlaCC Gold is the most comprehensive data protection and
recovery package ever assembled. POP, our power-out protection

software, allows you to pick up right where you were when the

power went off or a program locked up the keyboard. Mace Backup
offers speed, convenience and, best of all, bulletproof reliability

while saving and restoring hard disk data. Go beyond ASCII
retrieval with TextFix and DbFix. Automatically find and rebuild

word-processing or Dbase files that were lost, corrupted, even par-

tially overwritten, without losing the formatting information. To
these add all the standard features of Mace 5, our new sector edi-

tor, MUSE, Mace Vaccine, Unfrag, disk Caching, Remedy, safe For-

mat, perfect Undelete, the original UnFormat, and you’ll

understand why Mace Gold makes computing as close to riskless

as can be. $149

Nlace 5 offers the basic power to recover from most common
disasters and optimize your system for peak performance, with pro-

grams more powerful and easier to use than ever before: Rigorous

disk testing and automatic correction, fail-safe disk formatting,

flawless recovery of deleted files and entire disks, all standard fea-

tures. Protection from computer viruses or applications gone hay-

wire is supplied by Mace Wccine. Optimum performance is assured

with hist disk caching and our file consolidation program UnFrag.

And now there’s MUSE, a sector editor unlike any you’ve ever seen,

intelligent enough to teach you, and packed with real recovery

power. With Mace 5 you’re covered on all the critical

angles. $99

Both Mace Gold and Mace 5 provide support for DOS 4.0, parti-

tions up to 512 Megabytes, and the backing of a company that

specializes daily in recovering the unrecoverable.

“Almost all lost data can be retrieved, even from an ‘Invalid drive

specification’ or worse. My Guide to Data Recovery contains every-

thing I’ve learned in the past five years about recovering and repair-

ing lost files, presented In a format that inexperienced people, as

well as the technically astute, will find useful. This book will steer

you around the obstacles on the road to recovery and down the path

to success.” —Paul Mace



The bad news is, ihis is a (|uiz.

Tile sfxid news is. were fjoins l«

make il easy.

Aii lliree of these 24-pin (iol

niiilrix printers are versatiie. ruK-

ped offire-(|uatity printers. They aii

liriiv ide a \iiriely of type sly ies anti
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documentation and more.
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And only Top Dot Is available In

your choice of finish: Executive

Black or traditional Ivory.

You have to visit a dealer to buy

two of the printers on this page.

But you can get Top Dot delivered

to your door by UPS.*

Just call 1-800-637-7878. cor-

rectly Identify tbe Top Dot. and

amPARmm CHART

Print speed

(t2cpi)

AMT
\rri‘l-5(M)

Epson

IA1-2500

Toshiba

P351SX

Draft Mode 480 cps 324 cps 300 cps

Memo Mode 200 cps N/A N/A

LQMode 80 cps 90 cps 100 cps

Pkig-in fonts card card cartridge

Color printing standard N/A option^t

Warranty 31 mo 18 mo 18 mo

On^ service lyr N/A N/A

Price $1085 $1449tt $1499 tt

Starter Kit $25 N/A N/A

$Z39 ifmanulaciurvr^ssueeesiefl Hat price

we’ll ship It to you. FREE.* If after

30 days, the Top Dot hasn’t become
indispensable to your office, just

send it back. Otherwise, do nothing.

We’ll charge $1085 to your credit

card or bill you against your pur-

chase order. That’s all there is to it.

And if you’re still not sure of the

answer, don’t worry. Our operators

w ill give you three chances to get

ii right.

OulckStait Kit contains supplies, cable, son-

ware. documentation—eieo transparency

materials A $150 value for only $25 with

TbpDoL

ORCLE 317ON READER SERVICECARD

ACCEL-500
1-800-637-7878m s

VenUira Perlpberals

100 Rancho Road. Suite 27
Thousand Oaks. California 91362
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sentation Manager. Any area that you can

debne with a series of lines, you can fill

with a particular pattern and color.

To do this, you first call the WinBegin-

Area function. Then you draw the figure

and call WinEndArea. The Presentation

Manager fills the area you've outlined. If

you haven’t defined a closed area, the Pre-

sentation Manager itself closes the area by

drawing a line back to the first point.

The Drawit function shown in Figure 7

uses GpiBeginArea and GpiEndArea to

draw a random triangle. 'The result ofusing

this Drawit function is shown in Figure 8.

MORE RECTANGLE FUNCTIONS
At least in the beta version of the Presenta-

tion Manager, the speed of GpiBox is dis-

figure 6: The version ctfDrawit shown in Figure 5 draws random ellipses in the client window.

VOID Drawit <HPS hpa, SHORT cxcliant, SHORT cyclient)
<

POIRTL ptl ;

Gpi8«tPattern (hpa, IL * rand() % 16) ;

GplSatColor (hpa, (LONG) (rand() % 16)) ;

GplSatBackColor (hpa, (LCWG) (rand <) % 16))
GpiSetBackMix (hpa, BM_OVERPAINT) t

GpiBeginArea (hpa, BA^NOBOlfNDARY ) ;

ptl.x rando % exclient ;

ptl.y rand() % cyClient ;

GpiNove (bps, &ptl) ;

ptl.x rando % exclient ;

ptl.y • rando ^ cyclient ;

GpiLine (hpa, sptl) ;

ptl.x « rando ^ cxclient j

ptl.y rando ^ cyclient ;

GpiLine (hpa, iptl) ;

// Pattern 1 to 16
II Color 0 to 15
// Background color
// Background nix

// Pirat corner

// Second corner

// Third corner

GpiEndArea (hpa) \

)

Rgure 7: This Drawit routine uses the generalized area-fillingfacility in the Presentation

Manager to draw random triangles.

'Offersubfed to avaltMIHy andcredK approval.

PC MAGAZINE
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Figure 8: The version ofDrawU shown in Figure 7 draws random Iriangles.

VOID Drawlt (BPS hpa, SHORT cxclient, SHORT cycliant)

RECTL rcl ;

SHORT xl, x2, ylt y2 ;

xl • rand() % cxClient 1

x2 " rand(

)

% cxCliant 1

yl randn % cyClient i

y2 a rand(| % cyclient t

rcl.xLaft a bId (xl,
Bin (yl,

; // Lower left corner
rcl.yBotton y2) ;

rcl .XRight Bax ( xl

,

X2) t // Upper right corner
rcl .yTop • Bax (yl. y2) ;

wlnrillRaet
>

(hpa, arcl (LONG) (rando % 16) > )

Figure 9: This Drawltfunction uses WinFiilRect to draw rectangles ofrandom colors.

VOID Drawlt (HPS hpa, short exclient, short cyclient)

POINTL aptl[2] f

SHORT xl, x2, yl, y2 ;

Gpisetpattern (hpa, IL * rand() t 16) ;

GpiSetColor (hps, (LONG) (rando ^ 1^0 i

GpiSetSackColor (hpa, (LONG) (rand () % 16)) )

It Pattern • 1 to 16
// Color > f to 15
// Background color

xl * rando ^ exClient ;

x2 - rand( ) % exClient i

yl « rand() % cyclient )

y2 - rando * cyclient t

aptl{S).x •* aiin (xl, x2) f

•ptl[l).y - Bin (yl, y2) i

aptl[lj.x * Bax (Xl, x2) ;

aptltlj.y - Bax (yl, y2) j

// Lower left corner

// Upper right corner

GpiBitBIt (hpa, NULL, 2L, aptl, ROP PATCOPT, SL)

)

r

Figure 10; This DrawU routine uses GpiBilBlt to copy a pattern to a destination rectangle.

appointing. The Presentation Manager ap-

parently implements GpiBox using the

generalized area-filling algorithms, which

results in slower rectangle-filling than

would be otherwise available. Fortunate-

ly, however, the Presentation Manager has

two additional functions that can draw
filled rectangles much faster than GpiBox.

The simpler of these two functions is

the WinFiilRect function, which has the

following syntax:

WinFiilRect (hps, trcl, color) ;

The second parameter is a pointer to a

RECTL (rectangle) structure. The last pa-

rameter is the color index that you wish to

use to color the interior of the rectangle.

This overrides the color that you set using

the GpiSetColor function. WinFiilRect ig-

nores the current pattern when filling the

rectangle.

A Drawlt function using WinFiilRect is

shown in Figure 9. When calling WinFill-

Rect, the xLeft field of the RECTL struc-

ture must be less than the xRight field, and

the yBottom field must be less than yTop.

The Drawlt function in Figure 9 uses the C
min and max macros to ensure this differ-

ence.

And finally we come to the amazing

GpiBitBIt function. A bitbIt (pronounced

“bit blit”) is a bit block transfer. Gpi-

BitBIt is normally used to transfer a rectan-

gular bitmap from one place to another.

However, the word “transfer” does not

quite encompass all that the GpiBitBIt

function does. It actually performs a

bitwise operation between three bit-

maps—a source bitmap, a destination rect-

angle, and the current pattern. The result

of this bitwise operation is copied to the

destination rectangle.

The Drawlt function shown in Figure

10 uses GpiBitBIt in a very simple way: to

copy the pattern to a destination rectangle.

The rectangle is specified by an array of

two POINTL structures. The first

POINTL structure is the coordinate of the

lower-left comer of the rectangle, and the

second is the coordinate of the upper-right

comer. The second-to-last parameter—set

to ROP-PATCOPY in this Drawlt func-

tion—indicates that we want the pattern

copied to the rectangle.

Isn't that a little more fun than just say-

ing, “Hello, world”? CS
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breakthrough!
DISPLAY

INTRODUONG ZENITH’SNEW
BATTERY-POWERED PORTABLES.

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN-with a state Of the art family of desktops. With a choice of tost access 20 or 40MB hard disk. ^

battery-powered portables led by the single most revolo- The third member of the pack is the SupersPorf* with

tionoiy portable ever created. TurbosPort SSB." 20M8 hard disk or dual floppy systems and detochable battery

TurbosPort 386 is breakthrough inside ond out. Outside. pocks for optimum flexibility.

Zenith's exclusive fttpe kVh/fe” display virtually duplicates All three mochines ride on Zenith's intelligent Power
printed poge clarity. Its sharp block images are refreshed Management System"' for maximum battery IHe.

quickly on a fluorescent backlit screen. Plus o fully delachable Three new portables-three more reasons why Zenith

keyboard (unheard ot on any other batterypowered portable). is the bottery-po^ed leader. For the name of your nearest

Inside the compact TurbosPort 386. the breakthroughs Zenith Data Sterns Dealer, coll: 1-800-842-9(XX). ext. 1.

continue with apovir^l 80386 microprocessor harnessed to

a fast access 40MB hard disk And zero wait state tech-

nology for up to 50% greater speed than other 12MHz systems.

Next comes the lightweight SupenPort 286.' the highest

petlormance 286 class machine among all laptop*. ..or

CIRCIE .WON RF..\UFR SIRVICECARU THE CXIAUTV GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON"
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systems

40 MB
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irfirSave aBundle
^OnOurNewBundle.
A lot of accounting software

companies will try to tell you

their product does more than just

accounting. So even though you can

get Peachtree Complete"" II— the

most complete accounting software

—

for a lightweight S199. we ^n’t tell

you that it’s more than an accounting

package Just that It's the most

accounting power you can get for

your software dollar.

Now we’ve bundled Peachtree

Complete U and Peachtree Data

Query"* 11 together, and cut the price

SIOO. So you're not only getting hill-

featured accounting, you're also get-

ting custom reporting and analysis.

Peachtree’s “Double Bonus Bundle"

gives you two first-rate software

^ka^ for one low price— Peachtree

Complete 11. The Business Accounting

System and Peachtree Data Query II,

the Custom Reporting Ibol for Peach-

tree Complete 11, both for only S298.

And that’s the best deal around.

Still Just S199 Complete. We will continue to tell you that Peachtree

Complete n offers the most powerful accounting software you can buy at

virtually any price. Designed and sold as a S5.000 accountingj>ysfom, the

latest version of Complete 11 represents a vastly expanded and improved

product, yet sells for an incredibly reduced price of just 1199- With that kind

of value, and more than 250,000 satisfied users, our record speaks for itself.

I^htree Complete II is a comprehensive accounting system developed

to meet the needs ofsmall- to medium-

size businesses, it comes with eight

high-power modules that may be used

individually, or fully integrated for

absolute maximum accounting effidenc)':

• General Ledger • Inventory’

• Accounts Receivable * Payroll

* Accounts Payable * Fixed Assets

• Invoicing • Job Cost

And Peachtree Complete II is

designed using the latest software

innovations, like full-color scrolling

i^erence tableSj^f-u£ win^ws,
and short-cut keyed menus. We’ve

increased numeric capadties as high as S999,999,999-99 in key areas,

added Service Invoidng^ induded Range Printing, and expanded to allow

an unlimited number of companies.

Error handling is quick and easy, with plain English messages and sug-

gestions. Context-sensitive Smart HELP is on-line, all the time And as

always, Peachtree Complete II comes with the most thorough documentation

— a separate quick-start Installation Guide, Accounting Primer, seven-

volume Reference Library . and extensive on-line tutorials on each module

—

all at no extra charge.

Save Even .More on Peachtree Data Query II. So while you’re getting

Ask for Peachtree’s
“Double Bonus Bundle

And Save $100.

Compare Feature for Feature

* Chat ofAcDMMU tndtMlcs 76 NmHKd fod 26.000

• Ramdil mranu conpatioiu miy tncludr

citnvM period atd >«a- to-dae*i!h badget akd/or

prior palod coapalton

tecooMt KccrlraMe/Invoidag
• NaaatMopeaHnnorbalatceiDrwvdatuiMien
• UpiDM-“

• PaUtI payaenu of tnvolcn

• ^ to 14,400 tendon
• Checto printed wUhenWniladiiHtilcelbOBgOP atdt

• tnppeniawiy. lai ptuduad aid riaidad

• UpioK.VM (mmiaty Heat (SKlli).

the best deal on the best accounting

software, why not get an even better

bargain? Extend the power of your

Peachtree accounting to indude the

most advanced custom reporting and

analysis with PDQ II, and when you

buy both, save 1100!

PDQ II lets you turn raw’ figures

into highly sophisticated reports,

allowing you full access to the impor-

tant accounting data in your Peachtree

Complete II files. From the simplest

mailii^ labels to the most defied
budget analyses, Peachtree Data Query

II opens up the potential of your

computerized accounting, with no risk

to your files , and no re-keying of

accounting data.

And now, PDQ is easier than ever

to use, with all new user instructions

and on-line practice sessions that lead

you through the system and build

confidence as you go.

Choose from PDQ's own pre-

d^ned reports, design your own (and

store the formats for future use), even export data to popular applications

like dBASE nr* and Lotus 1-2-3? PDQ's simple, clear approach to report

writing allows maximum control and flexibUty. You can begin creating

reports with PDQ in just minutes. And as you continue using it, PDQ can

perform highly complex, intricate analyses.

Save a Bundle When You Buy Both. We think using PDQ to make

Peachtree Complete 11 more than an accounting system makes good busi-

ness sense So we bundled them

together and made it well worth your

while For a limited time, Peachtree’s

"Double Bonus Bundle" is available

for just 1298. That’s two regularly-

priced S199paclu^ for one low

price, and that’s a saving of SIOO.

The "Double Bonus Bundle" is a

limited-time offer, so call today!

And of course, if all you need is

the best accounting package your

money can buy, Peachtree Complete II

by itself is still only S199-

Mone>’ Back Guarantee. As with

ail our products, we stand behind Peachtree Complete II and PDQ II with a

toll-free hotline for technical support (SI per minute. S20 minimum on

your credit card). And both are covered with a 30-day money-back

guarantee when you buy direaly from Peachtree If for any reason you’re

not satisfied, you can return the product within 30 days for a prompt

refund. That’s the Peachtree Software promise (A S25 restocking fee applies

to all returns.)

Htrtfwmrc Spedflcitloiif: Requires PC/MS-DOS version 2.0 or higher with 584K of usable

fflenior>' (M2K required wiUi DOS 3.3) and a minimum 10 MB hard disk. For use with the

IBM* PC. PC XT. PC AT. Personal System/Z"* and compatibles. 3 Vi” media optionally available.

Not copy protected.

drpirciuton

*TncluaMsi

tayivU

l3aMhod*o(

|o6-fey.|a6bMtt.

.
nr Mml, ftw. cUy wdcoiuty

III uMn Ibr lU W naiM wUh iukhmiIc ciiculi-

UMOipibUUln
• AaMfUc payntU premriaf tupporUna bourty,

ny types.

• MaKdia
IHM

• Pm
AadItaayNaRt

Call Now to Order

1-800-247-3224
(or call 1-404-564-5800)

lb Order by Mail Add $12.50 Shipping and Handling*

(In Georgia add applicable s^es lax.)

'Call for international rates.

Peachtree Software
A Member oftbe htteUigent Systems Family

4355 Shackleford Road, Dept. PCM, Norcross, Georgia 50093

CIRCLE 358ON READER SERVICE CARD
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POWER PROGRAMMING RAY DUNCAN

Manipulating
STRINGS INMASM
Your Power Programming library expands in this issue to include C-equivalent assembly

language routinesfor string concatenation, extraction, and translation.

The previous Power Programming
column presented a package of

MASM routines for string compari-

son, searching, and validation. In this in-

stallment, we'll address another category

of string operations: concatenation, extrac-

tion, and translation. And in the next issue,

we’ll fmi.sh up this series with some case-

insensitive string comparison and search

routines, as well as a Quicksort routine for

string arrays.

MASM STRING PACKAGE #2 The
STRINGS2.ASM listing shown in Figure

I is the source code for our second package

of string routines. It contains six public

routines: STRCAT, STROUP, STRXTR,
STRXLT, STRUPR, and STRLWR. All

of these procedures accept string pointers

and lengths, and they return the address

and length of a new string, leaving the

original slring(s) unchanged. In general,

the registers used for parameters and re-

sults are symmetric with the STRINGS I

package presented last time. Further, as

with the first string package, the names for

some of STRINGS2.ASM routines were

picked for symmetry with the C standard

luntime library, but you should not assume

that the assembler and C routines with the

same name do exactly the same thing.

Most of the public routines in

STRINGS2.ASM use a building-block

routine. STRMEM, which is not public.

J——— — —— ;

; BT1ltH<U2.A8H KMN ItrlBf P*efc*9« 12

) copyright (e>, 198I Sift Coaunicatioo* Oo.
I PC Magosio* • Kay Duncan • evaotor 2P, 19tt

bufalM ogu 1824 1 aiu of buffer for taavorary atriaga

_OKTA aagMot wrd public 'DATA'

Ictab dw 26 ! 'atrlwr' tranalatlon table
dw 'A*
db * abedofghl jhlainopqratuvwKyi

'

pop al
ov ex, da
rap Bovab I copy atrlng2 to raault

I lot DSiSI > addraaa of
I raault atrlng

> eorraet for bytaa Borod

pep ox } raatora raglatar
rat I back to oallar

t 'atrupr' tranalatlon table

(7) I ta^orarr atrlng buffer
f currant buffer pointer

DATA anda

XTRCATi atrlng eoneatanatloo routine

Call wlthi DSiSX addraaa of atrlngl
BX « length of atrlngl
EXtOX addraaa of atringX
DX length of atrlng2

neturnai DaiSl • addraaa of raault atrlng
in tawporary atoraga

BX length of raault atrlng

puah dl

t aaaa atrlngl length
7 BX a raault atrlng length
j gat taaporary atoraga for raault atrlng

; copy atrlngl to raault

I gat atrlng2 addraaa

atreat andp

atrlng duplication routine

I Call witbi
I

BX

I
Raturnai DSiBl addraaa of atrlng copy

in taaporary atoraga
> length of atrlng copy

puah
puah

puah aa
puah dl
pop ai
pop da
aub al.bx

pop aa
pop dl
pop ex

> gat ta^orary atoraga to hold atrlng copy

I Bake copy of atrlng

t correct for bytaa anvad

; raatora ragiatara

} back to caller

Figure 1 : STRINGS2ASM is the complete source listirtfifor the concatenation, extraction, and translation routines.
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POWER PROGRAMMING
PRODUCTIVITY

STRMEM uses a very simple ring-buffer

strategy to alUx:ate temporary storage for a

“result" string. Whenever STRMEM is

a.sked for a certain amount of storage, it re-

turns the current pointer into the ring buffer

and then increments the pointer by the

specified size, wrapping the pointer when

necessary. This means that any storage ad-

dress obtained from STRMEM will even-

tually be overwritten; its longevity de-

pends on the size of the ring buffer and the

size of the strings being placed in it.

The simple allocation strategy used by

STRMEM (and thus by all the routines in

STRINGS2.ASM) presents no problem in

most cases, since the strings are typically

being concatenated, extracted, or translat-

ed in order to build other strings—after

which they are discarded. However, if you

will be performing several other string op-

erations between the time you obtain a re-

sult string and the time you use it, you

should probably copy it to a kx:al buffer.

STRCAT is a general-purpose string

pop CX
pop bx

; STlUCTKl atrlng axtraction routine ret ) beck to caller

; call withi DSiSl addraaa of atring atrxlt AnAp

j BX length of atring j

CX • offaet of aubatring ) STXLWXl convart atring
DX length of aubatring

1 Call with! DSiBI V addraal of atring
1

: Katurnai DSiSI addreaa of aubatring I BX * length of atring
in tooporary atorage

BX cleaned length of aubatring ] Xeturnat DStSi - addreat of lower-cased
string n tenporery atorage

If BX • t, then aubatring offaet BX « length of lower-ceaed string
> vaa invalid and bSiat ia unchanged.

1

I uaaa nothing
i Uaaa nothing

atrlwr
public atrstr atrlwr near

ttrxtr proc near
di : save regiatara

puah CX push ea

add al.cx : point to aubatring BOV di,aag letab ) EXsDl a addraaa of lower
bx,ex ; adjuat atring length as.di ) case tranalation table

jnb axtrl i length proceed BOV di, offaet letab

bx.bx t bad aubatring. call atrxlt ; tranalate the atring
BKtr3 t return length • B

as ; reatore regiatara
xtrJ s bx,dx : clasp length? di

lb axtr2 s yea, juiip 1 back to caller
bx,dx ; no, net aubatring length

atrlwr
>tr2i call ) sake copy of aubatring in tenpnrary atorage ;

1 STKUPKi convart atring
•Ktrlt : reatoro rogiator

; call with! DS:S1 - addraaa of atring
BX V langth of atring

) Raturna

i

DBiSi addraaa of upper-caaed
} string n toBperary atorage

BX a length of upper-eaaed atring

i Call Wltbi MtS2 • addreaa of text atring
BX - length of text atring

public atrupr

The tranalation table baa the atrupr proc near

following foraats
push di J save registers

dw nuaibor of character eodaa in table |n|

di.teg uctab } EBsbt a address of upper
as.di i case tranalation table

I
BOV di.offsft uctab

;

db tranalatior value for character (s«n-l| call atrxlt : tranalate the string

Any character poaitiona in the table which pop aa ; restore registers
contain xero an ignored. Any charactere pop
in the text atring falling outaide the range : back to cellar
defined by the table are unchanged.

in teoporary atorage ; STRKEKl allocata teaiporary atoraga for string
BX * length of trenalated atring t ..
CBiDX > tranalation table addreaa (unchanged) BX a length needed

*

public atrxlt • Xefiirnai ESiDX a address of tenporery atorage
atrslc proc near > BX a length unchanged)

call atrdup t sake copy of atring to be trenalated atrsas proc near

bx 1 save regiatera BOV di.aag atrptr ) ESsDX a addreaa within
push ex aa,di ) tenporery atring buffer

el
1 uae CX for loop count di, atrptr

jcxi exit) 1 exit if aero length add atrptr, bx ; update buffer pointer

atrptr, offaet (etrbufvbufaiae) i check for buffer overflew
bb,bh Jb ssesl ) juap if no overflow
bx.eai tdieX] ) correct for table beee

!• axltX ; Jusp, outside teble di, offaet strbufi reset buffer pointer
cup bx,eai|di] atrptr, di
)*• t Jusp, outside teble add atrptr, bx

bl.eBilbX'*di*4] ) get treneletion velue
bl.bl I is it aero?

H exits 1 yee, ignore it
leil.bl ) store translated value atisea andp

axlt2 i Inc el 1 buap text atring pointar TEXT
loop axltl 1 proceta next ebareeter and

aslt3> ai ) reatore regiatara
(Figure 1 enJsi
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WE JUSTMADE
CHOOSING THE RIGHT MOUSE

TWICE AS EASY.

New 2-Button Design
and Ultra-High Resolution.

PC Mouse II advances the standard in precision optical

pointing devices for PCs to a new level libu get the only 100%
Microsoft*compatible mouse with no moving parts and no maintenance.

But now, new Ultra-Res 2000* gives you much fester access to any point

on your screen with user-definable resolution fiom 20 to 2,000 <?»—great for

high-res monitors.

Only PC Mouse n comes complete with its own fiee precision MousePad,"

Designer Bop-up” menu software, PC Paint Plus7 and a lifetime'^ffaranvf. And for

serious play^ ofCAD and mouse, PC Mouse 11 also comes bundled with AutoSketch*

— fiom the makers ofAutoCAD*

—

powerful sofiware for creating

computer- aided drawings.

OMNIMOUSE combines optical and mechanical

technology, givingyou a high-quality, 100% Miaosoft-

compatible mouse, at an exc^)ti3ru^affiMkibleprice It

delivas 200 cpi performance, works on any surfece, comes
with Designer Pop-up menus, and includes a 1-Year^(taanty.

So ifyou’re caught in a maze ofmouse products, let MSC
help you out By narrowing your choices down to two. Just go

to your dealer and ask to see bothPC Mouse II and OMNIMOUSE.

Engineered like no Other

mouse in the world

Technologies, Inc.

The Mouse S^ftems

Produce available far IBM PCXT,XT’ and Apple* compuiee. O 1988, MSC Tfcchnologles, Inc.. 47505 Seabridge Dr,, fiemont, CA 94538; 415-6561117.
IBM PC/XT/ATand PS/2 are trademarte ofIBMAp^ is a re^stered trademaik ofAppte Computer, Inc Mtaosoft to a registered tfademaik erf MkTi»oft Cotp, AuicSheuh and Auto(^
the Ud Raent and Hademaries OflSce byAuwdeslc. Inc. PC Mouse. OmnlMouse,MousePad, Designer Ifap-up and PC ftlnt Plus are trademarks ofMSC Tbchnolcgics, Inc.
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POWER PROGRAMMING

concatenation routine with the following

parameters:

DStSI = strlngl address
BX = stringl length
ES:DI = string2 address
DX = string2 length

The address and length of the result string

are returned in registers DS:SI and BX,
with ES:OI destroyed and the other regis-

ters and original strings unchanged. For

safety, make sure that the ring buffer used

by STRMEM (whose size is defined by the

equate bufsize) is at least four times as long

as the longest string that will ever be fed to

STRCAT.

STRDUP duplicates a string. It takes as

its arguments

DS:SI
BX

string address
string length

It returns the address ofa copy of the origi-

nal string in registers DS:SI, with all other

registers unchanged. STRDUP is used by

the other routines in STRINGS! to copy an

argument string before altering it.

STRXTR extracts a substring. Its pa-

rameters are

DSrSi = string address
BX = string length
cx = offset of substring
DX = length of substring

STRXTR returns the address and length of

the substring (which has been copied to

temporary storage) in registers DS:SI and

BX, with other registers unchanged. If the

requested substring overruns the end of the

original string, the returned length is re-

duced so that a tme substring is returned.

Similarly, if the beginning offset of the re-

quested substring lies outside the original

string, a length of zero is returned.

STRXLT translates a string using a

supplied character translation table. The
STRXLT parameters are

DSiSi •» addrata of atring to ba tranalated
BX • length of atring to be tranalated
ESiDi addrett of tranilation table
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to Dac Software, 17950 Preston Road, Suite 800, Dallas,
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' tax/$17.50 shipping outside U.S.) 214-248-0205.
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SoneftocfeBuy

And then Main, some people buy it for its high
resolution. Or its 100% hardware compatibility.

But whatever you buy it for, FastWriteVGA is

guaranteed to give you VGA performance like you’ve
never seen before. Because FastWiteVGA outperforms

all competitiveVGA boards. Pure and simple.

You see, this powerhouse surpasses standard IBM
VGA in both color and resolution. Which means you get

resolution up to 800 x 600 with 16 colors, or 640 x 400
with 256 colors.

We even offer a 256K memory upgrade that gives

you 640 X 480 with 256 colors and our exclusive non-

interlaced 1024 X 768 with 4 colors.

And not only is FastWHteVGA 100% register

level compatible, its also the only VGA solution that’s

form factor compatible. It has the same daughter card con-

nectors as theIBM PS/2 Display Adapter, to accommodate
hardware add-ons in the future.

Whafs more, your current VGA software—or
anyyou plan to buy—is guaranteed to run on FastWrite
VGA. Even OS/2 products. Ifs backwards compatible

with EGA, CXJA, MDA and Hercules modes. So all your
software will run faster than ever before.

Of course once you buy, you get free technical

support, guaranteed VGA compkibuity and a full five-year

warran^. All for a price that won’t leave you staring

blindly into your wallet.

So visit your local dealer and find out more about

FastWWteVGA.
We guarantee \ //

rfiS. VIDEOWSEVEN
46335 Landing Pkwy.. Fremont, CA 94538. (415) 656-7800.

CIRCLE 127ON READER SERVICE CARD
The fdlowiQg are registered and unregistered trademarks of the companies listed: FteWrite VGA, Video Seven Inc.; PS/2, Display Adapter, International Business Machines Corporation:

Variable frequency mcnitor required for greater than 640 x 460 resolution. Monitor capable of 46 KHs needed for 1(C4 x 768. Vidm Se^ reserves the right to change spedfications without notice.



PRODUCTIVITY

POWER PROGRAMMING

C>trystr2 <Enter>

Enter string 1 : the quick brown fox <Enter>
Enter string 2: JUMPED over THE lazy DOG<Enter>

STRCAT: THE quick BROWN fox JUMPED over THE lazy DOG
STRLWR: the quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
STRUPR: THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOG

Enter string 1 : <Enter>

c>

Figure 3 : A sample session using the TRYSTR2 .EXE demonstration program

.

The translation table takes the following

form:

dw number of tranilation valuoa in table
dw character code (or let tranalation value
db tranalation value for let character
db tranalation value for 2nd character

This format allows you to restrict the table

to only those codes you wish to translate.

Any zero translation values in the table are

ignored by STRXLT. Here is a sample

translation table that would change all up-

percase vowels to question marks, leaving

all uppercase consonants and all lowercase

letters, numbers, and oddball characters

unchanged:

dw 26
dw 'A'
db ’7BCD?rGH?JKLHN7PQRST7VWX7Z'

(Please don't send me any outraged letters

arguing that Y isn't really a vowel; this is

just an example.) Predictably enough,

STRXLT returns the address and length of

the translated string in registers DS:SI and

BX, leaving the original string and other

registers alone.

The STRLWR routine translates a

suing into lowercase, and the STRUPR
routine translates a string into uppercase.

Their arguments are

DS:SI = address of string
BX = length of string

Both work by calling STRXLT with the

address of an appropriate translation table,

and both rehim the address and length of

the translated string in registers DS:SI and

BX. leaving other registers and the origi-

nal string unchanged. STRLWR is espe-

cially useful when you are making a fully

qualified pathname (drive, path, ftlename,

and extension) “pretty” forouqiut.

A DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
The interactive demonstration program

TRYSTR2.ASM (Figure 2) explicitly or

implicitly exercises most of the functions

in the STR1NG2.ASM package. It

prompts you to enter two strings, concate-

nates them, and then translates the concat-

enated suing into both upper- and lower-

case. To terminate the demonstration

program
,
just press Enter alone in response

to the
‘

'Enter suing 1
'

’ prompt, or hit Cul-

C or Cul-Break at any time. A .sample ses-

sion with TRYSTR2 is shown in Figure 3.

To build TRYSTR2.EXE, enter the

following commands:

MASM /Zi STRINGS2;
MASH /Zi TRYSTR2;
LINK /CO TRySTR2+STRINGS2;

Ifyou don't want to trace through the dem-

onstration program with CodeView, you

strlng«2.obj t Btrin9s 2 .aaiii

nasB /li atringB2;

tryatr2.^j > tryatr2.«BRi
B«aa /Si tryatr2;

tryatr2.ax« i tryatx2.ebj atringa2.obj
link /CO tr7atr2+strlnga2;

Figure 4: A Makefile that willfacilitate the

creation ofthe TRYSTR2 .EXE demonstration

program in Figure 3

.

can omit the /Zi and /CO switches. You
can use the Make file in Figure 4 to auto-

mate the process of creating TRY-
STR2.EXE.

The IN-BOX Please send your com-

ments and suggestions to me at any of the

following e-mail addresses:

PCMagNet: 72241,52

MCI Mail: Imi

BIX: rduncan iiS

Boomerang™
^ BREAKTHROUGH

IH POWER PROTECTION

Ever>' day’, dips and suq^es of elearic

power threaten the data you put in your

computer, an invitation to disaster.

Introducing BOOMERANG^*, a p<mer

protection system that automatically saves

your work in progress in the event of:

a Power failure. Nown fuse, or brownout.

• Accidental pulling out or tripping

over the wrd.

a Forgetting to save your RAM disk

before turning off the switch.

When normal power returns. BOOMERANG
restores your data to you with a single

command Requires IBM® PC, XT, AT®, or

100% aimpatible. 2S6iC: internal hard disk

DOS 2. 1 or later.

When you compare power protection, only

BOOMERANG solves the whole problem:

Boonenag IfPS

Kryatroke

Saver

Automailcally sases

state of entire system

YES NO Only to point

of last save

Piw'ides a battety

badwii-up RA.M disk

YES NO Only to poim

of last save

Protects against

user error

YES NO Only to poim

of last save

Ability to exit

applicafkvi

and return later

NO YES

Sever interrupts work YES YES NO

Imreascs hard disk

life by parking heads

YES NO .NO

At ^299, BoOMEMHB pays

for itself with the first save!

30-day money back guarantee.

. . . call your local dealer or call...

2I4-78B‘5I98

MICR^
Microsync, Inc. I

15018 Beltway Dr., Dallas. TX 75244

Boonwraig and Mkrns)iK an (radonals of

Mkrnsync Inc IBM skI AT are rtfdsimd trademarb

of Iniemaiinnai Business Machines Corporaim
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Doing Business Since 1980 A Division of CW Marketing, Inc.,

MosterCard)

SOFTWARE

LOGITECH MICE
LogiMouse $65

LogiMouse w/Paint Show 88

Logi Buss Mouse w/Paint Show 88

Logi Buss w/Publisher 105

LogiMouse w/Logi Cadd $105

Logi Buss Mouse w/Logi Cadd 105

LogiMouse w/Publisher 105

LogiTech Hi-Res Mouse 83

Logi Scan Man Call

DATABASE
MANAGEMENT

- UTILITIES -

Clipper $405

dBase IV Call

dBase III LAN 599

107

Call

188

Nutshell 123

Nutshell Plus 185

Paradox 2.0 403

PFS: Professional File . ,

.

Call

Q&A 185

O&AWrite 105

R;Base For DOS 425

Reflex Call

VP Expert 115

VP Info 56

1 DIR Pius

Brooklyn Bridge—
Carousel 2.0

Copy 11 PC

Copywrite

Corefast

Cruise Control

Direct Access —
Disk Optimizer 4.0 .

Disk Technician . .

.

Disk Technician Plus

DS Back-Up Plus ,

.

Fastback . .

.

Fastback Pius

Keyworks .

.

Laplink - .

.

Mace Utilities

Microsoft Windows 286 ,

Microsoft Windows 386 11Q

Norton Commander 43

Norton Editor 35

Norton Utilities 4.0 46

PC Tools Deluxe 36

Printworks for Dot Matrix 39

Printworks for Lasers 67

Sidekick Plus 114

Sideways 37

Smart Notes 43

SQZ Plus 53

Superkey 58

Unlock D Plus 52

Unlock Masterkey 99

XTree 34

XTree Professional 61

WORD PROCESSORS
Easy Extra $53

1

Grandview 165

1

Multimate Advantage II 259

1

PFS: Professional Write 102

1

Volkswriter3 132 I

Volkswriter Deluxe Plus 63

1

Webster

NewWorld Writer 53 I

Prof. Spell Checker 32 I

New World Thesaurus 37 I

Word (Microsoft) 179 I

Word Perfect 4.2 198 I

Word Perfect 5.0 219
[

Word Perfect Executive 117

Word Perfect Library 58

Wordstar Pro Pack 5.0 Call

Wordstar 2000 Plus 3.0 Call
|

•TRAINING-

MONEY MANAGEMENT

I
Dollars & Sense

w/Forcast $91

I
Tobias

Managing Your Money 4.0 . . . 114

Chuck Yeager LelsC 38

ACCESSORIES
Adv. Flight Simulator $25 Mavis Beacon

Teaches Typing 29

Copy II DISKEHES MS Learning DOS 29

Option Board Deluxe $99 Sony 3’/5 s/s (100) $125 MS Flight Simulator 29

MS Mach 20 Memory Plus .

.

294 Sony3'/!DS/DD(100) . .
. . 179 PC Logo 79

MS Mach 20 Baseboard 294 Sony 3'/i High Density (100) .379 Turbo Tutor .. 42

79 Sony 5V4 OS/DD (100) .... 65 25

Masterpiece Plus 92 Sony SVi High Density (100) 160 Typing Tutor IV 27

VISA MMC
MICROCOMPUTEI
MARKETING COUNCi

• No APO. FPO. or international orders p

• Personal and Company Checks Will Delay
Shtppir>g 3 Weeks.

• Prices, Terms & Avaiability Subject to

Change Without Notice

• Add 5%forC.O.D. Orders

We Do Not Guarar>tee Machine Compatibility.

• NoCharge for VISA and Mastercard.

• We Do Not Charge Your Card Until Ybur Order is Shipped. I

• You Pay The Ground Shipping MO# S6.00; 11-20# $10.00

(Except Alaska & Hawaii), We Pay the Air Difference

• Free Air Applies ONLY to Orders Over $100.

• All products carry only manufacturer's warranties. We do
not honor guarantees, rebates, trial period privileges or

promotional programs offered by manufacturers
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SOFTWARE
DESKTOP PUBLISHING SPREADSHEET

$137 Carbon Copy Plus $107 Newsmasterlt $38
Cambridge Analyst $80

Pagemaker3.0 489
Lotus 1-2-3 Ver. 2.01 285

65
Lotus Agenda 239

Ventura Publishing 469
Lotus Manuscript 289

INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE COMMUNICATIONS
Ability Plus

Enable 2.0 352 CompuServe

Framework III 425 Subscription Kit 19 ppS' First Publisher
MS Works 76 Crosstalk XVI 87

PFS; 1st Choice 76 Crosstalk Mark fV 109

Smart Software System . . .395 Mirror II 33

Symphony 409 Remote II 87

MS Excel 269

PROJECT MANAGEMENT ms Excel/Mach 20 Bundle 591



16 MHz. 1024K Memory.

200 Watt Power Supply.

Enttanced Keyboard.

1.2 MG Floppy Drive

1899
Sysleitiwli Floppy S 40 MG Drive ...$2285



ALQ318
ALQ324E
2418

2424

P2000
2100

Other Models

AST Turbo Laser .

Citizen Printers

1200
1800

MSP40
MSP 45
MSP 50

MSP 55

Premier 35 ... .

Tribute 124 ... .

Diconix 150

300

Epson Printers .

FUJITSU
0X2300 .

0X2400

Hewlett-Packard
DeskJet

LaserJet Series il

PaintJet

ScanJet

NEC
P2200
P5200
P5300
Other Models

Okidata
182+
292E
293E
294
320
321

390

391

Laserline 6

Panasonic
1080 1 M2
1091 1 M2
10921

1524

1592

1595

3131

3151

Laser 4450 . . .

.

AST
Hot Shot $345

Six Pack Plus w/64K 115

Six Pack Plus W/384K 229

Xformer 579

AT Rampage 370

VGA 239

VGA Plus 305

ATI

EGAVI/onder 220

VIP VGA 260

Hercules

Color Card 145

Graphics Card Plus 170

Incolor 199

Intel

Above Board PS/2 259

Inboard 386 PC 760

inboard 386 AT .. . 1025

4020 Above Board 365

80287-6 155

80387-16 345

Orchid

Designer VGA 299

Tiny Turbo 259

Twin Turbo 359

VGA 199

Paradise

Autoswitch 350 139

VGA+ 259

VGA Professional 380

Video-7

Fastwrite VGA 355

VGA 265

Vega Deluxe 199

V-RAM 469

KEYBOARDS
Keytronics
KB5151 $119

KB5153 150

KBIOlPlus 85

American Power Supply
330 XT 275
450 AT 409

NEC
Multispeed EL II

Multispeed HD

Toshiba

T-1000

T-1200F

T-1200H

1200FB

1200HB

T-3200

T-5100

MONITORS
Amdek
210A

410

432

NEC
Multisync II

Multisync Pius

Multisync XL

Monographic System .

.

Other Models

Princeton

Ultrasync

Max 12

Max 15

Samsung
Sony Multiscan (1303)

Mitsubishi

Diamond Scan 14"

Zenith
1490

321 SL
341 SL

351 SX
Page Laser

MODEMS
Anchor
1200 B w/Sdftware , ,

,

1200 EXT

2400 B w/sollware . .

.

2400 EXT

Hayes
1200

1200B

2400B

Prometheus
1200B w/Sdftware

2400B w/Software

2400G

US Robotics
Password 1200

Courier 2400

Courier 2400E

HST9600

SPORTSTER 2400 B

w/software

DISK DRIVES
Bernoulli Box
10 Meg
20 Meg
40 Meg
Beta Ext. 20 MG
Betalnt,20MG

Seagate
20 MG w/WD Controller ,

,

251-1

Other Models

Teac
1.2 MEG AT

Floppy F55BV

Toshiba
3.5Dr720K

3.5 Dr 1.4MB

NDVEU
Altec Passive Hub
AOUILA 8 Port Active Hub
AQUILAArcnelCard . .

.

SMC Mdl 110 Arcnet Card

Other Boards

ORDER LINE
CIRCLE 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD



HARD DRIVES
(^Seagate
40Mb ST251

339
*389,

Includes ST251 drive, AT mounting

hardware, How-To manual & "Disk

Manager" partitioning software

$
Abo avail^le for XT.

40Mb ST251

PC/XT KIT

Includes drive, controller, cables,

How-To manual, mounting

hardware & partiriooing software./

Drives and Kits are

available for PS/2

models 25 & 30!

1 30 Day "Worry-Free”
|

Guarantee

I
If for any reason

,
you are

|

: not ctanpleteiy satisfied
j

: with any product, simply
i

[ return it for a prompt and
j

; courteous refund!

20Mb ST225 KIT

This complete PC/XT KIT
includes the Seagate ST22S drive,

controller, cables, How-To
manual & mounting hardware.

Half height • 6Sms.

'Mb
Complete PC/XT KIT

Card Drive

Hard Cards
Card Drive 20S 40ms $319

Card Drive 30S 40ms $349

Card Drive 50$ 40ms $499

-- Features --

« Available for most Tandy models

. Quality engineered for reliability

• Super easy installation & setup

• ONDE YEAR Warranty

• Auto park heads
These Cud Dzivee use quality Seagsie Hud Drives

30
OTKn

*269
High Speed 40Mb

Seagate ST251-1
Half Height • 2Sms access time • Available for XT or AT

$409

Also available for AT.

$

Complete PC/XT KIT includes

drive, controller, cables, How-To

manual & mounting hardware.

244
We carry the entire

Seagate product line

including 3.5" drives

Includes drive, AT mounting hardware

df’Diik Manager" paitiiioning^

software

65Mb ST277R
40ms access • Half Height

Autoparking heads
Thii dnv« tequiies tn RLL cootzoUer

$ 379
Includes drive, mounting hardware &
"Disk Manager" partitioning software

150Mb Kit

Help is just a phone

call away with our

Technical Assistance

Department!

This cocnplde kit includes

Seagiie drive, caUes, Penuv
ADRT controller, How-To
Muiusl, mounting hudware

and "Disk Msnager"

partitioning software. Full

Height 2kros. 788
No Surcharge for Visa or MasterCard Orders

All products include our ONE YEAR Warranty and our 30 Day "Worry-Free" Guarantee!

Hours: Sam to 7pm Monday - Friday, 12pm to 5pm Sat. MST

HARD DRIVES
hitcrniitioiinf

An ll)V Ctitnpant

T(^ Free Customer Service & Order Status: (800) 541-8387

(800) 234-DISK
International orders call (602) 784-1038

a^S
1208 E. Broadway Road #1 10 • Tempe, AZ 85282

(602) 784-1038 FAX: (602) 829-9193
Mess and svail^ilky sebjed to «itfaoat notice. All teoum NEW. 5% suichirge for American Bxpram and or^n. P.O.'a accepted NET 10 • Mbjeo to 9% aurcharge. Aikl

$19 ihjppipg tot APO/yi^ oedera. 30 Day Ouataatae caaditiona: abipptng A bandlins charge ia not refundable; product mun be undamaged and in original conditicn. PCOlOtl
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PRODUCTIVITY

DOUGLAS COBB AND STEVEN COBB

Spreadsheet ~i\
CLINIC
Converting numeric labels with trailing plus and minus signs into values, plotting more than

six data ranges in a singleXY graph, andfixing a /Data Query Find bug in Lotus 1-2-3.

How to flx a /Data Query Find bug
in Lotus 1-2-3

We’ve discovered an interesting 1-2-3

bug. We issued the /Data Query Find com-

mand. highlighted and then edited a rec-

ord, and pressed Enter. When we subse-

quently pressed the Cursor Up and Down
keys. 1-2-3 began highlighting an entirely

new subset of records.

The worksheet shown in Figure 1 will

demonstrate this bug. After setting up this

worksheet, we used the /Data Query Input

command to define cells A8. .C20 as the

Input range, and used the /Data Query Cri-

terion command to define cells AS..C6 as

the Criterion range. Consequently, when

we issued the /Data Query Find command,
1-2-3 highlighted the record in row
12—the fust record with the label 'South

in its Division field. When we pressed the

Cursor Down key once, 1-2-3 moved the

highlight to the record in row 1 6—the sec-

ond record with the label 'South in its Divi-

sion field; when we pressed Down again,

1-2-3 moved the highlight to the record in

row 18—the final record with the label

'South in its Division field. So far, so

good.

However, suppose you edit or replace

one of the fields of one of the highlighted

records while using the /Data Query Find

command. You'd do this either by typing a

new entty and then pressing Enter, or by

pressing the Edit key, changing the enUy,

and then pressing Enter.

As you would expect, the record you

have edited will remain highlighted after

you edit it. However, if the worksheet was

set for Automatic recalculation when you

made the change, 1-2-3 no longer will

highlight records that have the label 'South

in their Division field when you subse-

quently press the Up or Down keys. In-

stead. it highlights records that have the

Division entry 'West—the records in rows

10, 1 3, and 20.

Apparently, if 1-2-3 recalculates a

worksheet during a /Data Query Find com-

mand (as it will when you edit a record

with the worksheet set for Automatic re-

calculation) and that worksheet contains

one or more (oiD functions, 1-2-3 will be-

gin using the criterion range specified by

the last @D function it calculated as the

Criterion range for the /Data Query Find

command.

In this case, the function

@DSUM($A8. .$C20,2,D1. .D2)

will be the last one to be recalculated.

Since this function specifies cells Dl . .Q2

A B C
1 Division Division Division Division
2 North South East West
3 $105,000 $142,000 $138,000 $150,000

5 Name Division Sales
6 South

8 Name Division Sales
9 smith East $55,000
10 Jones West $53,000
11 williams North $25,000
12 Johnson south $45,000
13 Davis west $65,000
14 Stevens North $35,000
15 carter East $34,000
16 Hunter South $30,000
17 Richards North $45,000
18 Walker South $67,000
19 McCoy East $49,000
20 Cox West $32,000

Oells B28..E28 contain the following functions:

B20: eoSUHtAS. .C2e,2,Al . .A2)
C2Bl eDSUM(A8. .028,2, Bl. .B2)
D28t 80SUM(A8. .028,2,01. .02)
E28t eDSUH(A8. .028,2,01. .D2)

Figure 1 : /f I -2-3 is setforAutomatic recalculation, odd things happen in this worksheet when you

issue the IData Query Find command, edit a highlighted record, and then press the Cursor Up or

Down keys.

MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9. 1988
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SPREADSHEET CLINIC

PRODUCTIVITY

as its criterion range, and since cell Dl

contains the field name 'Division and cell

D2 contains the label 'West, /-2-i will be-

gin looking for records with 'West in their

Division field after you complete the edit.

Fortunately, there is an easy solution to

the problem: simply set your worksheet to

Manual recalculation before you issue the

/Data Query Find command. That way,

/-2-i won't recalculate the worksheet as

you make changes to criterion-matching

records during the execution of a Query

Find command. Consequently, none of the

^'D functions in the worksheet will alter

the criterion u.sed by the /Data Query Find

command .—Bill Monaghan and Barbara

Budder; Fairfield, New Jersey

Fortunately, the circumstances in which

you will encounter this bug are rare. The

first condition is that the worksheet must

contain an (^'D function that references a

criterion range other than the one /Data

Query Find is using; second, the work-

sheet must be set for Automatic recalcula-

tion. Nevertheless, we're surprised that

Lotus didn't find and correct this clear-cut

bug before shipping 1-2-3, Release 2.01

.

Productivity Tip

To generate upper-level characters in

1-2-3, you probably use the (ri’CHAR

function or the Compose key. However,

you can also generate upper-level charac-

ters by holding down the Alt key and typ-

ing the ASCII number of the character you

want to generate on the numeric keypad.

How to plot more than 1-2-3's iimit

of six data ranges in a single XY
graph

In theory, 1-2-3 allows you to have only

six Y ranges (A through F) in a single XY
graph. In practice, however, there's a way

in which you can plot seven—or as many
ranges as you want.

To do this, enter or copy the X and Y
values into adjacent cells of a single pair of

columns, leaving a blank row between the

row that contains the last value for one se-

ries and the row that contains the first value

for the next series. You then specify the

entire column of X values as the X range,

and the entire column of Y values as the A
range. Since 1-2-3 treats blank cells as

breaks in an XY graph, it does not draw a

line connecting the end point of one

"range" with the starting point of the next

range, so you get a separate line for each

series.

Suppose, for example, you want to plot

the seven sets ofXY pairs in the worksheet

shown in Figure 2. To do this, you would

copy the X values in cells A2 and A3 intoABCDEFGH
1 X-Range A-Rang* B-Ranga C-Ranga 0-Ranga E-Ranga r-Ranga G->Ranga
2 12345678
3 23456789
4

Figure 2: A sample ofseven series ofXY values to be plotted in a singleXY graph.

A B C D E F G H
1 X-Ranga A-Ranga B-Ranga C-Ranga D-Range B-Ranga F-Ranga G>Ranga
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3

4

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5 1 3

6

7
2 4

8 1 4

9

10
2 5

11 1 5

12
13

2 6

14 1 6
15
16

2 7

17 1 7
18
19

2 8

20 1 s
21
22

2 9

Figure 3: Afterputting theXY series into a pair ofcolumns, you can plot them in an XY graph

.

1 I 1 I
1 1 1 n

1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Figure 4: TheXY graph plotting the seven series ofXY pairs shown in Figure 3.
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ADVANCED REVELATION

This wasn’t supposed to

happen until the year 2000.

AthrUling
leap forward
for database

management
Advanced

Revelation™

brings remark-

ably powerful

tools, infinite flex-

ibility and vastly in-

creased productivity to the PC
environment.

Making it the developers’ choice

when handling sophisticated net-

work applications such as sales,

personnel and asset management.

Yet it’s simple enough for non-

technical users to build applica-

tions after one day’s training.

As you read on you’ll see: with

Advanced Revelation, database

management is already

everything you’d like

it to be.

Data
Dictionary

eliminates

source code
The gateway to

Advanced Revelation’s

power is our central, active

data dictionary. It contains every-

thing you need to define the

attributes ofeach field and bring

life to your applications.

No other system has anything

like it. When you change, add or

delete fields, the dictionary remem-
bers and records it for you. With-

out programming or coding.

Environmental Bonding™
improves all your existing

capabilities

Environmental Bonding brings

Advanced Revelation’s powerful

features to your existing applica-

tions.

Making

your

invest-

ment in

systems—PC based, Mini or Main-

frame—provide even greater returns.

Because for the first time, this

breakthrough technology lets you

use your existing information

—

readand write fromothersystems

—

with Advanced Revelation’s

Application Tools.

Seamlessly. Which means

no disruptive data conversions,

duplicate data or cumbersome,

and time-consuming import/

export requirements.

Variable Length Fields

extend your flexibility

With other DBMS’s, once

you define the number of

characters in a field, it’s

set in stone.

Not so with Advanced

Revelation’s variable length

fields. Where you can en-

ter virtually any number
of characters into a field.

Making it especially nice

for text-oriented infor-

mation.

What’s more, variable

length fields are only as

9l

n

long as the information they hold.

Using an average of40% less disk

space than any fixed length system.

Help Is always near
You can set the degree /

of on-line help you

need with Advanced

Revelation. From

simple, context- .

sensitive help

that automati-

cally appears

each time you

enter a new tool or

program. To no help

whatsoever.

Meanwhile, Revelation V

Technologies provides ail the

levels of help necessary for today’s

business users. From our customer

service hot-line. To our Advantage

Programs for volume users and

developers.

It’s all partoftheforward thinking

ourcustomers havecome to rely on.

Support. Technical innovation.

Continuing commitment.

So your wishes come true a lot

sooner than you expected.

Call Toll Free

1-800-327-0216

RevelationTechnologies

We think like you do.

Two Pork Avonuai Now Tork. NY 10016 <2I2) 688-1000 3633 136lh PlKo S£. BolIrrtN, WA 38006 (2061 643.9898 Not«: Advancwi Revalalion it coinpatibtt with the IBM PC-AT. IBM PS/2 aiM) othtr

100H compatibltK it tupportt the DOS tml OS? operatino environmtmtend til metor PC network*. Advanced Revelation and EiwirxiruTwntal Bonding ara trademark* ol Aevalation Technologiet hw.
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A lot ofcomputer
foryour money,

plusa one-year

warranty!

Computer Products

1967 PflOnCT OETBBITni
tOdUIMM. Mvoni

' 12MHz 80286 processor
' 0 Wait State

' IMB RAM
' 1.2MB floppy drive

• Dual floppy/hard drive

controller

' 200-watt power supply

Keyboard. ^

f ^

I

Bentle^286/12
Base System

• With 40MB HD Seagate®, 28ms . . . $1525
• With 70MB HD MiniScribe®, 28ms . . $1715

The Price/Performance Leaders!

Monugraphics Card
Texl mtxle: 80 col. x 25

lines; graphics mode:

720 X 348; parallel

port $53

Samsung Monitor
12” flat screen with

lilt and swivel base . $95

Mono Combo
Monographics card and monitor $139

EGA Card EGA Monitor
640 X 350. 256KB 14” tube. D" <liagonal

display RAM $159 high-resolulion ... $349

EGA Combo
EGA card and monitor.

Color Card
640 X 200 color

graphics card $53

$489

Color Monitor
12” lube.

CGA monitor $239

Color Combo
CGA card and monitor

Mice-lndispcnsible for

desktop publishing applica-

tions. mice provide ea.sy

cursor movement for a

variety of software packages.

liOgitech

'

Bus Mouse .

Logitech C7
Serial Mouse

MS' Bus Mouse .

.

. .$119

(ifnius* GM-6 +
Serial Mouse
M-ithDr. Hato . .%SS

Modems-AII are compati-

ble with popular communi-
cation standards and have

auto answer, auto redial,

and auto voicc/data switch-

ing. External modems
include LED status indica-

tors and require modem
cable for hookup.

300/1200 Baud
Internal Modem $69
300/1200/2400 Baud
Internal Modem $139
300/1200 Baud
External Modem .... $o9
2400 Baud
External Modem . . . $159

$89

$79

Expansion

XT-MFC-A six-function

expansion card: 384K6
RAM. serial port, parallel

port, game port, ckx'k/

calendar with battery

backup, and utility software.

Only $199

MEM-576-Memory expan-

sion card that fits in a short

slot and supports either

64KB or 256KB chips.

Comes with 0KB. expan-

dable to 192KB. 384KB or

576KB.

Only $35

Orchid Tiny 'Hirbo-

80286 processing speed for

yxMJr PC.

Only $279

Explosion!

AT-MFC-lbr IBM PC'- or

AT*. Up 10 1.5MB memory
expansion, serial & parallel

port. Comes with 0KB.

Of?/v $110

EMS-Expanded-Memory-
Specificaiion card compati-

ble with the Loius/Iniel.'

Microsoft memor)' speciftca-

tion. Comes with OKB. ex-

pandable to 2MR. includes

utility software.

PC Version

Only $99
AT Version

Only $119

'***l!|»
Coprocessors
8087-3 (5MH/.) $129

8087-2 (8MHz) $159

80287-6 (6MHz) $199

80287-8 (8MHz) $269
80287-10 (lOMHz)..- $329



• lOMHz 80286 processor

• 512KB RAM
• 1.2MB floppy drive

• Dual floppy/hard drive

controller

• 200-watt power supply

• Keyboard.

• Turbo-chaiged XT-com-
patible 8088 processor

running at lOMHz
• 640KB RAM
• One 360KB floppy drive

• Controller

• Eight expansion slots

• 150-watt power supply

• Keyboard.

Bentlev-286/10
Base System $995

Bentley Turbo-10
Base System $599

* With 40MB HD Seagate, 28ms $1419 • With 30MB HD MiniScribe, 65ms

.

. . $899
* With TOMB HD MiniScribe, 28ms . . , $1639 • With 40MB HD MiniScribe, 61ms . . . $959

Enhance your Bentley with our popular add-on products!

AT Hard Drives
• High Quality • Low Price

• High Performance

• High Capacity Storage

• One-Year Limited Warranty

40MB Seagate (28nis)

43MB MiniScribe (25ms)

70MB MiniScribe (28ms)

Panasonic I092i
Printer-Cost-effec-

tive and fast! Prints

240cps draft and

48cps near letter

quality. Nine-pin

print head and parallel

inter&ce.

PC Hard Disk Kits-

Quality hard disk kits Ibr the

IBM rc and compatibles.

Each kit includes u half-height

Winchester hard disk, hard disk

controller, cables, software.

nKiunling hardware, and

illustrated manual.

20MB MiniScribe (65ms)

30MB MiniScribe (65ms)

40MB MiniScribe (61ms)

20MB For the Compaq Portable

360KB Diskette Drives-
Convenience ainl ciimpatibility.

For PCs

For ATs

$279
$339
$369
$299

AT I/O-Serial port and

parallel port.

Only $59

$99

$109

PC I/O-Serial, parallel,

and game port, and clock/

calendar with battery backup.

Onh $65

Computer Products
1700 Still Mradtm CmT Rttund Ruck. Tx. 78681

Amazing prices on quality computers and add-on

products. Free UPS ground shipping in the con-

tinental U.S.A. Thirty-day. money-back guarantee

(does not include return freight). No surcharge

for MasterCard. VISA. COD, or cashier's check.

Fortune 1000. university, and institution purchase

orders accepted with approved credit. Prices are

subject to change without notice. One-year

limited warranty.

Sales Hours: Mon.— Fri. 8 a.m.— 9 p.m.

Sal. 9 a.m.— 5 p.m.

Tech. Support: Mon.— Fri. 9 a.m.— 5 p.m.

Order Toll Free

800-234-4442
Tech Support: 512-250-8202
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The easyway to move files between the 5V4" worid ofPCs, andthe
3*/!" world ofPS/2s, Laptops, and 386s: Sysgen’s Bridge family.
Because your PCs, PS/2s, 386 s and

laptops all talk to difTerent floppy disk

sizes and formats, they can become
frustrating u/an<& of information.

For the simplest way to get files back

and forth, just install Sysgen^ Bridge

products. Presto; Your different com-

puters can talk to common diskettes.

Sysgen pioneered bridges. Now here

are three ways to simplify your life in

a multi-computer office.

Solution 1: Our
Bridge-File 5.25
floppy disk drive.

A best seller, witf

50,000 installed. Attach it to your PS/2,

and you can read and write files from

PCs. Critics and users alike have raved

about its small footprint, ease of use,

and dual density capacity of360Kb
and 1.2Mb. (IBMls drive is twice

.

the size, yet stores only one-fourth

the data.)

Every PS/2 user deserves this easy

connection to the world of PCs.

Solution 2: Our Bridge-File 3.5

floppy disk drive.

You get 720Kb
and 1.44Mb capacities.

Connect it to any

PC, and you can read

and write files from

PS/2s, 386s, laptops, and other

3%" machines.

Now all your PCs can share files

with your newer systems.

And here’s the ideal controlleR
The Onni-Bridge
Controller.

Controls up to four

drives, so you can mix

and match 5Ki”, 3)5”, and

floppy tape drives as you need. This

hot card gives you big storage, plus

twice the floppy disk and floppy tape

transfer performance rates! At only

$93, this is a winner.

Get your computers talking.

Call the Sysgen Hotline for the

name ofyour nearest dealer.

1-800-821-2151.

SYSGENINCORPORATED
Trademarts: Sysgon. Bridu-Fik, Omni-Bridge—Sysnn Inc.; PS/2—Intemaiional Business Machines Corporation.

Registered Tredema^ IBM—Intematiorial Business Machines Corporation. 556 Gibraltar Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035
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PRODUCTIVITY

SPREADSHEET CLINIC

cells A5..A6, A8..A9, AII..AI2,
AI4..AI5, AI7..AI8, and A20..A2I.

Then, you would copy or movethe values

in cells C2..C3 into cells B5..B6, those in

cells D2..D3 into cells B8,,B9, etc., so

your worksheet looked like Figure 3.

Having arranged the data in this way,

you can plot them in a single XY graph by

issuing the /Graph command, choosing

Type, and then choosing XY. Next,

choose X, highlight cells A2..A21, and

press Enter. Then similarly choose A,

highlight cells B2..B2I. and press Enter

again.

If you chrxtse the View command after

completing these steps, 1-2-3 will produce

the graph shown in Figure 4. Each series

becomes a separate line in the graph.

—Mark Weih; Cambridge Springs, Penn-

sylvania

You can use this technique to plot as many
series of values as you wish in an XY
graph. However, since all the X values are

pan of the same X series and all of the Y
values are pan of the same Y series, 1-2-3

will use the same pattern, color, and mark-

er for each of the lines in the graph. Fortu-

nately, this is a small price to pay for the

ability to graph more than six data series in

a single XY graph.

Productivity Tip

If you’ve ever wished that you could see

more of your 1-2-3 or Symphony work-

sheet at a time, then you should use See-

MORE—an add-in application from Per-

sonics Corp. Depending on what son of

monitor you have (CGA, EGA. or VGA),
SeeMORE will allow you to view up to

160 columns and 60 rows of a worksheet at

a time. SeeMORE for 1-2-3 is $79.95; See-

MORE for Symphony is $99.95. To order

SeeMORE, call Personics Corp. at (800)

445-3311.

A quicker way to convert numeric
labels with trying plus and minus
signs into values

Mark Schoenfeldt offered a macro solution

to the problem of convening numeric la-

bels with trailing -I- and - signs into val-

ues in die February 29, 1988, Spreadsheet

Clinic. Although his macro works well, I

prefer an alternative technique. Specifical-

ly, 1 use a single-line formula like

evALUE < (?LEFT ( cel 1

,

@LENGTH ( ceil ) -1 ) )

•8ir((?RIGHT(celi,l)="f,l,-l)

where cell represents the name or address

of the cell that contains the numeric label.

When 1-2-3 evaluates this formula, it

Stans by calculating the ^•LEFT function,

which extracts all but the final character

(either a -I- sign or a - sign) from the entry

in the referenced cell. If the referenced cell

contained the label ’
1 23 .45- , the function

would return the string “123.45”. The

program then evaluates the (HiVALUE
function, which converts the extracted

characters into a value. In this example,

the ©VALUE function would return the

value 123.45.

The value is then multiplied by the re-

sult of the ©IF function. If the last charac-

ter in the referenced cell is a -i-
, this func-

tion will return the value 1 . Consequently,

1-2-3 will return the unaltered result of the

©VALUE function. If the final character

is a - . however, I -2-3 multiplies the result

of the ©VALUE function by the value

- 1 . Thus, if the referenced cell contained

the label ’123.45—, /-2-J would return the

value -123.45.

—

Mark Thompson: Dal-

las, Texas

The formula approach is faster than using

a macro when you want to convert a large

number of labels into values. Simply enter

the formula to the right of the topmost cell

in the column whose entries you want to

convert. Then, use the /Copy command to

make a copy of the formula for each of the

labels in that column. Finally, use the

/Range Values command to replace the

formulas with their results.

Contribute to tbe Clinic

Share your latest spreadsheet discovery

through PC Magazine’

%

Spreadsheet Clin-

ic. We’ll pay you $50 or more for anything

we print, plus an extra $25 ifyou submit

your letter on a disk, together with a print-

out. Mail your contributions to Spread-

sheet Clinic, PC Magazine, One Park Av-

enue. New York, NY 10016. iiS

FINALLY
AVAILABLE
FOR THE IBM PC

PostScripts Language
Interpreterfor the IBM PC

IS

$195
A Program to Print

PostScript®
Text and Graphics on:

and other laser printers

and other inkJet printers

IHIIP IMasi&Ucgft
single color printing

FX and LQ Seffhs, and other
dot-matrix printers

EXPLORE
PostScript language programming.
Print outputfrom Ventura Publisher,

PageMaker, etc., on supported printers

ORDER TODAY!
Contact Your Local Dealer

or call the LaserGo Order Line

(800) 451-0088 (outside Calif.)

VISA/MC/COD ACCEPTED
Dealer Inquiries Invited

(5
LaserGo, Inc

TEL: (619) 530-2400

FAX: (619) 530-0099

^SJ^rade Place, Sjge \San^Diego. CA^921 26

PC MAGAZINE
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Fmally
thedBASE
you've been
waiting lY

Get the new dBASE IV. Now for just $449.
Are you waiting for a data base management

program that’s faster than dBASE 111 PLUS™? One
that’s also much easier to use. And one that smartly

supprts both OS/2 and multi-user environments.

V\fell, wait no longer.

The newdBASE IV^“ features all these enhance-

ments and more. Its automatic, built-in compiler

executes programs significantly faster than nefote.

And its new Command Center lets you enter data, do

queries and generate reports all without having to

write programs. You simply Inteiart with menu-
driven, "What-\bu-See-ls-What-'Vbu-Get" screens.

.A Ashton -Tate*

Experienced users can continue using fetniliar

“dot prompt” commands. Or; take advantage of

dBASE IV’s new IBM® SAA-compatible SQL
commands.

Of course, dBASE IV runs all your dBASE in

PLUS programs. Only better. And most single-user

dBASE III PLUS and dBASE IV applications can now
mn as multi-user applications. Without modification.

Only Software Spectrum offers you dBASE IV

at a price you can’t pass up. As well as the most reli-

able, responsive service in the business. So what are

you waiting for? Call 1-800-624-0503* for more in-

formation or to open a corporate account.

iscrrmRE
iSPECTRUM

10420 Miller Road* Dallas, Tfexas 75238 '800-624-0503 or 2 14-349-0400. 'In the Midwest. 800-445-6454 or 312-969-5700.
Aditcn-l^ is a re^stered trademark and dBASE in PLUS and dBASE IV are trademarks of Ashton-lhte Corporation. IBM Is a registered trademark of Iiuemationat Business Machines Corpcncion.
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PRODUCTIVITY

NEILJ.RUBENKING

USER-TO-USER
Here’s how you can unprotectBASICfiles, keep yourpath statements short, make the date

available to allyour batchfiles, and use theprompt to remindyou thatyou’re in aDOS shell.

ECHO OFF
CLS
:CASB0
ECHO WHAT would you like to do now?
ECHO <S) Run spreadshoat
ECHO (O) Run Database
ECHO (W) Run Word Processor
ECHO (Q) Quit
6BTKEY
SET opt-0
REN 68»D, 81«Q, 83eS, 87>H, 100sd, 113«q, 115«S, 119«w
FOR %%e IN (68 81 83 87 100 113 115 119) DO IF ERRORLEVEL-%%e SET opt-%%e
OOTO CASE«Opt%

:CASE115
tCASE83
ECHO Pretending to run Spreadsheet
PAOSB
GOTO CASE0

ICA8E68
tCASEl00
ECHO Pretending to run Database
PAUSE
GOTO CASB0

:CASB119
:CASB87
ECHO Pretending to run* word Processor
Pause
GOTO CASE0

«CASB113
tCASESl
ECHO ENDING it all

Figure 2: The BAT_CASE.BATfile avoids the usual glut cfIFERRORLEVEL statements by

creating a simulatedCASE statement.

Speed batch file execution with

simulated CASE statement

Using ERRORLEVEL for branching is

slow if you use a long series of IF state-

ments. My modification in Figure 1 sets an

environment variable with the ERROR-
LEVEL and then uses it as a CASE selec-

tor. The program GETKEY.COM is a

public domain program that returns the

ASCII value ofa keystroke in the ERROR-
LEVEL. Of course, you can use any pro-

gram that sets the ERRORLEVEL.
The FOR statement compares the ER-

RORLEVEL with the numbers in the

loop, setting the environment variable

“opt” to the ERRORLEVEL. %opt%
(the value of “opt”) is then appended to

the word CASE, forming labels such as

CASEl . This causes the GOTO statement

to go to the corresponding label.—7o/in L.

Center; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

N GETKEY.COH
RCX
8

A100
MOV AH,0
INT 16
MOV AH,4C
INT 21

W
Q

Figure 1 : GETKEY.SCRproduces
GETKEY.COM, which returns theASCII value

ofa keypress in the ERRORLEVEL.

It's easy to forget that you can use the

FOR statement for arty group of values,

not just filenames. Try this at the DOS
prompt;

FOR tv IN (THIS IS A TEST) DO ECHO tv

To use this CASE method for batch

files, you'll need to create the program

GETKEY.COM. Type in GETKEY.SCR
(Figure I) first, as a flat ASCII file. Be
sure to include the blank lines before W

and after Q. Pass this program as input to

DEBUG by entering this conunand:

DEBUG < GETKEY.SCR

This will produce the program GETKEY
.COM.
Now try the batch file BAT_CASE

.BAT shown in Figure 2. Of course, you

can substitute your own programs for the

menu options and use any standard key-

board key for the choices. In the FOR

MAGAZINE NOVEMBER! 9. 1988
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BETTER!

PEPENDABV-E

^ 500.000 »»

Still the Critics Choice!

")t makes doing your taxes almost

fun." —PC Magazine

"The only thing TurboTax can't do is

print the money." —PC World

"Triple Crown: form preparation, tax

planning and elegantly written

software " —Money Magazine

Here's how TurboTax helps you this year

The famous “Quick-Look Tax Window"

'

Over 40 forms—all the forms you'll need

FAST—calculates tax return under 3

seconds NEV'^Auto-Interview—
1989 Tax Planning helps you select the
included FREE!

Pop-up Calculator

and Notepad

Quick-Link Forms
Finder—to find forms

by subject

On-line help

tax forms you need

• On-line IRS

instructions

- IRS Approved DOT
MATRIX 1040 with list of

printers expanded-
inciudes Laser Jet

Data Examiner—to help ^^t
pinpoint any omissions 1040A Short Form

PROFESSIONAL REFERRAL SERVICE
/consult a tax professional with your TurtwTax data file as the starting point! Over

/s.OOO TurboTax ProSeriesM040 accountants now available for strategic tax planning,

/inishing your return or a financial tune-up. Write for the name of the TurboTax professional

/nearest you!

NEW!
TurboTax does states, too!!

Complete the chore with TurboTax state software TurboTax is

THE ONLY system with 41 stale packages available!! Only $40

TurboTax State

VISUAL 1040
You have to see it to believe it!

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL

1 -800 -782-1120
OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA

Sm your local Oeaiai Or order dtrect $75 Moral ICMO Siaia programs

$40 aa. Sh4)ping irtctuoad [Cor«nat«al US oniyl CA resMnts add

sales lax VISA MC accepM Vers«n IMO tor 1066

pteperseon end 1969 plarmng

FREE!! While supplies last Free copy of the latest

Price Waterhouse Personal Tax Advisor incuded with

your direct order,
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PRODUCTIVITY

USER-TO-USER

statement, put the ASCII key numbers in

ascending order. Note the doubled labels

for capital and small letters; by placing one

immediately after the other, you make

them perfomi the same set of actions. If the

user presses a key that's not in the list, the

variable “opt" keeps the value 0, so the

GOTO statement jumps back to CASH)
and presents the menu again.

Keep path statements short hy

creating special paths for each

application

I like to keep my path as short as possible

to minimize directory searches and disk

activity. In order to maintain a minimum

path, I start programs with batch files that

save the current path, change the path to

that required by my application, start the

application, and then restore the original

path. The file SAVEPATH.BAT, shown

in Figure 3, is an efficient way to do this.

The second line stores the cureenl path in

the ''oldpath" environment variable.

Lines 3 and 4 set up the new path and in-

voke my application. Lines 5 and 6 restore

the original path and remove “oldpath"

from the environment.

If you keep the external DOS command
programs in C:\DOS and batch files in

C:\BAT. the path you set in your AU-
TOEXEC can be as simple as PATH=C;
\DOS;C;\BAT. This can greatly reduce

the number of directories and filenames

that DOS must search to stan an applica-

tion.

It is a gixxl idea to minimize the use of

the APPEND command because of its side

effects (.see User-ttvUscr. PC Magazine.

July 1988). However, a minimum AP-

PEND path can also reduce directory

searches and disk activity. In order to ac-

complish this, I start programs requiring

ECHO OFF
SET OLDPATH=%PATH%
PATH C:\MyAPP
MYAPP %1
PATH %OLDPATH%
SET OLDPATH=

Figure 3: This hatchfile sets up an application-

speciftc path, then restores the original path.

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9, 1988
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People ape taMng about us.

F77L-EM/32- FAST 32-bit

processing on 80386s with

programs up to 4GB. $895

F77L-EM/16—Use extended

memory to write 15MB

programs on 80286s. $695

F77L—The compiler of choice

among reviewers and professionals.

New \fersion 3.0. $477

Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77—
Fhll 77 Standard and Debugger. New
Version 2.0. $95

Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (800) 548-4778

Lahey Computer Systems. Inc. P.O. Box 6091, Incline Village, NV 89450
Tel; (702) 831-2500 FAX: (702) 831-8123 Tlx: 9102401256
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FOR RETAILERS ONLY:

BECAUSE YOU
SELL ONE
OF THESE...

YOU SHOULD SELL THIS • • •

Bring PC MAGAZINE, the “silent salesman!’ into your store and provide your

customers with clearly written comparative reviews of the hardware and soft-

ware you carry!

Knowledgeable PC users turn to PC MAGAZINE 22 times a year for in-depth

evaluations conducted by PC Labs,

our independent product testing laboratory.

Increase the sales of your inventory

and earn additional profits with PC
MAGAZINE. For more information on

how you can sell the profit leader, call

(212) 503-5331 or write:

Chris Cherry—Retail Sales
Representative

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company
One Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

PRODUCTIVITY

USER-TO-USER

ECHO orr
APPEND

1
FIND /V "No App«nd“ > Cf\APATH.BAT

APPEND Cs\MyAP\MYDATA
Cl\HyAP\MyAP
APPEND:
Cl\APATH.BAT

Rgure 4:A batchfile thatprotectsyoufrom the

side effects oftheAPPEND command.

an APPEND path with a batch Tile that

saves the old APPEND path, changes it to

one appropriate for my application, exe-

cutes the application, and restores the orig-

inal APPEND path. The file SAVEAPP
BAT shown in Figure 4 demonstrates

how this can be accomplished.

SAVEAPP.BAT works in the follow-

ing manner. In line 2, APPEND with no

arguments echoes the APPEND path. If

there is none, it echoes “No Append.”

FIND /V filters out the “No Append”
line, so APATH.BAT contains either an

APPEND= command or nothing. Line 3

sets up the appropriate new APPEND
path, and line 4 invokes my application.

Line 5 clears the APPEND path, and line 6

mns APATH.BAT. If there was a prior

APPEND path, the APATH.BAT file re-

stores it; if not, it does nothing .—Cun Fin-

ley; Davis, Califomia

Append is a Band-Aid for programs that

don’t support subdirectories. When you

absolutely must use it, the method de-

scribed here will protect you from its side

effects. Note that lines 2 and 6 in SAVE-
APP.BAT save and restore the previous

APPEND path. The safest practice is to

have no APPEND path except when it’s

needed—if you do that you can omit these

lines.

SAVEPATH.BAT wipes out your ex-

isting path and replaces it with one specific

to the application. Sometimes you may
want to keep the existing path and just add

another directory to it temporarily. For ex-

ample, if your application allows you to

shell to DOS, you’ll want your DOS pro-

grams and batch files to be accessible. In

that case, just change the third line of

SAVEPATH.BAT to

PATH C:\MYAPP;%PATH%

As before, the final lines restore the origi-

nal path and clear the environment variable

“oldpath.”
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Tandy® Computers: The broadest line ofPCs in America.

The

'^dy
1400U

The affordable

MS-DOS® based

portable

computer

Here’s a portable computer that’s a

true IBM® PC compatible. With a re-

movable rechargeable battery pack

built in, the Tandy 1400 LT is perfect

for people on the go— like busy execu-

tives, sales personnel and journalists.

Or use it like a desktop computer.

The Tandy 1400 LT features a high-

resolution backlit liquid crystal dis-

play. The 80'character by 25-line

resolution gives you the same quality

of display as a full-sized monitor. And
it’s remarkably clear, thanks to the

latest in “supertwist” LCD technology.

The 8088'equivalent microproces-

sor has a 7.16 MHz clock speed (vs.

4.77 MHz for most other PC-
compatible portables). Standard

equipment includes two 720K T'/z"

built-in disk drives and 768K RAM-
ample memory to run today’s power-
ful MS-DOS based programs.

The Tandy 1400 LT also includes a

parallel printer adapter, RGBI and
composite monitor* outputs, a real- r

time clock and an RS-232C serial : ;J

interface. You even get MS-DOS 3.2

and GW-BASIC.

Come to your local Radio Shack

and see the Tandy 1400 LT.

Send me a 1989
RSC‘20 computer catalog

landy Computers: Because there is no better value.
™ Radio /hack

MS'DOS/Reg. TM Microsoft Cotp. IBM/Reg. TM IBM Corp. The Technology Store™
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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Looking good on this paper

doesn't take a lot ofthis paper.
Star's new NX-2400 Multi-Font printer

gives you the high resolution of24-pin print-

ing, so you can create compelling reports and
letters. Attention-grabbing charts and graphs.

And all kinds ofdistinctive print-outs. Without
having a lot top^ out.

The NX-2400 is the latest member ofthe
Star Signature Series. Its four built-in fonts and
over 20 typestyles give you all

the ImagePoweryou need to

look your best.

The NX-2400 pro-

duces draft quality text -
at 170 characters per
second. Letter quality at * ’

57 cps. And it offers superb 360 x 360 dots per
inch graphics resolution that surpasses most
laser printers.

Among the many other built-in features

are friction and tractor feeds. A push button
control panel that puts a wide range offunc-
tions at your fingertips. And a paper parking
mechanism that lets you feed single sheets

while keeping sprocket paper in place.

So for high-resolution

printing without the high
price, take a look at Star's

NX-2400 Multi-Font.

For your nearest dealer,

caU 1-800-447-4700.

T E R S
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PRODUCTIVITY

USER-TO-USER

Make today’s date available to (dl

your batch files

I added the lines suggested by Mr. Trom-

betta in the August 1988 issue ofPC Mag-
azine to my AUTOEXEC.BAT

:

ECHO
I
MORE

1
DATE > READDATE.BAT

READDATE

However, I modified CURRENT.BAT to

ECHO OFF
SET TODAY=%4

Parameter %4 is the date in the line “Cur-

rent date is Sun 7- 1 7- 1 988 .

”

This permits me to use the variable

%today% in any batch file to input the cur-

rent date. For example, I often use

XCOPY to copy files that were modified

during the day from my hard disk at work

to a floppy to take home. Now, instead of

typing “xcopy c; a; /d:7-17-1988”, I can

run a batch file with the line

XCOPY C: A: /D:%today%

—Allen K. Easley; Topeka, Kansas

You might expect that DOS would supply

the current date as a standard environment

variable—but you’d be wrong. It's not

there unless you put it there. The file

READDATE.BAT contains the output of

the DATE command, something like

ECHO OFF
ECHO

I
MORE

I
DATE > READDATE.BAT

.READDATE

ECHO OFF
SET TODAT-%4
DEL READDATE.BAT

Figure 5: Use these two batchfiles,

TODAY.BATandCURRENT.BAT, to get the

date into the environment.

“Current date is Sat 8-20-1988.” DOS in-

terprets that line as a call to CURRENT
.BAT with these four parameters: “date,”

“is,” “Sat,” and “8-20-1988.”

To try out this method, type in the batch

fdes TODAY.BAT and CURRENT.BAT
shown in Figure S. You'll note that I added

a line to CURRENT.BAT that deletes

READDATE.BAT—once READDATE
has served its purpose, it’s of no further

use. After you tun TODAY.BAT, the en-

vironment variable “today” is available to

all your other batch files. If you find this

helpful, you’ll want to include the com-

mands from TODAY.BAT at the end of

your AUTOEXEC.

Unprotect BASIC files that were
saved with the P option

1 discovered a method to remove protec-

tion from BASIC programs written in IBM

TO complete your library

of PC Magazine send

$8.00 for each back issue or-

dered ($9.00 in Canada, U.S.

funds only) to: Ziff-Davis

Publishing Company, RO. Box

5999, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034,

Attn: F. Hunter. Be sure to

include month and year of the

issue ordered. Forfaster
service call 1-609-354-4975.

• Remains In Place while you use your computer.
• Avoids Costly Repairs. Protects delicate electronics

from dust, spills, smoke, ashes, staples.
• Soft. Flexible, retains normal key^ard feel.

• Washable, Durable High-Tech Polymer lasts years.
• Hundreds off Models. SafeSkin is available for most
PCs. laptops, workstations and clone keyboards.

• Office • Home • Factory • Classroom • Laboratory

List Price $ 29.95. Please call or write for free color

brochure. Dealer inquiries erKOuraged.

Keyboard Protector
Merritt Computer Products, lnc.14561 S. Westmoreland
Dallas, Texas 75237/(214) 339-0753 • Fax (214) 339-1313
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naked\

ClearCase"'Mouse-Special Edition From Logitech.

To celebrate the shipment ofour two millionth mouse, we
took the covets offour winning technoiogy

But this mouse is a iot more than just a pretty case, it's

compatibie with vinuaiiyaii mouse-basedprograms, plusyou

can program it to "mousify"anykeyboard-based application.

And it doesn't need resetting whenyou switch programs.

High resolution, adjustable cursor control, and a program-

mable 9,600 baud rate letyou move the cursor quicklyand

accurately, even on detailedgiaphics-perfectfor applications



for Christmas.

like PaintShow"' which, it so happens, comes withyour
ClearCase Mouse.

You get everythingfor$149. Thepackage includes: the

Logtech ClearCase Mousefor IBM PC, XT, orATand PS/2 or

100% compatibles; a 9-25 pin adapter; Plus Package"'software;

and Logtech PaintShow"' (which requires agraphics card).

Pick up the ClearCase Mouse

atyourcomputerdealer,

or call: 800-231-7717.

(In California call LOGITECH
800-552-8885.) Personal Peripherals. Worldwide.

( IRC n 1H2()\ Rl M)l RSI RMCI. CARD

Copyrighted
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FU IN THE INFORMJinON GAPS
IN YOUR PC MAGAZINE UGRARY
Complete your library of IBM-Standard reference information

with back issues ofK MAGAZINE.

3/29/88—Power to 6o:

12 New Portables Hit

The Road—Pick Your

Pike And F^rtormance;

IBM's super hi res PS/2

display adapter; 14

High-Resolution, Big-

Screen Monitors For

Desktop Publishing And

All Applications; Con-

nectivity Lebs tests the

Meridian LANStar PC;

C-Scape; CALC function

explained; A PC/IAN up-

date; more.

3/15/88—Great graph-

ics at your fingertips;

PC Labs tests 7 PS/^
add-in memory boards;

10 top charting pack-

dses-, 18 int^ted word

processors examined;

LaserJet II font han-
dling; C's scant function

explained; tax prepara-

tion software; real-time

im^es for big screens;

FRtt Asprn printing

utility; more.

2/29/88-PC labs tests

55 word processors;

1987 tax prep software;

IBM's 20-MHz PS/2
Model 80 benchmarked;

living with laser
printers; keyboard moni-

tors under OS/2; 1-2-3

competitor Surpass; PC
Maclerm; Primetime Per-

sonal time-management

software; OS/2
ThinkTank upgrade; Con-

nex comm software;
more.

2/ie/88-PC labs tests

21 AT clones priced
under (2,000; master-

ing laser printing; 14

bargain spreadsheets;

new mice from Micro-

soft and Logitech; the

first 5 VGA add-in card^

Univation’s LifeNet; TSR
calculator emulation
programs; Colorscan/2;

understanding OS/2 key-

board; FREE Run pro-

gram; more.

1/26/88-IBM's OS/2 re-

viewed; PC Labs tests

20-MHz Deskpro; do-it-

yourself 386s; 1/ Lotus
1-2-3 add-ins; add-ins

for Yvonl processors, da-

tabase management,
and printing/graphics/

utilities; shanng laser

printers: Turbo rascal

4.0; music programs; 6

new FAX boards exam-
ined; FREE Paint pro-

gram; more.

1/12/88-THE BEST OF
1987-^th /Uinual Best

& Worst Editors' Per-

sonal Picks; 1987
Awards for Iwhnicai Ex-

cellence; Tandy’s 1000

Series; remote comput-

ing solutions; 4 Fiber-

oplic LANs; PC Labs
tests 5 communications

programs; 9 plug-and-

play data transfer prod-

ucts; FREE Help utility;

more.

12/22/87—Microsoft Ex-

cel reviewed; PC Labs
tests 9 affordable 386-

based PCs; 16 EGA Plus

cards reviewed; 8 plot-

ters; 6 TSR notMakers;

5 sales-lead trackers;

Microsoft Windows; Om-
nis Quartz; Windows
Graph; adding subdirec-

tories and hard disk

compatibility to rejuve-

nate old programs;
FREEPRN2FiLE.COM
program printing utility;

more.

12/8/87-15 hard disk

sbM^e cards examined;

mail-order hard disks;

16 CAO packages prked

under (500; oBASE r^
port writers; one-piece

PCs; Word 4.0; E-Mail

for LANs; the Price
Waterhouse Report inte-

giaM accounting pr^-
age; creating and using

propam libraries; FREE

CO copy utility; more.

11/24/87-Apple’s Mac-

intosh II system exam-
ined; networking IBM
and Macintosh; optimiz-

ing Turbo Pascal; Power

Programming column
premieres; 3o6 operat-

ing systems; 5 full-

page, black-on-white

monitors for CAD and
develop publishing; disk

caching; REE Stick cur-

sor stabilizer utility;

more.

ll/ia/87-PC Ubs tor-

ture-tests 106 printers;

36 laser printers. (1,795-

(18,750, 300-1200 dpi;

65 dot-matrix printers; 5

daisy-wheel printers;

soft-font primer; first

look at Microsoft Excel;

customizing cursors

with CTYPE: Compaq
Deskpro 86/20 and port-

able 386; FREE SAFARI

internal error handling

utility for PC-DOS; more.

10/27/87-PC Labs
tests 10 hot spread-
sheets; 3-D spread-
sheets that provide
missing links; new
models, new screens for

laptops; 6 presentation-

size monitors; 386 Turbo

boards; the new Multi-

Mate; text-oriented data-

base software; FREE
super clipboard utility

wonts with any applica-

tion; more.

10/13/87—Desktop pub-

lishing on the PC; PC
Ubs tests GEM Desktop

Publisher, The Office

Publisher, PageMaker
and Ventura Publisher;

the best large-screen

monitors, laser printers

mice and scanners; /

highest-speed ATs: 32
breakthrough text and

3hies scanners; 31

ing checkers; FREE

pop-up address book
and dialer; more.

9/29/87-PC Ubs tests

12 hot 386 boxes; 12
keyboard macro pro-

grams; 13 full-featured

project managers; lap-

top add-ons; 14 disk di-

agnostic programs;
OS/2 and Languages
columns premiere; nrst

looks at Turbo C and
IBM’s Model 25; KBX
keyboard extervler exam-

in^; REE RN subdirec-

tory utility: more.

8/87—36 high-tech
input devices examined

including tablets, track-

balls, touchscreens,
light pens, mice and
keyboards; 9 Norton
challengers; 11 AT multi-

function boards; 6 data-

base graphic systems;

TSR deskuv organizers;

13 Sidekick rivals; R^
Directory Magic utility

program; more.

Order back issues of PC MAGAZINE by returning the attached coupon or clearly written order form, and mail it

with $8 per copy ordered ($9 in Canada and all other foreign countries) to: Ziff-Davis Publishing Co. • P.O. Box
5999 • Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 • Attn: F. Hunter. Other issues available. Call 1-609-354-4975. Mail orders only.

Please ship me the checked copies. I am
enclosing $8 for each issue ordered ($9 in

Canada and all other foreign countries, U.S.
currency only).

Issue date:

3/29/88 1/26/88 11/24/87 10/13/87

3/15/88 1/12/88 B- 11/10/87 9/29/87

2/29/88 0 12/22/87 omilBl 0 8/87

2/16/88 12/8/87

Other

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company, Attn: F. Hunter
RO. Box 5999, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

Check/Money Order enclosed $

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

ORDER TODAY, QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED!



PRODUCTIVITY

USER-TO-USER

BASIC. I use it because I like to see their

listings to learn new things.

The first step is to type and run this

short program:

10 DEF SEG
20 BSAVE "UNPROBAS", 1124,1
RUN

LOAD the program you want to unpro-

tect, and then BLOAD the file UNPRO-
BAS. That unprotects the file. Now LIST

the program to see its contents, orSAVE it

unprotected .—Hamad Alt: Muharraq,

Bahrain

Every year or so this tip comes up again;

it's a shame they don't just put it in the

manual. When you save a BASIC file with

the P option, it sets a flag in the program's

header that tells BASIC not to LIST or

SAVE the program. BLOADING the UN-
PROBAS file overwrites that flag. Note

that once you've created UNPROBAS,

you can Just store it with your BASIC files

and use it as needed.

Here are the exact instructions to type

into the BASIC interpreter if you want to

unprotect a file called SECRET. BAS:

LOAD "SECRET
BLOAD"UNPROBAS
SAVE "SECRET

That does it.

Have your prompt remind you that

you’re in a DOS shell

Many programs provide the ability to exit

temporarily to a secondary copy of COM-
MAND.COM. Although there is usually

an initial indication that you are in a sec-

ondary command shell, it quickly scrolls

off the screen.

One solution I have found is to invoke

such programs with a batch file that in-

cludes the following commands:

SET PROM=%PROMPT%
SET PROMPT* [ %0 ] %PROHPT«
{Other conunands to invoke program)
SET PROMPT=%PROM%

The first two SET commands save the

current value of the DOS prompt in the en-

vironment variable “piom" and prefix the

prompt with the name of the batch file.

The last SET command restores the

prompt to its original setting. Now if 1 use

the DOS shell facility of the program in-

voked by the batch file, I have a clear indi-

cation that this is not the primary copy of

COMMAND.COM.
The batch file SETPROMP.BAT

shown in Figure 6 demonstrates this tech-

nique. This batch file invokes a secondary

copy of COMMAND.COM, which will

remain the active command processor until

it receives an EXIT command. Until the

secondary COMMAND.COM exits, the

DOS prompt will be prefixed with (SET-

This is what
a year’s worth of

. . . and PC Week, PC Tech

Journal, MacLser, Govern-

ment Computer News, Lotus

Magazine, Digital Review,

Microsoft SystemsJournal,
Communications of the ACM,
and A-t-.

Introducing COMPUTER LIBRARY!
COMPUTER LIBRARY™ is the ultimate

desktop reference on computers and

computing. It's a database containing the

full text of a year's worth of these 10

leading computer publications, all on a

convenient, monthly updated CD-ROM.

And if that's not enough, it also includes

abstracts of computer related articles

from over 110 other periodicals like

InfoWorld, Data Communications, Com-
puter Reseller News, and Datamation.

Altogether, each disc covers more than

43,000 articles that have appeared in

the last 12 months.

Fast, Easy To Master!

Locating the exact information you need

is a snap because COMPUTER LIBRARY

includes BlueFish searchware from Lotus

Development Corporation. Just enter the

topic you're interested in. BlueFish

rapidly locates all the articles

that mention that topic

and makes them avail-

able for your instant

retrieval.

COMPUTER LIBRARY is

designed to boost the pro-

ductivity of anyone who is

professionally involved

with buying, managing,

supporting, marketing,

or developing computer

Subscribe Now I

COMPUTER LIBRARY requires a CD-ROM
drive. If you don't already have one, we
can help you save money on a fast, reliable

Sony drive, complete with a 12-month

warranty.

An annual subscription to COMPUTER
LIBRARY costs only S695. To subscribe

or to get more information call

(212) 503-4400 today.
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THE ULTIMATE DESKTOP REFERENCE

hardware and software. Once you begin

using it, you’ll wonder how you ever got

by without it.
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PRODUCTIVITY

USER-TO-USER

PROMP) (assuming you name the batch

file SETPROMP.BAT). When you EXIT
the secondary shell, the prompt will return

to its normal assignment.

—

Marc D. Reib-

stein; Blackwood, New Jersey

It’s easy to forget that you're running in a

shell—it looks just like DOS. Some pro-

grams (WordPerfect, for example) already

provide a reminder, but for those that

don’t, this is a nice solution. If you prefer,

you can include a more explicit me.ssage

than the bracketed batch file name. For ex-

ample, replace the third line of SET-
PROMP.BAT with

SET PROMPT=(EXIT to return] %PROHPT»

Try running SETPROMP.BAT several

times in a row. Each time you run it you in-

voke another secondary COMMAND
.COM, and each time your prompt grows.

To get back to the main command proces-

sor, just keep entering EXIT until your

prompt returns to normal.

Productivity Tip

Instead of typing *. to mean “all fUes,”

use a period. DOS recognizes that the peri-

od means the current directory. So,

TOUCH .

has the same effect as

TOUCH *.

Share Your Secrets

Reveal your latest IX)S and systems dis-

coveries through User-to-User, and we’ll

pay you $50 or more for any submissions

we print, plus an extra $25 ifyou submit

your tetter on a disk. If you send a disk,

please include a printout. Mail your contri-

butions to User-to-User, PC Magazine,

One Park Avenue, New York, NY
10016. 28

ECHO OFF
SET PROM=%PROMPT%
SET PROMPT= [ %0 ] %PROMPT%
ECHO EXIT to return to the primary COMMAND.COM
COMMAND
SET PROMPT=%PROM%
SET PROM=

Figure 6: This batchfile demonstrates how theprompt can remindyou that you’re rurming in a

secondary commandprocessor.

A GOOD STORY
IS WORTH REPEATING...

Especially if it's about your product!

Why let your story remain hidden in a back issue of one

of the world's leading computer magazines?

Let ns take your article to its highest ievel of

marketing potentiai with a reprint! This is

one of the most valuable marketing

tools you have on hand because:

It represents unbiased

coverage of your pro-

duct by America's lead-

ing computer

magazine!

It clearly discusses

your products features

and capabilities!

® It is one of the most
effective ways of telling

To find out how you can have your article or review

elegantly reprinted
*
*on 80 lb. paper stock

,
in

4-color, 2-color or 1-color, call

or write today: Jennifer Locke

—Reprints Manager;

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company,

One Park Avenue,

New York, NY 10016,

212-503-5447.

*
' Minimum quantity 500

reprints.

your story to new customers, retailers, jobbers and
distributors.
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Connect to Gerifech
For a Complete Network Solution

NETWORK STARTER K!T....$925
Includes Novell ELS software. 4 Arcnet cards, network cabling, Passive Hub.

Connectors to network a 4 user Network.

NETWORK
INTERFACE CARD
FOR ARCNET

$99
PC XT MULTIFUNCTION CARD . . . S39

GENTECH XT-10 $495

10MH2. 512K RAM. NEC V-20 CPU.
NORTON 4.0. ONE 360K6 00.

ser/par/gamea:lk & slots.
84 KEY KEYBOARD

GENTECH 386-20 $2150
20MHZ. OWAIT. 1MB RAM. 1.2MB FDD,

80386-20 CPU. 1MB STATIC COLUMN
RAM EXPANDABLE TO 4MB ON
MOTHERBOARD. EXPANDABLE TO 12MB
USING RAM CARD 80387-20 SUPPORT.
RUNS OS/2. NOVELL. XENIX/UNIX. CAD.

KEY BOARD. DUAL SER/PAR PORTS.

TOWER OPTION AVAILABLE.

GENTECH 286-12 $885

80286. 0 WAIT. 512K RAM. 1.2MB FDD.

HD/FLOPPY CONTROLLER. 200W P/S.

101 KEYBOARD. DUAL SER/PAR PORTS,
UP TO 1MB ON MOTHERBOARD

OPTIONS
MONO SYSTEM ADD $139
EGA COLOR SYSTEM $449
VGA COLOR SYSTEM $589
20MB ST-225 HARD DISK $269
30MB CDC HARD/FULL DISK $269
40MB ST-251'1 HARDDISK $419

70M6 MINISCRIBE HARDDISK $569

60MB INTERNAL
TAPE BACKUP

$399
NOVELL ELS NETWARE S385

COMPUTERS
AIT NEtCARCM
AST Model 60 w/keyboard S141S

10 MHZ. no wait. 5t2K RAM. 1 2MB FOO
AST Model 140Xw/keyboar4 S2241
1MB RAM. 40nib Hard disk. 1 2MB FDD

AST Model 300 wrkeyboard 2659

SO306. 20MH2. IMS RAM. dos

COMPAQ COMPUTER
OESKPR0 286MODEL1/MOOEL40 S1799/2775
OESKPRO386S/20 MHZ Model 40 S3899
0ESKPR0386/25eai Models SCALL
PORTABLE III Model 20/40 $3599/4209

WY«E TECHN0106Y
WY-2108-01 $1139

B0266. 12MHZ. 1MB RAM. 1.2MB FDD
WY-3216-01 S2729

80386. 16MHZ. 1MB RAM. 1 2MB FDD

PRINTERS
IMTHElt
HL-8 Laser Printer w/IMB $2079
M2518AI1709 $8894CALL
HR-4(VHR-60 Daisywheel SCALL

CmZEN
MSP-12X/180D $1494172
OVERTURE 110 Laser SCALL
EP»M
IX-BOOAO-SOO $1894315
FX-86e/FX-286e $299/439
AloMer models SCALL

FUJmuOL3400 $539

HEWim-PACKAflO
LASERJET II $1799
DESKJET/PAINTJET $69941049
RUGGEOWRITER $1199

0U0ATAML-32(VML-390 $3554469
PAIUHMK
laser PARTNER $1599
KXP-1080i/1091i $1854199
OMSPS410 $4329
NEW II COLOR SCRIPT 100 SCALL
TOINIBA341SL/P351SX $6394999

NETWORKING
N0VEUNETWARE286 V212 $CALL
NOVELLNETWARESFTV2 12 $CAil
ARCNET INTERFACE CARO $99

ETHERNET INTERFACE CARD $165
TIARA ARCNET CARD $139
TIARA ETHERNET CARO $199

ARCNET ACTIVE HUB 8 Port $349
ARCNET PASSIVE HUB $39

ARCNET ACTIVE HUB 4 PORT CARO $159

PROTEON 10 INTERFACE CARO $325

PROTEONO NODE WIRE CENTER $469
3C0METHERLINKCAR0 $379

TOPS SOnWARE AND CARO $CALL
PLEASE CALL FOR ALL CABLING & ACCESSORIES

INTERNATIONAL
INQUIRIES WELCOME
Whether you are ordering from Paris.

France or Oingolfing. Germany, you
can count on GenTech to deliver.

GenTech's knowledgeable staff can

provide you with the hardware

according to your specifications and

process necessary papers to ensure

a fast delivery.

So. call and be a part of GenTech's

satisfied international clientele!

MATH COPROCESSOR LAPTOPS
LOWEST PflICESIII MITSUIISHI

8067-34067-1 $994209 LAPTOP MP-286L 20MB $2459

80287-8 $229 TOSHIBA
80287-10 $275 T1000 LAPTOP $829

80387-16 $409 T1200FB BACKLIT FLOPPY $1599

80386-20 $459 T1200H8 BACKLIT 20MB $2459
80386-25 $589 ZEMTH

SUPERSPORT TWO FLOPPY MODEL
SUPERSPORT MODEL 20

$1599
$2379

SOFTWARE SUPERSPORT 286 MODEL 20 $3199

XEROX VENTURA PUBLISHER
ALDUS PAGEMAKER
HP GRAPHICS GALLERY

CUSTOMER SERVICE

SCALL
SCALL
SCALL

401-732-5556
ORDER ONLY

800-843-4302
FAX NO.

401-732-5518
VISA, MC, COD
CORPORATE PO ACCEPTED
217 Broadway. Suita 61$. NY. NY 10807

Add 2% lor CX. Mnunum PO $500 Pnces sub|ecl to change Return authorization required tor

detective merchandise Al returned non-defactive inerchandce subject to 20% restocking charge

GTenlech

SCANNERS & FAX BOARDS
DATACOPY 730430 $1199/1859

DEST 1020/2020 SCANNER SCALL
HP SCANJET W/INTERfACE $1429
MICH0TEK300A/mC $164541400
QUAORAM JT-FAX FOR UU’TOP $299

COMPLETE PC FAX $349

FOR CAD
HEWLETT PACKARD
7570A ORAFTPRO PLOTTER $2899
7475A 6PEN PLOHER $1399
7550A8PEN PLOTTER $2999

HXSTOH inSTRUMENTS
OMP-42/OMP-52 $219942399
0MP-56A46MP SCALL
OMP-6142 $314944699
UKinO INNOVATIONS MURAL PLOTTER $2139

VERSACAO SOFTWARE SCALL
CADKEY SOFTWARE SCALL

CAiCOMP 23120 OIGrTIZER $429

12X12. STYLUS AND MOUSE
KURTA ISXWE 12X12 W/CURSOR $399
SUMMASKETCH PLUS $379

SUMMAGRAPHICSMM1812 $619
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hen you combine powerful tools with

powerful thinking, you get powerful

products. • PC Designs puts this

combination together for you. They’ve

I designed and manufactured microcom-

• puters in Oklahoma for over three

years. Innovation, high performance,

reliability — they’re powerful tools in

the hands of PC Designs. • Tike the GV-286

and GV-386 ,
for example— two of the fastest,

and fairest priced, microcomputers around. The

286 was “Editor’s Choice” in PC Magazine last

year— one of PC Designs’ many successes. •

Whatever choice you make, PC Designs offers you

unparalleled service and support. Through

Sorbus,” you have the option of a maintenance

contract for nationwide on-site or carry-in

service. • But service is more than a contraa.

In Oklahoma, it’s a Product Center with customer-

centered attention. Nationally, it’s putting your

needs first— offering informed advice, solving

complex problems, providing excellent warran-

ties. • So whatever you’re building— build it

with the powerful tools of PC Designs.

Sorbus
A Bell Atlantic '"Company

M 8:00^:00 CST, Monday-Friday

9:00-3:00 CST. Saturday

uunff 1-9ie-251-5550(inOklahoma)

1-91 8-251 -7057 (Fax)

mmmwwm 1-918-252-9137

All prices are subject to change without notice.

VIDBI
• Mono card and monitor t 175.

• EGA card and monitor 549.

•VGA card and NEC MultiSync II 099.

HARD DISKS

•Pri»nlD45H 145MB, 28MS1 489.

• Priam ID62 (70MB, 28MS1 659.

• Priam ID130 (160MB, 28MS} 1539.

• Maxtor AT140 1140MB. ESDI, 11MS) 1699.

Designs
2500 N. Hemlock Circle • Broken Arrow, OK 74012

CALL US AT 1-800-322-4872 (outside Oklahoma)

CIRCLE 372 ON READER SERVICE CARO



EDITED BY CRAIG L. STARK

PRODUCTJ.VIJY

Power user
Preserving blank lines in dBASE labels; executing dBASE commands more quickly by

suspending the index; avoiding blank lines when printingform letters in Microsoft Word.

Creating and storing a timekeeping

log in WordPerfect

As an attorney in a small law fim, I do

much of my own diKument creation and

editing in WordPerfect. The two simple

macros shown in Figure 1 help me keep

track of the time spent on these tasks. The

macros allow single-key input for creating

and storing a timekeeping log in Doc 2.

The log records the starting and ending

times of any project, phone call. etc.

Alt-S records the start of the time peri-

od. leaves the cursor positioned for the

ending entry, and returns immediately to

the current document. Alt-E records the

ending time, lets the user enter a descrip-

tion of the task, and rehims to the current

document .—Ken Freudenberg: Durango.

Colorado

<ctrl-n»> Mgin Mcro dafinitlon
rraaa Alt-s

<CRXCIIXVp> Cr**t« a fraab tiua to work on
<«bi{t-rs >2 Sat data foraat
<Tub>%2/tl/S<Tab>t7 t4<Tab>

<or tha data/tlaa fenukt
atrlng of your choteaj

<CIIXC1I> end Data/tlM format
•T Daaignata 'Start*
<sbift-rS>l insart data/tiaa

Sat Data Foraat
. <«pae*>4 Raiat noraal data foraat

<CIIXCI(> sit data function
<lleMXL«ft> TO start of llna

Block on
<oovn> Block whola llna
<ctrl-r4>} Appand to fils
T1MXM0<CII> osa tba fila 'TIMING*
<*lt-r4> Block on
<UpXL«ft> Block whela lino
<0«1>Y Dalota block
<Ctrl-ril> end macro daflnitlon

Figure 2: The keystrokes to create an append-

style Alt-S macro (see Figure 1 ).

If you need Doc 2 for other purposes, you

can use the Append Block feature to cap-

ture your time log. Figure 2 shows a ver-

sion of Alt-S implemented that way.

The corresponding Alt-E macro will be

similar.

—

NeilJ. Ruhenking

Speeding the execution ofdBASE
commands by temporarily turning

off the index

While indexes are indispensible adjuncts

to dBASE databases, you will find that if

you close all indexes, commands such as

SUM and RECALL will execute much

faster. We tested the time it took to RE-
CALL ALL previously deleted records on

_Key8troke8 for alt-s Macro_

<Ctrl-Flfl>
<Alt-S>
<shift-P3>
<HoinexHoinexc>own>
<Shift-F5>2
<Tab>%2/%l/5<Tab>%7

;

<CRXCR>
ST
<Shift-F5>l
<Shi£t-r5>2
3<Space>l , <Space>4
<CR>
F7
<CR>
<Shi£t-F3>
<Ctrl-F10>

Begin macro definition
Press Alt-S
Go to Doc 2

Go to end of document
Set date format
:%9<Tab>
(or the date/time format
string of your choice)
End Date/time format
Designate "Start”
Insert date/time
Set Date Format
Reset normal date format

Exit date function
Move to new line
Return to Doc 1

End macro definition

Keystrokes for ALT-E Macro

<Ctrl-Fl0> Begin macro definition
<Alt-E> Press Alt-E
<Shift-F3> Move to Doc 2

<llomexiiomexDown> Go to end of document
<shift-F5>2 Set Date Format
<Tab>%2/%l/5<Tab>%7:%9<Tab>

(or the date/time format
string of your choice)

<CR><CR> End date/time format
End Designate "End” (not the <End> key)
<shift-P5>l Insert date/time
<Shift-FS>2 Set date format
3<space>l,<space>4 Reset normal date format
<CRXCRXCRXCR> Make space for next entry
<up>
<0p>
<Up>
<End> Move cursor to first line of entry
<Ctrl-PgUpxcRxcR> Take user input to identify task
<Shift-F3> Back to Doc 1

<ctrl-Fl0> End macro definition

Figure 1: Two simple WordPerfect macros tiuit letyou keep a lime log as Doc 2.
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Fourways to build

betterCprograms. .

.

Power
Screen

$129
Screen I/O manager.

Features: screen painter virtualscreens

data validation context sensitive help

unlimited screens delinabie keys

& much more!

C TOOLS
PLUS
$129

Full featured function iibrary.

For Microsoft C 5.0 and QuickC.

Features: TSR support direct video access

VGA and EGA support windows and

menus DOS memory ailocation interrupt

service routines & much more!

CASYNCH
MANAGER

$176
Asynchronous communication manager.

Features: speeds to 19.2K baud

XON/XOFF protocol hardware

handshaking XModem file transfer I/O

buffers up to 64K & much morel

Turbo

C

Tools
$129

Full featured function library.

For Borland^ Tlirbo C.

Features: TSR support direct video

access VGA and EGA support windows

and menus DOS memory allocation

interrupt service routines & much morel

WeYe Blaise CdimputinK, manufacturers of high quality

function libraries desinned to reduce the time and technical

expertise required for serious applications development.

All of our pack^s include a comprehensive user refer-

ence manual with extensive examples, and sample profpBm.s.

Satisfaction guaranteed or return within SO days for a

full refund.

We have a full line of products for C and Pascal. For a

free brochure or to order call

800-333-8087 !

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.

two identical files, one of which was in-

dexed and the other was not. It took 20 sec-

onds for the unindexed file and 140 sec-

onds for the other.

—

Robert S. McConnell

andJudithH. Walsh; Rockville, Maryland

Unless a SCOPE expression is used, not

only these dBASE commands but also

COUNT, DELETE, COPY, and several

others are affected. All ofthem start by go-

ing to the Top-Of-File and sequentially ex-

amining each record until the End-Of-File

is reached. Naturally, this takes longer if

an artificial sequence is imposed by the

presence of an active index.

The time penalty increases in propor-

tion to the length of the physical index key

and, more important, to how much the in-

dex order varies from the physical se-

quence. A good way to observe tbe differ-

ences is to SORT a file on Zip code and

LastName. Then create three indexes: one’

on Zip, the second on Zip-l-LastName,

and the third on LastName alone. You'll

find that to COUNT with the Zip index is

almost as fast as the unindexed COUNT;
the Zip-l-LastName index takes somewhat

longer, and when you COUNT with the

LastName index on, the disk thrashes

madly as itjumps from one disk location to

another trying to step through the index’s

unnatural sequence.

As an alternative to this suggestion of

closing the index before issuing sequential

commands, you might substitute the fol-

lowing command:

SET ORDER TO 0

This suspends your index instead of clos-

ing it. The commands process just as

quickly, and you don’t lose the time taken

to close and reopen the index.

If the database is very large and the re-

cords you want to process are related to the

index key, you’ll find that it’s sometimes

actually faster to leave the index on. Sup-

pose, for example, that you want to

RECALL ALL FOR STATE="NJ"

and you have a Zip index. All New Jersey

ZIP codes begin with 07 or 08. In such a

case, the sequence

FIND 07
RECALL ALL WHILE STATE="NJ-

will yield the fastest results,

—

Brad Stark

Merge-printing addresses with

different numters of lines in

Microsoft Word

When merge-printing form letters in Mi-

crosoft Word, it’s a problem to keep Word
from skipping a line in addresses that lack

one or more variables (for example, ad-

dresses that lack company names). You
can avoid these blank lines by using the

If . . . Endif statement.

The general form of the statement is

•IP fieldname* {text to print] •ENDIF*

This tells Word that if the particular vari-

able (the company name, for example) has

any value at all, it should print the “text to

print.
’’

If the variable has a null value (that

is, no company name). Word will print

nothing.

The secret to making this work is to in-

clude the fieldname itself plus a carriage

return as the text to print. Thus, this exam-

ple avoids blank lines:

«Najnei*

.if title. HtitleM
«endifH«if company ..company,
-endif. .if addressl.-addressl.
-endif. -if addres82»«addres32»
-endif .-city. , -state, -zip.

Notice that if there is no value for a given

variable—the title, for example—the posi-

tioning of the Endif statement will tell

Word to skip not only the title but also the

carriage return that follows.

—

Steve Baser;

Covington, Louisiana

The Word manual suggests a slightly dif-

ferent format, in which the Endif com-
mand is put on a line by itself, without the

right chevron but with a hard carriage re-

nim at the end. If you follow Word"s offi-

cial formal, the first few lines of the ad-

dress will look like this:

-Name.
-if title. -title.
-endif
-If company. -company,
-endif
-if addressl.-addressl.
-endif

The absence of the right chevron on the

Endif statement tells Word to continue to

the next line as if there were no hard car-

riage return.

25«0 Ninth Street. Suite 116 Berkeley. CA 94710 i4IS) 540-5441
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Unfortunately, both Mr. Buser's sug-

gestion and the manual’s recommendation

lack readability. All the «If . . .

Endi f» statements clutter up the screen,

making it hard to see the format of the doc-

ument you are composing. Worse, the

manual 's approach makes it difficult to de-

termine where your page breaks should

go, since Word counts the Endif lines on-

screen as real lines, even though they will

not print during a merge. This makes Mr.

Buser’s suggestion preferable to the ohe in

the manual.

A still better approach, using either for-

mat, is to take advantage of hidden text. If

you set the Show Hidden Text choice to

No under Window Options, then define

the If and Endif statements as hidden, the

address will show on-screen as

« name »

•titlex
•company*
•addressl

»

«address2»
• cityii, (istatex «2ipx

(Also present will be tbe double arrows

Word uses to designate the locations for

hidden text.) This will work with either

format and is certainly far mote readable

than either alone. If you run into problems

in printing, you can always change the

Show Hidden Text option to Yes, to check

your If statements.

The macro below will facilitate your

work

•ask variablaB7Hhat variable naine>
<eac>fc<left>y<enter>
‘•ir*variablei ‘‘<eac>fc<left>n<enter>
* uvariablea * <enterxeae>fc<left>y<enter>
*>endif<enter><esc>fc<left>n<anter>

This macro will ask you for the variable

name, write the If statement for you, and

define the appropriate sections as hidden

text.

—

M. David Slone

Using CHR(13) to force blank lines

in dBASE .LBL outputs

The dBASE label writer does not print lines

that evaluate to blanks .This occurs ifa line

is left blank in the .LBL form or if the

field(s) specified on a given line have no

data. This is usually what you want, since

unintended blank lines look unnatural. But

it will cause problems when you do want to

leave a blank line in a label

.

Antidote
protects against

the virus!

A virus is spreading through

Personal Computers. It gets

into a program or even into

command.com. it spreads

when you run it, and hitch-

hikes to new computers on
floppies. Later, it can ruin

your hard disk.

Antidote examines your files

for alteration when you boot

ioad. It is not memory resi-

dent. Antidote guards

against ail forms of acc'xfental

and malicious corruption. It

includes a utility to test your

defense against virus attack.

To order, cail us today with

your credit card, or send us a

check for $60 US funds.

In case you can not eradicate

a virus, Ouaid Software wiil do
it for a fee. CDaii for prices.

Antidote for the IBM PC or PS/2 or

compatibles and most MS-DOS sys-

tems is available on 3 inch or 5 inch

diskettes. Software is shipped within

a day at our expense. Not copy-pro-

tected.

l_3’U
Quald Software Limited
Third Roor Dept M720
45 Charles Street East

Toronto Ontario

(Canada M4Y 1 S2

(416) 961-8243

the FREE
catalog is the

computer accessory

yoirUvalue most
You get “a store
in a drawer.”
Page after page of PC products that

make work easier, more effective. At

your fingertips, when you wish.

Plain talk makes
it all easy.
Spacesavers, workstations, cables,

disks. All explained in simple language

& pictured as you’d use ’em. Call with

any questions: Our informed staff helps

you get the right item, instant credit,

fast delivery.

The final decision
is yours.
Unlike some catalog firms, Inmac lets

you decide when you’re satisfied with a

product. A promise we back up with

ironclad guarantees.

Call now toll free:

1
-800-722-4770

Ext. 2408
Use the resource thatgives

the world's sharpest busi-

nesscomputerusersan

extra edge. Callorserui

thiscoupon to: Inmac,

2465AugustineDrive,

SaHtaClara,CA950S4.

0YES!

H YXMH lompuliTXCiuld Idlk.

ttieyU cjiw bHiuc pnidiKlftl

Send nrffirstInmac caiaU^todof!

Title

City

(

Zip

I
AreeCode PhooeNo. umcsss? h

In Canada, CaUlbll Free 1-60P-387-2173
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For example, you might want to leave a

blank line between the city/state line and

the ZIP code line. Putting a blank line in

the .LBL form doesn't work: dBASE sim-

ply suppresses it when printing. The solu-

tion is simply to type CHR(13), instead of

just hitting Enter, on the line you want to

remain blank. This will send a carriage re-

turn to the printer, preserving your blank

tins.—John Michl: Omaha, Nebraska

ways
to boost
your BASIC

Rio3>Ms-v
Profesalonai Baaic

Pro^ammlng Libnury
Annourvcina PmBai V«fsion 3.0, now
with ovw 3& nMfnbly rouilnM 1o rMtIy
kick QuickBASIC and BASCOM Into Mgh
gaaf BYTE magazina calls Pao0As a
"Suparcnargar tor QuickBASIC" Thou-
sands of orogrammars raly on PaoSM
to make tnairiHs aaslar and (o anhaoca
(hair programs with taaturas Ilka-

a An SOO-paga 3-part martual
a Full laalwrad windowing
a Scraan srHpahots (Tail i GnpMea)
a string, array, and polnlar aorta
a Ughtnli^ last tlla VO
a Full meusa aupport

Pao6*s also has ovar 2X othar assan-
tlai sarvtcas Including handy string, data,
lima, diractory and array manipulation,
string, scraan ar>d data compraasion. full

mousa swpoon. valuat>la aquipmant and
input routinasand taster raplacamants
lor most BASIC commands For all ver-

sions of QuickBASIC and BASCOM
including BASCOM 6.0 tor OS/2.
Just ff^OOt

Rto3AS .

TmlKit
The TooiJtrr IS a collaction of assambty
and BASIC modulas that use Iha Pao
Bab library to sava you avan more hours
of grunt work Why spend hundreds of

hours rs-invantfng Ih# wheal whan you
can just plug In fooi.Krr modules Ilka

a Manu Oanarators
a Fast B-traa Indaxlitg
a Mini-adilor with word-wrap
a Patch .EXE lllas

a Pretactad storaga araas
a Julian data roullnas

The TooLKrr alao includes clock, calen-

dar, BCD math roullrras, and rr>ucn more,
complale with BASIC source code and
a comprehensive manual The PwoBm
Tooi-Krt adds capabliiitas and helps
consarvs your most valuable asset of
all—limel Reouiras PboBm. Just MBOOt

RujRe
On-Line Help
Fbf PwrBAa

PaoRar provides pop-up help for the
routines m PaoSAS, and is an axlenaion
of the QuickBASIC programming en-

vironment Pop-up an ASCII chan,
calculator, scan code module, box
diagram. your own help data, or almoal
any OOs program via a hot key
Just SS0.W

RioM/i

ProBas .

'&eeComm ToolKit
The PboBax TBLaCotsM TcmmJCit is a col-

laction of high-level communications
modules that you plug into your coda to
provide popular file transtar protocols,
terminal emulations, login scripts and
baud rataa up to ttS,200baud You gat:

a XmodanVModamTtXmodarn-l k
a Ymodam (aingito and batch)
a CRC-16 and Chackaum
a (FTSa, VT100, ANSI BBS ate.

• Auto Olalar A daiabasa
a Documented BASIC source

Why use clumsy SHELLS to complex
terminal programs whan you can plug

just the communications routines you
need Into your coda? Implamani just
trie features and commands you want
Requires PaoBAs Just S7S.Mf

ProSc
Profeesional Screen
Management Syetem

IS a scraan gar>arator/aditor

that treats screens iika a word processor
treats text to provide complata control

over characters, colors, and piacemani
Design input screens with up to 130
fields and i9 pra-dafinad and 2 usar-

daflnad maska. Comas with subroutine
source, extensive on-line htip, and a
2Bb-paga manual. Juat 139,00/

PnoMAtw IS a collaclion of over 150
high-level roullnee Ihet provide mathe-
malical funclions and operations tor pro-
grammers who often work in matheme-
tica, scienct, or engineering Complex
varlablas, raat and complex matricas, real

and complex trigonomainc and hyper-

bolic functions and their inverses, solu-

tion of linear aquations. Integration,

diitarantial aquations. Fast Founar trans-

forms and many other useful routines are
provided.

PwoMatk contains rnosi ol the Fortran

mathematical and numeric furKt'ons and
allows you to easily translate Fortran
coda to BASIC or wni# naw programs in

BASIC while retaining Fortran’s numeri-

cal prowess.

Ths 200-psge PwoMatm manual includes
a dascri^ion of each routine, complata
with any algorithm and the mathematical
formula For QuickBASIC 4 and BASCOM
6 only Just 3M.0P/

Our thirty day, money-back guarantee aa-

suras you the highest quality and our
technical support staff is always ready
to help Try our BBS at (301)963-773Bor
givf us a call at:

HfiMMERLY
I COMPUTER SEWICE& INC

SOOS SANDY SPRING A040 • LAUREL WO MNr

(800) 343-7484
AM as 00 ($8 00 Cenaoai sn
Eumpe $30 00 toi Hi >lt«n pi

•Miuonai iiam viei
*'

crieckx and epprpvad .... ..

PaoaAS FaoRar PaoacaaaN PMOWatm
HwnmertyCofnpui»fSe«vices.ir>c OuicKBASC,
BASCW MiciOMll Com

Automatically suppressing blank lines has

been a quality feature ofdBASE all the way
back to dBASE II because, in normal label

mns, it makes the output mote attractive.

However, the blank lines are not being

suppressed; they are simply being moved

to the end of the label so that a six-line

.LBL format will always advance six lines

whether some fields ate blank or not.

There are times when you’d like to

override this feanire. Another situation in

which you might want to insert a blank line

occurs when the first label line is a code

string and you want to skip a line before

beginning the addressee’s name .—Brad
Slark

Productivity Tip

Though the expression looks longer,

dBASE and related programs will execute

? STR(RECN( ) ) more quickly than ?

RECN
( ) . This is because numbers are

stored in floating-decimal format but are

expressed in fixed decimals. Since numer-

ic calculations ate a bottleneck for the

computer’s main chip (unless you use a

math coprocessor), STR() can be written

to screen much faster.

Productivity Tip

You can create teal problems for yourself

if you load a true WordPerfect file using

Dos Text In. Here’s a clue to recognizing

when this has happened: phone numbers

will have the “ character in them, for ex-

ample, 555
“

1 1212. If you see this charac-

ter, clear your screen and retrieve the file

as a normal WordPerfect file.

Share Your Power

Tell fellow users about your latest techni-

cal tips for hardware and software applica-

tions (other than spreadsheets, networks,

languages, or DOS) through Power User,

ai)d we’ll pay you $50 or more for your

trouble, plus cm extra $25 if you submit

your letter on a disk. If you send a disk,

please include a printout. Mail your contri-

butions to Power User,PC Magazine, One
Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016. SB

CIRCLE 3S0ON READER SERVICE CARD
PC MAGAZINE
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Languages
Locate the total amount ofinstalledRAM with this simple technique; an easy method to

display colors on a screen; CURSOR.PAS shows how to set the cursor in Turbo Pascal.

A Turbo Pascal program to display

additional lines and columns

There are some situations in which the

standard IBM PC video screen (80 by 25)

is not big enough to display all the infor-

mation we want to show on a single

screen-^for example, when you need to

display a summary table, a correlation ma-

trix, etc. In those situations, you may wish

you could have a monitor that can display

ISO colunms and 40 or SO lines.

One way out of this limitation is to cre-

ate a virtual screen. The virtual screen can

hold all the information you want and at

any time display a part of it on the video

monitor. Your screen just becomes a

“viewport” into the virtual screen that you

can drag around using the arrow keys, as

shown in Figure 1 . The program listing in

Figure 2 provides the b^ic procedures to

do just that.

The Big-CIrScr routine is similar to the

Turbo Pascal built-in function ClrScr. It

clears the entire virtual screen (not the

monitor screen). The Big_Write procedure

puts the text given in the fust parameter on

the virtual screen. The three next parame-

ters specify the position on the screen (Col,

Row) and the video attribute of the text

(VidAtt). The Show_BigScreen routine

moves a part of the virtual screen on the

video monitor. The two pararrteters speci-

Rgure 1 :A visual representation ofthe video

monitor as a viewport into a larger virtual

screen.

Figure 2:A program demonstrating a virtual screen larger than the monitor.
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77 i ir PMT < HldR-79 TRSM PORT i* auee(po*y}; (right) Big Writ*('<- thi« i* tb* uppar l«ft eornar of tho BcrMa',
B9 t IP Po«x < Leaq-Pr*d(«liM) TBZli 1. 1. Whito)!

PorX I* Suce(PoRX)i (dovn ) Big WritoCUH urow koya to mov tbo "viowport*} proas <liatarD> to galt'«
79 1 IP PORT > i THSM PMT I« Pr»d(PoaT|> (left > 1, 3, whitoii

XIK» Big Nrito<'<> tbia ia tba alddlo of tbo aersoB’,
xni wTdo OIV 3, Long OIV 3. Bod))

onix. Chl • Chr<13)i Big Mrito('thia ia tbo lowor right eoroor of tbo acroon ->'«

nmj wTdo-4C. Long. 25)

i

OotNoTO;
SHIR XMO.

llg ClrScri
(Figure2 endt)

fy the upper-left comer of the window on

the virtual screen. This procedure is called

by the GetMove procedure that waits for a

key from the keyboard. If you press an ar-

row key, the viewport moves in that direc-

tion,

—

Normand Peladeau: Montreal,

Quebec, Canada

Be warned—this program will cause ugly

“snow” on a standard IBM CGA, Access-

ing the video RAM directly while the elec-

tron beam is writing to the screen causes

this snow. Ifyou adopt this technique, you

will need a procedure to access video

RAM during the retrace interval, when the

electron beam is sweeping back for the

next scan line. Almost every library of

Turbo Pascal routines includes such a pro-

cedure. In addition, the procedure Show_
BigScr checks the video mode by directly

examining a byte in the BIOS data area.

This technique generally works, but it is

safer for you to simply query the video in-

terrupt, as in the program listing

VTDMODE.PAS that is shown in Figure 4.

—NeilJ. Rubenking

A simple method that sets the cursor
shape in Turbo Pascal

Many programs that modify the cursor will

return the cursor as a dash instead of an un-

derline when mn on a monochrome sys-

tem. This happens when the program
saves the original cursor shape and resets it

to that shape when it's done.

A simple solution to this problem is to

set the cursor manually before mnning any

cursor-modifying programs. Doing so also

corrects the cursor scan line numbers that

are stored in memory. The program shown

in Figure 3 does just this if mn with no pa-

rameters. It first checks to see that a mono-

chrome board is in use. You can include

the program in your AUTOEXEC.BAT
file if you like. If you call it with two pa-

rameters, it will set the cursor’s top scan

line to the first and the bottom to the sec-

ond. Creative parameterjuggling can yield

cursors that look like blocks, or underbars,

or even double blocks. You can change the

cursor to let the user know what is going

on, for example, whether he is in insert or

overwrite mode. (Note: Figure 3 was writ-

ten in Turbo Pascal 3.0. To convert it to

4.0, use the compiler’s UPGRADE.EXE
utility.)

One interesting quirk I’ve discovered is

that while many parameter sets simply

yield no cursor, others such as

CURSOR 100 105

give a cursor that looks normal but blinks

very slowly.

—

Eric Woodhouse; Mill Val-

ley, California

The parameter set

CURSOR 0 12

would set a full block on a monochrome
monitor. For a CGA, you’d use

CURSOR 6 7

The slow-blinking or erratic cursor is a

phenomenon of the monochrome monitor

only. Note that this program uses a some-

what chancy method of checking the cur-

rent video mode. It looks at the BIOS

(«»> WTltaUi('UBa 2 nunarie paranatarB {to aat
PROGRAM Cursor) 'cursor top and bottom, a.g. 'cursor 2 IB”).');
VAR END;

I, J, X 1 iDtogor) 2 I BEGIN
XGUipawnt Flag t Zntogor ABSOLUTS $4tt$lB) Val(Para3BStr(l), I, X);

IF X <> f THEN
PROeSDURE SRt CurBor(Top, Botton i Byt«); BEGIN
TTPf Hrlta( 'Paramatara mist ba nuswriet ”');
Rogiatars Racord HrltaLn(ParaaStr(l)r'* is not.');
CASE Zntagar Of Balt;

1 1 ( AX,BX,CX,DX,BP,SI,0X,0S,E8,rlaga i Intagar )) END;
2 1 ( AX.,AH,BL,Ba,Cl.,CH,DL,DB t Byta i)

)

Val(ParamStr(2), J, X);
END; IF X <> i THEN

VAR BEGIN
racpack i Ragiatars) Writs ( 'Paramstars aniat ba nuaarici ”');

BEGIN HritaLn<Para)BStr<2),'” is not.');
Racpack.AB 1; Balt;
RacPack.CB Topj END;
RacPack.CL i- Bottoa; Sat Cursor(X, J);
Xotr($lB, racpack)) {call intarrupt) END;

END; { Sat Curaor ) ELSE
BEGIN

BEGIN NritaLB('Call program aithar witb no
CASE ParaBiCount OF 'paramatars (for rasat to mono startup cursor)');

f i IF EquipawQt Flag AND $3B • $3S THEN { Monochroma board? } WritaLn('or with 2 numaric paramatara (to aat
Sat Curaor(ll, 12) 'cursor top and bottom, a.g. "Cursor 2 IB*).’);

ELSE END;
BEGIN END; (CASE)

WrltaLii{ 'Auto-raaat is for Nm)0 aystan only.'); END.

Figure 3: Theprogram CURSOR.PAS lets you set the cursor shape in Turbo Pascal.
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At Last, Someone Got It Right...

The Worid’s Rrst Perfect Keyboard!

Omni Key/102
FOR XT, AT, 386 TYPE SYSTEMS

Read what the experts say...

pwetionj^U^on the left where God intended them... revolutionary and much needed ...Better than anyr^lacement k^bo^ ...dupUMtes the responsiveness and tactile feedback of the original IBM keyboard...A viable
alterative to IBM*^ own model ...durable, well-designed, sensible and has just the riaht feel

”

Gary Ray; PC Week.
^

/t4Ja3 surprised to tUscover how {Northgate^} keyboard increased my productivity
My ears can tell when my rmgets have mistyped, and when Tm flying across the
keys, my flMers get the kind of feedback they evidently need!’

KaHh rarrafi. Compute Magazina

‘“Tliplnn on the {Northaate\ is more comfortable
than on any of the replacements Fve tried!’

Jonathan Matzkin, PC Magazine

ONL^

WHY
WE PUT THE

FKEYS
ON THELEFT

Mo« p«opto tawiMd tayboartf on boartli wWi tfM
F Itayi «( tfM itA. HifMf* mod comvftftnf aritf

•Mfod tor tf»o Idi horfd toUM tfwm. Botfi fMfMbdw In
ptocowtyptogodtodtoocluc^Mdondoccumqr

tocmow tnd production wte,

Northgate Designed OmniKey/102 In Response To Countless Users
Who Demand Better Layout, Better TouchAnd Positive Entry Feel!

EXCLUSIVE
“dick/lhctile fid”

Features You’ll Find Only in the OmniKey/102
ESC key is where it belongs, next to Na 1

on the top numeric row

Cc»npatiUe with the IBM* enhanced
keyboard including a SysRq key for

mainframe access.

The 12 FHilly Programmable FWiction
Keys are positioned on the left where
evepnme told us they belong fbr increased
typing efficiency

Exclusive Northgate CUck/lhctUe touch
using Japanese made ALPS sealed
elecOo-ntochanical key switches rated fcH-

virtually a lifetime of use

Three-Year UNCONDITIONAL
WARRANTY Artything tweaks, we fix <w
replace free

LED light parte! fta- CapsLock, NumLock
and Scroll Lock (IBM doesift have li^ts)

ESC, CTRL, SHOT,AU keys are color
cocM Red, Great, Blue for WcwdPerfect*
users. Vertical templates fit, too!

Enter Key isjui^ sized, L-shaped.
Backspace 1^ is double-width. Both Shift

keys are oversized Ibr error-free cperatkm.

CTRL, SHIFT, ALT Keys are aligned
on left side

CTRL key is where you expect to find it,

too, next to letter A.

CapsLock key is next to space bar.

9 Curser and screen control lays on
separate pad
Four separate cursor arrow keys.

FUJI Numeric Keypad AND WE'VE E^TiN
ADDED AN ( * ) KEY FOR FULL
REDUNDANCY WITH TOP NUMERIC
ROW Spread sheet users and accountants
love this feature.

12 window pertcil-in strip so you can
customize Function Key notes to yourself.

Built to last with fUli metal base (marty
keyboante are all plastic). Omrd Key/ 102
has a scdid, 55 Ih “sit down on your desk
to sUqt feef’

New Slim-Line ergonomic proffie

Pop-up back legs a4iust typing angle for

maximum comfort

100% Novell EIS Software Compatible

Now! PS/2 ™ Compatible!
Yes, Omni Key can be u-sed with IBM PSV2 models 30. 50. 60. 80 ONl^ $2500 additUmal

BS ^“1^526-2446
Order yours today Hurry, Supplies nay be Umited.
NOBTHGATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS • 13895 Mdumi Ptfk BM. SUM tlO • PlymoUP. MN SS44I

V»».Sfy>mrOmnK»yH01 onlt/t*) I undpnmto I nmy im
4fer fOdkytgntf f Mgft, ffltyrMumffeirMprMLcfOMf
IWUIOI I agrw K) pty lor (Mb M«y»

Som* Ndy IBM PC «. PC •
LUM ATiT tud* ZMWi gnd
Tandy I uncanaw contact you

Worthgaia wM aocapi COO and

•orthy buyara lor quammaa
WtaBng S8M40 or Braatar.
For quanUty prteaa ptwna our

pfocnaing batora aWpfnani
TharaaAar, ttkpmonM can ba
1 .) UPS Ground add S700.

alow 2-3 walks ky iMvary
Z| UPS Sacond Day add $1200.

3.) UPS OvamighI add 122 00
lor aacii Soard.

Computar Brand A iypa ~
PMaai antD dw Mbwng.

OTY. ITEM

OmraKaylCe

C/T 101

FneoHT
tM.OO t

8M40 $
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S3s.oe t

Tonu. OF (woet

Prapaid atnount anctOMO I _
PMasa chargt ID my QlAia UaMuCard Account
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PROGIIAM VidModaDano;
VAR
vidHoda 1 Byta;

PUMCTION vidaoKoda i Byta;
CONST

Bioavidsvc • $lf; (• Bioa vldao Sarvicaa Xntarrupt •)

GatVldModa <* Bioa Raquait for Gat Vidao Mode •)

TYPE
RagRac • RECORD

AX, 8X, CX, DX t Integer;
BP, 81, 01 I Integer;
DS, E8, Plage i integer;

END;
VAR

Ragiatare t RagRac;
BEGIN

Ragiatara.AX t- GatVldModa 88L 8;

intr(BieaVid8vc, Ragiatare);
VidaoModa l.o<ragiatara.AX)

;

END; (* VidaoModa •)

BEGIN
vidNoda t- VidaoModa;
IP vidModa - 7 tbzn

NritelJi< 'Uaing mONOCBROKE Monitor, 88x25 text node’)
ELSE
BEGIN
Mritaf'Uaing Color/Graphica Monitor, ');

CASE VidModa OP
8 t Nritat.n( '48x25 blaek-and-whita text aoda');
1 I NritaLn( '48x25 color TEXT Moda');
2 I NritaLn(' 88x25 black-and-vhita TEXT Mode');
3 I Mrital,n( ' 68x25 color TEXT Mode');

4.. 6 I irrital.n( 'CGA graphica aoda ',VidModa);
8. .18 t WritaLn( 'PCjr graphica Moda ',vidHoda};
11,12 I WritaLnt 'UNKNOWN graphica MOda ', VidModa);

13. .16 t NritaLn('EGA graphica Moda VidModa);
END;

END;
END.

Figure 4: Theprogram listingfor ViDMODE.PAS is a routine to check the current video mode.

Equipment Flag for the monitor currently

in use. In general, you should query the

video interrupt to get the current mode, as

in the listing VIDMODE.PAS in Figure 4.

—NeilJ. Rubenking

A program to display diiTerent

colors on the screen in Turbo Pascal

I like to put a lot of color in the screen out-

put of my Turbo Pa.scal programs, and I

know I’m not alone. This goes for text as

well as graphics. Highlighting the text

with various colors is a big help for read-

ability and appearance. However, not ev-

eryone has the equipment for color, and

since I like to share my programs, it's a

good idea for the programs to adapt to

whatever display is in use.

I could a.sk the users if they want color,

but I like to make my programs smarter

than that. Most of my programs make use

of a BIOS Video Services Interrupt called

Get Video Mode. Interrupt lOh controls

the BIOS video services. The service re-

quested goes in the AH register (OFh for

the Get Video Mode service). The current

video mode comes back in the AL register

after the interrupt finishes.

I've included a program (Figure 4) as

an illustration. Ifyou have aCGA or EGA,
try executing the command

MODE CO80

and run the program. It should tell you that

you’re in a color text mode. Then try

MODE BW80

and run the program again. You may also

have noticed that Turbo Pascal does some-

thing similar in the “default display

mode.” (Note: Figure 4 was written in

Turbo Pascal 3.0. To convert it to 4.0, use

the compiler’s UPGRADE.EXE utility.)

One important application might be to

see if the user has a monochrome adapter

(video mode?) before doing any graphics

output .—Becki Allen; Canby, Oregon

Do note that this program cannot detect

whether you have a color monitor or a

black-and-white composite monitor at-

tached to the color/graphics adapter. This

isn’t a limitation of the program—it’s just

not possible to determine from software. If

you use a color mode and the monitor is

not able to display color, your beautiful

screens may b^ome illegible. Suppose

that you have printed a warning message in

red on blue—if the monitor’s shades for

red and blue are similar, the message will

be illegible. My own solution to this prob-

lem has been to let the user specify a com-

mand line option "/BW” to force BW
mode. —\eil J. Rubenking

Locating the total amount of

installed RAM in Turbo Pascal

It can be handy for your program to know
how much memory its host computer has.

When an application may tun on a variety

of different hardware, you can use this in-

formation to set up a balance of memory
and disk-based storage. The funetion

MemSize included in Figure 5, which was

written in Turbo Pascal 3.0, calls interrupt

$12 to get that information. The number

returned by MemSize is the amount of

PROGRAM H*MSil«T«at: ( Ha Multiply tha high and low bytaa of MamAvaii )

ruNCTZOH MCMSixa t intagor;
( aaparataly in ordar to avoid problama whan ita )

( valua ia > 32767. Turbo will traat an Intagar )

TYPE ( > 32767 aa a nagativa nuabar, but bytaa ara )

Raga • RECORD < alvaya poaitiva. )

AX,BX,CX,0X,&P,si,DI,DS.E8.rUgs 1 iDtagar; BEGIN
END; KAvail I* TnineC(Ei(HaaiAvail)*256.84Lo<MaMAvail))/64.8);

VAR Ragiatara i raga; END;
BEGIN

Intr<|13, Ragiatara)

;

BEGIN
Maasixa Ragiatara.AX; HritaLn( 'TOTJkL RAM inatallad ia ', KaaSiza, 'K.');

END: HritaLn< 'TOTAL ram availabla within thia prograa ia ', KAvail, 'X.');

FUNCTION KAvail 1 Intagar;
END.

Figure 5: A program that checks the TOTAL amount cfinstalledRAM.
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PC EXCHANGE PROGRAMMER'S WORKBENCH
dBASE AT THE SPEED OF C
dBx TYansIates dBASE Applications to C
You dBASEHTi-l programmers know w^iat

an expressive and readable language
dBASE IS It's a very comfortable devel-
opment envuorunent But the price is de-
based performance Even compiled
dBASE doesn't offer the speed that some
users require these days llte kind of

speed offered by software written m the

C language The answer is dBxiM
dBx translates dBASE to C It offers you

a maior competitive advantage over the

next dBASE programmer Keep writing

in dBASE T^e every application all the
way to completion Then use dBx to

translate them top to boflom to Ci

Other advantages C is portable, even
to other operating systems like UNIX/
Xenixl^t lb the Maciniosh or Amiga
dBx gives your applicaticxis a passport to

places dBASE canixn go
Has Its own file manager for single

user, but links tomaiorC file managers—
c-tree and dBC-for compatibiltfy with

dBASE files or multi user support We
have everything you'll need, including

good advice
list Ours

dBx $550 $419
with library Source $950 $225

Call for Full Source Pricing

BRIEF/dBRIEF
ITie Power Htviionment for dBASEPrognunming
Many worthy util^ products supply
needs that dBASE*'s programming lan-

guage doesn't -dUTILTM, dFlOWT>^
and a host of others TYouble is. you have
to use them separately, then ccvnbine
their output into your dBASE program
files

No longer dBRIEF^T^. wntten in

BRIEF'S macro language, grabs hdd of

BRIEF and turns it into a complete dBASE
III and III Plus programming domain
Usuig BRIEF'S underlying ^lell capabili-

ties and Its own interfaces, dBRIET can
run external utilrty libraries, plus dBASE
Itself, and link to the QipperlM,
Foxbase + TM and Ouxrk^ver compilers,

all with dBRIEF shll loaded and running
the show It can do what BRIEF already
does plus

• Convert a screen layout into dBASE
code for interactive data entry

• Display dBA.SE file structures in

wukIows. a great convenience alongside

your program files.

• Expand keystrokes into full dBASE
statements

• Indent automatically for degic
disii^y

• Create databases, index files, invoke

Ashton-Thte's dFORMATl^ and
dCONVtKl'lM; draw lines and boxes
"Simply marvelous programming «i-

vironment for writing and editing dBASE
programs '.fC Magazine. 7/86 Source
code included'

Requires BRIEF 132 or later and 384k,

Sl2k to run dBASE within dBRIEF, 640k

and harddisk recommended
BRIEF/ dBRIEF List $275 Ours call

FOXBASE +2.10
7Tie Fastest, Most Powers, dBASE Compatible

Database Management System, NOW!

New, FOXBASE +2.10 is faster and more
powerful than dBASE IV and it s avail

able NOW' FOXBASE 2 0 is already a

PC Magazine Ediioi s Choice and has

received an unbelievable 9 2 rating from

Inloworld FOXBASE 2 I has new
features such as built in supfcrt for pull

down and pop up menus, a new screen

^<alnter to create custom input screens, a

new advanced automaiic applications

generator to write programs for you auto-

matically. a new user interface designed

to allow both fust lime and experienced

users to handle most database op4ion.s

effortlessly and. much, much more
plus, Foxbase is still dBASE compatible

and contams hundreds of dBASE

enhancement-s Run almost any dBASE
program v/ithoui rtiodificaiion Foxbase

fully supports coirunands like Browse
Edit Append, Create. Modify Report,

and Modify Label, even in the middle of

.1 com|)iled progtani' Foxbase supports

EMS memory and local area network.^

List Ours
roxBa.sr ‘Version 2 10 $396 $247

UnlunitecI Runiinic $500 $333
FoxBa.'Je ‘MuJii User (LAN) $595 $397

Unlimited Runiuiie $700 $467
FoxBa.se * /386 $595 $397
Uniinuted Runtuiie $500 $333

FoxB.i.se ‘ Maciniosh $395 $263

Unlimited Runtime $300 $201

NOVELL: BTRIEVE, XOL, XTRIEVE
Sophisticated Tools Ess&ttial
For Fast Database HancUin^r
Btrieve is a library of subrouhnes that

allows the programmer to buiJd a data-

base application using any language It

lakes complete charge of all file creation,

indexing, reading, writing. cnsertx>n.

deletion, forward and badcward search-
ing Its balanced tree indexing scheme
fiiKis any key in a million in less than 4

accesses . l^t's fast'

Btrieve is multilingual also It includes
more than 20 language interfaces (includ-

ing C. BASIC. PASCAL, FORTRAN)
However if ii turns out that you are using

something a little unusual, worry not. The
manual includes a chapter on 1^ to

write a language interface to Btrieve

Btrieve's vital statistics are equally im-

pressive Filesmay have up to 24 indexes,

fixed record length to 4090 characters,

variable length to 64K. indei^ to 255
characters, files of 4 billion bytes. Net-

work support includes Novell. 3-COM.
IBM PC NET. Software Link's Mulhlmk
and many others

XQL IS a relational database manage-
ment system designed especiaUy for pro-

grammers. Imagine being able to access
your database with the ease of SQL
(Structured Query Language) siat^nents

and still having the power to process that

data right down to the byte level

Think about your applications A large

part of your software development effort

IS probably devoted to managing data

stored in files on disk Hours spent wnt-

inq lines of code to search and store data

records could have been used to pro-

gram more importarU parts of your appL-

cation Why not let XQL do it for you
XQL will increase your programming
productivity and let you focus on building

better ap^licahons

The XQL system works in tandem with

Btrieve and has an equally powerful

chasss No limit on the nurnber of

records per file Max file size is 4 giga-

bytes. Max record aze equals 4K. Max
Lndexes per file is 24 The one version

works for single or multiuser systems.

DOS Ver 3.0 or greater All languages

are su|:^rted
Xtrieve is the final ingredient in the

Novel) programming recipe It is a menu
dnv^. data retrieval system, that allows

you to quickly find informatxm and dis-

play r^xnts System developers can
easily customize Xineve to display com-
rtumd menus, help files, and error mes-

sages in the Ehgli^ spoken by the cus-

tomer Xtrieve screens then gives menu
choices that users can quickly recognize,

n'.aking Xtrieve an easy product to use

and understand
Report Optxxi for prating cusionuzed

reports, form letters, mailing lab^s &

list Ours
Btrieve $245 $175

Btneve/N $595 $445

XQL $795 $595

Xineve $245 $220

Xtneve/N $595 $459
Report Option $145 $128
Report Opiion/N $345 $269

GSS GRAPHICS SYSTEM
Leave the Device Driving to GSS
For serious applxiations shck to the tools

that stick to the standards Not the least of

reasons why GSSTM has emerged as the

pre-eminent graphics toolmaker is that it

has always cc^ormed to ANSI standards
At the heart of the system is the CGI

standard Development Ttolkn It h^ all

language interfaces and device drivers

for keyboards, mice, joysticks, tablets,

printers, plotters, cameras The drivers

completely insulate your application

from concern for desTce icbosyncracy

GSS KemelTM conforms to ANSI sOKS

2b and has all its drivers and language
bindings Macro level tools to draw, cc^or,

scgmrat. transform, store and recreate
an object The Metafile Interpreter reads
ANSI CGM files with full CGI capability

for recreation on various devices
Quality software"’ IBM thinks so They

sell GSS under their own label Roy^ties
Needs 256k list Ours
CGI Dvlfxnent Tbolkit $495 $375
Kerne) System $495 $325
Kernel for IBM RT $796 $646
Metafile Interpreter $296 $235

CLIPPER $399
RELATIONALAXOCAX REPORT WRITER $129

MICROSOFT LANGUAGES
Powerhil Implementations OfThe Most Popular
Programming Languages tionary concept m basic programming
Microeofl C 5.0 The flagship of the

Microsoft line runs up to 30 percent faster

than Its predecessor. Its new optimization

features deliver untouchalrde execution

speeds. 100 new additional library

routines

Mxrrosofi MacroASSEMBLER 50 If

you ever wanted to lake on the challenge

of assraibly, here's your opportunity

"MASM" 5.0 IS a lot easier to use. has
completely revised documentaticxi. and a

new "Mixed Language" programming
guide that gives you step by step instruc-

tions for linlong your assembly code with

other Microsoft languages
Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0 is a revdu-

It allows you to run. edit, debug, and run

again Our fnends at Microsoft have elim-

inated the dreaded compile step When-
ever you edit your code OB4 automa-
tically incorporates your chants, so that

It can run a program of 150.000 lines in

less than a minute
Each member of this language famJy

includes the renowned debugger
CODEVIEW

list Ours
Microsoft C $460 $295
Microsoft Macio-
ASSEMBLER $150 $109

Microsoft QuickBASIC $ 99 $ 66
Microsofi FORTRAN $460 $295

MORE PROGRAMMING
TOOLS FOR...
dBASE, C, FORTRAN, BASIC,
COBOL, PASCAL
dbc ISAM, FoxBASE, Greenleaf, Halo '88.

Logitech MODULA, MicroFocus COBOL,
Norton Utilities, Panel Plus, Periscope, Phoenix.

Polytron, RM/COBOL, Sprindrift, Tom Rettig's

Library, Windows for Data. ..and many more.

Call or write for prices and
information.

PC EXPRESS “ 1-800-DlAL-PCX
OVERNIGHT

SOFTWARE DELIVERY

(Thefs 1B00-342 S729)
Ul pncM ujbjKt to chongo.

Dotinr, ubfoct to nailoMit,

25 SOUTH MAIN Sr

SPRING MUfr. NY
t09T7

PHONf (illMK ieO
FAX (9I4)425 2W0
TEUX 647962 (SOET COMM NYX)
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“Datacopy’sMicroFax is the

standardagainst which to measure

otherPCfax cards’.’

BYTE -SEPTEMBER 1988

BYTE Magazine recently reviewed Datacopy’s MicroFax”

and
j
udged it top in its class. And the standard by which

BYTE Magazine evaluates new products demands excellence,

efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

So, if you’re in the market for fax technolt^ and consider

your standards as equally exacting herds what BYTE had to say

".
. Datacopysemstohavea clear idea oftheproper

role ofafax card.”

MiaoFax PC Communications is an innova-

tion. Because it is an add-on fax board for the

PC which delivers the same capabilities as

the most sophisticated stand-alone fax

machines with one exception.

Price. You can turn your PC into a fax

machine for $695. A fiaction ofwhat more

conventional machines cost.

“Ea^to-usemenu screensandsim-

plefile-conversionprocedures make
theMicroFax’s softwarestand out’.’

MicroFax is simple to use.You can send and receive docu-

ments worldwide at 9600 bits per second no matter what

you’re doing. Because MiaoFax operates unattended. Plus

it works simultaneously while other programs are running,

so valuable work time is never wasted.

. MicroFax is compatible mth a hostofunits!’

With MiaoFax you can communicate text,

graphics and computer files to and fi’om other PCs

and fax machines because it also adds a 1200

baud Haves* compatible ASCII modem to your PC.

And to send ales between PCs, MicroFax has a 9600 bps

file transfer capability.

All ofwhich makes MiaoFax the most convenient,

economical and smartest solution for the fax

needs of any PC owner. Which should measure up

to any demanding standards.

_ _ Ibrmore information, call

D/VTACOPY Datacopy direct at (800) 821-2898.
_ MicroFax is a trademark ofDatacopy Corporation. All other product names

A X6rOX Gomp6iny are trademarks or registered traiiemajrb of their reflective holders.
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memory installed in the system, not the

amount of free RAM .

—

Kevin King: Sheri-

dan, Wyoming

Turbo’ s own MemAvail function tells

how many 16-byte paragraphs of RAM
your program can use beyond its basic

code and data requirements. If your pro-

gram needs a lot of RAM, you can check

what's available with a function like KA-
vail in Figure S. Using MemSize, you can

deliver an intelligent message if KAvail

shows too little RAM: for example, “This

program needs 400K to run. You have

640K installed, but only 200K of it is

available to me. Please remove some
RAM-resident programs and try again.”

(Note: In order to convert Figure 5 to Turbo

Pascal 4.0, use the compiler’s UP-
GRADE.EXE utility. )—A/fi7y. Rubenking

Productivity Tip

In Turbo Pascal 3.0 or 4.0, open UNtyped

files with a block size of I . You do this by

adding an optional parameter t/Rewrite,

for example, ‘’Reset(F,l);”. This allows

you to BlockRead/Write exactly the num-

ber of bytes in the file without rounding

that number to the size of the block.

Productivity Tip

There’s a particularly nasty bug in Quick-

BASIC 3.0 that causes some programs to

crash. If a program calls a.ssembler rou-

tines and it is compiled to a BCOM file

from within the editor, a faulty .OBJ mod-

ule will be created. One solution is to al-

ways compile from DOS, but the best

move is to trade up to QuickBASIC 4.0.

Speak Your Language

Share your knowledge of BASIC, C, Pas-

cal, FORTRAN, and COBOL with Lan-

guages readers, and we’ll pay you $50 or

more for any tips we print, plus an extra

$25 ifyou submit your letter on a disk. If

you send a disk, please include a printout.

Mail your contributions to Languages, PC
Magazine. One Park Avenue, New York,

NY 10016. Sj

BASIC Programming Tools
Whetheryou're a seasonedexpert orJuststarting out...

we ll help YOU create programs that

run faster, work harder, and simply

look better. All Crescent Software
products Include source code, demon-
stration programs, clear documenta-
tion, and a 30-day guarantee.

•QuickPak More than 65 essential

routines for BASIC programmers
Including windowing, access to DOS
and BIOS, searching/sorting string

arrays, Lotus™ and pull-down menus,
data Input, and more. QuickPak Is

loaded with examples and tutorial

Information, and comes with The
Assembly Tutor—an introductory

guide to assembly language from a

BASIC perspective. $79

•QuickPak Professional
The most comprehensive set of tools

ever developed for basic program-
mers. Hundreds of assembler and
basic subroutines Including array

manipulation, pop-up utilities,

multiple windows, mouse support,

scientific and financial functions,

multi-tasking menus, and more,
includes dozens of examples and
complete applications. $149

•QBaSO A superb screen designer

and full-featured relational database
with basic source code to allow

customizing. QBase provides a com-
plete database, and is outstanding
for creating titles, help screens, and
product demos. $149

•QBase Report Enhances DBase
by generating reports with multiple

levels of sorting, record updating,

and browsing. Report comes with a

complete time billing application for

computer professionals. $79

•CraphPak a complete collection

of basic subroutines for displaying

presentation quality 3D bar, line, and
pie graphs from within your programs,

includes sophisticated font and tile

editors. (ECA/VCA recommendedl $79

•CraphPak Professional
All the features of CraphPak plus

scientific graphs, 3D surface plots

and multiple fonts. Also comes with

very fast text-based bar charts. $149

•LaserPak a comprehensive
set of subroutines for generating

graphics on a LaserJet or compatible.

Includes scales, grids, text labeling,

Hi-Res pattern editor, and control

overall LaserJet commands. $79

•QuiCkMenu a full-featured

DOS menu system for novices and
experienced users. Define the menu
titles and DOS commands for each

choice, and they will be executed
automatically. QuIckMenu Is not
memory resident, and features

context-sensitive help and optional

password protection. $59

•QuickTALK magazine Is our way
of saying thank you. The catalog Includes

feature articles, tips and tricks, and late-

breaking news about basic, call or write for

your copy, freei

CRESCENT SOFTWARE
11 Grandview Avenue, Stamford, CT 06905 (2031 846-2500

Versions avaiiabie for OutckBASiC 2/3 and 4. Turbo Basic verslom of most prod-
ucts—please specify when orderirra. Add $5 sbipplr>g per order. Europe: $10 per
Item, $35 UPS 2nd day, QuickPak Pro^. Aii otners: $20 per Item, $35 QuickPak Pro.

Visa, M/c.C.O.D., and checks accepted. ^ x
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4.77/10 MHz
8088 BASED SYSTEM

12 MHz WITH ZERO WAIT STATE.
286 BASED SYSTEM

STANDARD FEATURES:

Intel 8088 Processor

256K Dram (120 NS) Standard

4.77hOMHz Motherboard

Enamel beige case

150 watt power supply

One 360K 5.25 floppy drive

Mono graphics adapter

CCA adapter

1 floppy controller for two drives

1 game port

) serial port

1 parallel port

Switchable AT/XT keyboard

Samsung amber monochrome

monitor

Hardware reset switch

8087 co>processor ready

Hardware turbo switch

Audio speaker8 expansion slots

48 hour hardware burn-in and

diagnostic testing period

Comprehensive 1 year parts and

labor warranty

STANDARD FEATURES:
Intel 80286 Processor

512K RAM
12 MHz with zero/one wait state

motherboard. Motherboard ac-

commodates up to 4MB onboard

RAM using 80NS 1 MB dram’s

Hard drive and floppy drive

controller

Samsung amber monochrome

monitor

200 watt power supply

1.2MB high density floppy drive

Hercules compatible monochrome

adapter card

1 pa^l port

1 serial port

CHock cdendar with battery

back-up

Enhanced 101 key keyboard

Full size or desk-saver case

80287 co-processor ready

48 hour bum-in and diagnostic

testing period

Comprehensive 1 year parts and

labor warranty

OPTIONS TOTAL
30 MB Hard Drive Kit Add: $298 $921

40 MB Hard Drive Kit Add: $373 $996

DISCOUNT MICRO
BASE fiCAV
SYSTEM

AT and XT are registered trademarks of IBM Corp.

Discount Micro Products also carries a

complete line of name brand com-

ponents and peripherals such as disk

EGA SYSTEMS:
NEC Multisync II monitor & Paradise EGA Card Add: S684

Basic EGA System including Monitor and Card Add: {399

HARD DRIVE OPTIONS TOTAL
40 MB, 63 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: {325 {1,496

60 MB RLL, 63 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: {383 {1,333

40 MB, 40 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: {373 {1,544

70 MB, 29 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: {612 {1,783

DISCOUNT MICRO
BASE
SYSTEM I I # I

drives, tape back-up units, monitors,

and modems to customize your system.

Call us for product information on

components and peripherals. 1-800-727-8646
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20 MHz WITH ZERO WAIT STATE.
386/20 SYSTEM

STANDARD FEATURES:
I MB RAM

16/20 MHi W/ zero wait state.

Motherboard accommodates up to

4MB onboard RAM
200 watt power supply

Enhanced 101 key keyboard

AT style case with L^’s for

hard ^ve, power, and turbo

setting

i.2MB high density floppy drive

EGA SYSTEMS:

Samsung amber monochrome
monitor

1 Parallel port

1 Serial port

1 Game port

Hercules compatible monochrome
adapter card

HD/FD controller

OS/2 compatible

Comprehensive 1 year parts and

labor warranty

NEC Multisync II Monitor and Paradise EGA card Add: $684
Basic EGA System including Monitor and EGA card Add:$399

HARD DRIVE OPTIONS TOTAL
40 MB, 25 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: $515 $3,135
80 MB, 28 MS Hard Drive Kit Add: $740 $3,360
150 MB SCSI Drive Kit Add: $1,671 $4,291

Discount Micro Products, Inc. knows whether you’re

purchasing your first system or buying a hundred

systems for a departmental upgrade, your purchase

decision rests on more than price. Every detail and

every question you have must be fully answered. And
we intend to do just that. Ask us about. . .

COMPATIBILITY:
Every Discount Micro 8088, 80286, and 80386 based

system is fully IBM compatible. You can purchase

your system with either industry standard Phoenix or

Award BIOS.

COMPONENTS:
Every Discount Micro 8088, 80286, and 80386 based

system is packed with the name brand components

you expect—Fujitsu, Magnavox, Micropolis,

Miniscribe, Mitsumi, NEC, Samsung, Seagate, and

Western Digital to name a few.

SERVICE, WARRANTY & SUPPORT:
Every system or component, including all hard disk

drives, floppy drives, monitors, and motherboards,

comes with a Limited One Full Year Warranty. You
can upgrade the warranty on your hardware invest-

ment to a Two Full Year Warranty package at

marginal cost: there is no sliding scale or declining

component coverage for this extra year either. Our
technical support professionals have yean of ex-

perience de^ng with microcomputers. Call them at

313-422-1286 between 9:00 am to 12:00 noon, 1 pm
to 5:00 pm E.S.T., Monday - Friday.

Our satisfied customers

•Black & Decker

•Chevron Oil

•Coca Cola

•General Foods

•Honeywell

•ITT

•Maybelline

include. . .

•Merrill Lynch

•NCR
•Parke-Davis

•Proctor & Gamble

•3M Corporation

•TRW
•US Government

All in stock orders shipped same day

via UPS Ground Service.

DISCOUNT MICRO
base
SYSTEM aOaU

ORCLE 229ON READER SERVICE CARD

Other inquiries 313-422-1200. For returns please call 313-422-1286.

Hours. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 am to 7:00 pm i Sat. 10:00 am. to 3:00 pm
E.S.T. VISA, Mastercard, Approved Company Cheques and P.O.s
accepted. 286 and 386 systems shown with NEC Multisync 11 Monitor.

Prices rellect 3W cash discount. AT and XT are registered trademarks

of IBM Corp.

PRODUCTS INC
34360 GLENDALE AVE., LIVONIA, MI 48150



Share Printers
Transfer files, and a whole
lot more with ManyLink.

ManyLink for PCs is the inexpensive soft-

ware package that lets two PCs (or a PC and

a laptop or PS/2) share printers, transfer

files and a whole lot more.

Just connect the PCs together with the

supplied serial cable, install the soft-

ware, and you can share any printer

connected to either PC. All printing

and file transfers are done in the background, so both PC

users can continue working even while their files are being

printed or transferred.

More than two PCs? ManyLink for Work Groups allows up to

eight PCs to share printers and transfer files. There's no better

way to make your printers and people work more productively.

With ManyLink for NetWare, any user can print to any

printer cabled to any workstation on the network, saving

time wasted trekking to file server printers. And users can

transfer files from workstation to workstation

with a simple "COPY" command.

All ManyLink products allow

users to send short messages with a "CHAT" com-

mand, and provide security for sensitive files.

NetLine's latest product, ManyLink for ISDN, lets

you use your ISDN telecommunications system to

network your computers, share printers and

transfer files. So whether you have two computers, a NetWare

network, or an ISDN system, when you think of sharing printers.

think of ManyLink.

IffllNetLine
85 W. Center Street. Provo. UT 84603 (801) 373-6000

NetWare is a registered trademark of Novell. Inc.

NetLine products are now available through Micro D.
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ROBERT L. HUMMEL

PC TUTOR
Hiding gameprograms usingATTR .COM; how a bad track can render good sectors useless;

usingMORE to readand write text one screen at a time.

Why using COBOL on a PC
workstation makes sense for

program development

It's fascinating how the mere mention of

the word "COBOL” can bring smirks to

the faces of most PC users. Programmers

and nonprogrammers alike condemn and

ridicule COBOL as antiquated and ver-

bose. They think of it as an ancient lan-

guage for mainframes and shrug off any

serious consideration of using it when they

need to develop new applications. So I was

tempted to start off my review of Micro-

soft’s new COBOL Optimizing Compiler,

Version 3.0, on a defensive note—but it

wasn't necessary

.

COBOL (COmmon Business-Oriented

Language) is a data manipulation language

usually associated with business and data-

base applications for mainframes and

minicomputers. (It can be compared loose-

ly with the dBASE programming language

on the PC in terms of its application.) Be-

cause the language was developed and has

been in continuous use since 1960, pro-

grams written inCOBOL account for more

lines of code than all other computer lan-

guages combined. In addition, a version of

COBOL is implemented on almost every

mainframe and minicomputer, exceeding

even C in terms of portability.

Large applications written in COBOL
often have lifetimes that are measured in

years, or even decades. When the average

COBOL program is employed longer than

the averageCOBOL programmer, mainte-

nance and ease-of-modification become

P C

key considerations. For this reason, many
MIS/DP shops standardized on COBOL
long ago and have a significant financial

investment in the language.

Well known for its English-like syntax,

a COBOL program can be easy to under-

stand and nearly self-documenting. Con-

trast this to other popular programming

languages, like C and Pascal, that use terse

and often cryptic expressions. This proper-

ty serves two very important functions. It

allows new programmers to understand

and maintain existing code very easily. It

also allows nonprogrammers to get some

sense of what the programming is doing.

This is important for MIS managers who,

while not programmers, are nonetheless

responsible for the overall programming

effort. For example, consider how easy it

is to understand the following COBOL
statement:

SUBTRACT COST FROM SALES GIVING PROFIT

Implementing COBOL on a PC has sever-

al clear advantages for MIS/DP depart-

ments and large corporations. Program-

mers using COBOL on a department
mainframe or minicomputer can move to

the PC without having to be retrained in a

new “alien” language. Proven and de-

bugged programs running on the main sys-

tem can be recompiled and run immediate-

ly on PCs. And new programs that are

developed will function in both environ-

ments. COBOL applications now being

sold for use on maitrframes and minicom-

puters can be moved to PCs by recompil-

ing. Thus with little effort, new marketing

opportunities can be created.

MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9. I
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A compatible COBOL development on

a PC can also save time and money when
developing for other systems. For exam-

ple, prototypes of new applications fust

can be developed on a PC and then can be

demonsUated easily using a laptop or por-

table PC. Conversely, .applications could

be developed on a mainframe and then dis-

tributed' for use on PCs. By training new
programmers on PCs instead of the corpo-

rate mainframe, in-house training costs

can be reduced while effectiveness is in-

creased. Classrooms^ training sites can

be set up without regard to their proximity

to the mainframe or network location. Fi-

nally, a PC-based COBOL development

workstation may offer significant cost sav-

ings for departmental computing and re-

mote sites.

TYPE doesn’t have an option to

pause the output while reading a
file, but MORE solves the problem
nicely

I’m having some problems with the TYPE
command. I want to display the contents of

a disk file on the screen one page at a time

and then send that screen to the printer us-

ing the Print Screen function. Although

logical, I find that the following command
fails:

TYPE /P filename

If I omit the /P (for pause), the file is dis-

played but scrolls continuously and can be

stopped only by using the Pause key.

Then, desiring a printed copy, I press Print

9 8 8



More
than
a

LAN

NET/X-
A full-leatured messagin;!; and

document switching system starting at

less than S12,000! The NET/X-200b

gives vour PCs all the advantages of a big

system without a big price:

• store*and>tnrt\ard swiiching

• E-Mail/MS-DOS ^ files

• expandability

• Doeutex software that runs

concurrently with other PC software

• parallel processing architecture

• multiple protocol capabilities

• lull control over adding/delcting stations

MS DOS tf a '•O'lia'M trad*«nari> o’ M«ro«o’l Corp

international Telecommunications Services

New York (516)589-8666
Florida (305)477-9533

California (213) 536-0378
Canada (416) 247-6201

h j
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Screen. But instead of printing, the key-

press resets the scrolling!

I know that I can use the command

TYPE filename > prn

to send a copy to the printer, but then I

can't read it on the screen at the same time.

It appears that the DOS programmers
overlooked this obvious option.

—

M. Sieve

Hajek: Woodbridge, Virginia

Unlike the DIR conunand, where adding

the /P option will cause DOS to pause after

displaying 23 lines, the TYPE command
insists on displaying the entire file. This is

easier to understand if you think of the

command

TYPE fileneme

as a shorthand version of the cortunand

COPY filename CON

where CON is the logical name for the

screen.

The effect you wish, however, can be

achieved by using another program sup-

plied with DOS: MORE.COM. The
MORE program is designed to read from

standard input and write to standard output

23 lines at a time. To view a file one screen

at a time while pausing to allow reading

and printing, simply execute the following

command:

MORE < filename

MORE is an external command, so the

file MORE.COM must be either in your

current directory or in a directory pointed

to by the PATH command. The less-than

sign (<) tells MORE to read its input from

filename.

Be warned! Reversing the symbol from

< to > will cause MORE to read liom the

keyboard and write to the file. This will

quickly and quietly destroy the data in the

file. I feel that this is too serious a mistake

to trust to a slip of the fingers. For this rea-

son, I recommend that you create a batch

file called PAGE.BAT that contains the

single line

MORE < %1

Now, to read a file, pausing every 23 lines,

simply type

PAGE filename

Productivity Tip

New owners of personal computers often

ask their friends, experts, and PC Maga-
zine what program is the best in its catego-

ry. But rarely do they ask what’s the most

important program they can own. For

computer users whose machines have a

hard disk, the answer is simple: a backup

program.

No single event will create mote de-

spair and result in more wasted effort than

accidentally erasing a needed file. There's

no excuse for not backing up your data ev-

ery day. Many fine commercial programs

are available, but if you can't afford one,

one is provided for you free of charge: a

backup program is included free on your

DOS disk.

Concealing game programs from
the boss is easy using Uie ATTR
program to hide directories

Help! I've placed some antistress pro-

grams {Flight Simulator, for example) on

my hard disk so when the boss is away,

this mouse can play. How can I place the

games in a directory in such a way that

when the boss looks at the directory, he

won’t see them?—Timid Mouse; Yellow-

knife, Northwest Territories, Canada

Dear Timid Mouse: I’ve omitted your

name in case your boss reads PC Tutor.

After all, there’s no point giving him a

head start, is there? "To hide your game
programs so no one can access them but

you, just follow these simple steps.

First, you’ll need a program that can

change the attributes of a file. The best so-

lution is to obtain a copy of the PC Maga-
zine ATTR.COM utility. (A ready-to-mn

version is available from our on-line ser-

vice, PC MagNet. Instructions for access-

ing PC MagNet are given in each issue’s

Utilities column.) Next, create a subdirec-

tory with a name that’s difficult to guess.

(Hint: don’t use GAMES.) Tty using a

random mix of letters and numbers or even

adding an extention to the directory name.

Copy all your games into that subdirec-

tory. Finally, make the directory invisible

by hiding it with ATTR,

CIRCLE 145 ON READER SERVICECARD PC MAGAZINE
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WHEN YOU CONSIDER DATA BACK-UP MEDIA FOR YOUR SYSTEM, TAKE A LOOK AT THESE FACTS. THE PHILIPS

CASSETTE FORMAT GIVES YOU THE GREATEST CAPACITY AT THE FASTEST TRANSFER RATE. PLUS, THE HIGHEST
RELIABILITY AND A COST-EFFECTIVE MEDIUM. ALL AVAlljYBLE IN A 3VY” FORM FACTOR. BECAUSE WE PUT THE

TAPE TENSIONING AND GUIDE MECHANISMS INSIDE OUR DRIVE, INSTEAD OF WTTHIN THE MEDIA ITSELF, WEVE
EUMINATED A MAJOR CAUSE OF LOST DATA. OUR SERVO-CONTROLLED DC MOTORS MAINTAIN CONSTANT TAPE
TENSION AND SPEED SO OUR ERROR RATES ARE THE ABSOLUTE LCWEST. AND, OUR NEW' CT-600N CASSETTE TAPE
CAN RELIABLY STORE UP TO 155MB OF DATA IN ONLY 23 MINUTES WHEN YOU CONSIDER ALL OF THIS USING

ANYTHING ELSE WOULDJUST BE BACKING UP.

Visit Us at Booth #2012

809108(5081983-8322 OALLAS (2U| 231 8888 ROCKY MT8 1602) 2A2-«I2S 13031 427-3443 18011 532-2111 SAN JOSE W8) 432-7224 LOS ANGELES (213) 727-7682 726-0303 CANADA FUTURE ELECTRONICS INC (SMI 694-7710
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“A Word Crunchers Dream”

—PC Magazine June '87

IN FULL TEXT RETRIEVAL

SEARCH 5000 TEXT FILES

IN 5 SECONDS

RATED 9.3
By INFOWORLD

Fmd orry info cfeoted by oil the popular word
processors or ASCII files in seconds Highlights

finds

• Comprefserrtiv Seorchei
Deote o search request with ony combina-
tion of AND, OR. NOT. ond WITHIN (WITHIN

refers to proximity) Seorch mtormotion on a
20MB Hord Disk in seconds Works with

public data bases like Dow Jones ond
CompuServe os well as other progroms such

os LOTUS or dBase III

• Wild Cards • HIghigM
• Mork ft Save • Phrase Search

• OrvUne Help • NesHrtg

• New Version 3.0

ZylNDEX Personal $ 95
searches 500 files

ZylNDEX Professional $295
searches up to 5000

ZylNDEX Plus $595
searches up to 15.000 files with

LAN capabilities

ZyFEATURES $ 95
thesaurus/rrocros/fieid search

Call for Demo Diskette

(312)632-1100

FOR ORDERS AND INfORMAIION (800) SJAkSSSR

3105-1 N. Wilke Rood • Aflington Hts, H. 60004

PC TUTOR

The following commands will create a

hidden directory named SEMAG
(GAMES backwards) on the C: drive and

hide it:

C:
CD \
HD SEMAG
ATTR -l-H SEMAG

While the directory will not appear in a

DIR listing, other DOS commands will

continue to function normally. If you had a

game called CHECKERS, you could play

using the following commands:

C:
CD \SEMAG
CHECKERS
Unless the boss is counting files care-

fully or using a disk-snooping program

like PC Tools, we'll keep the games on

your hard disk our little secret.

A bad track on a hard disk will

cause some good sectors to become
unusable

in the July 1988 PC Tutor column, your

discussion of a hard disk's bad tracks left

one thing unclear. Because clusters made
up of 4 sectors do not fit perfectly on a 17-

sector track, some clusters must be split

across two tracks. What does the DOS
FORMAT program do when part of a clus-

ter lands on a track that was marked bad by

the low-level formatter? Is there a fixed re-

lationship between cluster addresses and

physical addresses such that a few sectors

on the good track have to go unused be-

cause the whole cluster must be marked

bad? This would mean that CHKDSK
would show 10240 bytes in bad sectors for

one bad track. Or can FORMAT make use

all of the good sectors, even if this means

that one cluster would contain noncontigu-

ous sectors before and after the bad track?

—Robert J. Sandler: New Milford, New
Jersey

The BIOS disk services use three coordi-

nates to determine the location of a physi-

cal disk sector: head (side), cylinder

(track), and sector. DOS, on the other

hand, need not be concerned with the

physical parameters of the disk and uses a

single coordinate: the logical sector num-

ber. Logical sector numbers are assigned

starting with 0 and are translated to physi-

cal disk coordinates by the BIOS.

A cluster is simply a group of sectors

that are treated by DOS as a single unit of

disk storage space. When the disk parame-

ters are being calculated by the FDISK
program, the only allowable cluster sizes

are integer powers of two. Typical cluster

sizes would be 2, 4, and 8 sectors.

For standard hard disks, tracks are cre-

ated that contain 17 sectors. (RLL disks

typically use 31 sectors per track and thus

have greater capacity.) A whole number of

clusters will not fit onto one track evenly

but will cross the boundary between heads

and/or cylinders. This only becomes sig-

nificant when a track is marked bad during

the low-level format.

Assuming a cluster size of4 sectors is in

use, a single track will hold all or part of S

clusters. The layout of the clusters on the

track isn't important. Four different ar-

rangements are possible and can be illus-

trated as follows:

AAAABBBBCCCCDDDDE
AAABBBBCCCCDDDDEE
AABBBBCCCCDDDDEEE
ABBBBCCCCDDDDEEEE

where each letter represents a sector be-

longing to a paiticular cluster.

If a track is marked bad during the low-

level format, IX)S will mark all S'clusters

that would have used that track as unus-

able. This will even lock out the portions

of clusters that fall on good tracks. Thus, a

single bad track will cause S clusters to be

marked as bad, locking out 10240 bytes.

On my hard disk, for example, with four

bad tracks, CHKDSK reports 40960 bytes

in bad sectors.

Ask the PC Tutor

The PC Tutor solves practical problems

and explains points of general interest

about using your hardware and software

more productively, and answers basic

questions about DOS and systems in gen-

eral. To see your questions answered here,

drop a line to PC Tutor, PC Magazine,

One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016.

We're sorry, but we cannot answer ques-

tions personally. [jIB
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CONNORS’ PC EXCHANGE ACCOUNTING
BEDFORD ACCOUNTING

(Bedford Software)

“The Perfect System for your

Crowing Business.”

BEDFORD ACCOUNTING is a com-
pletely integrated accounting system

that includes General Ledger, Payroll,

Accounts Receivable. Accounts Payable.

Inventory and Job Cost. Use each module
as an independent software package... or

combine modules to form your completely

coordinated accounting package.

BEDFORD allows for greater flexibility in your reports, supports a com-
pletely user defined chart of accounts, manual or computer produced checks

(even for payroll), keeps track of full or partial payments by customers, allows

you to make full or partial payments to vendors, and offers quick pop-up

capability to let you look up accounts and inventory information.

The BEDFORD ACCOUNTING SYSTEM was Judged to be PC Magazine's

EditorY Choice in a review of 59 accounting packages conducted by Price

Wbterhouse. ‘This is truly a (complete accounting) system. Bedford's six mod-
ules... are easy to install, easy to use, and so well integrated with one another

that it makes accounting a snap— even for non-accountants.”

BEDFORD ACCOUNTING ... IBM VERSION $249
BEDFORD ACCOUNTING . . . MACINTOSH VERSION $249
Also available:

Peachtree Complete Accounting $159 Dac Easy Accounting $ 79

READY TO RUN ACCOUNnNG*KJ^’

“The Full-Featured Accounting System that Runs Under 1-2-3.”

A completely integrated, full-featured, easy-to-run accounting system
that works under full control Lotus 1-2-3. Purchase individual modules
or the complete system.

General Ledger $69.95 Payroll $69.95
Accounts Receivable $49.95 Accounts Payable $49.95

Inventory Control/Order Entry $69.95
Complete System (all 5 modules) $199.95

UNDLORD/LANDMASTER
(Systems Plus)

TIMESLIPS III

(North Edge Software)
“The Professional Time and

Billing System for Anyone Who
Must Bill for Time and Service . .

.

used by more accountants, lawyers,

doctors, consultants and other profes-

sionals than any other billing system.”

It’s unanimous. All the reviewers agree

that TIMESLIPS III is the best time and

billing system on the market... and certainly

equal to or better than packages selling for $2000
and up. TIMESLIPS received one of INFOWORLD'S best ratings ever (9.3).

TIMESLIPS is memory resident, offers a pop-up “stopwatch" to time phone

calls and activities, generates transaction reports, client history, aged receiv-

ables and many valuable management reports. It interfaces with many software

programs such as Bedford. Peachtree and DAC. You may even export data to

Lotus 1-2-3 and dBASE. CREATE THE PERFECT BILL with TIMESLIPS III.

TIMESLIPS III (for hard disk drive systems) $114.00

TIMESLIPS (for floppy systems) $ 97.00

TAL (link TIMESLIPS III to other accounting programs) $ 79.95

We are the experts in accounting software. Choose from over 100 accounting
packages, and vertical market packages. Call for great values on DAC EASY.
PEACHTREE and more than 100 other business, accounting and vertical market
packages.

Please collar write for our FREE 4S page full color catalog containing more
than 100, 000 hardware and software items ready to be shipped. All prices and
specifications are subject to change. Delivery subject to availability.

Add $6 for shipping of the first item ($3 for each additional item).
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FORMWORX (Formworx)
“Create Any Business Form Instantly"

“The best package we've seen for generating

forms"... Compaq Magazine. ..“faster, easier

to learn, and more versatile than the

competition.”

FORMWORX $99.95 FORMWORX WITH FILL & FILE $149.95

FORMKITS (70 or more professionally designed templates/package)

Business Forms $39.95 Personnel Forms $39.95
Time Management Forms $39.95 Project Management Forms $39.95

Sales & Marketing Forms $39.95 Graphics & Charts $39.95

REGISTER CONTROL (Miembiz Corporation)
The MICROBIZ RETAIL STORE SYSTEM is an extraordinary system for

managing all retail store sales, customers and inventory. Quickly bill your cus-

tomers, keep track of your inventory, commissions, look up prices, print cash

register receipts (or complete invoices) and perform all the day-to-day func-

tions required to keep you on top of your business and its cash Dow. it's time to

computerize all for $395.

Optional add-ons to your Retail Store Software System.. .a complete cash

drawer that plugs into your IBM PC or compatible, a receipt printer and bar

code reader.

Systems are also available for Video Stores, Beauty Salons. Liquor Stores,

Auto Repair Shops and other vertical markets.

Retail Store/Computcr Cash Video/Liquor Store Management.. $795
Register Software $399 Beauty Salon Accounting $795

Bar Code Reader for Above $595 The Auto Repair Shop
Cash Drawer for Above $495 Controller $795

"A Complete Property Management System

—

Easy to Use with Outstanding Flexibility.”

The LANDLORD is a complete property man-
agement system that prints tenant statements,

generates lease expiration lists, identifies late

payers, produces vacancy reports, prints checks and

performs all functions required by landlords and

anyone who manages apartments, condominiums,

shopping centers or any commercial properties...

$595
The LANDMASTER contains alt the features of

the LANDLORD plus adds a complete double entry

accounting system to the package for general

ledger, accounts receivable and accounts payable...!

FORMWORX lets you create any form in-

stantly. Using FORMWRX’S advanced drawing

tools, you can draw vertical and horizontal

tines, boxes with dots, dashes or solid lines of

various widths... add heading and text using a

variety of type sizes and styles. ..and complete

your form by adding any of 95 graphics fill patterns

including shading and borders. FORMWORX outper-

forms all of the competition.

FORMWORX WITH FILL AND FILE makes FORM-
WORX into the most advanced productivity tool on the

market. Now. you can actually rnake form overlays and

fill in all the blanks on your form. Save it, recall it. per-

form automatic mathematics and recalculations on your

form. ..and. if you use dBASE, it's totally compatible.

HANSON & CONNORS' ^
PC EXCHANGE’"* 1-800-DIAL-PCX

30 DAY
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

Overnight Software Deuvery CS
Formerty PC EXPRESS CHS

(That's 1-800-342-5729)
M prices subject to change.

Delivery subject to availability.

7 ZEL PLAZA
SPRING VALLBY, NY
10977

PHONE: (914) 426-2400

FAX: (914) 426-2600

TELEX: 667962 (SOFT COMM NYK)



Intelligent Micro Systems
1633 Babcock, Suite 424
San Antonio, Texas 78229



GREAT BUYS ON AT XT ADD-ONS
I/O Boards
For AT ^ serial and

parallel ports $59
for PC/XT*; senal,

parallel, k game p(.irts$65

Diskette Drives
360KB or!.2MB diskette

dnve to enhance your

system

-

360KB $99
r2MB $109

Multifunction
Cards
for AT: 0KB expandable

tol.5MB, serial and

parallel ports .
. $110

forI’C7XT: 384KB; serial,

parallel, game ports; and

clock/calendar with

battery backup . . . $199

1200 Baud
Internal Modem
With communications

software $69

Math Coprocessors
802R7-8mafh

copriKessor $269
80287-10 math

coprocessor . . $329

Mice 'c
Logitech* Serial Mousi*;

programmable, three

buttons $79
Microsoft* Bus Mouse;

mechanical mouse
includes bus interface $1 19

SOFTWARE SPECIAL

Harvard''*

Graphics by
Software

Publishing

The favorite son

for any business

campa^, distin-

guishes your

publications and
presentatkins

with noteworthy

graphics.

$279

IMS-286/12MHZ (C-i-i/ic
Base System ^J.

• 80286 processor running • 200-watt power supply

at 12MHz, zero wait states. • Enhanced, 101-kev keyboard

switch-selectable to 6MHz • Illustrated installation and
• 1MB RAM operations manual
• 1.2MB diskette drive Qock/calendar with battery

• Dual diskette drive/ backup

fixed disk controller

Base System with Monographic Card and Monitor $1275

• With 40MB Seagate (28ms) . .

.

$1695

• With TOMB MiniScribe (^ms) $1925

Upgrade to EGA by adding $350 to monographics system prices!

IMS-286/lOMHz
Base System $995

• 200-watt power supply
• Enhanced, 101-key keyboard
• Illustrated installation and
operations manual

• aock/calendar with battery

backup

• 80286 processor running at

lOMHz, switch-selectable to

bMH/
• 512KB RAM
• 1.2MB diskette drive

• Dual diskette drive/

fixed disk controller

Base System with Monographic Card and Monitor Sll^
• Wth 40MB Seagate (28ms) S1545
• With TOMB MiniScribe (28ms) $1775

Upgrade to EGA by adding $350 to monographics system prices!

IMS-88/lOMHz
Base System

• 8088 pnxressor running at

lOMHz, switchable to

4.77MHz
• 640KBRAM
• 360KB diskette drive

$595
• Diskette drive contRiller

• 150-watt power supply
» Enhanced. 101-key keyboard
• Illustrated installation and
operations manual

Base System with Monographic Card and Monitor $725

• With 20MB MiruScribe (65ms) $985
• With 40MB MiniScribe (61ms) $1095

Upgrade to EGA by adding $350 to monographics system prices!

I

-Tm ELE
Before this election, T.W. Dillo never thought of himself

as much of a political animal. "Kissing armadillo babies

was not quite my style," T.W. was quoted as saying at a

recent press conference. "I was much more interested

in outfitting offices with speedy IMS computers than

1 was in running for one."

"Yep, good computers at good prices." T.W. recounts.

"It's not surprising that there was such a ground swell

of popular support." So the people spoke and T.W.

steppe forwanl to lead the IMS ticket with a platform

featuring the best megahertz to dollar ratio of any of the

presidential candidates.

As T.W. enters the polls, he flashes reporters a confident

smile. "Do your civic duty and vote." he tells the view-

ing audience. "Of course, if you want to vote for T.W.,

you can always stand up and be counted by buying an

IMS AT-compatible."

"Remember, when the RAM chips are down, count on IMS to protect your economic freedom

INTELLIGENT BUYERS shop for superior products and superior

value. All of our products come with a one-year limited warranty,

one year of technical phone support, and a 30-day money-back
guarantee (does not include freight). We do not charge you for

UPS ground shipping within the continental United States, or

for buying with Vour credit card. Intelligent Micro Systems is

The Intelligent Choice.
Prices sut^eef to change. Softtvare is non-refundabte. TX, AZ. KS, CO. andMO
residents, please add appropriate local sales tax. Do not include shipping c/iofjjes

u-hen calcukimg sales lax.
jgj reader SERVICE CARD

affordable IMS computers!"

To Order
Call Toll-Free:

800-777-7757
Mon.-Fri. 8am-9pm CST

Sat. 9ain-5pin CST

For Customer Support:

800-288-2123
Mon.-Fri. Bam-Tpm CST

Artwork

hf

Todd

Winters



VAXaccess "

and PC applications.

^ Hmmm!

1 1 .:

Put more computing power with DEC™ connections on your

desktop. Integrate the power ofVAX/VMS™ and UNIX® systems

with popular MS-DOS® applications. With NETmate— Datamedia's

new family of 386™-based desktop workstations.

NETmate has more ofwhat it takes to help you keep your competi-

tive edge. More security with diskless operation. More processing

power. More access to PC applications, shared files, and peripherals.

More flexible integration with VAX systems.

With NETmate’s sleek, ergonomic design and seamless integra-

tion, you can take advantage of Digital's PCSA,™ NetWare® NFS;"

PC LAN, and 3 -I-
1“ And count on more flexible choices such as

VT340™ graphics or Tek 4208 emulation, color or monochrome

monitors, and DEC- or PS/2®-style keyboards.

Plus, features that make our price/performance story even

more attractive. Innovative CARDfiles to personalize start-up and

security. A Power Meter™ rating of 4.6 MIPS. Integrated VGA color

graphics. Simultaneous terminal sessions. Cut and paste. And DEC
printer support

But don't just take our word

for it Make your DEC connec-

tions by calling Datamedia at

1-800-DMC1NFO.

I>VK
DATAMEDIA CORPORATION

Tfe /bsfte fespcnse'
NETmate b a trademark of Datamedia Corporation. DEC. VAX. VMS. PCSA. and VT340 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. UNIX Isa registered trade

mark of AT&T MSDOS isa registered trademark of Microsofi Oprporatlon. 386 Is a trademark of Intel Corporation. NetVibre isa registered trademark of Novell. Inc.

NFSI$attadeinarkofSunMlcrosYstems.lrK. S-i* tsatrademarkof3Com Corporation. PS/2 Isa registered trademark ofIBM Corporation.

Rjwer Meter Isa trademark of The Database Croup. Inc.

1 1 Trafalgar Square. Nashua. NH 03063
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PRODUCTIVITY

FRANK J. DERFLER, JR,

Connectivity
CLINIC
Manipulating environment variables inDOS 3.3; avoiding micro-to-mainframefile tranter

failure; preventing unwantedJceystrokesfromjamming a network.

Prevent unwanted keystrokes from
jamming your network

In your May 3 1 , 1988, Connectivity Clin-

ic, David H. Lipman offered a way to sup-

press the Ctrl-PilSc function.

This is often an impoitant problem.

When we designed an exhibit for the gen-

eral public, it was vital to inhibit Ctrl-Alt-

Del, Ctrl-Break, Ctrl-PrtSc, Shift-PrtSc,

and several other key combinations with

which people could cause us grief. We
worked hard to find a bulletproof method

and succeeded pretty well, but we never

did find a way to guard against someone

who simply r^ed his or her hands across

the keyboard repeatedly, overwhelming

the computer with keystrokes.

Mr. Lipman's solution is both too sim-

ple and too complex. It's too complex be-

cause creating an assembly language pro-

gram isn’t something everybCidy knows

how to do. The whole job, at least as he has

described it, can be done more simply by a

single line in an AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

His solution is also too simple in that it

causes some unnecessary ugliness on the

screen or else may actually cause disaster!

His method for dealing with the prob-

lem causes DOS to attempt to interpret and

execute his “error message.” If the first

word is not a valid filename or command,
it will, as he notes, cause the message

“Bad command or filename." But if the

fust word should happen to be that of an

executable or batch file in the current di-

rectory or in the path, COMMAND.COM
will in fact load it and allow it to mn. De-

pending on what that program does, this

could be disastrous.

A simple modification of the string sent

to ANSI.SYS will eliminate this potential

problem. Put the string

ECHO BSC[0;114;''Your message *':27;13p

in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file of the PC or

workstation that needs protection. Al-

though this string shows the escape charac-

ter as ESC, it should be an actual escape

character (ASCII value = 27). You can do

this by editing the AUTOEXEC.BAT file

using EDLIN, PC-Wriie, WordStar, or

any other editor that allows insertion of

control characters. It cannot be done, how-
ever, using the simple DOS command
COPY CON.

In addition to the difference between

using straight ASCII code in AUTOEX-
EC.BAT and creating, loading, and mn-
ning a program, this string makes two

more alterations to Mr. Lipman’s solution.

First, I added one or more spaces at the end

of the message for clarity; second, I added

the ASCII code for an escape character be-

fore the carriage return.

When this line is encountered in the ex-

ecution of the AUTOEXEC.BAT file, it

will cause the Ctrl-PrtSc key combination

to be redefined to the error message fol-

lowed by a space and then an escape char-

acter. However, this will only be true if

you install ANSI.SYS in CONRG.SYS.
The effect of this is that when the key

combination in question is pressed at the

DOS prompt, the error message will ap-

pear on the screen followed by a blank line

and then a new DOS prompt.

The reason for this is that the escape

character is interpreted by COMMAND
.COM as a signal to ignore all the preced-

ing characters on that line. COMMAND
.COM lets us know that it has done so by

putting the backslash character on that line

and jumping to the start of the next line.

The final carriage return in the error mes-

sage ends the current command (now a

null siring) and causes COMMAND
.COM to issue a new prompt.—7oAn M.
Goodman: Westminster, California

Sometimes it's important to disable Shift-

PrtSc on a network to prevent lockups or

unwanted printer activity. This tip works

well on several different clones running

different OEM versions of MS-DOS. But

remember to load ANSI.SYS in the CON-
HG.SYS file.

A simple fix avoids the most
frequent cause ofPC-to-mainframe
file transfer failure

We are gearing up to run a series ofLAN
gateway tests for an upcoming article in

the features section of PC Magazine.

There are nearly two dozen companies in-

volved in the tests. A couple of them have

told us about a problem that is easy to

avoid but that trips up many people at-

tempting micro-to-mainframe file trans-

fers.

I asked Steve Balogh, a technical sup-

port specialist at ITI in Scottsdale, Arizo-

na, to write up a description of the problem

and its solution. While FTI specializes in

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9. 1988
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CONNECTIVITY CLINIC

LAN gateway prxxlucts, Steve says this is

a potential problem not only for users

transferring files from PCs to mainframes,

but also for people using 3270 terminal

emulation on standalone PCs too.

The most frequent cause of file transfer

failure is improper setting of the “File

Transfer Aid" bit on the IBM 3174 com-

munications controller. This problem frus-

trates many people because the file transfer

BUY ONE. GET 24 FREE.

Buy all of these car-

tridges separately

and you would spend
over $5500. The "25

Cartridges in One!"
has fonts for your

LaserJet Series II

printer.

A single cartridge

with 103 fonts

and symbol sets, 13

typefaces, and 11

sizes of type for

about the cost of one
cartridge.

Buy the only car-

tridge you need for

every application. Full

support included for

the new high-

performance word
processing packages.
Excellent for use with

WordPerfect 4,2 and
5.0, and WordStar,

Word, MultiMate,

Lotus 1-2-3 and Samna.
Call Pacific Data

Products NOW for a
dealer near you.

PACIFIC

6404 Nancy Ridge Drive • San Diego. CA 92121

(619) 552-0880 - Fax: (619) 552-0889 - Telex: 9102507881 PAC DATA
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package will start initializing the host sys-

tem and then stop the procedure for no ap-

parent reason.

Often, if the file transfer package al-

lows you to hotkey back to the host ses-

sion. you can “step” the file transfer

through by hitting any key on the key-

board.

Option number 125 on the IBM 3174

Miscellaneous Features Options table en-

ables the file transfer aid feature. You can

check to see if the option is set by using the

following procedure:

Depress the TEST key on the 3278 em-
ulator

Hit ENTER
Type 2 and ENTER
Type 2 and ENTER
Look for the ASCII character 1 25 fol-

lowed by a string of zeros and ones on

the screen. If you can’t see it, depress

PF8 to page forward.

Depress TEST to exit

IBM added this option for terminal em-
ulators using a file transfer method, such

as their own SEND/RECEIVE, that

doesn’t follow the usual controller-to-de-

vice procedures. Although the usual pro-

cedures arc terrific for handling individual

keystrokes (3270 scan codes, for exam-

ple). they are inefficient for large data

streams. The file transfer aid, on the other

hand, lets the file transfer program write to

the 3270 device control buffer. This proce-

dure does work well, but only if you have

chosen the correct option on the IBM 3 1 74

Miscellaneous Features Option table.

—Sieve Balogh

Productivity Tip

Many network administrators save money
on software purchases by buying a few

copies of a single-user program and then

allowing people to “check" them out of

the server on a first-come first-served basis

—as they would check out books from

their local library.

LAN Shell, from LAN Systems, is one

of the best products I have seen to regulate

and limit the simultaneous use of a pro-

gram to whatever is legal for you. For

more information contact LAN Systems.

599 Broadway, New York, NY 10012;

telephone (2 1 2) 43 1 -8484.
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COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
jjoiAPD^ wm^Seagate
PIN ««2I Wyll S«|M miM 1

1

PBM wm MlyN Sngala ltU3
rm mm lUyli SmiiIi MByte ... .114

VT2M «/40 MByte S«iate IMB
VT2B6 mm MByte (21 mt) Sugite .17TI.7S ^

VTBBt mm MByte 8wgm >041JP

AIkT The right choice
«300 WGS t10M42
6312 WGS IIBtia

6366 WGS 1167.76

Modi! 63 466646
M6d«l 64 S6M.76
Modii 75 66M45
All WGS Models Come with Keyboird

WHY PAY
RETAIL?
UfobodY Setts

for less
CALL FOR LOWEST CUSTOM QUOTES

TOSHIBA
3iN«/20 Mn . . .nm .ie

ION 77M1
12N NOW
12N. 2 Fleppy 1I1UI
32M NTMi
SIN 4MJi

SAMSUNG S4N M MHz. SISK, S Slots S/P/C,

MmootMliki booiO. DOS, Koybosnl

S.3N. 1 Flopw S749.50

SNO. 20 Mt| 909.9S

S.0N. 40 M«| 1117.82

l-SOO <T CiomiNIo 1/10 MHz, 0 SMi,

S/?/C. Momoii^ Oolrt. ON. Kntoirt

S'SN. HONV S1N5.45
S-SN, 20 Moo 14N.N
S-SM. 40 Mog 1624.48

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS AT WSCOUNf PRICES

NEW
..fS2l

MOL 7D 6133&28 MDL 170 $269146
MOL 66 1436.76 MOL 300 277240
MOL 90 1936.16 MOL 340 3645.65

MOL 120 228U6 MDL 390 6669.40
MOL 140 264646

IBMPS2
MOL3a2dr ..$127241 MOL SQZ^X Meg $3

MDL 30 20 Meg .106617 MDL SOl 60 i%g
MOL M. 40 Me« 334415 MOL 7Ql Al Mdls

MOL 60 70 Meg .36(740 MOL 60 40 Meg .440747

Ma 80 in Meg SOOM MOL 60 70 Meg .633030
MOL PS3Q286T.1I0IM

cotetwi"*
280Mdl1 $119068 3114. MW 40 43712 20

280 40 Meg.... 240021 304 1141300 K2450
280 70 Meg . . . .27NJ6 Pori 11. Mdl 2 . . .161016

380 Mdl 60 . . . .641036 Pod tl, Mdl 4 . . .27nJ0
380 MdllSO. . . .6MOII Pod lli. Mdl 20 .346065

386S. Mdl 20 $WE Pod. III. Mdl 40 .466036
30029*0 Ud 110 MOM Pod. 386 Mdl 40 642024
38029*41*1300 MOM Port 366 Md lOO.MOM

TOSHIBA
13100 20 Meo-SIOOOB T12H8acMlt S236545
13260 3(75.e5 11200 2 Floppy 161246
T1000 77041 T5100 466062

MTMSO *fll

P888 0aiurbo) $64644
Ptll w/i tieeev. 26 Met 666J0
V1280 10 MHz 124641
171760 12 MHz 134934
VT286 w/20Meg 157056
V1786w/40Meo 1724.10

171386 NEW MODEL
WYSE

MOL 2106.. . $117061 MOL 2214 .. $167030
MOL 2112 166021 MOL 3216 266005

n&im
Sepersped Model 2 All
Superspod Model 20 ZENITH
Supenood 286 Model 20 MOOEU
lupenpod 264 Model 40 IN tTOCK

Other Computers MUtk Upon Request

IIMJ-M.TTTTS
PLOPPICS, DRIVES S TAPES

V2 height floppy d^ $66.00

MINISC^^ Meg t/2 height w/cont. .»U
MINISCMBE 30 Meg 1/2 height w/RLL . .346M
GENOA 60 Meg int. tepe/ixt. tepc..734M7l66.10

GENOA 150 Meg int. tape WOH
IOMEGA 20 -fnEitemal 514 176073
IRWIN 20M/40 M lirtemel lape. . .36016/539.20

MWISCRieE 40M/66Meo 2tfflt . .610407716.45

MOLTNIAIN 4440 int./eit 36541/557.75
MOUNTAIN 1S0M Filesate 114442
PLUS Passpod 20 47019
PLUS Passpod 40 96066
PLUS 20 6 40 System Kit 46075
PUIS PS2 MC System Kit 51641
PRIAM 40 Mm/m Mm 66946/74e.9S
PRUM 130 Mtf Mrt disk 1510.40

SEAGATE 20 Meg 1/2 PelpM herd drive 2MM
SE/CATE 30 Meg 1/2 h^ w/RU. 30072
SEAG/JE 40 Mm 1/2 height 31040
SEAGATE 4096 A M^ hard disk 645.10

HARDCARDS
PLUS DEVELOPMENT 20 Mm $80046
PLUS DEVELOPMENT 40 Mm 749.M
WESTERN DiGITAl 30 Meg 41030

EPSON
OFX5000 CAU LQSOO ALL
EXIOO CDW^ 10850 EPSON
FX86e FOR 10950 MODELS
FXB50 BE$T LOl^ BEADY
FX1050 PRICE LQ25S0 TO SHIP
LXSOO EVER CAU FOR ACCESSORIES

by Kodak
150P/300^ :T , $319.17/479.17

Pro Printer ll . .$42096 Pro Printer XL24SS7075
Pro Printer X24 52940 Quickwriler III .K95J2

NEC
P56QXL $614.76 5200 532.25
P2200 369 55 5300 69047
3550 15012 8850 ,100075
pgeOXL $1007.76 CAU FOR ACCESSORIES

OigCMEA
ML 182S ^70 ML ^ $479.2$

ML182P 23240 ML 390
LASERLINE 6 .120009 ML 391

ML 294 737.10 ML 393
ML 320 345.63 ML 393 Color

PANASONIC
10901 $179.60 10911

1124 344.67 1592 -

.

10921 324.26 3131...

^ FOR ACCESSES
•citizen

1200 $16056 MSPS5 $57965
MSP40 29060 Premiere 35 . . . .677.17

MSP50 362.10 CAU FOR ACCESSORIES

TOtHIM
P321SL $40645 P351-2 Color .$114095
P341SL 11017 P3S1SX 101045

.47546
64041

.m
$219.95
.433.44
.26032
.57010

SANTA CLARA Diskless Workstation

SOFTWARE A STARTER KITS
Vi/ESTERN 0I6I1AL 3 Node LAN kit

w/Weslem Digital software $72034
'B6StaEntry-level 266 Stader Kit, 4 Users .

.

Entry-level 286 Starter Kit, 8 Users . . .IN STOCK
N(^LL 286 Software V. 2.11 1(7044

NOVELL SFT Netware Level I lUtM
NOVELL SFT Netware Level II V2.1 275741

INTERFACE CAROS
ARCNET PC110 LANboard PS2 $63040
ARCNET PC110 LANBoard 17027

ARCNET PC210 LANBoard 21050
ETHERNET Interlace Connector 32016
ETHERNET Plus Board (tor 288) BOOM
G-NET Interface Card w/caM 290S2
WESTERN DIGITAL Ethernet Cards 20010

ACCESSORIES
ARCNET Passive Hub SMJD
ARCNET Active Hub 41090

Ethernet Terminators 3040
Novell Kaycard Il1 7040

Cal COW ter M ada $e*we earteaaa

WORDPERFECT 50 5W / 3Vk . . . . $219.90 / mu
dBase IIU S'/i /

<' 39940/ 42440
LOTUS 1-2-3 5% / ; 30540 / 377W
Paradox Wrsion 2 0 42440
Ventura Software torsion 1.1 49940
^RO^FT^ . -

.

^
. ^243.M/ 31^

COW'* color/mono cards wi/p ...$ 9000/1006
HERCULES color/inono cards wYp 14014/17144

TAXAN maM card w/9 ' .6646

Am Monochrome Monitor 11040
AMOEK 41QA 140J0

AMOEK 1280 17078
COMPAQ Mono/ VGA Mom 16110/ 20066
IBM PS2 8503 20066
IBM PS2 8512/1613 43040/516.20

NEC MeftitVNC 6$ 19442
NEC Monograph 121745

PCS MAX 12E 13046
PACKARD BELL Green or AnDer 6095
TAXAN 123 Green/ 124 Amber . ..11056/12446

WYSE SO. Amber or Green .

WYSE 60. Amber or Green .

WYSE 85

.$37140
...21010
.39020

AMDEKcolOi 600r/722
UM$UN6 RGB Camp .

.$34024/4M.46
24016

TAXAN 720
MAGNW0X 8762

26016
28646

1 VGA O EGA PRODUCTS |

H-P Laser Jet Model 2 ...$171049
..IN STOCK

H P Detkjti

NEC
619.00

. . .316090
PANASONIC Laser

TOSHIBA Paoeiiser
...169035

.... 83021

8oe7-2/ier-3 $15033 / 122.50

60287-6/-9/-10 17440/21046/329.25
80387-16/60387 20 44540/721.44
80387-25 05005

CAliOMP

mm

12x12 .

HEWLmMmmr
HP744(» ....$90040
HP7475A ....141744
HP7550 292140
HP7570 ..URVEITPMCE
HP SCANJET... S/WE

[KETOT
12x18. .153240

mmr
INSTRUMENTS
HI 0MP-4V42

HI DMP-52/S2MP
HI 0MP-S6A

HI OMP-81/62

rm
AST 5251-11 Plus .mb
EVEREX 12006/24999 10090/19190
IRMA 3278/79 ..19117

mCKARO BEU 2400 HI 2400 Ext . .19065/ 161.22

HAYES
HAYES 1200.. .$26061 24006 $37166

1200B ..21026 2400PS2 .39016
2400 .42446

UB ROBOTICS
Courier 1200.

.

$17016 1266 External $129.19

Courier 2400 . ..29066 24006 .16070
12008 .10048 9100 H$T 69029

VENTEL.
1200 W $16449 2491 IM. $26011
1200 Plus.... .22141 2499 1x1. . 36044

VQA 0 BOA MONITORS
COMMQ VGA monitor $54068
MAGNA/QX 943EGA 36140
MITSUBISHI Diamond Scan 522.20

NEC Muldsvnc II / PLUS 599.71 / Ml.W
NEC Muftltm XL 19 iMh 1999 45

MCXARO KLL VGA Monitor 30095
PG$ UttrMvne 52543
SONY Mul&l 1303/ 13K 599i4S/549 25

TAXAN 770 PLUS 499.40

ZENITH Z MM (7141

ATI VGA VIP $20024
GENOA 5100/5200 23444/n|46
PARADISE VGA 2^41
ORCHID VGA 27014
VtDEO-7VQA 266.15

ATI V/onder Card

.

..$16066
GENOA Super EGA Hi-Res 800 x 600 . . . .23446

‘k 1024.

PERMA PCWER 6 Outlet Surge Supp. .

.

TRIPPUTE
..$2040

6C459 $416.71 4 outlet .$ 4446
BC-1200 . .

.

. . . .76646 LC-1200 ..15095
6C-2000 ... ...117080 LQ-1800

DATASHIELD
.19146

500 Watt .. ...$66006 1200VMt ... .$•64.78

800 Wan .. ....13149 BOuttelSurge ...nj5

NEC MVA 1._ ....

NEC 6B-1 640x480
PARADISE Auto Switch EGA 480

.

VIDEO 7 Wia Otieie

..2M43

..17646
246 74

AS Switching Box (par or serial)

.

BASF $ Pack el 16 OS/DO w/caet

KENSINGTON Masterpiece .

SHARP FO-220 .$66546 SHARP FO-500 . 156066
SHARP F0 3CI0 .122116 TOSHIBA 3010.61314.44

SHARP FO-4211 1319.96 PACK BELL FAX200.1M117

KENSiN(?0N Mastei^ Plus .

.

KEYTRONCS 5151 IBM or ATST .

KEYTfKMICS 161

Printer Cable (BM to Centronics) 6ft....

XT Pewtr Supfly 150 Wan

4966
.9016

.12346

.14066
99 95

.1061

1025

MITSUBISHI 6905. 19 inch $237196
MITSUBISHI 6922. 19 inch 197440
HITACHI 4119. 19 inch 231045
CONTROL SYTEMS ARTir 16H . . . t 779 20
VERMONT Cobra 1977.75

METHEUS 1104 97114

LOGITECH HIRez —

-

LOGITECH C7/ las 89.65/ ilhM
LOGITECH Logimouse C7 w / publisher . . . 12446
MICROSOFT MouM (Bus Version] 10644
MICROS^ Mmm iSenai Verweni Ii7 2S

SYSTEMS (Serial Version) 9946

5076

MOUSE
,

MOUSE SYSTEMS (Bus Version)

MOUtl SYTEMt Owiai

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 48 HDURS.

HIGH VDLUME BIDS INVITED
730 Anttwny Tnil, Northbrook. IL <00(2 FAX.*.BIO (312) 281-1737

H you find m b«tt*r pric*
call us balora you buy.

WHY WAIT? CALL COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE™ NOW!
Open terms available to approved credit charter memberSPECIAL EXTENDED HOURS

Sated 7 30-7 30 CST Mort-Fn
9 00-3 30 CST Sdt

Tech Support 9 00-5:00 CST Mon-Fn (800)233-4426g g g g MABKETING COUNCIL

In Illinois FAX i

f*s;(3i2) 498-1426 (312) 291-17371

W tfa Onct Mv«aa>^ 4

MEMBER
BA28

I l l. J i . i z i .iJ IN I. J./T"rr
©



HOW TO SUCCESSRIUY BUY
THROUGH MAIL ORDER

AND PROTECTYOUR RIGHTS

Mail order sales are governed
by rules of the Federal Trade

Commission (FTC) and vari-

ous state laws. These guide-

lines are published as a service

to you. Remember, the many
vendors advertising in

PC Magazine are eager to

serve your needs.

FTC rules say:

1. The Seller must ship

your order within 30 days

of receiving it, unless the

advertisement clearly

states itll take longer.

2. If it appears that your

order will not be shipped
when promised, the Seller

must notify you in writing

in advance of the prom-
ised date, giving a definite

new date, if known, and
offering you the opportu-

nity to cancel the order

with a refund or consent to

a definite delayed ship-

ping date or an indefinite

delay.

3. The Seller's notice must
contain a stamped self-

addressed card or enve-

lope with which you can

indicate your preference. If

you don't respond to this

notice, the Seller may
assume you agree to the

delay, but must either ship

or cancel your order within

30 days after the original

shipping date promised or

required. A prompt refund

must be made when an
order is cancelled.

4. Even if you've con-

sented to an indefinite

delay, you retain the right

to cancel the order at any

time before the item has

been shipped.

5. If you choose to cancel

an order, that has been
paid for by check or money
order, the Seller must mail

you a refund within seven

business days. If you can-

cel an order for which you
paid by credit card, the

seller must credit your

account within one billing

cycle following receipt of

your request. Store credits

or vouchers in place of a

refund are not acceptable.

6. In the event that the

item you ordered is

unavailable, the Seller may
not send you substitute

merchandise without your

express consent.

TIPS WHEN ORDERING
When ordering by mail:

State precisely what mer-

chandise you want, specify-

ing details such as mcxiel,

make, size, component parts,

etc.;

Confirm the price and
expected delivery date as

stated in the ad;

Indicate whether you will

accept a substitute product if

the item you ordered is

unavailable, and, if not, that

your payment should be
returned;

Don't send cash, you will

have no record of payment if

a problem arises, and;

Keep a copy of your order

and all other correspondence

with the Seller. Your records

should include the compa-
ny's name, address and
phone number; a description

of the item ordered; your can-

celled check or a copy of the

money order; record of the

date you mailed the order;

and any sales slips and ship-

ping receipts.

When ordering by phone:
Note the time and date of

your conversation and the

name of the person you talk

with;

Make a record of your

order, the price, its promised
availability and the compo-
nents to be expected;

Save all correspondence
associated with your order,

including your cancelled
check or a copy of the money
order, and any written confir-

mation sent the Seller.

Questions you should con-

sider asking;

Dtres the advertised item

come with all necessary parts

and accessories? Are they

from the same manufacturer?

Is it available for immediate

shipping?. If not, when will

it be available?

Has there been an increase

in the advertised price?

What warranties does the

item carry?Who provides the

service?

What is the Seller's return

policy?

What is the Seller's refund

policy?

With whom should you
correspond if there is a

problem?

IFYOU HAVE PROBLEMS:
1. If you have not received

your order as promised or if

the item is defective, immedi-

ately notify the Seller in writ-

ing referring to your order by
description, price, date, as

well as by account number
and order number, if availa-

ble. Make sure you keep a

copy of the letter.

2. Ifyou complain by tele-

phone, send a follow-up let-

ter to confirm what was said.

3. If you think the merchan-

dise is defective, reread your

product instructions and
your Warranty carefully to be
sure vou don't expect features

or performance the product

isn't designed to give. Then
contact the Seller for instruc-

tions. Don't return it to the

Seller until you have been

instructed to do so.

4. When returning merchan-

dise make sure you keep the

shipper's receipt or packing

slip; your right to be reim-

bursed for postal cost is deter-

mined by store policy.

5. If you have completely dis-

cussed your problem with

the Seller and are still not sat-

isfied, write to the consumer
complaint agency in the

Seller's state. If you paid for

the merchandise by credit

card, you may have rights to

withhold payment under a

Federal law called the Fair

Credit Billing Act.



CONNECTIVITY CLINIC

PRODUCTIVITY

ONLY

$59

You can safely manipulate
environment variables in DOS 3.3

In the March 15, 1988, Connectivity Clin-

ic, you explained how to use the com-

mands COMMAND /C filename and
CALLfilename in DOS 3.3 to call other

batch files as subroutines. This may have

limited the options of some of your read-

ers. You stated that “batch files called as

subroutines may read the environment

strings but should not set or change any of

the strings,” because the changes would

be made to a second copy of the environ-

ment that is loaded with the secondary

copy ofCOMMAND.COM.
While this is accurate when using the

COMMAND /C method of calling a batch

file subroutine, the CALLfilename batch

file command does not load a secondary

copy ofCOMMAND.COM, and the envi-

ronment variables may be safely manipu-

lated in the CALLed batch file. I have

found this and other features of DOS 3.3

extremely useful, especially in a LAN en-

vironment, and would strongly encourage

any other LAN manager to consider

changing over to DOS 3.3.—Jack Mon;
Fairview Park, Ohio

Our earlier advice did relate to the COM-
MAND /C technique used before DOS
3.3, but the distinction is valuable. We
agree that DOS 3.3 is the way to go and,

indeed, the latest versions of several LAN
operating systems require it.

Productivity Tip

FASTOPEN is a DOS 3.3 command used

by a few LAN operating systems, specifi-

cally IBM’s PC LAN, to improve perfor-

mance. The FASTOPEN command
causes DOS to cache filenames for faster

response. Users of DOS-based operating

systems (10-NET, Network-OS, ViaNet,

etc.) will benefit from including FASTO-
PEN in their server’s AUTOEXEC file.

Network Your Questions

Connectivity Clinic gives you practical so-

lutions to networking problems of all

PC

types. We’ll pay $50 or more for any tips

we print, plus an extra $25 ifyou submit

your letter on a disk, and we’ll gladly an-

swer any questions you have, at no charge.

Mail your contributions to Connectivity

Clinic, PC Magazine, One Park Avenue,

New York, NY 10016, or you may contact

Frank J. Derfler, Jr., via MCI Mail (be

sure to use Derfler’s box named CON-
NEcnvrrY CLINIC). GS

QRCLE 221 ON READER SERVICECARD

We aU must peiy taxes . . .

. . .even Melissa,
So she gave her dad Tax Shop lEQ Melissa chose Tax shop
1040 because its a comprehensive income tax return preparation softvrare

package that is fast, accurate, and easy to use. Tax Shop uses scrollable input

screens that resemble actual tax forms to give it the speed demanded by tax pro-

fessionals like her dad. It supports; 4 print options (including laser); most states;

and over 30 forms and schedules, including Form 8615 for Melissa.

Special Features: Tax Shop 1040 also contains its own Calculator, Notepad,
uWi Amortization module, Tax Planner, and other features not found in most tax

software.

No Locks or Limits: lax Shop 1040 is not copy protected and does not limit

the number of tax returns that may be prepared.

And MtllsM wu abl* to um hor d«fs crodll card to ordar.

Call: 407/351-0966
MasterCard and accepted

SUPPORTS
LASER

PRINTING
HP OR
CANON



HOURti
7 AM to 7 PM Monday-Friday

8 AM to 2 PM Saturday

Call on Sunday

Visa, MasterCard, Discover

and American Express
Accepted.ISH

IBM-NOVEU
tMwork Support

SSSIHour
1-800-634-8215

1H Consultant

and Reseller

Accrual Program

IBM PS<2
Model 30-286 20 Mb Disk .. .

$1810

Model 30-20 Mb Disk $1595

Model 50-20 Mb Disk $2390

Model 50-30 Mb Disk $2700

Model 50-60 Mb Disk $3120

Model 60-44 Mb Disk $3100

Model 70-60 Mb Disk . .$4175

Model 70-120 Mb Disk $5400

Model 80-44 Mb Disk $4250

Model 80-70 Mb Disk $4800

Model 80-115 Mb Disk $5900

COMPAQ
286 Mod 11640 K $1670

286 Mod V40 Mb640 K Monitor $2300

386Desk|irol2060Mb $5200

366 Deskpro^l 130 Mb .' $6400

386 Desk|irol20 300 Mb $8900

386 Deskpro 20E

40 Mb/110 Mb $4475/5400

386S Deskpro $2660

386S Deskpro 20MbM0Mb $31503640

386QS 110Mb«l0Mb .... $7210/9000

Portable II Model 4 $2700

Portable 111 Model 20 $3400

Portable III Model 40 $4150

Porlable 386 Model 40 $5400

Portable 386 Model 100 $6800

TOSMBA LAPTOPS
T1000 $775

T1200F $1585

T1200HB $2399

1310000 $2950

T3200 $3575

T5100 $4700

Battery Backup $325

Modem $275

ZENITH LAPTOPS
28600 Super Sport $3300

386/40 Turbo Sport $5600

packaho-bbll
386 System $2600

286 System $1200

8088 System $640

onivn

*2oS?Klt(ST225) $259

30MbKlt(ST238) $295

40Mb(SI251) $366

40MbKit(ST2S1'1) $449

80MbtST4096) $699

360 Floppy $99

3VS' 720K/1.44 Mb $111

514’ Drive lor PS/2 $290

MliriicrttM

20 Mb Hard Card $379
|

70 Mb (6085) $835
|

Pliw
Ham (M 20/40 Mb $535^47

MONITORS
IBM
8503 12* Monochrome $210

8512 14* Color $435
,

851312*Color $520

8514 16* Color $1075

Compaq
Mono $189

VGA Mono $189

VGA Color $520

Amdak
310A $79

410A $145

C600 (CGA) $344

C722 (EGA) $435

Princeton

UllraSync $560

NEC
MulbSync GS $180

Multisync Plus $910

Multisync 2 $575

Multisync XL $Call

NETWORK
IBM
IBM Adapter Card $450

IBM 8wk Expander $425

PC Lan Program $150

Token Ring $Call

Novall

Arc Net PC1 10 Lanboard $195

Arc Net Active Hub $470

Novell 286 V2.11 $1656

Novell SFT Netware Lvil 2.11 . $2725

Novell Trained & Authorized

Sales and Support

SOFTWARE
COMPAQ DOS 3.31 $89

dBase IV $455

IBM DOS 3.3/4.0 $90/110

Lotus 1-2-3 V 2.01 514/3%* .$292/299

Microso/I Excel $290

Mullimale Advantage 2 $199

SALES AND QUOTES
(Outside Illinois)

1-800-634-8215.

SHIPPING AND
TECHNICAL SERVICE

1-312-654-4170.

FAX 1-312-325-4969

• Cnrporate and volume pur-

chases invited. Call Dick.

• Lease available.

• 24 hour bum in on all CPUs.

Nodon Advanced UUIIUes . .

.

$75

Paradox 2.0 ....$418

RiBase 5000 ....$309

(»A .... $230

Sidekick $50

Smartcom ll/lll ..$90/150

Symphony

Word Perfect 5.0

.... $430

.... $225

DisplayWrite fV .... $285

Aldus Pagemaker .... $459

PRINTERS
Epson
EX 286e 200/40 cps .... $439

EX 850 260/84 cps ....$365

FX 1050 260ffl4 bps ....$530

EX80O 300ffi0cps .... $459

LQ 850 264/88 cps ....$530

LQ 1050 264/88 cps .... $745

LD 950 . . . . $Call

LQ 2550 .... $975

DFX 5000 .... SCall

Okldata
32(V21 .$365/477

390/91 $464/635

393 .... $945

Panasonic
KX 1060 1 144/28 cps . . .

.

. . . . $155

KX 1091 1 19208 cps. .

.

.... $193

KX 1092 1 240/48 cps... ....$320

KX1592 180/38 cps .... $379

KX 1595 240/51 cps .... $445

KX 1524 240/80 cps ....$540

KX 3131 17 cps LQ ....$290

KX 3151 22 cps LQ
KX 4450 11 PPM

.... $461

Laser Printer

Hawtett-Packard

. . . $1600

LaserJet II ... $1695

DeskJet $665

• Stock orders placed by 3:00

CDT shipped ume day.

• Prices subject to availability

and change without notice

• Prices reflect 3% cash

discount.

• Allow 10 days for personal

checks to clear

• Wire transfer payments

accepted

• Minimum $5.00 shipping/

handling charge.

• Returns subject to restocking

charge

NEC
P2200 170/55 24 Wire $339

8850 55 cps $1050

P5200 $507

P5300 $705

P5XL 290/100 cps $829

P9XL 400/140 cps $1025

IBM
Quielwrilei III $1125

Proprinter III $485

Proprinler X24 $545

Proprinter II XL $550

Proprinler XL 24 $709

Proprinler ill XL $645

Toshiba
321 SA. 216/72 cps $499

341 S/L 216ff2 cps $855

351 SX 350/100 cps $1000

MODEMS
US Robotics 1200 $100

US Robotics 2400 $159

Hayes 1200B Int $243

Hayes 1200B/SCII $282

Hayes 1200 Ext $277

Hayes 2400 Ext $419

Hayes 2400Bw/Sai $418

Everex 1200 w/SW $75

Everex 2400 Ini $137

Everex 2400 Ext $195

MULTIFUNCTION CAROS
Everex MagicCard OK $100

AST 6 Pack W/384K SCall

AST 6 Pack Prem.512K $Call

AST Advantage W/128K SCall

AST Rampage W/256K SCall

AST AT Rampage SCall

AST Advantage/2 lor PS/2 SCall

IRMA Board $680

AST 5251/11 Enhanced $575

Logilech Ser1es/2 /C7 Serial . . . $69/72

IBM 5250 Emulalion for PS/2 thru

80 Is Available SCall

COMPAQ 1Mb Memory 386/20 . . SCall

COMPAQ 4Mb Memory 386/20 . . scan

VIDEO BOARDS
Paradise VGA $275

Vega VGA $275

COMPAQ VGA scan

Vega Deluxe $249

Paradise Auto Swltch480 $169

COMPAQ VOU SCall

Hercules Color w/Par. Pod $135

COMPAQ MonoGraphics SCall

HP MonoGraphics $89

Genoa Super HI Res 800X600 ... $175

Genoa Super VGA $333

CHIPS
Intal

8087-1/2ra $220/149/109

602B7-6W10 $167/240/289

80387-16/20 $469^)2
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PC Magazine's Diicct Marketing
Connection and Services

1 ne following

special section,

PC Magazine's Direct

Marketing Connection

is what you've been
demanding. It connects
you with the direct ma
keters who are anxious to

please you. By having them all

in one place, you can quickly

in on the products you need fro
vendors you want to buy throug
‘.Start h Study, luly 1986

For many ofyou, mail order is your primary means
of purchasing PC products and services.

In fact, in recent interviews with our
subscribers, we learned that 70%
bought PC products and services

through direct marketing channels

during the past year.*

You buy direct because it’s con-

venient, because you know
exactly what you want and

don't need any
hand-holding.



Designer Carry Case for Laptops: Exua pockeis

for portable printer, battery pack, pocket rrtodem. manuals &
software etc. Comes with handle and shoulder strap. For NEC
EL & HD and all Toshiba Laptops Specify model

Only 149 With any Laptop 130

TOUCH BASE Systems World Port Pocket Modems Both 1200 &
2400 use own battery Operate on Bell and CCITT standards 2400

includes AC Adapter ar>d Carbon Copy PLUS comm sw Comes with 2S

pin lemale conr>ector For Toshiba adapter cable, add 20

1200/2400 159/259 With any Laptop 1200/2400 150/250

WonUndcr: single card Expansion slot lor Toshiba Laptops. Sup-

ports rrtosi Toshiba compatible cards of 10" or less such as LAN and

EGA cards II all you need is one expansion slot, this is your low cost

alternative lO expansion chasis Specify T1 100+ . Tt200 or T3100/T5100

Only 299 With any Laptop . 270

NOVATION Parrot 1200 External modem World's smallest (size of

an audio cassette) external modem Does not require any batteries. AC
or line power Includes comm, software Comes with 25 pm female con-

nector For Toshiba adapter cable, add 20

Only 129 With any Laptop 120

A DICONIX 150 Parallel w/3' Cable
OOO Purchase

of Any Laptop 299 NEC P2200 329
PRINTERS

ALPS Allegro 24 pin 359
ALO 200 Color 18/24 pin 439/469
ALQ 300 Color t8/24 pin 629/669
ALO 224E Color 599
ALO 324E Color 749
BiDi Tractor: 200/300 70/90
Ribbon ALO Black /Coior 15/20
P2(X)0 w/Tractor 679
P2100 w/Tractor 1079
P2400 Color, w/Tractor 24 pin 969

* DICONIX InkJet 150 parallel

with 3’ or 6' cable 329
With any Laptop 299

NEC P2200 329
5200/5300 515/689
Color Kit 5200/5300 109
Cut Sht Fdr 5200/5300 169/199
* TOSHIBA 321SL 4B9 *
* TOSHIBA 341SL 639 *
KENSINGTON Printer Stand 20
* With Printer 10 *
FREE With Prepaid Printer Order

DRIVES & BACKUP
PLUS HARD CARD: Single Slot

20/40 MB . 499/649
FUJITSU 5.25" 360K for PC/XT 89
FLOPPY 5.25" Ext 360k:Specify PS/2
NEC HD. Toshiba. Zenith 349

TOSHIBA 3.5" Int 1.44MB with
Universal mounting kit 115

SEAGATE; For PC/XT HALF HT
PRO PACK 20 MB (ST 225) 265
PRO PACK 30 MB (ST 238) 285
Fully Pretested, PRO PACK includes
controller, cables, detailed & illustrated

manual One year warranty.
PC/XT Mtng Kil & Filler Plate 10

FOR AT: 40 MB w/partitioning sw
SEAGATE ST251 • 40ms 399
SEAGATE ST 2S1-1 28 ms 449
AT Mounting Kit 10

ARCHIVE: Uses Floppy ConVOC2000
40 MB: External for PC/XT 449

MOUNTAIN: Uses Floppy ConVDC2000
40 MB' Internal for AT 379
DC 2000 Single /Box of 5 25/120
DC600 Single /Box of 5 30/140

MONITORS
LOGITECH AutoSync with EGA Card.

LogiMouse & Paint Show 649
MITSUBISHI D Scan 1371 499
With Till & Swivel SIS

Diamond Scan Tilt & Swivel 30

NEC Multisync 11-1402 589
NEC Multisync PLUS 879
SONY 1311CR-13" Trinitron Color

Remote TV & RGB Monitor 449
Sony 1311 to IBM Cable 20
SONY Multiscan 1303 529
SONY Multiscan 1302 649
Sony 1303/2 to IBM Cable 20
Sony 1303/2 to MAC II Cable 30

TAXAN 770 MultiVision plus 519

ZENITH ZCM-1490 Flat Screen 599
With Zenith Till & Swivel 620

Zenith Tilt & Swivel 30

UNIVERSAL Tilt & Swivel 35

MATH/RAM CHIPS
64K RAM 120ns Set of 9 30
256K RAM 120ns Set Of 9 CALL
8087-3 PC/XT 5 Mhz 115
8087-2 PC/XT 8 Mhz 145
80287-6 AT 6 Mhz 169
80287-8 AT 8 Mhz 239
80287-10 AT 10 Mhz 279
80387-16 for 386 Machines 449
80367-20 for 386 Machines 699

MODEMS

SYSTEMS FAX MACHINES/BOARDS
NEC MultiSpeed EL 1199
MuftiSpeed EL II 1429
MultiSpeed HD w/20 MB 2239
Battery Pack-Specity EL or HD 99
Carry Case; EL/HD 99
Floppy 5 25" Ext 360K for HD 339
NEC Modem 1200/2400 Ini 269/339
TOSHIBA LAPTOPS
T1000 w/oul Carry Case 769
T1000 w/Carry Case 629
T1000 w/Case & TBBK Card 1119
T1200F. 2 floppy w/oul CC 1299
T1200FB. Backlit w/out CC 1499
T1200H. 20Me w/oul CC 2169
T1200HB. Backlit w/oul CC 2349
T3120 w/out Carry Case 2899
T3200 w/out Carry Case 3599
T5100 w/out Carry Case 4649
ACCESSORIES for Toshiba LapTops

With Laptop Use Second Price

AC Adapter T1000/1100+ 75/60
AC Adapter: T1200 99/80
Auto Adapter: TiOOO/ 1 100 +> 65/50
Battery Charger; T1200 239/210
Battery Pack: T1200 65/70
Carry Case for TiOOO or T1200 60
Carry Case for T3120 70
Carry Case for T3200 or TS100 90
Designer Carry Case w/pockels for SW.
manuals, portable printer etc
Specify model 149/130

Expansion Chasis w/mterface for

1100-+/t200 or 3100/5100 869/629
WonUnder; Expansion slot for 1100+-.

1200 or 3100/5100 299/270
Floppy 5.25" Ext 360k 339/330
Memory 766k; TIOOO 299/290
Memory 384k TllOO-f 359/340
Memory 1MB: T1200/T3100 599/570
Memory 2MB T3100 669/640
Memory 3MB: T3200 1239/1200
Memory 2MB; TS100 1049/1020
Modem 1200 Int: TiOOO 319/300
Modem 1200 No Slot; T1200 299
When installed 350

Modems: Tl 100 •+/ 1200/3120/5100
Toshiba 1200 Int 299/260
Megahertz 1200 Int w/sw 169/159
Megahertz 2400 Int w/sw 279/259
Prometheus 1200 Int w/sw 149 /1 39
Prometheus 2400 Int w/sw 329/300
Adaptamodem 2400 Int 329/300
Novation Parrot 1200 Ext 129/120
World Port 1200 Ext 159/150
2400 Ext w/AC Adapter 259/250

Toshiba cable for Ext Modems 20
Numeric Keypad: TIOOO/1200 99/90
Numeric Keypad: T3100/3120 99/90
Brooklyn Bridge 99/90
Battery Waich by Traveling sw 39
Desk Link by Traveling sw 129/120
Laplink Plus by Traveling sw 109/100

SHARP UX-80 for Books/Mags 969
SHARP UX-140/UX-160 919/1119
SHARP FO-300 1149
SHARP FO-420/500 1349/1499
TOSHIBA 30100/3700 1079/1499
FAX BOARDS
PANASONIC FX-B86/e9 Fax Panner769
OUADRAM JT Fax Board 299
JT Fax Portable 369

THE COMPLETE PC Fax Board 349

DISPLAY CARDS
With Monitor Use Second Price

ATI VIP 299/270
GENOA SuperEGA HiRes-f 219/190
SuperVGA HiRes 5200-10 399/370

PARADISE AutoSwitch 480 199/170
Paradise VGA Plus 269/250
Paradise VGA Professtonaf 449/400
VIOEO-7 Vega Deluxe 229 /2Q0
Vega VGA 299/270
Vega V-RAM VGA (256k) 549/500
ZENITH Z-449 279/250
9 to 15 Pin Connector-Required for

some Monitor /Card combinations . 20
Gem Graph 50

KEYBOARD/MOUSE

LAP TOP Modems See SYSTEMS
EVEREX 1200 Int w/BitCom 89
2400 w BItCom Int/Ext 169/199
HAYES 1200B Iniernal-No SW 219
1200B with SmartCom 11 269
NOVATION Parrot 1200 Ext. Size of

Cassette Needs no pwr/battery 129
PROMETHEUS 2400G Ext
TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS
World Port 12CX) Ext
2400 Ext w/AC Adapter
U S ROBOTICS Direct

1200 Int/Exi
2400 Inl/Ext

179

79/99
149/179

KEYTRONIC 101 Keys for IBM PC. XT.
AT with Function Keys on lop row.
separate Cursor Control Keypad and
Numeric Keypad. With 3 years
Keylronics warranty 109
OEM Version; Identical Keyboard w/90
day warranty from us 79
Keyboard Extension cable 10
LOGITECH with Plus software
PS/2 Mouse 79
C-7 Serial or Bus 85
HiRez Bus .89

Logitech Publisher 50
LogiPaint/LogiCadd 25/50
MICROSOFT Mouse: Bus or Ser 119

With Windows: Bus or Serial 149
MOUSE SYSTEMS PC Mouse;
Bus with PC Paint Plus 119

ZOOM HC 2400 Int w/ProComm 129
POWER

FREE DELIVERY
* PREPAID ORDERS IN CONTINENTAL USA ONLY *

Simply mail the check for the exact amount (CA add 64<b) as shown here with your
order. We will ship your order UPS Ground, FREE of any other charges. It is that

simple. For 2 Day AIR shipment, add 2<Vb (Min $10). For Printers & Monitors 5%
(Min $30) Money order/Bank check orders shipped immediately Personal/Co.
checks delay shipment 2/3 weeks (Credit Card orders are not considered prepaid)

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES
For PC XT 150 Watts 69
For AT 200 Watts 89
DATASHIELD Surge Pro 100 79

NEC Multisync 11-1402 ... 589 Display Card s s s 569

300 Watts Turbo Backup
450 Watts Turbo Backup
625 Watts Turbo Backup
SOLID STATE UPS 3" High
SS400/SS700

KENSINGTON Masterpiece
Masterpiece Plus
Masterpiece Remote

399
469
569

TOSHIBA T1000 769 TOSHIBA 321SL/341SL 489/639
* PREPAID BY CHECK ONLY *

* POSTMARKED BY NOVEMBER 20. 1988

TOSHIBA 321SL/341SL 475/620 T1200H w

T1000 w/oul Carry Case 749 T1200H «

TiOOO W/Toshiba Carry Case 799 Tl200He
TIOOO w/Oesigner Carry Case B49 T1200H8
TiOOO w/Toshiba CC & 76BK Caro 1079 T3120 w/
TIOOO W/Oesigner CC & 7eaK Card 1129 T3120 w/
T1200F w/Toshiba Carry Case 1339 T3200w/
T12O0F w/Designer Carry Case 1399 T3200 w/
Tt200FB w/Toshiba Carry Case 1539 T5100 w/
T1200FB w/Designer Carry Case 1599 T5100 w/

if SUPER SPECIALS * PREPAID BY CHECK ONLY *
* POSTMARKED BY NOVEMBER 20. 1968 *

1

1

Toshiba Carry Case
I /Designer Carry Case
w / Toshiba Carry Case
w/ Designer Carry Case
Toshiba Carry Case
Designer Carry Case
Toshiba Carry Case
Designer Carry Case
Toshiba Carry Case
Oesigrier Carry Case

PLUS Hard Card 40 MB
HAYES 1200B Internal-No SW
HAVES 1200B with SmanCom II

PROMETHEUS 240OG Ext

MOUSE SYSTEMS PC Mouse Bus
LOOITECH HiRez Bus
LOTUS symphony 3 5* Vei 1 2

LOTUS Metro 3 5" Ver 1 0

BORLAND Sidekick ^>ecify 5 25 or :

PC Paint Plus /Gem Graph

NEC MultiSpeed EL II

NEC MultiSpeed HD
NEC P2200 Par w/Cable
MITSUBISHI 1371 w/Tilt 6 Swivel

TAXAN 770 Plus w/ Genoa HiRes +

SONY 1311 w/ cable lor IBM
SONY 1303 w/cabie IBM or Apple

SONY 1302 w/ cable IBM or Apple

ZENITH ZCM 1490 Flat Screen with

Zenith Z-449

* FOREIGN ORDERS * PLUS HARD CARD 20/40 . . . 499/649 * APO * FPO *

For foreign orders add special handling charge

of $30 per order Air shipments add 10% (Mm
$50) For Printers & Monitors 30% (Min $150)

Some Items may be more Credit card orders,

add 5% to amount owed
FAX; 714-891-2364

POLICY Mm order $100 lor COOlCredit Cards Prepaid orders Mm $50 Prices & availabikly subiect to Change

Shipping charges vary (Min $10) Prices reflect discount for advance payment Personal /Co checks delay shipmeni

2/3 weeks Add 2% (Mm $5) for COO & Discover. 3% for MC/Viu and 5% for Amex & Optima C<D0 requires

cash or cashier check No shmroom or waikm sales Open acci PO mm order $1000. caS for special prices All

sales final Refused sfxpmenis suOfect lo a 2046 charge (Mm $50) Not responsibfe for compatibility

• PICKUP HOURS: Mon-Fri: 3 to 5 pm. PLEASE CALL FIRST FOR WORKORDER *. «

For APO /FPO orders, add special handling

charge S30 per order Shipping charges add

5% (Min $20] For Pnnters & Monitors 10%
(Min $40) Some items may be more. No COO
orders Credit Card orders, add 5% to amount
owed.

Uli 714-897-2100
12605 HOOVER STREET, GARDEN GROVE. CA 92641 PLEASE REFER TO AD # PC 848



( Leprecard Dish Cards for PC & AT Computers )"

Tandy 1 000 ModelLeprecards feature Seagate drives, the acknowledged leader in technology and reliability.

You can use them as the first or second hard d»sfc in your system. Low power consumption
drives mean less strain on your system. You get a 1 year warranty, unlimited technh
cal support & our illustrated installation and user’s guide. Models available for IBM
PC/XT and compatibles. ATs and compatibles, as well as the TANDY 1000//\/SX/

TX/TL/SL

FREE SOFTWARE: TakeTwo. the backup utility PC MAGAZINE named
Editors Choice in 1986 & 1987, & PC KWIK disk cacheing from Multisoft.

r N
MODEL LPC 30/40 LPC 49/28

DRIVE ST138R ST157R

SIZE/PERFORMANCE 32MB 40ms 49MB 28ms*

8 BIT PC/XT TYPE $389 5549

\^16 BIT PC/AT TYPE $449 $599 /
^ *Average access speed per partition. Tandy 1CXX>/A/SX/TX Leprecards add $20.

( Seagate PC/XT Disk Hits

’ Pretested & formatted

' Western Digital short slot controller

• 30 Page installation guide & reference manual
' Cables, mounting screws, full & half-height face

plates

• TakeTwo backup software. PC MAGAZINE
"Editors Choice"

• PC-KWIK cache software by Multisoft

• 1 Year Warranty. 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
' Optional: 1 50 watt. UL/FCC approved power
supply for IBM PCs. $69 TANDY 1000 kits add $20 •

20MB KIT $279
• Seagate ST225 - 21.4MB/65ms./Half-Height/14.8 watts

30MB KIT $299
• Seagate $T238 32.7MB/65ms./Half-Height/14.8 watts

40MB KIT $459
• Seagate ST251 • 42.8MB/Half-Height/1 1 watts

• Preformatted into a pair of 21MB/28ms. partitions

65MB KIT $549
• Seagate ST277R - 65.5MB/Half-Height/1 1 watts

Preformatted into a pair of 32MB/28ms. partitions

XLepreFAX Modems

External Internal

$359 4800 $289
9600 $559

' Sends/Receives from any Group 3
' Sends ASCII or word processing files

' Prints on standard dof-rT7alrix or laser

printers

’ Easy to use Pop-up Menus
' Automated sending during low phone rate

periods
' Portable external plugs into PC/XT/AT serial

port. $359
‘ PC Magazine Editor's Choice
' InfoWorld Product of the Year

• Seagate Drive with IBM AT rails & cables

• SpeedStor or OnTrack large drive software

• fbrmafted, Partitioned & Tested

%
ll

So* Mean SoeM Fomu Cictatr Pna

HH ST251 40ms MFM 46MB $359

HH ST251-1 30m$ MFM 42MB $449

HH ST277R 40ms RLL 65MB $499

FH ST4096 28ms MFM 80MB $599

1 286^° Computer )

80286 Processor running at 6/10 Mhz wUh 0 wait states

provides a Norton $1 rating of 1 1.5. 8 slots • Room for 1

full and 3 half-height drives -220 watt power supply *

Clock/calerydar - Serial

& parallel ports -

Choice of 1.2 or

1.44MB Woopy

drive - Genuine

Wesfem 0/gifa/

comb/nafton Hard

disk/floppy

controller • Maxiswitch

101 key keyboard •

512K RAM standard

expandable to 1MB •

Award BIOS 1

year warranty

• 30 day

money back

guarantee. ili'

$895

Complete Systems with Serial/

Parallel Ports:

Monographics Card &
Monitor $1095

VGA Card & Monochrome
Monitor $1295

EGA Card 8 £G>^

Monitor $1495

Orchid VGA Card &
Multiscan Monitor

' iiiiiiiiiiiiiHniniluiliiH

$1595

Orchid Designer VGA
Card & NED Multisync II

Monftor $1895

CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD
/

2524B Townsgale Rd.. Dept. P.

Westlake Village. CA 91361

To order, or get

our free catalog, call TOLL FREE

800-722AT-XT

California

805-373-7847

FAX
805-379-9345

• No extra for Visa/Master/Disoover (AMEX add 3%).

• Prices include UPS surface shipping.

• federal Express shipping just St.50 per poured.

• 30 Day money back guarantee

• Corporate & Institutional PC's accepted.

• Call for our FREE catalog.



/Arlington &mputer Product/ give/ you the
be/t price/ on IBCHPC/. . .ond Compaq tool

IBM PERSONAL SYSTEM II

Model 30. 20 MB. w/Monitor $1899
Model 50. 20 MB, w/Monitor $2749
Model 50Z. 30 MB. w/Monitor $2999
Mode! 60. w/44 MB and Monitor S3495
Model 60. w/70 MB and Monitor $3395
Model 80, w/44 MB and Monitor $4595
Model 80. w/70 MB and Monitor $5249
Model 80. w/115 MB and Monitor $5795

w/Color Monitor add $250

^BM XT & AT Calf for Custom ContlgunUona^

COMPAQ 286
DESKTOP — 1 Drive
640K. 40 MB. Monitor $2295

PORTABLE 11 MOD. IV —
1 Drive 640K. 20 MB $2799

PORTABLE III
—

1 Drive 640K. 20 MB $3599

w/40 MB $4175

COMPAQ DESK PRO
1 Drive, 640K. 20 MB
Green or Amber Monitor .

.

. . $1695

COMPAQ 386
Model 386S (16 MHZ) S2995
Model 386S w/40 MB (16 MHZ)S3795
Model w/60 MB-20 MHZ $5099
Model w/130 MB-20 MHZ . .

. $6499
Model w/300 MB-20 MHZ . . . $8795
Model w/110 MB-25 MHZ . . . $7399

COMPAQ PORT. 386
Model 40 $5649
Model 100 $6995

AST PREMIUM 286
10 MHZ. 512K. 1 floppy. 40 MB. serial and parallel ports, monochrome graphics

adaptor, monochrome monitor.

MULTIFUNCTION
BOARDS

Everex Magicard 384K $199
AST 6 Pack W/384K $229
AST Rampage PC w/64K $239
AST Rampage AT w/512K $389
Orchid Tiny Turbo $279
Intel Above Board PC $239
Intel Above Board 286 $369
Intel Above Board PSIl $269
Irma Board $695
AST 5251-11 $529
AST 5251-11 Plus Enhanced ... $589

CHIPS
64K Ram Chips 9 for $25
256K Chips each $11
8087-3/-2 $109/$149
80287-6MHZ $159
80287-8MHZ $239
80287-10MHZ $279
80387-16 $429
80387-20 $639
80387-25 $659

$2699

SOFTWARE
D Base III Plus $379
Framework $399
IBM Displaywrite IV $299
Lotus 123 $299
Managing Your Money $125

Microsoft Word $219
Multimate Adv. II $259
R Base for DOS $439
Smartcom $59
Symphony $429
Ventura Desktop PubI $499
Word Perfect 5.0 $219

MODEMS & FAXES
Hayes 1200/2400 S289/$419
Everex 1200/2400 $79/$149
Everex 2400 External $249
Mouse Systems $99
Microsoft $109
Logitech $74
Sharp FO-300 Fax $1219
Sharp FO-420 Fax $1339

PRINTERS
EPSON

LX 800 ... . $189 LQ 500 ..

.

$299
DFX 5000

.

$1349 LQ 850 ..

.

$519
FX850 ... . $339 LQ 1050 .

.

$719
FX 1050 .. . $479 LQ 950 ..

.

$589
EX'800 ... . $429 LQ 2550 .

.

$919

OKIDATA
ML 320 ..

.

. $339 ML 321 ... $469
ML 390 ..

.

. $469 ML 391 ... $639
393.. .$929

TOSHIBA
321 S/L/341 S/L $489/S609
351 SX $989

NEC
P5200 $539 P5300 $699
3550 $749 P9XL $1049
P5XL $859 P2200 $349

IBM
Quietwriter III $1199
Proprinter II $389
Proprinter X24 $549
Proprinter XL $549
Proprinter XL24 $719

HEWLETT-PACKARD
LaserJet II $1699
1 MG Upgrade $319

2 MG Upgrade $599
4 MG Upgrade $1199
25 in 1 Font $299

DRIVES & TAPES
Ext, 5%" for PSIl . . $239 SEAGATE HARD DISKS
Toshiba SVj" 720K $109 20 MB for XT (ST225) . $269
Toshiba Z'/i" 1,44 . $125 30 MB for XT (ST238). $289
20 MB Tape $339 40 MB for AT (ST251) . $359
40 MB Tape for AT 40 MB for AT (ST251-1)$479
or Compaq 386 $459 80 MB for AT $599

IOMEGA
Bernoulli Box II b'/t" 20 MB Ini. w/card $969
Dual 20 Ext. w/card $1785
Bernoulli Plus $3450

PLUS
Hard Card 20 MB . . $529 Hard Card 40 MB . . $649

VIDEO BOARDS
ATI EGA Wonder $189
ATI VIP VGA $269
Compaq VGA $449
Everex EGA Autoswitch.. $139
Everex ZGA $239
Hercules Graphics Plus . . $179

NEC MVA 1024 $799
Orchid VGA $289
Paradise Autoswitch 480 . $169
Paradise VGA $279
Paradise Professional $389
Vega VRAM VGA $499
Vega VGA $269

^ r MONITORS
NEC

Multisync $579
Multisync Plus $889
Multisync XL. 19” $2075

AMDEK
310A/410A $129/$149

PRINCETON
HX12E...$449 Ultrasync $519

SAMSUNG
Color $239
EGA $349
Multisync $439

Arlington
itA

FOR ORDERS A SYSTEMS QUOTES:

roduct/.lnc.
3025-E S. MALMO
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS. IL 60005

.STEMS ouores $00-548-5105
CUSTOMER SERVICE AND IN ILLINOIS 312-228-6333

SHIPPING 312-228-6333
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 312-228-1470

FAX 312-228-0516

Prices end Avillability Subject To Change Without Notice



Amcfkci / choke cind i^rlington Omputer

It's not hard to

understand why. Care In

design, engineering and
manufacturing have made
Epson an Industry leader
and the Industry
standard. And to back
their reputation, a one
year warranty stands
behind every Epson
product.

Arlington Computer
Products Is an authorized
Epson® dealer. Please
call for Immediate
delivery at very
competitive prices.

1 [

-

MlTH Til T]
tfiiill ill 1

'

Epson FX-850
Narrow-carnage 9-ptn. dol-matnx printer

• SmartPark?* a unique Epson paper-handling

innovation, lets you switch from fanfold to single

sheets or envelopes without removing hardware
or paper

* With a standard push feed tractor and sir>gle

sheet friction feed, the FX-850 can handle virtu-

ally any type of paper as well as envelopes.
’ Exclusive SelecType front contiol panel puts
popular printer features and SmartParK
operations at your fingertips

The FX-850 prints 264 characters per second
(CPS) in high-speed draft mode (12 CPI), 54
CPS m Near Letter Quality mode (12 CPI)

Epson FX-1050
* Wide-carnage 9-pin. dot-matnx printer

• SmartPark. " a unique Epson paper-handling

innovation, lets you switch from fanfold to single

sheets or envelopes without ren^oving hardware
or paper

* With a standard push feed tractor and single

sheet friction feed, the FX-1050 can har>dle

virtually ar^ type of paper as well as envelopes
- Exclusive SelecType front control panel puts
popular printer features and SmartPark
operations at your fingertips

• The FX-1050 taints 264 characters per secorxl

(CPS) in high-speed draft mode (12 CPI); 54
CPS in Near Letter Quality mode (12 CPI).

I

Epson LQ-500
• Epson^ 24'pin. dot-matnx technology creates

true letter quality characters and high-resolution

graphics
• Prints 180 characters per secor>d (CPS) in draft

mode; 60 CPS in letter quality (12 CPI)
• Automatic single sheet loadirig. standard pull

tractor and friction feed for versatile paper

har>dling

• Exclusive SelecType front control panel offers

quick, easy selection of popular typestyles. fonts

and pitch

• Two resident, letter quality fonts ^ Roman and
Sans Serif

• New ‘shadow’ and “outline’ print modes for use
with desktop publishing applications

Epson LQ-850
• Epson^ 24-pin, dot-matrix techrology creates

true letter quality characters

• Epson's Srnartf^rk'
• Exclusive SelecType front control panel offers

quick, easy selection of popular typestyles, fonts

and pitch

• 264 Characters per second in the high-speed

draft mode delivers outstanding productivity

• 86 Characters per second in Letter Quality

mode for enha^ed, high-resolution characters

• In draft mode or Letter Quality mode, the LO-850
rurts at a surprisingly quiet 55 dB noise level

Epson LQ-1050
« Epson's 24-pin. dot-matnx techr>ology creates

true letter quality characters

• Epson's Smartf^rk
’

• 264 Characters per secorKf in the high-speed

draft mode delivers outstarxjing productivity

• 86 Characters per secorxl in Letter Quality

rrxxle for enhanced, high-resolution characters

• In draft mode or letter quality mode, the LQ-1050

runs at a surprisingly quiet 55 dB noise level

• Exclusive SelecType frorrt control panel offers

quick, easy selection ol popular typestyles. fonts

arxf pitch

Epson LQ-2550
• 24-Pin technology creates superior Letter

Quality characters and high-resolution

graphics up to 360 dpi

• 7-Color printing capability is standard

• Epson’s SmartPark

"

• Exclusive LCD SelecType front control panel

for easy selection of pre-sets, fonts and printer

funct»ons.

• 133 Characters per second pnnt speed in

Letter Quality mode (12 CPI)
• 400 Characters per second pnnt speed in draft

mode (12 CPI).

• Epson LQ ESC/P ' assures software

compatibility

j

EPSON
WHENYOU'VE GOTAN EPSON.

YOU'VE GOTA LOT OF COMPANY.
-

CIRCLE 33« ON READER SERVICE CARD

Epson is a registered trademark of Seiko

Arlington caii: 800-548-5105



RECEIVE A

FREE
SIVA 386
SYSTEM
(*2995 VALUE)

for the Holidays’^

^ wit^ tt^^RSiase
Hardware/Software Products.^

See VNS America Corp. advertisemei

in this issue or

252-4212

VNS America Corp.

t'-'W

Suite 270, 910 Boston Post Road ' >
Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752 USA
In Massachusetts 508-460-0016

FAX; 508-481-2218 „



Receive a

FREE*
s:
38
SYSTEM

case&Mi 6 half-height

!<n^wo8s-.

.

lutm IT Non-^Gb)^

PSptey. and
SJi^el ba^; Hercules-

Adapter.

^ Brii^anced Keyboard,

Pleasant “Tbctile/Cli^’ Feel.

80287/387 Math-

dpprocessors optional.

• Polly compatible with

, virtually all XT/AT and
386 ^ftware.

Upgrades foryourFREE
386 System:
• VGA Color Upgrade —
add only $495.

^?20 MHz CPU Upgrade —
;-’!rfd only $195.

eail for a]\ other options

&d upgrades.

Choose Your.Hardware
IA hardware purchase of$4995 or more is required

to receive the SIVM 386 System FREE.

QMS PS 80011 Postscript Laser Printer $5995

QMS PS 810 Postscript Laser Printer $4995

CDC WREN IV 300MB SCSI
Hard drive with Controller

$2595

CDC WREN 111 155MB SCSI

Hard drive with Controller

$1795

CDC WREN II 86MB ST506
Hard drive with HD/FD Controller

$ 895

Eight Port RS232 Intelligent Card

with Xenix Driver

$ 995

32-Bit 8MB Memory Expansion Board $2997

Intel 80387 — 16 Coprocessor $ 495

Software

$ 595

$ 895

$1295

$ 995

$ 495

CALL

CALL

• Complete SCO Xenix Systern^^^^^™ $1595

(including Operating System, Developing System and
Text Processing System for 80386-based System)

• SCO Lyrix System

• SCO Professional

• SCO Integra

• SCO Foxbase Plus

• SCO VP/IX
(integrated DOS environment — two users)

• Language & Development Tools

• Networking & Communication Packages

A software purchase of$2995 or more is required to receive

your FREE SIKi 386 System. Mix and match to meet
your needs!

Prices are for Industry Standard 80386-based Computers.
For all other systems and items please call;

1-800-252-4212

VNS America Corp.

Suite 270, 910 Boston Post Road
Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752 U.SA
In Massachusetts 508-460-0016

FAX: 508-481-2218

•Offer good until December 31, 1988.
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ameco
ELECTRONICS

• QUALHY PRODUCTS
• COMPETITIVEPRICING • PROMPTDELIVERY
24 HOUR ORDER HOTLINE CUSTOMER SERVICE (7AM-5PM PST]

415-592-8097 415-592-8121
MMC
MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL

Jameco
IBM PC/Xr/AT
Compatible
Motherboards

inciuoea JE3005 Picturwl

JE1001 4.77/8MHZ (PC/XT) $89.95
JE1002 4.77/10MHz(PC/XT) $109.95
JE3005 8/12MHZ (AT) $329.95

Jameco IBM
PC/XT/AT
Compatible
Computer
Cases

JE1019

JE1010 StanclardPC/XTRip*TopCasa$34.95

JE1011 Standard PC/XT Slide Case . . $39.95
JE1014 Baby XT Turbo EUp-Top Case $69.95
JE1018 Baby AT SHde Case $69.95
JE1019 Baby AT Fllp-Tbp Case .... $69.95

Jameco IBM
PC/XT/AT
Compatible
ftRwer
Supplies

JE1032 Pictured

6

AT (2(X) watt): +5VO 20A. -5VO 0.5A. + 12V S SA.

-12Ve0.5A

JE1030 std size PC/XT $69:95 $59.95
JE1031 Baby PC/XT. $69.95
JE1032 BabyAT $89.95

Jameco IBM PC/XT/AT
Compatible Keyboards

JE101«Pteair«d

JE1015 standard AT layout (XT/AT) .. $59.95
JE1 016 Enhanced layout (XT/AT) .... $69.95

0 LOGITECH 2 and 3 Button Mice
«or IBM PC/XT/AT

• Utilizes opto-
mechanlcal technology
’ Indudes driver sofhrare^
• Serial or Bus Card Mer-

sions available Fully

compatible w/ all mouse
based applications

M8 Pictured

M8 ?-6ulton. Serial Mouaa. . . . $49.95
C7PLUS 3-8unon. Serial Mouaa. . . . $79.95
BUS S-BuKon, Bua Mouse $79.95

RAM, V20 & Intel Math Coprocessors
'41S4-160 S5.S36x1 (ISOna) S2.S9
'41296-100 262.144x1 (1{X>rtal $1X29
*41296-120 262.144x1 (120ml S1X9S
'41296-190 262.144x1 (ISOna) 61X29
IJP070109-9 (SMH2) V20 Olp (Replacas 6068) . . . 97.49
UP0701064 (8MH2I V20 Ovp

(Replacea 6068 or 6069-2) 610.79

9097-2 Mam Coproceaaor PC/XT and
Compatibles iBMHr) 9159.9$

90297*10 Math Coproceaaor AT and
Compelibiea IIOMHz) 9309.99

80397.19 lAath Coprocesaor 386 |16MHx) . . . 9474.95
90387-20 htath Cofvoceaaor 36(< <20MHz) .. . 9749.95
S11000P-10 1.048.576x1 (lOOnal 939.95

IBMAT Compatible
16MHz 80280 NEAT Motherboard

• Expandablo to 1MB RAM uaine 2S6K
ORAM diipa or4MB uatoe 1MB DRAMcMpi

• Additional IMS wMh2S6K DRAM SIP9 or
4MB wMi 1MB DRAM SiPs tor a total ol SMB

• 6/12 or 8/1 6MHz hardware or keyboard
talactabie

• Front panel LED indicatore supported
• Six 16-bM and two 8-bit axpaitoion bus siots
• AMI BtOS ROMs Included
Supports aN NEAT tunctiona including

shadow RAM, EMS 4.0, RAM re-mapping,
selectabta welt atstaa, etc.

• 80267*10 Math Coproceaaor capability
• Norton St rating of 15.6 a

si»:i3-.a.5- Latest
«MgM:2.2sii>.. Tcchnotogyl

One Ymar V/arrantyl

JE301 0 a/12/16MHz AT Comp. Motherboard $499.95
IBM COIIWmBLE DISPLAY MONITORS

1 2" Amber Monochrome —
TTL input, High Resolution (PC/XT/AT)

AMBER $99.95

14" RGB Color — CGA Compatible
Amber/Green/Color SwHchabie. 640 x

200 Resolution (PC/XT/AT)

CTX2410 $279.95 cr:

1 4" EGA Color - EGA/CGA Compat.. 720 X 350 Max. Resolution (PC/XT/AT)

TM5154 $399.95

14" Muitiscan Color - VGA/PGC/EGA compatible. SOO x 600 Max. Reso-
lution (PC/XT/AT)

TM5155 $549.95

EGA/VGA MONITOR AMD CARP SPECIALS
14" EGA Monitor and EGA Card • ega compatible. 720 x 350 Max.
Resolution - displays up to 1 6 colors (PC/XT/AT)

JE1059 SAVE$40.00L $519.95

13” VGA Monitor and VGA Card - VGA compatible. 800 x 560 Max.
Resolution — displays up to 256 colors (PC/XT/AT)

JEVGA. $649.95

JAMECO IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS

Graphic
Display
Cards

JE1050
^ JCIBSO

Mono Graphics Card w/Printer Rsrt (PC/XT/AT). . .. . . $59.95

JE10S2 Color Graphics Card w/Printer Ftort (PC/XT/AT). ,

.

. . . $49.95

JE1055 EGA Card W/256K Video RAM (PC/XT/AT) $169.95 $1 59.95

JE1071
Multi I/O with Drive Controller
and Mono Graphics (PC/ICT) ..$119.95

MuKifunction, I/O and Expansion Cards
I/O Card with Serial. Game. Parallel Printer

JE1060 Ffort and Real Time Clock (PC/XT) $59.95

JE1061 RS232 Serial Half Card (PC/XT) . . . $29.95

JE1062 RS232 Serial Hall Card (AT) . . . $34.95

JE10G5
I/O Card vrith Serial, (^me and
Parallel Printer Rjrt (AT) . . . $59.95

JE1081
2MB of expanded or extended memory
(zero-K on-board) (AT) . . $119.95

JE1082

3MB of expanded or extended memory, parallel printer

port, serial port and game port

(zero-K on-board) (ATI $169.95

Roppy and Hard Disk Controller Cards
JE1 041 20/40MB Hard Disk Controller C:ard (PC/XT) $79.95

JE1043 360K/720K/1.2MB/1.44Ma Floppy Disk Cont. (PC/XT/AT) $49.95

JE1044 360K Floppy/Hard Disk Controller Card (PC/XT).

.

..$129.95

JE1045
360K/720K/1.2MB/1 44MB Floppy/Hard Disk
(Stroller Card (AT) . . $149.95

IBM PC/XTand AT Computer KHa aMo available

3.S' PC/XT/AT Compatible
Disk Drives

39' 730KB • MounUng Rwne
MF353B included (fC/xr/AT) S4SSe5 $109.95

3.9* 1 44MB • Mountmg Frame
MF3S5B Inctuded (PC/XT/AT) $449:95 $129.95

^Seagate
20, 30, 40
and 60MB
Half Height
Hard Disk
Drives

ST22S
ST225XT
ST225AT
ST236
57238X7
5r236AT
57251
ST251XT
ST2S1AT
5T2S1-1
ST277
ST277XT
ST277AT

BT22$Xr Pictured

20HB Drive only (PC/XT/AT) $224.95
20MB N/ControBw (PC/XT) $269.95
20118 w/Cowtro64r (AT) $339.95
soya Drive only (PC/XT/AT) $249.95
30H8 w/Coubeiet (PC/XT). .... $299$5
30MB w/CeidtoBer (AT) $369.95
40UB Drtvs only (PCnCT/AT) $429.95
40MB w/ConL Card (PC/XT) $469.95
40MB w/CoMboBar Card (AT). . . . $539.95
40Me RM 29m4 (Ortvo only) $499.95
60MB Drive onty (PC/XT/AT) $499.95
60HB tv/ConUoaev (PCm> $549.95
OOMB w/ConUeBer Card (/^ $639$5

30MB Hard Disk Card
for IBM PC/XT/AT

- 32.5MB formatted capac^ * Saves space and
reduces power consumption • Easy installation

* Pre-tested and iow-ievel formatted

SA30 ^9$:»5 $379.95

40MB Tape Back-Up
for IBM PC/XT/AT

bKk-upol40M8in40
mrnulet • Slendard QIC
data lormat • Eaay to

uae merru-drtvan so6-

dated file beck-up
- brcludea ona 40M8
'bpaCarbi^

^JIO 40MB Tape Back-Up and Tape $349.95
TB40 40Me Tape Canndga $24.95

Jameco 5.25" PC/XT
& AT Compatible ^
Disk Drives

JC1022 (Plctumd)

JE1020 360K6lackBzL(PC/XT/AT)...$ 89.95
JE1021 SeOKSeteaBaL (PC/XT/AT)... $ 89.95
JE1022 12MBBal0aBaL(PC/XT/AT). .$109.95

2400/1200/300 Modems
Datatronics
• HayeacorrHnandcompat.
ble • Bell 103/212A com-
patible Auto-diai/auio-

anavrer FCC approved
1-yeor warranty - Indudea

MaxMita ComiAunicabon
I

Sottware (except 1200P)

1200P 1200/300 Beud Pocket Modem $99.95
1200H 1200/300 Beud Memal Modem. ... $ 69.95
2400S 2400/1200/300 Internal Modem. . . . $129.95
t200C 1200/300 Baud ExIamalBlodom $99.95
2400E 2400/1 200/300 EUantalliodam Sm$5

US. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance

California Residents:
Add 6%, 6Vi% or 7%

Sales lax
IBM ie a regietored tredemarfc
of Intomational Businoss Machines

(MaaterCord J
$20 Minimum Order

ameco
ELECTRONICS

Prices Subject to Change
'DRAM'S Subfeet to Freouent Price Changes

Send $2.00 Postage for a
FREE 1989 CATALOG

FAX Numbers: 415-592-2503
or 415-595-2664

1355 Shoreway Road, Belmont, California 94002 ©issfl Jameco Electronics
Jefex: 1 76043

11^ 24 HOUR ORDER HOTLINE (415) 502-8027 • The Following Phone Unes Are Available From 7AM-5PM P.S.T.:
» Customer Service (415) 592-8121 Technical Assistance (415) 592-9990 » Credit Department (415) 592-9983 * All Other Inquiries (415) 592-7108
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VNS America Corp.

delivers unmatched Quality, Performance

and Pricing!

COMPARE!
A Complete 12 MHZ High-Speed SIVA 286 OAC

System with 40MB (28MS-ST251-1) Hard Disk ^1^79
Complete System Features:

80286 CPU, 8/12.5 MHZ Dual Speed, Keyboard

Selectable

High-Speed RAM, 512K Expandable to 4MB on the

Motherboard (16MB System Tbtal)

Phoenix BIOS

40MB Hard Drive, 1.2MB Floppy Drive

Ultra High-Speed Floppy, Hard Disk Controller

1:1 Interleave, 800KB/Sec Transfer Rate

High Resolution 12" Amber Display with Tilt and
Swivel Base, with Compatible Graphics Controller

Full 101-Key Enhanced Keyboard, Pleasant

Tbctile/Click Feel

TWo Serial and One Parallel Printer Ports and
1 One Mouse Port

3-16 Bit and 1-8 Bit Free Expansion Slots

Clock Calendar with 10-Year Life Battery Backup

80287 Support, up to 12 MHZ
Meets FCC Requirements

Standard System Including all Standard

Features except Hard Disk $995

Lowest Cost Compilable Upgrades
I Additional 512K Memory for $195.

1 1.5MB Additional Memory for $395.

EGA Upgrade for $195.

Nine Reasons to Call VNS America Now. .

.

Produced by High Technology Manufacturing Processes

Fully Surfece Mounted Tfechnology

EGA Controller Standard

Supports 3.5" and 5.25" Floppy Disks

10-Year Battery Life

Phoenix BIOS

No Memory Surcharge (We’re not opportunists!)

Same Day Shipment (Competitors often take

4-6 weeks.)

100%-Compatible with Your Budget

VNS America Corp.

Suite 270, 910 Boston Post Road
Marlboro. Massachusetts 01752 U.SA
1-800-252-4212

In Massachusetts 508-481-4746

FAX; 508-481-2218

CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OrderNow
mToU-Free

1-800-252-4212 ,
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NEC LC 890

JOIN THE#1 “COMPUTER
WW\0W€m\ WAREHOUSECLUB-® FOR BUSINESS

THE 286/12®2,950°°*
MODEMS

35 Resident type fonts

4 standard interfaces

3MB of internal memory

LC 890 Toner Cartridge (6Pk.) 62.10*

THE 2400 BAUD MODEM
$999^100% Hayes

compatible halt height

card modem w
Bitcom communica-
tions software

THE®1200 BAUD External ^ 85.85*

THE® 2400 BAUD External 129.00*

512K of 1MB on the

MothertKiarO 6-12Mhz
|

Keyboard'Toggle Switch I
Selectable 1 2MB
Mitsubishi HOC'FDC •
Phoenix Bios 101 Key

Keyboard Monitor & Video —

,

Board Optional

®915‘

BUY NOW AT DISCOUNT WHOLESALE + 8% PRICES !

*

BUSINESS SOFTWARE ! MONO & COLOR CARDS
' I!!.

ALDUS ^

ASHTON-TATE r

ASHTONTATE f.‘ :m -iv . i
-

BORLAND INT L :

BORLAND INT^
BORLAND INT Sidekick Plus

BORLAND INT Sprint

BORLAND INT Turbo C or Basic ...

CENTRAL POINT PC Tools Deluxe
DAC SFT DAC Easy Accounting 3.0

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT Lotus 1-2-3

MERIDIAN TECH Carbon Copy Plus
MICROSOFT VV-.

MICROSOFT Excel
MICROSOFT Basic 4.0 or Windows .

MICROSOFT ' V- -

PEACHTREE SFT Accting Sys II

PETER NORTON Utilities-Advanced

QUARTERDECK OFFICE Desqview
SYMANTEC Q&A 3.0
WORDPERFECT WordPerfect 5-0 ...

XEROX CORP Ventura Publisher ....

479.75*

345.32
235.0
392 ^

129.U-

112 .11
*

108.50*
56.05*
37.50*

53.00*
269.00*
100.49*
116.15
265.00*

,
60.55*

lyy.OO*

146.45*

. 68.25*

69.69*

186.85*
205.00*
445.00*

PLOTTERS/SCANNERS
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS All Models CALL
HEWLETT PACKARD Scanjel 929.00*

PANASONIC FX-RS505 Scanner 829.00*

lOLINE PLOTTERS CALL
SUMMAGRAPHICS(12x 12) 342.39*

SUMMAGRAPHICS(12x 18) 564.59*

PRINTERS
PANASONIC

10801
1592
KX-P4450 LASER 1

CITIZEN
180D
MSP-45
Tribute 224
Premier 35

EPSON
LX800
LQ500
LQ1050
FX1050
FX850

NEC
5200
P530U
P2200 Dot Matrix

OKIDATA
ML 393
ML 321
ML 320

HEWLETT PACKARD
Laserjet II 1

DeskJet

170.69*
389.00*
469.00*

166.65*
437.00*
578.90*
489.00*

176.00’

. CALL

. CALL

. CALL

. CALL

489.00*
639.00'
317.14'

865.00*
435.00*
315.00*

,585.00*
651.45*

HERCULES Graphics Card Plus
THE® Color Card or Mono
A.T.I. EGA Wonder 800 x 560
ORCHID Designer VGA (IBM PC/XT)
PARADISE Auto Switch 480
PARADISE VGA Plus Card
VIDEO 7 Vega Deluxe 640 x 480
VIDEO 7 VGA

170.69*
55.00*

205.00*
287.31*
162.00*
253.00*
185.14*
249.96*

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
AST Premium 286 Model 80 1

,

APPLE Macintosh Plus. SE, MAC II

COMPAQ Deskpro 286/40M8 2,

COMPAQ Deskpro 386/60MB 5,

COMPAQ Portable III MDL 40 3,

IBM PS/2 Model 30 CMS 20MB 1

,

IBM PS/2 Model 50 2,

TOSHIBA T-1000 Laptop w,512K
TOSHIBA T-1200 HO W/20MB. backlit 2,

TOSHIBA T-51 00 w 2MB RAM. 40MB 4,

TOSHIBA T-3200 Laptop 3.

,399.00*

CALL
,295.25*

,089.00*

,850.00*

,473.59*

,395.00*

729.00*

,193.00*

,450.00*

,395.00*

[NEC HD. 640L. 2MB. backlit 2.095P0*|

Call For Best Pricing On Other Models

WordPerfect
\\» >al I *n H.cssinji .S< ilavuiv

$20500*

Advanced word processing functions

100,000 word phonetic dictionary

Split screen editing

Use up to 5 different fields at once

PANASONIC
10911 MDL.2

$165
*

192/32 CPS.
10“ Par w/ tractor

FLOPPIES, DRIVES, TAPES
CMS 360K Ext. PS/2 Floppy 231.29*

IOMEGA Bernoulli II 20MB Int 738.00*

IRWIN 64MB Int Tape for IBM PS/2 ... 499.00*

IRWIN 145 40MB Internal Tape 419.65*
MINISCRIBE 36'.;. : Kit 360.57*

MITSUBISHI 360K 1/2 Ht Dr . . 79.79*

MITSUBISHI 1MB 3.5"FD 79.79*

MITSUBISHI 1 .2MB Floppy 1/2 Ht 85.62*

PLUS DEVEL Hardcard 20 489.87*

PLUS DEVELHardcard 40 601.82*

SEAGATE ST-225 20MB Kit 249.00*

MINISCRIBE 3675 60MB HD Kit 389.00*

MINISCRIBE 6126 1 10MB RLL Full Ht 659.00*
SEAGATE Si -251 4i?MB40M'- 'D 329.C.

SEAGATE ST-4096 80MB Full Ht 529.00*
SYSGEN Bridge File 3,5“ Ext. Drive .... 205.00*

1-800-621-SAVE
1-312-205-1300

MITSUBISHI
DIAMOND SCAN
13“ Color Monitor

$45500*

NEC Multisync II Hi-Res 13"

Monitor $5443r

Call For Best Pricas on Magnavox. Amdeh, IBM,

Princeton, and llff-tlb

MODEMS
HAYES Smartmodem 2400 392.89*

HAYES Smartmodem 1200 261.59*

U.S. ROBOTICS HST 9600 579.00*

AST Advantage Premium 295.00*
INTEL /cj 286 ^ 360.00
ORCHID Tiny Turbo 286 241.39*

ORCHID Twinturbo 12 342.39*
THESMulti I/O w/P/S/G/CLK/CAL 50.40*

MATH CO-PROCESSOR 1

INTEL 80287 10MH2 Co-Processor .
250.00*

INTEL 8087-2 Math Co-Processor .
147.00*

INTEL 80387-16 Co-Processor 415.00*

LOGITECH Logimouse - 69.69*

LOGITECH Hi-Res Mouse 85.85*
MICROSOFT f.f- w Hainior'^n y3.50*

MICROSOFT Mouse .. V.' * 1 . 125.00'

CENTRAL PT Deluxe Option Brd 106.05*
CURTIS Ruby + w/Fax Protector 63.63*

KENSINGTON Masterpiece-^ 99.99*

THE COMPLETE PC Complete Fax 297.95*
FUJI 3 1/2" DS/HD Box of 10 45.45*

UNISON Unipower 400 UPS 329.00*
640K & 256K CHIPS CALL
DISKETTES (25) Hi Dens IBM AT 32.82*

DISKETTES (50) 5 1/4" DS/OD 17.50*

FAX MACHINES/COPIERS I
SHARP FAX FO-300

Sharp’s deluxe, full-featured compact fax with

auto dialing and document feeder. 18 second

transmission and programming polling/turn-

around polling'timer polling.

SHARP FO20 Fax Paper (6 Rolls) 23.23*

^,131^°* SHARP
SHARP Z-50 Copier 487.83*

SHARP Toner Cartridge ... 60.60*

Call For Pricing On Other Modeis

MONDAY-FRIDAY
8:30AM-6;00PM

SATURDAY
10;00AM-4:0OPM

TECH SUPPORT 1-312-20S-1410
CUSTOMER SERVICE t-312-20S-1Sl0
FAX 1-312-20S-1525

625 Academy Drive. Northbrook. IL 60062

REAL BUYING CLOUT- Call now and join over
200,000 members who are too smart to pay more!
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS: * Pay just 8% above
advertised wholesale price ' 3%cash discount

(included in wholesale price) • Price Protection

Optional software rental library - FREE Wholesale
Buyers Guide FREE UPDATES • Fully Insured

i Hour Delivery - 10 day Return Policy FREE

(

Technical Support • FREE Bulletin Board Quan-
tity Discounts • All Prices Subject To Change. All

Products Subject To Availability. JOIN TODAY
FOR AS LITTLE AS $10.

•All Pncaa Shown an Wholaaala Pr<aa

^all for FREE Catalog • Call for FREE Catalog • Call for FREE Catalog • Call for FREE Catalog • Call for FREE Catalog - Call for FR§
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Pick Your PC-Compatible Mouse for Your

286/386 System from VNS America Corp.

most efficient — most available — at an affordable price!

LOGITECH™
MOUSE
The Price/

Performance
Leader

The Logitech Mouse,

available in both bus and

serial versions for IBM PC,

XT. AT. PS/2 and

compatible systems has

twice been Magazine 's

Editor’s Choice, yet is

among the most affordable

mice on the market.

Three-button, lightweight

ergonomic design gives

you maximum comfort

and minimum fatique.

Includes Plus Package'"

software to enhance the

mouse’s effectiveness and

ease of use. You can even

use it to write menus for

your favorite applications.

Serial and $10710
Bus Versions XW f

LOGITECH™
HiREZ™
MOUSE
The Most Efficient

Mouse Available

The LOGITECH HiREZ

Mouse uses 62% less desk

space than standard mice

and is the only mouse
designed expressly for

today’s new generation of

high resolution displays.

For performance and

efficiency, the l^gitech

HiREZ Mouse is the only

logical choice.

Uses 62% less desk space

than a standard mouse.

Ideal for the latest graphic

mode displays (EGA. VGA).

Features l^gitech’s

lightweight design,

tactile feedback switches

and smooth operation.

$13410

Call for a Special Offer ifyou already

decided to buy a SIVA 286/386

1-800-252-4212

PUBLISHER
MOUSE
Serial/Bus Versions

*161“

Call for Our Special

Prices on Mouse/
Software Packages.

LOGITECH™
MOUSE AND
SOFTWARE
PACKAGES:
Affordable Solutions:

Logitech Publisher Mouse

includes Logitech Mouse
and Publisher .software for

creating attention-getting

fliers, catalogues and
newsletters.

LogIPaint'" Intuitive,

easy-to-use paint program.

Offers eight text fonts, an

array of graphics tools and
16 colors.

LOGICADD'" turns your

IBM PC. XT. AT, PS/2 or

compatible systems into a

full-featured CADD
workstation.

LOGITECH-
MODULAR
VERSION 3.0
Software

Engineering
Comes of Age
Compiler Pack includes

compiler in overlay and

fully linked form, linkable

library, post mortem
debugger, point editor

and free TUrbo Pascal to

Modula-2 translator.

Toolkit includes library

sources, linker, run time

debugger. MAKE, decoder

version, XRef, formatter.

Development System

includes compiler pack

and toolkit. A!.so includes

free Turbo Pascal to

Modula-2 translator.

LOGITECH™
PAINTSHOW
PLUS
Dazzling, Easy To
Use Paint Program
Works with any IBM PC,

XT. AT, PS/2 or

compatible system.

Includes more than 20

graphic tools, 16 colors.

8 text fonts in 6 styles

and 12 sizes.

Import graphics created

with other programs and
easily exports PaintShow
Plus graphics into many
popular applications.

VNS America Corp.

Suite 270. 910 Boston Post Road
Marlboro. Massachusetts 01752 U.SA
1-800-252-4212

In Massachusetts 508-481-4746

CIRCLE 152ON READER SERVICE CARD
FAX: 508-481-2218



SAVE 50% or more with our National Computer ^£^6046 brand products.

NATIONWIDE

1 -800-292-6272

MARYLAND

1 -800-442-6272

MARYLAND LOCAL

561-0200

All of our ribbons are manufactured to

exceed your original equipment manu-
facturers specifications.

9566 Deereco Road • Timonium. Maryland 21093

NCRC GUARANTEE
Wo Mill npvvr kiiOMingly d'S.ippe’i'if ,>'ii “ ' .i-:,

tuifch.inf does not give you coniplvlr s.ihsi^chon the imi

(JiiiLhjsv price Mill be C.IU'i’iliifly iiihiiHlinl iivniedhitvly upon
lutuin ol llu! mvichiiDdmt;

We huve .ilMtiys ticlifvvil 10,ti <>,j s.i'e -s cw’iplcU- u’lh' lOc

i iiSlonwi 'iHi /ecc'vcd roM/ .s.if'S/.ic /«»> hoi» utn prodi/ds

COLORS . BLUE — GREEN — PURPLE — RED
Nylon Only

QUALITY
SERVICE
PRICING

BUY DIRECT FROM
THE MANUFACTURER

STOP THROWING AWAY
YOUR DOLLARS

$ $ t
We manufacture our products with the

finest matrix inks, premium high den-

sity nylon, precision engineered plas-

tics and "Rem" air refrigerated loading

equipment.

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS (NYLON)
No. Description Price (ea.)
289 Alps 2000 $4.95

050 Anadex 9500/9600 3.95

180 Apple Imagewriter II 4 color 10.95

114 Apple Imagewriter/OMP 3,25

102 Brother Ml 409 5,05

127 Brother M1509/1709 5.75

131D Burroughs B-9246-3/6 5.45

104 Canan A-1200 4.95

113 Centronics 150/152 2.45

1 09 Centronics 350/351 /352/353 9.35

112 Centronics 704/705/753 4.95

118 Citizen LSP 120D/180D 4.95

169 Citizen MSP 10/20 2.75

167 Citizen MSP 15/25 3.85

123 Comrex 420 7.55

114 C. Itoh 1550/7500/8510 3.25

120 Data General LP2 6.35

130 Data Products M-100L/120/200 3.85

131D Data Products B-300/600 5.45

137 Data Products B-900/1000 7.15

135 Data Royal 5000 2.85

990 Datatrol/LRC MP40 4.55

135 Data South 180/220/5180 2.85

160 Dec LA 34/100/210 Letterprinter 3.25

114 Dec LA 50 3.25

156 Diablo 1660/2300 Matrix 3.85

153 Diablo Hytype II Nylon 3.25

280 Epson EX 800/1000 4.65

165 Epson FX/MX/RX 70/80/85 2.75

167 Epson FX/MX/RX 100/185/286 3.85

288 Epson Lq/500/Lq 800/Lq 850H.D 3.85

289 Epson Lq 1000 H.D 4.95

163 Epson Lq 1500 3.25

281 Epson Lq 2500 H.D 4.95

175 Epson LX 80/90 2.75

226 Facit 2301/4512/4514 3.25

133 Facit 4500/4510/4511/4513 4.15

1 35 Facit 4520/4525/4526/4528 2.85

991 Fujitsu DMPG 9/DX2100-2200 4.35

146 Hewlett Packard 2608 20.55

145 Hewlett Packard 2631A 12,05

231 Tally 1000/Honeywell 9mm G.P 2.75

181 IBM 3287/3615 Sil.Dol.Cup/Loop 1.95

195 IBM 3287/3619 Silver Dol. Cart 2.75

182 IBM 3288 1/2" Harmonica 3.35

185 IBM 3776 3/4" Harmonica 3,85

188 IBM 4201 ProPrinter 11 4.15

176 IBM 4202 ProPrinter XL 4.95

177 IBM 4207 ProPrinter X24 4.95

211 IBM 4208 ProPrinter XL24 6.35

198 IBM 5224 Baseball Bat 15.35

178 IDS Prism Black 132/2080/2132 3,85

178A IDS Prism Primary RD/BL/GR/B ....10.75

176B IDS Prism Process CY/MA/Y/BL. .10.75

No, Description Price (ea.) No. Description Price (ea.)

233 MannesmannTallyl 000/1 200/1600 3.05

204 Mannesmann Tally 120/160 3.35

205 Mannesmann Tally 140/180 3.85

200 NEC 5500/7700 Nylon Cart 2.75

334 Olivetti ET 201/121 Corr 3.35

334B Olivetti ET 121/351 M/S 4.85

222 Qume I/Sprint 3/5 M/S 1.95

114 NEC 8023 PC/802'4 PC/8027 PC 3.25

660 NEC Pinwriter P1/P2/P6 3.95

219 Qume IV Sprint 7.8,9.10.11.12 M/S . 3.25

227 Ricoh 1300/1600 M/S 3.25

661 NEC Pinwriter P3/P7 4.35

662 NEC Pinwriter P5 H.D 4.35

663 NEC P2200 H.D 6.05

209 Okidata 182/183/192/193 4.35

251 Wang System5581/6541M/S Matrix ..3 25

TWIN SPOOL RIBBONS - NYLON
445 Burroughs 9245/9247 5M 17.55

453 CDC 100/200/300 5.25

450 Centronics 100/300/500 4.15

453 Data 100/300/400 5.25

226 Radio Shack DMP 400/LPVI 3.25

235 RadioShackDMPi0CM.PV»/TRS80LPIl 4.35

454 Decision Data 6807/6811/6814 7.65

455 Dec writer LA 30/36 2.75
456 Dec writer LA 120/180 3.85

480 Facit 4540/4542 Black 4.05

261 Star Micronics NB/NL/NP/NX 10 3.95

264 Star Micronics NL/NP/NX 15 5.75

462 IBM 3262/5262 5.45

465 IBM 3525 T/S 3,35

463 IBM 5211 4.15

262 Star Micronics Radix 10/SR 10 3.95

263 Star Micronics Radix 15/SR15 4.55

464 IBM 5225/5250/5280 15.95

470 Okidata 80. 82. 92. 93 1.35

471 Okidata 84. 94 2,75

467 Printronix 150/300/600 5.45

135 Telex 287D/287D2 2.85

242 Texas Instruments 850/850XL/855....3.45

243 Texas instruments 860/860XL/865..,.3.55

245 Toshiba P321/P351 3.45

955A Seiko Universal Black/Red 1.15

470 Star Micronics Gemini 10/10X 1.35

455 Texas Instruments 800/810/815 2.75

456 Texas Instruments Omni 820 3.85

401 Wang 2221/5521 3.45

246 Toshiba P321SL/P341SL 5.05

135 Tritel 2.85

131D Univac 0789/0790 5.45
CARTRIDGE RIBBONS • FILM

WIDE COMPUTER RIBBONS
0056P-BST 14"x10 yds 8.75

0106P-Burroughs 9246 15”x20 yds 17.55

(correctable / multi-strike}

306 BrotherEM60/100/200 Corr 3.85

307 Brother EM200 HR15/25/40 M/S 4.15

227 CPT Rotary 8/9 M/S 3.25

158 Diablo Hytype II M/S 2.45

317 Diablo Xerox Memorywriter 3.85

334B Epson DX 10/20/35 M/S 4,85

168 Facit 4560/8000 Corr 5.25

1960EM-IBM5218/5219 Displaywriter

M/S OEM 12.35

222 IBM 6240 M/S 1.95

8120EM-IBM Ouietwriter N/C 12.05

740 IBM Wheelwriter Corr 3.85

730 IBM Wheelprinter M/S 8,65

320 IBM Selectric II H.Y. Corr 1.75

2020EM-NEC2000/3500/8800FllpM/S 12 75

201 NEC 5500/7700 Spinwriter M/S 2.75

"CALL US FOR VOLUME
DISCOUNT PRICING"

0156P-Control Data CDC 15"«25 yds 20,65
0256P-Data Products 2230/2330

15"x15 yds 15,15

0276P-Data Products 2400 14’y'x15yds. .15.15
0356P-Documation 1200 15"x20 yds 17.05

0456P-Honeywell Pru1200 17.6”x22yds, ...20.85

0106P-Hitachi 15"x20 yds 17.55

0556P-IBM 1403/3203/4245 14"x20 yds . .14.95

0656P-IBM 3211/Documation 17"x20yds ,17,85

0756P-IBM 4248 w/lmposer Strip

18’-t"x20 yds 20,95

0956P-Univac 0770 15"x55 yds 39.65
nq7RP-l Inivar 0776 1fiV/’x?0 vds 17.65

LASER PRINTER SUPPLIES
92285A-Cannon/Hewlett Packard

Laser Cartridge 97.95

92295A-Cannon/Hewlett Packard
Laser Jet II Cartridge 97.95

‘Prices subiect to change without notice.

‘This is only a partial list of Oui products. CIRCLE 344 ON READER SERVICE CARD *S5 00 shipping and handling charge on all orders under S50.00
Over $50.00 actual freight is charged.

See why corporations such as General Motors, Mobil Oil, AT&T, MCI, Eastman Kodak, the entire U.S.
Postal Service and thousands more are now using National Computer brand products

WE NOW CARRY CANNON/HEWLETT PACKARD LASER PRINTER SUPPLIES.



VNS America Corp. McCtS YoUt Ullix/DOS
Requirements with

BORLAND
SOFTWARE

f
PARADOX'

^ The Complete Database

rtV SIDEKICKT/us
' The Prolesslonal

- Desktop Manager

" SPRINT-
The Professional Word Processor

s

lli QUATTRO
^--THI-PROfFSSIONAl. SI»Hi;A[)SHEf:T

PS

TURBO C 20
PROFESSIONAL

TURBO PASCAL 5.0

PROFESSIONAL

TURBO

-g ASSEMBLER/ DEBUGGER-
CIRCLE 168 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VNS America Corp.

Suite 270. 910 Boston Post Road
Marlboro. Massachusetts 01752 U.SA
1-800-252-4212

In Massachusetts 508-481-4746

FAX: 508-481-2218

Programming Languages
TUrbo Assemblcr/Debugger $149.95

TXirbo Pascal Professional* 250.00

TurtK) Pascal 5.0** 149.95

l\irbo Pascal Database Toolbox 99.95

Turbo Pascal luiitor Toolbox 99.95

Turix) Pascal Craphix Toolbox 99.95

T\irbo Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox 99.95

T\irbo Pascal GameWorks 99.95

TUrbo Pascal Tutor 69.95

TUrbo C Professional* 250.00

TUrbo C 2.0 149.95

TUrbo Basic 99.95

Turbo Basic Database Toolbox 99.95

TUrbo Basic Editor Toolbox 99.95

TUrbo Basic Telecom Toolbox 99.95

TUrbo Prolog 2.0 149.95

TUrtxt Prolog Toolbox 99.95

special Bundle Offers

TUrbo Pascal 5.0 Developer’s Library 395.00

Includes: TUrbo Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox:

TUrbo Pascal Database Toolbox: TUrbo Pascal Editor

Toolbox: TUrbo Pascal CameWorics: TUrbo Pascal

Craphix Toolbox: Pascal TUtor.

Reflex: The Analyst and Reflex Workshop 199.95

TUrbo Lightning and Lightning Word Wizard 149.95

Business Productivity

Sprint: The Professional Word Proces.sor 199.95

SideKick: The Desktop Organizer 84.95

SideKick: Plus: The Desktop Manager 199.95

Superkey: The Productivity Booster 99.95

Reflex: The Analyst 149.95

Reflex Workshop 69.95

TUrbo Lightning 99.95

Lightning Word Wizard 69.95

Quattro: The Professional Spreadsheet 247.50

Paradox 2.0 725.00

Paradox 386 895.00

Paradox Network Pack 995.00

Paradox OS/2 725.00

Scientiflc and Engineering
Eureka: The Solver 167.00

SEE THE ADVERTISERS INDEX
for other VNS America Corp. ads

featuring exciting offers.

A software purchase of$2995 or more is required to receive

your FREE SIVA 386 System. Mix and mat^ to meet

your needsi



EfisjDR Microdevices
^i Complete customer satisfaction... superior service.. .friendly, knowledgeable personnelHH quality merchandise... providing the best values in leading edge technology.leading edge technology.

I

^Seagate
NEV*'- ,ve

:

THE NEW ST2S1 1 DRIVE IS 30S FASTER WITH AN AVERAGE
ACCESS TIME OF 28 MS EASY TO INSTALL HALF HEIGHT DRIVE
ST-29M

WITH MCT-HOC CONTROLLER
L WITH MCT-ATFH CONTROLLER

$569 00

$639.00

1/B HEtEHT DRIVES
BO MB. GS MS. ST‘BBS 9BBS.Oa
WITH MCT-HDC CONTROLLER $269.00
WITH MCT-AT FH CONTROLLER $339.00

30 MB RLL. GS MS. ST-BBB BB^B.OO
WITH MCT-RLL CONTROLLER $299.00
WITH MCT-AT FH-RLL CONTROLLER $369.00

MB. -40 MS. Sr-BSt S^BB.OO
WITH MCT-HDC CONTROLLER $469 00
WITH MCT-ATFH CONTROLLER $539.00

GO MB RLL. 40 MS. ST-B77 *499.00
WITH MCT-RLL CONTROLLER $549.00

WITH MCT-AT FH CONTROLLER $639 00

FULL HEIGHT DRIVES
30 MB, 40 MS. ST-4036 $559.00
60 MB. 26 MS. ST-4096 $895.00

ilii-

npeg*

m f YBAR WARRAIVTY DIM MCTPRODUCTS
m 30 DAY MOniEY BACK BUARAMTEE

TOLL-FREE TECHIVICAL SUPPORT
m \0 CREDIT CARO SURCHARGE

IIMTERFACE CARDS FROM
MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHIMOLOEY
DISPLAYADAPTORS
MOXOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD *59.95
TRUE MEHCULeSCOMPATiBltilV SUPPORTS LOTUS I2J

PARALLEL PRINTER PORT CONFIGURES ASCPT1 OR
LPT2 • USES VLSI CHIPS TO ENSURE RELIABILITY

MCT-MGP

C\HA\Cea GRAPHICS ADAPTOR «f49.95
t(K>*. IBM COMPATIBLE PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS
• 2S6K OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 X 3M IN 16 OF 64

COLORS • COMPATIBLE WITH COLOR AND
MONOCHROME ADAPTORS
MCT-EGA

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR *49. 95
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM GRAPHICS STANDARDS
SUPPORTS RGB COLOR & COMPOSITE MONOCHROME

• 640 320 X 200 RESOLUTION LIGHT PEN INTERFACE
MCT-CG

IHULTIFUIMCTIDIM CARDS
MOMOGRAPHICS MUL Tl I/O 9110. 75
TOTAL SYSTEM CONTROL FROM A SINGLE SLOT'
CTRL 2 FLOPPY S SERIAL PARALLEL GAMEPORT

CLOCK CAL • RUN COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ON A

MONOCHROME MONITOR
MCT-MGMIO

MULTI I/O FLOPPY CO/MTROLLER 970.05
A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARDS
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES 720K WITH DOS 3 2
• SERIAL PARALLEL GAMEPORT CLOCK CALENDAR
MCT-MiO
MIO-SERIAL—2ND SERIAL PORT $15.95

MULT! I/O CARD 950.05
USE WITH MCT FH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
» SERIAL PORT CLOCK CALENDAR WITH BATTERY BACK
JP m PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE AS LPTi

OR LPT2
MCT-iO

AT MULTIFUNCTION CARO 9130.05
ADOS UP TO 3 MEGABYTES OF RAM TO THE AT

USER EXPANDABLE TO i SMB iZERO K INSTALLED
• INCLUDES SERIAL PORT AND PARALLEL PORT
MCT-ATMF

MCT-ATMF-MC PIGGYBACK BOARD
ATMF SERIAL-2N0 SERIAL PORT

$29.95

$24.95

AT MULT! I/O CARO *59.95
USE WITH MCT ATFH FOR MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
SERIAL PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS • USES 16460

SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR MICjH SPEED OPS
MCT-ATIO
ATIO-SERIAL-2NO SERIAL PORT $24 95

MEMDRY CARDS
576K RAM CARO 950.05
A CONTIGUOUS MEMORY SOLUTION IN A SHORT SLOT
m USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION UP TO 676K
m USES MK a ?66K RAM CHIPS (ZERO K INSTALLED'
MCT-RAM

EXPANDED MEMORY CARO 91BO.OS
2MHOF LOTUS INTEL MlCROSOF T COMPATIBLE MEMORY
FOR AN XT • CONFORMS tO LOTUS iNIEl EMS USER
EXPANDABLE TO 2 MB • CAN BE USED AS EXPANDED OR
CONVENTIONAL MEMORY RAMDISK AND SPOOLER
MCT-ATEMS
MCT-ATEMS-AT VERSION $139-95

DRIVE CDNTRDLLERS
I.B MB FLOPPY CONTROLLER 960.05
ADO VERSATILITY AND CAPACITY TO YOUR XT

• SUPPORTS 2 DRIVES BOTH May BE 360K OR i 2 MB
ALLOWS DATA TO Flow freely FROM xT S TO AT S

MCT-FDC-1.2

RLL DISK CONTROLLER 9110.05
RLL HARO DISK CONTROL FOR YOUR XT COMPATIBLE
• SUPPORTS UP TO TWO RLL HARO DRIVES
• IMPROVES DATA STORAGE SPEED AND EFFICIENCY

MCT-RLL

A TEH CONTROLLER 91A0.05
FLOPPY HARO DISK CONTROL iN A TRUE AT DESIGN
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K 720K 1 2MB FDD S AS WELi
AS 2 HOD S USING STANDARD CONTROL TABLES
MCT-ATFH

RLL ATFH DISK CONTROLLER 9100.05
IMPROVE SPEED AND STORAGE OF rOUR AT

COMPATIBLE • SUPPORTS UP TO 2 RLL HARD DISCS AND
2 FLOPPY DRIVES • SUPPORTS 360 720 1 2 MB
FLOPPIES IN 6 26 6 36
MCT-ATFH-RLL

IT S TIME TO TRADE UP NOW THAT JOR UHLAKb THE

PRICE BARRIER ON 7400 BAUD MODEMS
• AUTODIAL ANSWER -- ,

• SELF TEST ON POWER UP rjl iCOWnUmS
j

• TOUCHTONE OR PULSE DIALING
• HAYES 6 BELL SYSTEMS COMPATIBLE
• FULL OR HALF DUPLEX
• MIRROR II COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE INCLUDED
MCT-24t
MCT- 121 1200 BAUD 1 2 CARD $69 95

|

EXTERIMAL MDDEMS
MCT-12E 1200 BAUD $119-95 I

MCT-24E 2400 BAUD $219.95 J

DIADLD s^-yaas
PRIIMTER

» LETTER QUALITY AT 20 CPS 132 COLS
t '0 12 16 PITCH 6 PROPORTIONAL SPACING
t serial A parallel INTERFACE
AUTO PAPER LOAD FRICTION FEED

t FULL XEROX WARRANTY

IBM COMPATIBLE
KEYBOARDS
101 KEY ENHANCED LAYOUT $79.95

84 KEY AT STYLE $59.95

MAXI-SWITCH ENHANCED LAYOUT $84.95
MAXI-SWITCH AT STYLE $64.95

ACCESSORIES
20 MB HARD DISK ON A CARO $349.00

ARCHIVE 40 MB TAPE BACK-UP $369.95

LOGITECH MOUSE $79.95

MOMITORS
SAKATA MONOCHROME $69 95
SAMSUNG MONOCHROME $129.95
CASPER RGB $279.95
CASPER EGA $39995
NEC MULTISYNC II $599.9Sj

EGA SPECIAL!
SAVE $50. BUY AN MCT-EGA CARO AND CASPER
EGA MONITOR FOR JUST $499.

MEIEHT FLOPPY DISH DRIVES
5V4 DS DO 360K $69.95 I

5V4 FUJITSU M2551 A OS DO 360K $89.95
5'/4 TEAC FD-55B DS DO 360K $99.95
5*/4 OS HD 1.2M $109.95
SV4 FUJITSU M25S3K OS HD 1.2M $119.95

f

5V4 TEAC FD-55G DS HD 1.2M $129.95
3>/9 MITSUBISHI DS HD 1 .44MB $149.95j

r » "4 JDR MicmDEvica. no kmmus mm. los oxros. u ososo
UNW. (408) 8604200 r«X (400) 3784Sn THU 171-110

I I RETUl SIDIIE: 1256 SOUTH OASCOM IWE.. $411 J0«. M (408) 947-0011

HOURS: M-f 10-7 SAT. 0-5 Sm. 12-4

Terms Muwnumord6r$i000 For ohipprog and handling include $2 SO lor UPS ground and $3 SO
UPS au Orders over 1 ib and loreign orders mey require eddnionai shipping chergeo—please
conteci trie sales department tor the emounr CAresidenis must include applicable sales tax Price*
are subfeci 10 change wdhoul notice Weerenoiresponsiblelorlypographicaierrocs Wb reserve trie

iqhiiobmiiquenMesandiosubsMuiemenufaclurer All merchandisasubteci to prior sale AfuN
copy ol our lerms IS available upon request Hems picturedmay only Mrepreseniairv*

COPYRIGHT T986 JDR MICRODEVICES CIRCLE 108 ON READER SERVICE CARD CONTINENTAL U.S. AND CANADA



VNS America Corp.

delivers unmatched Quality, Performance
and Pricing!

COMPARE!
A Complete 12 MHZ High-Speed SIVA 286 ClOAEf

System with 40MB (28MS-ST25M) Hard Disk

Complete System Features:

80286 CPU, 8/12.5 MHZ Dual Speed, Keyboard
Selectable

High-Speed RAM, 512K Expandable to 4MB on the

Motherboard (16MB System Total)

Phoenix BIOS

40MB Hard Drive, 1.2MB Floppy Drive

Ultra High-Speed Floppy, Hard Disk Controller

1:1 Interleave, 800KB/Sec Dansfer Rate

Hi^ Resolution 12" Amber Display with Tilt and
Swivel Base, with Compatible Graphics Controller

Full 101-Key Enhanced Keyboard, Pleasant

Thctile/Click Feel

Two Serial and One Parallel Printer Ports and
One Mouse Port

3-16 Bit and 1-8 Bit Free Expansion Slots

Clock Calendar with 10-Year Life Battery Backup

80287 Support, up to 12 MHZ
^^_Meets_FCC>Uiirements^^^^^_^^^^^_

Standard System including all Standard

Features except Hard Disk $995

Lowest Cost Compilable Upgrades
Additional 512K Memory for $195.

1.5MB Additional Memory for $395.

I EGA Upgrade for $195.

Nine Reasons to Call VNS America Now. .

.

Produced by High Technology Manufacturing Processes

Fully Surhice Mounted Technology

EGA Controller Standard

Supports 3.5' and 5.25" Floppy Disks

10-Year Battery Life

Phoenix BIOS

No Memory Surcharge (We're not opportunists!)

Same Day Shipment (Competitors often take

4-6 weeks.)

100%-Compatible with Your Budget

VNS America Corp.

Suite 270, 910 Boston Post Road
Marltxiro. Massachusetts 017S2 U.SA
1-800-252-4212

In Massachusetts 508-481-4746

FAX: 508-481-2218

CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OrderNow
W^^^Ibtt-Free^^

1-800-252-4212

H



BEST BUY ON THE MABKET!

8028612
COMPLETE

ZOmB EGA SYSTEM.

• 60266-12 (12/6) CPU
• 512K (EXPANDABLE TO 1 MEG). 60 NS
• 1.2MB FDD
• 20MB HDD (ST-225)

• W.D. CONTROLLER (2 FDD. 2 HDD)
• EGA CARD W/AUTOSWrrCH
• 14' EGA COLOR MONITOR

w/TILT & SWIVEL BASE
• SERIAL. PARAUEL PORT
• CLOCK CALENDAR
W/BATTERY BACKUP

ZERO WAIT STATE
MHz

TURBOOCr

• TURBO SPEED A RESET BUTTON
• 200W POWER SUPPLY
• 101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
• 6- 16 BIT. 2-6 BIT SLOTS
• 60267 MATH SOCKH
• OS/2 COMPATIBLE

CHOiCB OF CABINET
AFUa (2rLx16.5'Wx6’H)
• compact (14.5'Wx16*LxrH)

MONO SYSTEM
W/20MB HDD
• 6066-2 6 MHz CPU W/640K RAM
• 20MB HDD w/CONTROLLER
• 360KB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
• MONO G CARD (720 x 346 RES)

• 12' TTL AMBER MONITOR
• SERIAL. PARALLEL. CLOCK CALENDAR
• 101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD
• FRONT RESET SWITCH
• POWER. TURBO LED

80386

12MHzZWSSYS 20 MB
ST.22S (66MS)

40 MB
ST-2S1 (40MS)

40 MB
ST-2SM<2eMS)

80 MB
ST-4096 (20N'S)

.

EGA SYS $1595. $1760. $1860. $2050.

VGA SYS
W/MUITISCAN MONITOR

$1860. $1995. $2095. $2285.
.r:i "Vl

CAU fOB OnOR CONDCURAnONSt

S11NI110NICS,INC .

Since 1976

VBA/MASmCAIUtACCtniD

1-800-545-9777
YCAKWAKKANIY-PAKISS^lABOK

AunEMSiNSToaa
Mom ai))oct to chongo wtihoij nofico - COO roquiros co^.

COMPUTER SYSTEM
W/40MB HDD
• 32 BIT 60366-16 (20 MHz OPTION)
• 1 MEG RAM (SONS)
• 40MB HDD • 1.2MB FDD
• 200W POWER SUPPLY w/DESKTOP CASE
• MONO G CARD w/14' TTL FLAT MONITOR
• SERIAL. PARALLEL. CLOCK CALENDAR
• 32KB (4-6 SRAMs) CACHE MEMORY
• 1-32 BIT (MEMORY). 5-16 BIT*

2-6 BIT SLOTS
• RELOCATABLE EGA 6 BIOS TO RAM

hUTMOffice |213) 644-1140
12603 S. CRENSHAW BLVD.

HAWTHORNE. CA9Q2S0 M-F 8:30-5:30

ORANGECOUMTY (714) 538-0929
10BW.KATELLAAVE.

ORANGE. CA 92667 M-F 10-6 SAT 10-5

aRCLE 274ON READER SERVICECARD

This Section Is

For Serious Buyers

We’ve rounded up ail the direct marketers

who want your business and made it

easier for you to find them in our Direct

Marketing Connection.

Now you can quickly find the right PC

products and services, the right price and

the right vendor, right here in this special

section.

Not Sure About
A Product Or Service

You’ve Seen Here?

Then why not fill out the

reader service card right now,

send it to us, and you’ll receive

more information directly from

the vendor or manufacturer.

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER2 9. 1988
440
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^iottade-toco®^*®

$63.99

- ,70 910 K«“’^ 01752 USA
Suite 270i

^ csacHtJsetts
0^

V800-252-«J^^508-A8VA746
mWassac^glB
FAX.508-A81



Special I

COMPLETE-PC
ANSWERING MACHINE ... S229

PAX -PC ...$299

KANO SCANNER ...$109

ups
8hi>Maie'*‘PC-UanitMt SyMeni

$199

SAVE UP
TO 70%

SINCE 1984

It PAYS to

BUY-MHI!

Novell NetWare
CuBtomUatlon ^ CALL

PRODUCTS NOT LISTED ... CALLI

CAD...etc.
PC & MAC

New Orders: 1 -800-621-3999

AST Premium
286/386

Call

ZENITH 1490
FMSer—n

$579

DRAFIX
f Pluaor3DModul0

Call

MITSUBISHI \AT40MbDlBkl
tXamondScan 23 mt

$477 $419

VENTURA
PUB 2.0

$469

PAGE-
MAKER

$460

VERSACAD
OMlgnU)

Call

DESIGN CAD
StandardOf

$149

SMART MODEM
72000 /nr. 2400Blnt

$59 $115

PANASONIC
t09lLm2

$189

SCANNERS
SeanMan orComphta PC

PRINTERS A USERS

CafWnBJ-130 689

I
C^lzen 18(H> 1S7
M8P-1SE 295
USP-40 269

MSP-45 389
MSP-SO 345
MSP-55 440

Premier»3S 439

Trfcwtel24 439
Tflj«te224 579

I
Dioona150 299

I HPLaMTJetll 1690

I JOLBSOSwioe Cal

I
NECLC800 Cal

I
Panaionio lOOOI-mZ 165

lOOli-ire 189

1592/1596 362/418

1624 515

I Toahba321-SL 485
341-SL 609

351-SX 888

Other* Cal

PastBacfc 76

Fa*lBacfcPlue 86
FormTod 62

FreelartoePlu* 293

Fox Bate Plu* 179

GEM OrawPlu* 159
Q*nwicCadd3.0 48
Generic Cadd Other* Cal
Hanrard Graphic* 266
Ia Hou** Acd 107
L^nkPlus 74

iohtirHa Hard Di>k Speedup 69

LIGHTING Disk

Speedup
Incraaaa your Hard IXak
Spaad aa much aa 40% ///

$69

Ventura Pubt*hlr)g 2.0 469
VersaCad & Ubrariae Cal
Windows Cal
WordPer1acl6.0 Cal

XTree 33
XTreePro 58
XTreeNet .CaJ

WANTED
Original Programa • ur///f/6$,

applications, etc. Earn
roya//r/6S in just 90 days.

Mail or Fax your mlo to ailn: Bill.

MS-DOS & MAC compatible only.

DRIVES, MODEMS & FAX COMPUTERS

MIsubiahi 40i/70 Mb Hard Drive

1/2 hi AT. 23m* 439

Panasonic FAX Board 689
Seagate 3T22S w/card 260
ST238 30Mb v^card 285

Smart Modem 1200B intw/»w .... 58
24008 Ini wMw 116

To*hl>a 3.6 XT/AT 720k Drive .... 89

6.25 XT/AT 360k Drive 76
US Robotic*

Courier2400 279
Courier 2400E 299
HST9600 699

DIGITIZERS & PLOTTERS BOARDS & NETWORKS

AST Premiuffl

28eMedel80 1349 I

286 Model 140X 2098 I

386 Model 300 2476 I

Mil*ubi*hiMP2e6L Cal I

NECMukiapeed 1079 I

MuliapeedELU 1423 I

MullispeedHD 2r''

To*hba Laptop* Cal I

TIOOO 7691 I
Zanith Laptop*

SuperSport-Oud 1670 I

•Sup*rSport20Mb 2357 1

SuperSport 286 20Mb 3296 I

SuperSfMTt 286 40Mb Ctf |

MONITORS

Andek 1280$ Card ....639
210A 87

Comarstona ....Cal

Hitachi ....Cal
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan . .

.

. ... 479

Monlerm VWng ....Cal
NEC Mulisyne II . ... 565

MulUsyooGS ....185

Other* ....Cal

1»48s ...2949

Sigma Designs LaserVtew .. ....Cal

Sony Mutiscan 1303 . ... 495
Zertith 1490 Ftetscreen . ... 579

SOFTWARE

I AuloSkatchd 69

I BooittgGraph 195

I By-Uno 169

I Carbon Copy Plu* 103

I Clipper 355

I
CopyllPC 18

I
Coretasl 87

I dBwe Ilk 365

I OeaignCad 149

I Dedduik 92
I OesqView 69

1 Orafix 1 Plus Cal
I DraTu SO Mod $ Option* Cal

I
Dolar* $ SenOOS Back-Up Plu* . . 33

Excel PC 281

Lotus 123^01 280

Lotus /^nda Cal
Managing Your Money 113

MathCed2.0 199

MicroSoit Windows 2.0 56

MS-Do*3.3 95
Norton Util4.0 45

Novell Netware 288 Cal
PageMaker 3.0 460

Psradox^O 391

PC Tools Dalux* Cal
PathMinderS.O 55

Paachtree Accounting II 145

PFS;FkstChoic* 77
PFS:Fir*tPubii*har 54

PFStProiesskmalRIe 129

PFS:Pro(a**ionalPlBn 61

PFS: Professional Writ 102
PlanPerlecI 165

04A 177

0$A Write 116

Ouattro 132

Rapid Fite 172

RSaaeforOOS 419
ShpMata'^(up*Manlast} 199

SideKckPlu* Cal

Smart Sysmen 416
Sprvit 115

Tope 101

TurtM Basic. C, or Pascal 57

CaJeorrp1023'GT Cal
1043-QT 5990
Digitizers .Cal

Entar Sweet-p 600 598
Other* Cal

Houston Instruments .Cal

DMP 41/42 .Cal

0MP61MP 3550
0MP51/52MP 3200/2700

DMP 62 2300
DMPS6A 3800
0MP81 Cal
DMP 62 Col
MP Options Cal

Hitachi Puma Pad(10Yaar Warranty)

.

HDO-12(12D-4 396
HDG- 12x120-12 486
HDG-1SX15D-4 598
HDO-15X150-12 659

ioine Cal
JOLBSOSariea Cal
KurU IS 12x12 285

IS 12x17 485
Summagraphic* 12xt2Plus 335
18x12 Pro wr4Bun$Stylus ....569
Mac Bit Pad 12x12, 4But.Sty ...299

HELPERS

Logical Connection 256/51 2k Cal

Olhar* Cal
SeanMan 169

CAD CORNER
SPECIAL

ASTPnmlum2S6/140
DIamondSean Monitor

SummagrapMcs 12x12 Plus
Intal 80287Chip

$3360

HITACHI Digitizer

10 Year Warranty
PumaHDG-1212D^

Includaa:

4-Butt Cursor, l-Butt Pan
8 Mouaa Emulator.

$398

J Pre-i^rproved P.O.’s are welcome. Prices reflect cash discount and ars tub^ to change without notice. Product oorrv

I petiiiily. warrantiM, $ dairra an responsMily of manufacturer only. All returns ars subject to a restocking lee. Per-

1 sonol/Corrpany checks deity shaping. AZ orders only add 6.7% tax. Orders are processed same Day. iMamational orders

I Cal (602)861-1090.

Ad^A0l(V4 1370

AD10/8L 2040
ArcNat Cal
ArtistB 1170

10/18 1820

12 2320
AST Cal
ATI EGA Wonder \6i
VP VGA 249

EtharNetPlus Cal
Genoa VGA 600x800 269
VGA 760x1024 379

HercutesGraphicaPlus 169
lntalAboveBoard266/512k 359
AboveaoardPS286/512k ....388

ParadisaEQA480 Cal
VGA Plua Cal
VGA Pro Col

RasterOpe Color Draw 24 319
CotorBoard 104 2484
CoiorBoard 106 1162

Sigma Designs VGA 209
Tops Flashcard 143

Varticom Col
Video 7 Vega Deluxe 177
V-Ram Cal
VagaVGA $255

Western Digital EtharNet Plus ... Cal

Service You
Expect II

Volume Bids

Wecome!

WS4
MASTERCARD

PO’a
Just Call First.

Intel

coprocessors
GanuirwA New

8087-2 132
80287-6 (<10MH2) 205
80267-10 (->10MHz) 238
60387-16 C«i
60387-20 Cal
60367-25 549

803B7-SX 3W

Logleoh C7 Serial or Bus 66 I

Clear Mouse Cal
|

HiRaz Bua

Bus $ Point 83 I

Sariat $ Pubtteher 104 I

McroSoftSarid 95 I

PC Mouse Cdl I

OPTICAL

OptiOriver KK 526 |
40 ms equiv. lor most optiOrivaa

Sharp Fax
UX-140
Groups

Auto $ Manual

Build-in Phono
HalTonea

MHI Warehouse, Inc.

8129 N. 3Sth Ave. *2.3061
Phoenix, AZ 8SOS1

New Orders;

1 -800-621-3999
Order Info: 602-997-8877

Fax:602-943-3e33

CIRCLE 387ON READER SERVICE CARD



S^Wtlntel

tern e^janc^fe to 16MB;

Receive a

bwer case wim 6 half-height

f

'

^High-resolutiM^!i2^KorhGlare

^Mtand
Swiwl base^

R^board,
lei#lick’’ F^l.^'^Pleasant ?

V^^7/387

.

fe Corogcessors pj^tional.

’;J^Pul^£compatib)e.with

isiiJ art 'XT/AT and
386spftyyare.

jjjpgrades foryourFREE
386 System:
• Vf^Color Upgrade —
add only $495.

««i2p MHz CPU Upgrade -
3d only $195.

& all other options
" ' ades.

Choose Your,Hardware
A hardware purchase of$4995 or more is required

to receive the SA^ 3^ System FREE.

• QMS PS 800II Postscript Laser Printer $5995

• QMS PS 810 Postscript Laser Printer $4995

•CDC WREN IV 300MB SCSI $2595
Hard drive with Controller

• CDC WREN 111 155MB SCSI $1795
Hard drive with Controller

• CDC WREN II 86MB ST506 $ 895
Hard drive with HD/FD Controller

• Eight Port RS232 Intelligent Card $ 995
with Xenix Driver

• 32-Bit 8MB Memory Expansion Board $2997

• Intel 80387 — 16 Coprocessor $ 495

Software
• Complete SCO Xenix System $1595
(including Operating System, Developing System and
Text Processing System for 80386-based System)

• SCO Lyrix System $ 595

• SCO Professional $ 895

• SCO Integra $1295

• SCO Foxbase Plus $ 995

• SCO VP/IX $ 495
(integrated DOS environment — two users)

• Language & Development Tools CALL

• Networking & Communication Packages CALL

A software purchase of$2995 or more is required to receive

your FREE SA^ 386 System. Mix and match to meet
your needs!

Prices are for Industry Standard 80386-based Computers.
For all other systems and items please call:

1-800-252-4212

VNS America Corp.

Suite 270, 910 Boston Post Road
Marltxrro, Massachusetts 01752 U.SA
In Massachusetts 508-460-0016

FAX; 508-481-2218

•Offer good until December 31, 1988.

CIRCLE 162ON READER SERVICECARD

and XT SR tndlaula ornM Ooipaatlaa. PrtccfMId^ (o cfattie wttfaOQt notice. GUI far oaipklt Mintity driifla.



hardware mtm— COMPUTERS PRINTERS
ACST386 CALL AST Turbotoser PS CM.L
AST Prenxum CMI CinZENMSP40 335
Cfiben Mde/12 40rt« 1829 Epson LXBOO IBS
NEC Mullspeed CM.L Epson FXAO/DXV CALL

SorTBungXT/AT/386 CMl NECP2200 349
Sharp Lopfore CALL NEC P5200 539

— DPIVFS/TAPF Ntu LCtsyO Laser
UKIVtb/ lAKt— F^nasaiK 10911

CALL

195
Seogoe Drives

Mrsobe Drives OMSPSaiOLQ*
Pron Orwes
Plus Hoirlcard 40 . Oyaolpflni Series II .. 1429
Bernoulli Box N

ArdiMe XL 40MB Tope
ryj? OTHER HARDWARE

Ebnosorvc VMxm Dr^e £Mui The Corrpieie PC CALL

BOARDS Prodcoi MoOems CM.L

PvKEonc Fox Bond 659 Dotocopv 730 1099
RjrpdseVGA-fie 309 Pmceton Scorrer 749
EGAWondeSOO 235 Hitxhi Puma Pro 459
ATI VP 275 Kurto Digitiiers CALL

Super EGAHRes 189 Surrmoskalcb F^us 389
V4UWI VGA 499 Rotond Ptottots CALL

TOPSF10d«fd 153 Sweet P600 679
AST Rom Cords CALL Amdek Smart Soon 559
AST 5251/11 CALL DiomondScon 14" 529
Abate Boord 286 379 Goldstor 1420 EGA 349
Mach 20 Turbo 329 Prrtceton Utlrosync 525
Inboard 386 AT . 995 Genus 402 1059

SOFTWARE
— ACCOUNTING SPREADSHEETS-
AccPkBPI 239 Romework M CALL

Bedford Accounting 149 Lotus/Symphonv CALL

Oompieie6u$ Acing 159 Mcrosofl Excel 299
Ooc £Z Aocountrg 60 diottro 135

New Views CALL Supemoic 5 309
Open SysfemB WORD PROCESSING
TImeMpe III Grondvew 159

DATABASE • Mcrosoft Word 4 209
Advanced Revelation 469 MutmoteAdvonlogeN 259
Doioeose CN.L PFS RiSl Choce V2 87
dBoseWPlus O^L Sprint . 109
OeM-Onmond 115 word Perfect 50 2X
Fox Bose + . 195 Wordstar Pro 5 229
Lotus Agendo 265 Xywnie 111 + 209
ft]iDdox20 UTILITIES-
Q&A 289
Rapid RIe Quick Base/C 64

GRAPHICS Turbo Ftosool^sRA! 61

Bylre 165 06sqview20 /5

Poge Maker 3 0 CALL Windows 64

Ro^ Perfect 225 Windows 386 . 109
PFS First Publisher H 71 BrookVn Bridge 73
Vsituni 509 Calender Creator-f 33
Auto Sketch 52 DesNink 2 99
Boerg Graph 205 Disk Technioon 60
DesgnOodorSO 159 Lopknk 75

Oiogibph/2000 249 MoxUlililies 54

Draw Apptouse 279 Norton UN ties Adv 78

EGA Runt V2005 53 PC Toots Deluxe 43
FteeisKe Plus. . 299 SidettJCkRus 116

Generc Cod Level 3 105 xrrwRo 68
Horvord Graphcs 269 Mothcod 209
ShowPtilner FX 235 Stotgrophics 479
Genus Mouse/Dr Hoto 59 Harvard Proj Mng 3 369
^lix 99 Time Une 259
MiciDson Mouse 105 Whol’sBed CALL

800-662-2686 orders only

forCa .O rder $. Tech Support.415-255-2230
Call oi Write for Free Catalog

PAYMENT: VIso, MasterCard, Coshief sCr>ecits. Per-

sonoi Cr>ecics wtm hotd. OuoHfied PO's. CA orders

odd sates tax SOnWAM SHIPPING- UPS ground-2\
of order. $5 min UPS Blue'3% of order, $7 min.
HARDWARE — Coll tor charges DEFECTS: Reploced or

repotred ot our option R^RNS: SuO)ect to restock

lee
All Products New wrth tull worranties

Price ft ovoilablllty subject to change without notice

ICOMPANYl

1 -800-458-5446
IN ILLINOIS 1-312-498-7980

FAX 1-312-498-3237

EPSON
COMPUTER PRINTERS

9 pin 80 col.

9 pin 80 col.

9 pin 136 col.

9 pin 80 col.

9 pin 136 col.

PRICE

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

MODEL

LQ-500

LQ-850
LQ-950
LQ-1050
LQ-2550

24 pin 80 col.

24 pin 80 col.

24 pin 110 col.

24 pin 136 col.

24 pin 136 Col.

PRICE

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

Complete selection of EPSON accessories, tractors, cut sheet feeders, scanners,

serial boards, ribbons & cables.

MODEL SEC
PRICE MODEL

OKIDATA*
PRICE

P2200 24 pin 80 col CALL 182 PLUS 180CPS 80 CO $229.00

CP660 COLOR 80 col SS19.00 292 PLUS 240cps 60 col CALL
P5200 24 pm 80 col CALL 293 PLUS 240CPS 136 col CAU
P5300 24 pm 132 col CALL 294 PLUS 400cps 136 col $735.00
P5XL 24 pm 136 col sa39.00 ML 320 300cps 80 col CALL
P9XL 24 pm 136 col $1050.00 ML 390 270cps 80 cd. CAU
LC660 PAGE PRINTER CALL ML 393 450cps 136 cot CAU
LC890

NEC

PAGE PRINTER

MULTISYNC II MONITOR
CALL

$575.00

LASER LINE 6 LASER PRINTER CALL

ELECTRONIC WHOLESALE HOUSE OF AMERICA

CORPORATE COMMERCE CENTER

3100 DUNDEE RD. BLOG fHOS

NORTHBROOK, )L 60062

AUTHORIZED

SERVICE CENTER

FULL TECH SUPPORT

CIRCLE 520ON READER SERVICE CARD

A Challenge lb

Our Advertisers...

Ask your competitors how well PC Magazine pulls for them. Even better,

find out for yourself. Reserve your space today in PC Magazine’s Direct

Marketing Connection. It’s the first place serious brand specifiers look

for the produas, prices and vendors that meet their needs.

Remember, a recent research study shows that 70% of PC Magazine

subscribers purchased PC produas by mail and telephone during the

past year! * This is an audience that is responsive.

With 15% off the general advertising rate, and a circulation of 550,000

brand specifiers, you can’t afford not to be here next issue.

m •Starch StudyJuly 1986

MAGAZINE

] One Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016

(212) 503-5100

584 CASTRO ST.. SUITE 487 SAN FRANaSCO, CA 941 1
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COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
WHY PAY
RETAIL?
Nobody Sells

EPSON* for less

OVER
$4^00^000
INVENTORY
IN STOCK

allEPSCW
Printers

in Stock for

Immediate Shipment

ALL EPSON MODELS READY TO SELL AT LOWEST EVER DISCOUNT PRICES

from $19900

EPSON
Quality computer products that deliver

outstanding performance and value

at prices only

COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE^ can offer!

EPSON*

ORCLE 748ON READER SERVICECARD

LQ-SOO
• leo cps in draft mode
• 60 cps (12 CPI) in Near LeHer

Quality mode
• Friclion and Tractor teed

• Automatic single-sheet loading

• two resident Letter-quality fonts

• "Shadow " and "Outline"" print

• Front panel controls

Options
• Cut-sheet feeder

• LjQ software for Microsoft Windows

LQ-850
264 cps in draft mode
86 cps in Near Letter

Quality mode
6K buffer

SmartPark paper handling

Front panel controls

Options

• Tractor Feed
• Cut-sheet feeder

• 32K buffer

rtiontally p

on n* wioo popor
• 264 cps in draft mode
• 88 cps in Near Letter Quality

• 6K buffer

• SmartPark paper handling

Options

• Tractor Feed

• Cut-sheet feeder

• 32K buffer

10-2550
324 cps (Elite 12 CPI)

in draft mode
405 cps (Elite 15 CPI) in ultra high-

speed mode
• 106 cps (Elite 12 CPI) in Near

Letter (juality mode
• 8K buffer

• 5 Letter quality fonts

• Front panel controls with LCD display

Options

• Single and dual-bin cut-sheet feeders

• Color enhancement

• 32K buffer

EPSON
DFX-5000

9-PIN DOT MATRIX PRINnR

• 533 cps in SuperOraft mode:
480 cps In draft mode: 80 cps in

Near Letter Quali^
• Dual push tractor system with

two seurate paper paths.

• Smard^ paper handling

• Software compatible with

Industry standard Epson FX
control codes.

• Optional 1-0 8300™ TWINAX
and Aratar* EP-connect COAX
interface boards provide direct

connectivity to the IBM*
System^ and AS/400 or 3270

environments.

EX-800
• 300 cps (12 CPI) in draft mode
• 54 cps in Near Letter Quality
• 8K buffer

• 8 typestyles
• Front panel controls
• Push tractor feed

• Single sheet loading

Options
• Color enhancement
• 32K butler

FX-286e
• 240 cps in draft Elite mode
• 46 cps in Near Letter Quality

• 6K buffer

• 136 column
• Friction and tractor feed

• Automatic single-sheet loading

• Front panel controls

• IBM ProPrinter character set

Options

• 32K buffer

• Cut sheet feeder

FX-850 FX'1050
• 264 cps in draft Elite mode
• 54 cps in Near Letter Quality

• 8K buffer

• 136 column (FX-1050)

• Friction and tractor tieil

• Automabc single-sheet loading

• Front panel controls

Options

• Cut sheet feeder

w/envelope feed

capability

• Serial interface

AUTHORIZED
EPSON” DEALER

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 48 HOURS.

Call CDW for custom quotes
on our entire lino of products.

If you find a better price

call us before you buy.

WHY WAIT? CALL COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE^ NOW!
Nationwide Toil FreeCDW stocks a full line

of products to
support every
computer need.

CHARTER MEMBER

(8001233-4426^ w W W MABKETING COUNCIL



m OFFERYOUABSOLUTELYNOTHING!
EXCEPT THE LOWEST PRICES ON
COMPUTER PRODUCTS...EVER!
CALL 707 COMPUTER WHOLESALERS BEfWg YOU BUY,

1-800-426-2489
DESKTOP COMPUTERS
IMKMONAlSTfTEM/?’
NOftVSTHIS-SMHY
MODEL 2S MONO. 5I2K. 720 OR S1.045.00

MODEL 25 COLOR. 512K. 720 DR $1.339 00

MODEL 304)02. 640K. 2-720 OR. MCGA SI. 259 00

MODEL 30-021. 720 OR. 20M6.I4CGA S1.699 00

••2M SYSTEMS - 10M1U

MODEL 30-286. 512K. 720 OR $1.499 00

MODEL 504)21. IMB. 1.4 OR. 20MS. VGA S2.609 00

MOOEL5024)31.1MB.14DR. 30MB. VGA S2.943 00

M00ELG04)41. 1MB. 14 0R.44MB.VGA S3.799 00

iS3M SYSTEMS - 16 & 20MHz

MODEL 70-E61. 1MB. 14 DR. 60MB VGA $4,400 00

MODEL 70-121. 2MB. 14 DR. 121MB. VGA S5.799 00

MODEL 804171. 2MB 14 OR TOMB. MM $5 330 00

•M KRSONAL SYSTEMS ' OISRUYS

MONOCHROME 8503 $206 00

COlOR-8S12(14') $432.00

COLOR 8513 (12^ $550 00

COLOR 8514 (16*) $1,150.00

OESKPRO 286/1? MOO I 640K 1 2 DR $1.750 00

DESKPRO 286. AS ABOVE W/40MB $2.489 00

OESKPRO 286. AS ABOVE W.-80MB $2.889 00

DESKPR03e6-20E.1MB.1.2DR $3.899 00

OESKPRO 386 MODEL 60. 20MH7 $5,479.00

COMPAQ SBeS/ie MODEL 1. 1MB. 1 OR $2,900 00

COMPAQ 386&16 MODEL 20 W.'20MB $3,424.75

COMPAQ 386S/16 MODEL 40 W/40MB S3.900.00

COMRAQ OESKPRO 386-25 MODEL no $7.699 00

COMRAO OESKPRO 386/25 MODEL 300 $9.899 00

AffU'
APPLE MAC PLUS 1 DR. 1MB. 9* 6&W $1 .349 00

APPLE MAC SE.1 SLOT. 2 OR $2.379 00

APPLE MAC SE. 1 SLOT. 1 OR. 20MB $2 829 00

APPIEMACII68020. 1MB.W/KYBO $3 652 00

AST

AST MODEL 80/90/120/140/170 CALL

AST MODEL 300. 340 6 390 CALL

rVEREX

EVEREX 286/10 512K. 1.2 DR $1,119 00

EVEREX MS/IB IMB 1 2 DR $1 999 00

EVEREX 386/20. 1 MB. 1.2 OR $2,295 00

LASER

LASER )a TURB0 10 MHZ W/640K. 20MB $1,099.00

2 380 DR. SER/RAR. CLK4>L. HI MONO
PACUm BELLW/NATfOmnOE 1 YEAR SERVICE

PB88XTTURS0.S12K.13600R.0OS. $639 00

GW-BASIC.SER/RAR. COLORMONO CARD
VT2861OMHz.0WAIT.64OK. 1.2 0R $1.125 00

Mmf COMPUTERS

MODEL 2108 CALL

MODEL 2112 FOR

MODEL 2200 NEW
MODEL 2214 PRICING

MODEL 3216 IN STOCK

LAPTOP COMPUTERS
MITSUBISHI 286/12. e40K. 2 OR. 8KLT $1.959 00

MITSUBISHI 286'12. 1 OR 20MB SKIT $2.459 00

NEC MULTISPEED EL2. 640K. 2 DR. BKLT $1.449 00

NECMULTISPEEOHO.V30. 1 DR.20MB $2.279 00

TOSHIBA 1000 80C86/5. 512K. 1DR $789 00

TOSHIBA 1200F80C86/10. 1MB. 2 DR $1.62500
TOSHIBA 1200FS AS A8(M W.BKLT $ 1 . 789 00

TOSHIBA 1200H B0C66. 1MB. 1 DR, 20M8 $2,237.00

TOSHIBA 1?OOHe. AS ABOVE Wmi $2 499 00

TDSHI8A 3100-20286/8.640K.20MB $2.979 00

TOSHIBA 3200 286/12. 1MB. 1 OR. 40MB $3,699.00

TOSHI8AS100386/16.2M8. tOR. 40MB $4.799 00

ZENITHSUPERSPORT28086.64(IK.20R $1.569 00

SNITH SUPERSPORT 28&12. 1MB. 20MB $3499 00

$179 50

$191 00

$75 00

$85 00

$339 00

$444.00

$239 00

$269 00

$259.00

$259 00

$299 50

169 00

$8900

MONOCHROME MONITORS
AMD»410.AMBR/GRN. 12*. 720 X 350 $14900
AST. B6W.14‘. 740X350
COMFRO AMBER. 12*. 720 X 400

GOLDSTAR GREEN. 12*. 720 X 350

LTI. AMBR-GRN. ir. 720 X 350
NECM0N0GRAPH.66W IT. 1024X1024 $1.27900

NEC MUaiSYNC GS. B6W. 14*. 720 X 480 199 00

mCKARD BELL. AMBR/GRN.ir. 720 X 350 $79 99

nCKARD BELL. A66W. M*. FLAT SCR. T/S $129 00

WYSE 530. AMBIVGRN. 14*. 720 X 350 $175 36

WVSE 700. B6W. 15*. 1280 X 800 $699 00

COLOR MONITORS
AMOEK600. 13*. 640X240. 43

AMDEK722. 13*. 720X350. 31

GOLDSTAR. 14* 640 X 200. 43

LTI COLOR. 14* 640X200. 43

MA6NAVQXCM8762. 14*. 640 X 240. 42

SAMSUNG COLOR. 12*. 640 X 200. .43

TAXAN 720. 14*. 640X200. 43

MONO/COLOR BOARDS
COLOR GRAPHICS. 640 X 200

COLOR GRAPHICS W1WR. 640 X 200

HERCULES GRAPHICS PLUS. 720 X 348. 64K $179 00

HERCULES COLOR W/TRR. 640 X 200. 16K $146.00

HERCULESINCOLOR.720 X 348.64KBY4 $249 00

MONOCHROME GRAPHICSW -MR. 720 X 348 $69 85

EGAA^GA MONITORS
AST EGA. 14*. 640 X 350, .31 $489 00

COMRN) VGA. 14*. 720 X 400. 31 $524 25

GOLDSTAR EGA. 14* 640X350. 31 $369 00

GOLDSTARVGA 14* 640 X 480 31 $469 00

IMTEC\«AMULn-MOOE.14*.OOOX560.T/S $469 00

MAGNAVOX EGA 9CM043. 14*. 640X350. 39 $335 00

MACNAV<IKVGA9CM062. 14*.640 X 480. 39 $449 00

NECMULnSVNCII. 13*800X560.31 $579.00

NECMWTISYNCPLUS.14*.960 i720..31 $879 00

NEC MULTISYNC XL. 19*. 1024 x 768. .31 $1 .939 00

SAMSUNG EGA. 14*. 640 X 480. .31 $369.00

SONY MULTISCAN 1303. 13*. 600X600. 31 $649 00
SPECTRASYNC 1437. 14' 800x600. T/S $49900
TAXAN 770 MULTISYNC. 14'. 800X000. 31 $539 00

TEKNIKAMULTI-MOOEMrA. 13*900X680 $499.00

ZENITH FTM ZCM-1490. 14*. 640 X 480. 28 $669 00

EGAA^GA BOARDS
AST VGA. 800 X 600. 2S6K. 256 COLOR
ATI WONOERBQARO. EGA. \A3A. CGA
ATI MM VIP

BOCA EGA. 640 X 350

COMFRO MM. 640 X 480. 256 COLOR
EPIC. 480. EGA. CGA. MOA. HERC. 640 X 480 $189 00

GENOASUPER EGA. HI-RES 640 X 480. 2S6K $215 00

GENOA SUPER MM. 800 X 600. 256K

GENOA SUPER MM. 768 X 1024. Ht-RES

NEC MVA 1024. 384K

NEC MVA 1024 ENHANCED. 768K

ORCHID DESIGNER VGA. 640 X 480. 256K

PARADISE MM. 800 X 600. 2S6K

RVMOISE MM PROFESSIONAL BOO X 600 256K CALL

PARADISE AUTOSWrrOI EGA. 640 X 480. $199 00
STB AUTOEGA. 640 X 350. 756K. 64 COLOR $14900
STBMMEXTRA. 640 X 480. 2S6K.2S6C0L0R $259 00

VIDEO 7VEGA DELUXE. 640 X 480. 2S6X $239 00

V1DEO7MM.640 X 4d0.256K.256COLOR $299 00

TERMINALS
WYK MODEL 30 AMBER OR GREEN
WYSE AlOOEL 60 AMBER OR GREEN
WYSE AlOOEL 60 AMBER GREEN 6&W
WYSE MODEL 60 KEYBOARD
WYSE MODEL 65 AMBER OR GREEN

NOVELL NETWORKING I

TURNKEY NCTWORR SYSTEM

10MHz 286 FILE SERVER. ARCNET PC

TERMINALS. LOADED NETWARE.
CABLES. TERMINATORS AND TEES.

EVERYTHING - PLUG IN 6 TURN ONI
4-USER (40Mei $6.599 00
6-USER 18OMB1 $8.899 00

l-USER iSOMei $11 999 00

OPERATWB SYSTEMS

ADV.NETVWRE 286V21SFT $2,499.00

AOV NETWARE 286 V2 12 $1.799 00

ADV NETWARE 286 V2 12 Sn $2.999 00

ELS 4-USER SOFTWARE $429 00

ELS 8-USER SOFTWARE $999 00

CAROS

ARCNET (SBITIPCia $166 00

ARCNET (16 BIT) 286386
ETHERNET
ETHERLINK PIUS AT

MICROCHANNEL CAROS PS/2

WORK STXnOMS

ARCNET PC TERMINAL 10MHz. 2S6K
ETHERNET PC TERMINAL 8MHz. 2S6K
ESPIRIT LANTERM 8MHz. TSBK

INSCNnWORKMB ITEMS

MOUNTAIN 40MB TAPE BAD(UP (W/S)

WANGTEK 60MB TAPE BACKUP (F/5)

ARCNET ACTIVE HUB
ARCNET PASSIVE HUB
ELGAR MONITOR 1000 WATT UPS
NOVELL UPS MONITOR BOARD
NOVELL COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING

DISK CO-PROCESSOR BOARD
NETWARE FOR MACINTOSH SOFTWARE

$359 00

$259 00

$799 00
$799 00

$1.149 00

$699 00

$49900
$85 00

$699 00
$75 00
CALL

$349 00
$200 00

DISK DRIVES I

BERNOULLI BOX 10 -f 10

BERNOULLI BOX 20 20

BERNOUUI NON BOOTABLE CONTROLLER
BERNOUai BOOTABLE CONTROLLER

COMRIQ360KF/H FDD PC/XT

FUJITSU 360K, H/H FDD PC/XT

MAXTOR 1140 1ieM6.F/H.27MS FOR AT $1,129.00

MAXT0R4380S320MB.F/H.27MSW<SCSI $2.999 00

MINISCRIBE 20Me. HH. 68MSWMFM
MINISCRIBE eOMB. K/H. 61MSW/MFM
MINISCRIBE HARO DISK CARD 20Mfi

MINISCRIBE HARO DISK CARO 30AIIB

MINISCRIBE 40MB. HH FOR AT

PLUS HARDCARD 20MB. PC/XT

PLUS HAROCARO 40MB. PC/XT

PRIAM ISOMe.FH 20MSFORAT
SEAGATE ST22$ 20MB. HH.SSMSWUAFM $259 00

SEAGATE ST236 30MB. HU. BSMSWRLL $299 00

SEA3ATEST251 40MB. H/H. 40MSF0RAT $399 00

SEAGATE ST2S1-1 40MB. HH. 28MS FOR AT $499 00

$1.395 00

$1.599 00

$159.00

$209 00

$47.00

$69.00

$299 00

$450.00

$399 00

$419 00

$35000
K50 00

$670 00

$1599 00

$31450
$249.00

$307 00

$159 00

$449.00

$275.00

$389 00

$949 00

$1,049.00

$289 00

$296 00

$299.00

$369 00

$309 00

$100 00

$375 00

SEAGATE ST12SI-PS/2 20MB. 1

FOR P&2 MODELS 25 8 30

SEMITE ST4096 80MB. F« 28MSW^
TAXAN EXT. 360K FDD FOR PS^

TAPE DRIVES
ARCHIVE 40MeiNT XT/AT

ARCHIVE BOMB INT XT/AT

IRWIN 10MB INT XT/AT

IRWIN 20MB INT XT/AT

IRWIN 40MB INT XT/AT

MOUNTAIN 40MB INT/EXT

MOUNTAIN 150MB EXT

WANGTEK 60MB INT XT/AT

$359 00

$339.00

$599 00
INSTOCK
IN STOCK

CALL

INSTOCK
CAU

$599 00

MODEMS I

EVEREX 1200 BAUD INT $109 00

EVEREX 2400 BAUD INT $199 00

EVEREX 2400 BAUD EXT $289 00

HAYES SMAHTMOOEM1200BINTW/SW $269 00

HAYES SMARTMOOEM 12006 INT $250 00

HAYES SMARTMOOEM 1200 EXT $289 00

HAYES SMARTM0DEM2400BINTW/SW $424.00

HAYES SMARTMOOEM 24006 INT $379 00

HAYES SMARTMOOEM 2400 EXT $424.00

PACKARD BELL 2400 BALK) INT $169 00

MODEM W/ (PRO COMISW
fWCKARO BELL 2400 BAUD EXT $199 00

USR SPORTSTER 1200 HALF CARO INT $106 00

USR SPORTSTER 1200 EXT $128 00

USR SPOFTTSTER 2400 INTW/SW $179 00

USR COURIER 2400 EXT WIRROR-CORR $329 00

USR COURIER K$T960D EXT 1649 00

IBM 5250 EMULATION 2.12 CONV KIT $633 75

EXTERNAL MODEM CABLES $15 00

PRINTERS W/ FREE CABLE
IBM PROPRINTER II. 9PIN.80COL.240CPS $439 25

IBM PROPRINTER XL. 132 COL. 240 CPS $799 00

IBM QUIETWRITER III. 132 COL. 274 CPS $1 .249 00

CmZB(12OD.9PIN.B0COL.t20CPS $14900

CmZEN 180 0.9 PIN. 60 COL. 180 CPS $16900

CITIZEN MSP SO. BO COL. 300 CPS S^ OO

cmzBiMSPSs.mcoL.aoocps $49900

DICONIX1SOP- BATTERY POWERED PORT $319 00

OICONIX 300 INKJET. 132 COL. ISO CPS $529 00

EPSONEXeOO.gPW.80COL.300CPS $459 00

EPSON FX 1050. 9 PIN. 132 COL, 264 CPS $539 00

EPSON LQ 500. 24 PIN. 80 COL. 180 CPS $369.00

EPSON LQ 850.24 PIN. BO COL. 264 CPS $549.00

EPSON LQ 1050. 24 PIN. 132 COL. 264 CPS $765 00

EPSON LQ 2550. 24 PM. 132 COL. 324 CPS $979.00

EPSON LX-800. 9 PIN. 80 COL. 180 CPS $219.00

HPIASERJETSERIESIUPG>MIN Sl.699.00

HPOESUETINKJET.4P&MIN $695 00

NECLO8901ASER.8PGA4IN $3,399.00

NEC P2200. 24 PIN. 80 COL. 170 CPS $359.00

NECPS200.24RN.80COL.265CPS $529.00

NEC P5300. 24 PIN. 136 COL. 265 CPS $879.00

NEC P960 XL 24 pm. 136 COL, 400 CPS $1,025.00

NEC3S608PH«WRITER. 136COL.3SCPS $789 00

NEC8KOSPINWRITER.136COL.65CPS $1.169 00

OKIM1A ML182 *. 9 PIN. 80 COl. 240 CPS $243 49

OKIOAlAML292E.I6Pm,80COL.240CPS $377.44

0KI0ATAML29X.18PIN.136C0L.240CPS $515.50

INTERFACE MODULE FOR 292/293 $94 99

OKIOATAML320.9PIN.80C01.300CPS $369.00

OKX)ATANHJ21.9Pm.136COL.300CPS $470.00

OKIOATA ML390. 24 PIN. 80 COL. 270 CPS $469.00

OKIOATAML391.24F1N.136COL.270CPS $638 00

OKIOATA ML393. 24 PIN. 136 COL. 450 CPS $949.00

RVMSONICXI8n.9PIN.BOCOL. 144CPS $15900

»mAS0NICK}91l.9PIN.a0C0L.t92CPS $189 00

FANAS0NICKX-P1524. t30C0L.240CP5 $579.00

FANASONIC KX-P1595, 130 COL. 240 CPS $475.00

MNASONIC LASER FMTNER. 12 PGMIN $1 .599 00

STAR MICRONIX NX-1S. 130 COL. 120 CPS $332 00

STARMICRONIXNX-1000C.80COL. 144CPS 195.00

TOSHIBAP321SL.24PIN.80COL.216CPS $482.00

TOSHIBAP34tSL.24PIN.132COL.216CPS $699 00

TOSHIBAP351SX.24Pm.132COL360CPS $1,019.00

FAX MACHINEShhHHM
CANON FAXPHONE I.G3. 40 SEC/PG $999 00

MURATAM1200.G2/G3. 19SEC/PG $775 00
MURATA M1600. G2433. 18 SEC/PG $975.00

SHARP FO-300. 62/G3. 18 SEC/PG $1 .220.00

SHARP FO-420. GZ/63. 18 SEC/PG $1,379.00

SHARP FO-SOO. G2/G3. IS SEC/PG $1,649 00

TOSHIBA T3000. G3/63. IPG. IS SEC/PG $1,055 00

T0SHIBAT3300.G24U.5PG. 15SEC/PG $1,225.00

TOSHIBA T3700.62/G3. IS S£C1>6. AUTO $1,555.00

CORPORATE A QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 46 HOURS
Pneas nliect 3% cuh discount Allow lO business

days lor shipping when paying by personal check

Software, chips and other etecironic components are

not returnable Returns are subiecilo a restocking

charge Prices are suPiect to change without nonce

CALL 707 COMPUTERWHOLESALERS TODAY!

1-800-426-2489
or in Illinois TECH HOTLINE FAX:

WEW8ERMMC
MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
m the Orect Martrt#iq Assiiifltoi' me

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED BUYERS

Credit card charges are submitted at time of shipment

(312) 537-3600 (312) 537-3970 (312) 537-2850
CREDIT TER

^v>i

COMPUTER WHOLESALERS
707 Dartmouth Drive Buffalo Grove. IL 60089

CIRCLE 106ON READER SERVICE CARD



COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE'
OVER

$4,000,000.00
INVENTORY

ALL Panasonic
Printers

in Stock for
Immediate Shipment

WHY PAY
RETAIL?
Mobody Sells

for less

CDW™ is your best source

Panaronic,
Office'Automatior \

ALL Panasonic PRINTERS AT LOWEST EVER DISCOUNT PRICES

X-P1080I \

• 10-inch paper wktth

• 120 cps draft;

24 cps NLQ
• Friction and adjustable tractor feeds

• Up to 40 downloadable characters

• Epson and IBM compatibility

• Near Letter Quality printing in all pitches

Printers
CDW™ has a Panasonic printer for every

production need. From high quality daisy wheei

and dot matrix printers that offer speed, com-

patibility, and diverse print styles to the fastest

laser in its class, Panasonic has a full line and

CDW™ has the best price.

KX-PIOail dot
matrix piintar

10-inch paper width

160 cps draft; 32 cps NLQ

Near Letter Quality printing in ail pitches

Friction and adjustable tractor feeds

Up to 40 downloadable characters

Epson and IBM compatibility

KX-P1092I dot
matrix printar

• 10-inch paper width

• 240 cps draft; 48 cps NLQ
• Up to 40 downloadable characters

• Friction and adjustable tractor feeds

• Near Letter Quality printing in all pitches

and PS
• Epson and IBM compatibility

KX-P1524 24-pln
' dot matrix prlntor

15-inch paper widtti

• 240 cps draft; 80 cps NLQ
' Near Letter Quality printing in all pitches

> Friction and adjustable uactor feeds

> Auto paper loading for cut sheets

• 5 downloadable character sets with

32K buffer option

• Epson, Diablo and IBM compatibility

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 48 HOURS.

Unmatched
Laser Speed.

Panasonic Value.
CDW"* Pricing.

KX-P15t2 dot
mMrix printar

• 15-inch paper width

'

• 180 cps draft:

38 cps NLQ
• Near Letter Quality printing

in all pitches

• Friction and adjustable tractor feeds

• 5 downloadable character sets with

32K buffer option

• Epson and IBM compabbility

KX-P1595 dot
mMrlx printar

< 15-inch paper width

240 cps draft; 51 cps NLQ
' Auto paper loading for cut sheets

• Near Letter Quality prinbng in all pitches

• Friction and adjustable tractor feeds

• 5 downloadable character sets with 32K

buffer option

• Epson. Diablo and IBM compabbility

Get it all with the
Panasonic® Laser Partner™.

Eleven pages per minute.

That's how fast the Panasonic Laser Partner

prints your text. With Panasonic, you get high

speed and unsurpassed quality. With CDW™
you get the best price, guaranteeing the best

value anywhere. The Laser F’artner™ includes

all these features and more:

Two 250-sheet paper cassettes

300 dot-per-inch resolution

Five popular printer emulations, including

H-P, IBM and Diablo

Standard parallel and RS-232 serial

interlaces

Convenient front panel controls

512K Ram standard

KX-P3131 Daley
Wheal Printer

• 135-ioch paper width

• All word-processing functions\

• Friction Feed and optional

tractor or auto cut sheet feeds

• Auto paper loading

• BLdirecbonal prinbng with logic seeking

• Diablo compabbility

Call CDW for custom quotes
on our entire line of products.

KX-P3151 Daisy
Whaal Printar

> 155-inch paper width

> Auto paper loading

> Friction Feed and optional tractor

or auto cut sheet feeds

• All word-processing functions

• Bi-directional printing with logic seeking

• Diablo compatibility

CIRCLE 729ON READER SERVICE CARD

If you find a battar prica

call us bafora you buy.

WHY WAIT? CALL COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE™ NOW!
Open term, available to af^oved creditCDW™ stocks a full line

of products to
support ovory
computer need.

Open terms available to approved credit charter member

(800 ) 23d - 4426 MBiS
In Illinois

(312) 498-1426
FAX

291-1737

9 xrm Orsa Mesmg Auocewrt. tic

MEMBER e



THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE MS DOS MARKET . . .

PRODUCT CATEGORIES
HARDWARE
ADD-ON-BOARDS. .449 DISKETTES .

.

453

CD-ROM 449 EXPANSION
UNITS .453, 454

CABLES 449 MONITORS . .

.

454

COMMUNICATIONS . .

.

PERIPHERALS 454

449, 450 POWER

COMPUTER SUPPLIES .... .454, 455

SYSTEMS. 450, 451, 452 PRINTERS .... 455

DISKDRIVES 452,453 SECURITY . . . 455

SOFTWARE
ACCOUNTING 455, 456 MANUFACTURING 462

BUSINESS 456 MEDICAL .... 462

BUSINESS PROJEcrr
MANAGEMENT . . . .456 MUSIC .462, 463

BUSINESS TIME
MANAGEMENT 456, 457

COMMUNICATIONS 457

CONSTRUCTION. . .457

DATA BASE 457

DATA ENTRY . .457, 458

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING 458

EDUCATION 458

ENGINEERING 459

ENTERTAINMENT/
GAMES 459, 460

FINANCIAL 460

FLOWCHARTING. .460,

461

GRAPHICS 461

HEALTH 461

INVENTORY 462

MAILING
PROGRAMS 462

PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE .463

MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES . .470

BAR
CODING 471, 472

BOOKS/CATALOGUES/
PUBLICATIONS . . . .472

COMPUTER
INSURANCE 472

DATA
CONVERSION 472,473

DATA RECOVERY
SERVICES 473

DISK
CONVERSION 473

DISKETTE COPY
SERVICE 473

NETWORKING 474

SUPPLIES 474, 475

TRAINING/
TUTORIALS 475

PROGRAMMERS
TOOLS 463,464

PUBLIC
DOMAIN 464

REAL ESTATE 464,465

RELIGION 465

SALES
MARKETING . .465, 466

SCIENTIFIC 466

SECURITY . . . .466, 467

SHAREWARE 467

STATISTICS 467

SURVEYS 467, 468

TAXES 468

UTILITIES . . . .468, 469

WORD
PROCESSING . .469, 470

RATES AND INFORMATION
PC Magazine Marketplace is a special economical section for

prtxluct and service listings.

Listings arc grouped by category and sold by column inches. Second

color option available.

Standard Directory Li.stings are also available for a minimum of 4

issues at $500 per issue ($2000 total).

For additional information call 212-503-5115.

MARKETPLACE ADVERTISING
STAFF

PC Magazine, 3rd floor

One Park Avenue

New York, NY I00I6

Group Sales Director

KaJhryn J. Cumbcrlandcr

Group Sales Manager
Daniel L. Rosensweig

Support Manager
Monica B. Dixon

Sr. Advertising Coordinator

Linda Annis-Lopez

Advertising Coordinator

Wanda D. Brown

Production Director

Anne Brockinton

Production Coordinator

Robert Clark

ACCOUNT MANAGERS
Senior Account Manager Kenneth Nova (212) 503-5175

Glenda Campbell (212) 503-5118 wv. FL. VT. NH. (CA 93996 DOWN)
NY. GA. PA, VA. DC. OH. AK. WY. MA

,

Daniel Rosensweig (212) 503-5156

TX. MN. Wl. AR. NC. IN. Rl. DE. SC.
LA. ID. MT, OVERSEAS

Michael Brooks (212) 503-5125

MI. <rr. IL. KY. ME. OR. OK. AL.
MO. NM. lA

Jonathan Adewumi (212) 503-5117

Kathleen Morris(212) 503-5176 nJ. WA. MD. AZ. CO. NV. MS. KS.

UT. TN. NB. HI. (CA 940(X) & UP) ND. SD (ALL CANADA)
MSOO) 825-4ADS

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 2 9. I9K«



MAGAZINE

FOR MORE INFORMATIOS OR TO PLACE YOt’R AD CALL 212 503-51 IS . . .

HARDWARE/
ADD-ON-BOARDS

Our Comdex Overlay

Special: Only $749!
liSVideo s Overlay add-on (ward gives

The IBMPC/XT/AT user RECORDABLE
OUTPljT capabilities FOR LESS' Com-

bines video & computer output to

create high-resolution VCR tapes tor

interactive training, sales & marketing

animation/titling. whatever you require

TO mOER CUL; 1-203 M4 NOO
One StamAsrtI Unding

62 SouMMU JWenuc

SatrilM CT 06902 9960

usvueo
CtRCL£ S91 OM REAOEh SCRV6CE CARD

CABLES

2€€ rCOT
PARALLEL CABLE
• A/l ki CoafaliMc
• Si|Ral PowerH
w No EiImmI Pa«*< SMtc« N««c«Miyl
• PiioU Veotara up lo Tea Tibm Faiiet

^ nacW now dpajon laing itmgipmo Hchnotogy
Row* n HmnmCW* » buflw and toganwata
agprapnaia vgoal ana* lo (NMa a paraM cabta up
to 200 faai ai data vansiaf rata* Vwi ara iO amas
taaiar Own M ot moa> aartal port connacaon*
ITM aaows a Datkiop PuUiMng documani
cftapiar trial piaiaouaty oioiad hava lahan 30
iwnuiaa to prtnl Horn a tartal connaciwn to ba
complaiad m ia*s tfian 6 ininutaa'

AUTOTIME HVPERCABLE
36FOOT-saBOO SOFOOT-t79W
tOOFOOT-SIIOOO 200 FOOT -619900

Tacrmcal Sk<ipon OrdarsOmy

ORCLE 562 ON rCADER SERVICe CARO

THEXBAN0IT4EM$4
For XT/AT Enhanced, expanded memory utiliz-

ing LIM 4.0 specilieations Segmented memory

mapping, split memory addressing 2 mb m
one slot. 8 mb total Spooler. RAM disk auto

conliguralion soltware. manual, warranty all

included $175 list Dealer priang available

TELETEK ENTERPRISES. INC

4600 Pell Drive

Saaamento. CA 95838

(916) 920-4600

TIME MASTER $35
Clock-Calendar tor PC. XT and compatibles

Automatically enters time and date withoul

wasting valuable 1/0 slot Inserts transparently

between any 28 pm ROM and its socket. Even

works in BIOS or HO conlroll« ROM socket!

Easy installation 10 year lilhium battery Soft-

ware included. $35.00 + $2.50 S&H. Qly

Discounts available Part #101TM. 30 day •

Money Back Guarantee All orders shipped wilh-

in one business day.

Talus Engineering Inc. (600) 432-9174 (24 hr)

CD-ROM

CD-ROM DRIVES A TITLES
• Hitachi ext. CD-ROM Drive 1503S: $699

(list $899)'

• Microsoft Programmer's Library and Drive

• Hundreds cf CD-ROM lilies, starting at $29!

• Call or write tor tree 90 page catalog

• 30 day money-back guarantee!

• Free lech support

Gel il all from "The Bureau"

Bureau ol Electronic Publishing

121 Norwood Avenue

Upper Montclair. NJ 07043

(201) 746-3031

Companion allows you to

add an extra keyboard and
monitor up to 250’ from your
PC system unit.

^ Now available for ^^ VGA and PS/2. ^
DEALER PROGRAM AVAILABLE
PRICES START AT $219.00

CYBEX CORPORATION
2800 H. Bob WMMcw Ave.

HuntsvOe. AL 3980S
(208)5340011

ORCLE 9S3 ON READER SERVICE CARO

COMMUNICATIONS

FAX
IPAPEI

vwth
Every Fax
Machine Purchased

TOP DISCOUNTS
• BEST PRICES m THE COUNTRY]
• FUU SERVICE AND TRAINING

FAX OF AMERICA
1-800-S42-FAXX

AMtinCA S LOW PRIC6 fAX OISIMBUIUU

IND. CALL 1-219-256-7019

ORCLE 664 ON READER SERVICE CARO

TO Pl.ACTi YOUR AD IN

PC' Maga/inc Marketplace

Call (212)503-5115

.ir(XOO| 825-4ADS

COMMUNICATIONS

nvisibie Network.
Includes all hardware and software—nothing extra

to buy
• Invisible Network'* boards give high performance,

install easily, and connect with dual twisted-pair wire

NET 30 * Network Operating System IS full-leatured,

has extensive on-line help, and saves memory
• File sharing, print spooling, tile record locking, menu
system, security, network management, diskless

workstations, diagnostics

• Also compatible with NETBIOS. IBM-PC LAN
Program

,

• Novell Advanced Netware
'*

• Lifetime warranty and SO-day money-back guarantee

Model too Model 200 Model 200 A

Compatitxuty IBM PC XT AT IBM PC XT AT IBM PS'2

MicroChannel

Speed

Price

0 7 Mbps 18 Mbps 16 Mbps

S199 00ea S299 00ea S39g.00ea

For more information call (415) 221-0916 or write

anCLE 5SS ON READER SERVICE CARO

Good

perlormaoee

uttder load,

elegant desiga.

/ow price.

simple cabling

regoiremenis.

and broad

eompalibilily.

"

-PC Week

"Thelnpisible

Nelworkisedarn

good deal.

"

—PCMagazme

"A ioy lo use.

I highly

recommend il."

-Data Based

Advisor

Invisible

Sollwere. Inc.

4S1 47th Ave.

Sen Francisco. CA

94W
1415)221-0916

$385.00
TIOOO $759.m
r 1 200F/FB. .$1329.00/1 S49.oe
ri200H/I{B.$2199.00/2399.M
r3200 $3640.0*
15100 $4649.0*

U7 KJ ^7*yU M6<HI>FS

FAX
C A XT .. .

iMurats MI/1200/1600....$ 495/Call
»3Al>j I V-l COMPUTERS iRicoh 07/10/20 Call/Call/$1595
.Sanyo La^op _$ 995.i Toshiba 30100 / 3300 ...$ 935/Cail
5'^ ICannon 20 (lOOVS $ig7S.«0/Call
So.Pt Cl<«kSupeBwmDj»l.v sharp FO 300/420 $1095/1295
Sanyo AT 286 Systen ..... $1495.08 Ic.. T-.ii i
Sanyo AT 386 System $2125.oo lf****^P
Sanyo SF 600 Copier $ 545.00 [Sanyo SF100/SF200 ..$ .$995/1195

Terms: Prepayment Pricet Visa M/C /COD+2% Restock 20% pneea can change

T.P.C. 12603 Hoover St. Gonleti Grove. CA 92641

Ren1*Ruv*Lease 800-444-3199 fax 7I4-89i.i202

CMCLE 656 ON READER SERVICE CARO

PhoneBoot by cybex
Par awar aad your compwlar ia offi PbonaBool lat*

you "ba Ibara" . . . aU you oaad ii a PbonaBool ami

• 6 rini picknp lat* you thara a voka Nna
• Built-in hanlwar* aacurily code
• Sis otilMs. to Amp capacity
• Sutx* prulaclion for both AC ai»d Talaphorte iln*

Only S]**. induda* utUily diakalla wilh axamplM for

laadin* Kiftwara packaxa*.

CYBEX CORPORATION
2S00 H Bob WaSKe Avenue

HuntsvSe. AL 3S805
<2051 534 0011

aRCLE 657 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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e
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PIACE YOL'R Al) CALI. 212 502-51 IS . . .

okuSED?
. . .BYALLTHOSE
COMPUTER ADS?

There are no gimmicks at

PRC Technology-

ONLY HONEST VALUE!

Take the risk out of your

mail order buying decision

& GO TO PRC!

XT & AT are Registered Trademarks of IBM Corporaiort

DTK « a Regeiered Trademark ol Oatatech Emerpnses Co Ud

PRC Technology is your DTK authorized computer dealer, providing DTK
Systems in any configuration. \bu are the boss) Here are just a few examples:

DTK 386/20 Mhz SYSTEM DTK 286 AT 10 Mhz SYSTEM

INTEL 80386 MICROPROCESSOR
220 WATT POWER SUPPLY

DTK AT CASE WITH KEY LOCK
32 BIT ARCHITECTURE
1,0 MB RAM
CLOCK CALENDAR
WESTERN DIGITAL WA-2 HD/FD CONTROLLER
1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE

• ENHANCED 101 KEY KEYBOARD
MONOCHROME GRAPHIC W/PRtNTER PORT
SAM SUNG AMBER MONITOR
TURBO SWITCH W/LIGHT

INTEL 80286 MICROPROCESSOR
220 WATT POWER SUPPLY

DTK AT CASE WITH KEY LOCK
16 BIT ARCHITECTURE
512K RAM

CLOCK CALENDAR
12 MB/1 44 MB/360K/720K CONTROLLER

• 1 2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE

ENHANCED 101 KEY KEYBOARD
MONOCHROME GRAPHIC W/PRINTER PORT
SAM SUNG AMBER MONITOR
TURBO SWITCH W/LIGHT

$2229* $899*

LASER PRO EXPRESS
SERIES H

FULLY SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
10 MB RAM
8 PAGES PER MINUTE

• 27 STANDARD FONTS
RS-232 & CENTRONICS

$1669
CWCLE 9S7 ON READER SERVICE CARO

“COLOR ADD $200 EGA ADD $450 VGA ADD $525

PA I I MOW®'’ ™E SYSTEM
L/MLL INWVV OF YOUR choice!

Call: 1-800-GO TO PRC In Calitornia 1-818-350-8810

I*RO TcchiKiIofTy Inc.

9460 Telstar #1 • 61 Monte California 91731
Fax orders: 1-816-350-8922 Open 9am-7pm Mon thru Sat

V

LAPTOP SPECIALS
ZENITH “TOSHIBA “NEC

• SHARP “DATAVUE
The Latest Laptops at Low Prices

along with a wicie Selection of Acces-

sories including . . .

• AFFORDABLE SVi' or 3V^' EXTER-

NAL and INTERNAL DRIVE UNITS for

• LAPTOPS and DESKTOPS (360K.

720K. 1.2K and1.44K).
• DICONIX PRINTERS ... 1200 AND
2400 BAUD MODEMS tar UPTOPS.

For Low Pricing and Fast Reliable

Service call . . .

COMPUTER OPTIONS
UNUMITED

for the Smart Buyer

201-469-7678 *7 Days

9AM-10PM (EST)

ORCLE sea ON reader service card

Tandy"
Our 12lh year of DISCOUNTS

COMPI TKRS &
CELLULAR PH0NF:S
Toll Free 800.231-3680

"Others copy our ads.

hut rH>t our service

Wc wW hwH rt beat . . .

Gl'ARANTEXD 1X>WKST PMCTS

(Ilf MflRVMflC INDUSTRIES INC

22.111 Kal> Fkvv

Katy iMouslon) TX 7745(1

1-7I3.W.0747 Tekv: 7741.12

CIRCLE 569 ON READER SERVKtE CARO

PC WigMine Marketplace the ultimate target laarket!

The brand speciHers who read PC Magazine don’t have the time to

shop around, their only concern is getting what they need as quickly as

possible.

TheyH DIRECT their attenlton to PC Maganne Bartetphee

For them PC Magazine Marketplace's Direct-Response/Dispiay Ad for

mat represents a fast, easy and cost effective method of product acquisi-

tion. They know it will have the products they need and the information

they want regarding price, volume discounts, specifications and delivery.

If you think that your business can benefit from the 550,000 brand

speciner^vh^£ad^^Jagazin^^JfOU|R^IGHT^^^^^^^_

So take DIRECT adion and call (212) 503-5115 or (800) 825-4ADS

IBM PS/2’s
U p t o 4 1 % orn

ftrluil Y<w Com

MODEL 50-021 3.595 $2,495

MODEL 60-041 5.295 3.245

MODEL 60-071 6.295 3.675

MODEL 80-Otl 6.995 4.285

MODEL 80071 8.495 4,825

MODEL 80-1 II 8.995 5.945

MODEL 80-311 It.995 8,.395

American Micro Computer Center

2890 Grimn Road - Suite #4
FI. Uuderdale. FL 33312

(305) 985-9406
awctl OT ON READER SERVICE CARD

B 0 T T 0 M

1 1 N E

ISM . . . 30% +
COMPAQ . . 30% 4-

APPLE ... Bottom Une

HPLaseneni, .,1589

HPOesiqet 659

EPSON Call

LAPTOPS Call

800-525-7733
CIRCLE »7I ON READER SERVICE CARD

MICRO WHOLESALES (7U)-772-4160

ASTCOMPUTERS
2M. Modal Aft 612KRwn $1440

ModM 80. 140m, 140, 170 CMI

see. UodW 900:1MB Rvn 82906

Ued«1640,380 CaR

MITSUBISHI COMPUTERS
MP206.310A40K. 1.2MFOO 61006

Mpaao. 300:1MB. 1JM FDD 62206

Laptop 206 CompuMr Cal

ZENITH LAPTOP
164HR; 640K. 206e HO. Dea 61006

Suparapert 206. BMlary, Doa

ORCLE 573 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EPSON PRINTERS
Fxaeo. 202 epa, 9 pm, nlo 6»40

Lxaoo, FX1060. Exaoo, LQ1060 CMI

HEWLCTT.PACKARD
LaaarJat n^onar 61060

747aA Plollar, a par« 61321

PANASONIC PRINTERS
10011, 180 cpa.0 pm 6100

10001, 10001, 1600, 1806, 1684 CMI

INTEL MATH CHIPS
All ehipa (8067, 00067, 00007) Cad

Hours: (M-F) 9;00a.5:30p C^T
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS

On a Scale of 1 to 10

ThisisaZO!

286 20MHz *$869.00

MAiN SYSTEM BOARD 80286
Hams CMOS 00286

23SonNononSI
26 7 on Landmark Speed

SwiKTiapie lOMH; lo 20MH7 mto wait stale

CHIPS and Technology NEAT c>«p set

Shadow RAM k0 systw and o* video BIOS

Hardware resei switch

00207 Coprocessor socket

Up to S rnegabyies RAM on board

OlOsioisie lepn 2 0P«l

Turbo Led conneoor allows

indKaiOr tor current speed

AT STYLE CASE
Five ’/? HI drive slois

Reeel switch on from panel

Turbo and resei led deptoy

Tower case also available

POWER SUPPLY
220warioutoui

115230 VAC user seleciMrie

m CSAcerMied

ENHANCED KEYBOARD
101 keys

12 Funcbon keys and seperale keypad

cottPLere LMC OF c<M^UTeRS

80386 COMPAQ COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS ‘S162&00

16MHz 20MH^ and 20MH2 mam system board w cache memory 220Wslt power supply . AT

case enhanced keyboard FCC B Approved

286 AT COMPUTER SYSTEMS ’tS60.00

6 0MHz 6 10MHz 6 12MHz and 6 l6MHz mam system boards 220Wan power supply. AT

case enhanced keyboard FCC B Approved

See us at

©C®fflPiH/Fall 'SS
Booth #679

November 14-18, 1988
Las Vegas Convention Center — West Hall

Las Vegas, Nevada

Frees stvi from ih« MorMornoi mciudad

DATA BANKCOMPUTER
196 WHITNEY PLACE, FREMONT. CALIFORNIA 94539

(41 5) 490-5003 FAX (415) 490-3519

IBM PC XT AT are trademarks ol International Business Machines Corporation

CIRCLE 573 ON READER SERVICE CARO

TO PLACE YOUR AD IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115 or (800) 825-4ADS

DISKDRIVES

TWO YEAR FREE REPLACEMENT

I

TWO YEAR OIREC REPLACEMENT WARRANTY
I We Mnont any hgn) dnve you puittn» tram us to be fne of defeth ior o period I

I of TWO YEARS hem fwtiiKa dole If it bis dumg ihR period of tone, ralum d
|

to us onj we wi Kploce < Aw # |

30 DAY
MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE

AT DRIVES: PC/XT KITS:

TtMB Saogoto ST22S. HN. 6Sim 1249 20M SMgoto SI22S. HH. 6Sns . (2/9

40MB Soogoli STTSM. KH. ZBim 1429 3QM Seogoto ST23BR. HH, 6Sro (299

7IM8 bniSote 608$, Rl. ?8im (S49 42MB Atoi5a6t 36S0. HH. Alms (369

80MB Seogoto SI4096. PH. 28rb (169 FAST, HIGH aPAGTY AT DRIVES:

II0MMnSo6e6126.PH,28rrts (849 338M6 ftoiScnbe 9380 FH I Are (2399

We oiso carry SOI drives, hard 338Me MOM 4360. FH, Ito (2499

cads, ond kits for PS/2. nth•160M8 MMScribe 3110, HH. I7rs -$1399

WCOM
916 S. Howltiorne, Elmhorsf, IL 60126

Systems CALL 800-332-9266
IN IIUNOIS 312-S30-7266

e«3 iiidwm atf i 75% sale w. hw sM MiRdiy akin} fe dopi

ik(0W|) wd lanAng daipi a W leMaUt. pndutt ml bt « Mpad cwdtaB

(wdAm km ml to ithmd « onpd twlw «d nMwd by eapnd saw
and Ml to wa a letoMwd and d ipnt quoifr to Awe ! to epteid

30 Osy Itowy Bod GNewtoi (wdto

odiMMdea^vm toptomtsWon

hdacwiww pwis w hmtol on • Hdoiga bi

CIRCLE S74 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A Unique Way To Upgrade Your
Computer. . . without cnanging your DOS!

iM> tiNnOMtwi ATTlhra

n nksm/Tiwus • tai «4«i nMiM • 41 ML s«a» a«% CAWM

CIRCLE 575 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISC DRIVE REPAIR SPECIAL
SPECIAL COUPON

Capacity Flat Rate SPECIAL
10-14mb $75
15*19mb $99
20-30mb $125
31*40mb $150
41*49mb $175
50-85mb $210
86*1 20mb $275
121'150mb $325
Test &
Evaluation $25

VALID THROUGH 1 1 /30/88

$112.50
$135.00
$157.50
$189.00
$247.50
$292.50

We repair most major brands of

both hard and floppy disc drives

90 day warranty on all rapalra.

5 day turn-around ttmo.

FLOPPY DRIVE REPAIRS
CAPACITY FLAT RATE
180k-500k $35
501k-1.2mb $45

We have en extensive

inventory of disc drives.

Jb TECHNOLOGIES. INC.
21011 Itasca St. RF
Chataworth. CA91311
Telephone (61 8) 709-6400

ORCLE 576 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PIACE YOUR Al) CALL 212 503-5115 . . .

V.

^Seagate specials
^ Otyl 0Iy12

ST-225 21MB. ^S. HH si 99 s195

ST-238R 30M8 65MS HH 215 205

ST-125 20Me 3811$. 3.S- 235 225

ST-138 3aiM.3MIS.3.S' 275 265

ST-157R SOMB. 38MS. 3 5’ 395 375

ST-251 42Me 38M$. HH 319 315

ST-251-1 42m. 2Sm.HH 379 375

ST-277R »Me. 38MS. HH 395 375

ST-4053 44MB 2eM$. FH 455 435

ST-4096 m. ZMBS. FH 526 490

ST-4144 122MB. 28m$ FH 975 945

USM DISTRIBUTORS
1101 Grandview Dr . SSF. CA 94080

^415-952-5885 QB
cmct£ 577 cm REAoa> sepvicc card

I COMPUTER PLUS I

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

ST-225 w/Cont $241

ST-238 w/Conl $261

ST-251 -2 $289

ST-251 -1 $335

ST-277R $335

ST-125 $219

ST-138 $265

ST-4096 $525

Miniscribe 71MB $549

MicroPolis 71 MB $549

(805 )
945-0853

CIRCLE S7B ON READER SERVICE CARD

ST4096 $525
SliMU :Hiiiw

Micropolis 71MB 28ms $549
Miniscribe 71MB 28ms $549
ST225 w/conl. $255
ST251 40MB 40ms $319
ST251-1 40MB 28ms $379
MS6128 110MB 28ms $699
ST157R 50MB 28ms $409
148MB 28ms $759
MS9380E 338MB 16ms$2395
Ask about our Computers t Peripherals

^PUlNC (714)870-9033;

CIRCLE S7<l ON READER SERVICE CARD

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PC’S AT S

CompaliKil-PC $329

CompaliKit'AT . $269

Built-in floppy controllers no problem. Sup-

ports multiple drives ar>d formats Lets your

computer use IBM PS/2 1 4M disketies plus

more Call tor further inlorrrralion.

VISA/MDCOO/CHECK
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMPUTER PRODUCTS

132 W. Lincoln Hwy

DeKalb. IL 60115

815-756-3411

DISK DRIVES DISKETTES

NOVELL
SUPER FAST SERVER (OT for AT R 3t6 K’$

170MB MAXTOR $1495
XT.4170$SCSI

380MB MAXTOR $2195
XT-43aOS$CSI

380MB MAXTOR $2195
XT-8380CESD<

760MB MAXTOR $4995
XT*R7eOCESOI

NOVELL 8.1 Driver

I.T.D. Corp. (415) 856-6686
FAX (415) 856-0819

DISKETTES

BUY QUALITY
FOR LESS!

DYSAN
5Va" DS/DD

100*/. CERTIFIED
LIFETIME WARRAIITY
Prict bOBOd on QuanIKy of 2S0 In bulk

IndudoB Tyvek Bloovot ond lobol kRo.

800-222-0490
InNJ 201-462*7628
FAX 201-462-5658

• S« MOWI StnMMEilT •

MEGASo/r
P.O. Bor 710. Freehold. NJ 07720

Fidi oorvico duekcobon locMy
^n^M^NWAOERKRVICEC^^

5.25 DISKETTES

2498.
10O% GUARANTEED

MEDIA SOURCE and DiskAmerIca have Joined, to offer you
the LOWEST PRICED 100% CERTIFIED DISKETTES

FORMAHED DISKS
COST LESS!

100% CERTIFIEDi FORMAnEDi GUARANTEED DISKS

AT THESE PRICES YOU CANT AFFORD 10 WAIT!

PRODUa PRICE MINIMUM
FORMAHED 5.25 DS/DD 39« ea. 100
FORMAHED 3.5 DS/DD 1.59 ea. 50
SONY 3.5 DS/DD 1.69 ea. 50
SONY 3.5 SS/DD 1.49 ea. 50
GENERIC 3.5 DS/DD 1.29 ea. 50
GENERIC 3.5 SS/DD 1.19 ea. 50
UNFORMAnED 5.25 DS/DD 24< ea. 100
HIGH DENSITY 5.25 DS/HD 894 ea. 50

CALL NOW!!!
1-800-356-2553 or 1-404-952-2990

FREE LABELS. SLEEVES AND WRITE PROHCTS
VISA M/C. DISCOVER AMEX or UPS COD

owcLE sea on header senvicE carp

EXPANSION UNITS

.t3se:

HW/Expansion
Units

continues . . .
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EXPANSION UNITS PERIPHERALS

IC
m

PROMPT DEUVERYIIII
'S lUSUAlLV )

OVNAMIC RAM
SIMM iMrt 8SnsS4SO.OOl
IMbIt ’Mil 100 ns Oe.SOE
412S6 2SeK>i GO ns 14.50

412S6
41256
51256
41256

MSKii 60 ns 13.75

1

»6K«i toons 13 .75 E
100 ns 13.50 E
120 ns 12 .65 1

41256 150 ns 11.991
41264 . &<K .4 120 ns 19.70

1

EPROM "

27C 1000 i 2eK«s 150 ns S36 .95 |
27C512 64KJIB 200 ns 13.95

1

27256 250 ns 7.25

1

27128 16K<B 250 ns
STATIC RAM

43256L-10 3eK<s 100 ns S18.95 I
6264s^i2 SKa 120 ns 13 -50J

Factory New, Prime Parts
MIC.ROWOl'fSSORS UNLIMITED iNC

(918)267-4961

ROM UPGRADE CHIP FOR
ORIGINAL IBM PC

This is the hard to get IBM upgrade
ROM that allows yourohgin^ PC to

utilize the full 640K of RAM and
allows your PC to recognize and
use a bootable hard disk. These
are authentic IBM chips • not puHs.

ONLY $49.95 EACH!

I
PaftNo.MK3GC35N-4

j

IPfOQ. No 1501476 IBMei 83l

SELF-RELIANT PC PRODUCTS
1750 Kalakaua Ave. #3-133

Honolulu, HI 96826
TELEPHONE: 808-946-1608

anCLE 587 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MONITORS

VGA bundle
THE BEST BUY!

ONLY $569 for bundle

VGA MONITOR
made by IBM'

+
VGA Card
— VEGA by Video 7*

— 800 X 600 Res.
— Support CGA,

EGA, MGA. VGA
Dealer Inquiry Invtied

micro groLi|}

CALL (818) 996-8800
CtnCLE S86 ON READER SERVICE CARO

9-TRACK MAG.
TAPE SUBSYSTEM

FOR THE
IBM PC/XT/AT

AND...

For information interchange,

backup and archival storage,

AK Systems offers a 9-track.

IBM format-compatible Vs"

magnetic tape subsystem for

the IBM PC, featuring:

a IBMformat1600'3200and800cpi.

a Software for PC-DOS. MS-DOS.
XENIX.

a Also for AT&T. DEC, VAX. VME,
S-100, RS-232. IEEE 488.

AKSystems
20741 Manila St.

Chatsworth. CA 91311

(818) 709-8100
TWX: 910-493-2071

Write, phone or TWX for information

CmCLE S89 ON READER SERVICE CARO

PERFORMANCE PERIPHERALS

lor

TOSHIBA LAPTOP COMPUTERS
• 2400 bps Expansion Card Internal Modem

with and 06-9 COMMS-2 ports (for

the T3100, T1200. T1100+ . T5100).

M24E S499

• 2400 bps internal Card Modem with RJ11

and OIN 8-pin Acoustic Coupler jacks (for

theTIOOO); M24I $449

• COMMS-2 Expansion Card: S232E . $199
• Internal Card (T1000): S232i $149

• AdaptaPAK 12V battery power adapter and

recharpeable pack (T3to0): P80 $3M
(SeeflRSTLooks. 2/16 PC Mag. pg. 52)

PRODUCT RftO Corporation
1194 F^cific, San Luis O^spo, CA 93401

Phone (MS) 948-9713 FAX (MS) 545-9716
CWCLE S90 ON READER SERVICE CARO

9-TRACK TAPE
• Complete system manufacturer
• Support PC/XT/AT/PS2 & Mac
• Read & write 800/1600/6250
• Use with IBM, DEC, HP tapes
• Links to FORTRAN, C. COBOL
• Networking capability
• Customized software available
• Powerful data extraction
• Large Inventory of Anrltsu,
Cipher, Kenr>e^. Qualatar

• Fast technical support
• System prices from $2995
Avoid the middleman—Qo direct!

I FLAGSTAFF 602-779-3341
LeJGiNeGRING fax 779-5998

ORCLE S91 ON READER SERVICE CARO

^^9 TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM

FOR IBM PC XT AT

• Mainframe to PC Data Transfer

- High Speed Backup
• All Software, Complete System
• Service and Support, easy

Installation

call (818) 343-6S0S or write to;

Cwlaeli CiBieMtir Cery.

PO Box 153 Tanana. Calif 91356

COMTECH
CMCLE 5M ON READER SERVICE CARD

Technology that looks
Forward to the future

Christmas Special
Citizen Printers

ANY PRICE BEAT' No mailer what'

Wei do anythng possible to BEAT

ANY PRICE* Can today and ie« us your

BEST price on any item and we ll beal

H’ Cal tor Computer Products Irwiudvig

CMS Erthanccmertta.

Hayea Microcemputar producia
MannaMmsnn Tslly

And much, much moral

IF WE DON'T HAVE tT, WE'LL GET IT

SMITHFIELD INTERNATIONAL
1517 Lemnglon Plymouth, Ml 46170

Taltphona: (313) 454-0053

CIRCLE SS3 ON READER SERVICE CARO

PERIPHERALS

PC-HOOKER
A powerful and easy to use connec-
tivy tool that lets you hook together

any two IBM PC compatible
computers and transfer files in either

direction at speeds exceeding
115,000 baud.

Faster than Lap-Link™

Easier than Bridge

Connects any two PCs
Serial and parallel

Exceeds 115,000 baud

Two way transfers

DOS organizer

Full text editing

Talk mode
Hayes modem support

Print facility

Universal cable

5'/*’ and 3Vi" disks

PS/2 ready

Complete only $59.95

To order call 1-800-886-8455

102 S. Mam Street Park Ridge. IL 60063

POWER SUPPLIES

TURBO-COOL 150:
Cool, Quiet Power

TC150

MODEL POWER COOUNG NOISE PRICE

STANOARO n 1 S0W 141 STD SSS

STANOAHD AT MOW t.M STD 1109

SQ 1 S0 PCi'XT 1 S0W
S0200 AT 2aOW

-US SIS

-«es sin

TCtSfl PC/IT 155R
TCfOO PC'H 20CW

TC 2S0 AT tSOW

2.2X -SON t14S

17X STO sin

I.M STD* Ills

FCC. UL 120V/240V. * drn« plwgt. heavy duly com-

ponenii. Mttnied C00l<ng tyltem. l yeir Mrrnty

PC POWER & COOLING, INC.
31510 Mour^tain Way, Bonsall. CA 92003

(619) 723-9513 VISA/MC/COQ/PQ

J
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PiJiCE YOVR AD CALL 212 50.1-51 IS

POWER SUPPLIES

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SYSTEM

• Protect Your System and its

Valuable Data from Sag. Su^.
Brownout and Blackout

• True On-Line

• Sine Wave Output

• Space Saving. Compact Design

• Rechargeable Maintenance Free

Sealed Lead Aod Battery.

• Back Up Time 5-15 Minutes.

Load Dependent

• Dealer and VAR Inquiry Invited

• COD Order Accepted.

• Full 1 Year Warrantee for Parts and
Labor

SPECIFICATIONS

DESCRIPTIONS UX-150 UX-210 REMARK

1 input Ctiaractenslics

A Voltage range 90Vac-i32Vac or 90Vac-t32Vac or Seieciion Free

180Vac-264Vac ta0Vac-264Vac (Option)

6 Current 7 5Amax at IlSVac ISAmax at IlSVac

3 8Amax at 230Vac 7 5Amax at 239Vac

C Frequency SO or 60 4 3 H; 50or60 > 3H2

0 Phase Single (2P + E) Single (2PtE)

2 Output Charadensiics

A Power Back-Up 500VA True On-Line 1 KVA True On-Line

Through SOOVA filtered t KVA Filtered

B Voltage l00-230Vac 1 t00-230Vac ^ t% Factory Setting

C Frequency SCFSOH: + 1% S0/60Hr t -1% Factory Setting

D Response Time 1 msec max 1 msec max

E Transient S4i» max S% max

F THO 3% max
1

3% max

G Power Factor 0 8-10
1
0 8-1 0

H EKioency 1 60% mm ' 80% mm
t Audible sound SOdBmax SOdB max No Audible Sound

3 PRICE S899.00 $1799.00

ALSO. UX-130. 300VA, OFF-LINE. SQUARE WAVE OUTPUT. $399.00

LUCKY-GOLDSTAR INTI (AMERICA), INC.

TEL (201) 460-8010

TLX: 219108 LGI NY
FAX: (201) 935-5686

1050 WALL STREET WEST
LYNDHURST. NEW JERSEY 07071

CIRCLE S96 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PRINTERS

I

ADD POWER TO YOUR
LASERJET II FOR LESS

I

Expandable Memory Boards:

I

1MB-$277 V
2MB. $579
4MB- Can

I

Font Cartridgea
Z* -S209
123 $249

I
B/F - $169

I

HP Plotter (HPGL) Emulation:
LaserPlotter - $ 129

O.H. SYSTEMS, INC.
5333 McConnell AVE. Los Arties

I
CA90066

(213) 622-9484

VISA4II/C
7 0HH RtPtVICtC

Shan 1

1

3PCt

The ScanCube

$149.95

• Expands I Port to 3 Shared Ports

• Automatically Scans Utr Data

• Compact Size. No Power Supply
• Entire Unit Connecln to Printer's

Existing Serial Port

TO ORDER CALL: (7141 997-3975

...AUTOMATED
^^PERIPHERAL
"Systems

3111 E Miiflnx’ AwniM*. OranRi-. CA V2iif>7

l>l Al I K INiOLIKII Wt I ( (>MI
cwcLE see ow readcr semnee card

PRINTERS

CITIZEN
PRINTERS

MODEX 1200 120CPS,25 NLQ I67J0

MODEX IMO 1S0CPSJI5 NLQ 103.50

MODEI.MSP40 240LTS,40NLQ
BLXItJJMN

330A0

MOf»;LMSP45 240CPSv40NLQ
U2 COLUMN

475.00

MOtNCI. MSP SO JOOCPS,SONLQ
n emuMN

45aOO

MODEX MSP 55 300CI>S,50NLQ

132 COLUMN
ssaoD

MODEXP-35
DAISYWHEXL

35 CPS
132 COLUMN

ssaoo

SEQUEL (713) 44I-42IS

n»iiu«nM.n tw

CIRCLE S»9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PRINTER BUFFERS—{295.00
Whatever yeut applications. DEI has ihe nghi

butler :( Ihe right price Serial or parallel ports,

balteiy back-up. internal modems, data com-

pression. special protocols, memory to 20M
and custom programming are available Cali

our design engineers today with your data

buffering requirements. Dealers invited

DICKERSON ENTERPRISES. INC

6101 North Milwaukee Avenue

Niles. Illinois 60648

1-800-247-5419 In Illinois: (312) 966-4664

SECURITY

POWER SURGES ARE THE BIG
DESTROYER OF COMPUTERS!
So when SAFEWARE designed Ihe original

computer insurance policy, they decided lo

cover even the notorious POWER SURGES

Today you can buy comprehensive, full reptace-

menl protection againsl theft, accidents, fire,

earthquake, water AND power surges tor as little

as S39 a year Call lor details & immediate

coverage 1-600-84d-3469

SAFEWARE. The Insurance Agency Inc

2929 N. High Street

P.O. Box 02211

Columbus. OH 43202-0211

THE
SHOWCASE

FOR PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES
IN THE MS DOS
MARKET . . .

SOFTWARE/
ACCOUNTING

PC-FUND
The leading (und accounting system lor local

govts and non-prolil organitations Modules

include General Ledger. Accounts Payable. En-

cumbrance. Obligation Tracking. Aci^ts Re-

ceivable. Payroll. Budgeting. Fixed Assets and

Donor Receipts The system supports up lo 99

tunds. 9999 depis PC-FUND runs on Ihe IBM-

PC and most MS-DOS and XENIX computers.

AMERICAN FUNOWARE. INC

PO Box 773026

Steamboal Springs. CO 60477

(800)551-4458 (303) 879-5770

dBASE ACCOUNTING TOOLS
’GENERAL LEDGER ’ACCTS PAYABLE

•dINVOlCER & A/R ’SALES ANALYSIS

’SERVICE BILLING ’ORDER ENTRY

’JOB COSTING ’JOB ESTIMATING

•PURCH ORD/INVENTORY ’PAYROLL

$996a-FS&hw/d6ASE2.3or3-f SourceCode

dATAMAR SYSTEMS

4876-P Santa Monica Ave

San Diego. CA 92107

(619) 223-3344

Visa-M/C-AMEX-Check-COO

Accounting

continues . . .
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ACCOUNTING

World's Finest Fund Accounting Software
G«nct4l ledf(«i Uiility BillinR Police CiUlum
Vc'ouMt Pdy^blp Buoneulicenic C4th VUrugemeni
njfcKMe Accounb Receivable Work M4n4(eemcfii

Pev^ Inventory Cath ReRivler Syilerm

^nonnel f)»edAsse« Pel Lirente

UNIX, XENIX, VMS, MS-DOS, P5/2, Networks

CORBIN WILLITS SYSTEMS
35754 Mmion Blvd., Fremont. CA 94536 • <415) 790-5600

Cities, Non-frofits. Grants, Utilities, Counties, Education, Special Districts

7U ON READER SERVICE CARO

MIP FUND ACCOUNTING
The MIP Fund Accounting System meets the

hnancial and managerial rqxirting requirements

ot nol-lor-profil and governmental organizations

The System leatures multiple lund and fiscal

years, user-delined reports and six levels of

account coding Modules ottered G/L A/P. A/R.

Payroll. Encumbrance. Expenditure Budget. Reve-

nue Budget and Lotu&DBase interlace MIP FAS

is available lor IBM XT and compatibles

MICRO INFORMATION PRODUCTS

505 Easi Huntlarrd Or. Suite 340

Austin. Texas 78752

(512) 454-5004 1-800-MIP-FUNO

PROFESSIONAL PAYROLL (DDpay)
The 00 payroll does il all. Unlimited deducts,

all lax lables/split pays/recall tealure/401Ks/

fringe ben /garn /loans/ETC/nel bonuses etc

Stale ol the art entry leatures Reports include

W2. W3. 941.940. 1099. SUI. elC. 100% MENU
DRIVEN Send S35 lor 30 day Irial. or S3d5

complete. 30 day money back

Douglas Daniels Software Inc.

PO. Box 1184

Greal Neck. N Y 11023

Call 718-343-1434

BUSINESS

What to BUY
Who to HIRE. REWARD
What's top PRIORITY

Qokkljr.deulyrdKivboiliabieciivc
|

^ and intuitNc tradcoCb to yroor manage-
“

t, depafuneal or peera. Foeut oe I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
loa time is meetiagr

I
DbCXSION PAD^makea tte familiar

I decimoa mauia come alive on yoQT PC

I

gnphic operadoa. 3-D Gfotyware
I optiem. Pncdal, ocmed by a aeiuor tine

I manager. S19S. Satiateokm guaranteed.

recommeruied"- BYTE
l‘7Vn hooked"- Dyson, FORBES
^'Welcome addition" •K

|

^ Tree De^($io"u" "T
I CALL 800.237-4565 ext 138 |

I
Apian Sc^tware 415-851.8496

JBox 1224 Menlo Park.CA 9402^
ORCCE 7S3 ON READER SERVICE CARO

vAv-V*.

BUSINESS

TRE EENERAL STORE
RETHIb BPERUTIBNS 5T5TEW
The pomplptf software system

for RCTAlL- Multiuser/Nrtwork

ready. Cash Drawer. Bar Code

and ooliue credit card auth.

Accounts Receivable

Inventory Control

Point of Sole

^
Accounts PoyoWe

i General Ledger

I Mating List

> Hardgoods
* Apparel

Invoicing
TISAR-PC

An integrated data base and invoice

management system tor the small busitvess

IDEAL for service or marketing

Features

• Customized invoices

• 12.000 invoices per file

• Estimate tracking

• Fast Sorts

• Integrated inventory

control

• Integrated accounts

receivable

• MonttVy statements
• Point of entry • Mailing labels

pricing • Easy menu driven

mm COD gladly accepted
Sm Intro Price S299 $189

1 -800-537-LABS

GV DATA-IABS
10610 Evans St

Philadelphia. PA 19116

CIRCLE 75S ON READER SERVICE CARO

FRAMEWORK III POWER TOOLS
Hundreds ot functions, macros, building

blocks, templates. & much more Source code

included Custom macros & applications

quoted by phone

POVER TOOLS $95 00

101 MACROS FOR FRAMEWORK III $95 00

POWER TOOLS III $19500

plus $4 50 S/H Over 75 custom verticals avail

All ChecksA/ISA/MC 24 hours/7 Days

SOFTWARE TRUST (714)497-3600

375 Broadway Laguna Beach. CA 92651

BUSINESS

EZ-FORMS
Lite- » $29

"The Fabulous Forms Qsnsr-
stor, Rllsr, Rlsr li Msnsgsrr

s Rsviss, FlINn/out (pre-

printsd), A Print forms • fsstl

• Orv-lnehalp/manMi.mq 320K, DQ6-2.1^,
Mpporliinaetpriniim fnciudlno HRJ.
•\Mlh90-»fonmSrr>enu>Lt4Q-nA>

B 8/H: B9A184a; SlO N Aitwrica; tIS
foreign; TX tw «%. USA checka/MO. ok.

Mali orders to: EZX Cerp
,
403 NASA IE

Suite M29c, Wetmter. TX 775D6 USA

Vi6a/MC/0n./AX ORDERS ONLY*
1-600-US-EASY-X exL M29c

Irtfo: 7tM3e-223B#F7MS 713-2804160
CmClE 756 ON READER SERVICE CARO

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

CPA FINANCIAL TEMPLATES
For L(dus 123 or Compatible. Depreciation

Schedules. Budget Analysis. Financial Ratios.

Profit & Loss Siafemeni. Balance Sheet. Flow

Chart. & More! IRS Approved No More Expen-

sive Fees Free Into $149 $5 S/H Check/M

Order

O&Y CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

6363 Christie Ave #2024

Emeryville. CA 94608

(415)653-5826

AUTOMATE YOUR PAYROLL!
Acquire your hourly payroll data with a single

DOS command. Edit the data and process your

payroll In minutes. TC MANAGER gels Ihe data

trom Cincinnati electronic time clocks, allows

complete online editing ol the departmental and

employee debases, arxl exports the data to a

lile formated tor use by your payroll service

program (ADP. CDBC. PAYNET, etc.) or by your

lavorite spreadsheet or PC payroll program. TC

MANAGER eliminaies the time consuming^
error prone manual processing ol lime card

d^ Call loll tree

Cincinnati Time Inc

1733 Central Avenue

Cincinnati. OH 45214

(800) 241-TIME

BUSINESS PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Business Plans
B/zIPllailllBuilder™ Quickly*
easily complete an effective business /

marketing plan for presentation to in-

vestors. Sr. managemeni or clients. A
comprehensive ai^ proven framework
— Over 8S pages of outlines, headlines,

structured sentences &. paragraphs, lists,

financials, suggestions... already typed

into 29 ASCIItcxt files & Lotus*.
!

Follow tutorials & edit into a rmLshed I

plan. Includes manual. Preferred by '

investment capital experis, corp. mgrs &|
experieiKcd consultants. $99**+$3 UPS

[

Tools Fof Sales’** .lO-day accept / return
j

1.1335 WildcicM Drive Site iKcniie avail.'

lluOs Altos Hills, CA 94022 Visa<MC>Aincxl

l^i22*Z32^ • 415/941-9191 Call today. I

ORCLE 7S7 ON READER SERVICE CARO

PROJECT MGT. INSIDE 1-2-3

Project Calc creates protects on your 1-2-3

worksheet with 30 new (a (unctions and

menus Draw Ganti timeline. PERT network and

calendar on-screen or thru PrlntGraph. Roll up

proiect costs into 1-2-3 budgets and ask whai-

H" with schedule or costs. $149.95 with 30-day

rrKxiey-back guarantee.

FRONTLINE SYSTEMS, INC.

P.O. Box 7408-PC

San Francisco. CA 94120-7406

800-451-0303 Exl 55. 916-677-7171

V.'.i

BUSINESS TIME MANAGEMENT

30 DAY FREE TRIAL
= PRO OFFICE =

it Group and Individual Appointment Calendar
it Phone Messaging and Electronic In/Out Board

•Easy to use pop-up
windowed Interiaoe
•Group and Individ-

ual scheduling
•Appointment search
by multiple criteria

CIRCLE 756 ON REAO&I SERVICE CARO

•Week and month at
a glance
•Memoiy resident
•Move and resched-
ule appointments,
Includmg group ap-
pointments

ftirthsr in^rmadt

(612) 942-7510
6571 Ctiv Wfst i'.irkwav • KcU n I’r.nru . \1N

don
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BUSINESS TIME
MANAGEMENT

Multiple Scheduling!
AppointMenI UingeiwiliMeao Syiteiii

&hediiler II”

J
a and multiple schedules

/Memos pop up on key word
I fist or mutual opening

Graphic display of month
•Rexlile fme intervals mc
•IBM Compatible $19300 visa

Executive Cwnputer Systems
1571 Feepark * FmioeMd 63026

orders: Info:
(800)727-0498 (314)343-5757

CMCLEm OM READER SERVICE CARO

COMMUNICATIONS

UNATTENDED FILE TRANSFERS
• Error tree iransJers between multiple sites

• Schedule transters any time(s). any day

• Use stand alone or with other programs

• No complex script languages to learn

• Easy set-up commands like Send. Receiw

• LAN compatible. Mulli-level security

• Introductory offer. $75 per location.

SFI, Inc

Box 531650

Grand Prairie, TX 75053

(800) 433-5355, (214) 264-2626

MULTI LINE PC DOS BBS
The Bread Board System (TBBS) - Secure,

reliable, tull-leatured commercial EiS lor IBM

XT/AT/386/PS2 or compalible Easily

customized by non-programmers. Kermit. X &
Y • Modem High p^ormance allows up to 32

siiTHJltaneous callers User audil trail.

300/1200/2400/9600 bps.

eSotl. Inc.

15200 East Girard Avenue. Suite 2550

Aurora. Colorado 80014

(303) 699-6565

COMPUTER-TELEX-LINK
Your PC can send and receive telexes quickly

and easily with Computer-Telex-Link Replace

that aging telex machinel Add telex service to

your business lor co^ ettective worldvnde com-

munications! Computer-Telex-Link translorms

your PC into a stat^ol•lhe•an communications

tool tor telex.

Cawthon Software Group

24224 Michigan A^ue
Dearborn, Michigan 48124

Phone: 313-565-4000

CONSTRUCTION

COST ESTIMATING/BIDDING
Powerful, compiehensive system tor building

last, accurate and competitive estimates A

complete, stand-alone program Menu-driven,

very easy to use. Over 30 types ol reports IBM

XT/AT and compatibles Hard disk. 512K. dB III

version with source code also avail System

$245. demo $10 (CA add tax). CKMI/COD
CPR INTERNATIONAL. INC

2036 Lake Shore Ave.

Oakland. CA 94606

415-266-1948

CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTING
The CMAS System is designed lor contractors

where tracking )ob costs is required. Modules

include. Job CosL PR. A/R, A/P, 6L. PO’s.

Inventory. Service. Dispatch. Estimating. Invoi-

cing. and Report Generator CMAS is fully

inlegraled. Mulli-Terminals available

OATA-BASICS

11000 Cedar Road Suite 110

Cleveland. OH 44106

(216) 721-3400

CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTING
Affordable, understandable soltware for build-

ers. Job cost, billing time and materials or per-

cent complete, payees, change order and

retention tracking in one package. Prints

checks, statements, bids. 30 + reports. Clear

manual & help windows, backed by our profes-

sional phone support staff $795

YARDI SYSTEMS, INC.

813 Reddick St.

Santa Barbara. Ca 93103

(805) 966-3666

DATA BASE

DATA BASE

WRITE CDNGRESS witli . ..

Congressional Toolkit! Features built-in word

processing with address/merge: easy to use!

Progr^ comes with one database of your

choice (Federal or Stale legislature) tor $99.95.

Additional databases $49.95. Includes free up-

date for 1989 $5 S/H per order Visa/MC. Call

lor demo disk and state availability

BJ Toolkil Software/ Department 1CP

14 Alexander Lane

Croion-On-Hudson. NY 10520

(914) 271-8271

ROOTS II FOR GENEALOGY
Organize your family tree and prim canera-ready

family books containing chads, text and indexes

Store. (Btrieve vid display 1.000's of family facts

with biographical sketches and source doemnen-

lalion Li^ing-tasl searches and sorts 250

page manual Satisfaction guaranteed. Write tor

tree brochure. $195 ( -t- CA tax).

COMMSOFT
2257 Old Middlelield Way. Ste A

Mountain View. CA 94043

415-967-1900

Micro 1-2-3 Spreadsheet
For the price of one night's dinner vou can oet this simple

and smart spreadsheet and save %1000's tor your

Business or company

Venus 1 -2-3 is a micro 1 -2-3 spreadsheet so simple and

easy to use. You can master it in minutes artd you don't even need a manual! D^ned
lor simple applications, yet smart and powerful for sophisticated calculations.

Venus 1-2*3 comes on 5.25” or 3.5” disk for all IBM computers and
compatibles. 256k or higher.

Send $49.95 -t- $3.50 S & H. Check or Money Order to;

297 E. Merrimack St.

Box 1874. Lowell, MA 01853
(506) 452-2189

SOFTWORLD
PUBUSHINCi

CMCLE7M ON READER SERVICE CARO

dB/LSE III PLUS Workalike

Free Trial, Send No Money

PC UAGAANE MAY 17,

»

Mi4
*1 on t IS t progrvnmabli relattonai

DBMS, taster operaen in the inerac-

tivemoda . Ihe menu modes a twioer

and more complete version of dBASE's
Assisiam mode . . t on 1 s 3 1! it a groal

deal for those who would be giad to nave

adBASEiil PLUS clone*

MY FAMILY RECORD VOL. II

Complete genealogical program Organize all

of your ancestors and print Family group

Sheets-pedigree chahs-ind sum marriage into-

ind. lisis-marriage lists print on preprinted

forms-lasi searches and sorls-FREE TELE-

PHONE SUPPORT-user Iriendiy-complete in-

struction manual'MC. V. AMEX. CHKS-SPE-

CIAL $169.00; Use Out Dime 1-600-453-2707

Everton Publishers. Inc serving

PO Box 368, DEPT 104 genealogists

Logan. UT 84321 lor over 40 years

DATA ENTRY

ENTRYPOINT 90
1lsDSarsi|llM|SMStr|ilsaayOiteLei
For application developmenl. pC data entry arte

mainframe connectivity, no oUier system

matches the flexibility atte power of Esirypotel

90. Front-erte am system, network or database

with Entrypoint 90's versatile forms-handling

arte data entry module

It's ideal tor
• Central, distnbuted and LAN systems
• Applications requiring data integrity

• Network, fnaintrame and PC-lo^
communications

Cali lor a FREE domo or to loan about our

Rosollor Pratraoil

DATALEX
too Pine Street. Suite 2400
San Francisco. CA 94111

800-962-8668 415-362-4466
aWCLETOa ON READER SERVICE CARO

DATA ENTRY

DATA ENTRY EMULATOR
The standard in Data Entry soft-

ware. Runs on Stand-alone or net-

worked F’C's, compatibles or

PS/2'$. You will not find any PC
Data Entry System • FASTEFi
EASIER to use, or LOADED with

more USABLE features. Distribu-

tion Worldwide. Imbedded rev-10

key option. Fully menu driven.

Price $395.00. Call for our free 30

day trial period. Also available for

the IBM S/36 & AS/400,

r-' COMPUTER KEYES
ly 21929 MAKAH RO.

I— WOOOWAY. WA 90020
^ |206)77fr6443

1-80&-35fr0203
CnaX 703 ON KMIER SERVICE CANO

DATA ENTRY
tiwchangad...

CAD^ndNSorf. . .Nownenthrmoa
compiR data enoy S being done onMa
Whether on one PC,won donns m a LAN.

KqrlNtn^i provides a profeuional grade

data entrysyim. Is ease or use. produOMy
and inrnisTKd range oT capabMoes haw made
I the moa widely used PC-based system In

Bringyour dau entry
up-tt)-dxe with. .

.

KevEntrvHt'

Complete Evaluation Package
Available

1-800-SI3-M79or|2os)2si »es
CMCLE 7U4 ON READER SERVICe CARD

VDE—Viking Data Entry

The premier data entry system Full-tealured to

repl^ key punch & keydisks. Full screen

"FORMS." doubl^key whty. wide vanely ot

options, crossfoots, subtotals, batch balancing,

duplicating, statistics, skipping, etc. Character,

field & record level validations $120-600 Also

for minis

VIKJNG SOFTWARE SERVICES. INC

2815 East Skelly Drive, Suite 816

Tulsa. Oklahoma 74105

(918) 745-6550

!;xu:j
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DATA ENTRY

A Data Entry System
Perfect Enough to Satisfy

Type “A” Personalities.
If you demand (he same acvuracy. perfection, and hard

work from your data entry software as you do from your-

self. then RODH/PC is your type of prtKlutt. RODE/PC is

a type "A" solution for people who insist on easy applica-

tion design, powerful validation, two-pass and trail verify

modes, exceptional conditional pixx'essing, full record

output control, complete .system marugement f^rilities, data security and
much more. RODE/PC is an extraordinary product to meet extraordirury

requirements.

Like RODE/PC, your hardware must be right for today and ready for tomor

row. DW recommends RODE/PCwth the IBM* Personal System/2* prod

ucts. They feature an integrated system design and the quality and

dependability you expect from IBM. Along with the IBM OS/2.* the Models

SO, 60. 70. and 80 offer the exclusive ‘IBM Micro Channel’*"' Architecture,

See for yourself why 6 of the 10 lanic« companies and thousands of others In the US have
selected ROOE/PC as the ultimate PC data entry solution. Our ctHiomerssay "ROOC/PCUa
bfmutiful produrf, by ptopte wbo clearfy untmtand ite mnnke/ " Call us to

discuss your data entry ^ans and ask about our evaluation pro|traffl

DPX/IDEAS
Dm« Entry Division

20023 Stcvetis Creek Btvd., Suite 130

CupertlDO, CA 93014

(408) 975-9292

IBM Porsonal Systems and OS'? are reg<ste>«0 iraOernanis ana Mcro Cnamei « a trademark ol nema-
Wnal Business Mactw«s Corporeinn

ORCLE 765 ON READER SERVICE CARO

VANTAGE DATA ENTRY
DATA SPECIALIZES in Data Entry solhware/

hardwiare/supporl & oilers the solution (o your

PC-based data entry needs win VANTAGE soil-

ware Runs on slaridalone or networked PC's

Contains the most ADVANCED features which

are not combined in any other PC-based data

entry system. Demo Packages available

Direct Access To Automation (D.AT.A)

2601 Adeline Street

Oakland. Ca. 94607

600-886-1825 or 415-893-5664

DESK TOP
PUBLISHING

Desktop Publishers!

When ycxj need the best

“no-rxxisense" tools for

Screen Capture and

Image Management...

Display

Utilities

Dynamc Grayscak^. Image Browsing and

Catalogiog. arxl much much more '

Works with your EGA. VGA. PS/2. CGA.
Hercules, orMDA display adapter’

Suggested Retail Pnee. only $89.*^Ml inner media, inc.

Collage

(603|465-3216Vbice,.7195Fax Visa.MC

cmxE 7M ON ncaoen SERVICE CARO

DESK TOP
PUBLISHING

YOUR OWN DESKTOP
CONVERSION SYSTEM
• Complete eystem manufacturer
• Support PC/XT/AT/PS2 & Mec
• Read 8 write moat e'V5Vk‘'/3t4"
diskettea from IBM ayatema
and word proceeaora

• Read 8 write Vi" 9-Track
tapaa from moat computarw

• Read text from documents,
forma, book* and magaxinee
using ‘‘SPOT’* OCR program

• Customized software available
• Feet technical support

AvoM fhe mHkR»man—Go d/reef/

6 f=LAGSTAFf 802-779.3341
eJGINe€RING FAX 779-5996

CIRCLE 767 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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DESK TOP PUBLISHING

COREL Desktop Publishing Software
TABtNtor WordPerfect, Venture, PageMaker, WORD etc. $99
e nMiaca* 6p*CM with TABS le laciUtali pTMi looking IaWm (with proportional fonts) trem

Lofcis. Parstfol, ASCI, sle. Qrtal Hms tavsri
/ ‘H>OOOOaktiflf.(Maa^<s(foiNMwr.'".aUtCrMrr.PaMliAM4«tar.;«l>'M

HEADLINE for Ventura, PageMaker, WordPerfect, etc. $185
e Uvsn 19 your doeumsntol EstMy crsilss danilng tpscltl stfseto for hotdUnst, logM sic.

43 wniplss an Indudad to Nlustrata lha andlaaa poa^Wtlaa. (EPS Flla format)
/ -ntntMlUemMtnpt<Ueahr."'-£dwardMradtl$om.PCIdatKia» yMr‘M

NEWFONTtor Venture $185
e Modify any of your axIaUno fonta wfth 13 varlaMaa such aa outHns, shadow, skaw afo. and

than Induds tha ranamad font In your standard Vantura manu.
^ “AM Stwfomi ta ycur ioftvmn ibi.*" -Damit! WliLtfarru. PenomUPuUjihirngJmm ‘U

VENTURA UjILuIES for Ventura $99
e Styiar prints atyia shasta, Pwprtnt turns your Poalacripi prtniar to Diablo moda. Vpcopy

copiaa Chapiar niaa, IK allowt apadal k«v eharseisra, HUora

LOADER for all Poatacript Printers $59
e Loadar aavaa printing thna by allowing downloading ot Adoba fonts.

TABIN SM
HEADLINE StSS

NEWFONT ties

VENTURA tmumES .... 3*9

LOADER 3S9

Shipping (1 day Ceurisr) ... 318

TOTAL (US) 3

Chaek or monay ordar incKidad

Visa Maalarcwd AMEX

carts tRRybws

Nmw SMfWure

eawiM

city

COREL. 1600 Catling Ave . Ottawa. Ontario K1Z 8R7, (613) 728-8200

CIRCLE 766 ON READER SERVICE CARO

We don V ^ newsletters
But if you're doing, 1,000-page technical documents, we’re the

best—automated , style-sheet-driven, sophisticated pagination

slick publishing features, and camera-ready output.

GML/PC™
The technical documentation and specificaiions specialist.

Commaad TecbRolOK>' Corporation, 1900 Mountain Blvd., Oakland, CA 94611

Telephone (415)339-3530 Telex:509330 COMMAND TECH
CIRCLE 769 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

PC-OCR'* sollware converts printed/lyped

documents into editable texi liles lor your

desktop publishing system. Supports HP Scan-

Jet. Canon. Panasonic and most other desktop

scanners Pre-trained tor many popular fonts

and trainable to read viilually any typestyle,

incl loreign loots Reads proportional lexl.

matrix printer output and Xerox copies. $385.

Check/AMEXAtlSA/MC/COD

Essex Publishing Co

P.a Box 391

Cedar Grove. NJ 07009

(201) 783-6940

EDUCATION

McGUFFY'S GRADER
Full-leatured grading program 9 classes, up to

3000 enlrles per class. Accepts points, letlers

percents, your symbols Weighting, spread-

sheet editing, rosier copying, statistics, semes-

ter averages, more 3 progress reports plus 13

others Specify Itoppies and/or 3.5" disks Only

$59.50 plus $2 S/H. Call lor details

MIDWEST SOFTWARE

Box 214

Farmington. Ml 46332

1-800-422-0095

EDUCATION

VIDEO
INSTRUCTION

TOOLS
Throw away your
computer manuals!

lnlroTelBM-PC(1 7hoursi $79%
MicroSoIl Wo<ks (1 . houfi) 79 96
0&A(1 /hours) 7995
Lotus 1-2-3 (3 hours) 99 95
Wordperfsci 4 2 (3 hours) . . 99 95
WordPerfect 5 0 (4 ; hours) . 129 93
CX>S (4'7 hours) 129 95
Venture Publisher (2 hours) . . 15995
Ventura - techriKtues (2 hours)

.
179 95

Pagemaher - PC (2 hours) . 1 79 95
Pagemaker - MAC (2 hours) 179 96

These video tapes are self-contained

training guides, which demonstrate
each and every command in a given

software package, while showing the

computer screen and keyboard
SIMULTANEOUSLY

aRCLE 770 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE YOUR AD CALL 212 503-5115 , ,

ENGINEERING ENTERTAINMENT/GAMES

PC MEASUREMENT DIGITIZER
Micro-Measure uses a slol or RS232 measures

directly from DWGS. charts etc Calcutates

areas & volumes Prinis reports with ASCII file

option User sets scale. Measures to 1/150”.

S456

Price Book Services

11391 W Saanich Rd RR#3

Sidrtey. B.C. Canada va 3X9

(604) 656-4846

SIMULATION
GPSS/PC is a tull-poMT version o( GPSS. Ihe

most popular mainfiame simuUion language

Spedlically designed lor inieractne use on to-

day's high-speed miaoprocessors. it is loaded

with leatures such as interactive graphics and

animalion Using GPSS/PC, you can predict die

behavior of ixmplicaled real world systems

MINUTEMAN SOFTWARE

P.a Box 171/B

Stow. MA 01775

800-223-1430/508-897-5662 Ext 316

ENG/SCI GRAPHICS
0MNIPL0T(S) (screen graphics) & OMNtPLOT

(Pj (ptolter driver) provide integrated engineer-

ingrscienlific 2-D & 3-0 grates with NO PRO-

GRAMMING REOUIREDI Menu-driven, flexible,

prolession^. Choice ol formats; labular/line. con-

tour. bar. pie. 3-D wire frame & much morel

0MNIPL0T(S) $195. OMNIPLOT(P). both $295

MICROCOMPATIBliS. INC

301 Prelude Drive

Silver Spring. MD 20901

(301) 593-0683

THERMAL ANALYZER-DOS/OS/2
General purpose finite difference program Re-

duced memory version ol MICROTAP needs as

little as 384K RAM and 2 disk drives, allows

1000 nodes. 3000 connectors in problems 3

stand-alone modules $149 each/all lor $425

Thermal analyzer, pre/postprocessor, graphics

Graphics module suppoits CGAfGAMjA/HERC
MCFARUND COMPUTER SERVICES

P.O Box 33246

Granada Hills. CA 91344

(818) 366-2317

ENTERTAINMENT/
GAMES

“ CHESS SPECTACULAR
"

At last a chess program designed for the new

graphics standard High resdulion animation

brings your EGA to litef Solves mate in 7 Huge

opening book. Save/reslart your games. Ani-

mated teaching mode. Select level Take back/

Change sides. On saeen clock MUCH MORE'

EGA Chess $69 95 256K EGAA/GA 5.25' disk

CUBE Miaosyslems

P.O Box 26064

Overland Park. KS 66225

(913)649-6747 VISA/MC

LOTTO EXPERT®
In Pursuit of Fame and Fortune

"Loturyprogram have bten toritunfor vtrtuaUyaUcompulm and
most consist oftimpUformulas ustd to pick a series ofrandom numbers.

This is xvkere Lotto Expert* separates the menfivm the boys .

.

PCM Magazine 6/S8

By pnMding a cofflpnfMAine md Mphattcuad su of Mures.
UTTTDEXPfRT* ftHb*con«lhttop(wrtDnTiinQpn>QrimolitsHnd

imemir* immik
• OCnCAL pog-wxmlom xXAnalylicM (XiiflA tmieiM plots

• Gvwrwes owtMgamt STMTEGIES tor pick

• AitpmUM best PICK from PpsiTiBfXis

• IncluPes most LOnERVCMD BASES on AOO-U-OWN
• SupportMbyiMpp fuPyAmtnMlOTTEnv BOOKLET
• CapMtty lorAOOWG U-RWORITE STfUJE(9ES |eplion«)

• Color seneru md a Pfvittr ere supported but nM reqiarw

• FASTresporae. MENUdnem. USER-FMENOLVwtonUnebcip

Errgnuwimi.—ifi»uHii> TMm • wiMPiKPMFBniBJvanri
Sand check or money order $<9.95 (ptui$U0i/h)to:

LOnDRESEARCHCORP.PO BoDi2006Kcnsinolon.M020eB5 • COD Onlers|301)961-9610

IBM PCrXT/AT. true con«aUbie.240K. tlnglednve(SW 'OSrOOor3W 'OSa».OOS20orMat
• IBM ts a regislered indenwt ol Memmonal Business Machines

aRCLE 771 OM READER SERVICE CARO

^ , ADULT SOFTWARE
For IBM PC, XT. AT PS/8 B CompotlblM

World's Largest Distributor

Now-Soma Doy Shipping ^
\A>lumel rr ” .911.95 ppd
Wshimcll 9lI95ppd
Volume in 916.95 ppd^ ^(11 thru (19 $500 each pjxJ

CatalogDisK 95.00ppd
mmi Oiedi or money order accepted

Wntttam foreign orders Sr 3,5" orders add $1.00 per disk y—*-

AOS# P.a Bo* 106-PC • Harlon. CT 06444 •—*>*

CMCLE 773 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Hunt tor

IVAM BULLSKI
Xw iJln FuMgs $«vtdter. in RASCALSOFT'S newest

Mvious text xMrture game. 'TYBONE . . . ii New
Twt'. OuAtnot yoursell to w exciting Hugh Hcfnei

Mestyle mat csi tw as hazardous to your health as

Russian rouleRe. Htiping you with your idull

advtniuras is that ghetto-hustling Jim-Master.

TYRONE .
«rio Mnks he's furwttr tTian Eddie Murphy

Sh our fuN (ealure ad « NATIOMl UMNON
magazine tor compMa datads Rtqutes I8M PC.

XT. AT. PSr2 or 100% compatAle with 2S6K. one

aeOKSMdskdnm M&f>C-OOS 2 0 or Mer

MaalerCordVISA hoMteis. omr 16 y««rs Old.

call to! liTC (ORDERS ONLY) $29 95 U S

1-800-253-3200 Ext. 615

P.O. Box 1564, Arlington Hts.. IL 60006

RASCALSOFT'"
CIRCLE 773 OM READER SERVICE CARO

NEMESIS™
Go Master™'

LDTTBTr TRACKBt AND WHEELiR^
Rx All games«her^ (hooee ton

to 70 rurbeis! Stores past 1()CDwn^
and daes. Stored numbers an analyzed 4 MVS

-

HOT. DUE numbers and RECENCT it^ilaifed on

screen or prirM charts Setecl 5 betting tnelhods

and choose one of 20 bui-to popular WILLING
S1S1B4SI Oeck bob bx dl wnwto contirMm
Prints charts. sttoBbes. numbers and wheeing

»stems. Wlw pay up to $89 for less? NEW!!

leM/CompSM^ + CTDSSH

THE DAILY NUMBER BUSTER^"
Thw said it coubM be done! A coiTtoMe sollMn

paim tor 3 arto 4 dlgdda^nurnbarsjm

of toe LOTTERTTRN3^ ANO WHEEliR taaxes

irduitng All sirigN and box bet corrtra^
Prints (harts, sabste, numbers and systoms

NEW! MMcxito Ibiil IM Ob sohM^
-»-t2i)0Sttt.

ENTERmNMENTCfRME.iiic
PJ). Bor S53 Dept. PCM
WbstboraMA 01581

VISA & MC cal: 1400824-7888 Ext. 283

Qo. agameot rare elegance and
simplicity, has been a way of life in the

Oriwt tor over tour thousand years.

Packed with features, NEMEStS^
. the

world's strongest program, Is an ideal

playmate and tutor. Jerry Poumelie

named it game of the rrtonth twice

:

*'ir you are InterMted In Go,
buy this program." BYTE 7/B7

S79lDrGoMaMr~ S49IV JeMk>Tul»~ AddSSSIH

Toyogo, Inc. 768*dlordStrMI. ioa-m

1617-861-0488 Lsxmglon. MA 02173

I
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STUD POKER
Play 5, 6 or 7 card stud Play High. Low. or

High/low. Select from 2 lo 6 players. Select the

slakes. Select your p^ position or have

computer play alljxisiliohs Statistics accumu-

lated during play catch odds and win odds

displayed on demand $34 94 Send Check or

Money Order

IVEY SOFTWARE

310 OLD FARM ROAD

Woodstock. GA 30188

LOTTO JACKPOTS
NOTJUSTDUMB LUCK!
GAIL HOWARDS FAMOUS
SYSTEMS HAVE WON
S30MILL1ON-I- FOR

10 LOTTO JACKPOT WINNERS!
All (he onginil, authentic Gail Howard
systems arc now available on IBM PC and
compatibles; menu driven (user friendly).

Gail Howard's Smart Luck Computer
Whccr*lS299S*S2s/h) has a unique built-

in Balanced GacTK** feature which makes

all other wheeling systems obsolete. Over

100 Wheeling Systems with minimum win

guarantees; System also checks for wins.

GbH Howard's Smart Luck Computer Ad-

antage"* ($39.95 * $2 s/h) has the most

successful number selection systems ever

devised lor beating the odds in Lotto.

Includes the eniirr winning numbers list for

one Lotiogameof your choice. ($7 for each

attJiiiimal Lotto game). Available for any

state or international Lotto game. Please

specify which LoNo gainc(s).

SMART LUCK COA4PUTER SYSTEMS
p— Dept PC-4, PO Box 1519

WKi White Plains, New York

(312) 934-3300
CIRCLE 776 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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PRO FOOTBALL HANDICAPPER
Gel the winners edge' PC-PICKS is the best

NFL software you can buy. regardless of cost. It

picks point spreads using adiuslable formulas,

and lels you view or print slats in 62 categories

Enter stats from boxscores. or get them FREE by

modem Irom our BBS' $34 95 ($6.95 lor demo)

MC/Visa/chk/mo/po

MICROBROTHERS

P.O. Box 339

Ufayette. CO 80026-0339

Ord^ anytime at 1-600-626-2828 ext 865

FLOTTO
The FAST LOTTERY Program! For all IBM/

comp computers. Play and PICK 6 lottery game

with easy input and fast results Instantly log

tickets lor lamily. Iriends & OFFICE POOLS and

be Ihe first lo see who wins No lottery program

will win you more money or be as tun to play as

FLOnO Send $1795 -h $2.00 S/H check or

money ordet (specify floppy size) lo

PC Light, Inc.

P.O. Box 18532 Info only;

Tampa, FL 33679-8532 (813)254-1328

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 2*). I9XK
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ENTERTAINMENT/
GAMES

A.I. BACKGAMMON—FINALLY!
Not Amateur Stiareware—No bugs or bad

moves. But a soptiisticaled Backgammon en-

vironmeni Graphically window to computer s

algorithmic search for best move Optionally

displays hit probabihlies & other slals Simu-

lated 3D graphics. Autoplay & take back option

Any IBM or Compat Unbelievably only S9 7b

PPD

Paradise Programming

47-605 Puapoo Place

Kaneohe. HI 96744

006-239-2200

TRAIN DISPATCHER
TRAIN DISPATCHER is a realistic simulation of

a railroad Irallic control center. It was created by

designers ot CTC systems tor operating rail-

roads and IS used ^ some railroads in their

dispatcher training programs. Available lor IBM

PC. XT. AT and Jr. lor $35 + $2 50 s/h

Color Graphics card required MC/Visa accept

SIGNAL COMPUTER CONSULTANTS. LTD

PO Box 18222. Dept 33

Pittsburgh, PA 15236

(412) 655-7727

FINANCIAL

(Tiartinn Soft>\arc

I^Uir
Ch<»kc

MetaStock

$195
Demo Disk—15

Perform sophtsticaled technical analysis on

stocks, mutual furKls, commodities, etc

Features multiple movable windows, unlimrted

moving averages. 2S* pre-set indicators,

trendlines and trading bands, overlays and

spreads, plus much more! Compabbie with

i2‘ maior data services. For complete

literature, call toll-free

1-800-882-3040
EOUIS Internabonal. Inc.

Box 26743 SLC, UT 84126 (601)974-5115

PRIME CHECKER
Prime Rale on any dale from 1934 'til now How

much interest was charged on any loan at prime

plus any number'^ Prime Checker will tell you

instantly. Does not require any other sottware.

dBase III compatible and generates data lor

1-2-3 etc $49 95 MC/VISA

FAIR/PORT FINANCIAL GROUP. INC

3701 west Alabama #390

Houston, TX 77027

(800) 621-6745

TO PLACE YOUR AD IN
PC Magazine Markclplace

Call (212) 50.3-51 15

or(KOO) 825-4ADS

FINANCIAL

Hm VanlM S.O alu!

Now there's

INONEYCOUNTS‘5.0...
an unbelievetble buy at

just $29!

Easy-to-us6 CPA-<to6iQned
money management/accouming
program for home and business.
MeYOOUNTS*M gives you
cash, checking, savings & crecfit

card management, checkbook
balancer, budgetir^. financiaJ

statements, graphics, fast

financial data base with three-

wray look-up, inquiry reports, on-
line help, prtnud menuel.
Handles up to 999 accounts and
1(X}.000 transactions. Not copy

New Vsrslos S.O alto:

• prints any type of pin-feed check
and updates your records auto-

matically

• estimates your 1968 irtcome tax

• anodes financing options,

savings programs...computes
interest rates, loan

payments...prints anx>rtization

schedules
• manages mail lists—zip and

alpha sorts—and prints labels

and index cards

• provides password protection,

nscal year support, and pop-up
notepad.

Call or send $29 plus $5 shipping/

handling. ChMlWISAMCCOO
1-800-223-6925
(in Canada 319/305-7300)

Oepi. M • 373 CoMns Rowl fC • Cadar R^wte. Iowa 52402

CmntE 779 ON REAOeii SENVICE CARD

E»Z»Check Plus
Most powerful business & personal bank account manager.

HAiKltes All types of trAnsatkms. over any lime period. r*rovtdes InstAM access

to all transactions (up to four Mlllon records). You will not outgrow this program!

Up to 63 user-defined accounting codes for quick, accurate cash-How analysis

and general accounting. Makes tax preparation a breezel

Auiomailcalfy addresses and prints checks. I'ay bills in secondsi

Check your bank statement in minutes with special quick-recorKile feature.

Prints easy-to-unclerstatKl statements and checks In two different styles.

FrleiYdly design and extensive pop-up help screens rrtake E'Z-CheckPlusa joy to

usel Comes with complete documentation arxl free unlimited technical suppon.

800-258-5749

Mon-SM : tOH)0 AM - 9z00 PM
CaII now for s<ime-cfiiy shipping (\^sa/MC)

64.95 -f 5.00 shipping And hAndllng (SC resMeno add 5%}

Requires hArd disk A. 256K RAM
Not copy protected

anCLE 790 ON fWADER SERVICE CARO

COI Microcomputer Systems * 2205 Decker Blvd. • ColumbU. SC 29206

LOAN PLUS
Fully menu driven! UserFriendty! Organizes all

phases of Loan Processing. Ea^ to track pay-

ments. Processes live types ot Loans, including

Rule ot 78. Produces Amortization Schedules.

Payment Receipts & Invoices, Late Notices, End

ol Year Statements, Loan Collection Report,

Labels, etc PC/MS-D0&256K Demo $9 95 -i-

$2 sm Operating System $695

ADVANCED PERFORMANCE Inc

C/0 The Software Place

156 Bay Area Place

Webster, TX 77598. 713/338-2585

FLOWCHARTING

LOAN AMORTIZER +
Execamort Loan Amort's simple/complex. extra

pymts. points/iees. APRs (Per Reg.2). balloons.

unknowns. yields/IRR, PV, FV. stor&te-

tneve, more, IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2/conipal. Great

lor client services. Acclaimed nationwide by

Banks1^g3l/CPAs/CU&!S&Ls4).E. $149 95 +
$5 s/h Visa/MC/AmEx 60 Day MBG
ELECTROSONICS

36380 Garfield #1

Fraser. Ml 48026

18, 313/791-0770

Flow Charting Il-i-

The New
Plus

for Fast

Flowchaiting

FU>W CHARTING
is new! It's now Row Charting

11+, with more speed + more
functions + more printing

options:

• 10 text fonts; 26 shapes;
• Une mode can stop at a shape;
• Backspace kqr can erase a Ine to

ksori^
• Free text entry anywhere, or select

autocentering:
• Vertical or hotfzorkal printing: one
chart or multiple charts.

Used by Fairchild. Bechtel and
more than 300 other major
corporations. Edit quickly and
accurately — even major edits —
with Flow Charting 11+. the
Specialist

5^ gour retail store or call:

RpniN&RimiiN
SoMwaf* Coiporai’on

1-800'52MK)62, Outside Califomla

408-629-5376, Califomla/lnt'l.

CIRCLE 791 ON READER SERVICE CAM)

TurboFlow $69
rio»thiirtln« for IBM PC/XT/AT/PSI

S89 with Loglleth Moum!
* Curves, ellipses

* Variable size symbols
* User defined litwary

* Paper size to 34*

* Pop-up icon menus'
* Hercules owdo, CCA, EGA
* Aulomatic PAN to scan drawin| quickly

* IBM/EPSON, NEC OKIDATA, LaserJet
* HP-CU DM/PUSweciPplottcn

Daytroa EkcitiMiics

610 S. Sherman #104, Richardson Tk 7S0S1
AddtAhM Tnas rttidcau add 84 utn isL

Money-back Goaranlcc

Order Today! 1-214-669-2137
ORCLE 7t2 ON READER SERVICE CARO

THE SHOWCASE FOR
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FOR MORE ISFORMATION OR TO PIACE YOUR AD CALL 212 503-5US . .

FLOWCHARTING GRAPHICS HEALTH
BEinR FLOWCHARTER
Know before you buy' EASYfLOW is the superb

tlowcbarting program chosen by over 30.000

users, and very favorably reviewed in (he March

10th 1967 issue of PC Magazine. See (he "Index

lo Adver(isers’' under HAVENTREE (o find our

large display ad in (his issue. Now available

wi(h 30-day MONEY-BACK guarantee.

HavenTree Software Limited

Order Desk: 1-800-267-0666

Information: (613) 544-6035

Telefax: (613) 544-9632

GRAPHICS

RAINDROP
FAST, flexible, easy lo use, compact T-S-R

utility lo send screen graphics lo your 9 or 24

pin dol matrix, ink jet. or lazer printer. Create

quality b/w or color printer graphics from

applications AND us« wntlen progr»ns Full

24 pin support Many options Complete driver

library S39.95

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

8106 SI- David Court

Springfield. VA 22153

703-440-0064

35mm SLIDE FROM YOUR PC
COMPUTER aiOE EXPRESS converts graphic

files produced on the IBM PC into brilliant 35mm
color slides with color resolution 400% belter

than your monitor Leave your printouts behind

Use high resolution color slides up lo 4000 line

COMPUTER SLIDE EXPRESS $9/slide.

VISUAL HORIZONS

180 Metro Park

Rochester. NY 14623

(716)424-5300

35mm SLIDES—In 24 Hours
We transform your PC-Graphics tiles into lull

color. 35mm. 4000 line resolution slides and

ship within 24 hrs. All popular PC-Graphics

Packages supported Files accepted by modem.

FREE FEDERAL EXPRESS on alt orders of 20 +
slides! Only S8 per slide.

Accent Presentations. Inc.

990 Highland Drive. Ste 202

P.O. BOX 1303

Solana Beach. CA 92075

1-800-222-2592

FORTRAN/PASCAL GRAPHICS
GRAFMATIC (screen), Microsoll Fortran/Pas-

cal. R-M. Lahey callable routines Graphics

primitives, total 2-0 plot support. 3-0 plots and

solid models. EGA/CGA H^cules mono sup-

port HP/HI plotter? PLOTMATIC. Laser, dot

matrix printer? PRINTMATIC. $135 ea Any 2.

$240. all 3, $340 Ask about our 15 lonis.

MICROCOMPATIBLES. INC

301 Prelude Orive Depi PC

Stiver Spring. MD 2(^
(301) 593-0683

UturFreslancePlus

Hanvd Graphcs • ApplauM

UoosoACMtfPC-SIdi

Ztnogriphcs • Lotus PC*

ManiSCD-CGMMes*
Meufles' • DXF les*

VrdwShow PC Bts*

DESIGN IT YOURSELF
Um )wr lo clasiTi |«ur prtsentaMns wi^

sotlNm i«M aDovB Van send IS your ties lor (Ttapng.

aSrnm sMes. overheals, laser prm. color pms. etc.

IMAGE.
CENTER

P.O Box 2570 • Roanoke. VA 24010

CalTOm^ lor more niomtalion

CIRCLEm ON READER SERVICE CARO

24 PIN PRINTER OWNERS
STOP QRAPMC3 S.T4t-E-T-C41 WrrH
VEMnM4 AND ALL OTHER » PIN

I GRAPHICS PROGRAftB AND MORE I

9 TO 24 PIN PRINTER TRANSLATOR

IBM. XT. AT.

PSa ACIorre*

-SupporteeA

rtt^or primert

CALL(619)
$49.95 743-5315
ranttght BtmrprImA Inc.

UMUnAoLMm
C»tondUc. CA Ma?5
VArr*. dMtare. and doVteKn
vwteaned VISA/MC Accepted

CIRCLE 7M ON READER SERVICE CARO

GRAFPLUS
Rrwrr Pack Your PrtSC Key!

Only S49.95

GrafpItB'* turn* mtv IBM iTCt>rapaaHr

giaphiu appixacKer incit 4 piwrrful

<acRniunK4nv by prmnrif exactly whx
ytxi hove crcMod on ytxir cienrutrt

Krem.
• Link iMi> Pagrrruker or Vrmura
• Scale the intatsc a> any toe

• Prw m ailor, falack-on-whue, whiie-

kXt-Nack

• Pruv vemc^ly «.t hunenallv
• Wirk with virtuilly any b«-<Tupped

dot matnx, laser, or prtnter

# Jcwdl Tedusologse*. Ittc.

4740 4Xeh SW Suw 201

20^437-1061

CTrCLE 785 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DYNAMIC 3 D GRAPHICS
Using the laslesi video driver routines ever

written for the IBM PC. ACROSPIN allows you

to dynamically rotate, translate, and scale 3-D

wire frame objects and point clouds Works

with most CAD Packages Supports CCWEIxAr

MCGA/V(jA^ERCULES on IBM pcjr through

PS/2. $30 + $2s/h ( + sales lax lor CA res)

ACROBITS

P O Box 1302

Menlo Park. CA 94026-1302

415-328-0542

A NEW
DIMENSION
IN GRAPHICS

Call today

(619) 457-5090
lor a free poster

PLOTWORKS, Inc.

16440 Eagles Crest Road
Ramona, CA 92065

CIRCLE 7M ON READER SERVICE CARO

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES
Very Fast 2D/3D Autoscaling Graphics for Mi-

crosoft Languages 30 Lines Use Color. Fast

Polygon Fill. Solid/Wireframe. Color/Blinking

Text. X-Y, Bar. Contour & 3D Fishnet Graphs.

Supports CGA/EGA/VGA/Herc & Dot Matrix/

Laser/Plotters (a Full Resolution. Print Screen.

Port. $140 NO ROYALTIES. FORTRAN Source

+ $30

CHIRP TECHNICAL SERVICES

P 0. Box 551. Del Mar. CA 92014-0551

(619) 632-9510 (619) 259-6886

FPLOT PLOTTER EMULATOR
Use dol matrix or laser printer as an HP pen

plotter. Fast hi-res output. \^ry tine width,

color. Includes Vpiot virtual plotter lo capture

plot liles Supports NEC PS/P6. IBM Pro-

printer. Epson LQ/FX, HP Laserjet. Hercules/

CGA/EGA/VGA for preview. $64 check or m.o.

Fplot Corporaiion

24-16 Sleinway St. Suiie 605

Asloria. NY 11103

212-418-8469

TO PLACE YOUR

AD IN

PC Magazine

Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

HypMctMy
Owimslon
CongasUon

FOOD SENSITIVITY...
ITS REAL

Itxj or ynw chid may ba on* olow 30.000,000
Amancana aultaring from food allargy/
aantkNIy.

Fatigua As. ^
SMEng f
SSITL, UlSpoy
Afudaly/Panfc MoodSwinga
BomtCornpMkta^^^^ Hhma/Raahas

and over 100 olhar proUama hawa baan aolMd
by eimkwhg particular loodi fmm dtot

ViirDdudng ,
WELIAWAIC; FOODSettfTMTY
A phyaician-davaiopad and lattad softwva
program to halp akminale a rrtaior cauaa of
dMcuN-to-taai madfcat probtama.

Howilwoita: Vtxi aniar your symptom mierwty
andtooosaaian FoodaMantaradOy scanning
a comprahensiva database of over 3.000 foods.
All ingiadlants and addievas aia automabcaliy
amerad' Ibu can also eniar custom foods

ThiB revoMtonary toof than analyzas yow food
and symptorn paBama giving you a Hof tn
moai Etefy probtam foods or addMvaa

Order Hon. B worts, rs guer»aead. SSS Mo-
ductory Pnc». CM 1-ED(ME^WELL tor credN
card ordars, or aand chacli or M.O. to:

4846 WHhfoglon SL SuBa 360
Mor«aray. CaWomti 93940

ORCLE 7N ON READER SERVICE CARO

ANALYZE DIETS, MENUS & . . .

so much more! wilh The FOOD PROCESSOR III

This TOP-rated software has the best database

of any system on the market today! Acclaimed

by schools-colleges-hospitats-homes-litness

centers & businesses. 2400-3000 toods-30

nutrients. $250 IBM-Apple-Macinlosh

CAU OR WRITE TODAY FOR FREE DEMO DISK'

ESHA Research

P.O. BOX 13028. Depl. M
SALEM. OR 97309

(503) 585-6242/7755

PERSONAL HEALTH ANALYSIS
Extensive analysis ol personal behavior and

health risk factors, diet, smoking, accidents.

AIDS, and many more. Projects 30 year risk

w/wo behavior changes Includes 528 page 4

color book by Stanford Medical School (acuity.

Discusses stress, aging, intimacy, sexual be-

havior and much more. IBM/compatible $59.95

+ $4 s/h Demo disk-$5.95 + $1.25 s/h

Labyrinth Research & Development

528 valley Way

Milipilas. CA 95035

(408) 945-0518

DIETWISE/ENERGYWISE
For Diet. Nutrition. Fitness conscious people

• DIET Evaluation (children and adults)

• MENU Analysis

• RECIPE

• BODY COMPOSITION
• ENERGY EXPENDITURE

• MS/OOS$39-$120 (professional vers, avail.)

NUTRITIONAL DATA RESOURCES
P.O Box 540

Willoughby. Ohio 44094

800-NDfl-DlET , Ohio (216) 951-6593
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INVENTORY MAILING PROGRAMS MEDICAL

"••dFELLERINVENTORY"* *

A business inventory program written tn moditia-

ble dBASE source code The menu-driven pro-

gram lets you locale items by irrvenlory name or

number, it Iteeps trade o( reorder points, vendors,

aerage cost & other inlormation

‘ dFEUiR Invemory SlSOflequires dBASE ll/ltl

• df£LLER Plus $20a%ilti History & POs

Requires dBASE Ill-Ill PLUS (lor stock rooms]

FELLER ASSOCIATES

550 CR PPA. ROUTE 3

Ishpeming. Ml 49649
— |906) 486-6024

—

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Stock-Master 4 0. commercial grade system

provides Slock Sl^ Purchase Order Writing &
Tradi^. Trend Analysis. Quality Control Report-

ing De&il Analysis. Bi)i o( Materials. Multi Loca-

lions and more Modular, "rmao'' priced &
corriigured to your needs Cobol Source available

APPLIED MICRO BUSINESS SYSTEMS
177-f Riverside Ave

Newport Beach. CA 92663

(714) 759-0582

MANUFACTURING INVENTORY $99
Invemory control with Bilt-of-Maierial Processing

and vendor tile lor small to medium size batch

manutadurers or job shops. Project material

requiremenis. allocate material, mainiain material

cost per work order and lor all WiP Allows up to 3

remote terminals to receive or issue material

Meets supplier log requirements ot MIL-l-45206

REAL TIME AUTOMATED. INC

1340 8 No Dynamics St

Anaheim. CA 92806

714-993^)111

MAILING
PROGRAMS

THE MAIL ORDER ACCOUNTANT
Order tullillment/Lisl managemeni Includes

customer lists, labels in 6 formats, inventory,

invoicing, accounts receivable, customer pay-

ments by cash/credil card Prints shipping

I^ls. credit card slips. UPS shipping man-

ifests. sales tax report dBase III Plus source

code provided $975. demo $25 -r- $3.50 S/H

GOLDSMITH & ASSOCIATES

48 Shattuck Square. Suite 66

Berkeley. CA 94704

(415)540-8396

POSTWARE MAILING SYSTEM
Aulomaie mail preparation Cut postage costs

by 5< per piece or more Only Poshtare prints

address labels in bundle and bag. bulk mailing

order Not a useless zip code sort Prints ad-

dress labels, bag lagyiray labels Calc post-

age Works with dBase III PLUS. DATAEASE.

PowerBase. Smart & others Also ASCII

* Isl & 3rd Class—$195 * 2nd class—$395

* Carrier Route—$300 • Oup Detector—$200

PoslalSotl. Ik.

515 Division Street

La Crosse. Wl 54601-4544

608/784-3500 800/831-MAIL (6245)

Speed Vp UPS Shipping with ShipMate

Intro Offer $395

UPS Approved— Prints COD tags, labels, and manifest.

PC Synergy • 1805 Cottonwood • Carlsbad, CA 92009
(619) 931-0350

"h's so easy—even the boss can use it!"

CmCLE 7M ON RCAOen SERVICE CARO

95,000 * ZIP CODES
3RD CLASS LIST MANAGER

• Prints labels in 3rd class bulk order

• Over 95.000 zps with city, county, state

• Enter zip returns city, state, APO. FPO

• Automated index by zip. name, customer#

• Save $$$ in data entry and mail costs

• All lor $399. demo $15

• Zip code hie only - $149 on diskette

CPROMPT CORPORATION
Dept. M. Box 40325

Indianapolis. IN 46240

(317) 846-5451

MANUFACTURING

THE FOREMAN
Multi-user Now Available'

• Invcnlory/BOM/PO/Cosimg

• MRP/Invoicing/Ad hoc reports

• Repelilive mig or one time build

• Extensive Cost Control Standard vs Actual

• Automotive release mlertace

• IBM PC/NOVELL/ALTOS

DCM COMPUTER PRODUCTS. INC

43700 Twelve Mile Road

Novi. Ml 48050

(313) 347-9600

'*Ju»t what the
Doctor Ordered"

DOCTOR DATA Ubel* is

i rtItnOly. Menu’DrIven

ProressionAl MaU MAntset

DAUriksAivdSASC IIUompAliNe. flM Sulk

lAbcIs. rcpcHlsAnd. 1-9 Across on Anything in

AH) order CAR-RT-SORT Held S<l rnicr using

CquAl, Nol CquAl, Within Sr RAogr operAlors.

Itxleion up lo 5 fields Al once Turn fields ft

CArr> over OnorOrriotrAslfteAs>dA(Acnir>

HaH *lecge <*ilh editor, duptkAte checker i

SillkMi records per file fRCE updAte ft much
more $149 • $6SftM

• iODAV MOntY BAChCrOARAhlft

DOCTOR DATA SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 1 1368. Dept. M
Phoenix. AZ 85061-1368

(602) 246-8907
CmCLE 791 ON READER SERVICE CARD

‘THE MAIL ORDER WIZARD
is (Kie very powerful program II offers a catalog

business all the computing routines il oeeds-

and then somel gives new meaning to the

hackneyed phrase, user friendly' Written in

Assembler, it operates with lightning

speed., very serious software, a must see’

"

Ciatalog A^. $970. Demo. $12.

The Haven Corporation

602 Madison ()epl M
Evanston. IL 60202

800-782-8278 (312)869-3434

HOME OR OFRCE MAIL MANAGER
New* MAIL v2 for labels, envelopes, much more

• Imports any field ol dBase or ASCII file

• Searches on any/ali/some ot its 11 fields

• Sorts in ascending or descending order

• Many automatic features save keystrokes

$45 -f 2.50 s/h Moneyback guaranlee Visa/

MC/Amex

Call or write TODAY'

Phoenix Phive Software Corporation

7630 East Gelding Drive. Suite 400

Scotlsdale. AZ 65260

600-331-1611 602-483-0991 (in AZ) 9-5 MST

MEDICAL

MEDICAL SYSTEMS WITH ECS
All PPM products have electronic claims sub-

mission (ECS) 10 Medicare & commercial car-

riers. paper claims loo

• PC * CLAIM $89 95. Claims only

• PC * CUIM w/ICD s. CPT s & HCPC codes

$229,95.

• PC * CLAIM PLUS claims only w/patient

file. Complete a claim in one minuie $459.

• THRESHOLD * TM $1,995 00 claims, Ad^

palieni billing

• THRESHOLD $3,995 00 claims A/R patient

billing, complete practice managemeni. statis-

tics. analysis

• CLAIM * NET Nationwide claims clearing

house Full 100% credit on product upgrade.

PC * CLAIM & PC * CLAIM PLUS both house

30 day money-back guarantees. IBM PC/XT/ AT

compatibles MS-DOS 256K

PHYSICIANS PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
1610 South LynhursI Suite Q

Indianapolis. IN 46241

(317) 634-8080

In continental U S call (800) 428-3515

STAT MEDICAL SYSTEMS
STAT modular systems grow with your medical,

denial or ophthalmic practice.

$195 Base system patient data base, recalls.

report generator, letter writer & rnore

$395 Point of service transaction processing

(superbills. linaKial reports, receipts)

$395 Palieni billing module (statements)

$695 Aulomalic 3rd party billing: tailorable

claim forms wilh ICD/procedure codes

tree Full featured demonsiralion disk & doc.

30 day money back guaranlee

GAMMA Incorporated

Three Dundee Park

Andover. MA 01610

(506) 470-0080

DRs/ASSISTANT HAS IT ALL!
Profit with the most complele software tor PCs.

Superbills. A/R. insur forms. Problem Oriented

Medical Records, productivity, scheduling, re-

call. MORE MD wnllen. proven over 7 yrs Only

$989 Larger capacity, taster DRs/MANAGE-

MENT $1495 Networking $1995. FREE DEMO.

CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO TRY IT? MCA/lSA

MEDSOR OF CALIFORNIA. INC.

13588 Sanwilha Avenue

San Diego. (California 92129

Toll free (800) 541-0900

MUSIC

IBM Interface
CM$-401 /Cakewalk

$249
Keyboard k Softworw AvoNoblw

MUSC
SUPPLY

714/594-5051 (CA)
CIRCLE 7f2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Music Power 1*^ Your P(*

TEXTURE”
tiy Httfier hnvtll

• lltM Music l''ui(urc

• MPU-4(lf OrCompHlibk;

• YumiihaCI CxHnpuler

Version 3.1 $2W DcmoSIO

Musician's Touch

In MIDI SoftwarB'

MiignclK.- Mu.111'

ATWin K<»bKil
tK.-pi >>

lif>aikrK-M.<'l KiHM
Id aH77%7x».*

l-'a* 2in 77S ifgn

CIRCLE 793 ON READEA SERVICE CARO

COMPUTER MUSIC CATALOGUE!
Largest rmrsic software selection anywhere! 80

pages ol detailed information on the leading

computer music products iKiuding waveform

editors, transaibers, sequencers. MIDI inter-

laces & more. Gel the tacts! Compelilive prices'

Visa/MC Worldwide shipmeni! Send $3 for

2/yr catalogue subscription.

DIGITAL ARTS & TECHNOLOGIES

58 Riv& Sireel

Milford. CT. 06460

(203)874-9060
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MUSIC PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

db/UB
Relational

Database Management
with QuickBASIC!

db/LIB’S 3 application-building libraries expand your
QuickBASIC Into full-function programmable DBMS.

High-powered assembly routines link to QuickBASIC:
• Create, read, write data files with billions of records,
o Instant file access with full B*tree Indexing system,
e Conforms to dBASE lll-f NDX and DBF file standard,
e Compact, completely tested and full documented.

Complete Data Management programs w/Basic source:
e Create, Browse. List, Index, Append. & seven more,
e Run stand-alone or merge Into your own programs.

Built-in Database Query Language saves days of coding:
e Dynamically selects and formats record output,
e Understands dBASE or Basic expressions.. _ ^

db/LIB Is onlyil 39 complete,

(800) M2“3r83
Loe Angeles. CA 90063 In CaM. (213) 215-9145

CMCL£ TSS ON NCADCR SERVICE CARO

FORTE I/ll MIDI Sequencers
16/32 tracks. 16 channeis/lrack Record/Play-

back. 60.(X)0 noles Most powerful MIDI edit-

ing. Rhythmically flexible Step entry. Auto

Punch. Quanliration, realtime playback conirol.

DOS shell New in FORTE II. System exclusive

storage, unlimited looping. SMPTE cue list,

Songhst. Accel/rilard. il50/S250

LTA Productions

P.a Box 6623

Hamden. CT 06517

(203) 787-9857

PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE

SONGWRIGHT IV

Music Processor prints professional sheet mu-

sic. songs, scores wilh text, chords, symbols

Compose, edil. copy, record, iransaibe. play,

transpose to any key. Bass/treble, mulliple

staves, alt meters MIDI optional IBM/Epson/

Star printers: CGA/Hercules graphics $^.95

Send lor tree sample output.

SongWrighi Software

Route 1. Box 63

Loveltesville, VA 22060

(703) 822-9068

PROGRAMMERS
TOOLS

ATTENTION “C” PROGRAMMERS
Here is your C library as recommended by PC Magazine 9713/88 issue.

• Syatem Sottwwm Tbofi

by: Ted Biggeretaff

PC 1001 $1960

• TTte “C" Piogwnming Language
by: Kernigan a Rrtchie

PC 1002 $2350

• Proficient “C"
by: Augie Hansen
PC 1003 S20.40

» Programming WIndowe
by: Charles Fwzold
PC 1004 $2150

• MieroSoft C Prognmniing for the IBM
by: Robert Lafore
PC 1005 $2295

• 1Urbo C Programming for tha IBM
by: Robert Lafore
PC 1006 $21.75

• ItRlM C Memory • ReeMent Utllltlee.

Screen UO, and piognmmlngtechntquei
by: Al Stevens
PC 1007 S2295

• Oebvgging C
by:Rob^Ward
PC 1006 $1995

1-800-999-9239 MC/VISA ONLY or Mall order check to:

Specialty Books
341 Apple Ave Muskegon, Ml 49442

ORCLE 7S7 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Memory Minder
Hemory Minder is the most comprehensive

disk diagnostic program available for

mkrocomputers. Any operator can quickly and
easily check the vital operating parameters <4

their floppy drives, including spindle speed,

head alii^menL read sensitivity and others.

Run Memory Minder before vital data backup
operations. Uw it to align the drives without

the use of an oscilloscope.

IBM PC. XT. AT program and manual S70
Precision Alignment Diskettes sold separately

(40 each. 5.25
' 40 track. 5.25" 80 track. 1 .2

MB AT. or 3.5" 80 track drives.

JAM Systems, Ltd.

ISIOO-A Central SE
i.NcwMcxko 87123

5051292.4183
We accept MasterCard and Visa

ORCLE 795 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Free SPF/PC"
Interactive demonstration disk, V2.0. Yours for the asking!

Command Technology Corporation, 1900 Mountain Btvd., Oakland. CA 9461

1

Telephone: (413)339-3530 Telex: S09330 COMMAND TECH

CIRCLE 796 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MAINTENANCE & INSPECTION
An easy-to-use computerized method lo organize,

operate, and control an effective prewniiw main-

tenance astern Applicable lo any type of busi-

ness or industry. Full screen input and display,

plus function help command. Maintains his-

torical data, creaes work orders, and provides

numerous reporfs. For into, write to:

PENGUIN COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

P.O. Box 20465

San Jose. CA 95160

(408) 997-7703

» UNATTENDED
FILE TRANSFER

• Error Iraa translers between mulnple sites

• Schedule transfers any iime<s). any day
* Use siarto alone or with other programs
* No complex script languages lo learn

* Easy set up commands like Send. Receive
• LAN comptHible, Multi-level secunty

• Auto recover from power outs, noise, etc.

* Parameter rile driven

• Use as com/server with other programs

« Shell to other programs A do iranslers

• Fast, versatile, reliable operation

* OEM inquiries invited. Call.

Wired Software $75 per location.

SPI, Inc.

BOXS316S0 Grand Prairw. TX 7S0S3

(800) $88-0411 ^^ (214)264-2626 ^

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

FREE BUYER’S GUIDE
CalorwrteferoifR^Ei

Guide contanig hundreds ol languages uHbes

and appicalions specificaly lor IBM personal

computers and corriiadDles. We're the wortcTs

leading independert dealer of programmer's

devebpmett Bxis because we prrxnde sound

advice, kw discourt prices, fast defvery, fTIEE

dornestt shipping and no hidden charges.

Programmer's Connection
7249WTiippleAw NW

North Canton. Ohio 44720

800-336-1166 USA
2l$494-3781 0H&AX(Colect)

800-22S-11G6 Canada

21M94.5260FAX
9102406879 Ito

21&.494-3781 International

CIRCLE SOO ON READER SERVICE CARO

CIRCLE Ml ON READER SERVICE CARO

QuickBASIC Programmers
We are the leading publisher of Programmer’s Tools for QB. Our specialty

is assembler subroutines, and we even have a package that lets you make
your OB programs memory-resident in as little as 8K of memory!
Cal Tbil Free or write for detailed Informatton with no strings attached.

1-800-922-3383 • 404-552-0565 • CALL M-F, 9-6 Eastern Time
MIcroHelp, Inc. • 4636 Huntridge Drive • Roswell, GA 30075

CIRCLE 799 ON READER SERVICE Cjim
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PROGRAMMERS
TOOLS

SOURCE CODE
Modular «)d fuly docurrwnlod AuarTbly

and C souroo cod*. Marty prograrrs are

rrwrory reeldant.

• Dir TrM^lla Manager $129.95
• Windowing File Browser $ 64.95

• Context Switcher $129.95
• DOS Anywhere $ 64.95
• Calculator $ 64.95

Write or call to order source for these or

other programs. Brochure artd Demo
available.

SaySoft

10301 LakeAve. Suite 617
Cleveland. OH 44102

(216) 651-3250

ORCLE S02 ON READCII SERVICE CARO

BTRIEVE- BTRIEVE- BTRIEVE

-

H you use Btrieve, you must have BUTILITY

BUTILITY is Ihe only vvay to edii and create

Btrieve tiles (ver 4.0 and up) Stop wasting time

writing those utility programs! Use 06 4 0 look

and (eel editor to p^orm all operations, edit Ihe

data butter, edit actual key values, search and

replace, and much, much more. Only $69.95

-(-5S&H. MC VISA or COD.

SMITHWARE. Inc.

3600 Hillsboro Pike Suite B-13

Nashville. TN 37215

(615) 297-4876

PUBLIC DOMAIN

THE ULTIMATE
SOFTWARE OFFER
Join The Software of the Month
Club today and get more than
1 5 programs. 5 cfisks full of soft-

ware for IBM/compatible com-
puters - every month! for only
$5.00 inc. shipping/handling.
Preferred membership only

$9.95. Visa/Mastercard/Amex
only. No Gimmicks!

SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH
CLUB
511 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 104
Encinitas, CA 92024

PUBLIC DOMAIN

FREE DISK CATALOGI
Over 2.000 ol the LATEST & BEST P0/Shar^

ware Programs, as described in our FREE DISK

catalog, which contains over 60 pages of de-

tailed info!—Only $3 per 5.25” disk or $4 per

3-5' disk Orders shipped in 24 hrs! Call our 24

hr. line lor a tree catalog today! MCAflSA

6LW Sotiware

PO Box 14008

Arlington. TX 76094-1006

(817) 265-2007

i^^'^FREEIAARE £
OMLY dHtil ONLY *2.** ott dl»l OMLY >2.** bw

ORCLE 804 ON READER SERVICE CARO

1 -800-635-0342
Call for FREE cataloglll PEOPLE’S

CHOICE

IBM Shareware/Public-Domain collection

conveniently available for only $3.75/disk FULL!

or only $3.7St Our FREE catalog offers an extraor-

dinary range of programs, including WORD PROCESSORS, GAMES, PER-
SONAL FINANCE, P^RAMMING LANGUAGES, ACCOUNTING, imUTIES

FOR OISK AND PRINTERS AND SCREEN, LOTUS WORKAUKES.
DATABASE PROGRAMS, and much, much moral!

Orders shipped on Visa, MasterCard, or COD — but the
catalog is tree!

P.o. Box 171134. Memohis. TN 36187-1134

CmCtE BOS ON READE6 SERVICE CARO

TO PLACE YOUR
AD IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

THE SHOWCASE FOR
PRODUCTS AND

SERVICES IN THE MS
DOS MARKET . . .

FREE!
IB

SOFTWARE
CATALOG

over 32 pages!

Best Bits & Bytes
P.O. Box 8245-M

Van Nuys. CA 91409

Toli Free — 24 Hrs.

1-800-245-BYTE
within Callforrvta

1-618-781-9975

aRCLE 806 ON READER SERVICE CARD

QuMCac. EDRAW. AutoMenu. Mattt Tutor.

K 0C6 Help. Baker s Dozen. Languages.
EZ Form. PC Style. PackDisk, PC-aocK,
KidCames. Best Games. Home Inventory.

PC-Outline. Form Letters. ImagePnnt.
StdeWnter. PC-Prwnpt. Best iJnirties

o BRIGHT FUTURES Inc.
Dept- PCM

P.O Box 1030

East Wlnd8or. CT 06068

Offer Expires Dec. 31. 1968
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG or
CIRCLE 808 ON READER SERVICE CARD

REAL ESTATE

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Comprehensive program tor managing residential

and commercial properties Many management

reports including operating statemenL delinquent

rek lease expiration and transaction regisier

report Provides check wribng. check recondtia-

bon, posting of late lees, recurring expenses—

$495. Investment An^s—$245.

YARDl SYSTEMS. INC

813 Reddick St

Santa Barbara. CA 93103

805-966-3666
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE YOUR AD CALL 212 S03-SHS

REAL ESTATE

LAND SURVEY
PROGRAM

L-PLOT $192S“pp

A mctc^ & bounds prugram to i|Uicfcly ploi

(Ml screen, calc, urea & prim pluis fcutn

virtually any descnplion. measuremcnl or

scale! Fealurcs incl.-dota editing, screen

labeling & ability to send data directly to

word prucevsor. ew

IBM/Cnmp w/MGA. CCA. EGA
Visa/MC Chk. $15 Demo. Free info.

LAN/SCAN, Inc.

(214) 824-6419
CIRCLEam ON READER SERVICC CAM)

PROPERTY MANAGER
For the owner/inveslor who wants to keep track

o( his own properties Flexible & Iasi Residen-

tial or cormn . limit ol lilty tenants per disk A

gteal decision tool Not copy protected, copy as

many disks as you like. $29 tor hill working

demo with quick guide. $79 with complete

manual and ^one support

CAPTAIN S CHEW
Box 216

Sunset Beach. CA 90742

(714) 536-0770

BUILDING SEARCH
Become the delinitive source ol commercial

oltice data in your market. Instant access to

your own inhouse MLS Queries over 128

different variables. Pro't presentation quality

printouts User’s Guide and demo software

available lor $29 95. Ask about our nationwide

user n^works

LeaseLine. Inc.

11776 Jollyville Road. Suite 200

Austin. TX 78759

(512)250-0505

MANAGEMENT & ANALYSIS
*

"Real Property Management" $3954595 tor

resKtenlial & commercial properties and other

bkkp'g Flags delinq't tenants, prints budgets,

checks, invoices & 1099S No retyping ol

recurring data.
*
"Real Analyzer

" $195. when

deciding: buy/sell, exchange, or refinance

30 day money back guarantee

REAL-COMP INC.

P O Box 1210

Cupedino. CA 95015

(406) 996-1160

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Rental-Ease New stale of the art properly man-

agement software Extremely last and easy to

use. Everything is included, tenant tracing,

repairs and maintenance, income and expense,

chedt writing No extra modules to buy The

ultimate in property management $695 com-

plete Free brochure. Demo $10

STRATEGIC OFFICE SYSTEMS

9129 Mallard Circle

Sandy. UT 84093

800-942-6784 or 801-942-6784

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Since 1978 over 6.500 users ol our software

have tound it comprehensive. Ilexible and easy

to use. We otter systems to manage the lollow-

ing types of properties; COMMERCIAL/RESl-

DENTIAL7C0N00MINIUM/H0ME0WNERS
ASS0C./MINI-ST0RAGE FACILITIES

For more into, and sample printouts call

REALTY AUTOMATION

11365 East Shore Driw

Hayden Lake. ID 85835

(208) 772-3259

• PROPERTY M6T PLUS/89 •
New version which looks up lenanis and posts

rent by Tenant Name Prints Bank Deposit Slips.

Rent ^tements + Automatic Checks Reports

Lale Rents, t^ncies + Expired Leases Po^s

Management Fees. Pays Owner Does 1099

Sa^ up to 80% of accounting lime + is the

EASIEST system lo use From $475.

REALTY SOFTWARE

133 Paseo de Granada

Redondo Beach. CA 90277

(213) 372-9419

RELIGION

To make a aearch of:

(kwest)

The sacred book of
Christianity:

(biTjal)

get a copy of

Bible Quest
• easy to use softtoare

• fastestfull test} rttmoal

• fxnoeifulstudy tool

• locate vJords instant^

•findphrasesfast

• double column test} display

• includes ‘ylyperStarth'

• saoe verses to “DOSfile

• print selected verses

$99 (KJV)
$5 shipping and handling

800-336-6644

Bible Quest
an InfoQuest product

CMCLE tlO OH READCR SERVICE CAM)

SEARCH THE
BIBLE IN

2 SECONDS
OR LESS.

WORDsearch'” is the world's

fastest, most advanced NIV
Bible concordance software.

Instantly locale all relevant

passages by word, phrase, or

word combinations. And you
can transfer Bible verses to

most word processors.

$139.95 plus $5 p&h. Full-

function demo. $7. Call about

our 30-day no-risk free trial.

800-888-9898
S014 Ukeview, Austin. TX 78732

OSCU >11 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CHURCH
SOFTWARE

Ipowerchurch plusio I

(

Fast, friendly, reliable church administra-

lion system k^mbership. lull fund ac-

1

[SI

CmClE SIS ON READER SERVICE CARO

m-'

RELIGION

ables. multi-user support, & much more

I
- ALL for $695 complete' Compare us I
feature-tor-feature against any over- *

priced package. We're helping thousands I
' of churches with great software at a great

”

iricef FREEphonesupporl.notimelimit I

lo high-pressure sales pitch To order

"

your pRfcE full-working DEMO version. I

. call Customer Support. .
I FI SOFTWARE I

PO BOX 3096 BEVERLY HILLS. CA 90212

^ (2131854-0866 ^ J
CSVCtE *12 ON READER SERVICE CAM)

=NAS COMPUTER BIBLE™=
Vwrsion 2-0

N«w American Standard
The best of the best sellers

For ISM and 1M% Compollblc

• Instantly searches text fw any
word or phrase.

• Allows verses to be saved for

use with word p^essors.
• Also includes windowing
capability.

m P.O. Box 6439
AnaIxim.CA 92816

r714) 630-6450

S129.95 (CA Aden add 6% tax)

plus $4.0O tbipping Si banking

SCRIPTURE SCANNER
BIBLE ON DISKS

• Search the Bible in seconds
for key words or phrases.

• Print any list or portion.
• Write sermons, lessons,

etc. from yotif word
processor or ours with

access to scripture.

Special: $99.95 & up

CALL: 512-255-9569

OMEGA
Box 356. Round Rock, TX 78680
ORCLE 814 ON READER SERVICE CARO

BIBLE QUIZ GAME
A Great holiday gilt idea! Over 1,000 exciting &
educational multiple choice questions from the

KJV Bible. Play in either color or monomode. 3

levels. 1-2 players. Timed scoring.. MOREI

$1195-1- $209 s/h. PC/MS-OOS. Please

specify either 5.25 or 3.5 inch disc.

Fastd^iveryl

Genesotl

P.O. Box 47611

San Anionio. TX 78265

(512) 657-1243

PARISH DATA SYSTEM

-

Comprehensive census/conlribulion program.

Easy lo operate, menu driven Family, member,

financial into & reports fully integrated Selec-

tive lists, labels, cuntribulion/luilion stale-'

ments, personalized lehers User can create

own reports, letlers. Other church programs

available Over 2600 users. Free info

Parish Data Systems. Inc

3031 W Northern Ave.. Suite 121

Phoenix. AZ 65051

(602) 247-3341

SALES
MARKETING

Tm tony tu. I moont lo coll you back

Lead Management
Syswm

MonuOnvan Day Timor
DoUy To-Do MaU Marge
Autodialat Talamaikating
encaOuotat CngluhOuanM
Cipansa Baports Uses Dbota FUat
Solas Fotacoshng Report Wntat
Spraadshaat Cost ol Salas
Word Processor Upload to Manager

800 -525-5774

POWERHOUSE
SYSTEMS INC
XBWSTMUISWr SUitiO*

(McSIOh SAiU w ;riOi 1S7<

CIRCLE ai5 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Solas Rep
S19995

Manager
S39500

Multi-User

599500
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SALES MARKETING

S[[ SaleMake^js
Editor's Choice

Client Management
& Telemarketing Software

» Very easy to learn & use
» User-cusiomiz^)1e for any business

» Lightning fast file access
» Inbound & outbound telemarf(eting

» Schedules calls and can-backs

» Autodials your phone
» Records contact history & notes

» Tracks lead sources

» Word processor built-in

» Instant follow-up letters & labels

» Mail merge for targeted drect marketing

» Generates custom management reports

» Pop-up windows, full color screens

» Unlimited file capacity

» imports & exports A^ll files

» 0\«r 95 searchable data errtiy fields

» Single-user & true LAN versions available

MAGAZINE

*A very well

rounded system
with broad

functionality

and excellent

screen design.

It is also fast and easy to operate,

a hard package to beat.”

PC Megazina 12-22-87

\Nomlnated tor 1987Award
I for Technical Excellence
’ for Application Software!

Reduce costs. Increase Sales.

Call today for free information.

1-800-433-5355
(214) 264-2626 in Texas

SaleMaker Software

Box 531 650 Grand Prairie TX 75053

CIRCLE SIS ON READER SERVICE CARO

LEAD TRACKING SYSTEM
Manage your sales ieads with CONTACT PLUS

Includes, phone dialer, reminders, call hislory.

dated notes, mailing labels, lefler hislory. marl/

merge. ASCII import, calendars, demo disk S3.

Only $79. MC/VISA/COO

E. Trujillo Software

P.O Box 23052

Albuquerque. NM B7192-1052

Orders only

(800) 628-2828 ext 581

Into:

(505) 881-3223

THE SHOWCASE
FOR PRODUCTS

AND SERVICES

IN THE MS DOS

MARKET . .

.

SCIENTIFIC

CIRCLE 81* ON

Add a ^leather Station to your Computer.
Ibu know how mudi you depend on

)our computer. With PC K^ather Pro.

your IBM PC, XT AT or other compatible

can KAv you the weather as well. And

ewn keep a peqieaai record Indudes

hardware, software and weather

instruinenb.

Herr's what yoall measurr.

• mind speed'direction

• Inside^outside temperature

• barometric pressure

• Rainfall

Other software options available. Ask

when you call-

TMI inc. , , ^

SECURITY

With our Copy Protection

Products. They really work and
do not burden the honest user...

For Hardware Based Security
(Parallel Port/ROM Socket Interface)

• STANDARD KEY TAG
Unlimited executions

• COUPON KEY TAG
Limited executions

• DURATION KEY TAG
Limited (days hours min.)

For Disk Security

High Level Security

• PADLOCK II DISK
• SAFEGUARD DISKS
• COUPON DISKS

For Hard Disk Protection
• HDCOPY

Low Level Security
UwT InfidMIr Pmtfclw

• PC-PADLOCK

The market is filled with copy
protection products which burden the

user or simply don't work. We have
over 3500 satisfied software hrms
utilizing our systems. The high-level

fingerprint has not required an update

in over 3 years.

Why should your valuable data or

usefel software program become
available in the Public Domain?

Call or write for

more informatioa

GLENCO
ENGINEERING INC.
sesviMG TMf sofTWAfte inousthy since tsrs

721 W Algonquin Ra (312)364-SOFT
Arlington HIS

.
It 6000S FAX 364-7698

Telex 493-7109

CIRCLE ai9 ON READER SERVICE CARO

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM'

PC SECURITY
I

HSMOt OFF THE FROORAM «

i

pnv4*g« MMd. w/mm wcunty uUMy IM pr»-

H of yow PC*wMvae-

HAWOa OFF THE PnooiUM gronOm apftii*

CM4 lachmqu* 0 Mpmw up ID 64 uM(« ol a
PC By MO iiwirMm ••pant* wm* on
ttio Mrp tttk UMTS rnay teoMt only ttwir e«m

and any oihar araa proMtttO artih a io«i«r

prrviloe*

HANDS OFF THE PflOQIIAM proWCla fUta on
your hard dMi By pfa¥aniino unauitioniad uadr*

Pom moddiwig tfw OOS Ha waOiaw (RaM Only.

HUdan. SyNomi For axampl*. m* Pi* READ
ONLV atribuM 0 praodni wu* program* Boni

irvirading your aiiNam
HANDS OFF THE PWOORAH rasinela aocdaa 0
your r>ard disk via "diak kidung". A "locttd’' hani

d0k may not Bo Boowd. tci:»aMi!i By appscaHona
I tho OOS FORMAT eom-

HAND8 OFF THE PROQRAU mcorponiM
advorteod aacunty wcnniquoa on PC* rurmng
PC-008 VSO w Bighar Tho OOS FORMAT ol

Ohm C w pmoniad aMM tho PC « 0 uaa.M
aocunly managar » prowcwd agamM Control

Braaii and a boot Pom Ibppy ratuN* m ih* au0-
malic lockM) ol Om« C
HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM i

• Ottk Encryption
• Uaoi Accaaa Raportmg
• S0p* Common VirutM
> MatiBaB
> Rood Onty and ExacuW Only pr i»*agaa By

Pr>ca$89«95
add ars—aMppmg

Chock. Monty Onlar. VISA. MC acc*p0d
Systems Consulting Inc.

412-963-1624
Sea 111MS. PtwaBur^i. PA IStSS PSO»

CIRCLE 620 ON READER SERVICE CARO

• MotlproMOHuppiUBty "*10*66$
- MM ttognn Ht N UN P COM

S1K SaiW M or UK *r» MO iw
MMs Htt Me ( demo ost m«»

Az-Tech Software. Inc.

305 East Ffankkn

Richmond MO 64085

ism) W-mt (816) 776-2708

ORCLE 621 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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FOR MORF. INFORMATION OR TO TIM E YOVR AD CALL 212 503-51 15 . . .

SECURITY

T
he world's leading soft-

ware manufacturers
depend on Soflguord copy
protection systems. Your
FREE DISKEHE introduces

you to SuperLock '* - invisi-

ble copy protection for

IBM-PC (and compatibles)

and Macintosh.

• Herd disk support

• No source code changes
[

• Customized versions

• LAN support

e New upgrodes ovoilable
|

(408) 773-9680

SOFTGUARD SrSTEMS INC.

71 0 Lokewoy, Suite 200
Sunnyvole, Colifornio 94086

FAX (408) 773-1405
CIRCIES230N

SQfTGUPlRDe

SOFTWARE COPY PROTECTION
• Installs easily on your IBM-PC software

e Defeats all disk copy soltware

e Supports all Hard & Floppy disk lormals.

• Requires NO special devices or disks

e Invisible to your end user

Eval disk protects one program ol yours $15

Starter kit & No meter count packa^s $99 +
L-Tech Corporation

377 Route 17 South. Suite 618

Hasbrouck Heights. NJ 07604

(20t) 288-1608 (BBS 8/N71) (201) 288-8795

BIT-L0CK« SECURITY
Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves effectiveness

I

ol powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryp-

I

(km algorithms. Reliabie/small port transparent

security device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port.

Complimented by economical KEY-LOK**

multi-featured COMPU-LOCK'* Including

countdown, timeout data encryption, multi-

product protection

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

3167 E. Otero Circle

Littleton. CO 80122

(303) 922-6410 or 770-1863

SHAREWARE

Camputcr lm4S«
SoflHare™

2639 N Grand. SuM nt
Sand Ana. CA 92701

(714)771-4326

shareware:
Only S3.S0 Per l)i^k!

Wc ha>c lAoguad* of Sbartwarr prg(nai> lo

cImiom friMH. DIitcI rron Ikr aalbon.w hlah

qnallt) dItkA. All dUlu are trrllM aad ir%ud

Games • Data Bai« • Word Processing

Llililies • Spreadsheets • And More

SU diska are lell. Scserel pragrams prr disk

Call or VVrile tor F REE Calafog.

• SPECIAL OFKKK*
A apaclal aaieelion of 10 Gama Oiaka wnh

Ovar 100 samaa for Only 626.00 with thia adl

(Sand ad wrm youf reQoest fot ettatOQ)

anCLE 824 ON NEAOER SERVICE CARD

STATISTICS

A powerful, elegant, and super-fast statistical package integrated wittv
complete data management and dynamic graphs. Comprehensive selec-
tion of descriptive, inferential, and exploratory statistics with forecasting.
STATS^ features intelligent, two-way interfaces to data from Lotus.
Symphony, dBlll+. and other programs. For more Info lookfor our ads In

most computer joumels, ask your dealer, or contact StatSoft. Price $245
(+$S ship/handi).

2325 E. 13lh SL, Tulsa, OK 74104
(918) 583-4149

OversMs otlice* SIttSoft dlEurope iHatnburg FRG) ph 040/4200347. SUrtSoR UK (Lon-
don UK) ph 0707271166 Hesme Sonware (Melbourne Austrnua) ph 613-497-4276

QRCLE 827 ON READER SERVICE CARD

StatSoft

UNIQUE
SOFTWARE!

Find new uses for your IBM with quality

software selected specially for home, per-

soml and business use. Just S4.00/dittl

GAMES
i-D Chcet

. ..
aSqlnaUeTBri^ge

Plus Educadoa. Wont

276-P Mdr^ouse M. EMtoa. CT. 0M12
Or caU then d^ iMilbox

•ddKM 3334395
CmCLE S2S ON RCAOCR SERVKC CARO

MINITAB’S a PC of cake!

MINFFAB features intuitive

commands for comprehensive data

analysis. Includes basic statistics •

re0e^n • time series • tabulation

• ANOVA • plots * histo^ams •

much more. DOS based werskm in-

cludes LOTUS interface, hi-ies

graphics, no copy protection. Used in

over 60H of Fortune 50 companies.

For fiK bfociuiira 814a3»3280.

MINITAB IS
SIAIlStlCAi SOFT WA PI

MMtah Inc

3061 CnteipriM De. Stale Collcaa PA 16801

CIRCL£ 828 ON RCAOER SERVICE CARO

STATISTICS

GO with SOLO
Ideal for researchers and busi-

ness professionals. SOLO
provides all the necessary stat

procedures. Irx^redibly easy to
use. Inexpensive enough for a
singlepro^ or occasional use.

$149 complete with graphics.

Call today. MC or VISA.
Satisfaction guaranteed!!

n kJnD STATISTICALuJVlUr SOFTWIVRE
1440 Sepulveda Boulevard
Loe Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 479-7799
OnCLE 826 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE BASS SYSTEM
BASSBase + BASSStat + BASSView »

Power! For data management/analysis/repori

generation. The SYSTEM. 384K and 2-31^''

drives or onehard disk. $399 thru 8/31/88

miaoBASS 256K and 2 floppies $95

Clall or write lor informalion

BASS Institute Inc

PO Box 349

Chapel Hill. NC 27514

(919) 469-0729 or BB: (919) 489-9665 (N.8.1)

NCSS plus-$99

Easy-to-use menus & spread sheet Multiple

regression T-lests ANCVA (up to 10 factors, rep

measures, covariance) Forecasting factor, clus-

ter. & discriminant analysis Nonparamelncs

Cross Tabulation Plots histograms, box. scatter,

siemleal Sort. Subset Transformations Reads

ASCII New graphics Pkg $59

NCSS

865 East 400 North

Kaysville. UT 84037

Phone 601-546-0445

STATISTIX - ONLY $169!

STATISTIX IS a pmrerlul and very easy-lo-use

slalislical system lor PC's Used by many

universilies. businesses, led and state govern-

ments and research organiTaiions Check us

out before you buy a statistics program, you'll

agree SX is a "best buy Money Back GUAR-

ANTEED For more info.

NH ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE

POBOX132D4

Roseville. MN 55113

(612) 631-2852

SHAZAM Version 6
SHAZAM is an easy-to-use & powerful econo-

metrics program Has a lull matrix language:

SHAZAM features include ARIMA. 3SLS. 2SLS.

SURE, probil. logit. l(X)i(. nonlinear. MLE, 6LS.

equality and inequality restrictions, pool, non-

linear testing, forecast, diagnostics, graphics

Needs hard disk Single copy: $250 U S. Site

License: $1000 US. Accept VISA/MC. More

inlomation^ Call 403-220-4096 Or write

SHAZAM Econometrics Limited

12 Varsdale Place N W
Calgary. Alberta Canada T3A 0G7

SURVEYS

SURVEY MATE
The integrated survey package: fast & accurate

data entry with automatic values, range, logic

checks, age calc, verification, verbatim entry/

report for open-ends Frequenaes. Recoding

Crosstabs, Regression. ASCII file expod. up to

1000 fields. Users in 44 counlries, $145. 60 day

Money-back Guarantee 914-699-M14

Henry Elkins & Associates Inc.

15 Willow Circle

Bronxville. NY 10708

Orders: 800-622-4070, 800-942-7317 (IL)
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UTILITIES

Fix common problems fast!

/ou don't need to be an expert to diagnose and correct problems in-

volving PC setup. All you need is HELPME^'softwarel More than

300 tests. Quick identification of system configuration and com-
satibiiity $99 -f S/H. MCA/ISA. California Software Products, Inc.,

525 N, Cabrilk) Park Drive. Santa Ana. CA 92701
.
(714) 973-0440.

CIRCLE S37 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Nova Utilities

Power tools you'll use!

The twelve advanced DOS prograrns that are

on every user's wish itsl. Disk editor, file re-

covery. pouX-arxI-shoot window directory

manager, encrypt and compress Mes. DOS
command line qualifiers, find, view, delete,

move. copy, morel Less than $6 per program

at only $69.95 complete with lOOt page

manual. Ask about our free upgracfe offer.

NOVA SOFTWARE, Inc.
P.O. 80x37464 Abq..NM87l76

505-836-8400
ORCLE asa ON READER SERVICC CARO

AT’s DON’T NEED 360KB DRIVES
The 1.2MB drive has long been known to READ but NOT rdiaUy WRITE on

360KB floppies. With “CPYAT2PC' 1.2MB drives CAN reli^ WETTE seOKB flop-

pies saving a slot for a second hard disk or backup tape. “CFYATSPC" (Not Copy
miected) offers the preferable SOFTWARE $(H.lfnON.

• NO software or hardware modiflcation
• A 360K drive is NOT required
• “CPYAT2PC" program residm on hard disk
• Runs on IBM K/AT and COMPATIBLES i.a. Compaq
Deskpro 266/386/111. ATET 6300 .

HP Vectra. Sperry PC/IT. Tandy 3000

Only 876.00 •» 84.00 S/H VISA. MC, COD, UPS-B/R
ORDER T(MX FREE l-aO(K523-6777

TELEX EZUNK 62873069
Dealer Inquiries Invited

MICROBRIUGECOMPITERS
69$ Sfcymy #125 • .Su Vartos. CA 84070

CA 4l5-S«MrTT7 e FAX 415-S03-7675

CIRCLE 842 OH READER SERVICE CARO

[
• * • I •

11
• i"

• Run uo to 26 iSRs uS>ng omy me memofy
ol Itie largest TSR • Singie not key commana
accesses ALL TSfls • C'caie your own tsr
menu and auto msia" mstani'v irom E*TRi $

program iisi • loii-i'ee ’ecr>''ica' sudoo'*
hotiir>e • From ihe c'eato's oi Oi'ect Access • S99

A Menu System to Manage
Memory Resident Programs IB

Call Toii-rrfe

• 800 7*2 6368

for OMer Nearest Vou

CIRCLE B43 ON READER SERVICE CARD

UltraSearch ... a fast, friendly, and
functional dBASE search program

• Locate data in seconds from just a few characters • Construct a precise

search to find exact matches • Write a subfile of just the data you need

•TailOT the display screen • Edit or add records without programming
•Disperse working copies of database for easy file maintenance and
retrieval. UhraS^rcri uses dBASE* format, but is easier to use. Ideal

forlargerdatabases.itallowsfree-form search and doesn't limitthenumber

or combination of fields searched ot the number of matches found.

Only $79.95 prius $5.00 handling.

To order, call:

1-800-628-2828, ext. 903.

» }« KWM> t mwtiN a

For mme product information, write or call

:

' Universal Saarch Sohittotw
8961T«soroDr.St4ttS00
San AnoMo. T«xm 782 1 7-6228
ei2l 624-8773

CIRCLE IM ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC FMS + Utilities

Complete online Fite Mgi Syslem/Libiary for

disk/diskettes. Full screen query Print file re-

ports/directories/iabels Co^/venfy tiles with

sort options Dump tiles/memory Super D O S

commands Req MS-DOS 2 0/up More inlor-

mation available Check/M O./AMEX/MC/

VISA/COD Send $49 95 or call to order

ETN Corporation

444 North Frederick Avenue

Gaithersburg. MD 20877-2432

(703) 644-8778

ENHANCED DOS COMMANDS
List tiles that don't match a template List tiles

by date and lime. Search directories for all

matching tiles New commands and new ver-

sions ol existing commands, all with lots ot

options. All cormtands except special codes to

reduce repetitive entries Gel Ihe most tiom

DOS MS-DOS PC-DOS 2 0 or higher $29 95

Driscoll Graphics

135 E. Church

P.O. Box 625

Clinton. Ml 49236

DON’T BUY EXTERNAL DRIVES!
COMx” copies files between any 2 computers

inci IBM PS/2 Any si2e lloppy or hard drsk ^
tl universal c^le (not 6 ft). 3.5’ and 52S’

di^. and manual VERY easy lo use Uses 4K

mem (not 50K-r-). Mullilasking (no slave

mode) 115.200 baud Money back g lee ^
$59 (not $150 -t-) $3sh Agem
Biologic

11982 Coverslone Cir /Suite 1622

Manassas. Va 22110

703-368-2949 (lax 703-361-8251)

LIMSIM
Expanded Memory Simulator for Ihe 286 & 386

machines Use the extended memory you al-

ready have as Lotus style Expanded Memory

PC Magazine (March 31. 1987) says "Easy lo

use and well documenied " $70 ($100 with

assembler source). 30 day money back guaran-

tee Visa/MC accepted

Larson Computing

1556 Halford Ave. #142

Santa Clara. CA 95051

(408) 737-0627

TURBO C DEBUGGER! $49.95
TTCO IS a source level, symbolic, tull-scieen

debugger for programs wnllen in Turbo C.

TTCD supports 10 iterative/condilional break-

points. watchpoinis. variable-speed animation.

CGA/EGA graphics, all models except (my.

macros. 8087 or emulation, symbolic dis-

assembly. "keep
'

variables, and much more.

SAYWare Development

PO Box 891531

Houston. TX 77289-1531

(713) 488-0576

Opt-Tech Sort/Merge 3.0

E/dremely last SortMerge program RunasaOOS

command or CALL as a subroutine. Unlimited

tilesizes. most languages, datatypes & fiielypes

supported including Btrieve and dBASE II & til.

Advanced features include record seleclion. rec-

ord reformalting & much more* Call or vmie tor

more info MS-DOS $149 Zenix $249

Op(-Tech Data Processing

P.O. Box 678

Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

(702) 588-3737

SUPER PC-KWIK
The industry’s best disk cache "Highly recom-

mended" J Dvorak ' hotd on to your ear-

drums because you've |ust launched . J

Dickinson. "
. . Ihe word swoosh! may give

you an idea." J Seymour. You can't buy more

performance tor just $79.%. $2 S/H VISA/MC

-F $2.50 it COO
Mullisotl Corporation

15100 SW Koll Parkway #L
Be^rton. OR 97006

503-644-5644 800-234-KWIK

FLEXMENU 3.1 ONLY $19.95

Powerful menu program, provides a user

friendly way lo operate your programs Pas-

sword protection is available lor EACH menu A

telephone directory utility allows you (o store,

custom sort and print all your name, address

and phone numbers Flex menu even has a

limed execution ulilily lo run your programs

even when you aie not there'

Mam Menu Software

127(X) East 8 Mile Road

Detroit. Ml 48205

(313)372-3262 CHKA«0/C0D

WORD
PROCESSING

WRITER'S SIDEKICK SERIES
The goot-proot^ Avoid those embarassing

errors in your writing Lay vs lie. larlher v$.

lurther. atteci vs elteci Most ot us make Ihe

same mistakes over and over, and who has the

lime lo refer lo textbooks Lei Ihe SIDEKICK

SERIES do it tor you. Order SK Series #3. $29

complete Demos not available

CAPTAIN'S CREW
Box 216

Sunset Beach. CA 90742

(714) 536-0770

Worid's Bilingual Word
DuangJan. bilingual word processor for En-

glish and Armenian. Bengali. Euro/Lalin.

Greek. Hindi. Khmer. Lao. Puniabi. Russian.

Sinhates Tamil. Thai. Viet $109 $5 s/h

(foreign + $12 s/h) Font editor included For

IBM compatible with dol-malnx & LaserJet

printer 0^ $6 -r- $1 s/h.

MegaChomp Company

3524 Cottman Avenue

Philadelphia. PA 19149-1606 USA

215-331-2748
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WORD PROCESSING

Get The Word Out!

Your Product Has Been Chosen

EDITOR’S CHOICE.
LetM Uke your •rtkie to its klglMst

level of ourketUv poCeudai with a reprint!

To rind out how you can have your article or review

elegantly reprinted*' on 80 lb. paper stock, in 4-color.

2-color or 1 -color, call or write today:

Jennifer Locke- Reprints Mana^ter:

Ziff-Davis Publi^ing Company.

One Park Avenue. New York. NY 10016. 212-50.'i-!^47.

''Mmifnum quuidO -SOOrrnrinU

A STAR IS BORN!

Me«ri«n> udwt <«>««>'. M J. 07W
C4U «ie nanw4f>MneMi tie

cwctc M7 ow WEAPen service card

r-pp. 'EWnviKd,

PyccKHR, Farsi. English, European
dt Scandinavian; plus either IPA,
Hindi, Bengaii, Curmuktu, Tamil,
Thai, Korean, or Wits. FuXt-fetaur^
•word processor supports on-screen
foreign characters and highest
quality printing with no hardware
modifications. Indudes Font Editor.

i3S5 incl. US shipfung. SI50
for laser. S19 demo. Req. 640k,
graphics Money back guarantee.

Gamma Productions, Inc.,
710 Wilshire Blvd., Ste W9, Santa
Monica. CA 90401 (213) 394-8622.
MC/VISA/AMEX.
cwctE aaa on ncAoen service card

175 WordPerfect 5.0 MACROS!
One keysiroke copies addresses trom scm to

envel; prints last pg lirst. auto-compiles ttnole/

endnole lists: checks pg brks, prnis multiple

copies, pgs or directories, iransp letters, cap-

iialires. underlines, bolds: makes auto-NOTES.

searches htes and 165 MORE! PLUS 26

CTRL + KEYS MACROS! Optional Wslar emul

$19« + t3S/H AalSS IM 3.5" disk

• PowerMax Company

• 15840 Ventura Blvd #845

• Encino. CA 91436 (818) 905-5919

MISCELLANEOUS/
ACCESSORIES

CanpuCovere

KaySkln^ Keyboard Covert

Otor to the eye. Soft to the touch.

KeySkln*** Covers stay on while you

use your computer Many different

models to chose from. Call toll free

USA (800) 674-63Q1
FLA (800) 342-0008

CompuCovero
2t04 Lewis Turner Blvd. (Dept. Pi)

Ft Walton Bch , FI 32546
ORaJeaeoNRgADfw egRvice cARo

• 100% Cotton Convos • Breothoble!
• Beige w/Grey Trim • Static-Free

For: Computers and Printers

IBM, Epson. AT&T, Leading Edge. Compaq

(800) 826-5761
mCA (415)750-1466

Contemporary ComputerWear

t320-36th Avenue San Francisco. CA 94122
CIRCIE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARO

The only keybMid covef detigned to renuin

wrvrelv in place a( all itmei. Il will not impede

(ompulet p^otnunte in any wav. Over )S0
'
k available ior all kintk oi keyboards.

slelElLlsl.niNlci^B
16 1 Lafayette St .

Hackensack, NJ 07601

Tel (201) 4S7-S080 • Pax (201) 467-6637
Peeler Inquiries Invrf^

ORCLE 851 ON READER SERVICE CARO

igfflARKCTPlflCC
the urtiflute target market!

The brand i^ircifiers who read K) Magazine don t have the time In shop around. Iheir only

concern is geUing what they need as qukkh as passible

llwyH DIRECT their itteation Ui PC Hagaim Narfcetplice

For them PC Magazine Mukelptace's Direct Kevpnnse Display' Ad format represents a fast, easv

and cost etfecuve method of product acquisition. They know it will have the products ihe> need

and the intormalion they want regarding prke. volume discounts, specifications and delneiy

ir YOU think that vour business can benefit from the 550.00U brand specifiers who read PC
Magmne VOliKE RIGHT’

Se tike DIREa ictiofl and call (212) 503-5115 or (800) 825-4AD$

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 2 9. 1988
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PIACE YOL'R AD CALL 212 503-5115

BAR CODING

iPrintBar III
BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE

Print bar codes directly from your own MS-DOS applica-

tions without copyir>g data to special print tiles

Supports Epson. IBM Graphics, and H-P_^
LaserJet printers

8 NEW FEATURES
have been added to our popular

memory-resident bar code printing software
Now pnnt EAN 6 and EAN 13 m addition to UPC-A.

UPC-E. Code 39 and 2 of 5. $295.00
High density dot-matrix bar codes supported Developer inquiries invited.

CodeScan 2000 Bar Code Reader $495.00

CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE (918) 822-4840

BeanRock
o069 Enietptise Drive Placerville, CA 95667

CmCLE 8S2 ON RCADER SERVICE CARD

Before scanning these IH||||||||| , scan this.

Make your mark in automatic identifi-

cation with ISO software solutions. Print

all kinds of bar code labels on demand.
Speed and simplify data collection. Track

products dock-to-stock. And streamline

inventory control.

Integrated Software Design, Inc^ 171 Forbes

Blvd., Mansfield, MA 02048. imegraied

Call (617) 139-4928 and ask
“

to scan our catalog.

aRCLE eu ON READER SERVICE CARD

BAR CODE READERS |
«^gCOD|S

NO SOFTWARE CHANGES REQUIRED
PCS;

• iBMPC/XTiAT PS/2 CLONES
• TANDY 1000SX' 1200/3000/4000
• ZENITH I38/I46/1S1/I58/248
• EPSON EQUITY I & III

TERMINALS;

• WYSE 50/60/75
• KIMTR0NKT7/PC
• CONTROL DATA VIKING 721
• TANDY OTtOO
• RS 232

PC / MS DOS BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE

RESELLER DISCOUNTS AVRILABLE

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
1110S AIRPORTCtnCXb. SUITE 140

EULESS. TX 7e040 (817) S71-90IS

(800)848^3

PERCON E-Z-READER '

FAST • ACCURATE • RUGGED

NO SOFTWARE CHANGES wth PC
XT/AT arx3 PS/2. AT&T 6300. Wyse
30«>0ffl5«:/AT. Kimtron KT.7/PC. Unk
PaerrTVMCI/MC3. THeVideo PCSI/

90S/9S5 & DEC VT220 keyboardv
muftiiiser RS-232 interfaces

• Immediate shipment
• Free phorw »«)port
• 2-year warranty

Details or CXjesDons? Call us.

(503) 344-1189
;>90 WimAvr. lugme. OR fMOZ

Sceusaf COntDCM <59722

PERCON'

LABEUNG SWTWARE
fW"labqIs

^
;i3wii«ii‘l?s

'(mKaBcaiWAV
I ^ ^ EAST-PA5T-*27*

For DOT MATRIX and Laser Printers

(Epson/IBM/Olddata and LaserJet)
• Flexible format • Any size label • Auto-Incrementing

• Labels for bins, shelves. • Reversals

inventory - name tags • Color Options

• Gig text readable up to 50 ft. • Laser Soft Fonts

• Bar Codes: 2 of 5. UPC/EAN. • File Input

MIL-STD. AIAG, Code 39. etc. • Very fast • Easy

Labels above printed with Utility 11 • $2T9.

Other menu driven programs from S49. Unix & Xenix tool

Uter callable routinea from $159.

RAR CODE READERS
For PC/XT/ATfi PS/2

' A Kiatron. WYSE-60, Link. A RS-232

• Attaches as 2nd Keyboard
• No software changes
• Reads 2 of 5, UPC/EAN.
Codabar. Code 39

• Rugged metal pen & holder

All models complete... $399

ALSO: Lasers, Portables .

Mag. Stripe, Badge Readers

1

30 Day Money Back
Guarantee!

A7 -1
DATA SOLUTIONS
417-A Ingalls Street

Santa Cruz. CA 95060

800-345-4220
In CA 408/458-9938

THE
SHOWCASE

FOR PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES
IN THE MS DOS
MARKET . . .

TO PLACE YOUR

AD IN

PC Magazine Marketplace

Call (212)503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

PC MAGAZINIi N O V E M B L; R 2 9. 1 9 « 8



BAR CODING

SIMPLE BAR CODE SOLUTION

WEDGEllllll illlllill emulator
CCD SriantT <Mih Buik in Orrodrt Retck

CotorB-fCodeTSCAN 1123, 1104

tiriT ScMMi wMli Buih m DKodrt R(«d«

Color Cock TjCANWifl HSO

BM-Bot Krrv Boord Wcdgr
Auto Dncnmcvwrd Motor Symbolo^n
BM-Bot n Wedge
BD-Sl 1n«<^ Key HrrudWi^

RS232 InlfHKe Key Board Emuktor

Rsarc ininber Key Board EmuUloi

IBM PC KT AT Trur CompMbk drtd Other

IBM PS '2 Model

IBM PC XT ATPS/2Model

SCANCODE INC.
18001 Skv Park South • Suite K • Irvine. CA • 92714

Tel (714) 863-9555 • Fax. (7141 863-9547

DEALER DISCOUNT
CIRCLE «&4 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Bar Code Solutions
ON-LINE BAR CODE
READER NETWORK

NEW PC-WANO 300 - up to 128 reader

data collection system • Auto-

discriminates • Collects, formats and

transmits to PC or host

PC-WANO 800 WanderWand - pro-

grammable portable bar code readers

PC-WANO 200 - terminal wedge on a

serial party line tor mini s

PC-WANO too - emulates 2nd keyboard

NEW bar code printing software

packages lor your printer

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

i SYSTEMS CORP.
636Nwtr,eerr.slrMl SwnC tiea CAS>621

„ PHONE: 714 990-1880

|S| fAX7l4 990-r503

Bar Code Reader
ModH PC-WEDGE Reader S289.00
• No softwere changes necosary
• For PC/XT/AT or compatible

• Reads Code 39. 2 of S. UPC. Codabar
• EZBarcode I printing software included

EZBarcodc I Piinliag Profram
(ordered separaKly) $49.W
• Enter and print Code 39 and UPC-A
• For dot mams and LaserJet printers

• Vary bar code height, spacing, etc.

EZBarcode II PrioUiig Program . . . $993N)

• Keyboard or lest file data input

• Prints Code 39. Interleaved 2 of 5. UPC-A
• Auiomaiic incrementing, muhiple columns

dBARCODE"* Prop
from within dBASE ll

CCH
l;i^'eKeeping Systems, Inc.

12434 A Cedar Road •Cleveland. OH 44106

(216)229-2579 • Fax:(216)229.2373

CIRCLE BSS ON READER SERVICE CARD ORCLE B57 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Professional Labeling Software

a Memory-resKlent software pnnts bar

codes, large characters, boxes and
Imes direct from any program- dBase.
Lotus. Bas<, etc.

a Works with Dot Matnx or Laser printers

a Any label format or si2e. AIAG etc.

$295 complete, demo disk $6

Other products . Bar code readers,

external arid internal printer controllers.

’Magnum*' emulaiion

Image Computer Systems
124 Wellington Hts Rd-, Avon CT 06001

(203) 678-8771

BAR CODE &
ARAGNETIC STRIPE

READERS
for the IBM PC & PS/2

Simple & quck installation

No additional software or port

l^tal wand & case

Also available:

Bar code printing software
Magnetic stripe encoders

Units for other computers & temvnals
GSA pricing available

TPS ELECTRONICS
4047 Transport Street
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Telephone: 415-856-6833
Telex: (Graphnet) 371-9097^ PLA

FAX: 415-856-3843

ORCLE esa ON READER SERVICE CARO

THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTTS

AND SERVICES IN THE MS DOS
MARKET

BOOKS
CATALOGUES
PUBLICATIONS

PCjr
Expansion Products

Possibly the largest selection

of PCjr products in the

ctHimry. We don't just sell

PCjr priiducLs. wc design them.

•Speed Up ProduitN

•Fwudii DMA Canndgo
•Second Flopp) Disk Drives

•V: Disk Drives

• PCjr OptHral Mice

•Monitor Adapters for PC s

•Parallel Printer Pons

•Full Si/e KevlxMrds

•Speeeh Aiiaehmenis

•Jo)siieks. CuMes. & Adaptors

Call or write to receive nur free

.12-page catalog of PCjr Add-On

prtxJucts. For even faster results,

circle our reader service number.

PC Enterprises

"The jrProducis Group"
Box 292. B*lmar. NJ 07719

(201)260-0025 (800) 922-PCJR
ORCLE B5B ON READER SERVICE CARO

IBM PCjr SPECIALS
Full line of IBM PCjr Hardware
• Memory Expansions to 640k
• Second Floppy Drives
• Parallel Printer Ports
• Full Size Keyboards
• Modems. Int. & External
• Joysticks. Serial Cables
• PCjr Network cards
• BASIC Cartridges. Mice
• PCjr Tested Shareware
• Complete Computers
• Repair Service

Send for Catalog Today
COMPUTER RESET
Attn. Dcpi. PCM
P.O. Box 461782

Garland Texas 75046

enCLE MO ON READER SERVICE CARD

TO PLACE YOUR

AD IN

PC Magazine

Marketplace

Call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

COMPUTER
INSURANCE

INSURES YOUR
' COMPUTERS

Full replacement of hardware, media
purchased software. As low as
$39 yearly. Covers fire. IhefL power
surges, other accidents. Blanket

coverage; rx) list of equipment
needed Call for information or

immediate coverage.

^ 1 •800-848-3469
“ Local (614) 262-0559

SAFEWARE. The insurance Agency Inc.

2929 N. High Street. P.O. Box 0221

1

Columbus. OH 43202
ORCLE M2 ON READER SERVICE CARO

DATA
CONVERSION

CONNECT!

OCR SCANNERS
• Leading OCR software developer
• Support PC/XT/AT/PS2 & Mac
• Raad text from documents,
forma, books and magezlrvaa

using "SPOT " OCR program
• Trainable for Englleti and
foreign lenguege charectera

• Works with moat scanners
• FAX and natworklng capability

• Customized software availeble

• Large Inventory of Canon.
Paneeonic and HP scanners

• Free "SPOT" demo program

Avoid the middleman—Go dJrecff

E
f=LAe5rAFf 602-779-3341

eJGME€RING fax 779-5996

CIRCLE 863 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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DATA CONVERSION

DATA CONVERSIONS
Disk to Disk. Disk to Tape, Tape

to Disk — 3^/2 5Va " and 8

"

Diskettes and 9 Track Tape

Quick turn anund time and low

cost — call and compare!

Langel Conversion Services

119 West 571h street, Suite 612

New York, NY 10019

(212) 581-9743
CIRCLE SM ON READER SERVICE CARD

OPTICAL
SCANNING
CALL FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE

DATA
CONVERSION
lABORATOmr

America's Lorgest Data Conversion

and Optical Sconning Facility

)S4- OHoroce Hord. Enp., Fresh Meodows, NY 11365S (718)357-8700 —
CIRCLE 865 ON READER SERVICE CARO

DATA
CONVERSION
DISK ^ DISK • TAPE^^i^

OPTICAL SCANNING I

WORD PROCESSORS
SPREADSHEETS

DATA BASES, MAIL LISTS
OVER 2,500 FORMATS

IBM PS7
WORDPERFECT

LOTUS
DBASE
LANIER
WANG

(212 )
463-7511

NATIONAL DATA
CONVERSION INSTITUTE

I EAiT ifT>i rrncET. wnivoiw, MiritM]

ERICA'S LEADERS IN DATA CONVERSION

QRCLE 067 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISK/TAPE/OPTICAL SCANNING
• 33( per page (ypewriiten lext lo disk in ASCII.

WP lorm^ available on request

• Scan Typeset text 6 lo 2^1 low rales

• Disk conven Irom IBM. WANG. XEROX. MAC-

INTOSH -f 1000 other torm^ (bi-direclional)

• Tape conversiorts (800. 1600. 3200. 6250 BPI)

• Quick (urnaround—Quality Guaranteed

Isl RUN COMPUTER SERVICES

1261 Broadway Suite 508

New York. NY. 10001

(212) 779-0800

DATA RECOVERY SERVICES

OMTTMCfT 800-752-1333

DATA RECOVERY INC.
In MNCall
612-937-1107

The Only Custom Data Recovery Experts

A service from the “s when:

creators of Disk Manager! • Your hard disk can't be booted

Recommended hv major '

, . ^ • Your directories and/or FATs
anve manufacturers. ^r are scrambled or gone. etc.

For that critical moment when only the best will do.

emCLE 866 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES IN THE MS DOS MARKET . . .

DISK CONVERSION

INCOMPATIBLE COMPUfERS?
Disk Inwrchangt S«rv)c« Cwnpam speciai-

Ues in transterring files between 1()00+

incompatible computer lormalS'

• 9TRACX nPC TO DISKETTE
• DEDICATEO WORD PROCESSORS
• as*. 5.25* k 8’ FORMATS

Additional Services Inctude:

• Database & Spreadsheet Conversions
• Custom Prooramming/Daia Reformatting
• Expert Technical Assistance

Didi InlcrchMipe .Service Co. (DtSC)
3 Pari Onw. WeMl.ml MA (HXm

iSOSi «92.(MSe

aRCLE 888 ON READER SERVICE CARO

TAPE/nSK

Conversion services to or from over
1250 computer systems:

• Magtapes • Mini Computers
• Micro Computers • Typesetters
• Word Processors

CAU THE INDUSTRYLEADERS

PIVAR
COMPUTER SERVICES. Inc.

(312) 459-6010
165 Arlington Heights Rd #M

Buffalo Grove. tL 60089
anCLE 889 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Tape TOFLOPPY
FLOPPY TOTAPE

Tape duplication
FLOPPY TO-MICROFICHE

Laser printing

I-800-422-9622
I In OK: 918 254 9622)

a TECHMOl PR06IUMMIN6
SEitvias,mc
tSCIiEASl6ISI SrST

niSA OK 74133-1301

TOTAL SERVICE CONVERSIONS
• OUR NAME SAYS IT ALL •
• Quality Service •
• Quick Turnaround •
• Low Prices •
• 1-eOO-5-CONVRT •
• In CA 1-213-669-8134 •
• Formerly W/Text Sciences Corporation •
TOTAL SERVICE CONVERSIONS. INC

1933 North Monon Street

.

Los Angeles. CA 90027

CHANGING WORD
PROCESSORS?

Media transfer to or from:
• IBM
• XEROX
• DEC
• WANG
• LANIER
• CPT
• CT
• MICOM
• NBI

• WORDSTAR
• WORDPERFECT
• MS/WRD
• DW3
• MULTIMATE
• SAMNA
• MASH
• DCA

> FREE TEST CONVERSION *

531 Main Sl-.^luite 835

(213)

El SegundD, CA 92045
545-6551 .(213)322-6319

OKLE 871 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISKETTE COPY
SERVICE

100% CERTIFIED
5'A" BULK DISKS

SVa" DS/DD 59'

31/2 DS/DD 1.09
Price based on quanirty of 300

includes sleeves, labels and tabs

800-222-0490
In NJ 201-462-7628
FAX 201-462-5658

# 24 Hour Shipment #

MEGASoff
PO Bo* 710 Freehold NJ 07728

fc^^Ct£B770NjgAOeRSgRyiCg CAW) ^

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION
* DlBk duplication
* All formats
* EVERLOCK copy protoction
* Labal/slaava printing

* Full packaging tarvicas
* Warehousing
* Drop shipping
* Fulfillmont

* 48*hour delivery
r Consultation A guidance

te, Inc.
^ 713 W Mam St . Lansdaie. PA tS446
80O-343-1S1S ais-sea-iRoo

CIRCLE 073 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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THE SHOWCASE FOR PRODVCTS AND SERVICES IN THE MS DOS MARKET . . .

NETWORKING

KEYCARD
ELIMINATOR..

HOVSLL ADVANCED NETWARE'
2.0a & 2.1

^ KEYCA80 FAILURE?
NEED TRUE SFT7

Slbl SLOTBOUND?
FAST CPU?

{ggoo

JiB^
Ncrwoax ausmiss srsTems

CmCLE $74 ON READER SERVICE CARO

SUPPLIES

LASER CARTRIDGE
RECHARGE

Cut your cost in halt with recharged

Laser printer cartridges.

Exclusive toner with blackest print

ar>d top quality.

Cartridges last 20% longer.

Money back guarantee.

27 difterenl Laser Printer

engines to recharge.

Send empty cartndge with $40 > $3 s/h.

Monthly discounts. Toner available.

LASER SYSTEMS'
TONER TECHNOLOGIES

23 NO. MAIN / P.O. BOX 407
KAYSVILLE, UT. 64037

mi US TOR i»TT

rOIEI (UTIIDIES $10

INI Oil imuB uiniiMS

i/MowM H* iir* «/•!

[liaT!

i-roNf*iM*in 'I

CIRCLE 676 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE SHOWCASE FOR
PRODUCTS AND

SERVICES IN THE MS
DOS MARKET . . .

SUPPLIES

Packaging Items

• Vinyl Portfolios

• Binders and Slipcases

Vinyl, Cloth

• Spinaker Paks

• Custom Designs

Silk Screening and

Printing Services

• Binders - Slip Portfolios

• labels • Tyvek Sleeves

• Manuals

r^tWCO DtVflOr>MtHT

Duplication and Assembly Services

• 100% Individual Testing on each disk

(Write/ReatVVerify)

• 10% AQl lot verification performed on

separate computer

• label affixing, product assemblies and

shrink wrapping available

• Copy Protection Systems

Accessory Items
• Index Tabs

• Vinyl disk pages 1, 2, 3, 4 disk/pg.

• Shipping cartons binder/portfolio/disk

• Typesetting service tor manuals from moderrV

file transfers or printouts

• Diskette label priming

• Bulk diskettes

CIRCLE 677 ON

721 W. Algonquin Rd., Arlington Hts., Illinois 60005 reader service card

(312) 364-SOFT FAX 364-7698 • Telex 493-7109

toner cartridge RECONDITIONING
Laser Printers • Canon PC Copters • Facsimile • Microfilm Copiers

LASER PRINTERS $39.95 / PC COPIERS $3955

Call TMI Fra* (.80a«4f-«548
or 1-aoaS43-*529 (In Mbtlssippi)

FREEDEUVERT

ILaserCrafters 6016 Slater Circle

TOMER CARTRIOOE Pascagoula. MS 39567

RECOMOmOMIMa (601)4754881
CIRCLE 676 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Need 3M Data Cartridge*?
I
OiEchpilon LBiPrlcG Special PtIog

When a cooiM to tlortng valuabM
inlormeiion. 3M Data Carir$do«

TapM provida data tacurUy you

can count on.

Contact us tor com$>leie compatibilitY

informalion on 3M't oom$>toie line

of standard 6 formaned Data
Cartridge Tapec.

Aa en Bale New.

1

DC300XLP S31.S0 I18J6

DC600A 34.86 20.60

OC1O0O 20.50 12J6

OC200 27.70 lUi

iS
Mrwiwn SOaWCetNga* SSH SSOM
Pneaa SiAtael to Clwnee

Precision Oete Preducle^
htetogwt aoo-es-344a
RO tee3S7.(kwi4Rietoa, Ml 41616
6I6-4S2-MS7 RAX: 616-466^14H

ORCU 679 ON READER SERVICE CARO

PC Magazine

Marketplace

the ultimate

target market!

The brand specifiers

who read PC Magazine

don’t have the time to

shop around, their only

concern is getting what

they need as quickly as

possible.

They’ll DIRECT

their attention to

PC Magazine

Marketplace

For them PC Magazine

Marketplace's Direct- Re

sponse/Display Ad format

represents a fast, easy and

cost effective method of

product acquisition. They

know it will have the prod-

ucts they need and the

information they want re-

garding price, volume dis-

counts, specincations and

delivery.

If you think that .vour

business can benefit from

the 550,000 brand spec-

ifiers who read PC Maga

zine ... YOU’RE RIGHT!

So take DIRECT action

and call (212) 503-5115

or (800) 825-4ADS

MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 2 9. 1988
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FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PIACE YOUR AD CAUL 212 503-5115 . . .

SUPPLIES

Don't Just Re-load your
Laser Toner Cartridge:

Renew It
at Select Office Supply

Appie. Hewlett-Packard. Canon PC & all

Series I & II Cartridges

Select Office Supply Send Chock with tmptv
9092 North Avenue Cartridges

St. Louis, Missouri 63114 MC/VISA accepted

(314) 426-7337 S
CWCLE SM ON READER SCftVICe CAM)

It's disassembled,
inspected, cleaned,

refilled and
tested before
it's returned

to you.

Service is 100%
Guaranteed

No "Drill & FUl"

Color Toner Too!

PC Magazine Marketplace

the ultimate tantet market!

The lirund specifiers who read PC Magazine don't base the time to shop around,

(heir ohl>' concern is getting what the>- need a.s quickh’ as possible.

They’ll DIRECT their

attention to PC Magazine Marketplace

For them PC Magazine Marketplace's Direct Response/Display Ad format represents a

fust, easy and cost effective method of product acquisition. They know it will ha\'e the

products they need and the information they want regarding price, xulume discounts,

specifications and delivery.

If you think that your business can benefit from the 55U,000 brand sp<'cifiers who

read PC Magazine .. VtXi'RE RIGHT!

So take DIREa action and call (212) 503-5115 or (800) 825-4ADS

TRAINING/
TUTORIALS

Ualtiocad

VIDEO TUTOR
• Count WdrucM' • L* Eiooiai t

Yes. you can laam AutoCAD aaailyl

Ant at your own paca!

W«l 0<«) ponontl AutoCAD MG' uK)

(OienRfvopoiiiingcmrwiA tton

eoKsthrauoriidtiifleM TiusKff^icta

iHgr nvKi xdoo ndpi loco fOurnKMig coon

it imea*) you* budge

Groat lor quick rifcrenco.

ORDER
TOIL FREE!

1-80(M33-1479
CAi me Roenwiw

anCie 1*1 ON READER SERVICS CARO

THE SHOWCASE
FOR PRODUCTS

AND SERVICES

IN THE MS DOS

MARKET . . .

E
xpect more than a few nibbles this summer from
clients an(d distributors. Ziff-Davis reprints are

custom-desisned and will make your product’s review

an attractive marketing lure.

If you’re looking to land the big one this summer,
contact Jennifer Locke—Reprints Manager, Ziff-Davis

Publishing Co., One Park Ave., NX NY 10016, (212) TTI)

503-5447, or on MCI Mail. (Min. order 500 reprints.)

PC MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 2 9, 19 88
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Editorial PROXJcr index

NUIMER PRODUCT CONPANY PAGE

AFTER HOURS
699 Bank Street Music

Writer

Mindscape Inc. 486

695 CMS401with Computer Music 482

Cakewalk Supply

698 Creative Music

System

PC&C Research Corp. 484

693 Home Video

Producer

Epyx Software 482

696 Pianoman Support Group tnc. 484

697 Pop-Tunes Ad Lib Inc. 484

692 Resume Kit Spinnaker Softvi/are 480

COMPUTERS
687 Acer1100/20 Acer Technologies

Corp.

146

686 Amax PC/386 Amax Engineering 153

Business System Corp.

685 AST Premium/386 AST Research Inc. 154

684 AT&T 6386

WorkGroup System

AT&T Corp. 165

443 Compaq SLT/286 Compaq Computer

Corp.

36

683 Computer Computer 166

Components

Heritage 386/20

Components Corp.

682 CPU 386/20 Computer Products

UniM
172

68t Dell System 310 Dell Computer Corp. 175

680 Everest 386/20 Everest Computer

Corp.

176

679 Everex STEP 386/20 Everex Computer 194

Systems Division

677 Micro Lab 386 Pan-United Corp. 200

433 NECProSpeed386 NEC Home Electronics 52

676 PC Unk 386-20 PC Link Corp. 204

675 Spear 386/20 MHz Spear Technology Inc. 207

Tower System

447 Tandy 5000 MC Tandy Computer

Corp.

33

678 386/20 Northgate Northgate Computer 196

Povrer Systems

673 VIPC Hybrid VIPC Computers

Corp.

212

674 Whole Earth 20MHz Whole Earth 218

386 Tower Electronics

CONNECTIVITY
689 Banyan Corporate

Network Server

Banyan Systems Inc. 97

688 Harris 9300

Network

Communications

System

Harris Corp. 105

444 TaskNet CYB Systems Inc. 43

HARDWARE
436 Boomerang Microsync 52

435 Classic Disk Drive Cumulus Corp. 51

432 MarqMouse Marq Technologies 51

LANGUAGES
446 Turbo Pascal 5.0 Borland International 56

WJM8ER PRODUCT COMPAKY PAGE

434 IBM Monochrome
Display 8507

IBM Corp. 52

MUSICSOFTWARE
691 Cakewalk Twelve Tone Systems 236

672 Concepts;One Midi Concepts Inc. 238

666 The Copyist II Dr. T's Music

Software

263

671 Forte II LTA Productions 249

670 The 48-Track PC Robert Keller 249

669 MasterTracksPC Passport Designs Inc. 250

664 MESA Roland Corp. U.S. 268

663 Personal Composer Jim Miller 2/0

System/2

665 Srare Passport Designs Inc. 264

668 Sequencer Plus

Markin

Voyetra Technologies 252

667 Texture Magnetic Music 261

SCANNERS
700 The Complete Hand The Complete PC 295

Scanner

701 Handy Scanner HS- Diamond Rower 299

2000 Electric Instrument

Co. U^lnc.
703 PB-PS1000 Pocket

Scanner

Packard Bell 308

704 Saba Handscan Saba Technologies

Inc.

288

702 ScanMan Logitech Inc. 302

NUMBn PRODUCT COMPANY PAGE

705 Transimage 1000 Translmage Corp. 291

SOFTWARE
441 FormGen II FormGen Corp. 54

438 Fortune 500

Prospector

MZ Group 51

431 Mapinfo Mapinfo Corp. 48

437 Microsoft

Programmer's

Libraiy

Microsoft Corp. 51

TRAINING

661 C Programming for M&T Publishing Inc. 258

MIDI

662 Music Through

MIDI

Microsoft Press 268

UTILITIES

430 9 To 24 Pin Foresight Enterprises 48
Translator Inc.

440 The Norton Peter Norton 54

Commander 2.0 Computing Inc.

WORD PROCESSING
442 Textra5.2 Ann Arbor Software 43

690 WordPerfect,

Version 5.0

WordPerfect Corp. 117

439 WordStar

Professional

Releases

MicroPro International 46

PRODUCTIVITY
DEPARTMBfT PROGRAM NAMEi)ESCRIPT10N PAGE

PC Lab Notes The PC user's guide to modems: how they work and what to look lor when 311

buying one.

Utilities CONflG.CTLIetsyouchangeyourCONRG.SYSfileatboottime. 323
Environments Draw areas of various sizes and fill with drftorer;* colors using the OS/2 346

Presentation Manager.

Power Programming Concatenate, extract, and translate strings with these assembly language 363
routines.

Spreadsheet Clinic Correct a /Data Query Rnd command highlighting bug in 1 •2*3. 375
Spreadsheet Clinic Plot more than six data ranges in a single XYgra^ in Lotus 1-2-3. 376

Spreadsheet Clinic Convert numeric labels with trailing -r- and -signs into values using 1-2-3. 381

User-to-User Simulated CASE statement speeds up batch file execution. 3^
User-to-User CreatespecialpathsforeachofyourapplicationswrthSAVEPATH.BAT. 384

User-to-User Make today's date available to all your batch files. 3^
User-to-User Remove protection from BASIC files saved with the P option. 389
User-to-User Let your prompt remind you when you're in a DOS shell. 3^
Power User Keep track of task input time with l^ created in WordPerfect. 397
Power User Speed up dBASE command execution by temporarily turning off the index. 307

Power User Merge print addresses with different numbers of lines in Microsoft Word. 399

Power User Use CHR (13) to force blank lines on dBASE labels. 400
Languages Expand your screen viewing by creating a virtual screen in Turbo Pascal . 401

Languages Understand why some programs change the shape of the cursor, and learn 402
howtoprev^it.

Languages A program in Turbo Pascal that allows you to adjust colors on the screen. 404

Languages DiscovertheamountofinstalledRAMusingMemSize. 404

PCTutor FindoutwhyusingCOBOLonaPCworkstationmakesgoodsense. 411

PC Tutor Fix problems with the DOS TYPE command by using MORE.COM. 41

1

PCTutor Hidegameprogramsfromthebossbyconcealingtheirdirectories. 412
PCTutor A bad track on a hard disk will cause some good sectors to be useless. 414
Connectivity Clinic How to prevent unwanted key^okes from jamming the network. 419
Connectivity Clinic Avoid PC-to-IBM-mainframe file transfer failures. 419

Connectivify Clinic Manipulate environmental variables safely in DOS 3.3. 420
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Coming UP
MIND MIRRORS Are they time orga-

nizers, text databases, people trackers, or

computerized secretaries? The broad cate-

gory of organizational software has wid-

ened to include a large group of data han-

dlers with diverse features, from simply

recording phone numbers to making asso-

ciations and even assigning priorities in

your everyday activities. Together, these

products compose the still-evolving genre

of personal information managers. Our re-

viewers define the differences, helping

you make the move to the organized side

of life. Among the 25 programs evaluated,

you’re sure to find at least one that works

the way you do.

New breed The company that

brought us DOS on the road has just played

a trump card with its release of the Com-
paq SLT/286. The first laptop computer to

boast VGA graphics resolution, the SLT
also sports the longest-lasting battery of

any 286-based hard disk-equipped laptop.

Executive editor Gus Venditto puts this

traveler through its paces.

ENVELOPES WITH EASE Put the

ballpoint pen away and enjoy the macro-

language convenience of the computer
age. PC Magazine answers the question

users of the HP LaserJet have been asking

from the beginning: how to get their printer

to handle envelopes. Contributing editor

Edward Mendelson reviews six envelope-

addressing programs and offers macros for

the major word-processing programs that

tell your printer all it needs to know to print

envelopes.

WORKGROUP PRODUCTIVITY
Our discussion of the cooperation between

personal and mainframe computers contin-

ues, with the second part of PC Maga-
zine's feature on LAN gateways. Here,

workgroup systems editor Frank J.

Derfler, Jr., examines 10 products that

function on existing network systems,

from Attachmate, Digital Communica-
tions Associates, Eicon Technology,
Gateway Communications, IBM, ICOT,
Information Technologies, National Ad-
vanced Systems, and 3Com. CS
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AfterHours
PERSONAL
GROWTH

I
Resume Kit Provides

The Help YouHeed to

Get the Job You Want

BY DONALD B. TRIVETTE

A good resume can be the key

that opens the door to success in

business. As most job hunters

know, this is the place to show-

case your talents, skills, educa-

tion, and experience. The
$39.95 Resume Kit, from Spin-

naker Software, makes writing

a resume almost as easy as fill-

ing in the blanks.

Resume Kit is more than a

fancy word processor—it’s a

job-hunting tool that includes

mail-merge, interview tracking,

and the ability to build a data-

base of contacts.

The Resume command in-

vokes a word processor that

leads you step by step through

the creation of your resume.

There are specialized formats to

create engineer, student, com-

puter-specialist, and academic

resumes.

A 115-page reference man-

ual includes some good advice

about preparing your resume. It

talks about length (’*
. . .never

more than two pages”) and
about including personal data

{” . . . most experts recom-

mend against it”).

The Resume Kit is new, and

not without some major flaws.

The name and address fields,

which are printed as a heading at

the top of your resume, are lim-

ited to four lines of 25 charac-

ters each. And though the Re-

sume Kit supports a large

variety of printers, some of the

printer drivers are defective.

If you want typeset-quality

resumes but lack a laser printer,

the company offers a laser print-

ing service. Send your resume

on a floppy disk with $100, and

you’ll receive 100 resumes, 100

matching sheets, and 100 enve-

lopes.

List Mce: Resume Kit, $39.95.

Requires: 384K RAM. S'/^-inch

media, printer, graphics board for

preview function. Not copy

protected. Spinnaker Software.

One Kendall Sq., Cambridge. MA
02139; (800) 826-0706.

CIRCLE 692 ON READER SERVICE CARD

iMSTANrra0F.j[t^S. pF T77 COtmTRlEJ

CIRCLE 394 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Him your
computer
screen...

...into a
window on
the world.

PC-GLOBE+ is the criti-

cally acclaimed software

package that brings

continents, countries

and cultures to life with

richly detailed maps,

graphics and statistics.

Use it as a dynamic

learning tool. Create

eye-catching marketing

reports. Plan travel

itineraries. Or simply

satisfy your need to

know. PC-GLOBE+ puts

a window on the world

at your fingertips.

World, continent and country

maps
• Fully integrated database

packed w/socio-economic and

cultural statistics

. Automatic currency conver-

sion. miles/kilometers toggle,

int'l telephone and telex codes

• Expandable database

• File import/export capability

• Custom presentation of

statistics

. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
IBM* PC/XT/AT/PS2 or com-

patibles w/min. 384K. 2 floppy

drives (5'A' or 3Vi') or hard

disk. Hercules monochrome.
CGA.EGAorVGA ^
displays. ^

Cornwell Systems. Inc. 2100 S. Rural Road. »2 lempe. AZ 85282 602 894 6868 iblex: 9102900231
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The CMS401 MIDI uilapier, S2W with Cakewalk uifr>\ arr. uie\ HolanJ '

« c hip «•/

(see imri). st> the tysiem is t ompaiihle with the MPV^iU stanJurd.

CMS Kit Combines MiDi
Adapter with Powerful
Sequencing Software

BY JONATHAN MATZKIN

MIDI connectivity is the key to

a universe of bubbling synthe-

sizers and chattering drum ma-

chines. The MIDI (musical in-

strument digital interface)

standard allows compatible in-

struments to communicate, cre-

ating orchestrations of virtually

unlimited complexity and vari-

ety. Adding a rc to a MIDI set-

up gives the musician tremen-

dous control over his equipment

and allows him to apply word

processor-like techniques to

composition and arranging.

Roland's industry standard

MPU-40I MIDI interface for

the PC has spawned a host of

software packages and hard-

ware-compatible interfaces.

The CMS40I MIDI adapter,

from Computer Music Supply,

features Roland’s chip set. so it

is hardware and software com-

patible with the MPU-401 stan-

dard. It is also compatible with

all of the software properly writ-

ten to that standard. The card

has MIDI in- and out-connec-

tors, as well as a metronome

connector.

For $299, the CMS40I

comes with the appropriate

MIDI cables and a copy of

Cakewalk 2.0, a popular se-

quencing software package
from Twelve Tone Systems.

Cakewalk is an extremely pow-

erful and flexible sequencer. It

uses a pull-down menu system

and also features a graphics

editing-screen that lets you use a

mouse or cursor keys to insert,

delete, and move notes. A flexi-

ble event-filter simplifies global

editing.

List Price: CMS401 with cables

arid Cakewalk sequencing software.

$299. Requires: Half-slot. MIDI-

compatible instrument:

384K RAM, DOS 2.0 or later.

Software not copy protected.

Computer Music Supply, 382 N.

Lemon Ave., Walnut, CA 91789;

(800) 322-MIDI.
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Home Video Producer
Adds Some Hollywood
Flash to YourAmateur
Productions

BY DONALD B. TRIVETTE

George Lucas and Steven Spiel-

berg, beware! Epyx Software

has raised the curtain on Home
Video Producer, a product that

lets you design and animate ti-

tles and credits to give your

home productions the Holly-

wood touch.

Using HVP's menu-driven

commands, you can create vid-

eo strip titles and credits, frame

by frame, that will be the envy

of your audience. Creating titles

is just as easy as .selecting icons

to add background color, bor-

ders, backdrops, text, and

graphics. A special-effects

command defines how one
frame wipes, tears, scrolls, or

spirals into the next frame; it

lacks only a dissolve feature,

which, according to the devel-

oper, is loo slow on the PC.

The software limits each title

and credit sequence to 32

frames, but since all frames

must be in RAM at the same

time you’ll probably exhaust

your memory before you reach

the limit.

The program supports a total

16 colors, although none are

visible on the computer moni-

tor. The colors do appear, how-

ever, on the TV and the video

tape.

If you don't feel especially

creative, the software includes

templates for new-baby, vaca-

tion. wedding, football, base-

ball, soccer, Europe, birthday,

and Christmas videos. The
manual gives step-by-step in-

structions on how to create the

effect of a bunch of balloons

that float onto the screen and

then fly away—an especially ef-

fective animation for any birth-

day or graduation video.

HVP works only on a com-

puter equipped with a color

graphics adapter (CGA) board

with composite video output—

a

feature the newer EGA and
VGA boards lack. Using a stan-

dard RCA cable, which you
must supply, the composite out-

put on the computer is connect-

ed to the video input jack on ei-

ther a VCR or a camcorder,
which is in turn hooked up to a

television set. The manual has

half a dozen diagrams showing

different configurations.

Once the hardware is con-

nected, you position the video

tape to the place you want to re-

cord a title and pause the VCR
or camcorder in record mode.

Call up a video strip from HVP
and select PlayMovie from the

menu. Then release the pause

button. Voil^l You’ve titled a

film. The results won’t make
Ron Howard jealous, but they

are more polished than a sign

held in front of the camera; and

Home Video Producer is ten

limes less expensive than a pro-

fessional presentation program

like s PC Storyboard

.

List Price: Home Video Producer,

$49.95. Requires: 256K RAM.
CGA adapter with composite video

output, VCR or camcorder,

assorted cables, DOS 2. 1 or later.

Not copy protected. Epyx Software,

600 Galveston Dr.. Redwood City.

CA 94063; (415) 366-0606.
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Home Video
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fers IJ special
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Pop-up Music to Perk
Up YourSpreadsheets

BY JONATHAN MATZKIN

The Ad Lib Personal Computer

Music System enables even

nonmusicians to express them-

selves in sound (see review in

After Hours, PC Magazine.
January 26, 1988). Its ingenious

“musical spreadsheet” nota-

tion system frees users from the

need to deal with traditional mu-

sic symbols and provides access

to a reasonably powerful FM
synthesizer.

Ad Lib has released a steady

stream of add-on products for

the $245 system, including a

“Music Championship” game
that develops ear-training skills.

The latest Ad Lib add-on is Pop-

Tunes, a $39.95 memory-resi-

dent utility that lets you listen to

Ad Lib music regardless ofwhat

else you are doing on your PC.

T^e utility can be popped up

over any other program (provid-

ed there is no TSR conflict). It

displays a menu of song titles

and a list of options for repeat

play and for playing several

songs in sequence. Songs can

also be programmed to begin

playing at a specified time.

Pop-Tunes comes preloadcd

with songs. But the obvious use

for it is as a pop-up jukebox for

your own sonic creations. You
can, for instance, load your own
music to accompany a slide pre-

sentation to be displayed on

your monitor.

List Price: Pop-Tunes. $39.95.

Requires; 256K RAM. Ad Lib

Music Synthesizer Card, half-slot,

graphics adapter, external

amplification, DOS 2.0 or later.

Not copy protected. Ad Lib Inc., 50

Staniford St.. #800. Boston. MA
021 14; (800) 463-2686.
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Creative Music System
Offers an inexpensive

WaytoDeveiop Your
Musicai Taients

BY JONATHAN MATZKIN

The $199 Creative Music Sys-

tem. from PC&C Research, in-

cludes a 12-voice synthesizer

(on a half-card) and a variety of

software to support it. In addi-

tion to programs for playing

back music, there's a utility that

synchronizes music and sepa-

rately generated graphics im-

ages, and another that links mu-

sic with text files for a “sing-

along” effect. And you can play

music in the background while

running another application.

Turn YourPC into a Steinway

If you enjoy playing and composing on the piano, but your abtxle

Isn’t large enough to accommodate a baby grand, PianomanA.O.

written by PC Magazine contributing editor Neil J. Rubenking.

may be ju.st what you’re looking for. A piano simulation pro-

gram for any computer—desktop or laptop

—

Pianonum could

make you the Liberace of the computer set.

The program directly supports the IBM PC keyboard, but

you can run an install program to reconfigure Pianoman for

whatever computer keyboard you have.

The Pianoman screen shows the keyboard layout with musi-

cal notes, instead of letters or numbers, written on each key.

Sharps and flats are supported and labeled accordingly.

To create a tunc, turn Record on and enter the notes from the

keyboard. Your tune is stored and can be saved to disk. Piano-

man offers a legato mode, and three different octaves are avail-

able. You can also control the duration of each note.

Pianoman lets you edit and merge the tunes you create, as

well as those that are provided with the program. The editor is

pretty sophisticated in its ability to perform block, copy, move,

and global scarch-and-replace commands.

The Player Piano module lets you convert your tunes into

programs that can be run independently from Pianoman. An op-

tional program called SPKR lets you write up to 128 notes and

then play them in background mode over another application.

—Francis P. Mitard

List Price: Pidm.'Wdn. $25. Requires; I60K RAM. 1X)S 2.0 or later.

Not copy protected. Supp<irt Group Inc.. P.O. Box 1577. Baltimore.

MD 21203: (800) USA-GROUP.
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The Creative Music System

has no MIDI capability, and it

doesn ’
t support an external key-

board. It's intended as a self-

contained system for the indi-

vidual PC user. It doesn't

support standard musical nota-

tion, either; you enter music
through a proprietary notation

system that represents pitches as

numbers and uses keyboard

symbols to specify accidentals,

note durations, and rests.

You create the notation on

any editor that generates ASCII
output. Then you take the word

processor output and compile it

using the included software. A
separate program then plays

back your opus.

Intelligent Organ is another

separate program that lets just

about anyone play something
that sounds like music. There is

a screen image of an organ key-

board, with its keys mapped to

the keys of the rc keyboard.

You can generate only one pitch

at a time from the organ key-

board, but the program adds

chord accompaniment and it

even has an arpeggiator.

The Creative Music System

is fairly powerful and feature-

rich, but the documentation is

weak. Aside from being written

in poor English, the manuals are

sparse and poorly organized.

Worse yet, the system’s soft-

ware is divided into a number of

small, focused programs that do

a particular job, but there is no

overall program shell to knit

these features together.

List Price: Creative Music System,

$199. Requires; 256K RAM. half-

slot, ASCII text editor, external

amplification, DOS 3.0 or later.

Software not copy protected.

PC&C Research Corp. . 32 N

.

Wood Rd. . Camarillo, CA 93010;

(800) 843-1239.
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Bank street Music WriterSparks the

Creativity ofBudding Composers

BY JONATHAN MAT7.K1N

For years ihe Bank Slrccl Col-

lege of Education has lent its

naioc and expertise to software

that educates and stimulates cre-

ativity. Bank Street Music Writ-

er, a $149 hardwarc-and-sofl-

ware package from Mindscape.

maintains this tradition as it aids

budding composers in develop-

ing their musical powers.

The package consists of

composition software and a

half-slot add-in card that holds a

six-voice .synthesizer. PCjr

owners can purchase the soft-

ware alone (for $49) and use

their system’s built-in three-

voice sound chip instead of

Mindscape 's synth board.

Music Writer’s main editing

screen displays three sets of mu-

sical staves. You choose a key

signature, a lime signature, and

~

—

AFTER HOURS |
INDEX I

Music, maestro, please

From PC&C Research. Ad
Lib. Support Group, and

Computer Music Supply;

products to help soothe the

savage PC.

Home Video Producer

Design and animate titles

and credits for your home
video.

Resume Kit

Spinnaker Software’s pro-

gram offers help for job-

seekers.

Science Toolkit

Experiments for the aspiring

rocket scientist.

a clef from menus. Placing

notes is ingeniously simple: you

point with the cursor at the ap-

propriate pitch in the musical

staff and then place the note

with a single keystroke. Hitting

the 4 key produces a quarter

note, while the 2 key places a

half note. The R key generates a

rest.

Music Writer's BkK’k Trans-

pose command lets you define

and transpK>se sections of music

.

Block Copy allows you to easily

repeal chunks of music w ithout

rckeying them.

That’s really convenient for

developing repetitive accompa-

niment parts. Care must be tak-

en. however, to make sure that

the target measure is wide
enough to accept the materia!

being copied. The staves don’t

automatically reformat them-

selves. and so advance planning

is necessary to make sure that

the copied passage ends up ex-

actly where you want it.

Music can be played back at

any time with a touch of the F2

key, so you can hear your work

in progress. You can also test a

pilch before entering it by mov-

ing the cursor to a line or space

of the staff and tapping P.

When playing back. Music

Writer changes the color of the

note currently being played, so

you can watch as well as listen

to the flow of your music. This

helps in associating the sound of

a particular rhythm or melody

with its notation on-screen.

Music Writer outputs only to

dot matrix printers; the results

are attractive and readable.

The included synthesizer is

rudimentary. Most of the avail-

able sounds arc similar to one

j
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nil notation.
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another, but they can be mixii-

fied by altering the parameters

that make up the sound enve-

lope: attack, decay, peak, and

release.

Music Writer has a separate

screen for modifying these

sounds, and a wave graphic of

each sound changes dynamical-

ly to reflect the nfodifications.

This is one of the most educa-

tional parts of the program,

since it teaches some basic prin-

ciples of sound generation.

Bank Street Music Writer

isn’t nearly powerful enough for

professional musicians. There

is no provision for MIDI con-

nectivity. and you can’t attach

an external keyboard to the sys-

tem. But for users who want to

learn about music in an uninti-

midating and graphically ap-

pealing environment. itd(.>csthe

job admirably , and at an appeal-

ingly low price.

List Price: Bank Street Music

Writer, including synthesizer

board. $149. Software only.

S49.95. Requires: I28KRAM,
CGA. half-slot, external

amplification. DOS 2.0or later.

Software copy protected.

Mindscape Inc.. .^444 Dundee Rd..

Nonhbr(X>k. IL 60062: (312)480-

7667,
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“The DellSystem 220runs mostPC It’s totaUy compatible with MS'DOS

Labs system benchmark tests atspeeds arid MS OS/2 and is fa^er than rriany

thatwouldmakeyou thinkyou’re 386 computers. Yet it sells for much less.

runninga386" Because you buy it direct from us.

-JOHN DICKINSON, PC MAGAZINE Eliminating the mark-ups and mar

.the System 220hasmom^ingfor it
S’"®% every Dell

thanjustSpeed computer right here in Austin, Texas.
-PCWORLD ^j through

“..includes ayear’s omsite support... in a comprehensive burn-in and a battery

theprice ofthe computer. This is the

sweetestsupportdeal offeredby any

computer vendor in die industry"

-ERIC KNORR, PCWORLD

“The hot itemfrom a technicalpointof
view is the System 220. This machine

ofdiagnostic tests before we ship it.

And after we ship, we give you

the best technical support you’ll find

anywhere in the computer industry.

Our technicians are on the phone

from 7AM to 7PM every business day.
mew IS me oyscern iruynuuunc

question you may have
runsa286processorat20MHz,whch 1 . ,

is its mcgor claim tofameT
-WILL FASTIE, PC WEEK

“...the Dellmachine is renewedevidence

that theprice of28&baseddesktop

ecjuipment continues to drop rapidly,

makingsuch machines very attractivefor

about a Dell system or its software can

be answered over the phone.

And, in the rare case, that your

question can’t be answered by an on-line

technician, we’ll send a Honeywell Bull

technician by the next business day.

A full year of on-site Honeywell

dcdly work underMS-DOSeven as they Bull service is included within the pur-

holdout thepromise ofrunning OS/2
in thefuture/

-Wia FASTIE, PC WEEK

The reviews are beginning topour in.

And they read like a wish list for

every power user looking to exceed the

ordinary limitations of a

286 personal computer.

The computer every-

one is praising in such

glowing terms is the Dell

System 220.

The first 286 per-

sonal computer with a

clock speed of20 MHz.

chase price ofyour Dell system.

Your Dell computer also comes

with a thirty-day money back guarantee.

And we back every one ofour com-

puters with a one year limited warranty

on any materials or workmanship.

For more informa-

tion on Dell computers,

I
read the reviews in the

trade press, open the op-

posite page, review our

^product offerings, and

Del! Tech Support is openfrom 7AM K> 7PM (CST)

from Monday ft? Friday. In mostcases, our technicians can

answerany question over thephone. Even ifthe question

orsoftwareprogram.

call us at (800) 426-5150.

You’ll like what we

have to say.
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